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ABSTRACT 

Kenchington, T.J. and R.G. Halliday. 1994. A survey of fishing practices in the Scotia
Fundy Region groundfish longline fisheries. Can. Manuscr. Rep. Fish. Aquat. Sci. 
2225: 642 p. 

In 1990-91, an interview survey of Scotia-Fundy Region fishermen was conducted to 
gather data for a comprehensive description of the groundfish longline fisheries. This 
Report documents the survey methods and provides initial analyses of the data on: 
patterns of licence inactivity; species caught; the nature of the longline gear and the 
amounts of gear set; the grounds and seasons fished; fishing strategies employed; and 
other types of fishing gear used on longline trips. Various problems confronting the 
longline fisheries are discussed, as are aspects of the sociological structures underlying 
these fisheries. A guide to the survey database and a brief glossary of terms used by the 
fishermen are appended. 

RESUME 

Kenchington, T.J. and R.G. Halliday. 1994. A survey of fishing practices in the Scotia
Fundy Region groundfish longline fisheries. Can. Manuscr. Rep. Fish. Aquat. Sci. 
2225: 642 p. 

En 1990-1991, un a procede a une enquete par entrevues aupres des pecheurs de la 
region de Scotia-Fundy afin de recueillir des donnees permettant de dresser un tableau 
general de la peche du poisson de fond a la palangre. Le present Rapport explique les 
methodes de sondage utilisees et fournit une analyse initiale des donnees sur 
I'inexploitation des permis, sur les especes capturees, sur la nature des palangres, sur 
la nombre de palangres mouillees, sur les lieux et les saisons de peche, sur les 
strategies de peche ainsi que sur les autres types d'engins utilises par les palangriers. 
On discute aussi de divers problemes propres aux pecheurs a la palangre et des 
structures sociologiques sous-jacentes a cette peche. Un guide sur la base de donnees 
decoulant du sondage ainsi qu'un glossaire sommaire des termes utilises par les pecheurs 
sont joints au rapport. 





1 

1 INTRODUCTION 

In 1989, a developing CriSIS in the Atlantic coast groundfish fisheries led the 
Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) to set up a Scotia-Fundy Groundfish Task 
Force which inquired into the problems of those fisheries within the Department's 
Scotia-Fundy Region 1 (Figures 1.1 to 1.8). The Task Force heard many arguments in 
favour of the supposed conservation-oriented and social advantages of promoting fixed
gear groundfish fishing, relative to otter trawling. In particular, representatives of the 
groundfish longline2 sector suggested that longlining did not take small fish, was unable 
to harm the resource and hence could be de-regulated in the Scotia-Fundy Region, 
specifically by being put on an allowance rather than a catch quota3. Longlining has not 
received the degree of scientific attention that has been given to some other kinds of 
fishing, however, and the validity of the longline representative's claims could not be 
confirmed. Thus, in its Recommendation 17(a) the Task Force called for DFO to 
"Evaluate the biological and economic effects of a longliner allowance fishery including 
examination of fish selectivity in relation to hook size, type and bait" (Hache 1989). 

The Department has initiated a number of studies in response to this Recommendation. 
The foundation for them all was an interview-survey of fishermen4 , designed to provide 
a basic but comprehensive profile of the groundfish longline fisheries of the Scotia
Fundy Region, as they existed in 1990. When coupled with the results of other research, 
the data gathered by this survey were to form the basis for the Task Force's 
recommended evaluation. Since a high proportion of Scotia-Fundy groundfish long line 
licences5 have not been used in recent years while other licences may not have been used 
as intensively as they could have been, there was a concern that a change to an allowance 
fishery might lead to a major increase in fishing effort. One of the prime purposes of 
this survey was, therefore, to gather data on the reasons for the inactivity of many 
licences and on the factors that limited the amount of longlining by those licensees who 
were active. Thus, the survey questions were focussed on both those aspects of fishing 
technology that influence catchability (the relation between fishing effort and the fishing 

1: The Scotia-Fundy Region includes all Canadian waters southwest of the Laurentian Channel 
and outside the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Its shoreline extends from Cape North to the U.S. border. 

2: As explained in the glossary, what is known to international fisheries science as "Ionglining" 
is most often known to Scotia-Fundy Region fishermen as "trawling". Conversely, what is 
officially termed "trawling" (e.g. otter trawling) is to the fishermen of this Region "fish 
dragging". To avoid confusion in either community, this Report uses the terms "Ionglining" and 
"dragging" and wherever possible excludes the word "trawling". 

3: In Canadian fisheries management, the distinction between these two measures is that a 
fishery can be closed when it has caught its quota whereas an allowance is not an enforceable 
limit on the catch. Instead, it is merely an estimate of what the catch will be which is deducted 
from the Total Allowable Catch before the quotas for other gear sectors are determined. 

4: Throughout this Report the people who work on the fishing boats are referred to by the male 
gender. This is a close approximation to reality: only one female owner/licensee/captain was 
encountered during this survey, though at least one other boat covered by the survey had a 
female substitute captain, a few female licensees who did not themselves go to sea were 
interviewed and increasing numbers of women now work at sea as members of the crews of 
fishing boats. 

5: Strictly "Iongline designations on groundfish licences" but as these constitute licences to fish 
with groundfish longline gear they may conveniently be referred to here as "Iongline licences". 
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mortality that it imposes on the resource) and on a topic that can best be described as 
"fleet dynamics" (sensu Hilborn 1985). Various other kinds of information that would 
add to the fishery profile were also sought but no attempt was made to gather information 
on the post-landing processing or marketing of the fish, and all discussion of the 
fishermen's economic performances was deliberately avoided as this last was already the 
subject of periodic interview surveys by DFO. Inevitably, however, the data requested 
by the survey questions was supplemented by a vast body of "ancillary" information that 
the interviewees wished to communicate, much of it on topics quite different to those that 
appeared important to the survey's designers. In the event, this unasked-for information 
painted a picture of the social and economic underpinnings of the fishery, which picture 
may be as relevant to the potential for an expansion of fishing effort as are the data on 
the more technical questions that the survey formally posed (see Section 15). Given the 
presently-limited scientific documentation on longline fishing, much of this ancillary 
information is also essential in understanding and interpreting the quantitative data. 

This Report provides full documentation of the survey, including the methodology 
employed and initial analyses of much of the data obtained6. Logistic considerations are 
discussed for the benefit of planners of future fishery surveys. This Report also 
provides a general description of the Scotia-Fundy groundfish long line fisheries as they 
were in 1990, a listing of the verbal, ancillary information offered by the interviewees 
and a description of the database that holds their answers to the questions asked formally. 
Since that database contains much information on the activities of individual, named 
fishermen, DFO confidentiality policies prevent its being released outside the 
Department but the information presented here will allow aggregate data to be extracted 
if required for further research. The Report is arranged as a series of Sections, of which 
this Introduction is the first, and a number of Appendices. This Introduction is followed 
by a Section that both describes and discusses the methods used. The analyses of the 
interview data are then reported in Sections 3 to 12, the treatment progressing from 
licence activity statistics, through the species pursued by longlining, the gear used, and 
longlining strategies and tactics (how, where and when the gear is used and, in so far as 
the data permit, why it is used in those ways, places and times), to the use of other types 
of gear during longline trips. Subsequent Sections outline some reported problems facing 
the longline fisheries and discuss various social issues and structures surrounding this 
sector of the fishing industry which will influence its future development. Finally, 
Section 15 examines the potential for increased longline effort and thus represents a 
first attempt to provide the evaluation required by the Task Force's Recommendation. 
The Appendices include copies of the various forms used in the survey, a full description 
of the database and the other survey data repositories, a glossary of terms used by 
Scotia-Fundy longline fishermen and an introduction to the names that they use to 
describe their fishing grounds, and finally the ancillary comments that many 
interviewees made on fisheries policy and management, on assorted scientific topics and 
on other matters not addressed by the preceding Sections. Preliminary or reduced 
versions of some parts of this material have already been published: Kenchington 
(1991) discussed some issues concerning the interactions between longliners and 
draggers while Kenchington et a/. (1992, 1994) have presented much of the 
information on the grounds exploited by these longliners. A survey archive, containing 
the completed questionnaires, charts of each interviewee's fishing grounds, the survey 
database and other material has been established at Marine Fish Division. 

6; The survey data concerning the boats and their on-board gear, non-Iongline licences held and 
their activity levels, crew sizes, the relationships between captains and licensees, and changes 
in the fisheries during the 1980s have yet to be analyzed. The relevant variables are not 
discussed in this Report, nor are the interviewees' associated ancillary comments listed. 
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No attempt is made here to relate the survey data to those in other sources concerning 
the longline fisheries, such as DFO's catch and effort database. The analyses presented 
are largely confined to univariate and bivariate descriptive examinations of the data. 
Inter-data set and multivariate analyses will require further work. 

Parts of this Report have a heavy emphasis on human factors, policy issues and other 
matters that are usually considered to be the province of social scientists. These may 
appear to contrast with the original intentions of the survey's instigators and with the 
applied-biological backgrounds of the authors. No attempt has been made to avoid this 
emphasis, for several reasons. Firstly, the numerical data and the results of statistical 
analyses must be interpreted in the light of a framework of ideas about this fishery. In 
the absence of either a developed theoretical basis for inter-disciplinary fisheries 
science or a firm understanding of the techno-biological basis of hook-and-line fishing, 
the fishermen's ideas and opinions provide the only such framework available. Secondly, 
the large body of ancillary information gathered during the field phase should be of value 
and interest to DFO's fishery managers. Thus, it is here collated and made available to 
all. Meanwhile, many of the interviewees evidently perceived the Department as an 
unresponsive monolith and most of them clearly saw this survey as an opportunity to 
transmit their thoughts and wishes to the decision makers. Indeed, the field phase was, in 
part, a trading process: fishermen provided the information that the Department wanted 
in return for having a chance to present the information that they wished the 
Department to receive. Their ideas are, therefore, presented here so that the survey can 
serve, in part, as the conduit that the interviewees wished it to be. 

The principal reason for devoting much of this Report to human-oriented concerns is, 
however, of far more importance than any of the above. The central objective of the 
survey was to develop a basis for predicting the future development of the longline 
fisheries in the event of partial deregulation. This seemed at the start to be a 
technicallbiologicaVeconomic issue that could be approached by means of a survey of 
fishing technology, allied to existing data on resource status and industry economic 
performance. In the large-boat, corporate-owned sector of the longline fisheries, that 
impression may have been appropriate. As the field phase progressed, however, it 
became clear both that future development in this fishery would primarily be 
constrained by decisions made by the longline fishermen and that the majority of those 
fishermen are not primarily "players" in an economic "game", whose responses could be 
predicted in terms of bioeconomic theory, but rather that their decisions will be shaped 
by their roles as components of a complex social system. Only by understanding that 
system will it be possible to predict the circumstances under which, for example, a 65 
year-old lobster fisherman who sets only enough halibut gear to maintain his longline 
licence would sell out to a 30 year-old who will put the licence onto a modern boat and 
then fish hard to pay down his debt to the Loan Board. Thus, far from this discursive, 
human-oriented material being ancillary to the objectives of the survey, it is in fact 
central to the aims of the work. 
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2 METHODS 

In this Section, full details of the survey methods are presented, together with accounts 
of the structure of the resulting database and of a follow-up mail survey, carried out in 
1992, that concern the hook types and sizes used in the longline fisheries. The general 
approaches followed in analyzing both the quantitative survey data and the verbal 
"ancillary" information are outlined here but the details of the analyses used were 
adapted to the idiosyncrasies of each data variable. Thus, those details are described in 
the relevant following Sections. There have been several interview-based surveys of 
Atlantic Canadian fisheries with objectives broadly similar to the present one (e.g. 
McKenzie 1942, 1946a,b; Spenard 1979; Greendale and Powles 1980; O'80yle and 
Cleary 1981; Hurley and O'80yle 1984; Halliday...and Sinclair 1987) but no great depth 
of experience in the technique has been developed within DFO. To maximize the value of 
the present work for methodological development, therefore, the survey methods used 
are described in detail and the merits of these methods are discussed. Finally, the 
reliability of the resulting data is considered. 

Pre-Field Phase Methods 

Sampling Design 
The population sampled for the survey was all longline designations on Scotia-Fundy 
groundfish licences (hereafter termed "Iongline licences") plus all of those Scotia
Fundy groundfish licences that, in 1990, were on over 65 ft boats which fished with 
groundfish longlines7 . Thus, the population in effect comprised the longline fleet based 
in the Scotia-Fundy Region plus those local non-Iongline boats that carried inactive 
longline licences, rather than the longline fleet which fishes the Region's waters. Parts 
of the surveyed fleet fish far outside the Region and there is some, albeit very little, 
groundfish longlining by non-Scotia-Fundy boats in the Region's waters. 

The interview sample was derived from the Scotia-Fundy licensing database for 1989, 
by extraction of all longline licences on boats of under 65 ft length. The 2692 such 
licences were then divided into three size classes by boat length, following the length
groups established under current licensing policy, viz.: under 35 ft, 35 to under 45 ft 
(hereafter "35-45 ft"), and 45 to under 65 ft ("45-65 ft"). Each boat-size class was 
further divided into an "active" and an "inactive" group on the basis of whether DFO's 
statistical system had recorded any groundfish longline catch against the licence in 1989 
(the most recent year for which data were available when the samples were selected). In 
the under 35 ft and 35-45 ft classes, each such group was subdivided into either three 
or four geographic SUb-units or ·county groups", the arrangement of which had been 
developed from previous social and economic surveys of the fishing communities 
(Department of Fisheries and Oceans 1989), based on the licensee's residential address 
as recorded in the licensing database in 1989 (Table 2.1). 403 licences were then 
selected (without replacement) by a stratified random procedure, such that licences in 
all size classes, activity groups and county groups were equally likely to be selected, 
except that "active" licences were 4 times as likely to be selected as "inactive" licences 

7: The distinction arises because, in Atlantic Canada, under 65 ft boats carry boat-specific 
licences whereas over 65 fters work under company-owned Enterprise Allocations. The 
licensing regulations concerning the two groups are not. therefore, directly compatible. 
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and subject to the constraint that only positive integer numbers of licences could be 
selected from each stratum. In the final selection (Table 2.1), "active" licences had a 
slightly better than 1 in 3 chance of being selected, whereas "inactive" ones had a 
slightly worse than 1 in 14 chance. Because of the small number of licences in the 45 to 
65 ft class, these were oversampled, with an additional 6 "active" and 1 "inactive" 
licences being randomly selected from within the appropriate populations. Finally, all 
over 65 fters active in the groundfish longline fisheries in 1990 were added to the 
sample (i.e. 100% of them were selected). There were 11 of these for a grand total of 
421 licences in the "primary" sample. 

A further 410 licences were then selected as an "alternate" sample, using the identical 
protocols to those employed for the primary sample, except that no over 65 ft boats 
could be included. Since these selections were all made without replacement, licences 
selected for the primary sample were not available for the alternate one. The original 
intention was for lic~nces to be subsequently selected, on a stratified random basis, from 
within this alternate sample to replace any licences in the primary sample that could not 
be included in the survey for practical reasons (most particularly because of the 
licensee's refusal to be interviewed). In the event, very few licensees in the alternate 
sample were interviewed. 

Minimum numbers of interviews to be achieved in each stratum were set as an integer 
value close to 75% of the sample size for that stratum (Table 2.1). 

From the DFO licensing database, a printout was obtained listing, for each selected 
licence: the licence number, the survey stratum and sample (primary or alternate) in 
which it was included, and the recorded name, address and telephone number of the 
licensee who held the licence early in 1990. The sample selections were necessarily 
made from 1989 licence ownership information (that being the most recent available at 
the time of sample selection) and yet the survey sought information on fishing practices 
in 1990. A surprisingly large proportion (perhaps 10%) of the licences had changed 
hands between the recording of the 1989 licensee data and the commencement of the 
1990 fishing season. Where that change of ownership had carried the licence across a 
county-group boundary, it was deleted from the sample. 

Questionnaire Development 
A survey questionnaire was prepared, incorporating a range of questions designed to 
cover the topics of interest, particularly those topics that were thought to be relevant to 
an evaluation of the effects of placing the fishery under allowance management. Thus, the 
questionnaire placed much emphasis on the nature and arrangement of the longline gear 
itself, with other questions addressing where and when that gear was used and what 
species of fish were targeted with it. In order to record where the interviewees fished 
(in a large-scale sense), the questionnaire form was supplemented by two contoured 
maps, one of which extended from Georges Bank to St. Pierre Bank and into the Gulf of St. 
Lawrence while the other extended eastward from St. Pierre Bank. The originals of these, 
maps were coloured but the copies made for recording purposes (one per active 
interviewee) were monochrome. 

Copies of an early draft of this questionnaire were supplied to the DFO port-sampling 
technicians and were administered by them to a trial sample of longline fishermen, most 
of whom were personally known to the port samplers. This experience led to the 
incorporation of the trial sample experience into a slightly revised questionnaire 
(Appendix 1) and modified interview protocols (see below). With the exception of some 
questions addressing past developments, all questions in the final questionnaire related 
to the 1990 fishing season. After these changes, care was taken to keep constant both the 
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questionnaire and the way it was presented to all interviewees. Indeed, the only 
substantial alteration to the interview procedure after the field phase of the survey 
began was the addition to the questionnaire of an addendum covering groundfish gillnet 
fishing (Appendix 1). Very few actively-Ionglining interviewees who held groundfish 
gillnet licences (the only group due to be asked these questions) had been interviewed 
before this addendum became available and so its slightly delayed introduction had only a 
minor effect on the resulting database. 

The questionnaire included questions covering the licensed boat, the other licences that 
she carried and her recent fishing history, all of which were (by the intent of the 
survey design) to be asked of the licensee. The bulk of the questions, concerning mostly 
technical fishing matters, were to be addressed to the boat's captain. In the case of 
selected longline licences that had not been used in 1990, only the licensee's questions, 
plus one concerning the reasons for the inactivity, were to be asked. These could be asked 
by telephone interview and did not require personal contact with the interviewee. For 
licences that had been used in 1990, the captain's questions were to be asked also and in 
a face-to-face setting. In the event, many licensee's declared levels of longlining activity 
in 1990 did not closely correspond with the officially-recorded levels in 1989 (by 
which the licences had been divided into "active" and "inactive" groups), leading there to 
be four functional groups in the data: licences in the "active" sample that received a full 
interview, similar licences that had not been used in 1990 and thus only had a partial 
interview, and the same for licences from the "inactive" group. Because of the different 
sampling fractions employed in selecting the two activity-level groups and the different 
questions asked of interviewees who declared themselves longline-active or longline
inactive in 1990, these four functional groups were often analyzed separately. 

Selection of Interviewer 
The task of administering the questionnaire through telephone- and face-to-face 
interviews was put out to tender, the contract specifications calling for the interviewer 
to have biological training, a background in sampling theory and data analysis and 
sufficient knowledge of the Regional fishing industry to be able to communicate with 
fishermen. He was also required to have made at least one trip aboard a commercial 
longliner, if he was not more fully experienced in the longline fisheries. In the event, 
the survey proved to be not so much a data-gathering exercise as the drawing together to 
two communities of understanding, one comprising fisheries scientists, the other 
long line fishermen. By selecting an interviewer who was primarily a biologist and data 
analyst, and only secondarily knowledgeable on commercial fishing, this survey placed 
the meeting of these communities in the interviews, whereas an interviewer with the 
reverse emphasis would have placed that meeting into the post-survey reporting stage. 

The interview contract was awarded to Gadus Associates, a local consulting company. All 
of the interviews were performed by the senior author of this Report in his then
capacity of proprietor of the contractor. 

Initial Contact with Interviewees 
An initial contact with the licensees in the primary sample was established by mailing 
them a form letter (Appendix 2). This was intended to alert the licensees to the survey, 
to prepare them for the interview and above all to legitimize the subsequent contact by 
the non-DFO interviewer. The letter also offered telephone numbers (of the 
interviewer, the DFO scientists responsible for the survey and the local port sampler) 
that licensees could use to receive further information if required. A few did choose to 
call one of the DFO numbers (none approached the interviewer directly) but this offer of 
telephone contact was probably of more value in persuading the interviewees of DFO's 
sincerity than of actually aiding logistic planning. 
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The interviewer was provided with a list of DFO's port-sampling technicians, both to 
facilitate local contacts where those might be useful and to allow some coordination of his 
movements with those of the staff members. In the event, the interviewer had to work to 
tight schedules that did not coincide with those of the port samplers and little contact was 
made. Despite this absence of communication, at no time during the survey was a port 
sampler encountered on a wharf and no potentially embarrassing conflicts arose. In a 
conscious attempt to separate DFO's research and enforcement tasks, the interviewer 
was asked not to contact the local Fishery Officers. This request was followed and it 
seemed to be necessary; most small boat fishermen appeared to be unaware of the 
existence of the port samplers but all are very much aware of, and many (though not 
all) are antagonistic to, the enforcement personnel. A few agreed to be interviewed or 
became more forthcoming only after being assured that the interviewer had not come 
from "the men in green". 

Field Methods 

Preparations 
Before the survey began, it was widely assumed that some interviewees would try to 
mislead the interviewer or that the interviewer's initial ignorance of the practicalities 
of longline fishing would bring the whole survey into disrepute. Various guides were 
therefore prepared to help identify unreasonable answers (e.g. plots of engine 
horsepowers for boats of various sizes to check whether the cited horsepowers were 
likely). These preparations proved unnecessary for this survey since there was little or 
no deliberate attempt to deceive on such matters and most fishermen proved remarkably 
tolerant of the interviewer's early uncertainties. 

An additional guide setting out the intended interview protocol was also prepared. This 
was abandoned after the first few interviews but by then it had served its purpose of 
assisting the rapid "learning curve" necessary if the early and late interviews were to 
provide comparable data. 

Logistics 
Because of administrative delays in issuing the survey contract, DFO did not make the 
list of selected licensees available to the interviewer until 10 October 1990, while the 
required date for the survey contract's completion was 31 March 1991. This left 
relatively few weeks available to conduct the hoped-for 421 interviews. Early 
experience showed that each interview, including the time required to make telephone 
contact and arrange a meeting time, required an average of nearly two hours. Thus, the 
980 work hours permitted under the survey budget left very little time for long 
distance travel, report preparation and other necessary tasks. In consequence, the 
primary difficulty in the field phase of this survey was in logistics; attempting to make 
the most efficient use of both chargeable hours and elapsed weeks. Moreover, efficiencies 
in one of these objectives required inefficiencies in the other. The strategy followed at 
first therefore emphasized full use of chargeable hours. Once it became clear that not all 
421 interviews could be completed by 31 March and hence that elapsed weeks would run 
out before chargeable hours did, optimum data acquisition within the planning 
constraints required a strategic change. Thereafter, the maximum number of interviews 
per elapsed week were completed, without regard to the number of chargeable hours per 
interview. This change basically involved long distance travel for interview trips of less 
than five days duration, whereas previously the hours involved in travel were only 
expended when the maximum number of days could be spent at the destination. 
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An additional logistic difficulty early in the survey involved working around the hunting 
and lobster seasons. With the work not commencing until mid-October, most of the 
weeks before the fall lobster season on Nova Scotia's South Shore fell in one or another of 
the hunting seasons while after the lobster season opened it was clear that very few of 
the intended interviewees in the relevant area would be available. In the event, there 
were so many interviewees in the Cape Sable Island area that two weeks were filled with 
interviews of those who, for one reason or another, were neither hunting nor busy with 
their lobster gear. Thereafter, the South Shore area was left until its lobster season had 
calmed down (as it does when water temperatures, and hence catch rates, drop) and 
other parts of the Scotia-Fundy Region where commercial fishing stops for the winter 
were surveyed instead. 

The usual survey arrangement was to travel to a particular area and to set up a base in a 
suitable motel. Once there, evenings were spent on the telephone scheduling interviews 
for the following day and conducting telephone interviews of inactive licensees. 
(Fishermen's planning horizons usually prevented scheduling interviews more than 24 
hours ahead, though sometimes this short lead time meant that the interviewee had a 
prior commitment and thus his interview had to be deferred until a later day or week.) 
The face-to-face interviews were then conducted from about 0900 to about 1800 each 
day. Experience showed that interviews could take anything from 20 minutes to three 
hours, depending on the interviewee's desire to talk. (In a very few cases, the interview 
was broken off before the end of the questionnaire when it became abundantly clear that 
an unlimited number of hours would be needed to get all the way to the finish.) In most 
areas, the interviews were best scheduled at 90 minute intervals (60 minutes in 
Industrial Cape Breton) with longer gaps where there were significant distances to 
travel between interviews. This allowed for six interviews to be scheduled each day, 
though in practice it was rather unusual for so many interviews of active fishermen to 
actually be successfully completed in one day (since there often were missed 
appointments, inactive licensees accidently scheduled for full interviews and so on). 
Including interviews of inactive licensees, a five day week of 12 to 16 hour days 
(including travel time) could be considered successful if 25 interviews were completed. 
One such week saw in excess of 30 finished, though that total included an unusual 
proportion of licences which had not been used in 1990. 

Even these numbers of interviews could only be achieved with a measure of "hustle": 
spending time seeking out those interviewees who had no telephone numbers to fill in the 
schedule gap whenever another interviewee broke an appointment, skipping meals in 
favour of hectic drives to the next settlement whenever an earlier interview ran 
seriously over-schedule, and so on. Five days of this intensive work proved to be all that 
could be sustained without a break; the interviewer's tolerance wearing rather thin by a 
Friday evening. Initially therefore, only alternate weeks were worked in this way, 
leaving the intervening time for data entry and other tasks, but latterly the change in 
logistic strategy required back-to-back weeks of interviews, which in consequence 
slipped to four-day weeks away from base. 

There were many variants to this basic logistic plan. For example: widespread licensees 
(on the Eastern Shore east of Liscomb and in the New Brunswick and Nova Scotian Fundy 
Shore areas) had to be alerted and their interviews scheduled ahead of time, for efficient 
use of the interviewer's time and to ensure that, if licensees had to be picked from the 
alternate sample, they could be chosen and contacted before the interviewer travelled 
through their area. Secondly, the over 65 ft fleet is only in port for an extended period 
from late in the fall (whenever the Enterprise Allocations are caught up) until 
immediately after New Year. Christmas week thus had to be devoted to interviewing the 
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captains of most of these boats. Since, unlike the small-boat captains, these fishermen do 
not live close to the ports where their boats are based, meeting some of them face-to
face would have required excessive traveling (in one case to Newfoundland) and thus 
some of these interviewees could only be reached by telephone. (This did not greatly 
affect data quality since the interviewees affected take boats that are exact ·sisters· of 
others, the captains of which ~ interviewed face-to-face.) Finally, for company
owned licences, the licensee could usually only be contacted during office hours and this 
required very different scheduling, with telephone access when the interviewer would 
otherwise have been on the road between interviews. 

The original intent had been to conduct most of these interviews in the summer of 1990. 
Various delays preceding the start of the survey prevented any attempt at this and the 
survey had to be held in the winter. This presented no problems, except for the weather 
conditions encountered. In practice, the interviewer travelled in a 4x4 truck and was 
rarely delayed and never stopped by environmental factors. A less capable vehicle or a 
less amenable winter than that of 1990-1 might, however, have caused considerable 
loss of time to seasonal factors. In the great majority of cases, interviewees' homes and 
wharfs were linked to the highway system by reasonable roads. Some interviewees were 
island residents but, apart from those on islands having regular car ferry service, only 
one of these required a face-to-face interview. This individual, a lighthouse keeper, 
agreed to come to the nearest wharf for interview. (Similar surveys of other fisheries 
might encounter greater problems of this type, particularly with fishermen based on the 
Tusket and Tancook islands.) 

In retrospect, the survey could not have been carried out any earlier in the year than it 
was since the interviewees would have been too busy fishing to waste much time talking. 
As it was, northern Cape Breton fishermen were readily available once the ice blocked 
Sydney Bight, others living east of Halifax could be contacted with only minor 
difficulties through much of the fall and winter, those between Halifax and the Queens 
County I Shelburne County line were readily available outside the fall lobstering and 
hunting seasons and most of those living around the Bay of Fundy could be found easily 
enough in the winter (one was actively scalloping, which required some adaptation of the 
interview schedule). Scheduling problems were, therefore, only really pronounced in 
Shelburne County where many fishermen continue fishing all winter and where those 
who do cease fishing may take a long winter holiday outside the Province. Fortunately, so 
many interviewees were selected in that area that several weeks were spent there. This 
gave sufficient separate opportunities for each fisherman to be interviewed that very 
few were missed because of schedule conflicts alone. 

Once telephone contact had been established with an interviewee, he was offered a free 
choice of where to meet. Most opted for their homes, the remainder were usually those 
who had already planned to be on their boat or in their fish house at the scheduled time. A 
few chose to meet at their favourite local gathering point (usually a diner). A very few 
expected the interviews to be conducted at some central site, usually the local DFO office. 
This latter option was not available and in all cases (except the island resident noted 
above) the interviewer travelled to the interviewee, not the other way around. 

The alternate sample proved both unnecessary and awkward to use. The prime motivation 
for selecting it, the expectation that there would be a widespread refusal to be 
interviewed, proved groundless and it was possible to exceed the required minimum 
numbers of interviews without recourse to alternates. More importantly, the initial 
contact letter mailed out by DFO (which was not sent to those on the alternate sample 
list) proved so very effective that there was noticeably more resistance from potential 
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interviewees who had not received it. Moreover, except where a licence had been sold to a 
new licensee in a different region (which change could be detected from the computer 
printout), the need for an alternate could not be known until time had been invested in 
seeking out the licensee in the primary sample. As outlined above, except in a few special 
areas that search was not attempted until the interviewer had moved into a particular 
locality. Thus, late in the survey, any alternates picked were quite likely to be in some 
part of their sampling region that had already been worked and to which no return was 
possible, given the time constraints. Once it became clear that not all selected 
interviewees in the primary sample (who had been notified of the survey) could be 
reached, there seemed to be no value in devoting time to chasing fishermen who had no 
reason to suspect their prior selection for interview. 

Interview Protocol 
Interviews commenced with a short introduction to lead the interviewee into the subject 
under discussion. Very often licensees appeared disinterested in this and yet stopped the 
interview somewhat later to ask what it was all about. Nevertheless, the introduction 
seemed less obtrusive than simply starting by demanding to know all about the 
interviewee's business affairs (which the questions could too easily appear to do). 

Most questions on the questionnaire were asked essentially as they appeared on the form, 
with some translation of terminology (see glossary in Appendix 4) or amplification to 
ensure that the answers fitted the intended shades of meaning and, so far as possible 
without distorting the data, that they conformed to the chosen database coding 
conventions. In some interviews, the questions were directly asked and rapidly 
answered. In others, the interviewee provided a long and continuous commentary on 
everything to do with the fishery, from which the required data were extracted as they 
became available, with the remaining necessary questions squeezed in when possible. 
More often, the interviews developed into a conversation in which the specifically 
required data were obtained, along with a lot of ancillary information. Such 
conversations were deliberately developed to put the interviewee at ease and thus to 
promote the exchange of information. 

The interviewer was provided with an extensive collection of fishing charts to assist the 
interviewee in identifying his fishing grounds. The interviewer then marked those 
grounds on a recording map, with the interviewee's guidance. 

No specific questions were regularly asked beyond those on the questionnaire but unusual 
answers were queried and the resulting explanations revealed much about the 
motivations underlying the fishermen's choice of gear and fishing practices. A still 
greater amount of information was volunteered by many interviewees. Much of this 
involved policy complaints but subsequent attempts to establish a rational structure for 
those complaints gradually expanded what the fishermen said into a comprehensive 
picture of what they meant and of their underlying objectives. The hypotheses thus 
generated were usually confirmed, at least as they applied to some individuals, when one 
or more unusually articulate fishermen chanced to address directly matters that other 
interviewees had barely touched on. 

As far as possible, the interviewer avoided prompting particular answers to any 
questions, though sometimes this was necessary since it seemed the only way to 
effiCiently explain what the question was getting at. He also deliberately tried to build 
some mutual respect by avoiding an appearance of complete ignorance and that required a 
demonstration of some knowledge of what the answers should be. It was abundantly clear, 
however, that no one interviewee's gear and practices could be entirely predicted from a 
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knowledge of what his neighbours were doing and so taking the role of an "intelligent 
ignoramus" was more conducive to obtaining reliable data. 

Interview Completion Statistics 

Of the desired 421 interviews, 369 were completed (Table 2.1). Every minimum 
requirement was met and all but two of them (one where the minimum was equal to the 
maximum number of licences available and one where the minimum was only one less 
than the maximum) were exceeded. Reasons for the failure to interview the remaining 
52 selected licensees are summarized in Table 2.2. Clearly, even the small shortfall 
experienced «12.5%) could have been reduced if more time had been available. The 
direct interview refusal rate (about 1.5%) was negligible, though some of the selected 
licensees who were unable to make themselves available for any of multiple schedule 
offers may have been refusing without saying so. 

Two of the interviewees who declared themselves to have been longline-inactive in 1990 
for the purposes of the survey reported that their boats were over 35 ft in length when 
their longline licences were for under 35 fters. (This was legal, provided that they only 
used the boats in the lobster fishery and other fisheries where the groundfish licensing 
limits on boat size did not apply.) More seriously, for the analysis of the survey data, 
one Cape Breton fisherman who was licensed for a 35-45 ft boat reported that he 
operated an under 35 fter. It is possible that this report was mistaken in some way8 but 
it is possible that the interviewee simply chose not to run the largest boat that he was 
allowed. In the analyses that follow, this interviewees' data are usually analyzed with the 
other data from his sampling unit (the 35-45 ft Cape Breton group) but where it is 
more appropriate they are grouped with the under 35 ft data. 

Fishing Patterns 

Many of the interviewees undertook more than one kind of groundfish long lining in the 
course of a year. Many questions in the questionnaire were so structured as to gather 
different data on each of these "fishing patterns" (one to three per licence), which were 
treated as discrete units for recording purposes. This division of an interviewee's 
longlining was almost entirely based on the gear in use: fishermen who worked both big 
and fine long line gear, for example, had their data recorded under two "fishing patterns·. 
Hand-baited and auto-baited longlining were always recorded as separate fishing 
patterns, even when using the same set of gear in the same ways, since the questionnaire 
called for information about autobaiters that was not relevant to hand-baited fishing. In 
a few cases, fishermen used the same hand-baited gear in two recognizably-discrete 
fishing patterns, while in some others one well-integrated fishing pattern used two or 
more kinds of gear. Data relating to licences with such complications were recorded 
under as many "fishing patterns" as seemed best able to capture the interviewees' 
practices. These "fishing patterns· were central to the structure of the recorded data and 
of the database and hence became equally central to the analyses reported below. 

8: Perhaps the interviewee operated a boat on someone else's licence, while allowing a younger 
captain to operate a bigger boat under his licence. If so, he reported on his own fishing when the 
interviewee should have covered the fishing done under his own licence. 
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Of the 369 longline licences covered by interviews (including each over 65 ft boat that 
operated in the groundfish longline fisheries in 1990 under an Enterprise Allocation as 
being represented by one licence), the interviewees declared 155 inactive for the 
purposes of this survey (see Section 3). Of the remaining 214: 

117 followed only one fishing pattern in 1990, using hand-baited gear, 
78 followed two fishing patterns, both hand-baited, 
10 followed three fishing patterns, all hand-baited, 

3 followed only one fishing pattern, using an auto-baiter, 
1 followed two fishing patterns, both auto-baited, 

2 followed two patterns, one hand- and one auto-baited, and 
3 followed three patterns, two hand- and one auto-baited, 

for a total of 311 hand-baited fishing patterns and 10 auto-baited ones. Of the five 
licensees who worked both hand- and auto-baited gear, four (the two who followed two 
patterns and two of the three who followed three patterns) directed for cod at different 
seasons with each type of baiting. Hence, of the ten auto-baited patterns, four were 
distinct from their hand-baited alternates mainly in the use of the auto gear. 

The total of 321 fishing patterns represented 1.50 (1.41 9) patterns per active licence, 
though that average may be misleading. More usefully, 56% (63%) of the licences were 
used in only one fishing pattern in 1990 while, of those which were used in more than 
one, 86% (89%) were used in only two. Thus, there was a strong tendency for the 
interviewees to confine themselves to only one or two patterns [though this tendency can 
only have been strengthened by the interviewer's and interviewees' desire to simplify 
the recording of the data, and hence to minimize the number of recorded fishing 
patterns]. 

Database Preparation 

As soon as was convenient after each interview period, the formal data were entered into 
a flat-file database, using FileMaker 4 TM software on a Macintosh TM computer. The 
structure of that database and the coding conventions employed are described in detail in 
Appendix 3 of this Report. 

Some of the information received from the interviewees could not be incorporated into a 
primarily-quantitative, machine-readable database. This information was of two kinds. 
The geographic information recorded on the maps was not transcribed prior to analysis. 
(Its subsequent treatment is described in the appropriate Section below). The other kind 
of non-quantitative information was the collection of ancillary, verbal comments, 
suggestions and observations which did not correspond to any particular question asked 
by the questionnaire. All such information, including any individual complications that 
did not fit with the database coding protocols and hence could not be entered into a 
machine-readable form, was transcribed onto a ·supplementary data sheet" for each 
interviewee. All of the information on those sheets has been incorporated into this 
Report, which thus serves as the primary repository for the "ancillary" data but 

9: See below for explanation of use of italics to signify quantitative results weighted by the 
inverse of sampling fractions. 
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provides only a description of the database, which is the repository for the formal data 
from the survey. 

As a quality-control test of the database, 10% of the recorded cases (Le. 37) were 
selected randomly and the electronically-recorded information was compared with that 
written in the equivalent field survey sheets. This process resulted in 45 amendments to 
23 of the 37 cases, many of which were of no consequence to the analyses or would have 
been detected during data extraction for analysis (Le. 14 punctuation or spelling errors 
in licensees addresses etc., one unrecorded interview date, four fields not zero filled and 
one punctuation mark in a numerical field). For most of the remaining 25 amendments, 
the error involved some loss of analyzable information but not in erroneous data being 
recorded in the database (Le. 16 database fields for which data could be extracted from 
the field sheets had been left blank and seven points where not all of the available 
information had been captured in a text variable). Only the handful of remaining errors 
could have affected numerical results to any notable degree. It was therefore decided that 
such direct data checking was neither necessary nor efficient and no attempt was made to 
check the other 90% of the database in the same way. Various errors did come to light as 
analysis progressed, however, and were corrected when encountered. 

The original intention had been to mail a copy of each interviewee's data to that 
individual for the twin purposes of allowing him to cross-check the numbers in the 
database and of building the fishermen's confidence in the research program as a whole. 
This step encountered two difficulties. Firstly, the database software used cannot print 
the data with numerical codes (themselves essential for future analyses) replaced by 
their text definitions. Thus, a printout would be meaningless to the interviewee unless 
accompanied by several pages of code definitions. More importantly, in order to force the 
data into a sufficiently quantitative form for analysis, highly specific rules had to be 
chosen for (e.g.) the start and end dates of fishing seasons, the numbers of days spent per 
fishing trip and so on. These rules were developed and are explained in Appendix 3 in 
such ways as to make the data most readily available for analysis by scientists. In many 
cases, they may cause fishermen to think that the recorded data are a poor reflection of 
their fishing practices when in fact they are an accurate picture of those practices as 
seen from the tightly-defined, scientific perspective required for analysis. Thus, 
mailing those data to the interviewees without a complex explanation of the coding 
protocols appeared counter-productive and the intention had to be abandoned. 

Hook Usage Survey 

The interview survey included questions about the types and sizes of hooks used on 
longline gear. Some of the interviewees were clearly well informed and knowledgeable on 
all hook-related matters and others were able to find examples of their hooks along with 
the manufacturer's original labels. For both groups, the relevant questions could be 
answered with acceptable precision. However, too many other interviewees were very 
vague about their hooks and indeed about hook "lore" in general. They described the types 
and sizes that they used in terms that bore little relation to anything in the various 
manufacturers' catalogues. At the time of the survey, the interviewer's understanding of 
these issues was no better and hence he was not able to guide the interviewees towards 
more reliable answers. In consequence, the interview data on hooks was of poor overall 
quality. In 1992, it was therefore decided to carry out a follow-up mail survey of the 
longline-active fishermen interviewed in 1990-1 . 
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An initial overview report on the survey project (Anon. 1992) had recently been 
prepared. Copies of this were mailed to all interviewees and to all of those who had been 
selected in the primary sample (and thus alerted by the initial-contact letter) but not 
interviewed, each copy being accompanied by a letter thanking the licensee for his 
cooperation with the survey. For those interviewees who had reported longline activity 
in 1992, this letter requested that they send in examples of the hooks that they used in 
that year. Because the interviews had gathered reliable information on hook usage in the 
over 65 ft boat-size class, requests for hooks were not sent to corporate licensees with 
boats in that class. Equally, only single requests were sent to those few licensees who 
held more than one selected longline licence. Thus, requests for hooks were sent to 195 
licensees. To assist them, each mailing included (a) a form that listed the hook types and 
sizes used in 1990 as they had been reported during the relevant interview, (b) a pre
stamped and addressed return envelope and (c) a $2 bill to defray the cost of the hooks 
and provide some recompense for the effort of replying. (Such a cash payment in advance 
provided no financial incentive for the recipients to send their hooks. It was, however, 
far less wasteful than issuing a reward cheque after the hooks were received and it was 
thought that the maximum rewards that could be afforded would have little incentive 
value anyway. In practice, the "honour system" seemed to work well enough.) The 
interviewees were asked to return the form with their hooks, having first noted which 
hook descriptions corresponded to the hooks that they were sending. As a safety measure, 
the return envelopes were marked with the interviewee's groundfish licence number. 
This last proved valuable as several hooks were sent in without the form or any other 
type of identification. 

Of the 195 requests for hooks, two were returned by Canada Post as undeliverable, one 
licensee returned his $2 bill without any hooks and 107 mailed in their hooks; a 
satisfactory response rate of 55%. The interview data base contained data on 214 active 
licences and 321 Iongline fishing patterns. With the addition of such of the interview 
data as was fully-reliable, the new hook data set covered 122 of the 214 licences in the 
data base (57%) and 177 of the 321 fishing patterns (55%). 

These data were reasonably well distributed across all sectors of the Scotia-Fundy 
groundfish longline fleet (Table 2.3), a reduced rate of hook return in the 45-65 ft size 
class being offset by the greater sampling rate originally applied to that class. A prior 
attempt to analyze the interview data on hook types had grouped the reports into six 
types and combinations of types: circle hooks, modified circle hooks and J-hooks plus all 
possible pairs of these. This classification is now known to be invalid but a severe 
under-representation of one or more of these groups in the mail-survey data would 
indicate some deficiency in the latter. In fact, interviewees whose reports had fallen into 
each of these six groups mailed in specimen hooks (Table 2.4). Fishing patterns 
previously noted as involving J-hooks were somewhat under-represented, as were those 
which involved a mixture of modified-circle hooks with other types, but neither short
fall seems severe. Thus, while the mail-survey data set did not represent a systematic 
sample of hook usage in the Scotia-Fundy groundfish longline fisheries, it did appear 
sufficient to form the basis for a first description of that usage. 

Analytical Approaches and Reporting Conventions 

The data collected during this survey pose unusual analysis problems, at least when 
viewed from the perspective of a fisheries biologist. For present purposes, the 
consequences of those problems were minimized by confining the analyses to "lOW-level" 
descriptive treatments. By keeping the conclusions transparent to the imperfections of 
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the data, such treatments should allow readers to judge the validity of the inferences 
drawn. Low-level analyses cannot, however, extract all of the useful information in the 
data set and it is hoped to apply higher-level methods, such as multivariate statistical 
analyses, to some of these data in the future. 

Ancillary Data 
The many kinds of ancillary information offered by some interviewees are here quoted in 
full, as are the verbal answers to some formal questions that lend themselves to such 
treatment, but neither are analyzed in any formal way. Indeed, while this large body of 
information, taken in its totality, may give readers a broad-ranging understanding of the 
long line fisheries, its scientific value is more as a source for hypotheses than as 
analyzable data. 

All of the ancillary points, opinions and observations gleaned from the interviewees have 
here been collated into a logical order, which should promote their comprehension by 
readers, and have been edited and commented on in an attempt to explore many of the 
issues raised. All of this information is presented in this Report as indented text, with 
every individual point separately presented (except that some very frequently-repeated 
points are not printed here as often as they were heard and, in a very few cases, multiple 
similar comments have been combined; these latter are always clearly noted as 
combinations). All such indented material is derived from the interviewees' comments, 
except that indented material enclosed in square brackets is editorial comment or 
elaboration. Ideally, this verbal information would be presented in the form of direct 
quotations of the interviewees, perhaps supplemented by statistics of the numbers of 
fishermen who subscribed to each view. Facilities for such detailed recording were not, 
however, available. It is, indeed, rather doubtful whether the interviewees would have 
spoken so freely if verbatim records of their comments were being made. (In a few 
cases, interviewees specifically asked that no notes be taken of certain key comments.) 
Direct quotations being unavailable, therefore, a simpler approach of recording the 
interviewees' ideas in a mixture of their words and the interviewer's has been adopted. 
This mixture of Nova Scotian fisherman's dialect and jargon with the vocabulary of a 
scientist may cause occasional confusion but seems the best available alternative. In 
general, each point is expressed in the originating interviewee's own terms to the 
greatest degree possible. However, expletives have been deleted, the grammar has been 
re-organized to suit a written (rather than informal verbal) mode of expression and, 
where possible, the comments have been re-caste from the first person singular into an 
impersonal form. This latter choice should reduce any appearance that the comments are 
the present authors' and should accord more anonymity to the various interviewees. A 
few of the comments concerned very individual practices or experiences for which an 
impersonal presentation would be misleading. For those, the interviewee's first person 
form has been retained. Most of this material is presented with no identification of the 
originator other than that they . were one of the interviewees. (The very few comments 
from non-interviewees are identified as such.) For some comments, however, an 
understanding of the ideas expressed requires some background knowledge of the 
interviewee. The minimum necessary amount of information is, therefore, appended to 
all comments where it is required. 

We here attempt to present all shades of opinion expressed to the interviewer, even 
though some were advanced only by tiny minorities of the interviewees. Indeed, there are 
many internal contradictions in the verbal material, indicating contradictory opinions 
among the surveyed population. Likewise, we have included some comments which appear 
to be absurd. Even those may be important in revealing the thoughts and motivations of 
the fishermen. (The only exceptions to this inclusivity concern a few comments on the 
lobster and scallop fisheries which have been passed to the appropriate DFO biologists 
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for their attention.} Although the information has been collated into some coherent 
order, a great deal of overlap and intersection of ideas remains. With rare exceptions, 
where one point had particular significance for more than one of the topics chosen for 
the classification used here, each point is only printed once in this Report. Hence, ideas 
relevant to one topic may be found listed under another and, in general, a complete 
reading of the Report may provide a broad picture of the longline fisheries but selective 
extracts from it will not allow ready reference to all of the comments made on particular 
topics. 

It must not be forgotten that the comments (apart from the editorial additions) are those 
of the interviewees expressed in their own words. in as far as the recording and 
presentation process allowed that. The inclusion of these comments in this Report does 
not imply any endorsement of those comments by the present authors. by the Department 
of Fisheries and Oceans or by Gadus Associates. 

Quantitative and Coded Data 
Besides the many uncertainties surrounding the quantitative values recorded in the 
database, which are discussed below, the primary analytical complexity of the formal 
survey data relates to its very high degree of variability. Such variability would 
normally call for statistical analysis, yet all conventional statistical approaches are 
designed for data sets in which it can be assumed that there are underlying patterns and 
that the individual cases are replicate approximations to those patterns. In the longline 
survey data, in contrast (and with rare exceptions, such as the captains of some 
company-owned boats), there is no a priori reason to suppose that the various 
interviewees represented replicate approximations to any pattern. Indeed, there is no 
reason to suppose that a 99'11" longliner deepwater fishing for halibut on Flemish Cap 
will have anything at all in common with an under 35 ft lobster boat working a few tubs 
of haddock gear close to the Nova Scotian coast, except that they both set groundfish 
longline gear 10. In theory, of course, it should be possible to subdivide the data set into 
internally-homogeneous sub-sets, within which the various interviewees could be 
considered to be replicates of one another. Inspection of the data suggested, however, that 
the 321 recorded fishing patterns followed perhaps 250 or even 300 recognizably 
distinct practices. Subdivision would, therefore, both remove any useful replication and 
lead to an incomprehensible welter of information, little reduced from the raw data 
itself. 

In contrast to this apparently-chaotic among-cases/within-variables variation, during 
the interviews the information supplied by each interviewee usually comprised a logical 
whole, with the occasional apparently-aberrant values for some variables being 
explained by the values for others or by some oddity of fishing practice. There seemed to 
be only two groups of exceptions to this casewise appearance of logic: (1) those 
interviews which, for one reason or another, did not allow the interviewer to query any 
aberrations sufficiently to find their causes and (2) a few interviews where the 
problem seemed to lie in the licensee's lack of logical reasoning ability. Thus, aside from 
what might be considered "missing data" and if illogical human behaviour can be 
considered a component of a logical explanation for a fishing pattern, the data seem to be 
fully explicable on a case-by-case basis. 

10: And that is an invariant characteristic of the data, set by the initial definition of the 
sampled population. Being invariant, in the technical sense, it contains no analyzable 
information. 
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If each variable contains large amounts of (for practical purposes) inexplicable 
variation while each case is internally understandable, the obvious approach would be to 
structure the analysis on a case-by-case, rather than variable-by-variable basis. This 
could be done qualitatively, producing an account of the links between, for example, hook 
size and the amount of gear set for each fishing pattern but that would only produce 321 
verbal descriptions, which would be of little aid to comprehension. Quantitative casewise 
analysis is conceptually possible, perhaps by extracting a set of factors (which would be 
descriptors of the underlying forces that shape the fishing gear and strategy) for each 
case and then classifying and correlating the factors across cases. It is not, however, 
obvious how this could be done with any data in the absence of replication and still less 
with the present data set which contains some important variables (such as the species 
sought) which can only be defined at a nominal (as distinct from ordinal or ratio) level. 
Thus, it is far from clear how the survey data should be analyzed in order to capture an 
optimal amount of information. 

The present treatment therefore avoided any such higher-level analysis. Instead, it was 
confined to a primarily-univariate approach in which each variable was extracted from 
the database in turn, the supplementary data sheets were reviewed for any relevant 
complicating factors (which were incorporated into the quantitative data when both 
necessary and possible), and any required re-coding was performed. Attempts were then 
made to account for the observed patterns of variation in the variable of immediate 
interest, usually using correlation and/or cross-tabulation techniques. These bivariate 
analyses were restricted to those pairs of variables that seemed to be meaningful, on the 
bases of prior scientific knowledge, the structure of the database or the ancillary 
comments made by the interviewees. Indeed, the ancillary information proved to be very 
useful in generating hypothetical relationships that were investigated in this way. The 
results were then interpreted in the light of both this ancillary information and such 
little relevant published material as was available, while all of the exceptions and 
variations that were recorded on the supplementary data sheets and which could not be 
incorporated in the numerical treatment were also thrown into the discussions. Since 
most of the variables proved to be more remarkable for their degree of variability than 
for any central tendency, this last was often the most prominent part of the analyses. 
This analytical approach is sufficient for the generation of a low-level description of the 
Scotia-Fundy groundfish longline fisheries. 

A second analytical problem concerned the sampling protocols used in the original design 
of the survey. As shown in Table 2.1, depending on an interviewee's boat's size, his area 
of residence and his longlining activity level (as recorded in 1989), he may have been 
selected in a 100% sample or as being representative of as many as 17.35 licensees in 
his group. If the data set were analyzed as a population of interviewees, the results would 
give more prominence to practices in some sectors of the fleet (particularly the over 65 
ft class) than the numbers of licences in those sectors would warrant. If, on the other 
hand, the recorded data were weighted by the inverse of the sampling fraction for each 
interviewee's boat-size-class/county group/activity-level unit, unusual practices 
followed by occasional semi-active fishermen (rated as "inactive" in 1989 and hence 
rec~iving weights of between 14.47 and 17.35) would be accorded more attention than 
their importance in the overall fishery could justify. To avoid this problem, throughout 
this Report, results are presented on analyses of both unweighted data (Le. statistics on 
interviewees, boats in the sample or recorded fishing patterns) and weighted data (Le. 
estimated statistics on licensees, boats or fishing practices in the whole longline fleet). 
For clarity, the resylts of the analyses of ynweighted data are presented first and in 
plain type while the results of the analyses of weighted data follow and (unless in tabular 
form) are italicized. Thus, a result of "4 (14.60) interviewees" would imply that the 
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particular characteristics under discussion were held by four interviewees who, after 
expansion for sampling, represented an estimated 14.60 licensees in the total population 
of the Scotia-Fundy groundfish longline fishery. Where hypothesis-testing statistics 
were employed, the tests were confined to the unweighted data to avoid any question of the 
statistical validity of the weighting. Thus, all such tests refer to the population of the 
interviewees, rather than that of the licensees as a whole. The inferences drawn from 
such tests have necessarily been restricted to suit this form of test. 

In some analyses, it proved appropriate to include boat size as an explanatory variable. 
Generally, this size was represented simply by the four classes recognized by the 
groundfish licensing regulations: under 35 ft overall length, 35' to 44'11 " length, 45' 
to 64'11 nand 65 ft and over. This is a crude scheme that does not well represent the 
sizes of boats used in the longline fisheries 11 but it does have two major advantages: it 
follows the sampling scheme used in selecting the interviewees and it links all results 
and conclusions to the groups of boats recognized by the current, and most probably also 
the future, management plans. Similarly, where geographic groupings were needed in 
the analyses, they were usually chosen in accordance with county boundaries and often 
with the counties grouped in accordance with the sampling scheme employed for this 
survey. Other arrangements were, however, used when they seemed more appropriate 
for a particular analysis. 

Comments on Methods 

Interview-Based Surveys of Fishermen and Data Validity 
Surveys of Atlantic Canadian fishermen have been employed many times by DFO and its 
predecessors. Indeed, so frequent are these surveys that some of the licensees contacted 
during the present work expressed their annoyance at once again being asked questions 
by the government12 . Besides regular economic surveys (e.g. Economic Analysis 
Division 1991) and intermittent attempts to gather information to answer specific 
management questions, Spenard (1979) applied a similar approach to that followed here 
in a study of the Magdalen Islands herring trap fishery, Greendale and Powles (1980) 
combined an interview survey with a mailed questionnaire survey when studying the 
coastal herring fisheries of the Gaspe area, and O'Boyle and Cleary (1981) used an 
interview approach with the herring fisheries of the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence. 
Hurley and O'Boyle (1984) interviewed fishing gear suppliers and manufacturers, plus 
a few fishermen, when examining the groundfish fisheries of southwest Nova Scotia 
while Halliday and Sinclair (1987) relied on a fishermen's association to administer to 
their members and others a questionnaire about longliner fishing grounds off Cape Sable. 
Most recently, Chiasson et al. (1992) interviewed New Brunswick snow crab fishermen 
to gather information on technological developments in their fishery. Despite this 
variety of past surveys, however, DFO's Science branches have not developed a 
coordinated body of experience with interview and questionnaire methods. Thus, before 
commenting on the methods used in and results obtained by the present survey, it is 
appropriate to examine some virtues and problems of general technique that were 
revealed during its application to Scotia-Fundy longline fishermen. 

11: Breaks in the length continuum at 40 ft and 55 ft might better reflect the true structure of 
the fleet. 

12: An equal number, however, expressed their pleasure at finally being asked for their 
opinions, such being the inequalities of random selections of interviewees. 
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From a fisheries biologist's perspective, the interview approach has a deceptive 
attraction: If you wish to know what fishermen do, you can ask them (an option that is 
obviously not available when studying the fish). There is much point to this logic and a 
great deal can certainly be learnt relatively cheaply by directly questioning those 
involved. As social scientists know well (e.g. Berdie and Anderson 1974), however, 
interviews and questionnaires have marked limitations. Most importantly, fishermen 
can only tell an interviewer what they know and indeed, unless the interview is very 
cleverly designed, they can only tell what they know in a rational, verbal sense. Their 
intuitive responses to information that they receive (which responses appear to be 
particularly important in controlling the Scotia-Fundy longline fisheries) will not be 
discovered by simply asking these fishermen to explain their actions. Thus, a thorough 
understanding of fishing practices requires some other approach, probably either the 
experimental-measurement one (e.g. gathering detailed logbook data on subsamples of 
actual fishing effort) or placing an investigator in a fishing community for an extended 
period and allowing him to learn the fishermen's practices first hand while he puts his 
new knowledge into the context given by his prior scientific training. Both methods are, 
of course, expensive and the latter carries a serious hazard of the observer coming to 
identify with the subjects of his study and thus losing the detached perspective needed to 
draw facts from observations. Despite this risk, Davis (1984) has made effective use of 
the technique in an anthropological study of some of the fishermen covered by the 
present survey. 

A second problem with the interviewees lacking sufficient knowledge to answer the 
questions arises when, as here, the survey is based on a random selection of participants 
in the fishery. It became very clear during the field phase of the present work that many 
interviewees (mostly those who only did a small amount of longlining) were not at all 
knowledgeable about their own fishing practices. Some, for example, relied on their gear 
supplier to know what size of hooks they used while many had a limited knowledge of how 
heavy their trawl anchors were. Some interviewees even suggested that the survey 
should have been confined to the more active fishermen. This idea was largely based on a 
lack of understanding of statistical survey design and a lack of appreciation for DFO's 
need to know about the practices of all of the participants in the fishery, but it did 
contain some wisdom: the top fishermen tended to be much more aware of their own 
practices than were many semi-active longline fishermen. The former were also, of 
course, much better informed about the distribution and behaviour of the fish; that being 
the knowledge that made them successful. 

Even within the limitations of what the fishermen know and can verbalize, an 
interview-based survey can only discover what they are willing to tell, what the 
interviewer is trained to learn and what the designers of the questionnaire thought to 
ask. Before the present survey began, deliberate deception on the part of the 
interviewees was expected to be the most serious problem. While some did, undoubtedly, 
occur, this turned out to be almost inconsequential when compared to the data problems 
caused by simple confusion, forgetfulness and the like. Interviewer limitations were 
even more serious. The objective of the present work was for DFO fisheries scientists 
(particularly resource biologists) to learn facts previously known to fishermen. In 
retrospect, it was entirely correct to use a fisheries biologist as the interviewer, thus 
putting the interface between fishermen's and biologists' thought patterns into the 
interviews themselves and not into some post-survey information transfer between the 
interviewer and the DFO staff. That option meant, however, that the only data that could 
be received by the survey was such as a biologist was reasonably familiar with. In the 
present case, the interviewer understood boat dimensions (in some cases better than the 
fishermen), generalities of marine electronics and the names of fish species and he could 
readily learn about hooks, groundlines and the like. The niceties of marine engines, of 
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auto-Ionglining systems and of the current fisheries regulations, to take but three 
examples, were beyond his prior training and much information that the fishermen 
might have communicated on such topics may well have been lost. These two factors, 
interviewer preparation and interviewee willingness to reveal information, are not 
unconnected. As the survey progressed, the average amount of ancillary information 
provided by each interviewee increased, until in the end it overwhelmed the answers to 
the formal questions. At least part of this increase almost certainly stemmed from the 
fishermen's greater confidence when talking to someone who was increasingly able to 
speak in their jargon and to hold a debate on topics of interest to them. 

The limitations of the questions themselves are also crucial. Inevitably by the end of any 
survey, the instigators of the work know more than they did at the start and they realize 
that there were other things that it would have been useful to know about. This is simply 
part of the ongoing nature of research and has its parallels in all other academic 
endeavours. The limitation that it imposes on the finished database should not be 
forgotten, however. To some extent, the gaps resulting from "missing" questions can be 
filled by ancillary information offered by some interviewees. Such information may, 
however, be expected to be biased (in the statistical sense) since only certain 
interviewees will have chosen to address anyone topic. Moreover, any attempt to 
estimate variances from such data is vain; only those who feel strongly on any topic can 
be expected to have raised it. 

As noted above, in the present survey the incidence of deliberate falsification of 
information by interviewees seemed to be low. This does not mean that all of the 
information provided was accurate. Many of the questions asked probed areas where the 
interviewees were unsure of their knowledge while others involved such marked clashes 
of thought patterns that it could be difficult for some fishermen to answer the intended 
question. When the interviews left their intended tracks and strayed into other topics, 
these sorts of errors ceased to be relevant but others could still be a problem. There is, 
for example, a universal belief amongst these fishermen that fish spawn on the bottom 
and that their eggs remain there. This is, of course, incorrect for nearly all Atlantic 
Canadian commercial groundfish (the planktonic nature of fish eggs being one of the few 
discoveries of fisheries science that is established beyond reasonable doubt). All 
interviewee comments relating to benthic "spawn" were, therefore, sincere but 
erroneous. Secondly, in conversation fishermen are no more and no less likely than any 
other group of people to add unjustified emphasis to points that they raise. This is 
entirely human but it does mean that an observation made by an interviewee can be 
entirely honest and still not be a data point in the usual scientific sense. 

This survey was at least carried out in a one-on-one setting. Several interviewees 
remarked on the advantages of such an arrangement over the more common mass
meeting format used by DFO when gathering data. The more private conversations 
allowed fishermen to state their true perceptions when, in public, they would give in to 
peer pressure and side with other fishermen against the government 'outsiders'. Thus, 
even fishermen strongly opposed to illegal practices or to particular gear types stated 
that they had been unwilling to express that opposition to DFO in public settings. 
Moreover, in any mass meeting, only the most stridently vocal voices are heard. This is 
immediately clear to all and many will raise the pressure of their own remarks to get 
them considered. Even where everyone gets a chance to speak, in group discussions 
opinions build upon one another and the expected exaggeration becomes more extreme; in 
the few cases in this survey where the interviewees had friends present during the 
interview it was clear that the pressure to register complaints was considerably raised 
in just this way. Thus, the survey's format of individual interviews of randomly selected 
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fishermen will have captured a more reliable description of the fishery than any other 
arrangement that could practically be applied to such a large population. 

It may be worth noting here that many of the interviewees clearly saw the survey as a 
chance to express their opinions and air their grievances; a few were even surprised 
that they were to be asked questions at all. This perception, in some interviewees, went 
with an expectation that what they tell DFO should be acted upon (but also that it WQ.lL(g 
not be) without regard to any of the issues, opinions or concerns raised by others. Some 
appeared to think that a firm statement of what a fisherman wants there to be should take 
precedence over a clear description of what currently is; an understandable attitude 
given the high degree of politicization of Canadian fisheries management. In fairness, it 
should also be noted that some interviewees refused to comment on matters beyond the 
questions asked and a majority struck a reasonable balance between self-expression and 
the provision of the data requested. The belief that surveys exist to gather opinions and 
wishes remains, however, either a major strength or a great weakness of the interview 
approach, depending on the use to be made of the data obtained. 

These comments apply to all of the data gathered during the present survey. Still other 
problems surround the ancillary information specifically. Firstly, it should be noted 
that, in contrast to their responses to the survey questions, this information was not 
drawn out from the interviewees in any consistent manner. Some chose to discuss many 
matters while others said little beyond the required minimum and probably none 
commented on all of the topics that they would have wished to, had they been suitably 
prompted. It follows that the comments recorded in this Report cannot be treated like the 
results of an opinion poll. In their entirety, they may provide an overall impression of 
the thoughts of average fishermen and individually some of them certainly raise issues 
that should be considered by fishery scientists and managers, but these comments, as 
here recorded, cannot form a foundation for statements of majority opinions on any issue 
nor of the degree of variance in those opinions. One particular problem is that some of 
the recorded comments would be supported only by tiny minorities of the fishermen, 
while being strongly rejected by the rest. For another, anyone invited to comment on 
questions as complex as those in the fisheries is likely to focus on negative points, 
accepting those that he agrees with without comment. Hence, on some issues a majority 
(positive) opinion may not be recorded here at all. Moreover, in some cases of comments 
on questions of fact, there may be an appearance of majority agreement, not through 
independent mutually-confirmatory observations, but as a result of normal 
communications between fishermen spreading a belief through the coastal communities 
before the survey began. 

Meanwhile, if fisheries managers and scientists are to listen to fishermen (via this 
Report or through other channels) and to incorporate their ideas both into a future 
understanding of the fisheries and into management plans, it is important that they first 
understand how the fishermen's perceptions affect their expressed opinions; just as a 
scientist must understand how the readings taken from an instrument are affected by the 
workings of that device. It appeared to the interviewer that the opinions and comments 
reported were primarily influenced by the time and space scales over which fishermen's 
perceptions operate. Although some interviewees spoke of events, resource abundances 
and the like in their grandfathers' times, most of them spoke of the last five or ten years 
only. Not only was the resource abundance before the extension of jurisdiction in 1977 
of little concern to most fishermen but even most of the older interviewees seemed to 
have little immediate consciousness of their gear or fishing patterns a decade ago. 
Similarly, all of the fishermen were concerned about events in very small areas; even 
the captains of large boats fishing as far away as Flemish Cap seemed neither to know nor 
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to care much about matters outside their own fishing grounds and some small-boat 
fishermen could comment vaguely on events "to the eastward", meaning that those had 
happened perhaps only a dozen miles from their homes. Thus, in general, the recorded 
comments can be taken as having relevance at little more than a point in time and 
space13. 

It should also be noted that, while the fishermen seemed typically to be very acute 
observers of the world around them, they clearly had no adequate means for 
disentangling the cause and effect relationships underlying their observations. Like most 
members of the general public, they frequently confused correlation with causation and 
assumption with conclusion. This misled them in policy matters (e.g. they can see which 
sectors of the industry are supported by government but they do not correctly see why) 
as much as in questions of resource biology. Typically, they had no understanding of 
stochastic variation and mistook occasional outliers for indicators of trends in averages. 
This was particularly true when one fisherman had tried some new gear or technique 
while his neighbours watched for his big catches or spectacular failures rather than for 
the 5% net benefit or loss from the new development. Between these two problems, the 
fishermen's comments can have great value as raw data but not as finished conclusions on 
matters of fact. (Which observation does not, of course, detract from the fishermen's 
claim to a say in decision making, where their status as independent political interests, 
rather than as knowledge-gathering machines, is of primary concern.) 

In these various opinion-related comments, the choice of topics raised and points made 
seemed to evolve during the five months of the survey. This evolution was seen even in 
those areas (such as Cape Sable Island) that were visited repeatedly at intervals of 
several weeks and thus it did not seem to be a consequence of purely geographic variation 
in topics of interest. It is not, however, clear whether the evident temporal change was a 
response to the interviewer's growing understanding of the fishery or was related to 
current events. Indeed, it is not possible to estimate from the present work how long 
fishermen retain an interest in a particular current issue. There is probably no simple 
time period for this; many fishermen retaining old grievances and adding new evidence to 
bolster old cases, while the same fishermen will soon forget other matters under the 
barrage of current affairs to which we are all subjected. Despite such complications, it 
seems that some issues have a life-span of only a few weeks or months. The ancillary 
information gathered during a survey such as this one may, therefore, appear to 
represent a stable body of opinion but it is really only a single synoptic summary of a 
highly dynamic system. 

Despite all of these problems, interviews of fishermen remain a valuable, and probably 
very cost-effective, tool for learning about a fishery, provided that they are carefully 

13: These scales of perception probably account for much of the difference in opinion between 
fishermen and scientists on many topics. Canadian fisheries scientists are generally concerned 
with large spatial units (typically of the scale of NAFO Divisions: of the order of 100 km) and 
with trends occurring over timescales of at least the lifetime of the exploited species (of the 
order of 10 years). Since they have access to libraries and efficient means of communication, 
they address problems on these scales with a background in the worldwide experience 
accumulated by other scientists over the last century. Scotia-Fundy fishermen, in contrast, 
are typically concerned with scales an order of magnitude or so smaller and know little of 
discoveries made beyond their own port. Where the scientist sees the broad picture, therefore, 
the fisherman sees the detail. Neither has a monopoly on accurate observation but the 
difference in their scales of interest and perception can too easily be missed, resulting in the 
appearance of disagreement where none is necessary. 
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conceived, designed and executed. The resulting data must, however, be interpreted in the 
light of all of the above. They are no more a summary of objective truth than are raw 
groundfish survey catch data a statement of the abundance of the resource. 

Overall Survey Design 
The design of the present survey merits some comment. It was intended as a survey of 
fishermen (captains of boats) but was designed around a selection of licensees. In most 
cases, Scotia-Fundy longline boats are owner-operated and the licensee (or, where the 
licensee is a small company, its principal owner) is also the captain. Where this was not 
so, the questionnaire had provisions for the licensee to answer a few questions but for 
most to be referred to the captain . This worked well enough in most situations but, 
rather too often, an interview was scheduled and it then turned out that the only 
available interviewee was not himself actively fishing. In such cases, the licensee often 
seemed unwilling to give the interviewer practical access to the captain (e.g. a telephone 
number or other contact point), even had the interviewer's time constraints permitted a 
repeat interview. Thus, some greater attention to making the primary approaches to the 
captains might have been helpful, though it might be impossible when working from the 
particular data sets held by DFO. 

The types of data sought in the survey made licensees and captains the appropriate people 
to interview (except where the information required was beyond their knowledge and 
really required interviews of gear suppliers and the like). For much of the ancillary 
information provided by the interviewees, however, the selection process resulted in a 
biased sample. Thus, on matters of limited licensing, crew members and unlicensed 
individuals may be expected to feel differently to licensees. On the relation between fleet 
size and average income per boat, men in the fishery will often hold different opinions 
from their wives and from people in the fishing communities who do not themselves fish. 
Such biases should not in any way affect the interpretation of the data formally requested 
by the present survey's questionnaire but it does limit what can be learnt from the 
ancillary information. To the extent that the latter is valuable, this bias may be a 
disadvantage. 

In a separate form of bias, this survey was confined to longline licensees and very 
largely to those who actively used their long line licences. Even the questions on jigging, 
handlining and gillnetting in the questionnaire were only asked of interviewees who did 
some longlining. This is in no way a fault of the survey but it is a limitation. Given the 
particularly close link between the longline and handline/jigging fisheries, in 
retrospect it is unfortunate that the opportunity was not taken to survey all sectors of 
the Scotia-Fundy demersal hook-and-line fisheries at one time. As it is, the information 
obtained on gillnetting and on line fishing other than longlining must be recognized as a 
strongly biased (but still perhaps useful) representation of those other fisheries. 

Sample Selection 
In general and in a qualitative sense, the sample size seems to have been adequate, or 
even rather larger than needed. That is: within most survey strata, there was a 
considerable degree of repetition in the data, indicating that the major patterns of 
fishing practices had been captured in the sample. Conversely, however, it should be 
recognized that, within each stratum, some fishermen follow aberrant practices (such 
as using snap gear from a small boat when everyone else uses tub gear) and the full 
range of such variation cannot be captured by anything less than a 100% sample. 
Whether the actual sample size is adequate in a quantitative, statistical sense will depend 
on the analyses to be employed and so cannot be judged here. 
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In parts of some small strata, however, the sample size was insufficient in even a 
qualitative sense. This was really only noticeable in New Brunswick where the sample of 
• active" licences (five boats total) failed to include any truly active, large-scale 
long line fishermen from Grand Manan or the Passamaquoddy region and only one such 
from the Dipper Harbour area. Oversampling of this region and of any other distinctive 
areas that had few licensees would have been valuable. Conversely, the total sample of 
421 included two over 65 ft, one 45-65 ft, 36 35-45 ft and four under 35 ft licences 
(a total of 43) from Cape Sable Island alone and about as many again from the Shelburne 
County mainland west of Jordan Bay. Undersampling of this area, at least for the 35-45 
ft class, would probably have been acceptable. 

Even given the sample size, the validity of the stratification is not beyond question. The 
over 65 ft boats are clearly distinct, in that they are subject to a very different 
regulatory regime from that applied to the smaller boats and thus must employ very 
different fishing practices. The 35 ft and 45 ft size breaks, however, have proven to be 
artificial. A break at about 40 ft would more nearly have separated the dedicated 
groundfish boats from the lobster boats that groundfish only outside the lobster season. 
The distinction between the "active" and "inactive" groups is also rather artificial, in as 
much as the landings data are so poor that many boats that land some longline-caught fish 
were recorded as "inactive". Nevertheless, there is some correlation between true 
activity and these designations so that the sampling scheme adopted did greatly reduce the 
number of truly longline-inactive fishermen that had to be contacted. In any similar 
survey in the future, however, it might be more appropriate to weight the sampling 
rates by a factor of 2 or 3, rather than the 4 used here, which would have meant that a 
more useful sample of semi-active fishermen was included. Finally, the county groups 
used for geographic strata were probably too large, in the sense that they are much 
larger than the scale of geographic pattern in the fishing practices recorded. Replacing 
these county groups with counties or with even smaller strata would probably have 
improved the overall quality of the data. 

This final issue raises the still more fundamental question of whether stratified random 
sampling was optimal. Its primary virtue is that it permits the estimation of population 
variances of the recorded data variables. However, few if any of those variances (e.g. of 
hook sizes when the boats fish both haddock and halibut, using quite different hooks for 
each of these) would be meaningful without additional a posteriori stratification based on 
various schemes of classification of boats and gears, which process would invalidate the 
calculated variances anyway. If this means that the data are primarily amenable only to 
discursive and descriptive analyses, then a more suitable approach might have been to 
arrange all licences in a given size class and activity group into a linear sequence based 
on the licensee's place of residence (from Cape North via Cape Sable and the head of the 
Bay of Fundy to Grand Manan) and to pick every 3rd, 14th or other licence, as 
appropriate. 

Contact with Interviewees 
The technique of writing to the selected licensees in advance of other contacts worked 
excellently. On the few times when it was necessary to contact individuals who had not 
received letters, noticeably more resistance and suspicion were encountered. On the 
other hand, control over distribution of these letters proved inadequate. To have the most 
effect, it was essential that telephone contact follow receipt of the letter within a week 
or two. This needed considerable coordination if completion of each letter was to be 
synchronized with the interviewer's departure to the recipient's area. More attention to 
this area in future studies would be very advantageous. 
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The letters, while a great help, were not perfect. A very few interviewees did not read 
them. More often, they did not take appropriate note of the need to involve the captain 
(when the licensee did not fill that role) or of the value of informing the interviewer at 
the time of first telephone contact of their inactivity, if they had not been longlining. 
More stress in the letter on the nature and purpose of the survey might also have helped 
allay some suspicions. In particular, it should have been pointed out that this survey was 
not in any way linked to any attempt to take inactive licences from their owners. 

The letters also proved to be of some minor help in their provision of contact telephone 
numbers, though only a handful of selected licensees made any use of those numbers and 
even fewer supplied any information that affected the progress of the survey. It is 
perhaps notable that of the few telephone calls in response to the letters, none were 
directed to the interviewer and that only fishermen who knew the port samplers 
personally called them. All other calls were directed to Bedford Institute, presumably in 
an attempt to take matters up with senior personnel. 

The computer printout of licensee information provided to the interviewer was 
fundamental to further contact and proved largely adequate for this purpose (once it was 
accepted that both telephone numbers and addresses recorded there were not infrequently 
misleading14). It would, however, have saved several misunderstandings and 
considerable wasted time if this printout had also included information identifying the 
boat bearing the licence (e.g. CFV number and name). In many cases, interviewees own 
more than one licence or fish a boat other than the one that bears their licence. Since 
they are mostly unaware of their own groundfish licence number (which was included in 
the letter to help identify the boat concerned), in a few cases interviews dealt with boats 
other than the one intended, requiring some subsequent corrections and even repeat 
interviews. 

It would also have been of considerable benefit for the printout or some supplementary 
source to list all other data required by the questionnaire that was already held by DFO. 
This would have avoided the loss of data and contamination of the database when 
interviewees did not know the correct answers to various questions. It would also have 
avoided the appearance of incompetence that resulted when the interviewer demonstrated 
ignorance of information that the interviewee had previously supplied to the 
Department. Such an enlarged data listing was avoided, however, since it was hoped that 
the survey would provide an independent check on the information in the licensing 
database. The fishermen's frequent inability to provide reliable answers was not 
expected. 

Once provided with the printout, telephone contact with most licensees was 
straightforward, though it involved many evening hours. Some fishermen do not have 
telephones, however, and rather more have unpublished numbers. In these cases, local 
contacts (usually with licensees already interviewed, thus utilizing any good will and 
confidence earned) were pressed for information. The combination of the two approaches 

-eventually served to make at least initial contact with all selected licensees, except for a 

14: Some addresses were out of date (the interviewees having moved or separated from their 
spouse) and some were convenient mail-drops rather than actual residences (e.g. a parent's 
home of a young licensee who had no stable address of his own). Some interviewees did not 
have telephones, in which cases the licensing database often contains a neighbour's telephone 
number. Finally, postal addresses are not always precise indicators of geographic location, 
causing scheduling difficulties when interviewees with similar addresses lived several miles 
apart. 
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few who were either away from home for an extended period or who both lacked a 
published telephone number and lived away from any available contacts. Contact with 
these people would still have been simple enough but would have required many hours of 
travel per interviewee and that was not practical within the constraints of this survey. 

Following telephone contact, locating the licensee's chosen interview site required 
considerable local knowledge of the back roads, given that most interviewees are not used 
to directing strangers. In practice, a set of topographic maps and some exploratory 
driving in areas of dense interviewee concentration sufficed. Street maps of the towns of 
industrial Cape Breton (the only area where appreciable numbers of fishermen have 
street addresses) would have helped. The new, four-figure emergency house numbers 
that had already been introduced in Shelburne County in 1990-1 and which should be 
universal in Nova Scotia within a few years will remove all such problems, once local 
people have become used to using them in directions. 

Questionnaire Design and Interview Protocols 
In any survey of this type, it is impossible to ask all of the questions appropriately 
without first knowing the answers, in which situation, it would not be worth carrying 
out the survey. The only solution to this conundrum is to proceed iteratively, improving 
the questions as knowledge proceeds. If such improvement is carried out during a 
survey, however, the data obtained from earlier interviews will not be comparable to 
those from later ones. In the present survey, the interviewer attempted to keep the 
presentations of the questions as constant as possible, after a short initial learning 
period. Thus, the data from Lunenburg County (the first area surveyed) may be 
somewhat distorted by the inevitable learning process but all other areas should be 
relatively unaffected. The first individuals interviewed in some other areas may not have 
been fully understood by the interviewer when they were describing local variants in 
gears and fishing practices. Hopefully, any such effects on the data are small. 

The present database has been more seriously affected by the reverse problem: having 
"frozen" the interview protocols and the database formats early in the survey, 
information that might have been gathered in later interviews was not or, if gathered, 
was not added to the machine-readable database. 

Minor problems with the questionnaire are discussed in Appendix 3 of this Report. There 
were, however, a few broader issues that it did not address but could usefully have done. 
Questions about the boat's line hauling equipment might have revealed useful data that 
would relate the numbers of hooks fished per day to the amount of time spent hauling: 
More particularly, it would have identified what proportion of the fleet still hauled by 
hand (as some fishermen certainly did in 1990). Similarly, fishing patterns differ 
markedly between those fishermen who re-bait the gear at sea and those who only use 
gear baited ashore. Much can be deduced from other answers but a direct question on this 
point would have been valuable. Finally, a decision was made early in the questionnaire 
design process to concentrate on those aspects of the gear that directly affected its 
interaction with the fish. Thus, no questions were asked about the arrangement of buoys 
used. As the survey developed into the area of a more general description of the fishery, 
this became an obvious gap that affected such things as the techniques used for re
locating strings of gear and for coping with the very strong tides that can pull buoys 
beneath the surface. More particularly, this gap meant that no questions were asked 
about the use of middle buoys, which use seems to have important consequences for 
string length and other practical aspects of fishing technique. 

More generally, the questionnaire simply asked the questions of interest to its designers 
in a sequence convenient to them. While straightforward, it became clear that this 
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arrangement was less than ideal. The first few questions asked for important 
information, yet many interviewees took a few minutes to relax and "warm up· to the 
interview process. Thus, it would have been advantageous to include a few "low impact" 
questions at the start, designed to put the interviewees at ease rather than to gather data. 
At the opposite end, most interviewees (and sometimes the interviewer) were exhausted 
by the time the interview was completed. The concluding questions therefore probably 
elicited less careful answers than did the earlier ones. In the questionnaire used here, 
most of these late questions were of somewhat lesser importance to the overall research 
program. In any future survey, unless the designed interview period can be appreciably 
shortened, this feature should be deliberately repeated. Furthermore, the sequence of 
questions was not always one that seemed logical to the interviewees, requiring them to 
mentally skip about their store of knowledge while also provoking them to answer some 
questions before they were asked. 

The use of a single interviewer for the entire study limited the number of interviews 
that could be conducted in the available time. It had, however, two great advantages. 
Firstly, it was considerably cheaper, since it eliminated any cost of coordinating the 
actions of multiple interviewers. (There would be no economy in such multiplicity since 
each interviewer would need their own vehicle and the number of interviewer-hours 
per interviewee would not change.) More importantly, the single interviewer approach 
gave much-needed consistency throughout the survey. It is unlikely that the degree of 
inter-area diversity among these fisheries would have been believed had one 
interviewer not visited all areas. Moreover, when the interviewer inevitably knows less 
about fishing than the interviewee, it was a big help to the credibility of the survey to be 
able to describe longlining in other parts of the Province; a topic that interested most 
interviewees and on which the interviewer did know more. Had the survey been any 
larger than it was, a second interviewer would have been essential but this may be an 
argument for limiting future surveys to, say, 300 interviewees rather than for adding 
an additional interviewer. 
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3 LEVELS OF ACTIVITY AND INACTIVITY 

A very high proportion of long line licences in the Scotia-Fundy Region are officially 
considered to be "inactive", meaning that no purchase slip recording a longline catch 
made under that licence reached DFO's statistical system in a given year. In 1989, 61% 
of the longline-licensed 45-65 ft boats, 63% of 35-45 fters and 79% of those under 
35 ft were "inactive" in this sense 15. One of the prime original objectives of the survey 
was to find why these licences were not being used, and under what circumstances they 
might become active. Clearly, a wholesale change in these inactivity levels would 
represent a massive increase in longline effort, with potentially-serious consequences 
for allowance-management of this fleet. 

It should, perhaps, be stressed that it is activity and inactivity in the groundfish 
longline fisheries that are of concern here. Many of the "inactive" licensees and their 
boats were, in fact, highly active in fisheries for other resources or with other gears. 

Available Data and Analytical Methods 

The survey produced data on longline inactivity in two forms: the type of interview 
performed and the reports of longline-inactive interviewees concerning the reasons for 
that inactivity. The interviewees were offered two levels of interview (a few minutes by 
telephone or a face-to-face meeting) with the latter only required if they deemed 
themselves to have been longline-active in 1990. Their licences were classified into 
"active" and "inactive" groups on this basis. Unfortunately, a significant proportion of 
the fishermen were not so much active or inactive as "semi-active" in the longline 
fisheries. Whether these were interviewed or not depended on their willingness to talk, 
the amount of free time they had available when an interview was offered, their 
proximity to other interviewees (which affected the scheduling of the interview 
process) and the general level of fishing activity in their area. (A fisherman in northern 
Cape Breton may rightfully consider himself "active" if he set a few tubs a day for a few 
weeks in the fall whereas a Cape Sable Island fisherman who did no more longlining than 
that might well look at his neighbours, some of whom set 30 tubs a day throughout the 
summer, and deem himself "inactive".) Overall, there was a surprising tendency for 
fishermen to consider themselves "inactive" if they only set "a couple of tubs", by which 
they probably meant a half dozen or so per day intermittently through they season 16. 

15: There is no meaningful sense in which an over 65 ft long liner can be "inactive" since that 
fleet sector is managed by Enterprise Allocations (EAs) to companies and not by entitlements 
linked to specific boats. During the years of this survey, all longline EAs were essentially fully 
taken. Thus, this Section and concerns about inactivity in general can only apply to the under 65 
ft sector. 

16: Or perhaps fishermen who were really inactive tended to claim that they set a few tubs, 
and thus that they were entitled (in the face of use-it-or-Iose-it licensing rules) to renew their 
licence. It did seem, however, that most of these semi-active fishermen genuinely set some 
gear each year. Yet many of them seemed to feel that it would not be appropriate for them to 
express an opinion on longlining issues (which were not crucial issues for them but were for 
others) or that the data set would be distorted by the inclusion of their small-scale efforts. 
Perhaps yet others were embarrassed by their limited expertise with this gear. Certainly 
many fishermen sought simply to avoid wasting time being interviewed for this survey. 
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Thus, the designation of a licence as "active" or "inactive" in the database is not a 
reliable guide to its real level of activity, though it may provide a useful alternative to 
the Department's catch statistics. 

These designations were, however, dependent on the licensee's declarations. Since DFO 
has a reputation for wanting to cancel unused licences, there was a strong incentive for 
inactive interviewees to claim activity. This was balanced by the inconvenience of having 
to meet with the interviewer and then to maintain the pretence through a long discussion 
of the details of the licensee's gear and fishing practices. In the event, only one 
interviewee seemed to attempt such gross deception, though doubtless others pretended to 
a higher level of activity than they have recently maintained. 

Those interviewees who chose to declare themselves inactive were asked why they did not 
make more use of their licences and (unless it was obvious from their reasons for 
inactivity) what circumstances would cause them to take up active longlining. Most were 
well able to account for their inactive status. The recorded data on this topic therefore 
pose no particular analytical problems, beyond those inevitable with verbal 
information, except that a few interviewees gave reasons that made no sense to the 
interviewer. These were usually clarified in subsequent discussion but, in a few cases, 
the progress of the interview prevented clarification. 

In the present analyses, the levels of activity were assessed simply by extracting the 
appropriate variables from the database and calculating the percentages of reports in 
various groups. To make sense of the reasons for any inactivity, the "inactive" 
interviewees' verbal rationales were examined and most were sorted into seven classes, 
which appeared to classify them usefully. These were (1) that the licensee or the 
licensed boat were busy in some fishery other than longlining, handlining or jigging 
during the longline season, (2) that they were likewise busy but in handlining or 
jigging, (3) that the licensee was unable to longline in 1990 for some technical reason, 
such as that he was slowly preparing his boat or gear for that fishery, that his licence 
had been caught in some complexity of paperwork during the season or that the boat was 
unavailable due to some complexity of business finance, (4) that the licensee judged 
longlining not to be an economically-viable option, usually due to a lack of available 
resources but sometimes to an excessive number of dogfish or some other reason, (5) 
that the licensee or some member of their family suffered a medical problem that 
prevented the licensee from going to sea during the longline season, (6) that the licensee 
owned two boats, both with longline licenses, while the licence selected for the survey 
was on the smaller boat which was only used for lobstering and (7) that the licensee 
worked as a crewman on a larger boat during the longline season. An eighth "other" class 
encompassed the six answers that did not fit anywhere else. Handlining and jigging were 
distinguished from other types of fishing in which licensees might be active both because 
longlining and handlining/jigging are more nearly alternative versions of the same 
thing, whereas for a hook-and-line boat to go dragging or purse seining requires major 
alterations of boat, gear and fishing technique, and also because handliningfjigging is a 
step down from longlining in terms of economic commitment, whereas the other 
fisheries are steps up. Some reported reasons could have been placed into anyone of two 
or more classes. In these cases, a subjective judgement was made as to which class was 
the most appropriate. 
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Results 

Levels of Activity 
The numbers of interviewees declaring themselves "active" and "inactive" in 1990 are 
shown in Table 3.1, broken down by boat size, by county group (for under 45 fters) and 
by whether DFO records show them to have recorded a long line catch in 1989. The same 
data, weighted by the inverse of the appropriate sampling ratio, are shown in Table 3.2. 
The latter table better represents the levels of activity in the longline fisheries. 

45-65 ft Class; There was a slight fall, from 39% to 32%, in the measured level of 
activity in the 45-65 ft sector between the DFO catch records for 1989 and the 
interviewees declarations for 1990. This change was, however, only a matter of three 
interviewees selected in the "active" sample declaring that they had not fished in 1990. 
Those three probably had indeed been active the year before and yet gave true 
declarations (the opportunities for errors in the statistical system being small with 
boats of this size while there was little incentive for an interviewee to falsely claim 
inactivity) and hence the raw data can be assumed to be correct. Nevertheless, the change 
in numbers of active interviews was small and there may have been no overall change in 
the activity level of this fleet sector. 

35-45 ft Class: The measured proportion of active licences in the 35-45 ft class 
remained almost stable from 1989 to 1990 (increasing from 40% to 42%, following 
the figures in Table 3.2) but this stability concealed a marked decrease in recorded 
activity in Cape Breton and increases in the Eastern Shore and Bay of Fundy areas. These 
"increases" represent four licensees who had been officially inactive in 1989 but who 
claimed to have set some gear in 1990. At least some of these fishermen were only 
marginally active and may have been missed by the official statistics the previous year. 
The decrease in activity in Cape Breton, in contrast, seemed to be genuine and to have 
resulted from the fishermen who worked Sydney Bight having had a very bad year in 
1989 and hence deciding not to fish in 1990. Thus, a small real decline in overall 
activity seems to have occurred in this size class, that decline being composed of a sharp 
drop in Cape Breton and approximate stability elsewhere. Perhaps more interestingly, 
despite this limited change in overall activity, about 22% of the individual licences had 
changed their activity status in one direction or the other, suggesting a highly dynamic 
pattern of participation in the longline fisheries. 

There were strong differences between the county groups in this activity level. On the 
Eastern Shore, where many 35-45 ft boats had access to the Western and Emerald bank 
haddock grounds, The Hake Ridge and the various smaller grounds off Canso and Sambro 
(see Section 7), almost every selected licensee was active in 199017. Equally, some 
60% of the Shelburne County longline-licensed fishermen, who had the Browns and 
Georges bank resources available to them, were active in that year. The Sydney Bight, 
Mahone Bay and Bay of Fundy areas showed much lower activity levels, as might be 
expected from their less plentiful resources (see Section 13). 

Under 35 ft Class; The survey data suggest that 34% of the under 35 ft licences were 
active in 1990, in marked contrast to the 20% active in 1989 shown by the DFO catch 
data. This apparent increase in activity was recorded in every county group and was 

17: Though it is likely that this very high activity level was partly a sampling artifact. There 
were other inactive licences, including one encountered during the field phase (though not 
included in the sample) which was on a boat that was undergoing a major conversion in 1990. 
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pronounced in all areas except perhaps Shelburne County (Table 3.2). It is, however, 
rather doubtful whether there was a real increase in activity. Rather, it seems that some 
200 licensees who deemed themselves "Iongline active" in 1990 had failed to register 
any longline catch in the DFO statistical system in 1989. In only one case was a reason 
for such a failure confirmed during an interview: one Eastern Shore fishermen took 
groundfish by gillnets, longlines and handlines. He salted his own catch and sold it as a 
unit at the end of the season. The buyer made out only one purchase slip which, for 
1989, was marked as representing a gillnet catch. It seems likely that similar 
irregularities account for many fishermen's catches being missed by the statistical 
system, particularly those of licensees who are only semi-active. 

Given these uncertainties in the official data and the problems with the survey data 
mentioned above, the true level of activity in the smallest class of boats is hard to 
estimate. The official 20% value is probably an upper bound on the proportion that 
worked long lines intensively but 35 to 40% of longline licensees may have set at least "a 
couple of tubs· (to use a favourite expression of the semi-active interviewees) at some 
time during the local season. Within the Region (and using the survey figures: Table 
3.2), during 1990 Cape Breton had a relatively high proportion of active licences in 
this class (53%) , whereas Lunenburg County (22%) and the Yarmouth County/Bay of 
Fundy areas had relatively low to very low activity levels. (The high proportion of 
active licences in southwestern New Brunswick is probably an artifact of the small 
sample size in that area.) The Cape Breton activity level was probably inflated by a 
number of interviewees who, for lack of any other employment opportunities, 
maintained semi-activity in the longline fishery (though there were also plenty of fully 
active longline fishermen in Cape Breton, particularly in the area around Louisbourg). 
Many of the Lunenburg County licences were located in Mahone Bay, which is known to 
be a poor area for longlining (Section 13). Likewise, with the exception of the Digby 
Neck area, the waters from off Yarmouth County to the head of the Bay of Fundy are also 
rather poor for this method of fishing. As shown in Section 7 of this Report, small-boat 
fishermen were usually unable or unwilling to move far from their homes to go 
longlining, and hence residence in a place with poor fishing essentially precluded 
longline activity. 

The uncertainties in the data also preclude a meaningful calculation of the rate of 
exchange between the active and inactive groups comparable with that estimated for the 
35-45 fters. The proportion of licences for which a change in status was noted was 24% 
but this is little more than a measure of the inadequacies of the data. 

Reasons for Inactivity 
45-65 ft Class: Eight interviewees with boats in the 45-65 ft class reported inactivity 
in 1990 (Tables 3.3 and 3.4). All eight boats were active in other fisheries (four were 
fish draggers, two were swordfish longliners and the others were a Danish seiner and a 
purse seiner respectively). The prime reason for these interviewees not participating 
in the groundfish longline fisheries seems simply to be that they had preferable 
alternatives elsewhere within the fishing industry. (It was not permitted for them to 
split their longline entitlements from their other licences so as to fish both on separate 
boats.) One of the dragger fishermen noted that the lack of cold storage facilities at his 
port would stop him going over to longlining even if he should want to. 

Of the two swordfish longline fishermen (who could have gone groundfish longlining in 
the winter when there are no swordfish available; a common option for other fishermen 
with the appropriate licences), one said that the 10% bycatch provisions under which 
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he would have had to operate made such fishing non-viable 18 while the other was mired 
in financial/boat-ownership problems during the 1989-90 winter and thus was 
temporarily out of all fisheries for a few months. 

35-45 ft Class: Of the 64 interviewees with inactive licences for boats in the 35-45 ft 
class, 63 gave reasons for their inactivity. These differed among the county groups 
(Tables 3.3 and 3.4). Overall, their most common reason for inactivity in the longline 
fisheries was the same as that seen in the larger class: that the boat was busy in another 
fishery. Other reasons were frequently cited, however, and these could be grouped into 
five classes, viz.: (1) technical delays in getting the boat into operation (e.g. gradually 
gathering the necessary gear, major refit work on the boat or its engine, awaiting a new 
boat from the builder, procedural delays with financing or paperwork etc.), (2) the 
captain/owner suffering medical problems or being restrained by some member of his 
family having such problems, (3) the licensee owning two boats, of which the selected 
licence was on his lobster boat whereas he used his bigger boat during the groundfish 
season under another licence, (4) some combination of a lack of fish, the poor economic 
prospects in longlining and the excessive numbers of dogfish (all of which add up to the 
same thing: the licensees considered it impossible to make money by longlining) and (5) 
the licensee choosing to go handlining rather than longlining. Of the five, technical delays 
and a lack of economically-viable resources together accounted for most of the longline 
inactivity which is not due to the employment of the boat in another fishery. 

In Cape Breton, two of the boats were active in the mobile-gear sector of the groundfish 
fishery (one a board dragger 19 and one a Danish seiner) while three others were busy in 
the snow crab fishery during the summer groundfish season. Two licensees were slowly 
fixing up their boats with the aim of future longlining whereas two more had recently 
lost their boats and found the economic state of the fishery to be too poor to justify 
getting new ones quickly. Another pair said that there were simply not enough fish to 
cover the costs of longlining. The twelfth "inactive" licensee in this class and area 
reported switching between the various fisheries available to him depending on which 
paid best. In 1990, that strategy meant that he only did a very little longlining before 
the lobster season. Clearly, all of these fishermen were, in some sense, inactive because 
the longline resources available to them were insufficient to make activity in that 
fishery economically viable. Those who had other alternatives in the overall fishing 
industry pursued them while the remainder waited for better times. 

On the Eastern Shore, the only interviewee with an inactive licence in this class had 
bought it in 1990 and did not have his boat ready by the end of that year20 . As noted 
above, there were several relatively-rich resources available in 1990 to boats of this 
size based in Guysborough and Halifax Counties and thus the longline activity levels there 
were very high. 

18: It is not clear what regulation this interviewee was referring to, though he certainly felt 
himself limited by regulations to the extent that groundfish longlining was not a viable option 
for him. 

19: To the fishermen, a "board dragger" is what is offiCially known as an "otter trawler", as 
distinct from a Danish seiner which some, but not all, fishermen regard as a form of dragger 
(see glossary in Appendix 4). 

20: Interestingly, despite this interviewee's new licence being for a 35-45 ft boat, his was 
only 32 ft overall. This has been confirmed by checking in the licensing data base. 
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In Lunenburg County, two inactive licensees cited medical problems as the reason for 
their inactivity whereas the only other two said that the longline resources were too 
scarce to be worth going for. 

Queens and Shelburne Counties (as a pair) yielded the widest range of reasons for 
inactivity. As might be expected, a lack of resources was rarely a concern in this area 
for boats over 35 feet in length and two of the three interviewees who cited this reason 
for their inactivity actually noted the uneconomic condition of the longline resource 
before the start of the pollock netting season; the only period when they might have been 
interested in longlining. Indeed, the principal reason for longline-inactivity in this area 
was a simple preference for still better opportunities: two interviewees went dragging 
in 1990 (though both said that they expected to change back to longlining with the new IQ 
arrangements in the dragger fishery), two preferred groundfish gillnetting, one did a 
mix of dragging and gillnetting, another usually did some longlining when he could not 
fish his gillnets but (with no "slime" in 1990 and new rules about landing nets when 
taking longline gear to sea) did none in 1990 and a seventh used the spring longline 
season to fit his boat out for lobstering and gillnetting, which occupied the rest of his 
year. Three other interviewees reported that they went handlining or jigging in 
preference to longlining, though one of those said that he would have to change over to 
longlining if the fishery got any worse. 

Of the remaining inactive interviewees in these two counties, four had technical reasons: 
one had his boat out of the water for the year, being glassfibre sheathed, another was 
fitting his boat out and (with the fishery so bad) saw no reason to rush to make the 1990 
season, a third lost his buyer and, having nowhere to sell his catch, worked on the big 
boats out of Lockeport instead, while the fourth saw his former partner's widow sell half 
of their gear and (with the fishery so depressed) did not see it as worth gearing up again. 
Finally, one interviewee had family medical problems in 1990 while another had the 
selected licence on the smaller of his two boats. 

Along the coast from the Yarmouth County line to Cape Split, King's County, the principal 
reason for recorded longline inactivity was that the licences were on draggers (14 
licences in the survey). A few of the dragger fishermen had tried some longlining in 
1989, when the mobile gear quotas ran out, but that is not a normal-fishing practice for 
them. The reasons that these licensees gave for preferring dragging included: longlining 
is not economically feasible, longlining is too dangerous, there is too much tide for 
longlining in the Bay of Fundy, it is difficult to get longline crew, the long line grounds 
are too far away, and a lack of any personal experience in hook-and-line fishing. Digby 
County is the principal centre of inshore dragging in Nova Scotia and this seemed to drive 
a perceptional preference, which did as much as the rational lack of resources and excess 
of tide to lead the local groundfish fishermen to opt for dragging. 

The other inactive licensees in this area included two who saw too many dogfish in 1990 
to make fishing worthwhile, a third who mentioned both the dogfish and the lack of a 
crew and four interviewees who primarily fished lobster and who did not bother with the 
short longline season outside the lobster season in their area. One of these reported that 
he would go longlining then but that there were too many draggers on his local grounds, a 
second preferred jigging and the others said that they made enough lobstering not to have 
to bother with finfish. One of these last upgraded his boat in early in 1991 and had thus 
lost his groundfish entitlement anyway. 

In the head of the Bay of Fundy (Cape Split to Albert County, inclusive), there were only 
four 35-45 ft longline licences in 1990, none of which are active. The one selected 
interviewee said that there are no longline fish in his area, which is as expected. 
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In Saint John and Charlotte Counties, five licensees reported inactivity. Three were busy 
in other fisheries, one had recently lost his boat and had been working aboard others 
while the last would normally do some longlining but spent 1990 getting started in 
scalloping (for which he had a newly-acquired licence). 

Under 35 ft Class: All of the 83 interviewees with licences for the under 35 ft class who 
declared themselves inactive (for the purposes of this survey) gave some explanation of 
that status (Tables 3.3 and 3.4). Their reasons covered all of the topics seen with the 
larger boats plus some unique to these small ones. More interestingly, there was a 
notable change in the relative frequencies of these reasons from those seen in the larger 
classes while there was less diversity among the county groups than was seen in the 35-
45 ft class. 

The predominant reason for longline inactivity in these small boats was a lack of 
available resources. No less than 46 interviewees cited some version of this problem as 
their reason for not longlining. Eleven Cape Breton fishermen were included in this 
total. Some of them had turned to other kinds of fishing (scalloping, seining or as crew 
on a big boat), while others had simply quit fishing after making a loss in 1989, but all 
saw the lack of the fish as the problem. Fourteen more on the Eastern Shore cited the 
same basic difficulty, with two adding that the poor economics of what fishery there was 
had dissuaded them from upgrading to boats that could go out to where there still are 
some fish to catch and another saying that the gillnets would have stopped him from 
longlining had he tried. A fifteenth fisherman from that area said there were too many 
dogfish on the grounds. In Lunenburg, Queens and Shelburne Counties a total of 18 
interviewees saw a lack of fish within range of their boats, an excess of dogfish or both 
as preventing them from longlining. One of these fishermen had turned to groundfish 
gillnetting instead, a second noted that he would not be allowed to upgrade to a larger boat 
to go where the fish were, while a third already had his under 35 ft licence on an over 
35 ft boat and so presumably could not use it in the groundfish fisheries had he wished 
to. Two final interviewees, in the Yarmouth County/Bay of Fundy area invoked the 
resource problem to explain their inactivity (in one case, also mentioning a personal 
medical problem). 

A further nine interviewees, from throughout the Region, were inactive for various 
medical reasons. 

Besides those interviewees noted above, who specifically stated that they had turned to 
the other fisheries because of a lack of longline resources, eight others were longline
inactive because they were busy in other fisheries. One of these went crabbing in the 
summer groundfish season, four used gillnets rather than longlines (one finding them 
easier, safer and easier to raise a crew for) and three went dragging (either for finfish 
alone or for both those and scallops). A further three fishermen opted for handlining 
instead of longlining, presumably to minimize their financial exposure. 

Another eight interviewees were inactive only as a matter of timing: one bought a licence 
late in 1989 and another in 1990 and neither were ready for the 1990 season, a third 
was waiting to acquire a lobster licence before investing in a boat big enough to go 
longlining (in his area, Cape Breton, such a boat seemed uneconomic without the lobster 
entitlement), one was working offshore while awaiting delivery of a new boat, another 
spent 1990 fixing up his home while planning to fish actively later, and yet another was 
gradually accumulating gear and converting his boat for longlining. 
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Of the remaining inactive licences, two were on their owners' smaller boats, two were 
owned by fishermen who went as crew on someone else's larger boat during the longline 
season, and one was on a boat that was no longer safe. One licensee cited an excessive 
number of scallopers on his local ground, another found licence conditions too hard to get 
from the Fishery Officers, one interviewee working ashore in 1990 and the final one 
was leaving the fishery to go to college. 

Inter-Class Comparison: The over 65 ft boats were necessarily active; the management 
arrangements under which they operated meant that a boat would not be defined as a 
licensed longliner unless it was fishing. Whatever the management structure, however, 
one might doubt whether such large boats would ever be truly inactive for as long as a 
year, until they are retired and laid up, since their capital costs are so high that it will 
almost always be worth getting them to sea to earn some of their keep. Much the same 
applies to the 45-65 ft boats and, indeed, the only reason given for the longline
inactivity of boats of that size was that they were busy in other fisheries. 

This financial imperative is clearly somewhat relaxed in the smaller boats, though 
nearly half of those 35-45 fters classed as longline-inactive were so by reason of 
activity in other fisheries and less than a quarter were simply awaiting technical or 
administrative developments before fishing. Besides this economic difference, the 
smaller boats are also less capable of travelling to resource-rich areas than are the 
large ones and hence they are potentially vulnerable to local resource depletion (see 
Section 7). The remaining quarter of the inactivity of 35-45 fters was largely blamed 
on just such a lack of available resources. Only in southwestern Nova Scotia were other 
reasons for inactivity cited with respect to 35-45 fters and the appearance of these in 
the over 35 ft sector was probably a side effect of the lobster fishery regulations. West 
of Baccaro, those regulations permit 375 traps per boat and hence many lobster boats in 
that area are around 40 feet in length, yet outside the lobster season those boats are 
operated just as their under 35 ft equivalents are to the eastward. Thus, some reasons 
for inactivity seen elsewhere only in the smallest class of boats appear in the 35-45 ft 
class in Shelburne County. 

In that smallest class, the difficulty of steaming to the resources was far greater since, 
in many cases, not only could the boats not move along the shore to richer areas, they 
also could not go offshore to the banks, which were often the only places that had 
sufficient longline-available fish for a viable fishery (see Section 7). Thus, resource 
shortage was the cited reason for over half the inactivity in this class. The reality may 
not, however, be as simple as these figures suggest. Because these small boats had such 
limited geographic mobility, it was normal for the fishermen to shift between several 
gears and resources on a seasonal basis, while remaining in the same area [see Davis 
(1984) for an account of the patterns followed by Port LaTour men]. Thus, a fisherman 
who, for example, dragged for Irish moss when he could be long lining was likely to 
answer a question about why he did not use his long line licence in terms of why he did not 
fit some longlining into his yearly cycle, rather than by describing what he was doing 
instead of longlining. To this extent, the "lack of resource" reason merges into the 
·working in another fishery" reason. 

The low fixed costs of an under 35 ft longline boat do not exert the same imperative for 
activity that was noted for the larger boats, allowing more flexible responses to other 
concerns. As but one example, small-boat fishermen who themselves suffered some 
medical problem in 1990, or who had to care for some member of their family, could 
drop out of longlining for the year. Licensees of larger boats who encountered the same 
human problem were probably constrained by economic pressures to either fish 
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regardless or else to hire a captain for the season. At least, very few such licensees cited 
medical problems as a reason for longline-inactivity. Meanwhile, the geographic 
limitations on a small boat mean that long-term stability for the owner requires him to 
switch between fisheries, as the resources dictate. Thus, there is great value in 
retaining licence access to as many fisheries as possible. This leads to licensees hanging 
on to currently non-viable licences which they do not often use for a wide variety of 
reasons (from health problems to a preference for low-exposure handline fishing). The 
requirement for a lobster licensee to fish his own boat and the ban on licence splitting 
also drives some semi-retired fishermen to keep inactive longlining licences. None of 
these factors appeared in the over 35 ft classes, except where lobster boats exceeded that 
size. 

Lastly, it is notable that the poor state of the Sydney Bight cod fishery in 1989-90 led 
many fishermen with 35-45 ft boats to drop out of longlining, while Cape Breton had the 
highest level of longline-activity amongst under 35 ft boats of any county group in this 
survey. This apparent contradiction may reflect an inter-class difference in the relative 
costs of annual preparations and daily operations, which could make it viable for 
fishermen to longline from small boats for a few days each year when fishermen with 
large boats cannot afford to fit them out for such a short season. It could, however, also 
reflect a small-scale geographic difference. The inactive 35-45 fters were centred on 
Glace Bay and in earlier years would mostly have fished Smokey Bank. Many of the 
smaller boats, in contrast, were based in Victoria County where they had ready access to 
a run of fish in the fall which, by 1990, were almost the only longline-available cod left 
in Sydney Bight. (And which are probably the first part of the migratory 4TVn stock to 
enter the Bight each year: Kenchington 1991.) Victoria County is also an isolated area 
which offers residents very few alternatives for economic activity. Thus, a local 
fisherman's perceived opportunity costs of marginally-profitable long lining may be 
markedly lower. than those of a Glace Bay fisherman. Thus, while the real reasons for the 
apparent discrepancy remain unknown, there is no lack of plausible explanations. 

Discussion 

With some quantitative change, this survey has confirmed the overall pattern of 
inactivity of longline licences that had been deduced from the official catch statistics. It 
has also shown, however, that "inactivity" is a potentially-misleading notion. Some 20 
years ago, the idea was invoked with regard to attempts to distinguish "active" or 
"bonafide" fishermen from non-fishing holders of licences who, it was supposed, could 
rightfully be excluded from the fishery as there was a need to limit the growth of fishing 
capacity [see Matthews (1987) for a discussion of this development as it applied to the 
Newfoundland Region]. In the Scotia-Fundy Region groundfish longline fisheries in 
1990, there were remarkably few licences that were non-active in this sense. Amongst 
the interviewees (and excluding those owners who hire captains to run their boats), 
perhaps only the two interviewees from the Fundy Head area who were respectively 
working and studying ashore could fairly be described as "non-bonafide fishermen", 
though some few others probably earned the bulk of their 1990 income ashore for lack 
of available opportunities in the fishing industry. 

Instead of longline-inactivity being related to this "bonafide" issue, it was primarily a 
question of available resources. Wherever the available long line resources were 
sufficiently abundant to support economically-viable longlining (and the relative 
abundance of other resources did not make those preferable), longline licences were 
active. Where the long line resources were less abundant, the fishermen had to take 
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whatever other opportunities were available to them, usually within the fishing 
industry but sometimes outside it. In this sense, the largest group of "genuinely" 
longline-inactive licences were those on boats fully dedicated to other fisheries, which 
in most cases meant mobile-gear groundfish fishing. 

A second point of concern centres on the time scale over which "inactivity" is measured. 
DFO inaCtivity statistics are usually based on an annual period, such that licences that 
are not used in a calendar year are deemed to have been "inactive", whereas no such label 
is attached to licences that lie unused for shorter periods. If the fisheries and their 
resources displayed inter-annual stability, together with their undoubted intra-annual 
(seasonal) cycles, such a time scale would be wholly appropriate. In practice, however, 
there are clear inter-annual variations which can take the form of dramatic changes in 
resource abundance. The resurgence in the lobster resource during the 1980s and the 
decline in inshore groundfish since the late 1980s are but recent examples of this. Such 
variations are often acknowledged by the Department in the form of management criteria 
based on some level of activity over a few (often three) recent years. However, the 
periodicity of resource increases and declines can be a decade or more. Given such long
term variations and the resource-switching strategies that the fishermen have developed 
in response, the activity level of a licence could alternatively be judged over a much 
longer time scale, perhaps of the order of ten or even twenty years. Evaluated over such 
scales, very few of the Scotia-Fundy longline licences would be "inactive". Their 
apparent inactivity in 1990 would instead appear as no more than a side effect of recent 
declines in the groundfish resources. 

On a more technical level, this survey has shown that, in any given year, a surprising 
proportion of otherwise-active licences are not used, either because the boat is under 
repair or awaiting replacement or because there is some financial, legal or paperwork 
tangle that is not resolved by the end of the season. Nearly 11% of the 35-45 fters were 
in some such situation. Meanwhile, DFO's catch statistics recorded about 15% of under 
35 ft licences as inactive when their owners considered that they were sufficiently 
active to justify a full survey interview. In many cases, this discrepancy seemed to be 
the fault of the statistics, rather than of the licensees' assessments. Finally, it is clear 
from this survey that, in any given year, a rather high proportion of the licences move 
into or out of the "inactive" category, emphasizing that aggregate statistics of fleet 
sectors can give very misleading indications of fishermen's behaviours. An analysis of 
"licence dynamics·, based on existing licensing data and examining these kinds of 
changes, could yield useful understanding of those behaviours at low cost. 
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4 SPECIES CAUGHT BY THE LONGLINE FISHERIES 

From a resource biologist's perspective, and apparently from the fishermen's too, the 
most important defining characteristic of any particular longline fishery is the 
species21 being sought; much of the design of the gear and the way it is used seem to be 
adapted to the species of interest to the fishermen. Thus, the species caught (the bycatch 
and those discarded as much as the ones deliberately sought) provide an appropriate 
point at which to begin the analysis of the data gathered from active fishermen. They are 
examined here in the form of a review of the interviewees' relevant comments, followed 
by analyses of the formal survey data on the species compositions of, in turn, the 
directed species, the bycatch and the discards. The comments serve to illuminate the 
quantitative results developed from the formal data and, while often lacking in focus, are 
important precursors to understanding those results. 

Fishermen's Comments on Species Composition . 

Direction of Fishing Effort 
The concept of a "directed" species is one introduced by fisheries scientists and managers 
seeking to simplify the complexity of real fisheries, and particularly to reduce 
commercial catch and effort data into resource abundance indices. Fishermen, at least 
those in the Scotia-Fundy longline fisheries, do not necessarily think of their operations 
in these terms and many interviewees had some minor difficulty understanding questions 
about species direction. 

Thus, a fisherman might set his gear hoping to take cod but expecting to get a 
considerable proportion of haddock, and indeed relying on those haddock for the overall 
profitability of his trip. Individual interviewees appeared to differ in their 
interpretations of whether such haddock should be considered as a directed or a bycatch 
species. A greater problem can arise with small-boat halibut fishermen working close to 
shore. They set for halibut, which offer the only real hope of profit, but expect to take 
mostly (if not entirely) cod, which can do little more than cover their expenses at best. 
It is far from clear whether the halibut, the cod or both can be regarded as the directed 
species in such cases. 

Moreover, while some long line fishermen certainly set out to catch primarily cod or 
halibut, for example, many others set out to fish a particular area. The latter will know, 
from past experience, which species they are most likely to catch in that area and will 
adapt their gear and fishing practices to optimize their catches of those species. Thus, 
there may be little practical difference between a fisherman who planned to fish haddock 
and therefore went to, say, the Cove of Browns and one who planned to fish the Cove of 
Browns and therefore expected to take mainly haddock. Nevertheless, the distinction did 
colour the fishermen's perceptions of what they are directing for and thus influenced 
their answers to the survey questions on this topic. In particular, some interviewees 

21: Throughout this Report, fish are grouped into what might be termed "commercial" species. 
Thus, some pairs or trios of closely-related species which are not distinguished by the 
fishermen or the fish trade are lumped together. This lumping particularly concerns the white 
and red hakes (Urophycis chuss and U. tsnuis) but also the various smaller Pleuronectids (the 
industry's "flounders"), the redfishes (Ssbastss spp.) and others. 
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claimed to be directing for a species (most often haddock) that is now very rare in their 
areas (particularly in Cape Breton). Presumably, they continued to fish their 
traditional grounds in the hope of taking the valuable species but in the expectation of 
only getting substitutes. More importantly, this difference in the interviewees' 
intentions would have a marked effect on predictive extrapolations in as much as the 
hypothetical haddock fisherman might respond to a change in the availability of haddock 
in the Cove of Browns by moving elsewhere. A fisherman who, in contrast, was confined 
to fishing the Cove would respond to that same change in availability by altering his 
operations slightly so as to make them more efficient for cod or whatever other species 
had become the most available one in the area. 

A related and, for fisheries managers, important issue concerns the extent to which the 
fishermen can control the species composition (and indeed the amount) of their catches. 
Clearly, trip limits (and particularly highly-restrictive trip limits on minor 
components of the total catch) are at best crude regulatory instruments if the fishermen 
are unable to predict the quantities (per tub of gear) that they will catch of the 
restricted species. This is also important for the present survey since questioning the 
fishermen can only reveal what they were trying to catch, which will only accord with 
statistical landings data if the fishermen are indeed able to direct their effort with some 
precision. The interviewees opinions on this issue were somewhat divided and 
undoubtedly the catch composition in some types of fishing is more stable than in others. 
In general, however, it seems that the level of predictability is low: 

You can direct for one species with only 1% bycatch. You control the 
species caught mainly by changing the depth of water that you set the 
gear in (large boat fishing Grand Banks). 

You get very little bycatch on the halibut gear; perhaps one cod or hake 
per tUb. With hake gear, you get much more: 500 Ib of bycatch to 
every 3500 Ib of hake (Halifax County). 

You get very little bycatch or discards on halibut gear. Can get a lot of 
dogfish on fine gear, if you make a mistake (Guysborough County) . 
[See Section 13 for an account of the dogfish problem.] 

You get very little bycatch on halibut gear. What you do get goes for bait 
(Halifax County). 

Most bycatch is used for halibut bait (over 65 ft boat). 
Deepwater halibut fishing, you get no bycatch. Do discard a lot: rattails, 

wolffish, skate, turbot and sharks (Shelburne County). 
You don't get any bycatch fishing deepwater for halibut but you do discard 

rattails, wolffish, skate, turbots and sharks. The sharks in July 
particularly (Shelburne County). 

In deepwater halibut fishing, you never know what you will catch. 
Down at 500 fathoms, you don't get much except halibut. There isn't much 

else there; perhaps a few turbot. 
On big gear, you get 65-75% cod. The rest is a mix of halibut and bycatch 

(Shelburne County fishermen who declared that his big gear fishing 
was directed towards cod and halibut). 

The cod bycatch on halibut gear is all big fish (Victoria County). 
The only cod taken on heavy gear are big ones. Don't get many dogfish on 

heavy gear (Queens County). 
Used to take an occasional pollock and haddock on the halibut gear but they 

are all gone now, so there are none to catch (Passamaquoddy islands). 
Only get big cod on big gear (Shelburne County). 
Total bycatch is less than 10% of the catch (Shelburne County). 
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Few cusk and hake in the bycatch; perhaps 5% (Shelburne County halibut 
fisherman). [He reported cod and haddock as his principal bycatch in a 
fishing pattern directed for halibut-only , suggesting that his landings 
of "bycatch" species may have been a significant proportion of his 
total catch, the 5% referring only to the species named here.] 

You don't get much bycatch now; the odd small halibut on cod or hake gear 
perhaps or maybe one cod per tub on halibut gear (Digby County). 

Total bycatch in 1990 was only a dozen haddock, three halibut and one 
pollock, plus catfish. Discarded spawner lobsters, a few dogfish and 
small hake (New Brunswick cod fisherman). 

Only get a few halibut in the bycatch now, perhaps seven or eight per 
year. [Note that, for halibut, less than ten fish per year is enough for 
it to be mentioned as a bycatch species whereas in a remark above 5% 
cusk and hake in the catch was considered "few·. The difference in 
perception presumably relates to both the value and the visual 
prominence of a single large halibut.] 

Bycatch depends on just where you are fishing. With hake gear, you only 
take the odd haddock and occasionally a pollock (Digby County). [Not 
many longline-vulnerable fish live on muddy hake bottom, except for 
the hake themselves.] 

The catch and species mix is unpredictable, even if you return to the same 
ground that you fished on the last set. That makes bycatch regulations 
a problem (Shelburne County). 

The bycatch rules are difficult because you cannot fully predict what you 
will catch (Shelburne County). 

You cannot tell what you will catch until you haul. Usually set for haddock 
but sometimes [using the same gear] for cod or hake (Shelburne 
County). 

You have very little control over the species that you catch. Just set the 
gear and take what comes (Shelburne County). 

When you set the gear, you don't know what it will catch (Halifax 
County). 

On codfish gear, about 25% of the catch is other species: halibut, haddock 
etc. (Shelburne County). 

A typical hake catch might be 3 to 4000 of hake, 350 of haddock, 200 of 
cod and 50 of halibut. Cod and haddock fishing. on the other hand. 
would give 70% cod. 30% haddock and 100 Ib of halibut (Halifax 
County). [Catch amounts are quoted in pounds.] 

Just set out the gear and hope. You cannot know what you will catch 
(Halifax County). 

On cod gear. your bycatch is everything that takes a hook (Cape Breton). 
With fine gear, you catch (and land) anything that swims (Guysborough 

County). 
Occasionally catch a big halibut (150 Ib) on the cod trawl (Victoria 

County). 
Have caught 200 Ib halibut on fine gear (Shelburne County). 
Keep everything except the dogfish. Don't throw anything away. Bring it 

in or use it as bait (Shelburne County halibut fisherman). 

If a generalization is possible. it would be that big gear fishing can be fairly well 
directed towards halibut. large cod or a combination of the two, while specialized hake 
fishing can be targeted on that species. Fine gear fishing for haddock and/or cod, 
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however, is much less easy to direct and much more likely to take an unpredictable 
bycatch. 

From the fisherman's perspective, a more important related issue is the economic value 
of the species mix in his catch. There seem to be several alternative attitudes to this. A 
fisherman might, for example, realize almost all of his income from one, predominant 
("directed") species or, alternatively, two or more species might share that role. For 
other fishermen, the predominant species seem to pay the basic costs, leaving 
occasional, highly valued "bycatch" catches to provide any real net income. (Halibut or 
harpooned swordfish would usually fill this latter role.) Very often, neither of these 
essentially-static strategies are realistic representations of targeting practices since 
the long line fishermen follow complex switching behaviours, which see them shift 
between the available resources, each with its associated economic objectives. Some of 
these behaviours drew comments: 

Could direct for 3NO flounder [Le. American plaice, HippogJossoides 
pJatessoides] but it wouldn't be economically viable unless you could 
keep the cod bycatch and the quota rules limit that. So it is better to 
fish for hake and keep away from the cod. 

Flounder need particular hooks and bait. Once it became illegal to land the 
cod bycatch, flounder fishing wasn't worthwhile and so sold the gear 
(large boat fishing Grand Banks). 

Flounder are a bycatch in cod and haddock fishing but they can make up 
most of the catch. They are often 10 to 15% of the total (Cape Breton 
County). 

Used to fish Quero near the Stone Fence. You got a flounder bycatch there. 

Get very few halibut on the cod trawl; but they are a very nice extra in 
dollar terms! (Cape Breton County). 

A further consideration could enter the interviewees' reasoning since, for the larger 
boats at least, the fisheries regulations may determine whether a species can be directed 
for and hence whether it is to be considered as a directed species: 

We only have a bycatch of cod in 3Ps. 

Direction and Fishing Patterns 
If the concept of a "directed species· was somewhat foreign to the interviewees, the 
classification of their fishing into a number of discrete "fishing patterns", for the 
purposes of this survey, was entirely alien to them. Models of their fishing behaviours 
should really recognize that on every trip and when setting every string, longline 
fishermen adapt their practices in attempts to optimize their catches. The interview data 
clearly could not be gathered with sufficient precision to support such a description of 
the fisheries, however, and those data had to be forced into some discrete units if they 
were to be obtained and analyzed at all. Given this necessity, the present approach of 
defining "fishing patterns· largely in terms of the gear used had some merit, in as much 
as an individual fisherman's two sets of gear usually are discrete and different. A 
question remains of how well the level of resolution inherent in these fishing patterns 
succeeded in capturing the interviewees species-targeting practices. No comprehensive 
answer was obtained during the survey but there were a number of cases where those 
practices were clearly too complex for effective capture in the survey database: 
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Sometimes set for cod or hake but usually for haddock (Shelburne 
County). 

Sometimes use halibut gear in cod fishing and vice versa (Shelburne 
County). 

Hake is a directed species on fine gear in the summer but only a bycatch 
in the fall (Eastern Shore). 

Have separate seasons for cod and halibut but use the same gear for both 
(Shelburne County). 

Use the same gear when directing for cod or hake, just use different 
anchors (Bay of Fundy). [In fact, this interviewee probably fished 
different areas (well up the Bay for cod but the Grand Manan Basin for 
hake) and required the different anchors to suit the different depths 
and tidal streams in those areas.] 

The large-boat, deepwater halibut fishery produced another, and rather unique, 
problem: some fishing is done primarily to take "shack" bait for use in other, halibut
directed, fishing by the same boat on the same trip: 

Set shack gear mainly to catch bait. Bring in some of the hake that it 
catches but don't direct for them except as bait. 

Bycatches and Discards 
Whatever a fisherman's ability to predict his catch at the time of setting his gear, when 
he hauls it back, he is faced with dividing the fish into those which he will land and those 
that he will discard22 . The basic rule for making these decisions seemed to be: "if you 
can sell it, land it; if not, discard it". Even that rule was not simple to apply, however, 
since only certain plants will purchase some species and then only if neither too few nor 
too many are being landed (Le. too few to be worth setting up a processing line and then 
shipping the product to market nor too many for the available processing facilities or 
for the market to absorb; see discussion of dogfish problems in Section 13 for further 
comments). The different sizes of fish of each species are also differently marketable, of 
course. Several interviewees addressed this issue: 

You ·Iand everything you can catch as "bycatch", except ·the garbage fish of 
course (Cape Breton County). 

You cannot sell small numbers of a bycatch species (e.g. redfish), so 
unless you get enough you have to discard them. 

Only get a few sharks;. makos. You can sell some of them but the market is 
small and easily flooded (Cape Breton). 

Don't get enough redfish to sell (the plant won't buy them unless you get a 
whole lot). Some people keep them to eat at home (Halifax County). 

Would land monktail but don't catch enough (Digby County). 
Used to land shark but there is no market now (Cape Breton). 

Sell some shark but 90% of them are dead when you catch them so they 
are no good (Shelburne County). 

Redfish caught by [over 65 ftl boats as bycatch are only sold as bait. 

22; Scotia-Fundy fishermen have now been relieved of this decision by new regulations, 
introduced for 1993, that require all fish, including the trash species, to be landed. In 1990, 
although there were some regulatory restrictions on dumping, discarding of unmarketable fish 
and damaged or undersized specimens of commercial species was allowed. 
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Several interviewees, when asked to list the species in their bycatch, ended the list with 
"whatever". This not on'ly adequately summarized the variety of species that are 
sometimes caught on fine gear but also suggests a certain casualness towards the types 
(but not necessarily the quantity) of those fish. Once again, the attitude seems to be: "if 
you catch it, land it (unless there is no market)". 

In the deepwater halibut fisheries, there is an alternate form of the same logic: 

Most bycatch is used for halibut bait. Only the skates and the garbage go 
over the side. 

For obvious reasons, the species relegated to the discard category received little 
comment during the interviews, except where they posed major problems to the fishery 
(see Section 13). A few interviewees did, however, give some information on the 
quantities that they discard: 

Discard lots of dogfish (Victoria County). 
Only discard the odd skate or slime eel (Le. hagfish], plus the dogfish of 

course (Shelburne County). 
Discard lots of skate: 200,000 of them in 1990, between longlining and 

netting (Yarmouth County). 
Don't get too many skate. They are on flat bottom (Shelburne County 

haddock fisherman). 
You catch a lot of lobster on fine gear. 

A separate aspect of discarding is the return of undersized fish to the water, a practice 
that was required by the fishery regulations in 1990 (when the permitted minimum 
length for cod and haddock, in the Scotia-Fundy Region, was 41 cm and that for halibut 
81 cm; in approximate Imperial units: 16" and 32" respectively). Some remarks 
addressed aspects of this practice: 

(The company] pays twice as much per pound for steakers as for markets 
(75 cllb as against 40 cllb). So release small fish so as to stay under 
quota. The fish live, unless there are tuna there to feed on them 
(captain of large longliner operating under an Enterprise Allocation). 

Keep any small fish that are dead when you get them aboard. 
Most released [Iongline] fish swim down. 
Dogfish and halibut swim down if released. Small haddock cannot [so they 

die]. 
Most small fish are released alive. 
Small fish are usually discarded alive. 
80% of discarded ping-pong haddock are alive. 
Discarded fish live. 
Discarded fish don't live. 
I don't save [Le. keep] cod under 20" [51 cm] or halibut under 32" [81 

cm]. Most of them escape alive. 
All halibut and some cod can be returned alive. 

How many undersized fish actually survive capture by a longliner and subsequent 
discarding is unsure, though the survival rate is certain to be strongly dependent on how 
the fish are handled while they are out of the water. In a small study using a research 
vessel, Neilson et a/. (1989) found that about three quarters of longline-caught halibut 
survived in tanks for at least 48 hours after capture. Since these fish lack swim
bladders and are usually carefully handled by longline fishermen (who often seem 
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acutely conscious of the conservation-importance of releasing small halibut), equally 
high survival rates might be seen in commercial fishing. Small gadoids may not fare as 
well. 

Directed Species 

Analytical Methods 
The database contains information on species composition in three groups of variables, 
concerning respectively the directed species, the bycatch and the discards (Appendix 3). 
For each fishing pattern, the interviewees were asked: "What kinds of fish are you 
mainly trying to catch?". From their answers, up to four species per fishing pattern 
were recorded as "directed species", with their sequence reflecting their order of 
importance to the interviewee if he made that clear (which many did not) or the order in 
which he mentioned them23. Some interviewees named more than four species in answer 
to this question but, in such cases, the excess were recorded as bycatch. Conversely, as 
outlined above, some fishermen named species which were important and expected parts 
of their catch as "bycatch". Those were disregarded for this analysis. 

The species codes for the recorded directed species were extracted from the database. On 
the assumption that the order in which the species were recorded was meaningful (which 
it was for some interviewees), the four species codes were grouped into a four-figure 
"direction" code. The frequency of the various direction codes was then tabulated, with 
cross-tabulation of the codes for licensees who work more than one fishing pattern. In 
these tables, auto-baiter patterns were treated separately from the same direction codes 
in hand-baited fishing patterns. For the purposes of this Report, these numeric codes 
are verbalized as, for example, "cod-only" fishing if cod was the sole directed species 
reported or "cod plus haddock" fishing if cod was reported as the first directed species 
and haddock as the second. In this Section of the Report only, third and fourth directed 
species are also named as necessary. 

Results and Discussion 
Species Occurrences: Only nine species were recorded as "directed species" (Tables 4.1 
and 4.2). Of these, only cod (Gadus morhua), haddock (Melanogrammus aegle fin us) , 
hake (Urophycis chuss and U. tenuis) and halibut (Hippoglossus hippoglossus) were 
ever named first and hence can be termed ·primary directed species". The other five 
which were sometimes secondary directed species were: cusk (Brosme brosme) , pollock 
(Pollachius virens) , "flounder" (probably American plaice: Hippoglossoides 
platessoides) , catfish (Atlantic wolHish: Anarhichas lupus) and, on one occasion, turbot 
(Greenland halibut: Reinhardtius hippoglossoides). These nine comprise a very limited 
selection of the marine finfish of Scotia-Fundy waters and, moreover, one that is drawn 
from only three taxonomic groups: the families Gadidae and Anarhichadidae, and the tribe 
Hippoglossini of the family Pleuronectidae. It appears that only these groups (and the 
unwanted dogfish and skates; see below) are of appropriate size, morphology and 

23: The order was arbitrarily reversed for the one licensee who had reported catching the 
unique sequence: flounder, haddock and cod. That interviewee was deaf and his interview had to 
be conducted with his crew acting as intermediary. Such details as the order of directed 
species may be expected to have been lost. 
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behaviour to be notably vulnerable to baited hooks of the types and sizes used in the 
groundfish longline fisheries24. 

The principal species sought was cod. Forty one (191) interviewees reported fishing for 
that alone, while a further 31 (132) included one cod-only fishing pattern amongst 
multiple recorded fishing patterns. Yet another 42 (220) interviewees worked only one 
pattern and reported cod as the first of multiple directed species. Indeed, of the 214 
( 1013) active interviewees, only 27 (160) never reported cod as a directed species. 
These 27 were haddock, hake and/or halibut fishermen who, with one exception, 
reported only a single directed species per fishing pattern. For almost all of them, cod 
was a principal bycatch (see below) which other interviewees, when experiencing the 
same catch compositions, might have named as a directed species. 

The second most important species for the interviewees was halibut, with nine (89) 
interviewees pursuing that alone. A further 59 (209) reported working at least one 
purely halibut-directed fishing pattern. The equivalent numbers for "halibut with cod" 
fishing were eight (53) and 18 (90 ). In total, 95 (450) interviewees directed 
primarily for halibut at some time of the year while 16 (71) others included it as a 
secondary directed species in one of their fishing patterns. 

Yet, whereas cod tended to be a first choice amongst cod fishermen, halibut were most 
often sought as part of a broader fishing strategy using multiple gears (Table 4.3). 
Halibut were, however, most often targeted on as the sole directed species, presumably 
as a consequence of the unique size and nature of these fish and hence of the specialized 
gear needed to take them. 

Haddock was the third most important longline species, though only two (17) 
interviewees reported fishing for it exclusively. Fifteen (53) others worked a single 
fishing pattern in which this was the prime directed species and another 38 (169) 
reported at least one haddock-only or primarily-haddock pattern in a mUlti-pattern 
strategy. Haddock were most frequently pursued, however, as secondary targets in 
mixed-species fisheries. Thirty (136) interviewees had such a fishing pattern as their 
only longlining while a like number worked one such pattern in a mUlti-pattern 
strategy. This relative lack of primarily-haddock directed fishing (Table 4.3) may 
relate to the scarcity of haddock; in 1990 few fishermen had the opportunity to rely on 
this species alone. Besides, in 1990 DFO's groundfish management plans for Scotia
Fundy Region supposed that haddock would only be taken as a bycatch and therefore set 
low trip limits for the species. While the "bycatch-only· intent of the regulations was 
widely ignored, it may have affected some interviewees' answers. The trip limits 
certainly influenced the direction of their effort. Where haddock were a secondary 
directed species, the primary species was almost-invariably reported as cod, 
presumably because the two gadids occur in similar habitats and are vulnerable to 
similar gears. One fisherman reported taking haddock with hake and another with 
halibut, however, but these were aberrations. 

The only other species of primary interest to the longline fisheries was hake. Four (10) 
interviewees directed for that species alone and a total of 19 (4 1) engaged in some 
primarily-hake fishing. In terms of direction practices, hake fishing seemed to combine 
the characteristics of halibut and haddock fishing: Hake were either sought alone in a 

24: In 1990, a very few Scotia-Fundy longlina fishermen tried some specialized dogfish 
long lining as a developmental fishery. None of those fishermen chanced to be selected for 
interview. 
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specialized fishery or were a minor adjunct to more valuable species (Table 4.3). 
Where hake were a secondary species, the primary directed species was usually cod 
(10/46 interviewees) or haddock (6/19) and rarely halibut (1/3). 

The species named as directed ones but never featuring as the primary-directed species 
were named by: cusk 13 (51 ), pollock nine (52 ), "flounder" four (13), "catfish" 
two (18) and "turbot" one (3) interviewees respectively. Most of these reports were of 
adjuncts in primarily-cod directed fishing but cusk was named seven times and pollock 
once in primarily-haddock fishing patterns, cusk was named twice and pollock once in 
primarily-hake patterns and finally cusk was once named in a primarily-halibut 
pattern. To what extent these five species were actually directed for, rather than being 
welcomed bycatch, is impossible to say, given the uncertainties surrounding the 
fishermen's concepts of direction, though the one appearance of turbot as a directed 
species was sufficiently stressed by the interviewee for it to be recorded as the sole 
example of a fifth directed species in one fishing pattern as well as its sole record as a 
directed species. 

Myltiple Fishing patterns: Of the 13 interviewees whose reports were recorded under 
three fishing patterns, nine (26) reported one pure-halibut pattern and another two 
(7) worked a "halibut plus cod" pattern. This agreed with the characteristic of halibut 
fishing, noted above, that it tended to be a specialized type of fishing carried out by 
fishermen who also pursued other species in other fishing patterns. For these 11 
interviewees, the "other patterns· were usually primarily-cod directed, though some of 
them pursued haddock or hake and one fisherman supplemented his "halibut-only" 
fishing with both cod and "halibut plus cod" patterns. 

The other two of the 13 comprised one fisherman who worked three specialized sets of 
gear for cod, haddock and hake respectively and another who only fished for ·cod plus 
haddock" but who used two distinct sets of gear, one of which he sometimes set through an 
autobaiter during the appropriate season. 

Of the 81 "two-pattern" interviewees, 67 (269) worked one halibut-only or 
primarily-halibut directed pattern with their other fishing patterns covering the full 
range of cod, haddock and hake fishing. This again agreed with the above conclusion that 
halibut are taken by specialized fishing by fishermen who also take other species with 
other gear. It also showed that halibut were available to a broad range of fishermen and 
were not confined, for example, to those areas where only hake or haddock were also 
available. The residue of the "two-pattern" fishermen (14 or 65) worked separate cod 
and haddock patterns (seven interviewees), dual primarily-cod patterns (five 
interviewees), separate hake and haddock patterns (one interviewee) or dual haddock 
patterns, one auto- and one hand-baited (one interviewee). 

With only one exception, the "three-pattern" fishermen reported one or two directed 
species per pattern (the exception reporting a single three-species pattern). In 
contrast, 21 of the "two-pattern" interviewees reported at least one three-species 
pattern, 13 reported a four-species pattern and one insisted that he had five directed 
species for one of his fishing patterns. The ·single pattern" fishermen included 13 who 
reported a three-species pattern and six who reported a four-species pattern. Some of 
the difference in numbers of directed species per pattern between "three-pattern" and 
"two-pattern" interviewees was presumably a matter of perception (a fisherman who 
runs three sets of gear may tend to think of each set as being directed towards something 
particular) but some of it may be (in some sense) real since a fisherman who wishes to 
direct separately for three species will tend to develop appropriate gear for each. The 
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greater proportion of multi-species patterns amongst the "two-pattern" interviewees 
than amongst those reporting a single pattern may reflect the lack of choices in some 
inshore areas. Along the Cape Breton shore particularly, there is little to direct for 
except cod and hence fishermen in that area tended to work a single pattern and to direct 
it to a single species. 

Oyer 65 ft Boats: All of the 11 very large boats, included one halibut-only (or, in one 
case, "halibut plus cod") directed fishing pattern in their fishing year, reflecting the 
importance of the deepwater halibut fishery to this boat class. Six of the captains 
reported a second primarily-cod directed fishing pattern (cod-only for four; "cod plus 
hake" and "cod plus halibut" for one each), all of which referred to the specialized 
fishery for large Grand Banks cod, while a seventh reported doing some hake-only 
fishing. This last was an extension of the fishing for "shack" bait that all deepwater 
halibut fishermen do but, in the interviewee's case, involved landing some hake for sale. 
In addition to these seven "two-pattern" reports, two of the captains reported engaging 
in three' distinct types of fishing, one each for cod-only, halibut-only and hake-only. 
One of these last two reporting using his ship's Autoline system for hake; the only report 
of fully-automated longlining received during the survey. 

Thus, the over 65 ft sector showed both considerable homogeneity with respect to its 
direction practices and also considerable specialization onto the deepwater halibut, 
Grand Banks cod and deepwater hake fisheries. This homogeneity was shown with respect 
to other database variables (see below) while the specialization seemed to arise from the 
economic necessity for these very expensive boats to concentrate on large fish of high 
individual value. 

45-65 ft Boats: Of the 14 45-65 ft boats covered by the survey, eight were reported as 
engaging in two longline fishing patterns each, while the remaining six undertook only 
one kind of longlining. For each of the eight, one reported pattern was primarily-halibut 
directed (four halibut-only, two "halibut plus cod" and one "halibut plus cod and hake"). 
Four other interviewees reported a sole fishing pattern that was primarily-halibut 
directed (two halibut-only and two "halibut plus cod"). The alternate reported fishing 
patterns for the eight "two-pattern" interviewees and the patterns reported by the 
remaining two "one-pattern" interviewees comprised three cod-only, three "cod plus 
haddock", three ·cod plus haddock with one or more of hake, pollock, cusk and halibut", 
one "haddock plus cod" and one "haddock plus cod, cusk and hake". All of these fishing 
patterns were therefore directed to some variant of mixed gadoids. 

Thus, the 45-65 ft sector was primarily composed of boats that engaged in both halibut 
and mixed-gadoid fishing, with some being confined to one or the other kind of fishing. 
The predominance of "two-pattern" boats for which one pattern was primarily directed 
towards halibut is in full agreement with the conclusions drawn above concerning the 
halibut fisheries. As shown below (Section 7), the captains of these 45-65 fters largely 
confined their longlining to fishing grounds in NAFO Divisions 4VWX+5Zc. As such, they 
had access to much the same deepwater halibut resources as the over 65 fters exploited 
but not to the big Grand Banks cod. The tendency for their non-halibut fishing patterns to 
be directed towards mixed gadoids, rather than cod only, was therefore to be expected. 

35-45 ft Boats: Each of the 13 Cape Breton-based 35-45 fters covered by the survey, 
plus the one under 35 fter that was operated under a 35-45 ft licence, engaged in a 
primarily-cod directed fishing pattern, indeed ten of their captains reported pursuing a 
cod-only pattern. (Two of the remainder reported "cod plus haddock" patterns, while 
there was one report each of "cod plus hake and haddock" and of "cod plus flounders".) 
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Four of these interviewees also reported a second fishing pattern which, for three of 
them, was directed towards halibut only. The fourth alternated his "cod plus hake and 
haddock" fishing with some for "cod plus hake, haddock and halibut" in a rare example of 
using two distinct sets of gear to catch much the same mix of species in rather different 
places; in this case heavier groundlines to fish in deeper water. This concentration of 
Cape Breton fishermen on cod was appropriate, since that was almost the only longline 
resource available to them in 1990 (see Section 13). The pursuit of halibut as a second 
specialized fishing pattern was fully in accord with the status of that species seen in 
other sectors of the longline fisheries. 

The 17 boats of this size based in Guysborough and Halifax counties that were covered by 
the survey were used in a rather wide range of fishing patterns. Nevertheless, each of 
the nine for which two fishing patterns were reported and the sole "three-pattern" boat 
all engaged in one primarily-halibut fishing pattern (halibut-only for eight, "halibut 
plus cod" for the remaining two). One of the ·one-pattern" interviewees also pursued a 
halibut-only fishing pattern. The remainder of the "one-pattern" interviewees were 
haddock and cod fishermen, four of them reporting their fishing as directed towards 
"haddock plus cod" while the other two reported "cod plus haddock" and "cod plus haddock 
and halibut" respectively. The alternate fishing patterns reported by the "two-pattern" 
interviewees were generally similar, four reporting "haddock plus cod" and one each 
"cod plus haddock", "cod plus haddock and hake" and "cod plus haddock and halibut". The 
ninth interviewee in this group, however, reported alternating his halibut-only fishing 
pattern with one directed towards "halibut plus haddock, cod and cusk". This is an 
unlikely combination which may have resulted from a mutual misunderstanding during 
the interview. The final interviewee reported three distinct fishing patterns and 
alternated his halibut-only fishing with "cod plus haddock" and hake-only patterns. 

The status of halibut fishing as a specialized fishery pursued by fishermen who also 
direct, in other fishing patterns, for other species was therefore shown by this Eastern 
Shore group as much as it was by the sectors considered earlier. Haddock were, however. 
a much more important component of the alternative species sought than they were 
further to the eastward. This is fully in accord with the rich haddock resources that 
existed on Western and Emerald banks in 1990 (in the so-called "Haddock Box": see 
Section 7) . The sole report of hake fishing did not refer to a deepwater fishery similar to 
that pursued by some larger boats but rather to the near-shore fishery on The Hake 
Ridge; one of two specialized hake longline fisheries in the Region and one that is mostly 
exploited by under 35 ft boats (see below). 

Of the large number of interviewees resident on the South Shore who worked 35-45 ft 
boats. 22 reported only a single fishing pattern each. The targets of these patterns 
ranged from "haddock plus cod" (three reports. one of which involved auto-baited gear) 
and "haddock plus cod, cusk and hake", via cod-only. "cod plus haddock" (five reports). 
"cod plus haddock, hake and pollock". "cod plus haddock, cusk and hake" and "cod plus 
haddock and halibut" to "cod plus halibut" (four reports). "cod plus halibut, haddock and 
cusk" and "halibut plus cod" (four reports). These represent a continuum spanning 
three main effort-direction practices: fine-gear gadoid fishing for haddock, smaller cod 
and other species; big-gear gadoid fishing primarily for large cod; and halibut fishing 
with an expected secondary catch of large cod. Each of these 21 interviewees had some 
preferred target mixture of directed species from within this continuum. 

A further 25 interviewees in this group reported two fishing patterns. For 16 of them. 
one pattern was directed towards halibut-only or "halibut plus cod", while two others 
reported directing for "cod plus halibut". Thus. the status of halibut fishing as a 
specialized activity within a broader range of longlining was clear amongst the South 
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Shore 35-45 fters too. These interviewees' alternate fishing patterns targeted on cod
only (4 reports), "cod plus haddock" (five reports), "haddock plus cod" (six reports), 
"haddock plus cod and cusk" (two reports) or "haddock plus cod, hake and cusk", all of 
which were variants of fine-gear gadoid fishing. Of the remaining seven "two-pattern" 
interviewees in this group, five reported a combination of fine-gear and big-gear gadoid 
fishing (e.g. cod-only and haddock-only, one fisherman using auto-baited gear in both of 
his fishing patterns) while the final two reported pursuing respectively cod-only and 
haddock-only fishing but used hand-baited gear in some seasons and auto-baited gear in 
others. 

If the South Shore fishing patterns can therefore be grouped into those using halibut 
gear, big cod gear, fine gear and auto-baited fine gear, the four interviewees who 
reported three fishing patterns each selected those three from the four available options. 
Two fishermen reported engaging in halibut-only, cod-only and fine gear (haddock-only 
or "cod plus haddock") fishing. A third reported "halibut plus cod", "haddock plus cod" 
and auto-baited "haddock plus cod" fishing. The fourth pursued three kinds of "cod plus 
haddock" fishing, using two weights of gear, one of which was sometimes auto-baited. 

The wider range of types of fishing seen in the South Shore 35-45 fters, when compared 
with the groups examined above, may have resulted from a combination of three causes. 
Firstly, the larger sample size might be expected to have led to a wider range of reports. 
Secondly, the richer and more varied resources of the waters off southwestern Nova 
Scotia offered more alternatives to fishermen based in that area when compared to those 
living in Cape Breton and even those on the Eastern Shore. In particular, in 1990 there 
were still enough large cod on Georges Bank and some neighbouring grounds for some 
fishermen to target on them. Meanwhile, as noted above, some over 35 ft boats in 
western Shelburne County are primarily open lobster boats which are only used for a 
little longlining in the summers. These are probably less constrained by economic forces 
but more constrained by their safe operating ranges than are the decked dedicated 
longliners that dominate the over 35 ft classes to the eastward. 

The few interviewees who operated 35-45 ft boats from ports situated between 
Yarmouth County and the u.S. border reported a variety of targeting practices. Of the 17 
fishing patterns reported, five were primarily-cod directed, two were haddock-only, 
five were halibut-only or "halibut plus cod", while five were hake-only or "hake plus 
cusk". These last were mostly pursued in the Region's second specialized hake fishery in 
the Grand Manan Basin, though there was also some hake-directed fishing off Yarmouth. 
Two interviewees reported three fishing patterns each, covering cod-only, hake-only 
and respectively haddock-only or halibut-only fishing. Three other fishermen reported 
two patterns each, selecting them from the same four options. These results were 
probably strongly influenced by the small sample size (itself a byproduct of a lack of 
longline activity) scattered over a wide area, which area encompasses several different 
longline resources. The presence of the specialized hake fishery was clearly recorded, 
however. 

Under 35 ft Boats: Of the 36 interviewees resident in Cape Breton with licenses for 
under 35 ft longliners, 28 reported engaging in only a single fishing pattern which was 
directed towards cod only. Four others each reported a single mixed-species pattern, 
targeted on, respectively: "cod plus hake", "cod plus flounders and haddock", "cod plus 
catfish, hake and pollock" and "haddock plus cod and hake". The remaining four 
interviewees each reported two fishing patterns, one being directed for halibut only 
while their alternate patterns were cod-only (two reports), ·cod plus haddock· and ·cod 
plus haddock, flounder and halibut" directed. In sum, these reports reflected the extreme 
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prominence of cod in longlining off Cape Breton, the tendency for halibut to be taken in 
specialized fishing by fishermen who also pursued other longline species, and some 
interviewees' uncertainty about which species in their catch they were targeting on. 

In Guysborough and Halifax counties, the survey covered 35 boats in this size class. 16 
of them were used in only one fishing pattern, 15 in two and four in three, suggesting a 
greater diversity of longline activity during a typical fisherman's year in this area than 
was seen in Cape Breton. Almost all of the "two-pattern" and "three-pattern" 
interviewees reported some halibut fishing, usually as a halibut-only directed fishing 
pattern (14 reports) but there were three reports of "halibut plus cod" fishing and one 
of "cod plus halibut". The alternate fishing patterns pursued by these fishermen usually 
involved some combination of cod and haddock fishing (amongst "two-pattern" reports: 
cod-only: 4; "cod plus haddock": 1; ·cod plus haddock and halibut": 1; "cod plus halibut, 
haddock and pollock" 1; haddock-only: 1; "haddock plus cod": 3) but three of the "two
pattern" interviewees reported hake fishing (two as hake-only, the third "hake plus 
haddock, cod and pollock"). These last participated in the specialized fishery on The Hake 
Ridge and The Dump (see Section 7). Three of the "three-pattern" interviewees 
similarly mixed their halibuting with both hake fishing and haddocking, while the fourth 
pursued halibut-only, "cod plus halibut" and "haddock plus cod and hake" fishing 
patterns. The fifteenth interviewee who reported two fishing patterns engaged in both 
heavy- and fine-gear gadoid fishing, targeting the former on "cod plus haddock" and the 
latter on "haddock plus cod". 

The interviewees in these counties who reported only a single fishing pattern each 
followed the same mix of fisheries as their "multiple-pattern" neighbours. Five pursued 
either a halibut-only or a "halibut plus cod" pattern, two targeted on haddock-only and 
"haddock plus cod" respectively, three reported "cod plus haddock", three others 
respectively cod-only, "cod plus haddock and flounder" and "cod plus catfish", while the 
final three directed only for hake. Apart from the hake fishing, most or all of this 
longlining was carried out close to shore and close to each fisherman's home port (see 
Section 7). In view of the lack of resources on these Inside Grounds (see Section 13), the 
variety of species pursued cannot have reflected a richness of available opportunities, as 
the similar variety in the catches of southwest Nova Scotian 35-45 fters probably did, 
but rather local variations in which single resource in each area was still viable in 
1990. In this respected, it should be noted that all of the halibuting that these 
interviewees engaged in was in the inshore halibut fishery; a very different fishery 
from the deepwater one pursued by many large longliners. 

Of the 20 interviewees with under 35 ft boats based in Lunenburg, Queens and Shelburne 
counties, 16 reported only a single fishing pattern each. One of these was targeted on 
halibut only but the remainder were all directed towards some mix of cod and haddock 
(cod-only: 2; "cod plus haddock": 4 hand-baited and 1 auto-baited; "cod plus haddock and 
pollock": 2; ·cod plus haddock and halibut": 1; haddock-only: 1; "haddock plus cod": 1 
hand-baited and 1 auto-baited; "haddock plus cod and hake": 1; "haddock plus cod and 
cusk": 1). Of the remaining four interviewees in the group, three worked a halibut-only 
or "halibut plus cod" directed fishing pattern alternated with one targeted on either 
haddock-only or "haddock plus cod, pollock and halibut". The last engaged in both big
gear cod-only fishing and fine-gear haddock-only fishing. Once again, these results are 
in full accord with the various trends noted above. The preponderance of "one-pattern" 
reports in this area may partly reflect the tendency for some lobster fishermen who 
wish to long line intensively to have over 35 ft boats, leaving a relatively greater 
number of semi-active longline fishermen in the group of present interest. 
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Only five interviewees who operated under 35 ft boats were interviewed in the area 
from Yarmouth County to the U.S. border. One fished for "cod plus haddock and halibut", 
one targeted on hake-only as part of the specialized fishery in the Grand Manan Basin, 
two pursued halibut-only fishing patterns and the fourth reported both cod-only and 
halibut-only fishing. 

General Discussion and Conclusions 
The data on the direction of longline effort show considerable variation and there are 
exceptions and anomalies throughout. Nevertheless, some general patterns can be seen. 
Firstly, only a very limited number of species were of interest to the groundfish 
longline fisheries in the Scotia-Fundy Region and those species were drawn from an even 
more limited group of higher taxa. Only three gadoids and one halibut species were ever 
of primary interest. 

Of these four, cod was by far the most important species and for many longline 
fishermen it was the only species of much real importance. This was particularly true 
in Cape Breton. A number of other species could be caught on cod gear, however, so 
primarily-cod fishing could be a mixed fishery in those areas where other resources 
were available. Halibut, in contrast, were usually taken as a sole directed species in a 
specialized fishing pattern. Most often, however, that pattern was pursued in parallel to 
gadoid-directed patterns. Haddock, the third most important species, was most often 
taken as a secondary directed species in primarily-cod directed fishing, perhaps because 
it is now too rare to be a species of primary interest except in certain areas such as The 
Haddock Box, though the low trip limits for this species and the official ban on targeting 
for it may also have influenced both the data and the fishery. Hake, the final species of 
much consequence to the longline fisheries was most often taken as a secondary directed 
species but there were also significant hake-only fisheries off the Eastern Shore and in 
the Grand Manan Basin. The relative lack of other species in primarily-hake fishing 
presumably stems from the unique habitat where hake must be sought and which is not 
attractive to cod or haddock. 

While there is no reason to doubt these major conclusions, it is noticeable that some 
interviewees declared combinations of directed species that are almost unbelievable. 
"Halibut plus haddock", for example, was hardly likely to be a practical fishing pattern 
since the two species need such different hook sizes, nor was primarily-haddock directed 
fishing in northern Cape Breton. Thus, rare combinations of directed species shown in 
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 should not, therefore, be given too much credence. 

Lastly, Table 4.1 contains far too many entries of ·one" for the four-species direction 
codes used in the present analyses to be helpful as a controlling factor in later analyses. 
Reducing these codes to ones based on, at most, the two first-named directed species 
would lead to some minor loss of resolution. However, only 55 of the 321 recorded 
fishing patterns had more than two named directed species, while such a reduction would 
provide much greater comprehensibility of the results. Thus, for the remainder of this 
Report, the direction of each fishing pattern will be referred to in terms of the sole 
named directed species or a combination of the first two named, as appropriate. 

Bycatch 

Analytical Methods 
The database contains information on the species composition of the bycatch in the form 
of up to five numerical species codes per fishing pattern (Appendix 3). Supplementary 
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information raised that total to seven for some patterns. As noted above, the distinction 
between "directed" and "bycatch" species in the interviews was not as clear cut as it 
might appear in the database. Indeed, there was a considerable area of uncertainty within 
which an interviewee could name all but his single most important species as either 
"directed" or "bycatch". At the other extreme, the only distinction between a bycatch 
species and a discarded species was that the former was landed. There were many 
circumstances under which a species or some individuals of a species might be landed 
from one trip but not from the next, and hence there was considerable latitude for 
interviewees to choose to report a species in one group or the other. Thus, as with the 
data on directed species, those on the bycatch species composition need to be interpreted 
with both care and flexibility . 

Following the conclusion drawn above, that the fishermen's targeting practices can best 
be summarized with a maximum of two "directed" species,the direction of each fishing 
pattern was re-defined as a two-species code. Any species beyond these first two that 
were reported as being "directed" species were then combined with the nominal bycatch. 
Thus re-defined and incorporating the reported species that were only recorded on the 
supplementary data sheets, some interviewees reported as many as six bycatch species 
per fishing pattern while one reported eight. Meanwhile, no bycatch whatever was 
reported for 33 fishing patterns. On average, the 321 reported fishing patterns had 
2.61 (2.41) named bycatch species each (Table 4.4). 

Since the sequence in which the bycatch species were recorded had some meaning (see 
Appendix 3), an attempt was made to examine the species composition of the bycatch 
taken when fishing with each direction code, with this sequence taken into account. 
Unfortunately, of the 225 directionlbycatch-sequence combinations that occurred in the 
complete data set, only 48 were represented by more than one reported fishing pattern 
and only five by more than four reported patterns each. Given this low level of 
replication, bycatch composition analysis incorporating the sequential information 
seemed unlikely to lead to improved comprehension. Indeed, the five combinations 
reported more than four times each were: 

Halibut-only fishing with cod as the only reported bycatch (17 reports), 
"Halibut plus cod" fishing with no reported bycatch (nine reports), 
Halibut-only fishing with no reported bycatch (eight reports), 
Cod-only fishing with haddock and halibut as the reported bycatch (six reports), 

and 
"Haddock plus cod" fishing with hake and cusk as the reported bycatch (five 

reports). 

Bycatch sequence information is irrelevant to the first three of these groups since each 
of them has at most one bycatch species. Thus, the most frequent direction/bycatch
sequence combination that contained real sequence information was reported only six 
times. 

Discarding the sequence information permitted the tabulation of species landed as 
bycatch from fishing patterns with each two-species direction code. 

Results and Discussion 
The more frequently named bycatch species (occurring in at least 60 fishing patterns: 
Tables 4.4 and 4.5) were the principal eight of the nine originally reported as directed 
species, viz.: cod, haddock, hake, cusk, pollock, halibut, flounder and catfish. The ninth 
reportedly-directed species, turbot, was named by only six interviewees (including the 
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one who named it as a minor directed species). Thus, longline bycatches were primarily 
composed of the same species as the directed catches were. 

The unusual bycatch species (each taken in not more than 20 fishing patterns) 
comprised: silver hake (Merluccius bilinearis) , turbot, greysole (Glyptocephalus 
cynoglossus), "monktail" (monkfish, Lophius americanus) , redfish (Sebastes spp.), 
tilefish (Lopholatilus chamae/eonticeps) , mackerel (Scomber scombrus) , sharks, 
dogfish (Squalus acanthias) and skate. The particular shark species landed are not known 
with certainty but seemed, from comments made by a few interviewees, to include both 
mako (Isurus oxyrinchus)25 and porbeagle (Lamna nasus). Not all buyers who would 
accept sharks would necessarily accept both of these. The sole interviewee who landed 
skate did not indicate what type they might be. Indeed, skate identification usually 
requires specialist knowledge. 

This collection of minor bycatch species was an eclectic group which, from the 
fishermen's comments cited above, probably depended as much on market opportunities 
as it did on resource availability to longlines. Thus, silver hake and greysole are 
probably not very vulnerable to longlining and so were rarely landed, while turbot and 
tilefish are comparatively rare in Scotia-Fundy waters. Dogfish, skate and sharks, on 
the other hand, are all too commonly "available" to longlines and their rather occasional 
status as bycatch was due only to a lack of market opportunities. To further confuse the 
detailed results, some of the markets were apparently maintained by the catches of other 
gear sectors. A buyer might, for example, accept a few greysole from a longline 
fishermen only because he could add them to a larger consignment bought from dragger 
and seiner fishermen. Another buyer, in a port that had no mobile-gear boats might not 
accept those species at all. 

Few patterns were discern able in the distribution of bycatch species across direction 
codes. Cod were very commonly named as a bycatch in those fishing patterns where they 
were not a directed species. Indeed, every primarily-haddock fishing pattern included 
cod as either a bycatch or as the second directed species. The same was true of all but 15 
of the primarily-halibut directed fishing patterns and of 12 of the 19 primarily-hake 
patterns. Thus, in total 298 of the 321 fishing patterns included cod as either a directed 
or a bycatch species, confirming its central importance to the Scotia-Fundy longline 
fisheries. Haddock appeared with nearly as great a prominence as cod, except in the 
primarily-halibut fishing patterns (where the hooks and baits used were presumably 
too large for haddock) while halibut, hake, pollock, cusk and catfish had lower but fairly 
even incidences as bycatch. Flounder were not landed in any primarily-hake directed 
fishing pattern and only in a few that were primarily directed towards halibut. The 
minor bycatch species were too rarely reported for any conclusions to be drawn about 
the directed species with which they co-occur in landings. 

The overall impression of these results is that each of the four principal directed species 
is taken at some time by most fishing patterns, while the next four occasionally-directed 
species are taken less often and so were only named as bycatch by a proportion of the 
interviewees. Each of these species is landed when taken. Meanwhile just about any other 
fish species will take a hook from time to time and, if there is a legal market for it, 
somebody will land it as a bycatch. 

25; According to Scott and Scott (1988) there have only been 22 scientifically-documented 
captures of mako from Atlantic Canadian waters. Some fishermen have, however, insisted that 
they catch and land a shark other than porbeagle, blue and ground sharks. 
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Discards 

A similar analytical approach to that applied to the bycatch species composition was 
applied to the data on discarded species (Tables 4.6 and 4.7). 

Thirty of the interviewees claimed not to discard anything but that should probably be 
interpreted as meaning that they did not discard anything that could be sold. (In the case 
of halibut fishermen: anything that could neither be sold nor used as bait: see Section 5.) 
It is virtually certain that longlining will take "trash" species from time to time and, 
until the regulations changed for 1993, those species were not landed. 

Of those species which were reported as being discarded, by far the most commonly
reported were the major "problem" species: dogfish, skates and sharks. As when these 
groups were reported as being bycatch, few interviewees gave specific identifications. 
The only dogfish available to most longline fishermen was, however, Squalus acanthias 
and the sole report of black dogfish taken in the deepwater halibut fishery was 
separately tabulated. Shark species occasionally mentioned as being discarded included 
blue shark (Prionace glauca) and, in the deepwater halibut fishery, "ground shark" 
(Greenland shark, Somniosus microcephalus), as well as the mako and porbeagle which 
were sometimes landed as bycatch. 

As discussed elsewhere in this Report (see Section 13), dogfish are the worst of all of 
these problems and they were reported as being discarded in 212 of the 312 (1025 of 
1428) fishing patterns. Many of the interviewees apparently accepted dogfish more as a 
curse to be tolerated than a catch to be discarded, and so many of the remaining 100 
patterns probably involved some discarding of dogfish that the interviewees did not 
trouble to report. Perhaps only the deepwater halibut fishermen were entirely free of 
them. Skate and sharks were less commonly reported as discards than were dogfish but 
they were more frequently reported than any other species. Besides their frequency of 
occurrence, dogfish and skate probably also predominated in the discards in biomass 
terms: the interviewees rarely commented on the quantities discarded but of those who 
did, six said that they discarded a lot of dogfish and three said the same of skate (see 
comments cited above). None said this of any other species. 

No other group of species came close to being discarded by as many interviewees as 
threw away these cartilaginous fishes. Some interviewees appeared to think that the 
questions about discarding were designed to trap them into admitting that they kept small 
fish, in contravention of the regulations in force in 1990. These interviewees were 
careful to declare that they discarded undersized fish of commercial species. With other 
fishermen who more genuinely reported their size-based culling of their catches, a total 
of 82 interviewees reported that they discarded either "small fish", ·shack" or one of 
the species reported as a directed or bycatch species. Many of the other fishermen who 
worked fine gear may have sorted their catches in the same way but simply did not 
bother to mention it during the interviews26. However, some of the 33 interviewees who 
did name potential bycatch species as discards did not reject them because of their size 
but because their local fish plants would not take minor species, the supply of which was 
too small and too uncertain to be worth maintaining a processing line and a market. From 
the interviewees comments, this seemed to be particularly true for redfish. 

26: Under the new regulations for 1993, such discarding is now illegal. 
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It is possible that these same marketable species were sometimes discarded when a lucky 
catch exceeded the regulated trip limit in force at the time. This practice was never 
explicitly reported, however, and it may not have been common. Some interviewees 
reported asking another boat to haul one of their strings to save them from going over 
the limit or alternatively, and in the case of day-fishing boats, leaving a string to be 
hauled on the next trip for the same reason. Others no doubt brought in somewhat more 
than was permitted rather than discard valuable fish. 

A further group of discarded species were those which would be illegal for a longline boat 
to land. These included lobster, salmon (Sa/mo sa/at') and tuna (Thunnus thynnus). 
Lobster appeared to be taken surprisingly frequently (probably more so than the tables 
suggest) and, by report, often through a hook piercing the soft shell in the angle of a 
claw joint. Salmon and tuna (the latter only reported by one halibut fisherman and then 
only from Division 3Ps) were- probably rarely caught. 

The residue of the discards were a variety of "trash" fish and other material. This 
included hagfish (Myxine g/utinosa), eels (Anguilla rostrata) , ocean pout (Macrozoarces 
americanus), jellycats (Anarhichas denticu/atus) and various sculpins (Cottidae). In 
deepwater fishing there were also black dogfish (Squalidae) and various grenadiers 
(Macrouridae). The "other material" included such unlikely things as drowned seals, 
crabs, scallops, mussels, rocks with a variety of attached epibenthos and human garbage 
of various kinds, particularly discarded bits of fishing gear. None of the "trash" species 
seemed to be taken frequently and certainly none of them could be readily sold. 
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5 LONGLINE FISHING GEAR 

Introduction 

This Section provides a thorough description of the various arrangements of groundfish 
longline gear used in the Scotia-Fundy Region fisheries, based on the interview data 
(both quantitative and verbal) supplemented by information from the mail-survey of 
hook usage and by the authors' direct observations. This description covers the fishing 
gear actually set, from the types of bait on the hooks to the anchors and the buoys that 
mark each string. It does not include any information on the boats used to set this gear 
nor on any of the associated equipment (such as line haulers, tubs or electronic 
equipment) which remains on the boat when the longline is set. Apart from some 
reference to published information on earlier practices, this description relates only to 
the gear used in 1990; the analysis of survey questions concerning historical changes in 
the gear being delayed until later. 

An Introductory Overview of Longllne Gear 
Longline fishing gear is used in many parts of the world and a wide range of specialized 
variants have been developed to suit local needs (von Brandt 1972). Some are adapted 
for pelagic fishing (e.g. for tuna or swordfish), others for setting on the bottom and still 
others for near-bottom use. All share the same fundamental characteristics: a long 
mainline (termed the "groundline" in this Report27 ), with branch lines (here 
"gangions") at intervals and, usually, one baited hook at the end of each branch. In 
groundfish longlining, each end of the groundline is anchored to the bottom and buoyed 
for ease of recovery (Figure 5.1). Between the principal anchors, some groundfish 
long line variants have small floats, weights or both to control the exact depth at which 
the hooks will lie while the gear fishes. 

Detailed descriptions of particular arrangements of groundfish longlines have rarely 
been published and such as are available are too frequently either anecdotal accounts, 
proposals for technologically-advanced gear that might be adopted in the future or 
descriptions of the arrangements adopted in experimental work, rather than reliable 
accounts of the gear actually used in commercial fishing. Combining these various types 
of descriptions, Karlsen (1976), Johannessen (1983) and Bjordal (1985) have each 
provided some information on Norwegian gear28, as Strange (1981) has for that used in 
the Scottish fisheries, Davis (1958) for former English and Welsh gear, both 
Sundstrom (1957) and Skud (1978a) for northeast Pacific halibut gear, and as Russell 
et a/. (1988) have for some gear used in the U.S. South Atlantic Bight area. Perley 
(1852), Goode (1887), McKenzie (1942, 1946a,b), Martin and McCracken (1954), 
McCracken (1954, 1963) and Wallace (1955) have given some details for the 
northwest Atlantic fisheries in the dory-fishing era. Some description of more recent, 
though still "traditional" practices in the Newfoundland inshore fisheries have been 
outlined by Templeman and Fleming (1956) and by Martin (1979) while Hurley and 
O'Boyle (1984) have provided more information on the modern southwest Nova Scotian 
fisheries. However, only Marcotte (1966) has compiled anything near to a 

27: See Appendix 4 for other terms used by Scotia-Fundy fishermen. 

28: Norwegian gear technologists have studied the effects of bait type and size on catch rates 
and size selection in longlining, resulting in a more extensive literature on baits and baiting (see 
below). 
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comprehensive description of any Atlantic Canadian groundfish longline gear, and his 
account was confined to practices in Quebec 25 years ago and did not examine variations 
among the gears used by different fishermen (except for the differences between halibut 
and gadoid gear). Marcotte (1966) did extend his examination to a much finer detail than 
is attempted here, however, including such niceties as the knots used to fasten the 
various lines together. Each of these sources is drawn on, where appropriate, in this 
Section but only this last is really comparable to the present work. 

Before describing the gear used in 1990 in detail it may be worth noting that Scotia
Fundy groundfish longline gear was generally simple and straightforward. Variations 
such as auto-baiters, snap-on gangions, gangion swivels, groundlines stored on drums, 
floats designed to lift the gear off the bottom and even monofilament gangions were all 
used by some fishermen in this Region and are fully described below. The normal 
arrangement was simpler, however, and involved multifilament gangions permanently 
rigged to the groundline, with no embellishments. The hooks were typically baited by 
hand and the whole was coiled down into tubs. Such gear was then transported in those 
tubs and shot directly from them (usually though a simple chute which directed it over 
the stern, clear of any obstructions). Thus, for most longline fishermen in the Region, 
the emphasis was on simple, reliable, economically-efficient, low-cost gear technology 
rather than on the "high-tech", labour-efficient equipment that often receives more 
pUblicity. 

Bait and Baiting 

Bait is the first essential in longline fishing, in that it and only it attracts the fish and 
persuades them to take the hooks. As such, it has drawn much of the limited scientific 
attention that has been paid to longlining. Some of this work has centred on the 
technological development of artificial baits and other efforts have been made in studying 
the size-selective effects of bait size, neither of which topics are of immediate relevance 
here. From the various studies, however, some general picture of the role of bait in the 
longline catching process can be extracted. 

Fish are drawn to the general vicinity of the gear by chemical attractants released by the 
bait. Different types of bait seem to be more effective in this regard while some studies 
have recorded fish approaching the gear from down-current, suggesting that local water 
movements may playa crucial role in the process (Fern" et al. 1986; l0kkeborg et al. 
1989). Baits only release useful quantities of attractants for a short time, implying that 
fish will only be caught early in the time that the gear is soaked. L"kkeborg and 
Johannessen (1992) found that pre-soaking mackerel baits for as little as two hours 
reduced catch rates by 1 0% and that after 24 hours soaking the release rate of amino 
acids had reduced to about the fish's threshold of detection, while Fern" et al. (1976) 
noted that, during underwater video observations, the rate of haddock responses to the 
bait dropped over the first 30 minutes after the gear was set. Since the quantities of 
attractants released, their attractiveness to fish of various species and the rate of change 
of the release rate may all be expected to vary among bait species, the ability of those 
baits to draw fish to the gear will also vary. 

The effective attractiveness of the baits will also be strongly influenced by bait loss 
from the hooks. Loss rates can be surprisingly high and much more so with some bait 
types than with others (Skud 1978b; Bjordal 1988; L"kkeborg 1991), influencing 
their relative effectiveness for the fishermen. Some of this loss is mechanical (often as 
the gear is shot from the boat), other baits are lost to hagfish, benthic scavengers and 
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even seabirds, while considerable quantities can be removed from the hooks by fish 
which then escape capture (Templeman 1965; Skud 1978b; Bjordal 1988). Squid is 
thought to stay on hooks better than herring or mackerel does (Martin and McCracken 
1954). 

Once fish are within visual range of the baits, they may be expected to respond to a wide 
range of cues and, indeed, observations suggest that their responses vary markedly 
between species. Fern" et al. (1976, 1986) and L"kkeborg et al. (1989) have used 
underwater video techniques to observe cod, haddock and whiting (Merlangius 
merlangus) in the vicinity of longline gear and have found that cod attack the bait 
aggressively, taking it into their mouths and then rushing away or making other rapid 
movements. Fern" and Huse (1983) noted similar behaviour with captive cod in a tank. 
Haddock, in contrast, tend to mouth the bait, often taking it into their mouths and 
spitting it out again repeatedly before being caught by the hook. Different sized 
individuals of the same species may also show different behaviours towards the baits, in 
as much as large cod are known to be more active piscivores, when feeding naturally, 
than small ones are. Indeed, L"kkeborg (1990) has suggested that large cod may freely 
bite baits of unfamiliar form when smaller fish would be more cautious. Such different 
behaviours may be expected to lead the species, and the intra-specific size-classes, to 
have quite different relationships between catch rates and bait type or size. For cod at 
least, bait shape has also been shown to be important, with whole shrimp bait being 
preferred (over an artificial bait of the same size made from minced shrimp) by cod 
that were, at the time, naturally feeding on shrimp (L"kkeborg 1990). Both cod and 
haddock show increased interest in the baits once a fish has been hooked nearby, perhaps 
because the struggles of the hooked fish shake the rest of the line, moving the unoccupied 
baits (Fern" et al. 1976; L"kkeborg et al. 1989). 

Since fish behaviour may be expected to vary seasonally and between areas, so will their 
bait preferences (L"kkeborg and Bjordal 1992). Martin and McCracken (1954), 
however, in the only broad survey of the relative effectiveness of baits in commercial 
long lining yet completed, found rather similar bait preferences between areas and 
times, though not between target species. Both in the Gulf of St. Lawrence and off 
Lockeport, they found that catch rates of haddock and hake were highest on squid baits, 
followed by mackerel and then herring but that cod catch rates were highest on squid, 
followed by good-quality herring and then mackerel. (Their results were not, however, 
corrected for the interactions of the fish size distribution with any bait-related size
selective effects.) 

Few, if any, commercial longline fishermen are aware of any of this research but, on a 
daily basis, they must choose a bait type to use which will optimize their catch rates in 
the face of all of the complications that the scientists have revealed, plus one other: the 
cost of bait. Bait costs were an important issue to many interviewees and, indeed, much 
of their behaviour seems to be explicable as deliberate attempts to optimize the 
relationship between the cost of the bait and the value of the fish caught with it. 

The interview survey included questions about the species of bait used by the longline 
fishermen and allowed for some discursive explanations about their bait choices. Since 
they were not interviewed while cutting baits, however, it was not practical to gather 
data on how the fishermen prepared the bait species nor on the eventual weights of the 
resulting baits. The authors are currently addressing those important topics in a 
separate research project which will not be described here. Thus, except when listing 
the verbal comments made by the interviewees, the discussion of bait in this Section is 
confined to the species used. 
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Marcotte (1966) described the methods used when cutting baits from herring (Clupea 
harengus), mackerel (Scomber scombrus) , capelin (Mal/otus villosus) , squid (//lex 
il/ecebrossus) and clams (Mya arenaria) , so those would appear to have been the 
common bait species used by Quebec fishermen of his day. They certainly include those 
known to have been used as longline bait species in the northwest Atlantic in earlier 
periods (e.g. Goode 1887; Martin & McCracken 1954; McCracken 1954; Wallace 
1955), except that U.S. fishermen once used menhaden (Brevoortia tyrannus) as 
haddock bait (Goode 1887). L"kkeborg (1990) has stated that the Norwegian longline 
fisheries mainly employed herring as bait until the local resources of that species 
declined. Since then, they seem to have primarily used mackerel and squid (Karlsen 
1976; Fern" & Huse 1983; Johannessen 1983; Fern" et al. 1986; L"kkeborg et al. 
1989; L"kkeborg 1991; L"kkeborg & Johannessen 1992) though whole shrimps are 
used on occasion (L"kkeborg 1990). Bjordal (1982) has stated that mackerel bait 
predominated in Norwegian longlining in the mid-1970s, with only about 10% squid 
being used whereas, by the early 1980s, squid use had increased to 40%. British 
fishermen have employed a range of annelids, molluscs, crustaceans and fish as longline 
bait (Davis 1958; Strange 1981). 

Fishermen's Comments on Bait and Baiting 
Not surprisingly, bait was the subject of many comments made by the interviewees. 
These covered several related topics, often with some relevance to the economics of 
baiting. 

Choice of Baits: The bait types chosen by the interviewees were recorded in the 
quantitative data and are analyzed below but the reasons for the selection were only 
explained in ancillary comments. They repeated several of the issues noted in the 
scientific literature: 

Cod are very choosy of bait. It must be the highest quality. 
Prefer herring for halibut. 
Squid is good for cod, mackerel for haddock. 
Squid takes the big cod, mackerel is better for haddock. 
Mackerel is good for haddock but a mix of mackerel and squid is better. 
Squid is good for cod, mackerel for halibut. 
Squid is better for cod, herring for halibut. 
Squid catches more cod than other baits do. 
Squid and mackerel for cod. Herring and cusk for halibut. 
When steak cod ignore herring and mackerel, they will still take squid. 
Mackerel for cod and haddock, herring for hake if possible. 
Herring bait on fine gear takes more steak cod than other baits do. 

Fish preferences change day to day. 
Select whichever bait works best at the time. 
Use whichever bait works best at the time. 
Use whatever bait is running at the time. 
When cod are chasing a particular species, use that as bait. Use whichever 

species is running at the time. 
Use mackerel when they are running. Use the bait that gives the best 

catch. 
Use scallop "rings" [Le. viscera after "meat" is removed] when the fish 

are chasing the waste from scallopers. 
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Squid is good bait for smooth bottom and deep water. It stays on the hooks 
well. 

Cod and dogfish [as baits] stay on the hooks well if the gear is set for a 
couple of nights. 

Mackerel is good because it stays on the hook longer when sand fleas are 
about. 

Cusk is good bait for halibut but is only available when re-baiting at sea. 
For halibut: use hake pokes, gills etc. Jellycats make good bait. 
Hake pokes are best for halibut. 
Keep some redfish bycatch for bait. 

Halibut bait must be fresh. 
Inshore, you have to use fresh bait. Frozen is OK offshore. 
You have to take more care over bait than you used to. 
Fresh squid is better than frozen . 
Use the bait fresh if possible. 

While single bait types can be used, many fishermen liked to mix baits. Bjordal 
(1988), who has shown that mixtures give significantly better catches in some 
fisheries, suggested that this may result from a more attractive bait being paired with a 
longer-lasting one. The fishermen sometimes had more pragmatic ideas: 

Squid is expensive so sometimes mix it with mackerel to save money. 
Mackerel gives a bigger fish but squid stays on longer, so mix them. 
When fishing for halibut and cod, use mackerel for the halibut and mix 

with squid for the cod. 
Mix up the baits along the line. Fish will choose a different bait on 

different days. 
Use a mixture of baits, favouring whichever gives the best catch. 

When mixing baits, use 4 Ib of mackerel to 1 Ib of squid but end up with 
more squid baits than mackerel baits. 

Try half a line with each kind of bait, then go with whatever works best. 

Bait Loss: As noted above, the loss of bait from the hooks was a significant issue for the 
fishermen. The principal problem was hagfish and assorted invertebrates eating the bait 
off the hooks (cf. 8jordal 1988; see also Section 13) and this influenced the 
interviewees' bait choices when they were fishing for species that co-occur with these 
scavengers: 

Sand fleas and slob eels attack the bait if the gear is left set too long. 
Hagfish take the bait in the hake fishery. 
Use hake as bait when halibuting in deep water because it stays on the 

hook well when set on soft bottom. Bait gets eaten off the hooks in 
those conditions. 

Tend to lose bait off halibut gear when it is set on dirty bottom. 
Sand fleas eat the bait off the gear if you set too early. Halibut are daytime 

feeders so you have to leave the gear down for a long time while the 
sand fleas are active. That requires bait that will stay on the hooks 
longer. 

"Good" bait for halibut is whatever will stay on the hook on bad bottom. 
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Cod and hake make good halibut bait because they have tough skins and so 
stay on the hooks for hours. 

Dogfish (strips of flesh cut from the back) is excellent deepwater halibut 
bait. It has the texture of soap and stays on the hooks well. (The 
dogfish are taken on the same halibut gear but on hooks baited with 
other things.) 

Hake live on softer bottom. The bait won't stay on the hooks there, so only 
set the gear for about 3 hours. 

Size Selectiye Effect of Bait: Johannessen (1983) has shown, and recent work by the 
present authors has confirmed, that bait size can strongly influence the average sizes of 
fish caught; in some cases exerting a stronger influence than hook size does. This 
selective effect, as well as one driven by bait type, has been noted by commercial 
fishermen and some scientists for many years (e.g. Goode 1887; Martin & McCracken 
1954; Bjordal 1981, 1983; Ll1Jkkeborg and Bjordal 1992) and a few interviewees 
remarked on it during the survey: 

You will take more small fish if you use small baits. The bait must be 
small enough for the fish to swallow it, not just to nibble on it. 

Bait Cutting Practices: Only two interviewees offered details of just how the bait was 
prepared and placed on the hook: 

Use a whole squid if possible (for very large cod) but this needs small 
squid. 
Use one quarter of a headed mackerel per hook (cod-hake fishing). 

Baiting Time: For those fishermen who set hand-baited gear (the great majority), the 
time spent baiting the hooks was a high proportion of the total labour involved in 
longlining: 

It takes 45 to 90 minutes to bait a tub of fathom gear [300 to 400 hooks 
per tub]. 

It takes 8 hours to bait 10 to 12 tubs. 

Spend more time in the baiting shed than on the water. This means that, 
although each trip only takes 2 days, you can only do one trip per 
week. 

Even working only 10 or 12 tubs, you need baiters working ashore if you 
want to fish every day. 

By way of comparison, Goode (1887) observed that New England fishermen in his day 
usually took 45 to 60 minutes to bait the 500 hooks in a tub of haddock gear. They baited 
at sea and sometimes spent all night baiting the gear to fish next day. Skud (1972) noted 
that northeast Pacific halibut fishermen could bait a ·skate" of 125 hooks in 21.2 
minutes while a similar skate rigged with the gang ions twice as far apart, and hence with 
only 63 hooks, could be baited in 13 minutes. 

Circle hooks posed even greater difficulties for some fishermen: 

"Short" circle hooks catch more than other types but are harder to bait. 
The newest Mustad circle hooks are too closed up. Particularly hard to 
bait. 
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Have to bait full circle hooks yourself. Pay baiters only to bait longer
shanked hooks (Cape Breton). 

The older men will not bait circle hooks (Shelburne County). 

For many fishermen, the delay ashore required by the time taken to re-bait the gear was 
not worthwhile and they preferred to hire baiters. The cost was fairly small, relative to 
the other costs of longlining: 

Baiters ashore cost $10 per tub (Halifax County). 

Baiting and Fishing Strategies: Most longline fishermen (except those aboard large boats 
making long trips) used gear baited ashore and took enough to sea to cover their whole 
trip. Indeed, without this extensive use of shore-baited gear it might be impossible for 
small-boat fishermen to work large amounts of gear on the offshore banks29. There 
were, however, exceptions to this generalization: 

Don't bait at sea in the winter but do in the spring. 
For big gear, take enough bait for 60 or 70 tubs and set 25 to 30 per day, 

re-baiting at sea. Don't bait fine gear at sea. 
Fish two sets per trip, re-baiting for the second set. 
The "Newfoundland way" is to bait the gear on the way out to the grounds 

and then to re-bait it at sea for each set. Some larger Glace Bay boats 
follow that method. 

The crew "hooks down" the gear as it is hauled and then baits it later. This 
limits the boat to hauling about 2 tubs per hour. Thus, set 30 tubs on 
the first day of a trip (takes about 20 hours in total). By the last day, 
often down to only 20 tubs, for a total of 80 tubs per trip (another 
Glace Bay fisherman). 

If the catch is good, sometimes re-bait and re-set while hauling. That 
allows up to 70 tub-sets per day (Glace Bay again). 

Offshore halibut fishing, re-bait the gear as it is hauled (Sambro 
fisherman). 

Costs and Availabilitv of Bait: As noted above, the cost of the necessary bait was high. 
Indeed, it was a sufficiently high proportion of the total cost of longlining that the 
fishermen sometimes had to use less than ideal types of bait to save money: 

Bait is expensive. This is a major part of the total cost of longlining. 
Longliners have to endure high bait costs. 
You sell mackerel to the plant for 10-12 cllb but you have to pay 40-55 

c/lb to buy it back as bait (Cape Breton prices). 
Bait costs 60 cllb. Catch sells for only 35 cllb ! 
A 44'11" boat making a Georges trip needs 8000 Ib of bait at 65 cllb. 
Another [of the same size] takes 10,000 lb. 
Halibut fishing needs a lot of bait and that is expensive. 
Squid for bait costs 60 cllb. 
Bait squid are 50 cllb. 
Squid is expensive but easier to handle than other baits. 

29. In the traditional British fisheries, the inshore 'small lines' were baited ashore and taken 
to sea in special trays. The 'great lines' used on larger boats used to be baited as the gear was 
set. By 1980, in Scotland at least, this latter practice had been largely replaced by setting 
pre-baited gear from tubs (Davis 1958; Strange 1981). 
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Squid is expensive, so iust patch it in, here and there, amongst the 
mackerel. 

Squid is too expensive to use now. 
Used to use squid with mackerel as bait but the squid is too expensive now. 
Squid is expensive but sometimes you can use it twice if re-baiting at sea. 
Squid was a better bait than herring or mackerel in 1990 but it was too 

expensive to use very much. 
Squid is now [Le. fall of 1990] available from New Jersey for 41 c/lb. 

Mackerel from Newfoundland is 32c/lb. Locally-available bait [in 
Shelburne] is 45c/lb. 

This concern among longline fishermen about the high cost of bait was noted by Hurley 
and O'Boyle (1984). They were variously told by their interviewees that prices had 
been high since 1979 or, for squid, since 1980-81. The latter dates accord with the 
great decline seen in the local squid resource at that time. 

Very many small-boat longline fishermen were also licensed to net for herring and 
mackerel. These fishermen were able to acquire their own bait (though not at zero cost). 
However, unless their longlining was very small scale (as some was), they could not 
haul their bait nets, bait their longline gear and then fish it, all in one day. Moreover, in 
most areas the bait fishing season does not coincide with the longlining season at all and 
so even locally-caught bait cannot be used fresh. Thus, direct access to bait was of no 
value to the interviewees unless suitable bait freezing capability was also available. 
(Hence the need to sell bait to the plant and then buy it back again.) The use of locally
caught bait also constrained the types used and could result in only limited quantities 
being available: 

Access to bait can be difficult. It is scarce in the Passamaquoddy Islands 
until the herring arrive. 

Have to use whatever bait is available. 
Use only mackerel because that is all that is available. 

Some places have a lot of locally-available bait but nowhere to store it. 
DFO will not help to provide freezers. 

Summary of Comments: Overall, the interviewees' comments leave the impression that 
most of them took the choice of bait very seriously and that they applied both much of 
their experience and an on-going experimental approach to selecting the type of bait to 
use for a particular fishing operation; that selection depending in part on the species 
directed for, the time of year, the presence of natural forage in the area, bottom 
conditions and perhaps other factors. As suggested above, however, their choices were 
severely constrained by the availability and prices of the different bait types. Indeed, 
bait costs seemed to make up a substantial part of the overall per-hook-set variable 
costs of longlining. 

Analysis of Bait Types 
Because of the limited range of bait questions asked during the survey, this analysis is 
necessarily restricted to a consideration of the bait species used. The interview data on 
these species had been numerically-coded and recorded in the database as up to three 
bait-types per fishing pattern, their sequence being based on whatever indications the 
interviewee had given of their relative importance or, failing such indications, on the 
sequence in which the interviewee named them (Appendix 3). Those data were extracted, 
supplemented by all available ancillary information and then arranged to produce the 
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counts of reports of bait use that follow. The database also contained a text variable on 
"bait use" for each fishing pattern. The contents of this variable were listed and used in 
various ways: discursive comments were combined with similar comments from other 
sources (see above), additional bait types (beyond the three codes permitted by the 
database design) were added to the quantitative data for the analyses below and notes on 
bait-mixing practices were drawn together for the relevant comments that follow. 

Bait Mixing: Relatively few interviewees (for 68 or 265.49 of the 321 or 1434 
fishing patterns) reported using a single type of bait per fishing pattern (Tables 5.1 and 
5.2). Most reported two types (181 or 832.38 patterns) while some used three (61 or 
293.26) and a few four (6 or 43.32 fishing patterns). When more than one bait type 
was used, they were often mixed along each line, though many interviewees only mixed 
sometimes and a few specifically stated that they never mixed but only alternated bait 
types seasonally. Unfortunately, the questionnaire did not formally request information 
on mixing (being confined to a listing of the bait species used, either mixed or 
alternately) but the interviewer frequently asked and about 100 interviewees 
specifically stated that they mixed baits at least some times. (More precise figures on 
the frequency of mixing cannot be extracted from the interview data since, in far too 
many cases, they would depend on the interpretation of verbal comments such as "often" 
or "sometimes".) No direct evidence of more than two kinds of bait being mixed together 
at the same time was gathered during the field survey. Thus, when interviewees reported 
three or four kinds of bait, they appear to have used a sequence of single types and/or 
mixed pairs during their longlining season. 

There seemed to be a variety of reasons for this mixing (see comments above and Bjordal 
1988). Most often, it seemed to be a form of bet-hedging: each target species was said to 
change its bait preference on a daily basis (besides the more-predictable, seasonal 
changes) and, in mixed-species fisheries, the mix of species available to be caught also 
changed from day-to-day and ground-to-ground. A mixture of baits therefore increased 
the chance that whatever fish were present would be offered whatever bait they 
currently found the most attractive. Different sizes of fish were also thought to prefer 
different types of bait, so that a mixture allowed some hedging of bets between available 
fish sizes also. Moreover, mixed baits allowed a trade-off between, for example, 
mackerel being a more attractive bait but squid staying on the hooks longer, allowing 
those hooks which were not quickly occupied to go on fishing, albeit at a lower rate. 
Finally, a few fishermen tried to save money by using cheap mackerel to spread out the 
expensive squid. Oddly, none of the interviewees suggested that one bait (perhaps 
mackerel, with its strong, oily odour) might attract fish into the vicinity of the gear 
while another type, with greater visual appeal for the fish, might then be more likely to 
be picked up by mouth. 

Most fishermen who mixed baits did so by baiting alternate hooks with each type (or 
some similar sequence) but a few fishermen "patched in" a line of each type of bait 
(within each tub) to see which worked best. Indeed, one interviewee went further and 
reported baiting a few tubs with each bait type while another said that he set half a tub of 
each type of bait to find which was best. 

Bait Species: Mackerel was the most frequently reported bait species (Tables 5.1 and 
5.2), being cited as the sole or primary bait type in 186 (775.30) fishing patterns and 
as a secondary bait (Le. as any bait other than that either named first or named as the 
most frequent) in a further 84 (461.13 ). Herring was the sole or primary bait type 
for 68 (380.86) patterns and secondary for 65 (318.15 ), as squid was for 48 
(198.46) and 138 (574.71) patterns respectively. The only other important bait type 
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was "shack", a generic term that usually meant hake but could also include, according to 
various reports, catfish, cusk, cod, dogfish, haddock, jellycats, redfish frames 
(processing waste), silver hake and much else. It was the sole or primary bait type for 
9 (36.67) fishing patterns and a secondary one for a further 25 (103.41 ). The few 
other specific kinds of bait reported were gaspareau (Alosa spp.), used by four 
interviewees (in five fishing patterns), redfish, used by another two, and scallop rings 
(the viscera after removal of the meat) which were used as a secondary bait by one 
fisherman. The final two interviewees gave a casual "whatever" when asked to list their 
bait types; a remark that one other interviewee appended to his report of herring as a 
primary bait. 

As might be expected, given the high variability of the longline fisheries, these bait 
types were reported in a large number of combinations (Table 5.1). The most 
commonly-reported were: mackerel with squid (87 or 312.92 fishing patterns), 
mackerel alone (27 or 139.94 ), herring with mackerel (26 or 188.33 ), squid with 
mackerel (24 or 101.59) and herring alone (21 or 85.57 ). Collectively, these five 
accounted for nearly 60% of the reports of bait use. 

Each of the three major bait types was amongst those illustrated by Marcotte (1966), 
and noted by earlier writers, but he made no mention of shack, perhaps because it is 
primarily used in the deepwater halibut fishery, which fishery the Quebec industry of 
his day may not have taken part in. No interviewee reported using either capelin or 
clams for bait, which species were illustrated by Marcotte (1966). Within the Scotia
Fundy Region, capelin only occur regularly in Cape Breton which must limit their 
availability for bait. The lack of use of clam bait is more surprizing, though clams have 
become rather scarce in recent years and the local demand for them for human 
consumption may have driven prices too high for them still to be of interest as bait. 

Those interviewees who each reported more than one fishing pattern usually chose 
different baits for their various fishing patterns, presumably selecting an optimal bait 
for each type of fishing, rather than using the same types regardless of the species 
pursued. These interviewees reports can be arranged as 120 pairs of bait-type choices, 
counting the choices of those interviewees who reported two fishing patterns as a single 
pair and those who reported three fishing patterns as three pairs of choices each. Of 
these 120, only 28 pairs were reported as exact duplicates in bait usage, showing that 
most of these interviewees made separate choices for each of their fishing patterns. Even 
some of the 28 duplicates may have been the outcomes of independent choices that 
arrived at the same conclusion: 12 of them were for "mackerel with squid" bait, which 
was a common form of bait throughout the longline fisheries. 

Where a sequence of bait types and/or of various mixtures of bait types was reported for 
a single fishing pattern, the interviewee's strategies seemed to be either an adaptation to 
seasonal changes in the fish's bait preferences or to the seasonal availability of bait. 

Bait Types by Directed Species: It might be expected that the fishermen's choices of bait 
types were adapted to the species of fish targeted and to some extent this was undoubtedly 
true. There was, however, no universal agreement on the best choice of bait for 
particular directed species. An overview of the verbal comments cited above might 
suggest that squid was best for cod, mackerel was preferred for haddock and that either 
herring or shack was best for halibut. The actual reported use of bait types did not 
support this conclusion, however (Tables 5.3 and 5.4). Instead, a wide variety of bait 
types were reported for fishing patterns targeted on each of the major combinations of 
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directed species, while the more common bait combinations were used for a wide variety 
of targets. No clear trends were immediately apparent in these tabulated data. 

Some reduction in the complexity of this picture might be expected if only fishing 
directed towards a single species was considered. The frequencies of the various primary 
bait types reported for single-species fishing targeted on cod, haddock, hake and halibut 
are therefore summarized in Table 5.5. This shows that mackerel, herring and squid 
were all important in both cod and haddock fishing, with the latter placing greater 
reliance on herring and squid, in contradiction to the summary of verbal comments 
above. Hake-only directed fishing was reported to rely heavily on mackerel bait, with 
squid not being reported at all, despite its supposed ability to stay on the hooks longer 
(an important feature on the bad bottom on which hake are taken). Shack was certainly 
exclusively a halibut bait, which is in full accord with the interviewees' comments. 
Halibut were, however, primarily taken (in single-species directed fishing) on 
mackerel, though their supposed preference for herring bait was at least reflected by its 
relatively greater use by halibut fishermen than by those targeting on any other species. 

These patterns were not simply artifacts of focussing on single-species fishing. The 
trends seen in Table 5.5 can also be traced in mixed-species fishing (Tables 5.3 and 
5.4). "Cod plus haddock" fishing showed relatively more use of herring and squid than 
did cod-only fishing; "haddock plus cod" fishing had the reverse trend relative to 
haddock-only fishing; some "cod plus halibut" fishing patterns used shack while squid 
bait was more prevalent in "halibut plus cod" fishing than in halibut-only fishing, and 
so on. Nor can the disagreement between the interviewees formal reports and their 
ancillary comments be adequately explained by considering all baits rather than just 
those first named by the interviewees. Table 5.6, which includes every reported bait in 
the same format employed in Table 5.5, shows little difference in the relative 
proportions of the bait types from those in the latter Table, except for an increase in the 
appearance of squid, particularly in cod fishing30. Thus, it seems more likely that this 
disagreement results from fishermen, in at least some areas, having been compelled (by 
bait prices and availability) to use bait types that are sub-optimal for the particular 
species for which they fish. If so, the quantitative data will better reflect the bait types 
used in 1990 while the interviewees' comments will better show which types were more 
desirable. 

Bait Types for Autobaiters: Autobaiters were rarely used in 1990 by Scotia-Fundy 
longline fishermen (only ten of the 321 fishing patterns recognized by this survey 
involved autobaiting: see Section 2) and bait type data were only available for nine 
fishing patterns that involved autobaiting. While this sample was small, in accord with 
the comments cited above, it did show the expected prevalence of squid, which was the 
sole bait in three fishing patterns, the primary bait in a fourth and a secondary bait in 
another three. Mackerel and herring made up the remainder of the reported bait, in 
much the same proportions as were seen in the hand-baited fishing patterns. 

Summary 
The choice of bait types is clearly critical to longlining success, in catch rate terms. The 
high cost of bait seems also to make the choice important in terms of per-hook net 
profits. Where the availability of reasonably-priced bait gives them any options, the 
fishermen appear to make these complex selections partly on the basis of continual, 

30: This may be nothing more than a consequence of a linguistic artifact: "mackerel and squid" 
seems to roll off the tongue more easily than ·squid and mackerel·, leading the former 
sequence to be recorded in the database more often. 
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rational experimentation but perhaps partly also on the basis of long-standing 
traditions. At least the principal bait species have all been used in the long line fisheries 
for some decades and sometimes for a few centuries. 

Hooks 

Once a fish has been induced to take a bait, the next essential for successful longlining is, 
of course, the hook. This must take and then hold the fish until it is safely aboard the 
fishing boat. There is a reasonable body of published research on hooks, much of it being 
concerned with the catch rates achieved by different hook designs (e.g. Bjordal 1983, 
1985; Anon. 1985) and most of the rest with the species- and size-selective properties 
of the designs (see recent review by L0kkeborg and Bjordal 1992). Scientific 
information on the hooking process is, however, scarce and scattered. Meanwhile, 
fishermen clearly have a great store of practical knowledge of the virtues of different 
hooks. Considering the critical importance of hooks, however, most Scotia-Fundy 
longline fishermen are remarkably ignorant of the kinds of hooks that they use and, 
indeed, of the whole "lore" of hooks. This ignorance was not only clear from the 
interviewees' inability to describe their hooks, it was also confirmed to the authors by 
local hook suppliers who regularly have to cope with a poorly-informed clientele. 

The interviewees' lack of understanding of "hook lore" seriously compromised the hook 
data collected during the interviews and hence made necessary the supplementary mail 
survey (see Section 2). It also makes interpretation of their verbal comments rather 
difficult. To help prevent further confusion, we therefore provide here a general 
introduction to the subject before turning to the data collected in the present survey. 

An Introduction to Longllne Hooks 
The fish hook trade is dominated by a small number of multi-national companies, of 
which the Norwegian-based one, O.Mustad & Sons, is by far the largest. Others which 
supply longline hooks in the Scotia-Fundy Region include Milward's Fish Hooks, of 
England, a French manufacturer, VMC Peche, and a U.S. company, Wright & McGill Co., 
of Denver, Colorado. There is no local hook manufacturer. 

The era of the classic "straight" or "J" hook31 of the European cultures has long been 
left behind and each manufacturer now sells a wide variety of hook designs, some being 
modern realizations of a traditional hook while others are the products of research into 
the fish capture process. Many of these designs are available in a variety of styles and 
surface finishes, such that Mustad claim to sell several tens of thousands of different 
kinds of hooks (Anon. n.d.). Only a tiny fraction of this wide variety is applicable to 
groundfish longlining, however, and even fewer designs are actually used in the Scotia
Fundy Region fisheries. 

Each style of hook is also manufactured in a range of sizes. By long-established 
convention, originating with the nineteenth-century English manufacturers, hook sizes 
are denoted by a scale which begins with large, positive integers for very small hooks 

31: The colloquial term "straight hook". as it is used by Scotia-Fundy fishermen. is simply an 
alternative for" J hook". It does not refer to a hook that is straight in the technical sense; that 
is. one that is neither kirbed nor reversed (Figure 5.2). Thus, some "straight hooks" are 
kirbed. while straight circle hooks are manufactured, though perhaps not used in the Scotia
Fundy longline fisheries. For clarity, the term "J hook" is preferred in this Report. 
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(e.g. "22", often called a "number twenty two· in the Scotia-Fundy area and written 
"#22" in this Report). Decreasing numbers then indicate larger hooks, until "#1" 
represents a hook of medium size. The next size larger than a #1 is denoted "1/0" 
(pronounced 'one ought" in this Region) and still larger hooks then have larger 
numbers, culminating in about a 16/0. This scheme is applied to nearly all hook 
designs, though there are exceptions. In theory, hooks of different design but the same 
gap (Le. the straight distance between the point and the shank: see Figure 5.2) have the 
same size designation. Unfortunately, despite attempts to coordinate size designations 
across the industry, there is no standardization between manufacturers nor, in many 
cases, between the different designs by a single manufacturer. Thus, simply stating that 
a hook is "size 11/0" conveys almost no information about its size: an 11/0 Mustad Tuna 
Circle hook (Quality Number 39960) is about 43 mm in maximum dimension, about 27 
mm across the bend (where a fish must take it into its mouth) and 14 mm in its gap. A 
Milward #7 Kirby hook (Quality Number 1202) has about the same 14 mm gap but is 
only some 17 mm across the bend and 46 mm in maximum dimension32 . Because of this 
complex confusion, it is essential that any hook size designation is accompanied by the 
hook's design name or number, known in the trade as its "quality", as well as by the 
manufacturer's name. Indeed, in this Report we provide full-size illustrations of the 
hook designs discussed since the manufacturers' product lines, and hence their catalogue 
entries, are not stable over time. The fishermen naturally tend to be more casual and, 
during the interviews, not infrequently reported the sizes of one manufacturer's hooks 
using the size designations employed by another company (most often Mustad's, since 
they dominate in the marketplace). 

Probably no one hook design is manufactured in all sizes from a #20 to a 16/0 and many 
seem only to be available in a half-dozen or fewer sizes. Indeed, only one of the hook 
designs used in the Scotia-Fundy longline fisheries are sold in size ranges that span from 
a #1 to a 1/0. Thus, for anyone design, the manufacturer only uses either the "#X· or 
the "X/O" style of designation. This has the unfortunate side effect that many fishermen 
casually speak of, for example, a "number sixteen" hook when they really mean a 16/0 
not a #16. 

To add still further confusion, in the nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries there 
seems to have been a single hook-size designation scheme in use in the Maritime 
Provinces and New England, which may have been consistent across all of the variant 
designs of J hook then in use and which certainly seems to have been fully understood by 
all concerned. This scheme was applied in a consistent manner by Goode (1887) and was 
still sufficiently recognized for McCracken (1963) to use it in a report on hook 
selection research. Indeed, in 1990 this way of describing hook sizes remained common 
in the fishing communities of the Scotia-Fundy Region and many of the hook size 
descriptions provided by the interviewees only made sense if it was assumed that they 
were describing modern hook designs in terms of this traditional scheme, which was 
correctly applied to J hooks in their grandfathers' days. To do so, they had to apply some 
form of comparative scaling by which, for example, a 1210 Mustad Tuna Circle hook 

32 : These dimensions were taken from the full-size illustrations in the manufacturer's 
catalogues. 
It might be noted that, even if a manufacturer retains the same design for a given quality 
number over a period of years and even if they exercise careful quality control, the gaps of 
hooks in regular commercial use may deviate considerably from the nominal measurement. 
Hooks are frequently bent, when caught on the bottom or elsewhere, and may be re-shaped by 
the fishermen. Moreover, sharpening may not greatly alter the form of a J hook but even a 
small amount of filing could radically enlarge the gap of a small circle hook. 
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might be functionally equivalent to a traditional #15 J hook. Thus, the 12/0 might be 
called a "12/0", a "#12" or a "#15". A Milward Group 1500 Circle hook (Quality 
Number 1502) of size #4 might be referred to by any of these terms, since it is of 
almost identical size to the Mustad 12/0. Unfortunately, little reliable information on 
the actual sizes represented by this traditional scheme have survived. McCracken 
(1954) did provide full-size photographs of a #17, a #14 and a #11 hook of his day 
which suggest that, in size, they were very similar to modern Mustad Gravitation 
(Quality Number 9353) and VMC Quality Number 9765 hooks of the same nominal 
sizes. 

Until quite recently, Scotia-Fundy longline hooks, as with most other fish hooks used in 
all European-derived cultures, were of the conventional J form; some having an almost 
semi-circular bend, others with an asymmetric curve similar to the modern Kirby and 
Limerick designs, and some even having curved shanks resembling those of the Milward 
Oporto Cod (Quality Number 1704) design [see Figure 5.3; Balcom (1984) has 
illustrated eighteenth-century examples of each of these shapes while McCracken 
(1954) has illustrated some hooks used in his day33]. That traditional stability changed 
dramatically with the adoption of circle hooks in the 1980s. These are modern 
realizations in metal of the traditional deepwater hooks used by fishermen of certain of 
the Polynesian and Micronesian islands of the Pacific basin (Bowerman 1984; Johannes 
1984). They began to be used in Japanese tuna longlining in the 1940s and were 
successfully introduced to the Alaskan halibut longline fishery in 1983 (Bowerman 
1984; Anon. 1985). The following year, Fisheries Development Branch of DFO's Scotia
Fundy Region experimented with them for the Nova Scotian halibut fishery and found that 
circle hooks took 1.8 times as many halibut and 3.6 times as many hake (though no more 
cod or cusk) than did the traditional J hooks (Anon. 1985). The commercial halibut 
longline fishery began to adopt large circle hooks at much the same time, while other 
fishermen experimented with smaller sizes in cod and haddock fishing (Hurley and 
O'Boyle 1984). Since then, these hooks have spread through the longline fisheries, 
though they have met considerable resistance from the more traditional fishermen 34. By 
the time of the present survey, they were widely (though still not universally) used in 
the longline fisheries and their penetration of the industry was continuing. 

In smaller sizes, circle hooks can be awkward to bait, for those who do not persevere to 
learn the knack. They are also incompatible with autobaiters. This has led the hook 
manufacturers to produce circle hooks with lengthened straight shanks (e.g. the Milward 
Group 1500 Circle Long Shank, Quality Number 1503) and hooks of intermediate shape, 
such as the Mustad E-Z-Baiter Circle (Quality Number 39977). The latter has been 
shown to give a 20% to 40% improvement in catch rates of cod and haddock over J hooks 
in one experiment (Bjordal 1988). Each of these generic types has been adopted in the 
Scotia-Fundy longline fisheries in the last decade. At much the same time, Norwegian 
longline fishermen also adopted new hook designs in place of their traditional Harwich, 
Sea Kirby and Norway types35 . They, however, initially took up the Wide Gap and 
O'Shaunessy designs, rather than circle hooks or their derivatives (Bjordal 1988). 

33: Davis (1958) has illustrated the much wider variety of hook types formerly used in 
England and Wales. These included hooks made from natural thorns. 

34: One interviewee still dismissed them as "crazy hooks· in 1991. 

35: Harwich, Sea Kirby and Norway hooks were used as "traditional" gear in comparative 
studies by Karlsen (1976), Huse and Karlsen (1977), Fern" and Huse (1983) and Bjordal 
(1985, 1987). All three types are variants of J hooks, superficially similar to the Limerick 
type in Figure 5.3. 
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Only recently has there been a further change to the E-Z-Baiter type36 , in the offshore 
long line fishery at least. 

Hooks obviously function by piercing the flesh of the fish and then holding it. In 
longlining, unlike some other modes of hook-and-line fishing, the force needed to pierce 
must be generated by the fish (acting against the static resistance of the gangion) while a 
caught fish must sometimes be held for many hours before it is taken aboard the boat. 
The means by which the piercing and holding are achieved have rarely been studied in 
detail, though they certainly vary among both hook types and fish species. Since cod tend 
to attack the baits aggressively (see discussion above), they frequently swallow the hook 
which pieces the wall of their oesophagus or stomach. Huse and Karlsen (1977) found 
16% of longline-caught cod hooked in that way in one field study while Fern0 and Huse 
(1983) saw nine of 30 cod stomach-hooked in a laboratory experiment. In each case, 
the remainder were lip-hooked (except for one fish caught by its eye in the laboratory, 
which would probably have escaped in commercial fishing). Huse and Karlsen (1977) 
noted that there were equal numbers of cod hooked in the left side of their mouths as in 
the right side. No equivalent figures are available for the other species of present 
interest, though it is likely that haddock rarely swallow hooks since they generally 
approach baits less aggressively (L0kkeborg et al. 1989). J hooks have rather low 
hooking rates, apparently catching only some 10% to 50% of the fish that take the bait 
and many of those are not caught on their first approach to the bait (Fern0 and Huse 
1983; Fern0 et al. 1986; L0kkeborg et al. 1989). There are no published figures on 
the rate of subsequent escape from J hooks of hooked fish, though some fishermen believe 
that it is high (see below). Circle hooks have a rather different action by which they 
tend to rotate into the jaw of the fish under the tension· that it exerts on the gangion 
(Powell 1964; Forster 1973; Johannes 1984). By repute, they only ever catch fish in 
their jaws and, because of the asymmetry of the kirbing, usually in the left side of the 
lower jaw (cf. Bjordal 1988; L0kkeborg and Bjordal 1992). No quantitative data on 
hooking or retention rates have yet been published for circle hooks, though the high 
catch rates achieved with them suggest that, overall, they are more efficient for many 
species than J hooks are. 

Fish Size Selection by Longllne Hooks 
One of the virtues claimed for longline fishing by its proponents is that longlining does 
not take small fish: 

All the cod I take are steakers. 
The fish I catch on big gear are all steak cod. 
My cod bycatch on the halibut gear is big fish only. 
The smallest halibut on my hooks is 25 Ib37. 

So strongly is this belief held by many fishermen that they suggest that no quota controls 
are needed on the longline sector specifically because the gear is incapable of catching 
small fish. This is not the place to examine the truth of this contention, since that 
examination requires data on the length frequency of the catch which was not collected by 
this survey. It may be noted, however, that the interviews produced many alternative 
comments about small "ping-pong" haddock being landed by longliners: 

36: This change has been described as a ·virtually complete transition": Fishing News 
International April 1993 (p. 9), quoting a report from the Institute of Marine Research, Bergen. 

37: It may be significant that each of these quoted reports concerned a fishing pattern that 
was, at least in part, halibut-directed, and which must therefore have involved large hooks. 
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Big boats are going to smaller hooks. Take the "ping pong" fish that are 
common on Western Bank (small boat, Eastern Shore fisherman). 

Even if small fish were not taken, this may not have been because of the size-selective 
properties of longline gear but rather because of the longline fishermen's targeting 
practices (cf. L"kkeborg and Bjordal 1992; Sinclair 1992). In essence, if the per
hook-set costs of longlining are high, as they seem to have been, then this method of 
fishing will only be viable while the individual fish caught are valuable, and that 
requires that they are large. However, whereas a technical limit on the minimum size of 
fish caught may be expected to be reasonably stable over time, targeting practices will 
change with economic conditions in the fisheries. Thus, it is essential that the ability or 
otherwise of longline gear to selectively take large fish be understood before the effects 
of placing the longline fishery under allowance management can be predicted. 
Furthermore, since this survey was completed, the perceived need to protect small fish 
has led to demands that longline hooks be subject to a minimum size regulation to 
parallel the minimum mesh size regulations imposed on the otter trawl and gillnet 
sectors of the groundfish fisheries. If any such hook size regulation is to have more than 
symbolic value, however, it must be based on the size-selective properties of the hooks. 

This topic was not directly addressed by the present survey and it is being examined in 
more depth by other research undertaken by the present authors. Nevertheless, some 
introduction to hook size selection is required here, if only to set some of the 
interviewees comments in perspective. 

L"kkeborg and Bjordal (1992) have recently reviewed the literature on hook selection. 
They pointed out that most of the past studies which have claimed to show an effect of 
hook size on the sizes of fish caught have been flawed, only the work of Cortez-Zaragoza 
et al. (1989) on handlining for yellowfin tuna and that of Ralston (1990) on handlining 
for Lutjanid snappers having conclusively shown such an effect. L"kkeborg and Bjordal 
(1992) did accept that larger hooks might better hold big fish (since they are stronger) 
while smaller hooks might better catch small fish, since less force is needed to drive the 
point of a smaller hook through a fish's flesh. Thus, some weak size-selective effect 
would be expected, though it could be masked by the much stronger selective effects of 
bait size and type. The latter effect was recognized by some of the interviewees: 

Fish size depends on both hook size ~ bait size 

and had, indeed, been noted long before by Martin and McCracken (1954). In fact, 
L"kkeborg and Bjordal (1992) were probably unduly pessimistic. Several of the past 
failures to detect a hook-size effect appear to be the result of inadequate experimental 
designs rather than any weakness of the effect itself (ct. Kenchington 1993). Moreover, 
the principal evidence for a strong bait-size effect on fish-size selection, Johannessen's 
(1983) series of experiments, actually showed some hook-size effect with cod, though 
it was rejected by that author through a misinterpretation of statistics, while recent 
research by the present authors has shown such an effect with both cod and haddock. In 
short, over the ranges of sizes relevant in longlining, larger hooks will show some 
tendency to catch larger fish, though that trend will be weak. Since bait size and type 
seem to have a stronger size-selective effect, at least for cod, and since fishermen's 
targeting practices can have a major effect on the sizes of fish to which the gear is 
presented, limitations on minimum hook sizes would not be expected to have much 
impact on the actual sizes of fish landed. 
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It may also be expected that different hook designs will have quite different selective 
properties. No useful research has been done in this area; indeed, none can be done until 
the selective properties of at least one design have been properly documented. It has 
often been assumed that the different designs could be inter-calibrated by comparing 
their gaps and this idea might work for the various forms of J hook. There does not seem 
to be any empirical evidence for the importance of the gap, however, and it seems 
unlikely that a large circle hook and a small J hook would have the same selectivity 
pattern simply because they have the same gap. Indeed, since the capture processes of J 
and circle hooks are so different (see above), it may be doubted whether their 
selectivities 'can be inter-calibrated at all. In some interviewees' opinions, large fish 
can escape from small J hooks whereas even small circle hooks can hold the largest 
halibut: 

You can take a 200 Ib halibut on a 1 % circle hook. 

If this is so, J hooks would be expected to show domed selectivity curves, in contrast to 
the asymptotic ones of circle hooks. It might also mean that, with J hooks, hook-size 
regulations would be effective when they would not be with circle hooks. It is at least 
certain that the selection properties of the various designs need to be separately 
investigated. 

There have also been occasional suggestions that, aside from any size-selective effect, 
different sizes of hooks may achieve different catch rates; in effect, that they have 
different catchabilities in addition to different selectivities. This is not impossible but it 
cannot be established until each hook's selection pattern has been reliably documented, 
when the numbers of fish caught (per unit effort) of each size by each hook size could be 
divided by the appropriate selectivity-at-size to estimate the numbers-at-size in the 
population available to each hook size. A greater "available population", when the hook 
sizes were actually fished side-by-side, would then indicate a greater catchability. 
Pending such careful analysis, all that can be said is that, given a certain size 
distribution in the population, one hook size can catch more, per unit effort, than 
another can. Such differences in observed catch rates can certainly be large, however, 
even in situations where the average sizes of the fish that are caught on different hook 
sizes do not differ very much. 

Other Interviewee Comments on Hooks 
Circle Hooks: Several interviewees commented on the relative virtues of circle hooks. 
The arguments in favour of them were primarily that they gave better catch rates, 
though hook maintenance and safety issues were also raised by some interviewees. The 
counter arguments were that circle hooks are hard to bait (particularly for older 
fishermen unwilling to learn the knack) but also that they were more expensive and, 
from a more global perspective, that they gave the long line fisheries the undesirable 
ability to deplete their resources. As usual, of course, there was not unanimous 
agreement on any of these points. 

Circle hooks outfish J hooks 2:1 on haddock. They have a soft mouth and 
easily break off a J hook whereas a circle hook always takes them in 
the lower jaw. 

Circle hooks take 2 or 3 times as much as J hooks. The benefit is that the 
fish stay on once they are hooked. 

A "short" circle hook takes twice the catch of the longshank but is harder 
to bait. (But you could bait fewer hooks and still be further ahead.) 
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If you fish circle and J hooks side by side, the circles will take twice the 
catch of the J's. 

Circle hooks are m..um better for halibut. 
Circle hooks hold the fish in bad weather. 

Don't see much difference in catches with circle hooks. 
J hooks fish better. 

J hooks are cheaper. 
Mustad circle hooks cost 10c each. 
Circle hooks cost more but don't lose fish and they last longer, so they are 

cheaper in the long run. 
Circle hooks fish better but they cost too much. 
J hooks are cheaper, so you can replace them. 

By way of comparison, one local supplier's 1993 catalogue gives prices of $13 per box 
of 100 for small circle hooks, $9.25 per box for small E-Z-Baiter hooks and $4.85 per 
box for small J hooks. 

However: 

Circle hooks stay sharp longer. 

This sharpness issue should not be underestimated. The hook manufacturers devote a lot 
of advertising effort to relative sharpness (promising "Lazer Sharp@" technology and 
the like) while the fishermen sometimes, if not always, carry a file so that they can 
regularly sharpen any blunted hooks38 . It is supposed, probably correctly, that a 
sharper hook will penetrate the mouth of a fish when a blunter one might be felt and spat 
out before successfully trapping its quarry. 

Moreover: 

J hooks catch in the bottom. Have to replace them more often. 
J hooks catch on the boat as well as the bottom. They catch on the 

"pissers· [attached benthos which might be tunicates or 
holothurians). 

Only advantage of circle hooks is that they don't catch in the bottom. No 
difference in the catch. 

Get fewer injuries with circle hooks. 
Circle hooks are safer than J hooks. 
Circle hooks are dangerous: they catch your fingers. 
"Semi-circles" are worse. I call them "hospital hooks·. 

Circle hooks threaten the stocks. They catch and hold everything. 
Circle hooks have cleaned up all the big halibut on Grand Bank. 
With circle hooks, longline kaD. wipe the fish clean. 

38: Marcotte (1966) illustrated this practice, though with a stone rather than a file. The sole 
explicit report of hook sharpening received during the present survey concerned the pelagic 
longline fishery for swordfish. It may be that some fishermen find groundfish hooks to be too 
small and cheap to be worth sharpening. so they simply replace them once they become blunted. 
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The latest Mustad circle hooks are too closed up to bait easily. 
Circle hooks are too hard to bait. 
Full circle hooks are good but are hard to bait. 
Use both J and circle hooks in alternate tubs. My father baits the J's, 

bait the circles. 
Prefer J hooks on fine gear because they are easier to bait. 

Circle hooks tear the fish when you get the hook out. 
Circle hooks are too slow to remove from fish when you have to work tides 

(Passamaquoddy area fisherman). 

Other Designs: Some interviewee's made equivalent comments about other hook types: 

E-Z-Baiter hooks fish well but they are not strong; they straighten out. 
They also go through the backline more often than true circles do. 

Straight hooks are easier to bait than E-Z-Baiters but cod get off them. 
Use J hooks with the Autoline system. They bait better. 

Recent [Mustad] E-Z-Baiter design curves in too far. The Milward 
equivalent has a longer shank. 

Eagleclaw hooks [i.e. longshank circle hooks] cost $120 per 1000. Straight 
hooks cost only $37 for the same number. 

Eagleclaw hooks were 14c each. Now they are so expensive that the 
dealers won't import them to Nova Scotia. 

J hooks cost 4.5c each. 

#15 J hook catches more than a #14 Eagleclaw but also gets straightened 
too easily. (Can catch every hook on hard bottom and straightening is a 
real problem.) 

One interviewee from northern Cape Breton, who used Milward Group 1500 Circle 
hooks of size 1/0 (equivalent to Mustad Tuna Circle size 16/0) and #16 VMC Quality 
Number 9765 (i.e. gravitation-type) hooks in 1990, reported that for 1992 he had 
changed to Mustad Tuna Circle size 14/0 and Milward Group 1500 Longshank Circle size 
#5 hooks. He stated that with these he did not lose fish from the hooks while hauling 
when he was fishing in strong tidal streams and depths of more than 100 fathoms. This 
was presumably a virtue of the longshank circle hooks over the gravitation-type hooks, 
since the change in size and brand of the circle hooks would not be expected to have any 
such effect. 

Size-Selection : Several interviewees commented on the effects of hook size on fish size 
or catch rate, besides those quoted above: 

Bigger hooks do take bigger cod and fewer haddock. 
Use 14/0 circle hook for halibut because that gives as many halibut as a 

16/0 but also takes cod bycatch. 
With 14/0 hook, cod pays for the trip and the halibut are profit. 
Could use a bigger hook than 12/0 for halibut but would then get no cod 

bycatch. [It is not clear what this interviewee meant by "12/0". 
Clearly it is something larger than a Mustad 12/0 Tuna Circle Hook.] 

14/0 circle hook takes too many small fish so only use a 16/0. 
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Can direct for cod of ages 12 to 15 by controlling hook size. 95% of fish 
are 32 inches or more in length. [This is for Divisions 3NO cod.] 

95% of the cod taken by the present Clearwater fishing are 40 inches or 
more long. [Using 1610 circle hooks in Divisions 3NO.] 

Use big circle hooks for cod in over 65 ft fleet because the quotas are low 
and the price per pound is higher for the big fish. 

Used to use Eagleclaw hooks on tub gear [on one over 65 ft boat] but 
changed to 16/0 circle hooks in 1990 to avoid the plentiful small fish 
that were around that year. 

Don't get any small fish on #15 or #16 long shank hooks. [These might 
be longshank circle hooks equivalent in size to traditional #15 and 
#16 J hooks or they might be longshank gravitation hooks.] 

Small hooks take too many small fish. 
Circle hooks take far too many small fish. They should be banned. J hooks 

are better; they let some fish go. The circle hooks caused the halibut 
failure. Circles take 2:1 over Js. 

Small hooks are too small. Take more big fish than bigger hooks but also 
take 25% undersized. 12/0 hook only gives 3% undersized 
(Shelburne County fisherman). 

10/0 circle hooks will ruin the fishery. 12/0 doesn't take many small 
fish and the sizes that it does take are better for the plants to process. 

The small boats use too small hooks. 16/0 circles are good (captain of 
offshore boat). 

Need a 1 % hook for haddock. 11/0 is OK for cod (Western Bank 
fisherman). 

11/0 circle hook takes 1500 Ib where a 1 % takes 4000 lb. The 10/0 
takes the haddock which the 11/0 misses, though the smaller hook 
may take fewer cod than the bigger one. 

Gear Maintenance: There is more to maintaining the hooks in a set of longline gear than 
simply coiling it away at the end of the season: 

You have to replace the hooks every year. 
The early circle hooks were good. Ones sold now corrode and break. 
"Tin " coating of Mustad hooks falls off in the freezer. Then they rust and 

have to be changed. 
Used to use Milward hooks. They rusted too fast. 

The hook manufacturers go to great lengths to apply durable, shiny plating to the 
surfaces of their hooks. The need for the basic metal of the hook to be strong but not 
brittle (to prevent frequent breakages) and to carry a good edge (for the sharpness of 
the point) is obviously not readily compatible with having a shiny surface that resists 
corrosion in salt water. Each manufacturer, therefore, has one or more patented 
finishes, some of which were evidently unsatisfactory in these interviewees' experience. 

Many fishermen further modify the manufacturers' designs. The only specific comment 
recorded on these practices, however, concerned pelagic long lining: 

You have to sharpen and offset [Le. kirb?] all swordfish hooks. 
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Other Issyes: 

With an auto-baiter, you have to choose a hook size to suit the baiter. 

Switch some hooks between fine and halibut gear each season. Not the best 
for fishing but is cheap and quick. [This is an unusual, if not unique, 
practice.] 

You cannot get hooks out of catfish. They swallow them too far. 

Quantitative Analyses: Data Sources and Methods 
For each recorded fishing pattern, the interview questionnaire asked for the 
manufacturer(s), type(s) and size(s) of hooks used. The first was intended only to help 
interpret the reports of hook types and sizes, the distribution of market share across the 
three major manufacturers being of no immediate interest. Unfortunately, many 
interviewees proved to have too limited a knowledge of their hooks for these data to be 
immediately useful39 . They were often (though not always) vague about which 
manufacturer's products they used and even those who gave confident reports sometimes 
confused them by then reporting one manufacturer's name but another's type or size 
designations. 

The reports of the hook types used were even more confused with some interviewees 
apparently using the term "circle hook" in a generic sense that included any design that 
was not a traditional J hook. Meanwhile, most longline fishermen in the Scotia-Fundy 
Region use the term "Eagleclaw hook" for what is technically a longshank circle hook. 
This caused considerable confusion since II Eagleclaw· is also the brand name for the 
hooks manufactured by Wright & McGill Co., and is a type designation for a particular, 
proprietary design of Limerick-like hook made by that company. Meanwhile, the term 
"Iongshank" can correctly be applied to both a longshank circle hook and also to the 
longshanked sub-variant of the MUstad Gravitation hook, while that manufacturer uses 
the term "Gravitation" for both its Gravitation design and its Gravitation Ring hook; the 
latter being similar in shape to the Milward Oporto Cod hook (see Figure 5.3). With 
such a depth of confusion, verbal reports of hook type seemed to have little value. Given 
the problems with hook size designations outlined above, the same seemed true of verbal 
data on hook sizes. 

With all of these difficulties, it was necessary to supplement the interview data with 
direct examination of specimen hooks that could be identified by comparison with the 
illustrations in the manufacturers' catalogues and which could be measured to determine 
their sizes. Hence the mail survey, described in Section 2, was used to gather those 
specimens. This survey produced a few specimen hooks used in fishing patterns that, for 
one reason or another, had not been included in the interview survey database (e.g. the 
respondent sent hooks used in a second fishing pattern in which he had not been active in 
1990). All such superfluous hooks were examined but no data from them was used in any 
analyses. None of them were of types or sizes not represented in the valid hook data. 

Before the mail survey was undertaken, an attempt had been made to analyze the 
interview data in terms of three broad hook types (J hooks, circle hooks and "modified 

39: This vagueness is nothing new. Indeed, it is a noted problem for the local hook suppliers 
(Keith Colwell, VMC Peche Canada Ltd., pers.comm.). In fairness to the fishermen, however, 
the data would have been far more useful if, before the survey, the interviewer had known 
more of the "lore" of hooks so that he could guide and interpret the interviewees' reports. 
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circle" hooks) and in terms of hook sizes that were arbitrarily deemed to be equivalent 
to sizes 1 % to 16/0 of Mustad Tuna Circle hooks. It is now clear that there were 
serious errors in this analysis but it can still provide a baseline covering all 
interviewees, against which can be evaluated the distribution of hook types used by the 
57% of interviewees who responded to the mail surveyor otherwise provided fully
reliable data on their hooks. 

This comparison showed that the mail survey respondents were reasonably well 
distributed across all sectors of the Scotia-Fundy longline fleet (Table 2.3), a reduced 
rate of hook return in the 45-65 ft class being offset by the greater sampling rate 
originally applied to that class (see Section 2). Fishing patterns for which the 
interviewees' reports had been grouped into each of the three broad hook types 
tentatively seen in the interview data were represented among the respondents as were 
those fishing patterns for which the interview reports had been grouped into each of the 
three possible mixtures of two of the broad types (Table 5.7). Fishing patterns 
previously considered as having involved J hooks were somewhat under-represented, 
however, as were those that involved a mixture of "modified circle" hooks with other 
types. Thus, the mail survey responses offered a reasonable but not ideal sample of the 
hooks used in the Scotia-Fundy longline fisheries. 

The hooks received by mail were duly identified by comparison with the catalogue 
illustrations and with identified specimen hooks from various sources, supplemented by 
the information from the original manufacturer's labels which some respondents sent 
along with their hooks. Unfortunately, even with access to specimen hooks, it proved 
impossible in most cases to identify them as the products of particular manufacturers. 
The various brands of the same generic hook type are often very similar while the 
manufacturers change their designs slightly over time, they sell some designs (or some 
sizes of some designs) not included in the available editions of their catalogues, and their 
catalogue illustrations are not always precisely accurate. Moreover, some of the hooks 
received had been somewhat bent out of shape (having been used in fishing). Thus, the 
identifications were confined to generic hook types and to sizes expressed in the size 
designation scheme of one of the manufacturers which produced that generic type. No 
attempt was made to record whether the hooks were straight or kirbed, nor to examine 
them for more detailed features such as the form of plating applied to them, the wire 
thickness of which they were made and so forth. In view of the uncertainties surrounding 
the inter-calibration of hook sizes across generic hook types, no attempt was made to 
compare size across type. 

The identification data derived from the mail survey specimen hooks were entered onto a 
computer spreadsheet which was used to calculate the number of reports of each hook 
type and size (with equal weight given to each fishing pattern40), an equivalent number 
of licensees in the fishery (weighting the number of fishing patterns by the inverse of 
the sampling fraction) and an equivalent number of hooks used in the fishery. For the 
latter, each respondent's report, for each of his fishing patterns, was weighted by the 
maximum number of hooks that he reported setting in a day (see Section 6), before 
being weighted by the inverse of the relevant sampling fraction. This latter measure is 
neither an index of the fishing effort using each hook type and size (since some 
fishermen set their gear many more times per season than others do), nor is it a count 

40: Where two or more hook types or sizes were used in the same fishing pattern, all 
calculations were based on fractional data, such that the fractional reports summed to unity for 
each fishing pattern (e.g. two hook types used in equal numbers in a fishing pattern would each 
be treated as 0.5 reports). 
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of all of the hooks owned by longline fishermen. Rather, it is approximately a count of all 
of the hooks that, in 1990, were included in what might be termed a "first line" tub of 
gear, and thus excludes spares and gear left ashore for baiting while another set was at 
sea. (See Section 6 for a fuller discussion of the meaning of this measure.) For present 
purposes, it gives an alternative indication of the relative importance of the various 
hook types and sizes, to be considered alongside the estimated numbers of licensees using 
each hook type and size. The sampling fractions used in these weightings (Tables 2.3 and 
5.8) were the number of licences that had contributed data to the spreadsheet in each 
sampling group, divided by the estimated number of active licences in that sampling 
group, based on the proportion of licences treated in the database as being "active" (see 
Section 3). All of these calculations were performed for the data set as a whole and also 
when it was subdivided by boat-size class, by county group (for boats under 45 ft) and 
by primary reported directed species. (These analyses were not extended to the two
species direction codes used elsewhere to avoid adding yet more complexity to an already 
convoluted study.) 

Following the analysis of these mail survey data, a re-examination of the interview data 
showed that the original recorded reports were entirely correct for 90 of the 155 
fishing patterns for which hooks had actually been received through the mail. Most of the 
65 errors were minor (many resulting from the interviewer's erroneous 
interpretations of confused reports, rather than from the reports themselves). With 
this level of reliability and confident knowledge of the normal patterns of hook usage 
based on the mail survey results, a new examination of the interview data on hooks (and 
its comparison with the corresponding directed species, boat size and county group 
information) allowed confident interpretations of hook type and size reports for almost 
all fishing patterns for which no mail-survey data were available. The few licences for 
which the hook reports remained uncertain were discarded for present purposes, leaving 
189 licences and 276 fishing patterns in an expanded hook data set (Table 5.8). (This 
discarding was done licence-wise rather than fishing-pattern-wise to preserve the 
sampling ratio weightings across fishing patterns.) These new interpretations will have 
been a little less reliable than those based on actual mailed-in sample hooks. More 
seriously, the reports that were discarded may have included some that appeared odd 
simply because the fisherman concerned used different hooks than his neighbours. 
Hence, this process of interpretation and discarding may have somewhat reduced the 
apparent variation in hook usage. Nevertheless, in order to better estimate the overall 
pattern of hook usage in the longline fisheries, these interpretations were entered into 
the spreadsheet and all calculations were repeated, their results being presented below 
alongside those based only on the mail survey data, with which they were usually in 
reasonable agreement. 

Quantitative Analyses: Results: Hook Types 
Hook Manyfactyrers: Most interviewees reported using Mustad brand hooks [O.Mustad & 
Son (U.S.A.) Inc., Auburn, N.Y.] and most undoubtedly do so. The predominance of this 
manufacturer in the data set may be exaggerated, however; some interviewees seem to 
have named Mustad simply because that is the best known company41. Certainly, the 
Nova Scotian agents for some other brands dispute the degree of dominance of the leading 
company. Of those interviewees who did not declare that they used Mustad products, some 
were unable to name the manufacturer of their hooks but 17 interviewees did report 
using exclusively or partially Milward hooks [Milward's Fish Hooks, Studley, 
Warwickshire, England], two reported that some or all of their hooks were VMC 

41: In some Third World languages, "Mustad" has become the word for a fish hook, or so the 
company's publicity claims (Anon. n.d.). 
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products [VMC Peche, Morvillars, France] and one that he used Eagleclaw-brand hooks 
[Wright & McGill Co., Denver, Colorado]. These data are sufficient to confirm that the 
products of these four hook manufacturers are all used in the Scotia-Fundy longline 
fisheries and that Mustad dominates the market. However, they cannot support any more 
quantitative conclusions nor can they exclude the possibility that a fifth manufacturer 
also supplies hooks to these fishermen. 

Generic Hook Types: Seven generic hook types were included in the mail-survey 
collection (Table 5.9, Figure 5.3). These were: circle hooks, longshank circle hooks, 
"easybait" hooks, "gravitation" hooks, "Oporto" hooks, Limerick hooks and halibut 
hooks42. Circle hooks of seven different sizes were received from the survey 
respondents, as were three sizes of longshank circles, three of "easybait" hooks, four of 
"gravitation" hooks and one size each of the remaining generic types (Table 5.10). 

The relative importances of the different generic hook types are summarized in Table 
5.11, which shows, for each of the two data sets and each hook type: (1) the number of 
fishing patterns for which that type was reported, (2) that number corrected for the 
reporting of multiple hook types in some fishing patterns (see explanation above), (3) 
that corrected number expanded by the relevant sampling fraction, (4) that expanded 
number re-calculated after multiplying by the numbers of hooks set per day in each 
fishing pattern (see explanations above and in Section 6) and (5) that re-calculated 
number expressed as a percentage43. By each weighting method, circle hooks accounted 
for about half of the reports and there is no doubt that this hook type predominated in the 
Scotia-Fundy groundfish longline fisheries in 1990. Before weighting by the number of 
hooks set per day, circle hooks accounted for 54 to 58% of the total (depending on the 
data set and weighting preferred) whereas once weighted for the amount set they 
accounted for 45-49%. This decline in apparent importance probably resulted from the 
predominance of circle hooks in the halibut fisheries (see below), which fisheries 
commonly see fewer hooks set per boat day (see Section 6). The easybait, gravitation and 
longshank circle hook generic types together accounted for 36-50% of hooks used, 
depending on the weighting preferred. Of these three, the longshank circle type was 
somewhat less common than either of the others by most weightings, while the easybait 
and gravitation types were of about equal importance in the fisheries. The remaining 
three generic hook types were rare (two to four occurrences each in the mail survey 
data set). 

42: "Easybait", "gravitation" and "Oporto" are terms developed for use in this Report from the 
proprietary names of relevant products of some major manufacturers. There are no widely
accepted generic names for these types. 

Two survey respondents mailed in non-groundfish longline hooks, along with specimens of 
the types that had been requested . One of these fishermen sent what is here called a #13 
gravitation hook (a size and type that other fishermen use in longlining) with a note that he used 
such hooks when handlining for pollock. In comparison, McCracken (1954) illustrated a "#11" 
hook used in handlining in the 1950s. It was of gravitation-like form but about the size of a 
6282 halibut hook; that is, two sizes larger than the 6284 halibut hook used by some 
interviewees in 1990. The second respondent sent one of the hooks that he used when pelagic 
longlining for swordfish. It was a Mustad Knife Edge Point Southern hook (Quality Number: 
7691) of size 1010. 

43: Because of the various complex weightings applied in these analyses of hook types and 
sizes, the convention employed elsewhere in this Report, of using italics when presenting 
weighted results. is abandoned here. For all quantitative results concerning hooks, the 
weightings employed are explicitly stated. 
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These relative importances of different generic hook types are tabulated by boat size 
class, by county group (for licensees with boats in the under 35 ft and 35-45 ft 
classes) and by primary directed species in Tables 5.12 to 5.17. (Table 5.12 provides 
the figures in the third column of Table 5.11 subdivided by boat size class. Table 5.13 
does the same for the figures in the fourth column of table 5.11. Tables 5.14 to 5.17 
continue this same treatment with the subdivisions being by county group and directed 
species.) Fishermen with 35-45 ft boats used much the same mix of hook types as was 
seen in the data set as a whole. Those with boats in the under 35 ft class used a similar 
mix, though with some increase in the relative proportions of unusual hook types and a 
small decrease in the relative use of circle hooks. The fishermen with 45-65 ft boats 
used easybait hooks extensively; by some weightings that type was more common than 
circle hooks. In contrast, except for a few records of fine gear fishing with easybait 
hooks, the over 65 ft boats were equipped with circle hooks exclusively. The relative 
prominence of unusual hook types in small-boat fishing and their rarity in the gear on 
large boats might reflect the wider array of specialized fisheries pursued by the smaller 
boats. However, it seems more likely that a proportion of small-boat fishermen choose 
their hooks for a variety of human-related and/or irrational reasons whereas large
boat fishermen are constrained to use the most economically-efficient hook types. 

Many Cape Breton fishermen showed a preference for longshank circle hooks (locally 
known as "eagleclaw" hooks), rather than the "true" circles used elsewhere (Tables 
5.14 and 5.15). In the overall data set, these two generic types together accounted for 
61-62% of hooks set from under 45 ft boats, while in Cape Breton they accounted for 
53-63%. Thus, the Cape Breton fishermen were about as likely to use some form of 
circle or longshank circle hook as other longline fishermen were. Yet, in other parts of 
the Region, 85-89% of these hooks were "true" circle hooks whereas in Cape Breton 
only 38-45% were, the rest being longshank circles. In effect, a substantial proportion 
of Cape Breton longline fishermen used "eagleclaw" hooks when their contemporaries 
elsewhere used "true" circle hooks. Easybait, gravitation and Oporto hooks were also 
relatively common in Cape Breton. This prominence of relatively unusual types of hooks 
probably has a cultural, rather than resource-related, cause. Interacting with the 
greater relative prominence of the under 35 ft class in this area, it probably drove the 
observed decrease in importance of circle hooks in that class relative to the levels seen 
among the larger boats. 

In marked contrast, the Guysborough -and Halifax counties fishermen showed a very 
strong preference for "true" circle hooks (84-87% by number of hooks set) and a 
corresponding reduction in their relative use of all other types, except longshank 
circles. The few survey respondents from these counties who returned hooks of the latter 
type were not concentrated in the Canso area. Thus, there was no evidence of the Cape 
Bretoners' preference for "eagleclaw" hooks extending across Chedabucto Bay. 

The Lunenburg County fishermen who mailed in hook specimens showed a strong 
preference for longshank circle hooks but this was less marked when the re-interpreted 
interview data was added to the data set. It is not clear whether this trend was an artifact 
of sampling, an adaptation to local fishing conditions or a consequence of social factors. If 
the latter, it may be because the Lunenburg County longline fishermen were a small 
group, somewhat geographically isolated from other long line fishermen, hence less 
likely to be exposed to cumulative evidence of the efficiency of circle hooks and so less 
likely to accept their negative aspects. 

The Queens and Shelburne counties fishermen had a relatively high reliance on easybait 
and gravitation hooks, with only 38-42% of hooks set being circle hooks. Part of this 
was a side effect of autobaiting for which these hook types were preferred (see below); 
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six of the seven autobaited fishing patterns for which corresponding hooks were mailed 
in were carried out aboard South Shore under 45 ft boats. No longshank circle hooks 
were received from Queens or Shelburne counties fishermen in response to the mail 
survey, though a few were reported from that area during the interviews. 

Too few reports were received from fishermen based between the Yarmouth County line 
and the US border for reliable conclusions to be drawn on hook type usage in that specific 
area. Such reports as there were suggested that the incidence of gravitation hooks was 
very high whereas circle hooks were relatively uncommon and longshank circles were 
not used at all. 

I n directed fishing, halibut were caught almost exclusively on circle hooks (89-91 % of 
hooks set: Tables 5.16 and 5.17). Amongst the respondents to the mail survey, these 
hooks also predominated in primarily-hake (61 %) and primarily-haddock (47%) 
directed fishing but the re-interpreted interview data increased the relative prominence 
of easybait and gravitation hooks, reducing the proportions of circle hooks to 38% in 
each case. The latter figure is probably more realistic, the mail survey data being 
subject to self-selection of the fishermen who chose to respond while there was little 
chance of an interview report of an easybait or gravitation hook being a mistake for the 
real use of a circle hook. The cod-directed fisheries used the most even distribution of 
hook types, with only 37% of hooks set being circles. 

Halibut hooks were used to catch their nominate species and, as an adjunct to circle 
hooks, by one respondent in a primarily-hake directed, mixed-species fishing pattern. 
(The fisherman concerned may expect to catch occasional halibut on these hooks, amidst 
hake, cusk and other species caught on the circle hooks.) The other generic hook types 
were used in approximately equivalent proportions in all kinds of gadoid fishing. 

Hook Types for Aytobajters: The mix of hook types used in autobaited fishing was quite 
different from that seen in the overall data set, with only gravitation and easybait hooks 
being either mailed in or reported during the interviews. Of the nine auto-baited fishing 
patterns for which reliable hook data were available (all of which involved the use of 
random baiters), five involved gravitation hooks, two involved easybaits and two 
involved both. From the interviewees comments cited above, there is no doubt that these 
hook types were chosen because only they are compatible with the autobaiters. The sole 
report of large-boat fishing with a precision auto-baiter was accompanied by a report of 
easybait hooks but no hook size was reported for this fishing pattern and hence it is 
excluded from the tables. 

Mixtures of Hook Types: 23 of the fishing patterns for which data were available 
(including those where the data were from re-interpretations of interview reports) 
involved more than one generic hook type within a single set of gear (two of which 
involved three hook types, the rest only two). In 13 of these cases, one of the types used 
was the gravitation hook, which was combined with easybait hooks (six reports, two of 
them in autobaited fishing patterns), circle hooks (five reports), longshank circle 
hooks (three reports) and Oporto hooks (one report). The remaining examples of the 
practice involved circle hooks mixed with longshank circle hooks (three reports), with 
Limerick hook~ and with Oporto hooks (one report each) and lastly longshank circle 
hooks mixed with easybait hooks (five reports). The triple mixtures were respectively 
of circle, longshank and gravitation hooks and of circle, Oporto and gravitation hooks. 

From the interviewees' explanations, it appeared that this mixing of hook types was most 
often to be done because an older member of the crew (such as the captain's father) 
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refused to bait circle or sometimes "semi-circle" hooks or because hired baiters 
charged too much to bait such hooks. Thus, the younger or more committed fishermen 
would bait the more efficient hooks while having some less efficient ones for other 
people to bait. Other interviewees were part way through a change to a new hook type and 
were still running some old gear while already having other tubs rigged with the new 
type. In each of these cases, although there was more than one hook type in the complete 
set of gear, there was only one type per tub. 

Three interviewees reported more complex strategies: 

Alternate 16/0 circle and #14 straight hooks along the line so that the 
circles take halibut and the straights take cod. 

Put perhaps one line with big hooks, for halibut, amidst the cod trawl. 

Mix a line of straight hooks with a line of circles. That is the 
Newfoundland way. 

Each of these can be regarded as strategies for mixed-species fishing. The apparent 
mixture of hooks was, in these cases, more a failure of the arrangement of fishing 
patterns adopted for this study than it was a feature of the fishermen's operations. 

Hook Types in Multiple Fishing Patterns: Of the 77 licences for which hook data were 
available on two or more hand-baited fishing patterns (whether from mailed-in hooks 
or re-interpretation of the interview data), 38 used the same hook types in each fishing 
pattern. (34 of the corresponding licensees used circle hooks exclusively, two used 
gravitations, one used longshank circles and one used a mix of circle and gravitation 
hooks in each of his fishing patterns.) Thus, there was some tendency for fishermen to 
retain the same hook types across all of their kinds of fishing. 

Of the remaining 39 licences, 28 saw circle hooks used for "big gear" fishing (for 
halibut or large cod) while some other type was used in "fine gear" fishing (for haddock, 
hake or small cod). 15 of these licensees used easybaits on the fine gear, seven used 
gravitations, three used longshank circles, one used Limericks and the final two used a 
mixture of easybaits and gravitations. Two further interviewees used longshank circle 
hooks on their big gear and either easybait or Limerick hooks on their fine gear, while 
five others had circle hooks on their big gear and a mix of circles and other types on 
their fine gear. Each of these practices clearly relates to the reluctance some fishermen 
have for baiting small circle hooks. 

For the remaining four licences the interviews recorded the use of, respectively, 
gravitation hooks on big gear with a mix of circles and Limericks on their fine gear; 
Limerick hooks for haddock but gravitation hooks for hake; and longshank circle hooks on 
big gear but "true" circle hooks on fine gear (two reports). This last may be an error of 
the interviewer's recording. 

The sole interviewee to report two autobaited fishing patterns reported using gravitation 
hooks in each of them. 

Discussion of Hook Types: Although some patterns can be seen in the selection of hook 
types by different groups of fishermen, there is no lack of exceptions, at least some of 
which probably stem from the idiosyncratic preferences of individuals. Those certainly 
seem to be the only explanations for the occasional choice of the rare Oporto, Limerick 
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and halibut hook types. Group behaviours may account for the preference for longshank 
circle hooks over "true" circles in Cape Breton and in Lunenburg County, as well as for 
their relative scarcity in western areas and the reverse preference on the Eastern 
Shore. 

The major observation from these data, however, is the predominance of circle hooks in 
the longline fisheries in 1990; a predominance that has resulted from their rapid 
adoption during the later 1980s. This has undoubtedly resulted because circle hooks are 
perceived to give better catch rates; a perception that has some scientific support (Anon. 
1985). The catch rate differential seems to be especially marked in halibut fishing 
while the principal objection to circle hooks, that they are hard to bait, does not apply to 
their larger sizes. Thus, this hook type has become especially prominent for halibut. It 
is also more prominent in large-boat fishing, perhaps partly because boats of that size 
tend to be used in deepwater halibuting and in the specialized fishery for large Grand 
Banks cod (see Section 4) but probably also because the costs of running large boats 
demand that fishermen use the most efficient, rather than the most convenient, gear. 

Those fishermen who do not use circle hooks predominantly opt for either a "semi
circle" (i.e. an easybait or longshank circle hook) which can be regarded as a 
compromise of the virtues and disadvantages of a "true" circle hook, or else for the 
traditional J hook, in the form of a gravitation. Indeed, the continued use of J hooks 
(gravitation, Limerick and halibut hooks) in 17-22% of fishing patterns (after 
weighting for sampling) and as 17-20% of hooks set is noteworthy. It is likely that 
many of these fishing patterns involved relatively limited fishing effort, even for the 
small-boat fisheries in which these hooks were used. Thus, the proportion of the 
longline catch taken on J hooks in 1990 may have been very much less than 20%. 
Nevertheless, the J hook was still being actively used in the Scotia-Fundy longline 
fisheries in that year. 

The virtues of circle hooks in halibuting have been clear for a number of years, hake 
fishing is a specialized activity and haddocking is dominated by relatively-large boats 
that fish the offshore banks. Thus, if as suggested above small-scale longlining by 
fishermen with little commitment to this fishing technique leads to a relatively greater 
variety of hook types than is seen in large-boat longlining (fishermen with small boats 
being less constrained to optimize their catch rates or perhaps being less-well informed 
than those who work large boats). a wider variation in hook types would be expected in 
cod-directed fishing. That was indeed observed. 

It was also notable that many potentially-available types of hooks were not used in the 
Scotia-Fundy longline fisheries. There were, for example, none of the Harwich, Sea 
Kirby or Norway types that used to be common in the Norwegian groundfish longline 
fisheries, nor any of the wide gap or O'Shaunessy hooks that the fishermen of that nation 
adopted in the 1980s. This transatlantic difference is probably due only to government 
gear technologists in the two countries selecting different new hook designs to test. In 
time, it seems likely that the fisheries for cod and haddock (the species that are common 
to both Canada and Norway) will come to use the same hook types on both sides of the 
ocean. 

Before the adoption of circle hooks and their "semi-circle" derivatives, gravitation-like 
and Limerick-like hooks seem to have been the norm in what is now the Scotia-Fundy 
Region, to judge by McCracken's (1954) illustrations. Quebec fishermen, in contrast, 
preferred hooks for cod which, in Marcotte's (1966) figures, seem to be of Kirby or 
O'Shaunessy forms. For halibut, they used a "flatted" (eye-less) hook rather similar to 
the modern halibut hook. 
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Quantitative Analyses: Results: Hook Sizes 
Only one size of each of the three rare generic hook types was reported, the 6/0 
Limerick and #7 Oporto each being rather small, while the 6284 halibut hook is large 
(Figure 5.3). The numbers of records from the mail survey of each size of the other 
types are given in Tables 5.18 to 5.21. (These Tables contain equivalent information to 
the first four columns of Table 5.11 but subdivided by generic hook type and by hook 
size.) Tables 5.22 to 5.45 provide the numbers of fishing patterns (after weighting for 
sampling) and the numbers of hooks set for each of the four principal generic hook 
types, broken down by boat size class, by county group (using data for the under 35 ft 
and 35-45 ft classes only) and by primary directed species. They are arranged as Tables 
5.12 to 5.17. Examples of each of these types and sizes of hooks are illustrated, full
size, in Figures 5.4 to 5.7. 

Circle Hooks: Amongst circle hooks (Figure 5.4), the fishermen used every size 
available to them (1 % to 16/0, by the Mustad size designation scheme for these 
hooks). They tended to use even-numbered sizes (10/0, 12/0 14/0 and 16/0) and 
13/0 hooks were particularly avoided (Table 5.18). There was probably no very 
rational reason for this practice, though it does suggest that the various sizes were so 
similar that there was little practical advantage in choosing, say, a 13/0 over a 12/0 or 
a 14/0. 10/0 hooks were by far the most common when compared by numbers of hooks 
set. If the data are summed to smooth the preference for even-numbered sizes, then the 
larger sizes were used in approximately equal numbers (Mail survey data: 11/0 & 
12/0: 869; 13/0 & 14/0: 734; 15/0 & 16/0: 867; Re-interpreted interview data: 
11/0 & 12/0: 1015;13/0 & 14/0: 705; 15/0 & 16/0: 818). When these same data 
are compared after weighting for sampling but not calibrating by hooks set, however, 
there was a trend towards bigger hooks being more frequent. That is, larger circle hooks 
were used in more fishing patterns than smaller ones were but fewer hooks were set per 
boat per day when fishing with large hooks, such that the smaller sizes dominated in 
numbers set. This negative link between hook size and numbers of hooks set is expected 
in the longline fisheries (see Section 6). 

There was a weak trend for larger circle hooks to be set from larger boats, though some 
16/0 hooks were used aboard under 35 fters and some 1 % hooks were set from boats 
in the 45-65 ft class (Tables 5.22 and 5.23). Thus, the median circle hook size for the 
under 35 ft class varied from 11/0 to 14/0, depending on the chosen weighting and data 
set whereas that for the over 65 ft class was always 16/0. The medians for the other two 
classes never lay outside those for the smallest and largest boats but, depending on the 
preferred comparison, they could match or exceed the median hook size used on the under 
35 fters. This weak trend was probably driven by the need for large boats to achieve 
high per-hook catch rates, which often required them to target on large fish such as 
deepwater halibut or Grand Banks cod. 

Shelburne County and Queens County longline fishermen (as an aggregate group, which 
in reality they are not) used circle hooks of all sizes, with many fishermen using large 
hooks, though the greater number of hooks set per boat-day by those using fine gear 
ensured that approximately equal numbers of both large and small hooks were used 
(Tables 5.24 and 5.25). While they also used all sizes, the Eastern Shore fishermen 
showed a strong preference for small circle hooks, particularly 1 % hooks, though 
they also used some larger ones. In Cape Breton, very small circle hooks were little 
used, only 12/0 and 16/0 hooks being common. Circle hooks of any size were rather 
unusual in the other parts of the Scotia-Fundy Region but such reports as there were 
mostly concerned large sizes. The general dislike of circle hooks by Cape Breton 
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fishermen has been noted above. It is not surpnzmg that it should be particularly 
marked for the smaller hook sizes, with circles being employed largely for halibut. The 
frequent use of 1 % circle hooks by Eastern Shore fishermen probably related to the 
specialized haddock fishery on Western and Emerald banks (see Section 7). In 1990, the 
Shelburne County longline fishermen enjoyed ready access to a wide range of resources, 
from the winter haddock of The Inside Gully to the rather-large cod of Georges Bank and 
the deepwater halibut of the Continental Slope. They seem to have used an equally wide 
range of hook sizes. 

As would be expected, mostly large (14/0 to 16/0) circle hooks were used when fishing 
for halibut and mostly small ones (1 % to 1210) were used when fishing for haddock 
or hake (Tables 5.26 and 5.27). All sizes were used in cod-directed fishing. Amongst the 
fine-gear fisheries, haddocking most often involved 1 % hooks, whereas hake fishing 
more often involved 11/0 or 12/0 hooks. Some deviations from these general patterns 
are evident in the Tables but they probably result from errors and distortions in the 
recording of targeting practices, particularly in their reduction here to a single 
nominally "primary directed" species. The report of 15/0 hooks in "haddocking", for 
example, stemmed from one small-boat fisherman who used two sizes of circle hooks and 
one of easybaits in a mixed fishery for haddock, cod and other species. It is unlikely that 
he expected to catch many haddock on the 15/0 hooks. Most fishermen certainly seemed 
to select a particular size of circle hooks to suit the species and sizes of fish that they 
expected to catch. 

Longshank Circle Hooks: Longshank circle hooks (Figure 5.5) were most commonly 
reported at size #5, by the Milward scheme, with some #4 and #6 hooks also being 
used, which sizes are roughly equivalent to 10/0 to 12/0 Mustad Circle hooks (Table 
5.19). Thus, longshank circle hooks were only used in the smaller sizes, which would be 
expected if they are chosen as being easier to bait than the small circle hooks are. 

Longshank circle hooks were only used in the under 35 ft and 35-45 ft classes (Tables 
5.28 and 5.29). In the larger of these classes, they were primarily used in the smallest 
sizes while #4 hooks were reasonably common in the under 35 ft class. This may be 
another example of hook choice being more tightly constrained by economic factors in 
larger boats. 

The Eastern Shore fishermen and those from Queens and Shelburne counties made little 
use of longshank circle hooks other than in the smallest sizes (Tables 5.30 and 5.31). 
Those in Cape Breton and in Lunenburg County, the two areas where these hooks were 
relatively popular, used all three sizes. If, as suggested above, this hook type is 
preferred for ease of baiting in the smallest sizes but is favoured in cape Breton and 
Lunenburg County largely because of human group behaviour patterns, then this pattern 
of usage of the various hook sizes would be expected. 

Longshank circle hooks were only used in primarily-haddock fishing in size #6, while 
both #5 and #6 hooks were used for hake (Tables 5.32 and 5.33). All three sizes were 
used for cod while #4 and #5 hooks were used for halibut. These are similar trends to 
those noted above for circle hooks. 

Easybait Hooks: As with longshank circle hooks, easybaits were used in medium to small 
sizes; viz. 11/0 and 12/0 with a few 13/0, by the Mustad size designation scheme 
(Table 5.20, Figure 5.6) which is roughly comparable to the same manufacturer's 
scheme for its circle hooks. There was little evidence for larger hooks being set from 
larger boats (Tables 5.34 and 5.35), however, perhaps because the small-boat 
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fisherman's preference for small easybait hooks, resulting from a reluctance to bait 
small circle hooks, is matched by the need for small easybaits in auto-baited longlining 
from larger boats. 11/0 easybaits were mostly used on the South Shore (only a few of 
them in autobaited fishing) and to a lesser extent by Guysborough and Halifax county 
fishermen (Tables 5.36 and 5.37). Both areas have notable haddock fisheries. In 
contrast, 13/0 easybaits were mainly used in Cape Breton, where resistance to baiting 
circle hooks even at relatively large sizes seemed to be strongest. As expected, 11/0 and 
12/0 easybait hooks were used in haddock and hake fishing, while all three sizes were 
used in cod fishing (Tables 5.38 and 5.39). There was only a single, anomalous report of 
this hook type being used in primarily-halibut directed fishing. 

Gravitation Hooks: Gravitation hooks were also used only in medium and small sizes. 
They were most often reported at size #16 by the VMC scheme (equivalent to the 
traditional Nova Scotian #16 cod hook of the era before circle hooks were introduced: 
McCracken 1954, 1963) but were also reported at slightly larger sizes (Table 5.21, 
Figure 5.7). 

Gravitation hooks were almost exclusively used aboard boats in the under 35 ft and 35-
45 ft classes, perhaps again reflecting the lesser economic constraints on, and greater 
conservatism of, small-boat fishermen (Tables 5.40 and 5.41). Indeed, #14 and #13 
gravitations were only set from under 35 ft boats. There was little evidence for spatial 
variations in the sizes of these hooks used, though the Halifax and Guysborough counties 
reports showed a more even spread of hook sizes than was seen further to the westward 
(Tables 5.42 and 5.43) . As expected, #16 gravitation hooks were by far the most 
common size used in haddock fishing, while #15 and #16 hooks were about equally 
common in cod fishing (Tables 5.44 and 5.45). The apparent use of #14 and #15 hooks 
in haddocking and of #16 in halibuting probably result from faults in the recording of 
the direction of these fishing patterns. 

Intercalibration of Hook Sizes among Generic Hook Types: The difficulty of comparing 
hook sizes across hook types has been noted above. While it is not known which hook 
measurements (such as the gap) control size selection, species selection or catch rate, 
nor even whether the same measurement is relevant for different hook types, it is 
possible to judge which sizes are considered by the fishermen to be functionally 
equivalent, by seeing which sizes were chosen for the same kinds of fishing by different 
fishermen. Such an inter-calibration also requires some attention to the physical sizes 
of the hooks concerned, of course (Table 5.46). 

The #6 and #5 longshank circle hooks were used in much the same ways as were, 
respectively 10/0 and 11/0 circle hooks, with the smallest size of each generic type 
being the most frequent choice for haddock fishing while the slightly larger hook was 
often preferred for cod and hake (Tables 5.26 and 5.32). By extension, #4 longshank 
circles could be considered equivalent to 12/0 circle hooks. Gravitation hooks can 
perhaps be inter-calibrated in much the same way since the #16 was the predominant 
haddock hook, while it and the #15 were about equally popular in cod fishing (Table 
5.44). Easybait hook sizes cannot be so easily related to those of circle hooks, since both 
11/0 and 12/0 easybaits were used extensively for haddock while those of 12/0 size 
were also used for cod and each size from 11/0 to 13/0 was used for hake (Table 5.38). 
Perhaps an 11/0 easybait is most comparable to a 1 % circle hook, while a 13/0 
easybait matches a 12/0 circle. 

The 6/0 Limerick hook was principally used in haddock fishing, with rather few being 
used for cod (Table 5.16). It may be considered equivalent to a 10/0 circle hook, though 
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in its gap measurement it is closer to a 1210. The Milward #7 Oporto cod hook (or its 
Mustad #15 Gravitation Ring equivalent) was predominantly a cod hook, little used for 
halibut (Table 5.16). Although its Milward size designation correctly indicates that it 
is, physically, a small hook, its Mustad designation may give a better indication of its 
functional size as equivalent to a #15 gravitation hook or an 11/0 circle hook. The 
6284 halibut hook was used for both halibut and cod (Table 5.16), with relative 
frequencies lying between those seen with 14/0 and 16/0 circle hooks, suggesting that 
the 6284 is functionally equivalent to a 15/0 circle, a comparison that is in close 
accord with the physical dimensions of these hooks. 

In the expanded data set, including the re-interpreted interview data, there were 23 
fishing patterns for which the interviewees reported using two or more generic hook 
types. When the sizes of these various hooks were compared (Table 5.47), about half of 
them showed that the fishermen had chosen sizes of hooks of the different types that were 
equivalent, according to the inter-calibrations in Table 5.46. The deviations comprised 
two cases of easybait and circle hooks of the same nominal sizes being combined, six 
cases of gravitation hooks being combined with circle hooks one or two sizes larger than 
Table 5.46 would suggest, two of longshank circles being paired with a size of circle or 
easybait hooks other than those that the Table would suggest, one of 1210 easybaits being 
combined with 14/0, 15/0 and 16/0 circle hooks and one of 1210 easybaits being 
combined with both 11/0 and 15/0 circle hooks. These last two cases were probably a 
deliberate attempts to mix fine and large hooks in the same set of gear. In general, 
however, these 23 combinations suggest that the interviewees' perceptions of the 
appropriate inter-calibration of the various generic hook types were closely similar, 
though not always identical, to those in Table 5.46. 

In Table 5.46, it is evident that in 1990 the Scotia-Fundy longline fisheries used circle 
hooks of a wide range of sizes but that, with one exception, the alternative generic types 
were only used in the smaller sizes. Circle hooks have, evidently, come to dominate the 
large-hook longline fisheries, their only rival being the 6284 halibut hook. 

Variations in Hook Sizes within Fishing Patterns: While the great majority of 
interviewees reported employing one size of each generic hook type that they used per 
fishing pattern, for 29 fishing patterns two, and for three patterns three, sizes of the 
same type were reported. In most cases, these were adjacent sizes (e.g. 1 % and 11/0) 
or at least adjacent even-numbered sizes (e.g. 14/0 and 16/0). Such variations may 
have arisen simply through a certain casualness concerning the choice of hook sizes. In 
contrast, the one mail survey respondent noted above set 11/0 and 15/0 circle hooks, 
together with 11/0 easybaits, for a fishing pattern directed towards "haddock plus cod-, 
which he pursued aboard an under 35 ft boat based in Shelburne County. This was 
probably a deliberate strategy for catching halibut on the large hooks while taking 
mostly haddock and cod on the small ones44. 

Discussion on Hook Size: Longline hooks were, therefore, used over a wide range of sizes 
which seemed to be chosen with respect to the species, and perhaps the sizes, of fish to 
be caught. Thus, large hooks were used for halibut, small ones for hake and, especially, 

44: Wallace (1955) recorded that the gear aboard some Nova Scotian halibut schooners in the 
early part of this century had alternating heavy and light gang ions, each with appropriate 
hooks, the former being for halibut and the latter for cod. In a similar manner, some fishermen 
in northeast England used -great lines' with a mixture of haddock hooks and large 'over hooks', 
the latter being for cod. The 'over hooks' were every fifth or tenth hook. There were cork 
floats on their snoods but not on the snoods of the haddock hooks (Davis 1958). 
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haddock, and all sizes for cod, which species was available in various size ranges on 
different grounds. Circle hooks were used in all sizes of interest in these fisheries but, 
with the exception of the halibut hook, the other generic types were only used in the 
smaller sizes. The distribution of the sizes of the different types across county groups 
and boat size classes seemed to be driven by the different target species and sizes 
pursued. 

Interestingly, several interviewees accused the generality of other longline fishermen of 
pursuing "ping-pong" haddock with tiny hooks, of sizes such as "8/0". Nobody admitted 
to themselves using a hook so small as to be equivalent to a Mustad circle hook of that 
size and indeed none of the hook designs known to be used in the longline fisheries are 
sold in such a size. While there may have been some fishermen who claimed to use larger 
hooks than they really did, it seems more likely that extremely small hooks are not used 
in the Scotia-Fundy longline fisheries. The complex size designation schemes employed 
by the hook manufacturers do, however, provide plenty of material for 
misunderstandings, especially when some fishermen are predisposed to think the worst 
of others. 

Comparative information on the sizes of hooks used in other fisheries is scanty. Various 
Norwegian authors have treated the #9, #8, #7 and #6 Mustad Norway hooks (Quality 
Number 7269) as being the norm in one or other sector of their longline fisheries 
(Karlsen 1976; Huse and Karlsen 1977; Johannessen 1983; L0kkeborg et al. 1989). 
This particular hook design is no longer featured in the Mustad catalogue but 
Johannessen (1983) has provided full-scale illustrations of some sizes of it. Judging 
from these, it was rather similar to the Limerick hook used in the Scotia-Fundy Region 
but was eyed, rather than ringed, and had a more evenly-curved bend. The #7 Mustad 
Norway hook was of similar size to the 6/0 Limerick. Other hooks employed by 
Norwegian investigators, who may have followed commercial practices in their choices, 
have included #7 and #8 Harwich and #6 Sea Kirby hooks (Huse and Karlsen 1977; 
Bjordal 1985, 1987). Only the latter appears in the current Mustad catalogue. It is 
comparable in size to, and not very different in shape from, the 6/0 Limerick hook. 

Meanwhile, a recent hook selectivity study in southern Newfoundland used "#16" hooks 
as being typical of those used by Ramea fishermen and "6/0" hooks as being the 
preferred kind in Harbour Breton (Yetman et al. 1991). The former were presumably 
equivalent to what are here called #16 gravitation hooks while the latter were probably 
6/0 Limerick hooks. 

By way of historical comparison, the hooks that were preferred for fine-gear cod and 
haddock fishing out of Lockeport in the 1950s were essentially identical in size and 
shape to the modern 6/0 Limerick hooks, though McCracken (1954, 1963) knew them 
as ·#17" hooks. His "#14" hooks, used on "far away" gear for summer fishing, were 
essentially #14 shortshank gravitation hooks, while his "#11" hooks, used in what 
would here be called "halibut plus cod" fishing, were gravitation-like in form but of 
similar size to a 6282 halibut hook (Le. two sizes larger than the 6284 halibut hooks 
used by some interviewees in 1990 and equivalent to a 17/0 Mustad circle hook, were 
such a thing made). Earlier still, Wallace (1955) recorded "Mustad 6283" hooks used 
in halibut fishing aboard a Nova Scotian schooner before 1914. These were presumably 
similar (if not identical) to the modern hook bearing the same designation, which is one 
size larger than the Mustad 6284 halibut hook used in 1990 in the Scotia-Fundy 
fisheries. 

Goode (1887) recorded "No. 14 cod-hooks (center-draught eyed)" in the U.S. banks 
dory fisheries of the 1880s and #15 or #16 hooks in the contemporary haddock 
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fisheries but the actual sizes of these hooks are unknown. Similarly, McKenzie (1946b) 
wrote of the inshore fishermen of southwestern Nova Scotia using #16 hooks for cod and 
haddock and either "Leckie's #6284" or "James #15" for halibut in the 1930s but he 
provided no information on what size such hooks actually were. Templeman and Fleming 
(1956) used "#17 Mustad" and "6/0 Pfleuger" hooks in experimental longlining off 
Newfoundland but likewise gave no information on their actual sizes. Finally, Myhre 
(1969) noted that the usual hook in the northeast Pacific halibut fishery (before the 
introduction of circle hooks) was the 6283 halibut hook, presumably the same one as 
Wallace (1955) noted some decades before. 

Thus, the limited available information suggest that the hook sizes currently used by 
Scotia-Fundy groundfish longline fishermen targeting on small gadoids are essentially 
the same as have been used in this Region, in Newfoundland and in Norway for the last 
few decades. The hook sizes used in halibut and large-cod fishing may be slightly smaller 
than those used in this Region 40 years ago and off the west coast 20 years ago, though 
any size difference is of little consequence when compared to the change in hook type 
from a J hook to a circle that has been seen in these fisheries. 

Gangions and Gangion Attachments 

Once a fish has taken the hook, longlining relies on the gangion (or snood) to hold the 
catch. Indeed, the gangion has other functions too, in as much as the tension that the 
gangion exerts on the hook's eye, in reaction to the fish's movements, pulls the hook's 
point into the fish's jaw. The forces exerted through the gangion by a hooked fish also 
cause neighbouring baited hooks to move, apparently increasing their attractiveness to 
other fish (see above under "Baits and Baiting"). Moreover, the characteristics of the 
gangion or of various fittings added to it may have marked effects on catch rates through 
the ways that they present the baited hook to the fish. Thus, positively buoyant gangions 
or gangions with floats will help to lift the baits off the bottom, while monofilament 
nylon gangions may be less visible to the fish than multifilament ones are, and hence 
may result in higher catch rates. Finally, the stiffness and length of the gangions will 
influence the ease and effectiveness of baiting, particularly with random autobaiters, 
and also the way that the gear is deployed when it is set. Longline fishermen must select 
and arrange their gangions so as to optimize the consequences of all of these factors. 

A number of studies of longlining technology have examined the gangions, though with 
little overall result. The first essential is clearly that the line be strong enough to resist 
the pull of a struggling fish and, in most situations, to take the weight of the fish as it is 
lifted from the water. With modern materials, this no longer seems to be a significant 
problem so long as the gangion does not become tangled. That, however, cannot be 
assured. Indeed, after a fish has been hooked, many species will twist and rotate in an 
attempt to get free (Bjordal 1988), halibut being a partial exception: 

Halibut don't wind up the snood. Everything else does. 
Halibut wrap around each other if the gang ions are rigged too close 

together. 

This rotation twists the gangion itself, possibly kinking and weakening it to the point 
that it "parts off". Alternatively, the twisted line may become stiffer and more resistant 
to further twisting, thus allowing the fish to lever the hook out of its jaw (cf. Bjordal 
1987). Longer gangions are able to accept more twists before these problems develop 
while swivels can be incorporated between the gangion and the groundline to minimize 
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this twisting (Huse and Karlsen 1977; Bjordal 1981, 1985, 1987, 1988). Two kinds 
of swivels have been tried, one that allows rotation around the axis of the gangion and the 
other around both that and the axis of the groundline. The former, or "one axis" swivel, 
may prevent twisting of the gangion but cannot stop it from becoming wrapped around 
the groundline, which wrapping may indeed immobilize the swivel and hence allow 
twisting. "Two axis" swivels are, therefore, preferred and have been claimed to give a 
15% increase in catch rates of cod, haddock and cusk (Bjordal 1987, 1988). 

The Norwegian longline fisheries frequently use off-bottom gear, designed to catch fish 
swimming a few fathoms above the seabed, an arrangement that is sometimes known as 
"Lofoten gear" (Karlsen 1976; Huse and Karlsen 1977; Johannessen 1983; L0kkeborg 
1990). For this sort of gear, monofilament gangions with floats attached near the hooks 
have been shown to give improved catch rates, when compared to more traditional gear, 
though there has been some debate as to whether this improvement results from the 
monofilament itself or the swivels, with which monofilament gang ions are necessarily 
fitted (Karlsen 1976; Huse and Karlsen 1977; Bjordal 1981, 1985, 1987). It is 
possible that the reduced underwater visibility of a monol'ilament gangion counteracts 
the attractiveness of the bait less than an opaque multifilament line would. 
Alternatively, multifilament gang ions may hold the odours of old, rotten bait to a greater 
extent than monofilament ones do and so may be chemically repulsive to some fish 
(Bjordal 1985). In any event, monofilament gang ions with swivels can give 30% more 
catch in off-bottom long lining than non-swivel, multifilament gangions do (Karlsen 
1976). There is no evidence that they give as great an improvement with on-bottom 
gear, which is the principal kind used in the Scotia-Fundy Region. Indeed, no attempt has 
been made to study scientifically the optimal form of the gang ions for the conditions 
found in this Region. 

Technologists have given little attention to the length of the gangions. The early 
experimenters with circle hooks followed the Polynesian idea that they should be used 
with long gangions so that the fish would swim away and slowly build up tension in the 
line, aiding the hook's rotation (e.g. Forster 1973). This practice does not seem to have 
been followed in the Scotia-Fundy Region fisheries; certainly, many fishermen used 
circle hooks with short gangions in 1990. Otherwise, Karlsen (1976) suggested that 
shortening the gangions from 40 to 15 cm (16" to 6") reduced the catch rate by about 
20%, largely because more of the shorter gangions were twisted and broken, while Huse 
and Karlsen (1977) found higher catch rates in off-bottom longlining with 90 cm 
(35") monofilament gangions than with 50 cm (20") ones. The relevance of these 
results to the Scotia-Fundy fisheries must remain unsure, however, pending 
experiments in local waters with local gear. 

In what follows, the interviewees' comments on all matters related to gangions are 
presented and are followed by an account of the ways in which gangions are attached to 
the hooks and the groundline (including the use of gangion swivels) in the Scotia-Fundy 
fisheries. The nature and thickness of the gangion materials used and the lengths of the 
gangions are then examined. The distances apart that the gangions were rigged along the 
groundlines are considered later. 

Fishermen's Comments on Ganglons 
Most of the interviewees' comments relating to gangions concerned the supposed 
advantages or disadvantages of the various materials from which they could be made. The 
materials available to the fishermen are described at more length below but, in brief, 
they usually comprised either three-strand spun nylon or various kinds of braided 
nylon. The latter were distinguished by the manufacturers' trade names; principally 
"Brownell", a soft-laid and usually dark-coloured line, and "Ashaway Tunaline", a 
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light-blue, hard-laid line that could have a monofilament nylon core. An alternative 
chosen by some interviewees was the braided line made for mending dragger nets, which 
was often orange in colour and probably composed of buoyant polypropylene. The 
interviewees were concerned with the stiffness, strength and general resilience of these 
materials: 

Stiff gangions are better. The tide [in the Bay of Fundy] doesn't wrap them 
around the groundline so much. 

Pure nylon gangions fish well but they are not stiff enough. That makes 
them hard to work with. At least they are cheap. 

Tunalihe gangions are stiff and don't ball up in the water but they are stiff 
in the tub. 

Spun gangions fish better than braided but fish unlay them. 
Fish unlay spun gangions. 
Spunline gang ions part off when twisted. 
A spun gangion would part if you used it with circle hooks because those 

hooks won't release a fish the way J hooks will. 

Braided gangions are strong. 

Tunaline parts if kinked. 
Tunaline wears out in a few trips. 
Tunaline doesn't last. Prefer Brownell braided gangions. 
Tunaline turns white with use. The new monofilament-cored Tunaline is a 

different thickness for the same test strength than the older kind. 
Changing from Tunaline gangions to braided nylon ones for 1991. 

Small orange, braided poly is too weak for gang ions. 
Orange mending twine is strong, doesn't snarl and doesn't snap if kinked, 

so it is good for gangions. 

Monofilament gangions were almost never used in these fisheries. This avoidance was 
matched by a lack of attention to reducing the visibility of the gangions, which concern 
was not mentioned by any interviewee. One of them did dismiss the significance of 
gangion colour: 

The colour of the twine makes no difference to the catches. 

In deep water, indeed, it is unlikely that colour or even opacity has much effect (cf. 
Wardle 1983, 1986). 

The thickness of the gangions was another topic of some interest. Clearly, they must be 
strong enough to hold the fish, yet they cannot be too thick: 

Smaller gangions fish better, so long as they are strong enough. New 
materials give the strength at small sizes. 

Thickness of the gangion depends on hook size. 
With fine gear, you have to use thin snoods or the loop jams in the eye of 

the hook. Part off more hooks that way but you have no choice. [Hence 
materials with high strength/diameter properties are preferred for 
gangions, so long as they are not too expensive.] 
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The interviewees made several comments on matters related to gangion length: 

Long gangions tangle. 
A longer gangion means that there is less chance that it will all be 

wrapped around the groundline. 
Used to use fathom gang ions on cod gear. Now 4 ft long ones. 
Used to use a long snood for halibut so that the fish stayed in the water 

until you could get hold of it. Trouble was, the long snoods ' wrapped 
around the groundline so any advantage of the extra length was lost. 

Interestingly, none of the interviewees seemed concerned about the influence that 
gangion length had on the setting of their hooks into the fish. 

Swivels elicited more comments, most of them approving of the general idea but 
expressing practical reasons why they were not used: 

Swivels protect the gear from skates. They twist up the gang ions 
and part them off if there is no swivel. 

Less wear on the snoods with swivels. 
Swivels are good with big fish. 

Swivels won't run through the hoist. 
Swivels are OK but in a strong tide the hard haul nips them in the 

gurdy. [One gear manufacturer has stated that this can be 
prevented by a small alteration to the gurdy.] 

Swivel gear is good and fishes well; but it is expensive. The best 
has built in swivels [Le. two-axis swivels] but that is even 
more expensive. I would like to find a way to make up that sort 
of gear for myself.45 

Groundline with built-in swivels is good but expensive. 
Swivels work well but they are too expensive. 
Would use swivels if there were enough fish to make the expense 

worthwhile. 
Swivels cost 9c each, $27 per tub, or over $1000 for a set of 

gear. 

Used to set by hand with a stick. When changed to running the gear 
out, found that it wound up the snoods so fitted swivels. [This 
use of a stick to guide the gear out of the tub and over the boat's 
rail was normal in Nova Scotian longlining in the 1950s. 
Templeman and Fleming (1956) provide an illustration.] 

45: This comment contains a telling hint of the long line fishermen's economic concepts. Out-of
season, labour is essentially free but cash for minor capital acquisitions is in short supply, 
perhaps even if an objective analysis would show that the improved catch rate would more than 
recoup the cost of the swivels. At the time of the survey, KW.Colwell Enterprises Ltd. quoted 
prices for their proprietary design of swivel-equipped groundline of about 25c per swivel on 
top of the cost of the groundline; say $5,000 extra for a complete set of gear for a 40 ft 
longliner. In comparison, the complete cost of such a boat, with its licence and all gear, would 
be about $300,000, by one interviewee's estimate, 
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The great majority of Scotia-Fundy groundfish longline fishermen rig their gear with 
gangions permanently fastened to the groundline (see below). A few, however, have the 
gangions tied to removable fasteners known as ·swordfish snaps", which are clipped onto 
the groundline as it is set, which groundline is then normally stored on, and hauled by, a 
hydraulic-powered drum though it is possible to snap gangions onto a groundline stored 
in tubs46 . A few interviewees commented on the virtues of snap gear: 

With snap gear, you can bait at sea and overhaul ashore. Get less snarling. 
Snap gear is good because you can alter the spacing of the gangions. That 

way, you don't put any hooks on bad bottom. 
The weight of the snaps sinks poly rope. 
On big boats, hand-baited snap and drum gear outfishes the Autoline 

system. 
Sometimes you will catch a halibut with an old snap gangion trailing from 

its mouth, so they do come unsnapped. Men who use that gear claim 
that the fish cannot twist it off but looks like they lose as many to 
unsnapping as others do to parting off. 

In discussing the need for additional weights on the groundline (see below) some 
interviewees noted that snap gear has the additional benefit in deepwater halibut fishing 
that the snaps serve to weight the gear and sink it faster. 

One point that did not emerge from the interviewees' direct comments but did appear in 
some of their reports about the materials that they used for gangions was that a 
particular set of gangions could last for several years. Thus, once a fisherman decided to 
change the type of line that he used to make gangions, there might be an extended period 
during which different tubs of his gear (even those in active use) were rigged with 
different gangion materials. The fishermen who were longlining most actively (mainly 
those with larger boats) presumably saw their gangions wear out in shorter periods. 

Attachment of the Ganglons to the Hooks and the Groundllne 
By far the normal practice in the Scotia-Fundy Region groundfish longline fisheries is to 
have each gangion made of a single piece of line. A loop is tied into one end, the other is 
tied to the groundline, and the hook is ring-hitched in the bight of the loop. These 

46: The origins of snap gear are unclear. Skud (1978a) stated that it was introduced to the 
northeast Pacific halibut fishery as an alternative arrangement around 1960, though Sundstrom 
(1957) had noted it in use in that fishery in the mid-1950s. The snap fastener used is known to 
South Carolina fishermen as an "AK" (presumably "Alaska") snap (Russell st al. 1988), 
suggesting that it entered U.S. use through the Pacific Halibut fisheries. Likewise, Hurley and 
QIBoyie (1984) stated that snaps were introduced into the southwest Nova Scotia halibut 
fishery in 1983, and referred to this gear as a "Pacific" system and the captains of some over 
65 ft Scotia-Fundy boats described their groundline drums as "halibut drums" in 1990. The 
snaps themselves were always ·swordfish snaps· to the interviewees, however. Thus, it 
seems likely that snap gear has entered the Scotia-Fundy groundfish long line fisheries from 
both the local pelagic longline fishery for swordfish and the west coast halibut fishery. 
Hurley and QIBoyie (1984) reported that snap gear had two particular advantages: the 
groundline drum allowed for faster setting and hauling than traditional tub gear did, while the 
un-snapped gang ions allowed for easier baiting. The interviewees in the present survey might 
have disputed the first of these (see Section 6) but they would have added that gear 
maintenance is easier with snaps (damaged hooks or gangions can be set aside for later repair) 
and particularly that they allow variations in the critically-important distances between the 
gangions (see below). 
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practices were not directly addressed by the questionnaire (except for a question 
concerning the use of swivels) but sufficient information was gathered from the 
interviewees and from the authors' direct observation of various tubs of gear for a 
description of typical arrangements to be presented, albeit not for the frequency of the 
expected exceptions to be quantified. 

Attachjng the Hook to the Gangjon: Each of the types of hooks used in these fisheries is 
"ringed", that is, it has a transverse loop formed at the end of the shank (Figure 5.2). 
Such a hook was attached to a gangion by forming a loop (often about 4" to 6" long) at the 
end of the latter, passing the bight of that loop through the ring of the hook, slipping the 
body of the hook through the bight and pulling the resulting hitch snug (Figure 5.8) . 
This seemed to be the only form of hook/gangion attachment used in the Scotia-Fundy 
groundfish longline fisheries in 1990. There were, however, two ways in which the loop 
could be passed around the hook: 

Some men pass the loop from behind the hook, others from in front. Each 
side thinks theirs is the only way. 

Passing it from the point side gives less tangles and more fish. 

Passing the loop from the point side of the hook must help a J hook act somewhat like an 
E-Z-Baiter. The rings of gravitation and Oporto hooks are "turned up" (bent away from 
the point) to facilitate their attachment in this way. Conversely, passing the loop from 
the point side of a circle hook would cause the gangion to almost completely close off the 
hook's gap. On the other hand, passing the loop from behind would assist the rotation of a 
circle hook but might not pull a J hook firmly into the fish's jaw. Thus, the mode of 
attachment may have to be adapted to the type of hook used and a failure to appreciate this 
may lead some fishermen to lose the advantages that they could gain from circle hooks. 

Marcotte (1966) illustrated a knot used by Quebec fishermen of his day to form the loop 
in gangions used with ringed hooks (Figure 5.8). Ashley (1944) listed this same knot as 
the "ganging knot" used on "codfish trawl" (his knot #276), presumably in New 
England, and provided directions for the fishermen's method of tying it. All of the modern 
Scotia-Fundy gangions examined by the authors have used this knot or its mirror image. 
Its primary advantage seems to be the ease with which it can be tied; an experienced 
rigger of longline gear being able to form a loop with a few deft movements of his hands. 
As this skill was demonstrated to the interviewer, the fisherman determined the size of 
the loop by eye, relative to the size of his own hands. 

Attaching the Gangion to the Groundline: The opposite end of each gangion was usually tied 
to the groundline by one of a small number of knots. Marcotte (1966) illustrated one 
method, in which the gangion was passed between the strands of the groundline, an 
overhand knot was tied in the end, the rest was hitched around the groundline and all was 
drawn snug (Figure 5.8). This method seemed to be used by some Scotia-Fundy 
fishermen in 1990. Others preferred to make a round turn around the groundline, 
passing the gangion between the stands at one point, and finish with the same "ganging 
knot" as they used to form the loop at the other end (Figure 5.8}47. Neither of these 
methods was applicable to braided groundlines, however, since it is not practical to pass 
the gangion through braided lines. Hence, the interviewees who used such gear (see 
below) must have employed an alternative knot. Whatever it was, it seemed to be less 
than ideal: 

47: Ashley (1944) illustrated two other "groundline hitches" (his #277 and #278) but did not 
list either of the hitches shown in Figure 5.8. 
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Some fishermen bend the gangion to the line. Others prefer to stick it 
through. That stops the gangions from sliding along the line and 
bunching together when you haul a big fish. 

Each of these methods involves a one-piece gangion attached directly to the groundline. 
The remarks of some interviewees suggested that "becket gear" is still in use in the 
fisheries. Such gear has short loops ("beckets") of gangion-like line fastened to the 
groundline (perhaps by tying any of the above knots with a bight of line). The gang ions 
are then hitched to the beckets, facilitating their replacement when necessary. 
Sundstrom (1957) illustrated this way of rigging gear as it was used in northeast 
Pacific halibut longlining in the 1950s. Its continued use in that fishery was noted by 
Skud (1978a). Wallace (1955) noted beckets in Nova Scotian halibut gear of the early 
twentieth century and stated that it was used because it made replacing damaged gangions 
easier. Marcotte (1966) provided a detailed drawing of the knots used for a becket (un 
merlin) of the halibut gear used in Quebec in his day. The frequency of becket gear in the 
Scotia-Fundy fisheries in 1990 is entirely unknown. 

The remaining interviewees either attached the gangions to their groundlines by means 
of swordfish snaps or else they used some form of gangion swivels. 

Swivels and Snap Gear: Only a small number of Scotia-Fundy longline fishermen have 
adopted swivel gear. Indeed, only 18 (43.45) interviewees reported using swivels, in 
26 (56.71) fishing patterns, in response to the formal interview question on this topic. 

In a substantial minority of these cases [8 (14.78) interviewees and 14 (20.78) 
fishing patterns], they used snap gear, with each gangion tied (by means of a small loop, 
similar to that at the hook end) to the swivel of a swordfish snap (Figure 5.8), which 
was in turn snapped to the groundline when required. Swordfish snaps provide an 
effective one-axis swivel effect but their only capacity for rotating around the 
groundline axis comes from the snap itself slipping around that line. 

The few other interviewees who opted for swivels mostly used becket gear, with each 
gangion tied to one side of a swivel, the other side of which was fastened to the groundline 
with a becket. A rare alternative was to make the gangion of two lengths of line, with the 
swivel between them. Becket swivel gear and swivels set mid-way along the length of a 
gangion provide only one-axis rotation. 

Proprietary two-axis swivel gear, able to rotate around the axis of the groundline as 
well as that of the gangion, has been available in Norway for a number of years and by 
1990 was being manufactured in Nova Scotia by at least one company ("Swivel Stop 
Arrangement®" by Global Marine Products Inc., Dartmouth, N.S.). Only one interviewee 
reported using such gear, though the manufacturer claimed that it is much more widely 
used in the Gulf of st. Lawrence longline fisheries48 . From the fishermen's perspective, 
this gear appears expensive (see comments cited above). Two-axis swivel gear may be 
increasingly used, however, if longline fishermen come to see that this expense is more 
than justified by improved catch rates. 

48: One obstruction to its greater use on the Atlantic coast had been that the manufacturing 
equipment was unable to accept the larger sizes of groundlines preferred there. That has been 
corrected and an improved product is available in sizes up to 9/32· groundline diameter. 
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In detail, the 18 interviewees who reported using gangion swivels were the captains of: 

1 - 5: The five biggest over 65 ft boats which all had groundlines worked from a drum, 
with snap-on gang ions that were used when fishing for both Grand Banks cod and 
deepwater halibut. One of the largest of these boats had an additional set of halibut 
gear made up in tubs. Each gangion in this tub gear was composed of a #4 swivel 
set between a 6" length of Brownell 280 and 30" of Brownell 325 (see below for 
account of gangion materials). 

6: Another over 65 fter which had both cod and halibut gear rigged with swivels on 
beckets. 

7: A 58 ft swordfish longliner out of Woods Harbour which had a set of gear used in 
"haddock plus cod" longlining rigged with two-part gangions and swivels [in mid
gangion?] and a set of halibut gear that also had swivels [on beckets?]. 

8: A 52 ft swordfish longliner out of Shelburne which had swivels on beckets on a 
set of gear used in "haddock plus cod" fishing. 

9: A 48 ft longliner out of Woods Harbour that worked snap and drum gear when 
halibuting. 

10: A 44'11" longliner out of Shelburne which had swivels on beckets on a set of cod 
and on a separate set of halibut gear but not on its "cod plus haddock" gear. 

11: A 39'11" lobster boat out of Woods Harbour which had some (but not all) of its 
tubs of haddock gear rigged with swivels on beckets. (This gear was set through 
an autobaiter in summer in the only current example of swivels being used with 
an autobaiter that was encountered during the survey, though one other 
interviewee reported that his former autobaited gear had swivels). 

1 2: A 36 fter out of Port Mouton that worked snap and drum gear for halibuting. 

1 3: A 35 ft lobster boat out of Pubnico which had a set of gear used for cod and pollock 
fishing that had swivels on beckets. 

14: A 34'11" lobster boat out of the La Have Islands that worked snap gear for "cod 
plus haddock" fishing but carried the groundline in tubs, not on a drum (the only 
example of this practice encountered in the survey). 

15: Another 34'11" lobster boat, but out of South Bar, Sydney Harbour, which had 
gear rigged on proprietary groundline with built-in two-axis swivels. This was 
the only example of such gear encountered during the survey. 

1 6: A 31'6" lobster boat out of Jeddore which had swivels on beckets on some (but 
not all) tubs of its haddock gear but not on its hake or halibut gears. 

17: A 28 ft lobster boat out of Petit-de-Grat which had halibut gear with swivels on 
beckets but no swivels on its cod gear. 

1 8: A 26 fter out of Campobello Island that had swivels on beckets on halibut gear. 

Overall, this was a very mixed collection with four distinct arrangements o.f swivels (on 
beckets, mid-gangion, on snaps or built into the groundline) and two ways of working 
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the snap gear (on a drum or in tubs). Almost every size of boat in the longline fisheries 
ware represented, as were three of the four principal directed species. If there was any 
pattern in swivel usage at all, it seemed to be that swivels were more likely to be used in 
heavy gear for halibut or big cod, but there were certainly exceptions to that "rule". 

Gangjon Floats: It may be noted in passing that the survey found no evidence of any 
Scotia-Fundy fisherman rigging floats on the gangions of groundfish longline gear. (For 
further discussion of gear flotation see the discussion of groundlines below.) 

Ganglon Materials 
Methods: During the interviews, the fishermen were asked what material the gangions 
were made from (on each set of gear, for interviewees who reported two or more fishing 
patterns). This information was originally recorded in the data base as a text variable 
(for each fishing pattern) that included whatever the interviewee had to say of the 
colour, material, manufacturer etc. of his gangions. For analysis, the contents of these 
variables were listed for the entire database and a numerical coding scheme devised that 
seemed to capture as much as possible of the information (see Appendix 3). In assigning 
numerical codes to each fishing pattern, all reported attributes of the gangions were 
taken into account. Thus, for example, gangions reported as being made of "black nylon" 
were assumed to have been cut from a Brownell-brand braided nylon line, since none of 
the other materials known to be used in this Region for gangions are as dark in colour. 

One problem arose in this re-coding since a few interviewees clearly used the term 
"spun" to refer to what was really braided line. Where this was certain, the data were 
coded as though the report had been of braided material but there were many cases where 
it was not possible to verify whether "spun line" really was spun or braided. Thus, some 
braided nylon line may be mis-represented as "spun nylon" in these analyses. 

Results: Almost all of the interviewees reported that their gangions were made of some 
kind of braided nylon line, the remainder usually being of spun nylon (Table 5.48). A 
few fishermen used dragger mending twine, one mentioned "hemp" but presumably 
meant by that spun, tarred nylon and one fisherman reported using some monofilament 
gangions49. 

Nearly half the interviewees used gangions of Brownell-brand braided nylon line, a 
rather soft-laid, dark-brown to black material, manufactured by Bridport Brownell 
Ltd., of Dartmouth, N.S.50. The next most frequent material, accounting for nearly a 
third of reports, was Ashaway "Tunaline" (sometimes mis-named "Tunaleader" by the 
interviewees), made by Ashaway Line & Twine Mfg. Co.; a light blue, hard-laid line that, 
in the 200 Ib test size, has a monofilament nylon core (Lloyd Carpenter, Retail 
Manager, Fishing Gear Division, IMP Group, pers.comm.). A third kind of braided nylon, 
this one a hard-laid, light green material, was used for the heavy gangions of snap gear 
on some over 65 ft boats and also aboard a few other boats. Some interviewees reported 
using unspecified braided nylon for the gang ions used in a further 26 fishing patterns. 
Most, if not all, of these presumably involved one of the above three materials; probably 

49: There is some chance that this interviewee meant monofilament-cored Ashaway Tunaline. 

50: As with Mustad hooks, some fishermen who used other manufacturers' products may have 
reported them as "Brownell", that being the industry leader in this area, though it seems 
unlikely that such errors were common. 
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the Brownell product in the majority of cases51 . Collectively, one or another kind of 
braided nylon line was the exclusive gangion material used in 262 (1070.79) fishing 
patterns while yet other patterns were pursued with gear which had some gangions of 
this class of line (Table 5.48) . 

In contrast, only 19 (107.61) fishing patterns involved exclusively spun nylon 
gangions (possibly including some for which the interviewee reported "spun" when he 
meant braided line), while a further six (41.41) fishing patterns involved some 
gangions of this material. Meanwhile, only three (8.74) fishing patterns involved 
gang ions made from dragger mending twine, one of which involved some gangions of other 
materials. Moreover, at most one interviewee used monofilament gangions, despite the 
increase in catch rates that they can provide (Bjordal 1988) and despite some of the 
longline fishermen being personally familiar with monofilament gear in the pelagic 
longline fishery for swordfish. Perhaps the improvement in catch rates was more than 
outweighed by the expense, inconvenience (monofilament cannot easily be knotted) and 
lack of abrasion resistance of monofilament for on-bottom longlining. 

In any event, braided nylon clearly dominated in these longline fisheries. The period of 
its dominance is not known to the authors, though Marcotte (1966) implied that cotton 
line was still normal for gangions in his day (3/32 inch diameter for cod gear, 7/64 
inch for halibut gear) while also noting the advantages of synthetics. Karlsen (1977) 
noted multifilament nylon "snoods" on Norwegian gear (other than the "Lofoten" off
bottom gear with its monofilament gangions), as did Huse and Karlsen (1977) and 
Bjordal (1985). 

The relative frequencies of gangion materials in the Scotia-Fundy autobaited fishing 
patterns was quite different to the overall values in Table 5.48. With autobaiters, 
Tunaline was by far predominant over the Brownell product (eight or 31.32 fishing 
patterns versus one or 4.38 ; no information was obtained on the gangion material used 
in the sole example of autobaited fish from an over 65 ft boat). This difference may 
reflect some advantage of a stiffer gangion in an autobaiter or it may be a chance 
correlation between gangion type, autobaiter use and either the interviewee's area of 
residence or some complex of the wealth, perception and/or attitudes that leads some 
fishermen to adopt more modern or more expensive gear. 

Table 5.48 also shows that some 15% of the reported sets of gear included more than one 
type of gangion material. In most of these cases, in 1990 the licensees were in the midst 
of a gradual change over from one type to another and thus had some tubs of old gear and 
others with newer material. Much of the remainder of the 15% was gear owned by 
small-scale, semi-active fishermen who seemed rather casual about their gangions and 
may have made up various tubs at different times with whatever line seemed best at the 
time. 

Fishermen who engaged in more than one fishing pattern showed a strong tendency to use 
the same gangion material in each of their sets of gear (Table 5.49). Of 116 possible 
pairs of such fishing patterns, 87 used the same material (excluding one case where the 
interviewee gave no useful data on gangion material for either pattern). These 87 
included 7 of the 12 possible trios of fishing patterns. Thus, the choice of gangion 
material seems largely to be a matter of personal preference, regional availability or 
boat-specific suitability rather than adaptation for a particular type of fishing. There 

51: Apart from Brownell and Ashaway, few brand names were mentioned in connection with 
gangions. One interviewee did report 'Bluenose' while two named ·Gourock'. 
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may have been a few adaptive choices, however. One of the six cases of interviewees who 
used Brownell gangions in one fishing pattern but Tunaline in a second worked that 
second with an autobaiter, for which Tunaline gangions seemed to be preferred. 
Likewise, the two interviewees who reported using dragger mending twine in one of two 
fishing patterns did so in halibut-directed fishing, while using gang ions of Brownell 
braided line or Tunaline in their cod gear, suggesting that the mending twine may have 
special characteristics suited to halibut fishing. 

Ganglon Sizes 
Methods: When the verbally-recorded information on gangion materials was reduced to 
numerical codes, a separate code describing the size of that material was added to the 
database for each fishing pattern. Unfortunately, there is no standard scheme for 
expressing the thickness or strength of gangion material. Brownell's braided product is 
marketed at several sizes denoted by a series of numbers that decrease with increasing 
thickness (and which may represent the length for a given weight of line). The nominal 
sizes sold in 1991 by IMP Group Ltd.'s Fishing Gear Division were: 750, 550, 420, 
325 and 280, the last being the largest52 . The same company also sold "72H", a 
relatively heavy, green braided line available pre-cut in 55" and 60" lengths, which 
may correspond to the "green braided" material reported during the survey. Ashaway, in 
contrast, sold their Tunaline product in sizes denoted by their test strengths in pounds. 
In 1991, IMP Group Ltd. sold it in 150, 200 and 300 Ib test sizes. Finally, the 
traditional Nova Scotian scheme for referring to line sizes is by the nominal weight (in 
pounds) of a standard length53 . Spun nylon line is still sold by this measure, though it is 
possible that it is the weight of traditional tarred cotton line of equivalent diameter, 
rather than of the nylon line, that is used. Some interviewees (incorrectly) applied this 
size scheme to braided material. When doing so, they presumably equated the diameters, 
rather than weights or strengths, of spun and braided lines. 

As with the inter-calibration of hook sizes across types, there is no ideal way to relate 
the sizes of these different products: their strengths, diameters and stiffnesses may all 
be important to their function as gangions but these characteristics are not perfectly 
correlated, Tunaline (for example) appears to be both stronger and stiffer for its 
diameter than the other materials. Thus, a similar approach to that used with hook sizes 
was followed: from the sizes of the different products selected by fishermen who used 
more than one of them, from the comments of some interviewees and from a preliminary 
analysis of which sizes of each material were used in different kinds of fishing, the 
intercalibration scheme in Table 5.50 was prepared. This provided a nominal gangion 
size measure (based on the Brownell one) for each of the major types of gangion 
material. 

No useful size data were offered by any interviewee who reported unspecified braided 
gangion line, nor by any who reported the use of dragger mending twine. Indeed, 
relatively few interviewees (about 60%), whatever materials they chose, provided 
useable gangion size data. 

A wide variety of "sizes" of Brownell braided line were reported by the interviewees, 
some of which were undoubtedly erroneous; many fishermen having expressed difficulty 
remembering what size they used. All such dubious reports were adjusted to the most 

52: According to the manufacturer's labels on coils of this line, Brownell 750 had a test 
strength of 210 Ib, while Brownell 280 was 450 Ib test. 

53: McKenzie (1946b) stated that this standard was the length of six "double lines", i.e. 300 
fathoms. Templeman and Fleming (1956) gave the same value. 
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likely size currently sold by the IMP Group Ltd. before being re-coded to nominal sizes. 
Likewise, some interviewees reported Tunaline in 250 Ib test and 350 Ib test sizes, 
which were not sold by IMP in 1990. There was no obvious way to "correct" those two 
sizes so they were accepted at face value. Where interviewees reported using two sizes of 
gangion on the same set of gear, Table 5.50 provides an intermediate nominal size (based 
on the mean of the two nominal sizes) for the resulting combination, thus saving the need 
for a separate analysis of variations in gangion weights within sets of gear. Two 
interviewees reported using three sizes of gangion line in the same sets of gear. These 
were coded with the nominal size for the median size of line. 

The validity of this calibration is open to doubt, and it should not be relied upon for other 
purposes, but it is sufficient for present needs: viz. simply to clarify the confusion of 
size designations and allow a single tabulation of the gangion size data. 

Resylts: The overall distribution of gangion sizes is shown in Table 5.51. The more 
common materials were used in all of the sizes at which they were available, with 
Brownell braided line being particularly common at 550, 420 and 280 while Tunaline 
being about equally frequent in each of the three sizes at which it is known to have been 
made. Spun nylon is rather more common at large sizes (280=8 Ib) than at smaller 
ones, though whether because heavy gangions were used for halibut, which were said to 
twist less than gadoid fish (see comments cited above) hence making the disadvantages of 
spun line less critical, or whether because there were several semi-active halibut 
fishermen who used old-fashioned gear but rather fewer of the same inclination who 
pursued cod or haddock, remains unclear. 

The size codes that represented mixed gangion sizes (480, 350 and 280 for particular 
gangion materials) were noticeably less common than those which represented single 
sizes. Indeed, for only nine fishing patterns was more than one size of gangion line 
reported (with the exception of the two patterns with more complex gear that are 
discussed below). In two of these nine cases, there were three sizes of gangion line, 
while the others had only two each. One of the interviewees reported using Brownell 550 
with his 10/0 hooks and Brownell 420 with the 11/0 hooks in other tubs. Other 
fishermen may have followed similar arrangements but it is likely that, in at least some 
cases, these varied sizes of gangions resulted from different tubs being rigged at 
different times with different line. 

Several interviewees mentioned a link between gangion size and hook size (see comments 
cited above). To assess this relationship, the expanded data set on hook sizes and types, 
incorporating re-interpreted interview data (see above), was compared with the re
coded gangion sizes. This showed the expected trend for thinner gangions to be more often 
used with smaller hooks, though there was considerable variation. For Brownell braided 
gang ions and circle hooks (the combination of types for which the most data were 
available), 280 gang ions were only used with 14/0 to 16/0 hooks while 550 and 750 
gang ions were only used with 10/0 to 1210 hooks (except for one, possibly erroneous, 
report of 16/0 hooks and 750 gangions). Brownell 420 gangions, however, were used 
with all sizes of circle hooks from 1 % to 16/0 and in approximately equal 
frequencies. 

Multi-Part Gangions: In the great majority of cases, each gangion was made of a single 
piece of line, almost the only exceptions being the occasional examples of becket gear 
described above. In only two cases was a more complex arrangement reported. These 
were the two sets of gear noted above as having swivels rigged in the mid-part of their 
gangions. The gear on one over 65 fter that had such swivels was rigged with a 6" length 
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of Brownell 280 line between the swivel and the groundline, while the gangion proper, 
of Brownell 325, was attached to the other side of the swivel. No reason was given by the 
captain for rigging the gear that way. [In the analyses above, these gangions were treated 
as of size 325.] The other set of gear, used aboard a 58 ft swordfish longliner out of 
Woods Harbour, had similar two-part gangions but of Tunaline (of 200 Ib test and 
"280" Ib test; here analyzed as 200 Ib test or size 420). The licensee stated that he 
rigged his gear in that way so that, if the gangion should part, only its outer end would be 
lost54 . 

Discussion: By way of comparison with these modern gangion sizes, Goode (1887) stated 
that the banks dory fisheries of his time used 6 Ib tarred cotton gangions while the 
haddock fisheries used 4 or 6 Ib tarred or white cotton. Some Nova Scotian halibut 
schooner gear a few decades later had 14 Ib tarred cotton (Wallace 1955). McKenzie 
(1946b) recorded that 3 1/2 Ib line was used for cod and haddock gangions in the 1930s 
while halibut gangions were made of 12 to 14 Ib line on Cape Sable Island but of only 5 
to 12 Ib line in Lockeport and Lunenburg. Fishermen in the latter areas had used 
progressively lighter lines for these gang ions over the years. Templeman and Fleming 
(1956) used 4 Ib steam tarred cotton line for the gangions of their experimental gear, 
while Marcotte (1966) stated that cotton cod gangions should be of 3/32 inch diameter 
while those for halibut should be 7/64 inch diameter. Modern Scotia-Fundy gangions are 
of similar thicknesses to all but the heaviest of these older lines but, with the advantages 
of modern synthetic materials, they are enormously stronger. 

Ganglon Lengths 
Methods: The data on gangion length were some of the more reliable in the data set (and 
certainly the most reliable ever gathered on the lengths of groundfish gangions in this 
Region) but they were still subject to potentially large imprecision and occasional gross 
errors. When asked for the lengths of their gangions, some interviewees answered 
instantly (which may imply that they were fully aware of the correct answer) while 
others were unable to even guess at a figure, unless they chanced to have a gangion 
nearby so that it could be measured. Indeed, most fishermen have their own, 
idiosyncratic methods for cutting their gangions to a standard length. When asked how 
long his gangions were, one said simply that he had no idea. When making new gangions, 
he wrapped the line around the same two nails in the wall of his barn and cut through the 
turns at one end55 . Furthermore, when they initially quoted a gangion length, most 
interviewees referred to the length of line that they cut (which had obvious material 
significance to them), whereas the questionnaire asked for the length of the gangion as 
rigged; that is, the distance from the groundline to the hook when the gangion was 
stretched taught. In most cases, the interviewer was able to guide the fishermen to an 
answer appropriate to this question but some cut lengths may have been erroneously 
entered into the database. The loop knot made in the end of a gangion can take up 4" to 6" 
of line, creating a marked difference between the cut length and the rigged length, as well 
as a notable scope for variation in the differences between these. 

Despite these uncertainties, the data on gangion length were tabulated and examined. 

54: Strange (1981) reported that Scottish long line gear had two-part ·snoods·, the snood 
proper being extended by a lighter line termed the ·tipping·. Since this gear used eye-less 
hooks, the tipping was lashed to the shank of the hook with a ·beating thread·. No similar gear 
was noted in the Scotia-Fundy Region in 1990. 
55: An approach that Marcotte (1966) illustrated. 
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Resylts: For most fishing patterns, the interviewees reported a single gangion length but 
four of them (for five fishing patterns) reported length ranges of up to 12", while a 
fifth simply stated that his gangion lengths were variable. These variations seemed to 
result from casualness, rather than any adaptive design, and thus can be passed over 
here. Gangions lengths of 12" to 72" were reported, with many different values being 
cited by one or more interviewees (Table 5.52). The reported lengths were, however, 
clustered at round numbers (either round numbers of inches or major fractions of feet 
or fathoms) and the data can therefore be simplified to the form in Table 5.53, based on 
6" increments of length. (The gangion lengths reported as ranges were tabulated as 
though the true lengths lay at the mid-points of those ranges.) Table 5.53 shows a strong 
bias towards short gangions (modal length 18", median length 24"), though there was a 
long distributional tail extending towards great gangion length and a small secondary 
mode at one fathom length. 

A comparison of gangion length with the direction of each fishing pattern (Table 5.54) 
showed that long gangions (over 45") were only used in primarily-cod and primarily
halibut fishing. Both of these species were, however, usually sought with shorter 
gangions; the modal reported length of gangions for primarily-cod directed fishing being 
around 18" while that for halibut was around 36". Primarily-haddock directed fishing 
usually involved short gangions (modal length around 24"). Hake tended to be targeted 
using the shortest gangions of all (modal length around 18", maximum less than 34"), 
perhaps to prevent the hooks from trailing on the seabed and so negating the effects of the 
float gear often used on hake groundlines (see below). Overall, it appears that small 
gadoids were fished using short gangions while halibut and large cod were sometimes 
sought with longer ones. This is a similar pattern to that seen with hook size. 

Discussion: Many of these gangions were very short by historical standards. Perley 
(1852) described fathom-long "snoods" for Grand Banks cod fishing. Goode (1887) said 
that they were 36" long in the banks dory fishery of his time and 24" in the haddock 
fisheries. Before the First World War, some Nova Scotian schooners' gear had 24" to 
30" gangions for cod and haddock while others used fathom-long ones for halibut 
(Wallace 1955). McKenzie (1946b) noted that 3 to 9 ft long gangions were used in 
halibut gear in the 1920s and 1930s, the offshore fishermen having begun that period 
with 9 ft ones but gradually changed to 6 ft, while the Lockeport-area fishermen used 
shorter gangions. For their experimental gadoid fishing, Templeman and Fleming 
(1956) used 3 ft gangions while Marcotte (1966) suggested that those for cod gear with 
ringed hooks (and thus tied with a loop, as described above) should be cut at 32" length, 
which would make them somewhat over 25" long when rigged. For similar halibut gear, 
he suggested cutting gangions at 66", which would be some 58" when rigged. The gangions 
of northeast Pacific halibut longlines used to be long also, 48" to 60" being normal in 
the 1960s (Myhre 1969; Skud 1978a). The traditional Newfoundland inshore fishery 
used 30" "sud lines" (as they are known locally), at least in Fermuse (Martin 1979). 
Meanwhile, in England the "great lines' used to have snoods a fathom or more in length 
while the inshore gear mostly had 24" to 42" ones. 

Not only were the gangions used in the Scotia-Fundy Region in 1990 mostly shorter than 
these older examples, but also their length seems insufficient either to allow the line to 
"play" the fish (cf. Forster 1973) or to allow the fishermen to gaff the fish before it is 
lifted out of the water by the gangion and hook. Perhaps with circle hooks and the 
strength of modern gangion materials, those issues are no longer of concern and 
practicalities of handling have encouraged a reduction in gangion lengths. Certainly, the 
modern Norwegian on-bottom fisheries seem to use equally short ones. Karlsen (1976) 
noted 40 cm (16") gangions on "deepsea gear", 45 cm (18") ones on "coastal gear" and 
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100 cm (39") ones only on off-bottom, monofilament "Lofoten gear". Similarly, Huse 
and Karlsen's (1977) experimental gears used 50 cm (20") "snoods", except for some 
monofilament gear with 90 cm (35") ones, while Bjordal (1985, 1987) used 50 and 
55 cm (20" and 22") ones. L0kkeborg (1990) used 70 and 90 cm (28" and 35") 
gangions but on off-bottom, monofilament gear. 

Rigging of Gangions 

The distance apart that the gang ions are rigged along the groundline is one of the most 
significant characteristics by which longline gear can be optimized for particular 
fisheries. It controls the number of hooks that can be placed within the foraging range of 
any particular bunch of fish (hence the number of them that can be caught before gear 
saturation becomes an issue) and also the amount of bait and baiting time that will be 
wasted wherever the groundline is laid across a length of unproductive bottom. The 
effects of rigging distance on the catching effectiveness of longline gear have attracted 
some scientific attention since they influence measures of fishing effort. For the 
northeast Pacific halibut fishery, Skud (1972) showed that the catch-per-"skate" (a 
unit of gear based on 250 to 300 fathoms of groundline) decreased while the catch-per
hook increased as the gangions were set further apart. Karlsen (cited by: Skud 1978a) 
found a similar effect in Norwegian longlining (presumably for gadoids) and it has also 
been reported for some pelagic longline fisheries (Skud 1978a). Hamley and Skud 
(1978) extended these observations and suggested that there was an asymptotic 
relationship between the catch-per-hook and the distance between the hooks: 

Standardized Catch-per-Hook = 1.52 (l-e -0.06 h) 

where: h was the distance between the gang ions (in feet) and the observed catch rates 
were standardized for variations in the available abundance of fish by dividing the catch 
rate achieved by that achieved with gear rigged with gangions 18 ft apart. For halibut, 
gear rigged at 42 ft gave a catch-per-hook close to the asymptotic value (Hamley and 
Skud 1978). 

With the gangions rigged further apart, the average size of the halibut caught increased 
also, perhaps because the wider foraging ranges of larger fish made them better able to 
find wide-spaced hooks (Skud 1972; Hamley and Skud 1978). Alternatively, some Nova 
Scotian fishermen believe that large cod tend to exclude smaller fish from the baits. If 
this is so, with wide-spaced hooks and hence relatively scarce baits, the few baits that 
are available will, on average, take larger fish. 

For most interviewees, the rigging of the gear was clearly of great importance. Some 
made deliberate adjustments, either by changing the gear or by using snap-on gangions, 
but only a very few allowed casual variations. This implies that, while the number of 
hooks in a tub of gear will vary as the length of groundline in that particular tub varies, 
the distance between neighbouring gangions will usually remain fixed. 

Fishermen's Comments on Rigging 
The logic underlying the choice of this distance is quite subtle. During the period of the 
survey, many Cape Breton fishermen were in the process of "rigging over" their gear to 
place the hooks further apart. Their reasoning for this was particularly illuminating: 

Would use 42" gear, rather than 60", if there were lots of fish about. 
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Would use 36" gear if the fishing was good. Otherwise use 72". 
Now rigging over the trawl with 360 hooks per tub [from 550; i.e. about 

58" instead of about 38"]. 
Will try rigging over from close gear to 60" gear for 1991. Take more 

tubs to keep the number of hooks set the same. 
Use mostly 72" gear in the summer but 42" in the spring and fall. 
This winter [1990-1], rigging over to 60" far gear. That is easier on 

bait with the fish so scarce. 

In other areas: 

Use 38 to 42" gear for haddocking. Some men prefer 28" but that needs a 
lot of bait (Digby Neck area). 

Use fathom and a half gear when the crew have to do the baiting. When able 
to hire baiters, use fathom gear. (Haddock and cod fisherman, working 
out of Shelburne) 

Hake fishing in the Bay of Fundy, you have to close-rig the gear because 
all of the hake are in a very small area. Close-rigging lets you put 
enough hooks into that area. It also means that you catch a lot of 
dogfish but you just have to accept that. 

Close rigging [24· in this case] lets you set a lot of hooks where the fish 
are. Set a short string in a bunch of them and still get enough hooks 
down (New Brunswick fisherman, out of Deer Island). 

Rig halibut gear far apart so that fish on adjacent hooks don't get wrapped 
up. 

If the hooks are too close together, the halibut get confused and they don't 
bite. 

Rig halibut hooks far apart because they are baited as they go over the 
stern (Guysborough County). [This is not the normal way that halibut 
gear is handled.] 

Used to rig gear fathom and a half, then two fathoms, then two and a half. 
Now three fathoms. Helps to cover the ground when the fish are scarce 
(another New Brunswicker, out of Campobello). 

Fishing on "The Mud", outside the Passamaquoddy islands, use 7-foot gear. 
The fish are spread out there, so try to cover a big area. In "The 
Channel", they are in bunches, so you have to keep the hooks close 
(42"). Also, there is less tide out on The Mud, so you can haul more 
gear. Thus, the same number of hooks can be spread out (another New 
Brunswick fisherman). 

The driving force behind all of these adjustments seemed to be the high cost of bait. With 
the resource depleted (see Section 13) and bait so expensive, it was critical that every 
baited hook was worked to maximum efficiency. Setting baited hooks at a density greater 
than that of the fish they were designed to catch would obviously be wasteful, as would 
setting long strings of gear across areas where there were no fish. The optimum strategy 
seemed to vary with species sought, areas fished and the abundance of the resource. Thus, 
in some areas fishermen were driven to spread their hooks apart while in others they 
had to move them closer together. 

With snap gear, this distance is, of course, variable; that being one of the major 
advantages of such gear: 

Vary the hook space with how many fish you expect to be there. 
[Presumably put the hooks closer together where there should be 
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more fish, so that few fish which seek to bite a hook are denied the 
opportunity.] 

Average 3500 hooks per day and average 28 8-line skates of groundline 
off the drum. [This licensee's drum held 32 8-line skates.] That 
makes an average of 3.2 fathoms between gangion snaps but they are 
set at about 2 fathom intervals over good bottom, with few or none on 
bad bottom. 

On hummocks, close the gear in to less than 3 feet. Other places, snap 
gangions on at 12 to 15 feet. Overall, average about a fathom. 
(Lunenburg County fisherman, using snap gear from a small boat) 

Analyses of Survey Data 
.Qal£: The interviewees were asked how far apart they rigged the gangions on each set of 
gear that they used. They seemed well able to report this information accurately and it 
was probably recorded in the database with fewer complications than most of the survey 
variables involved. Apart from the expected minor variations (due to measurement 
errors when rigging the gear or movement of the gangions along the groundline after 
rigging), the only notable errors seem to have arisen from a, possibly common, failure 
to report the continued use of tubs of old gear, rigged differently from an individual's 
current practice. Where more than one rigging distance was reported for a given fishing 
pattern, the most common or (failing that) the greatest distance was entered into the 
database and used in the following analyses. 

Rigging Distance: Overall, gangions were rigged at all distances from 2 feet to 4 fathoms 
(Table 5.55), particularly common distances being 42", 5 feet, and 1, 1.5, 2 and 3 
fathoms. Amongst these, "fathom gear" is by far the most common, accounting for 28.7% 
(29.5%) of the fishing patterns. 

It is clearly desirable that the rigging distance should be at least twice the length of the 
gangions, so that adjacent hooks cannot catch on one another. This property was indeed 
realized early in the development of longlining, being remarked on by Perley (1852). 
In the modern Scotia-Fundy fisheries, 30 of the 319 fishing patterns for which data 
were available were reported to be rigged closer than this. For half of those, however, 
the discrepancy was small (Rigging Distance : Gangion Length ratio > 1.9: 1) and hence 
may have represented nothing more than overestimated gangion lengths (e.g. insufficient 
allowance for the length of the cut gangion that is taken up by the loops and knots). Some 
of the remaining 15 apparent anomalies may simply be gross errors, of either reporting 
or recording, but it appears that a few fishermen did cope with gangions set so close 
together that their hooks could inter-twine. Most of these reported gangion lengths of 
18" to 24" and rigging distances of 2 to 3.5 feet. At the opposite extreme, 12" gangions 
were reported on gear rigged 1.5 fathoms (Rigging Distance : Gangion Length ratio 9: 1) 
and a total of 10 fishing patterns were reported with ratios exceeding 6: 1. The modal 
value of this "rigging ratio", if such it may be termed here, was 3:1 (with a secondary 
mode at 4:1) and the median was 3.27:1. (These latter values were identical, whether or 
not the data were weighted for sampling.) 

Variations in Rigging Distance: Besides the fishermen who used snap gear, 25 
interviewees reported some specific variations in the rigging distance for the gears used 
in 26 fishing patterns. 18 of these interviewees provided no explanation. The other 
seven gave a mixed collection of reasons: 
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1 & 2: Different tubs of gear rigged differently for use in different places. 

3: The two hook sizes used in one set of gear were rigged differently. (The gangions 
used in this case seemed to be the same length regardless of hook size and rigging 
distance.) 

4: Used fathom gear when hiring baiters but one-and-a-half fathom when the crew 
baited the gear. 

5: New gear was rigged further apart than old gear but the old gear was still in use. 

6: Set some haddock gear amidst the halibut/cod gear (as part of one integrated 
fishing pattern). The haddock gear was closer rigged. 

7: Several fishermen shared one boat in the summer groundfish season, each 
fisherman working his own, differently-rigged gear56. 

Rigging Distance by Direction: There was a strong relationship between rigging distance 
and the species sought (Tables 5.56 and 5.57). Hake were usually fished with rather 
close-rigged gear (typically 42", 45" or fathom) and haddock gear was similar (most 
often fathom). Halibut, on the other hand, was usually sought with wide-set gangions, 
most often 1.5, 2 or 3 fathoms. Cod gear was noticeably bi-modal with most 
interviewees opting for 42" to one fathom gear while an appreciable number used "far
away gear" (as some interviewees called it), often with the gangions rigged two fathoms 
apart. The mixed-species fishing patterns tended towards rigging distances intermediate 
between those of the relevant single-species patterns. 

Interestingly, despite this evident link between direction and rigging distance and that 
between direction and gangion length (see above), there was none between direction and 
rigging ratio. Ratios of 3.00 and 4.00 were common in gear designed to catch each target 
species while, apart from the expected chance variations, no other rigging ratio 
accounted for more than about 10% of the fishing patterns directed towards any species. 
Thus, rigging ratios seemed to be constant across directions, with both gangion length 
and rigging distance being altered to suit the desired species. 

Discussion 
If the overall impression that the interviewees' choices of the distance apart to rig their 
gangions were adaptive responses to the need to use expensive bait efficiently was 
correct, then some interpretation of these results is possible. It seems that where fish 
were plentiful and there was no shortage of "bottom", the hooks could be set to permit 
efficient handling of the gear. This probably led the Western Bank haddock fishery to use 
fathom gear. Where good "bottom" was scarce, however, or the tidal streams severely 
limited the length of groundline that could be hauled in a day, then the hooks had to be set 
closer if enough were to be hauled to secure an adequate catch. In contrast, where the fish 
were scarce, the optimum strategy depended on fish behaviour. If the fish tended to 
bunch up, short strings of close-rigged gear, set in the bunches, would be best. If the 
fish were spread out, however, far-away gear would be preferable. Thus, halibut, which 
rarely seem to be anything but scarce and are apparently never in bunches, were fished 

56: This cooperative use of a boat and gear was only reported once during the survey, though it 
might be a little more common than it appeared since no questions were asked that addressed 
the point. 
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with very far-rigged gear. Such gear naturally requires that the fish will swim a few 
metres to the bait. Presumably halibut do or the gear could not be successful. 

Other longline fishermen have presumably faced similar choices but not all have been 
led to the same perceived optima as the Scotia-Fundy fishermen used in 1990. Northeast 
Pacific halibut fishermen rigged their gangions 9 feet apart until the 1920s, when they 
began to space them further apart. By 1970, 18- and 21-tt gear was normal and some 
fishermen were using 24- or 26-tt gear (Skud 1972). Some Nova Scotian offshore 
halibut fishermen rigged their gear at 12 tt around 1914 (Wallace 1955). In 1920, 
they were typically using gear rigged about 9 tt and, in contrast to the Pacific trend, 
continued to decrease this distance to about 6 tt by 1940 (McKenzie 1946b). The Cape 
Sable Island halibut fishermen at that time, however, used heavy gear rigged at 15 tt. 
The Scotia-Fundy halibut fishermen of 1990 seem to have rigged their gear by distances 
between those of their local predecessors and those common in the Pacific fishery. 

Fine gear is usually more closely rigged than any halibut gear. Goode (1887) noted that 
banks dory lines were rigged 5 2/3 tt whereas contemporary haddock gear was rigged 3 
1/2 tt. Templeman and Fleming's (1956) experimental gear was fathom gear. Each of 
these is consistent with modern Scotia-Fundy practices. In contrast, the small-boat 
fishermen of Fermuse, Newfoundland, rig their traditional cod gear at only 3 feet, or 
markedly less than the Nova Scotian norm (Martin 1979). English and Welsh fishermen 
used distances of about 3 to 12 tt (Davis 1958). In Norway, Karlsen (1976) described 
"deepsea gear" as being rigged at 1.45 m (4.7 tt) , ·coastal gear" at 1.1 m (3.6 tt) and 
off-bottom "Lofoten gear" at 2.2 m (7.1 ft) intervals. Similarly, Huse and Karlsen 
(1977) rigged various test gears at 1.1 and 2.2 m (3.6 and 7.1 tt), Johannessen 
(1983) at 1.5 to 2.5 m (4.9 to 8.1 tt), Bjordal (1985) at 1.6 m (5.2 ft) and 
L0kkeborg (1990) at 2.5 m (8.1 tt). It is not certain that these latter represent 
commercial practice but it does appear that the Norwegian fisheries use rigging 
distances similar to those familiar in the Scotia-Fundy Region, except that their off
bottom monofilament gear tends to be wider-rigged. Similarly, McCracken (1954) 
defined "fine gear" as being rigged with the gangions a fathom or less apart and "far
away" gear as being rigged about 9 feet, while Marcotte (1966) described 5 tt gear for 
cod and 10 tt for halibut in the Quebec fisheries of his day, suggesting that there has 
been little change in Atlantic Canadian practices in the past 30 years . . 

McCracken (1954) did note that the Nova Scotian fishermen of his day opted to use their 
far-away gear for multi-day trips or whenever the on-shore cold storage facilities 
were inadequate for storing the baited tubs. Under either circumstance, the gear was 
baited on board the boat as it was being shot. The survey did not find any evidence of 
rigging distances being adapted in this way in 1990. 

Groundlines and 
Float and Weight Systems 

The heart of a longline is, of course, the groundline itself. It is primarily just a device 
for holding the gangions together and hence the fishermen are concerned with little more 
than its strength, its price and the ease with which they can work with it. Since some 
available materials are positively buoyant while others sink, however, the nature of the 
groundline is also caught up with systems intended either to float the gear off the bottom 
or to get it down quickly and firmly; which objectives are primarily intended to keep the 
bait away from benthic scavengers. There has been almost no scientific study of 
groundlines. 
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Since this examination of groundline materials cannot be entirely separated from a 
consideration of those float-and-weight systems, both topics are treated together here. 
Following the usual listing of the interviewees comments, the types and sizes of lines 
used are examined first and then the floating or sinking characteristics of those lines are 
combined with data on supplementary weights and floats for an analysis of the latter. 
Except for some historical comparison, however, this discussion is confined to 
subsurface floats and to weights that are not attached to surface buoys. (The buoys and 
their associated anchors, which are used more to mark the gear and permit its recovery 
than to hold it on the bottom, are discussed below.) For only a few Bay of Fundy 
fishermen does this separation of types of floats and weights introduce an artificial 
distinction. 

Arrangements for Handling the Groundllne 
By far the majority of Scotia-Fundy groundfish longline fishermen kept their gear in 
tubs57. As it was baited, the groundline (together with the gang ions and the baited hooks) 
was carefully coiled into the tubs and later the gear was set directly from them through a 
metal chute. A very few departures from this practice were noted during the survey. 
Some fishermen did not use a chute, either because such gear was unknown or 
unavailable in their area (which seemed to be the case for some interviewees in 
southwestern New Brunswick) or because their boat and the scale of their operations 
were so small that they still used the older method of guiding the line out of the tubs and 
over the rail with a stick. The principal departure from the norm, however, was by 
those fishermen who chose to use snap gear, as discussed above. It should be noted that 
the use of snap gear does not necessarily imply that the groundline is stored on a drum. 
That was indeed the way on the larger boats but at least one small-boat fisherman stored 
his groundline in tubs but still snapped on the gangions. 

Within each tub, the groundline was composed of several pieces knotted or, probably 
more commonly, spliced together, though no interviewee offered any information on how . 
this was done. The total length of groundline in a tub was variable58, partly because the 
tubs themselves varied in size but also because closer-rigged gangions implied more 
gangions, hooks and baits per unit length of groundline, and hence more bulk to be 
accommodated in a tub of fixed size. As some interviewees stated: 

The number of hooks per tub varies because you have to cut out damaged 
groundline and splice the ends together again. That shortens the line in 
the tub. 

The length of groundline (and so the number of hooks) in a tub depends on 
its size [Le. thicker line means less length in the fixed tub volume]. 

57 : There was no indication that the "piano" described by Marcotte (1966) or the various 
trays and other devices formerly used in Britain for holding longline gear (Davis 1958; Strange 
1981) were known in the Scotia-Fundy Region. Canvas skates may once have been used but, if 
so, they seemed to have fallen out of use by 1990. 

58: Confusingly, the fishermen usually referred to the quantity of gear within one physical tub 
(including its gangions, hooks, etc.) as "a tub of gear" or simply "a tub" (see Appendix 4: other 
interviewees referred to this unit as "a skate", though none of them seemed to handle their 
gear from skates, in the conventional sense) . 
The physical tubs were made in various sizes. The most common ones were known as "six-line 
tubs" and "eight-line tubs", which held a nominal length of 300 fathoms and 400 fathoms of 
groundline respectively. By way of comparison, McCracken's (1954) hook selectivity study 
used tubs that each held nine 50-fathom "lines" . 
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Number of hooks in a tub varies a bit. The distance between the hooks is 
fixed. 

Lengths of about 250 to 400 fathoms of groundline in each tub were normal. Groundline 
materials were usually sold in "coils" of 300 fathoms (or "six lines") in length each. 
Thus, in theory, the gear in a six-line tub could be rigged on a single piece of groundline 
but, in practice, various repairs or patched in pieces ensured that there were usually 
some splices even in a small tub, as there always were in eight-line or larger tubs. 

Quantities of groundline set from a drum were sometimes described in "tub" units. Only 
one interviewee offered any information on how these were arranged: 

Have the groundline made up in lengths with two coils spliced together for 
each length [i.e. 600 fathoms or 12 lines per length]. Many such 
lengths on the drum. (Over 65 ft boat) 

When the gear was set, it was usually in "strings" of two or more tubs each (see 
discussion of string length below). No interview questions addressed the methods used to 
attach the ends of the groundline in the various tubs. By the current authors' direct 
observation of practices on one boat, however, those ends were formed into spliced loops. 
As the gear was prepared for setting, the loop in the end of one tub's groundline was bent 
to that in the next with a double sheet bend, tied in the bight of the first loop (and hence 
which was strictly a "double becket hitch": Ashley 1944). Marcotte (1966) illustrated 
essentially the same method, though with a (single) sheet bend. 

One final complexity that was not addressed by the survey questions was mentioned by a 
number of interviewees in response to the questions about swivels in the gang ions: 

Put a few swivels in the groundline in each tub. 

These could greatly help avoid twisting and kinking of the groundline. Indeed, the tension 
of hauling will tend to twist spun lines (opening their lay) and hence will tend to wrap 
the gangions around the groundline, with the deleterious consequences noted above. If the 
groundline swivels were truly able to rotate while under high loads, which they may not 
be, they could have a beneficial effect on catch rates. 

Fishermen's Comments on Groundllnes and Associated Matters 
The interviewees' comments on groundlines covered the quality, strength, fishing ability 
and other properties of the various materials: 

Smaller backlines fish better. 
A small backline fishes better but a big boat would part it when hauling in 

bad weather. 
Need a strong groundline with a big boat to avoid parting off. 9-thread 

EasyHaul is good for strength. 
Small backline on fine gear parts more easily, so you have to haul back 

more slowly (but that means more sharks bite the gear, parting it off; 
so you have to set shorter strings). 

Use smaller rope with fine gear because the bottom is not as rough where 
you fish that [i.e. haddock bottom instead of cod or halibut bottom]. 
With the finer rope, you can get 300 hooks and 300 fathoms of line in 
a 6-line tub, which you could not do with heavy groundline (such as 
9/16" EasyHaul). 
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EasyHaul is very strong. 
EasyHaul is easier to handle and coil than poly is. 
Tried monofilament lines in the government trials a few years ago. They 

gave a much better catch but they were hard to handle. 
Used to use Lambeth's groundline. Expensive now. 
Lambeth's sold now is not the quality that it used to be. 
Brownell backline fishes very well but it is too expensive: $150 per coil. 
Poly rope gear is cheaper than nylon trawl. 
Poly rope is cheaper than spun nylon. 
Quality of poly rope now is not what it used to be. Not as strong. 

Colours of the gear make no difference. 
Green rope is better in deep water; brown better in shallow (Cape 

Breton). 
Mixed colours fish better than one colour. 
Have used 1/4" pale green leaded rope as backline. It fishes very badly. 
Spun groundline seems to fish better than braided59. 

A tub with a mix of black trawl and floating rope will catch three times as 
much as a black only tub (Cape Breton). 

Mixed regular and floating line fishes well (Cape Breton). 
Take more fish on rope [Le. polypropylene] gear but cannot use only that 

because it would not sink (Cape Breton). 
Alternating trawl and rope floats the gear, keeping the bait off-bottom and 

away from the sea lice (Cape Breton). 
Alternate floating and sinking line. Cod are taken on the floating parts 

(Cape Breton). 
Used to alternate rope and regular gear but now the rope [Le. floating 

polypropylene] gear outfishes the regular (Cape Breton). 
Mixing floating rope in the gear gives too many sharks (Cape Breton). 

Float-and-weight Systems: Arrangements to float the baited hooks of longline gear clear 
of the bottom, and hence clear of the invertebrate scavengers that would otherwise eat 
the bait, have been employed for many years. Perley (1852), for example, noted a 
British development whereby a cork was mounted on the "snood" within a foot or so of 
the hook with exactly this intent (a practice noted much later by Davis 1958). A similar 
technique was used in Nova Scotia within living memory. Unfortunately for the modern 
Scotia-Fundy fishermen, the tendency of dogfish to take floating hooks and the enormous 
numbers of that species at the present time largely precluded much use of floating gear 
in 1990 and indeed required that the fishermen sink their gear as fast as possible and 
that they placed it as close to the bottom as they could. Thus, the interviewees were more 
likely to use supplementary weights than floats on their gear. Only for fishing on muddy 
hake bottom, where the density of benthic scavengers was so high that non-floating gear 
would be useless, was much use made of floats. 

There may have been a directed-species effect also. At least, some southwest Nova 
Scotian haddock fishermen suggested that off-bottom gear (such as that accidentally 
strung between neighbouring peaks) would catch nothing but dogfish and the odd pollock. 

59: It was typical of the interviewees' opinions that they would ascribe differences in the 
catching efficiency of their gear to easily-recognizable characteristics such as the colour. It 
would require controlled experiments to determine which of a number of characteristics (such 
as colour, buoyancy and stiffness) really influences the catch. 
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In Cape Breton, on the other hand, many fishermen suggested that it was the off-bottom 
hooks (in their case, those mounted on floating polypropylene groundline) that took most 
of the cod. 

The data recorded from answers to the formal interview questions concerning float-and
weight systems were primarily verbal, rather than quantitative, and hence those 
answers grade into the ancillary, discursive information provided by the interviewees 
with no clear dividing line. For convenience, only general comments and those that deal 
with objectives or opinions are cited here. Specific facts concerning each interviewee's 
gear are left for the analyses below. 

Use leads crimped on to groundline to sink rope gear. You do not need these 
if you use alternate lengths of rope and leaded groundline. That is the 
Newfoundland way of rigging gear (Cape Breton). 

Use weights on the rope gear, plus lengths of leaded groundline, to sink 
the gear quickly (Cape Breton). 

Use poly rope groundline for fine gear in shallow water. The rope floats 
the gear and fishes better. This rope has weights built in to let it sink 
(Guysborough County). 

Halibut hooks are heavy enough to sink that gear without needing weights 
(Cape Breton). 

Weight of snaps is enough to sink even poly rope gear (offshore boat). 

Use extra weights when working around peaky bottom (offshore boat). 
Use extra weights in deep water only (offshore boat). 
Use them to sink the gear quickly, when deepwater halibuting, so that it 

goes onto a small piece of good bottom. This is called "sling-dinging" 
(offshore boat). 

Use weights if there are dogfish about. That sinks the gear past the dogfish 
so you get fewer of them (Shelburne County). 

Use weights when haddock fishing to sink the gear between the peaks on 
the bottom. If the gear is hung across the peaks, you only take dogfish 
and sometimes pollock (Shelburne County). 

Use weights to drop the gear between peaks and into canyons. Set the line 
slack to do this (Shelburne County). 

Use a pot bag of rocks to get the gear past the dogfish and to hold down 
floating gear (Shelburne County). 

Trawl sinks very slowly. It can take an hour and a half to reach bottom in 
very deep water; you can see it sinking on the sounder (Shelburne 
County). 

Assuming that "very deep" means 300 fathoms (which is far from the deepest water 
fished by Scotia-Fundy longline fishermen), this suggests a sinking rate of 0.1 metres 
per second or one fifth of a knot, which is a not-improbable sinking speed. This goes far 
to explain why extra weights are sometimes needed to speed sinking. 

Have to float the gear now because the bottom is dragged so bad (Cape 
Breton). 

Floating gear keeps the bait above the shellfish if you set before daylight 
(Cape Breton). 

Floating gear is good for halibut bycatch in hake fishing because it helps 
the bait stay on the hooks long enough for day-feeding fish to have a 
chance to bite. 
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With a baiter, if you need to weight the gear, drop a bait bag of rocks into 
the baiter and let it catch on one of the hooks (Shelburne County). 

Extra weights chafe the gear. Avoid them (offshore boat). 
Have tried floats on the gear to avoid the slime eels. Now using floating 

backline so have tried weights on the gang ions but the weight of the 
snaps is enough to sink the gear (offshore boat). 

Tried using leaded rope to sink the gear past the dogfish. It did not help 
(Cape Breton). 

Tried adding floating rope to the gear. It took too many sharks (Cape 
Breton). 

Tried adding floats. There was no difference in the catch (cod, haddock and 
halibut fisherman, Halifax County). 

Have tried cork floats between tubs (Cape Breton). 
Have tried floats. They caught well but they are hard to handle (Cape 

Breton). 
Used to use weights and buoys on the gear but no longer (New Brunswick 

halibut fisherman from Passamaquoddy islands). [It is possible that 
this interviewee ceased using this complex gear if he stopped fishing 
The Mud, north of Grand Manan, and confined his activities to the 
channels around Deer Island.] 

Floats on the hooks lose buoyancy at depth. 

Corks were used in Cape Breton long ago. 
Used to use corks when haddocking in Barrington Bay. That fishery is gone 

now. 
Used to use small corks on some hooks when haddocking. 
Years ago, men used to float their gear, when haddocking, by putting corks 

on some of the hooks (Shelburne County). 

This observation was repeated by many of the interviewees in southwest Nova Scotia who 
fished the inside grounds, some of the oldest ones having used this technique themselves. 
It has probably not been common for 30 or 40 years. 

Analyses of Survey Data 
Groyndljne Materjals: The interview information on groundlines was recorded in the 
database as a text variable for each fishing pattern. Some 20 different descriptive 
terms, arranged in very many more combinations, were included in these variables, 
along with a wide range of size descriptors (see Appendix 3). The data on the materials 
used in the groundlines seemed reliable (to the degree that they are used here), apart 
from such usual problems of non-reporting of old gear that was still in use and of 
manufacturers changing the specifications of gear sold under the same brand names60. 
All of this complex material is here listed, summarized and grouped into a simpler 
arrangement that gives minimal duplication while also minimizing the inevitable loss of 
information. 

60: There is some chance that truly polyester (e.g. Dacron®) line was occasionally reported as 
such, rather than by a trade name. If so, it is here classified with polypropylene and 
polyethylene rope. 
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While a number of different brand names and several other descriptive terms were cited 
by various interviewees, the types of groundline material reported could be grouped into 
only a half-dozen generic types: 

1: Nylon® (polyamide) three-stand line (commonly called "trawl" and occasionally 
"spunline"). 

This was the most common groundline material reported, sometimes in a tar- or 
creosote-impregnated variant. Its superficial similarity to the old cotton line 
certainly accounted for its vernacular name and may have led to its wide 
acceptance in past years. In 1990, "trawl" still seemed most often to be used by 
the more traditional fishermen. Nylon line tends to sink (specific gravity: 1.14). 
It is strong, stretching well under shock loads, but is rather expensive. 

This material was often referred to by its manufacturer's brand name. Thus, 
"Bluenose", "Korean", "Brownell" and "Gourock" trawl seem to all be variants of 
three-strand nylon and are treated as such here. Occasional reports of "hemp" 
groundline are also treated here as three-strand nylon; it is very unlikely that 
any hemp (or other natural fibre) line is used in the modern Scotia-Fundy 
long line fishery61. 

2: Polypropylene rope (sometimes erroneously called "polyester", at least in the 
better-quality grades, and commonly referred to as "lobster buoy rope", 
"floating rope" or simply "rope", all of which are here treated as synonymous). 

This was another common groundline material. It was usually (and probably 
always) of three-strand construction and was available in a variety of colours. 
Polypropylene rope is relatively cheap but is somewhat weaker and stiffer than 
the alternatives and much more prone to "creep" under sustained load. It is 
buoyant (specific gravity 0.91). 

3: Polyethylene rope. 

There were several reports of this material which the interviewer erroneously 
confused with polypropylene. Both are treated here in a combination referred to 
as "poly". Polyethylene has similar strength, "creep" and buoyancy 
characteristics to polypropylene (specific gravity 0.95). 

4: EasyHaul®. 

This is a proprietary product; a negatively buoyant, three-stand rope of 
distinctive black and white appearance (hence the occasionally-heard, colloquial 
name "snake rope"). It is noted for its strength and, from its texture, is probably 
made of polyester (e.g. Dacron®) but might be one of the other artificial fibres. 
Polyester is essentially as strong as nylon but does not stretch as much under 
shock loads. It is negatively buoyant (specific gravity 1.38). 

61: Hemp had indeed largely been replaced by cotton by the 1880s, at least in the U.S. fisheries 
(Goode 1887). It was then still used in handline gear and was indeed still used in some long lines 
in the Cape Sable Island area after 1920 (McKenzie 1946b). 
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5: Lambeth® rope. 

This is another proprietary product. None was seen during the survey but, from 
interpretations of some interviewees' comments, it seems to be a braided, lead
cored rope. Some interviewees noted that Lambeth rope is relatively expensive, 
compared to nylon or EasyHaul. 

6: Leaded rope. 

Various kinds of leaded rope (Le. rope with a lead core) were reported. Some 
kinds are certainly of braided construction but, from the interviewees reports, 
there also appeared to be some leaded three-strand ropes. Unfortunately, this 
interpretation of their reports is complicated by some interviewees not 
distinguishing clearly between a lead-cored rope and a rope with leads crimped 
on at intervals. The latter type was certainly used in three-strand construction. 

Some reports of leaded rope may have been intended to refer to Lambeth® rope 
and it is possible that the two types should be combined here. They have, 
however, been kept separate pending more certain information on the nature of 
the latter type. 

No attempt was made to record greater detail of the construction of these groundlines, 
such as the hardness of the lay or the numbers of filaments in each yarn, although those 
details have great influence on the characteristics of the rope. 

Of these generic types, nylon, EasyHaul and poly rope were reported about equally 
frequently by the interviewees (Tables 5.58 and 5.59) while the other types were much 
less common. When the data were classified by the directed species for each fishing 
pattern, the three principal groundline materials were less evenly encountered. Thus 
arranged, EasyHaul was the most frequently reported choice for haddock fishing whereas 
nylon "trawl", and to a lesser extent poly rope, were most common for cod fishing. 
Meanwhile, almost all of the hake gear had poly rope groundline. Halibut gear, in 
contrast, was reported almost equally frequently with groundline of each of the major 
classes and with leaded rope. These preferences may be partly adaptive (there are, for 
example, good reasons why hake gear should use floating rope: see below) but they may 
also be artifacts of fish and human distributions, at least in part. The Cape Breton 
interviewees, for example, appeared from examination of the raw data to be rather more 
likely than others to use nylon "trawl" while most fishermen in that area had little to 
fish for except cod. Haddock, on the other hand, were primarily fished out of South Shore 
ports, where EasyHaul was popular. 

For each of about two thirds of the fishing patterns, only one groundline material was 
reported (Table 5.58). Most of the rest had two materials reported each, though 15 
fishing patterns had three and four of them had four materials reported. Some of the 
multi-material fishing patterns involved floating rope being patched-in amongst sinking 
rope in each tub (see below for a full account) while some fishermen used separate tubs 
of various groundline materials suited to fishing in different areas. Yet other 
interviewees were in a gradual state of transition between the use of one material and 
that of another, leaving them in 1990 with a variety of types of groundlines in different 
tubs. 

Groundline Sizes: The data on groundline sizes were complex and of low quality, some 
interviewees appearing to guess the sizes that they reported while others gave their 
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reports in terms of size schemes other than the one that the manufacturer of their gear 
used. 

At least three different size schemes were inter-woven, these being: diameters of the 
line in fractions of an inch; weights of standard lengths (presumably 300 fm: McKenzie 
1946b; Templeman and Fleming 1956), which were usually used only for "trawl" and 
were expressed as either (e.g.) "24 Ib" or as "#24" (which designations appeared to be 
synonymous and were so treated here); and the number of "threads". This latter 
appeared only as "six-thread" and "nine-thread" and was usually applied to EasyHaul, 
though some interviewees gave it a more general application. "Nine-thread" EasyHaul 
seemed to be 3/8" in diameter and one interviewee said that #20 "trawl" is about 1/4" 
thick, but no more reliable intercalibrations are available. Moreover, many 
interviewees were obviously vague about the size of their groundlines, some made gross 
errors in their reports (e.g.: 7116" for what must be 7132"; 3/4" for 3/8") while many 
other reports appeared suspicious (e.g. a brand-name product specified at a size that no 
other interviewee mentioned). Yet other interviewees reported either a range of sizes or 
multiple sizes. Given these sorts of difficulties, no formal groundline size analysis has 
been attempted here and only a few generalizations are offered. 

Groundlines of all sizes between 3/16" and 3/8" were reported (for spun nylon reported 
by weight: 14 Ib to 30 Ib), with most (if not all) of the generic types of materials being 
represented at all sizes between these limits. Fishermen with larger boats tended to use 
heavier lines, presumably because the stronger pull of a larger hull drifting in the wind 
or scending in a seaway will part off a light groundline (see comments cited above). 
Thus, no line of less than 5/16" was reported by the captain of any over 65 ft boat and 
that class mostly carried 3/8" groundline. The 45-65 fters mostly carried the same 
sizes of groundlines as the bigger boats did, though some fishermen with boats in this 
class reported six-thread EasyHaul or, for cod fishing, #20 or #24 "trawl". This 
apparent boat-size/groundline-weight relationship was not very evident in the smaller 
boat-size classes, however, and plenty of under 35 ft boats carried 3/8" groundlines, 
while the captains of some 40 fters reported 3/16" ones. 

The link between groundline size and directed species was even weaker, though cod gear 
was often rigged with 5/16" or 3/8" groundline whereas haddock gear more often involved 
3/16" or 1/4". Both extreme sizes were common in halibut gear and hake gear often had 
9/32" groundline but was sometimes reported as having heavier lines, up to 3/8". Most 
sizes of line were used at least occasionally with each direction pattern, however. 

Groundljne Comparjsons: Except for the frequent use of poly rope, the groundline sizes 
and materials used in the Scotia-Fundy Region were similar to those used in other 
groundfish longline fisheries. Karlsen (1976) noted that the Norwegian fisheries of his 
time used tarred spun nylon or polyester, with 5 mm (1/5") diameter being preferred 
for ·coastal gear" and either 5 or 7 mm (1/5" or 2/7") for "deepwater gear" while 
Bjordal (1985) chose 5 mm (1/5") spun polyester as representative of traditional gear 
for his experiments. In the northeast Pacific halibut fishery, Myhre (1969) recorded 
28 to 32 Ib nylon line as being normal. The only prominent exception to this general 
similarity was in Norwegian off-bottom longlining with "Lofoten gear", which typically 
has a 2 mm (1112") diameter monofilament nylon (or other polyamide) groundline 
(Karlsen 1976; Johannessen 1983). As historical comparisons, Goode (1887) noted 
the use of 14 to 18 Ib tarred cotton, Wallace (1955) 28 Ib tarred cotton for halibut 
gear, McKenzie (1946b) 16 to 32 Ib cotton and six-thread hemp (the heavier sizes 
being used for halibut and especially on Cape Sable Island) and Templeman and Fleming 
(1956) 16 or 18 Ib cotton. 
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Weight and Float Systems: Introduction: The use of weights and floats on the gear was 
noted in the database for each fishing pattern but all information on their nature was 
recorded only on the supplementary data sheets. Both sources were used in the 
preparation of the following summaries, much as the groundline data was handled above. 
Some of the interviewees were so completely unaware of supplementary weights and 
floats that they offered information on their middle buoys instead. All such answers were 
eliminated from the data set before analysis. More seriously, the questionnaire did not 
specifically address the use of weights that were not accompanied by floats. After the 
existence of such gear emerged during the interviews, it was sought out. Early in the 
survey, however, less vocal interviewees who used weights alone may not have always 
had them recorded. 

The gear-floating and -sinking practices reported by the interviewees were so clearly 
specialized by area and directed species that to continue the form of analyses used above 
for other aspects of their gear would render this discussion nonsensical. Instead, the data 
set is here analyzed qualitatively after subdivision by directed species and by 
convenient, if arbitrary, geographic units. 

Weight and Float Svstems: Cod Fisheries: 
Northern Cape Breton: In the entire survey, 72 interviewees reported 73 fishing 
patterns targeted on cod only. 40 of these fishermen worked out of ports in Victoria or 
Cape Breton Counties (Dingwall to Louisbourg), of whom 11 reported using only nylon 
"trawl" groundline while another four reported both "trawl" and some other kind of 
sinking groundline (either leaded rope or EasyHaul). None of these 15 reported using 
any supplementary weights or floats. Of the remaining cod-fishing interviewees, 24 
reported a mixture of floating polypropylene rope with one or more kinds of sinking 
groundline while the 25th reported polypropylene only. All but six of these latter (the 
"poly-only' fisherman and five others) stated that they used the floating rope in order to 
float their gear. None of them reported using any other kind of float. Eight of the 
interviewees who thus used poly rope to float their gear specifically mentioned patching 
it in amongst the sinking line (e.g.: "middle quarter of each tub", "45 hooks on floating, 
alternated with 85 on sinking trawl", "alternate 50 hooks on each"). One interviewee 
said that this is the "Newfoundland way· to rig gear while another specifically said that 
it was to keep the bait away from the sea lice. 

Only seven of these interviewees reported using supplementary weights (all of them 
being fishermen who used mixtures of poly rope and sinking groundline). These were 
usually crimped-on "barrel" leads (one per 25 hooks in one case), though at least one 
fisherman used (every 50 or 60 hooks) a short length of leaded "footrope" , presumably 
seized to the groundline. These weights were said to be used to sink the gear quickly and 
were particularly (but apparently not exclusively) used on the floating, poly rope, 
parts of the groundline. 

These 40 interviewees worked boats up to nearly 65 ft in length. There was no apparent 
differentiation in floating and weighting practices by boat size. 

Richmond County: Two further Cape Breton fishermen who reported cod-only fishing 
patterns worked out of Richmond County. Each of these reported using only nylon 'trawl" 
without floats. Each of these fishermen reported using supplementary weights, however, 
in the form of either a brick tied on every three tubs or so or a 1 Ib cement weight 
snapped on at the end of every line. One of these interviewees said that he only used these 
weights when the dogfish were bad and that they served to sink the gear past those fish. 
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Guysborough County: Of five cod-only fishing patterns reported in Guysborough County, 
three used only nylon "trawl" groundline, without floats or weights. One of the other 
interviewees used both nylon and poly rope, the latter having built-in weights. The last 
fisherman reported nylon, EasyHaul, leaded rope and floating poly rope groundline; the 
latter being patched in, in the Cape Breton manner. He used a rock tied on every 20 
hooks, and a "plastic cork" float half way between, along his gear (perhaps only on the 
"poly" rope parts). All five of these interviewees had under 35 ft boats. 

LaHave to Shelburne: The next interviewees down the coast who reported cod-only 
fishing were one each from the LaHave Islands and Lockeport, two from the shores of 
Shelburne Harbour and one from Ingomar. The first three of these (all with under 35 
fters) reported nylon "trawl" groundline only, without floats or weights. The second 
Shelburne-area fisherman, working a 35-45 fter, reported using EasyHaul only and 
added extra weights (10 Ib, clip on) when fishing on peaks. The Ingomar fisherman, in 
contrast, reported poly-rope gear only, without extra floats (and with no data provided 
on weights). He too worked a 35-45 fter. 

Cape Sable Island: Ten Cape Island interviewees reported cod-only fishing, one of whom 
sometimes set autobaited cod gear, for a total of 11 fishing patterns. All of these 
fishermen had 35-45 ft boats. None of them reported using floating groundline, most 
opting instead for EasyHaul with some using Lambeth or leaded rope, nor did any report 
using floats. Seven of them (for eight fishing patterns) did report using weights, 
however, with one saying that those were used if there were dogfish about and another 
that they were to sink the gear between the peaks. One interviewee said that he used 
rocks for weights, another that he had 5 Ib weights and a third that he clipped a 15 Ib 
weight onto each tub end. 

Bay of Fundy: Five interviewees reported cod-only fishing in the Bay of Fundy. One 
fisherman, who worked a 35-45 ft boat out of Long Island, Digby County, used a mixture 
of floating and sinking groundline. When setting his cod gear on slimy bottom (which was 
not the normal pattern for cod), he used the complex float-and-weight system that he 
otherwise employed when hake fishing (see below). Two other interviewees, who worked 
out of ports further up the Nova Scotian shore (one in an under 35 fter, the other in a 
35-45 fter) , both used leaded groundline only. One of them reported further weighting 
his gear by tying on odd bits of lead. A fisherman who worked a 35-45 fter out of Dipper 
Harbour used a mixture of leaded rope and EasyHaul with supplementary weights. 
Finally, in interviewee with a similarly-sized boat out of Campobello Island reported a 
mixture of leaded and Hoating groundline. He did not identify the floating rope as being 
selected for lifting his gear and indeed went to some trouble to sink it, using double iron 
weights (two pieces tied together and thrown over the groundline as it was set) to stop 
the tide from sweeping his gear across the bottom and wrapping it around obstructions. 

Offshore: Fishing patterns targeted on cod only were reported for six over-65 ft boats. 
Four of these involved poly rope groundline, the others EasyHaul. One of the latter pair 
and either two or three of the first group (the data were incomplete) also used weights. 
These were variously reported as: one at the end of each tub, and a 5 Ib weight every two 
tubs. 

Summary of Cod Fisheries: It is notable that a high proportion of cod fishermen in Cape 
Breton deliberately floated their gear off the bottom (though without using any elaborate 
gear to achieve this) and claimed that this improved their catches. To the southwestward, 
fewer fishermen opted for floating gear and none of those interviewed on Cape Sable 
Island did so. Indeed, several of them went to some pains to sink their gear. In the Bay of 
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Fundy, this preference for sinking gear was even more marked. There were exceptions to 
this general trend, of course. Most interestingly, one Guysborough County fisherman 
used the Eastern Shore method of floating hake gear when cod fishing, while a Digby 
County fisherman likewise used his, very different, system for floating hake gear. 

The strength of the tidal streams must have some effect on this general trend, as bottom 
quality probably does on the occasional use of the hake-gear systems, but it is not 
certain that these can account for the whole of this geographic pattern. Perhaps 
differences in cod behaviour and the abundance of dogfish, linked with the slow rate of 
evolution of local fishing practices, are involved. 

Weight and Float Systems: Haddock Fisheries: Only 14 interviewees reported haddock
only fishing, though one of them fished both hand-baited and auto-baited gear for a total 
of 15 fishing patterns. Five of the 14 were based in Halifax County and all of these used 
at least some poly rope groundline. Two used nothing else while the other three had some 
leaded rope and either EasyHaul, nylon "trawl" or both. None of these fishermen reported 
using floats (not even that they chose poly rope for its floating characteristics) but all 
had leads on their poly gear. Each of these interviewees ran an under 35 ft boat. 

Seven of the 14 haddock-only interviewees fished out of Shelburne County (four in 
under 35 fters and three, including the autobaiter user, in 35-45 fters). Only one of 
these seven reported any poly rope groundline (and then only as part of his gear) while a 
second reported "trawl" but talked about floating rope, suggesting that (in contrast to 
most of his neighbours) he may have considered poly rope to be "trawl". The other five 
in this group used EasyHaul, nylon "trawl", Lambeth rope, leaded rope or some 
combination of these for their groundlines. None of them reported using floats but five 
reported weights (e.g.: 5 Ib weights on peaky bottom; a pot bag of rocks to sink the gear 
past the dogfish and to hold floating rope to the bottom; one rock in a bag on each tub, this 
last being used in both the one fisherman's auto- and hand-baited fishing patterns). 

The remaining two haddock-only fishermen both fished out of Digby County, one using 
leaded groundline with no weights or floats while the other used nylon groundline with 
weights to sink it into the hollows. This last was the same fisherman who reported 
sometimes using his hake float-and-weight system on his cod gear. On those occasions 
when he set his haddock gear on slimy bottom, he rigged it with the same weights and 
floats. 

Thus, the haddock fisheries showed the same geographic trend in gear weighting as did 
the cod fisheries. In Shelburne County (the only area with sufficient data for useful 
comparisons) much the same weighting and floating choices were reported by haddock
only fishermen as by cod-only fishermen. 

Weight and Float Systems: Cod and Haddock Fisheries: 
Cape Breton: 95 "cod plus haddock" or "haddock plus cod" fishing patterns were reported 
by the interviewees. Six of these were reported by Cape Bretoners, though there can be 
few haddock to catch on their grounds. Each of these six interviewees reported using 
nylon "trawl" for their groundlines, one of them mixing it 25:75 with poly rope while 
another used some poly patched in amongst the nylon and some tubs of leaded rope. None 
used supplementary floats, though one interviewee noted that his poly rope floated. One 
"trawl"-only fisherman put some leaded line in alternate tubs to weight the gear down, 
the interviewee who reported using some leaded line put it in the middle of each string 
for the same reason, while the "primarily-poly" fisherman snapped a weight onto each 
tub end. 
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Thus, these fishermen used gear that was very similar to Cape Breton-style cod gear 
though, if the data can be trusted, it suggested that gear for mixed cod and haddock fishing 
was a little heavier on average than cod-only. 

Guysborough and Halifax Counties: Only three Guysborough County fishermen reported 
this kind of fishing. Two used simple nylon "trawl" with no weights or floats. The third 
has used nylon groundline in earlier years but, in 1990 he was changing over to leaded 
rope. He put a cod net float on the gear every 100 hooks to slow its sinking and keep it 
away from the hagfish; a practice that may not be very effective since the catenary hung 
between two such floats would lie along the bottom for most of its length. 

Twenty eight Halifax County fishermen, more-or-Iess evenly divided between under 35 
ft and 35-45 ft boats with two 45-65 fters, reported some mix of cod and haddock 
fishing. Of these, 11 used sinking groundline only (eight EasyHaul, one leaded and two 
mixed). None of them used any supplementary weights or floats. Seven interviewees used 
floating poly rope only. None of them mentioned its floating characteristics as a reason 
for choosing it but six of them added weights (e.g. a lead every 25 to 30 hooks, one every 
14 hooks, a 4 oz lead every 15 hooks, or a piece of leaded rope wrapped around the 
groundline). The remaining ten interviewees in the 28 reported a mixture of floating 
and sinking groundline materials. Two of them noted that the poly rope parts floated. 
These two and two others reported that they had leads on their poly gear. 

Thus, while Cape Breton cod and haddock gear seemed to be a little heavier than the local 
cod gear, Halifax County mixed gadid gear seemed to be even heavier than the local 
haddock gear. Perhaps the difference, if it was real at all, had more to do with the sizes 
of the boats involved than with the species targeted. 

Lunenburg and Queens Counties: The six Lunenburg County and four Queens County 
fishermen who reported this type of fishing mostly used simply nylon groundlines with 
no floats or weights. One Queens County interviewee, however, put a little chain on the 
gear every three or four tubs to weight it further. 

Shelburne County: The interviewees reported 46 "cod plus haddock" or "haddock plus 
cod" fishing patterns out of Shelburne County ports, 16 of these being pursued on boats 
out of Cape Sable Island. All sizes of boats up to 65 ft were included. Most of this large 
group of fishermen used sinking groundlines without floats or supplementary weights, 
EasyHaul being a particularly popular material (though 11 of the fishing patterns 
involved some or all nylon "trawl", six some or all Lambeth rope and four some or all 
leaded rope). The interviewees did, however, report adding supplementary weights in 16 
of the 46 fishing patterns (while no relevant data are available for a further 14 
patterns, for which the interviews were conducted before weight questions were added to 
the survey). In these 16, four fishermen reported that they snapped a weight on each tub 
(two when fishing on peaky bottom; one of the four using 1 0 Ib and another 7 Ib 
weights), two that they used a clip-on weight sometimes (depending on the bottom being 
fished; 1.5 to 2 Ib in one case), four that they used rocks in bait bags (one of them 
specifically when fishing on 6 or 7 fathom peaks) and one that he used (unspecified) 
weights when on peaky bottom. 

Of all of these 46 fishermen, only eight used any floating groundline and only three of 
these seemed to use exclusively poly rope. The data set is incomplete but it seems that 
not all of these eight interviewees weight their gear and those who do may only do so on 
the same peaky bottom where fishermen with sinking gear use weights. 
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This mix of practices is little different from those used in cod-only or haddock-only 
fishing in the County. 

Bay of Fundy: One Digby County fisherman reported running two sets of ·cod plus 
haddock" gear. In the spring, he used leaded groundline and floated it with 4" round floats 
(like under-sized dragger headline floats) on swordfish snaps, putting four of them on 
each tUb. To this gear, he added a 15 Ib anchor at the end of each tub, besides the ones at 
the ends of the string. In the summer, "as the bottom softens" (or perhaps as the fish 
move onto softer bottom), he changed to floating groundline with the same anchors and 
floats but also with four weights per tub, each snapped to the groundline with 4 to 6 ft of 
line between the snap and the weight. These arrangements are clearly derivatives of the 
local float-and-weight systems used on hake gear. This interviewee's use of them in "cod 
plus haddock" fishing is analogous to the occasional use of those systems in cod fishing 
and haddock fishing by one interviewee in his area. 

A final cod and haddock fisherman, in Annapolis County, reported simple gear with a 
leaded groundline. 

Weight and Float Systems: Halibut Fisheries: Of the 97 reports of primarily-halibut 
directed fishing (which with one exception were targeted on either halibut-only, usually 
with a cod bycatch, or on "halibut plus cod"), only four interviewees mentioned using 
any floatation on their gear, though 26 others reported using poly rope groundline 
without referring to its positive buoyancy. Three of the four worked under 35 ft boats 
out of Cape Breton and the only buoyancy in their gear was provided by the poly rope 
groundline (though all of them expressly stated that they use that material in order to 
float the gear). Each of these fishermen mixed their poly groundline with leaded rope or 
(in one case) with nylon "trawl". Thus, their halibut gear was little different to the 
common type of cod gear used in their area. The fourth interviewee in this group fished 
out of Liscomb and also used poly gear for its floatation, mixing it amongst sinking 
groundline. He, however, supplemented the buoyancy of the rope with a ·plastic cork" 
float every 20 hooks. This was the same fisherman who put similar floats on his cod 
gear. 

With the exception of these four interviewees, and perhaps of some of those 26 others 
who reported poly rope groundline, the objective in all forms of halibut fishing seemed 
to be to get the gear firmly on the bottom. The emphasis on this clearly increased to the 
westward in the under 35 ft and 35-45 ft boat-size classes (Tables 5.60 and 5.61), 
with an increase in the relative frequencies of sinking groundline materials, a reduction 
in the frequency of poly rope and an increased use of additional weights, from Cape 
Breton to the Bay of Fundy. Thus, in these classes, most halibut gear owned by 
interviewees living in Cape Breton included some poly rope groundline, none had leaded 
rope while few of the local halibut fishermen used weights. In the Bay of Fundy area, 
however, only one interviewee reported poly rope, three reported leaded rope and five of 
seven added supplementary weights (including one fisherman who even added them to 
leaded groundline). This geographic trend is essentially the same as those seen in cod and 
haddock fishing, though in all areas halibut gear tended to be more negatively buoyant 
than the local cod and haddock gears were. 

The larger boats were less restricted geographically (see Section 7) but did most of 
their halibut fishing in deep water along the continental slope. Heavy gear that can sink 
quickly would be expected for such a fishery and the data (Tables 5.60 and 5.61) showed 
that either sinking groundline or weights on poly rope were used in most cases. 
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Weight and float Systems; ·Cod plYs Halibyt" fisheries: Eleven "cod plus halibut" fishing 
patterns were reported during the survey, though this targeting was only common 
amongst the Cape Sable Island fishermen (five reports). Apart from one pursued aboard 
an over 65 ft boat and another on a small boat out of Halifax County, each of these 11 
fishing patterns involved negatively-buoyant groundlines. The Halifax County boat 
carried gear with a 4 oz lead every 15 hooks, while the captain of the big boat used 
weights in deep water fishing. Two of the Cape Sable Island fishermen used weights 
sometimes (one reporting 1.5 to 2 Ib snap-on weights, recently adopted in preference to 
his earlier use of rocks in a bait bag). None of these fishing patterns involved extra 
floats. 

These arrangements were little different to those used in cod or halibut fishing in the 
various areas. 

Weight and float Systems: Hake fisheries: The hake fisheries had the most developed 
float-and-weight systems used in Scotia-fundy groundfish longlining, as might be 
expected for almost the only longline fisheries that regularly and deliberately work "bad 
bottom" (see Sections 7, 8 & 13). Hake were targeted in four discrete areas of the 
Scotia-fundy Region and adjacent waters: on The Hake Ridge and The Dump off the 
Eastern Shore, off Yarmouth, in the Grand Manan Basin off Digby Neck, and in deep water 
along the edge of the continental shelf. 

Eastern Shore: Ten interviewees reported primarily- (and usually exclusively-) 
hake-directed fishing out of Guysborough and Halifax Counties. All of these used 
polypropylene rope groundlines and all also used some kind of weight to overcome the 
rope's buoyancy. four fishermen reported having lead weights crimped onto their 
groundline at intervals, one lead every 14 hooks in one case. Three other interviewees 
used rocks tied to their gear, one of them having these rocks on snoods so that the gear 
would float entirely above the bottom while the other two reported placing a rock every 
30 hooks without stating how closely it was attached to the groundline. One of these latter 
said that these are beach rocks of about 1 Ib each. An eighth fisherman of the ten used 
similar rocks on some of his gear while on some tubs he had 3 ft lengths of leaded rope on 
the groundline to sink it. The remaining two interviewees gave no details of their 
weights, one saying that their arrangement was an important secret. 

Six of these ten fishermen relied on the buoyancy of the groundline to raise it above the 
weights. The other four supplemented the floating rope with additional floats. One tried 
this for the first time in 1990, putting a gillnet-type float (but stronger, so as to resist 
the pressure) between the weights. A second fisherman specified using black net floats. 
The other two gave no details. 

The overall result of these systems would be to float the groundline off the bottom in a 
series of arcs (with pointed tops when extra floats are used). Only those fishermen who 
attached rocks to their groundlines with snoods can have kept all of their hooks off the 
bottom. Otherwise, those near the weights must have lain within range of the benthic 
scavengers. However, the short gangions preferred in hake fishing (see above) will have 
assisted in keeping most of the other baits clear of the bottom. 

Yarmouth: The survey data included a small "hake plus cusk"-directed fishery off 
Yarmouth, worked by two interviewees out of Yarmouth Bar. Both used simple sinking 
gear, without weights or floats. 
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Although these interviewees fished hake, their ground was not the muddy bottom on 
which that species was targeted elsewhere so they did not face the extreme problem with 
scavengers that the Eastern Shore and Bay of Fundy fishermen have. Instead, dogfish are 
particularly abundant off Yarmouth. Those and the fast tides probably make sinking gear 
preferable. 

Bay of Fundy: Four interviewees reported fishing for hake in the Grand Manan Basin. All 
used sinking groundline (usually leaded rope), though one of the four mixed it with 3/8" 
and 9/32" floating rope. One interviewee set his gear direct on the bottom but the other 
three used complex float-and weight-systems when setting on "shitty" bottom, which 
was their normal practice when fishing for hake. These systems were not a permanent 
part of the gear, however, and thus could be attached to whatever types of gear each 
fisherman runs, whenever they seem to be of value. Their use was, therefore, linked to 
the habitat fished rather than to the species sought or to the fishing pattern recognized in 
this study. 

Each floaVweight unit comprised a cork or a ball float (4" diameter in one case) 
attached by a line (2 to 3 ft long for one fisherman, 3 to 4 ft for another and about a 
fathom for the third) to some sort of weight. This latter was often a rock (5 to 10 Ib 
rock in a net bag for one fisherman) but anything else of suitable weight could be used; 
disc brake calipers, a dozer track plate and a diesel piston were all mentioned by one 
interviewee. The groundline was then snapped or tied to this gear a little below the float, 
with several of these floaVweight units being placed along the string at intervals. One 
interviewee said that he put a float and weight every 30 or 40 hooks, which meant every 
15 to 20 fathoms with his gear. 

This complex gear was presumably effective or the fishermen would not trouble with it, 
though it is hard to see how it helped. Each float could presumably only hold a small part 
of the heavy groundline clear of the bottom and then only at slack tide. With the tide 
running, it seems likely that the whole arrangement lay flat on the bottom. 

Interestingly, the one hake fisherman who did not use such a float-and-weight system 
was a Kings County resident who moved his boat and activity south to Digby Neck and its 
islands for the hake season (the other three interviewees were residents of Digby Neck 
or Long Island). This suggests that only the local fishermen have been introduced to the 
complex float-and-weight systems or only they have chosen to persevere with the extra 
complexity. It should also be noted that none of the three interviewees who used such 
gear were aware of the simpler floating hake gear used by the Eastern Shore fishermen. 
(Because of the interview sequence, there was no opportunity to find whether this lack 
of knowledge was mutual.) 

Deepwater: The final hake fishery was reported by the captains of large boats fishing in 
deep water and was secondary to those same interviewees' halibut fishing. No added 
weights or floats were reported. The groundlines on these interviewees' hake gears were 
all of nine-thread EasyHaul. 

Weight and Float Systems; Other Fisheries: Ten reported fishing patterns did not fit into 
any of the above groups. One of these was targeted on "haddock plus cusk" and was 
reported by a Cape Sable Island fisherman. He used sinking groundline and 
supplementary weights but no floats; a very similar gear to those that his neighbours 
used for haddock. 
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The other nine were a mix of "cod plus hake", "cod plus pollock", "cod plus flounder" and 
"cod plus catfish" fishing patterns, six of which were reported by Cape Breton 
fishermen. All used sinking groundlines, except that two included some poly rope gear; 
one citing its floating characteristics. No other floats were reported. The only 
supplementary weights reported were leads on one fisherman's poly rope groundline. 

Weight and Float Systems: Discyssion: The major Scotia-Fundy groundfish long line 
fisheries showed a marked geographic trend, from Cape Breton to the Bay of Fundy, in 
the buoyancy characteristics of the gear. While there are the usual variations, whether 
the interviewees were fishing for cod, haddock or halibut, they were likely to use gear 
that lay lightly on the bottom or even floated above it if they fished in Sydney Bight but 
were likely to emphasize weighting the gear down if they fished out of western Shelburne 
County. In the Bay of Fundy, some fishermen took extreme measures to hold their gear on 
the bottom. While this trend was seen regardless of the species sought, there was an 
additional, weaker, trend for halibut gear to be less buoyant than the cod or haddock gear 
set in the same general area. 

The fishermen working aboard very large boats, perhaps surprisingly, did not use 
particularly negatively-buoyant gear. Neither, however, did the captains of such boats 
make any effort to float their hooks above the bottom. 

The only outstanding exceptions to these general trends were the hake fisheries of the 
Eastern Shore and the Grand Manan Basin. In an attempt to keep their bait clear of the 
invertebrate scavengers that co-occur with the hake, the fishermen working in those 
fisheries have adopted float-and-weight systems that were sometimes quite complex. In 
a few cases, these systems have also been adopted for cod or haddock fishing on adjacent 
grounds. 

Much of the fishermen's motivation in either floating or sinking their gear appeared to 
relate to the abundance of scavengers. Over much of the Scotia-Fundy Region, the 
abundance of dogfish was a very serious problem for the long line fishermen (see Section 
13); a problem that could be somewhat reduced if the gear was sunk rapidly and firmly 
to the bottom, where this species seemed to have less interest in the bait. That, however, 
placed the baits where they were vulnerable to benthic scavengers, particularly hagfish 
and sand fleas. Thus, some fishermen, particularly those who fished soft-bottom areas 
while targeting on hake, sought to float their hooks above the bottom. Presumably, they 
had to fish at times or in places where dogfish were less abundant. 

The concern about dogfish was definitely stated to be the reason for the abandonment of 
the old practice of mounting corks on some hooks to lift the gear a little above the bottom . 
Scavengers were not the only important issue, however. A perceived lack of haddock 
catch on elevated gear set off southwestern Nova Scotia induced some fishermen to get 
their hooks firmly on the bottom, while an apparent increase in cod catch rates off Cape 
Breton with off-bottom hooks induced the opposite behaviour. Furthermore, it seems 
likely that the tidal streams make gear that lies relatively-firmly on the bottom more 
desirable to the west and north of Cape Sable. 

While published information is scanty, it seems that the Scotia-Fundy cod, haddock and 
halibut fisheries are not unusual in these characteristics. On-bottom longlining seems to 
be the norm for groundfish worldwide, albeit there may be many specific exceptions. 
Thus, while Marcotte (1966) illustrated on-bottom longline gear, without 
supplementary weights or floats, as the normal kind used in Quebec, he also showed a 
"floating line" used in peche a /a beMe, for times when the fish were in midwater. This 
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used the same on-bottom gear but had a series of small surface floats (metal balls) 
attached to the groundline at 50 fathom intervals, much as modern pelagic longline gear 
is arranged. Even the Norwegian fisheries use, or until recent decades did use, primarily 
on-bottom gear, though off-bottom arrangements have long been employed in the Lofoten 
cod fishery (Rollefsen 1953; Karlsen 1976), where the spawning aggregations gather 
in midwater. Karlsen (1976) has illustrated an arrangement used in that fishery in 
which 7 inch gill net floats were mounted every 55 m (30 fm) along the groundline, 
while a 2 kg (4.4 Ib) weight was attached to every alternate float by a 10 metre-long 
(32 ft) "bottom line". Since the groundline itself was of monofilament nylon, this 
arrangement would have kept most of it at least 10m (32 ft) above the bottom. 
Johannessen (1983) has given an alternative description of very similar gear in which 
paler ("poles"), each composed of a brick attached to a net float by a 2 to 20 m (6.5 to 
65 ft) length of line, were fastened to the groundline every 100 m (54 fm), while 
additional net floats were attached half way between these. These floats each had about 
475 grams (1 Ib) buoyancy. Russell et a/. (1988) described very different gear used 
off South Carolina which was an adaptation of a Puerto Rican gear. This used 2.44 m (7.9 
ft) "Kali poles" of rigid PVC pipe with a weight at one end and a float at the other. They 
were snapped to a floating polypropylene mainline at 7.26 m (23.5 ft) intervals. The 
gangions were attached not to the mainline but to the Kali poles. The hooks were, 
therefore, deployed at various heights above the bottom. 

The specific use of rather similar off-bottom gear in some Scotia-Fundy hake fisheries 
as a means of avoiding benthic scavengers, rather than to target midwater fish, has not 
previously been reported. 

Lengths of Strings 

The longline gear was set in "strings", each of which comprised one or more tubs of gear. 
One-tub strings were very unusual and the normal arrangement was for two or more 
tubs to be fastened end-to-end62 . Conversely, few fishermen set all of their gear in a 
single string, however, most preferring to arrange it as a series of short lengths. 

Data and Methods 
The interviewees were asked for the lengths of the strings that they set in each fishing 
pattern, those lengths usually being recorded as both a maximum and a minimum 
number of tubs per string, with any variations and explanations being recorded 
verbally. In most cases, the reported numerical values probably represented the 
interviewees' perceptions of their "normal" practices, rather than overall maxima and 
minima in the statistical sense. Where an interviewee reported only a single value of 
string length, the "maximum" and "minimum" database variables were set to the same 
value (see Appendix 3). It is not possible to say whether this value represented a 
"typical" string length, an average length or literally the only length that was ever set. 
Probably there were some reports in each of these categories. 

The data were sorted by boat-size class and by primary directed species. The analysis 
was confined to visual inspection of maximum-string-Iength spectra for the various 
class/species groups, which was judged to be as advanced an analysis as the data could 
reliably support. In cases where the gear was set from a drum, the interviewees 

62: At least sometimes by tying a double sheet-bend with the end of one length of ground line 
through an eye spliced in the end of the other length (Figure S.B). 
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reported their string lengths in terms of equivalent numbers of tubs of gear and that 
convention, which seems to be common among longline fishermen, is retained here. 

Results 
In all forms of fishing aboard under 65 ft boats, the strings were typically short, 
usually comprising only five or six tubs of gear in a maximum-length string (though 
strings of anything from 1 to 50 tubs were reported: Tables 5.62 to 5.65). The over 65 
fters typically set longer strings, most often of 10 tubs. A few interviewees reported 
setting very long strings, of as many as 50 tubs in one case . These were usually 
fishermen who set all of their gear in a single string. In all, there were nine reported 
fishing patterns in which the gear was always set in this way and in which a maximum of 
15 or more tubs were set each day. Three other interviewees reported sometimes setting 
a single string of such a length63 . However, for a further six fishing patterns, the 
interviewees reporting splitting their gear into two or more strings and yet still set 
strings with maximal lengths of 15 to 30 tubs. 

In primarily-cod-directed fishing, the link between boat size and string length was 
clearly seen, with the average number of tubs in a maximum-length string rising from 
6.11 in the under 35 ft class to 7.33 in the 45-65 fters but jumping to 10.25 in the 
very large longliners. Primarily-haddock-directed fishing aboard 35-45 ft and 45-65 
ft boats tended to involve rather longer strings but it is not clear whether this was an 
adaptation for increasing haddock catch rates, a tendency for there to be lower risks of 
parting-off when haddocking, a trend for the larger boats in each class to be involved in 
haddocking, or some other factor. Primarily-halibut-directed fishing involved quite 
short strings when it was · pursued from under 35 ft boats (average 5.61 tubs 
maximum) but long strings when pursued on 45-65 fters (average 11.55 tubs). These 
figures may reflect a mixture of small-scale halibuting with short strings on the inside 
grounds (see Section 7 below) and offshore halibut fishing with longer strings. 

For the hake fisheries, string length data were only available for fishing patterns 
pursued aboard under 45 ft boats. Fishermen with 35-45 ft boats and those with under 
35 fters used the same string lengths (average maximum number of tubs respectively: 
6.67 and 6.70). These were short by the standards of the 35-45 ft class when targeting 
on other species but were longer than the strings typically used by fishermen with 
under 35 ft boats when haddocking. The absence of the trend (seen in other fishing 
patterns) for longer strings to be set from larger boats may reflect the geographic 
distribution of the hake fisheries. In the Bay of Fundy (where most of the hake fishing 
aboard 35-45 fters occurred), it would be impossible for fishermen to haul a long 
string during the brief period of slack water, regardless of the size of their boat. 
Meanwhile The Hake Ridge, which was mostly exploited by fishermen with under 35 
fters, is rather far from shore for small boats and thus may only have been exploited by 
the largest boats in that size class. If the under 35 ft hake boats were, on average, larger 
than the haddock boats in the same size class, their longer average string lengths would 
be expected. 

While the actual lengths of strings set by each fisherman probably varied somewhat, the 
majority of the interviewees reported only a single number of tubs per string. For those 
who did report both a maximum and a minimum number, the latter could be almost any 
proportion of the former though most minima were at or above 50% of the 
corresponding maximum. 

63: Besides these interviewees, some small-boat fishermen who only worked a few tubs set 
them all in a single string. 
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Verbal Comments Recorded 
The interviewees made a number of comments about string lengths, most of which 
related to their reasons for not setting longer strings or for varying the lengths that 
they did set. 

String length is anything from very little to all of the gear. Average is 
about 10 tubs (45-65 ft halibut boat, reporting strings of up to 50 
tubs). 

Only set 4 tubs per string to minimize loss of gear. 
Set short strings so you don't lose as much when it parts off. 
Usually set only one string but split it up when you are trying around. 
Set 5 tubs per string, except for a couple of 6-tub strings to make a total 

of 32 tubs set. 
Sometimes set all 20 tubs in one string (fisherman who reported only 

auto-baited longlining and string lengths of 5 or 6 tubs). 
Usually set all 12 tubs in one string but sometimes set 6 tubs in the 

shallows and 6 tubs deeper. 
Use a maximum of 3 racks per string because that way you don't need a 

middle buoy. It is hard to attach a middle buoy when you are shooting 
fast (fisherman who reported only auto-baited longlining). 

You have to spot your gear around in several places because the bunches 
are so small (Shelburne County inside fisherman). 

You often have to spot your gear around (Cape Breton 45-65 fter). Try 
for fish by hauling one string and then setting it back. 

Use one tub strings with cod gear because the bunches are so small. 
The bunches are so small now, only set one tub per string. 
Halibut gear is spread around in short strings. 
String length varies when halibuting. Often have to spot the gear around 

(45-65 fter, Cape Breton). 

Average about 8 tubs per string. Set less on steep or hard bottom because 
you are more likely to part the gear (over 65 fter). 

Use short strings because the bottom is rough and the gear parts off easily 
(South Shore fisherman reporting 4 or 5 tub strings). 

Keep the strings short so you don't lose as much to the draggers. That 
doesn't happen often but it is best to be safe. 

The length of the strings depends on the space available on the bottom. 
String length varies with the ground fished. 
String length depends on the bottom area. 
String length depends on the length of the bottom. 
Length of string depends on the grounds. 
Length of string depends on length of bottom. 
Length of string depends on length of available bottom. 
String length depends on the ground you are fishing. 
String length can be as little as 1 tub. Depends on the length of the 

grounds. 
String lengths fixed by the amount of bottom. 
Length of the strings depends on the length of the ground and on the length 

of the area where the fish are biting. 
You have to fit the strings to the size of the little lumps that you are 

fishing. 
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Set only short strings because there are only small lumps of bottom to 
fish. 

Often have to put two to five strings on small patches of good bottom. 
With fine gear, the length of the string depends on where you are fishing. 
Set short strings inshore but all one long string offshore (fisherman who 

reported string lengths of 4 to 20 tubs). 

String length depends on the weather. 

The length of the strings depends on the available bottom and on the shark 
problem. Even if you set in a straight line, you break up the strings 
and put anchors between them. 

Hake and fine gear fishing, usually set 6 or 7 tub strings. But could be 
anything from 4 to 10 tubs, depending on the sharks. When halibut 
fishing, string length depends on how much bottom is available 
(Eastern Shore fisherman). 

Set up to 15 tubs per string and average 10. But set only 5 per string 
when there are sharks about so you lose less gear when they bite 
through it. 

Use shorter strings if there are sharks about or if you are working hooky 
bottom. 

The smaller backline on fine gear parts more easily, so you have to haul it 
more slowly. That makes the sharks more of a problem, so you have to 
set shorter strings. 

Set about 5 tubs per string normally. Shorten up to about 4 if there are 
sharks about. 

Usually 5 tubs per string. Shorten when there are sharks about. 
Used to only set one string with middle buoys. Now set shorter strings 

with anchors at each end. That reduces the shark problem, which is 
bad with floating long line (Eastern Shore hake fisherman). 

Average 6 tubs per string off Cape Sable. Work 8 to 10 tubs per string to 
the eastward (45-65 fter). 

String length depends on the tides. Use 3 tub strings on Georges; 4 to 6 
elsewhere. Shorter strings when tides are full [Le. spring tides]. 

Set shorter strings on full tides (Shelburne County). 
The string length depends on where you are fishing. In one place, the tides 

never stop so you can only set one skate there and you have to set a 
string of two skates somewhere else (Digby Neck fisherman). 

Conclusions · 
In summary, the longline fishermen usually, though not always, set their gear as a 
series of strings, each containing anything from a few to about a dozen tubs. Dividing the 
gear in this way was an adaptive strategy designed to optimize the catch rate when the 
fish were believed to be in small bunches or on small patches of good bottom, such that 
much of a long string would lie outside any productive area. There was also evidence of 
bet-hedging, in the sense of scattering the gear around so that if one string failed to catch 
many fish another might take a lot, in some interviewees' comments. Clearly, increased 
subdivision of the gear required extra handling time, along with more buoys, anchors 
and buoy lines, and hence greater fishing expense per tub set, while perhaps reducing 
the number of tubs that could be hauled per day. The fishermen presumably sought to 
optimize string length between these conflicting requirements. 
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Even if the fish were thought to be more generally distributed, allowing fishing along a 
more-or-Iess straight line, most fishermen chose to divide their gear into short strings 
so as to minimize their losses if the groundline parted. Bad weather, rough bottom, fast 
tides and particularly abundant sharks were seen as increasing the risks of parting off 
and hence led the fishermen to opt for shorter strings. 

Anchor and Buoy Systems 

As Scotia-Fundy groundfish longline gear is set, the ends of each string (and, in rare 
cases, points along its length) are anchored to the seabed, almost invariably with a 
single anchor at each point, and marker buoys are attached to each anchor; or rather, as 
argued below, the buoys are anchored and the groundline is fastened to the anchors. The 
buoys are usually large inflated plastic "balloons" (also called "bladders"), which are 
supplemented with a "highflier", carrying a radar reflector, at one or both ends of the 
string. 

In most parts of the Region (the Bay of Fundy being a possible exception), these anchor 
and buoy arrangements serve less to hold the groundline in place than to provide a 
practical method of recovering it while marking its location so that other fishermen can 
avoid it. In some cases, additional buoys (commonly known as "middle buoys") are 
fastened to points along the string. These are not primarily intended to mark the gear but 
to allow· its recovery if the groundline parts off: 

Use a middle buoy and a weight every three or four tubs, depending how 
many sharks are about. 

Both Goode (1887) and Templeman and Fleming (1956) mentioned facilitating gear 
recovery as the reason for using such buoys in their times also. 

Analyses of Interview Data 
None of this marking and anchoring equipment would be expected to have much effect on 
the direct ability of the gear to catch fish (as distinct from the fishermen's ability to 
work the gear so that it catches fish). Hence only the type and weight of the anchors were 
the subjects of specific questions in the survey, all other associated information being 
gathered incidentally to those questions or, more often, to the questions about float-and
weight systems used on the groundline. 

Anchor Types: The great majority of the interviewees (169 reports) used "trawl 
anchors"; that is, anchors of the traditional stocked form with two arms. From direct 
observation of examples on longline boats, these were much more likely to be bent and 
welded from steel reinforcing-rod stock than cast or forged in the traditional way. 
Nearly all (43) of the interviewees who did not use trawl anchors reported using 
"grapnels"; five- or (usually) six-armed, stockless anchors, which were also often 
made of bent and welded reinforcing rod. One fisherman reported using a mix of trawl 
anchors and grapnels. The last interviewee said that he used "mud anchors", which might 
have meant almost anything. 

Two fishermen who used trawl anchors on their longlines reported using grapnels on 
their gillnets while another interviewee stated that he used grapnels with longline gear 
because he used the same anchors with his groundfish gillnets. This latter motivation 
may account for several of the 43 who used grapnels, though 22 of those fishermen 
reported that they did not have groundfish gillnet licences (nor gill net permits, where 
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appropriate) and thus could not have double-used their anchors in such a way. No other 
rational explanation for the distribution of grapnel use is apparent, however, since that 
type of anchor was reported from Victoria County round to Annapolis County and by 
fishermen who operated boats of all sizes, including both a 17 fter and the largest 
longliner in the Scotia-Fundy fleet. 

Anchor Weights: While some were readily able to quote a value, many interviewees were 
rather vague about the weights of their anchors (sometimes even trying to guess from a 
memory of how hard they were to lift). Taking the data at face value, the interviewees 
used anchors of 8 to 70 Ib weight with a mean of nearly 29 Ib (27.63 Ib : Tables 5.66 to 
5.68). Very few fishermen reported using different anchors for each of their fishing 
patterns and so there was little opportunity for them to adapt their anchor weights to 
suit the fisheries for various target species. Indeed, there was little difference among 
the average anchor weights reported for fishing patterns targeted on the various species. 
There were, however, notable differences among the county groups and boat-size classes. 
These last may have driven the geographic pattern. It seems likely that the larger boats 
tended to use larger and heavier gear of all kinds and to fish in deeper waters. Both 
characteristics would call for heavier anchors. The smaller boats tended (with many 
exceptions) to work lighter gear in shallower water while some of them lacked power 
hoists. Thus, on average, they would be expected to use lighter anchors, as was observed. 

Tables 5.66 to 5.68 record only a single anchor weight per interviewee. Only in the Bay 
of Fundy did some fishermen use complex multiple-anchor systems (for which, see 
below) but 18 interviewees in other areas reported two anchor weights or a range of 
weights, rather than a single value. Most of these 18 reported weight ranges that 
spanned 5 to 10 Ib and this may, perhaps, be an indication of the precision of the 
generality of anchor weight reports. The two fishermen who reported that their anchor 
weights were, respectively, "uncertain" and "whatever is available" gave alternative 
perspectives on this level of precision. 

Six of these 18 interviewees, however, reported either wider or more purposeful 
variations in anchor weights. One used "25 to 40 Ib" anchors and another "40 to 60 Ib". 
These two reports may represent an extreme level of non-adaptive anchor weight 
variation. Among the more-purposeful variations: one Cape Breton interviewee used 25 
Ib anchors when fishing "inside" but 50 Ib ones "outside"; the latter being to suit the 
larger buoys that he found necessary on the outside grounds. A second interviewee from 
the same general area used 24 Ib anchors on his cod gear but 40 Ib when halibuting. A 
third, also from Cape Breton, used 18 Ib anchors on his shallow-water gear but 28 Ib 
ones on his deepwater gear, which had a heavier groundline. Finally, one Eastern Shore 
fisherman reported that he used a 20 Ib anchor at the highflier end of each string but 
only a 15 Ib one at the other end. These were the only examples of adaptive changes in 
anchor weights that were encountered during the survey outside the Bay of Fundy area. 

Middle Buoys: Eight interviewees (excluding those in the Bay of Fundy) specifically 
reported using middle buoys, even though no questions were asked about them. This 
information was usually given in response to questions about groundline floats designed 
to keep the gear off the bottom and hence the coverage of the interviewees cannot be 
assumed to be either complete or even. A considerable proportion of the fishermen 
probably used middle buoys at times. The eight who did report them placed such a buoy 
every two, three or four tubs along a string, apparently with a weight (one fisherman 
said 15 to 20 Ib) rather than an anchor at the end of the buoyline. One interviewee (with 
a 45-65 ft boat, working Georges Bank) reported using a middle buoy every five or six 
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tubs along his strings, with a 45 Ib anchor for each buoy. He had a second hoist fitted 
near the stern of his boat to handle these. 

Bay of Fundy Anchor Systems: In the Bay of Fundy hake fisheries, much more complex 
anchoring systems were used by Digby County fishermen, both to resist the greater pull 
of the tide on the buoylines and to hold the groundline in place on the bottom. The weights 
along the groundline that were not associated with buoys, which will have helped with 
the latter function, are described above. The further anchors, weights and buoys are 
described here. 

Only five interviewees from Digby County reported hake fishing (one only taking them 
as a minor directed species in a mixed fishing pattern), while the other two active 
interviewees from that county confined themselves to primarily-halibut fishing. Of the 
five, one placed two 40 Ib anchors at one end of his string and a single 40 Ib one at the 
other end when fishing for hake. When going for cod, he used 25 to 30 Ib anchors but 
still placed two, 15 feet apart, at the first end of the string set and a single one at the 
other end. He explained the use of twin anchors as giving twice the chance of catching but 
it presumably also gave the additional advantages of minimizing the weight of each unit 
that had to be handled aboard the boat and of using the weight of the second anchor to 
ensure that the pull on the first was horizontal; a very ancient way of increasing the 
holding power of a light anchor. This interviewee's use of different anchor weights in cod 
and hake fishing was presumably not an adaptation to the differences between the fish but 
rather to the areas fished. The hake were taken in deeper water in the Grand Manan Basin 
where the tides may run more strongly than they do on the Digby County shore, where 
the deeper water required longer buoylines and hence more drag, and where the muddy 
bottom offered less good holding for anchors than may be found on cod bottom. The use of 
heavier anchors at one end of the string than the other was an adaptation to an 
asymmetry in the tidal drag on the gear64. This interviewee did not mention the use of 
any anchors other than those at the ends of the string, nor did he report using any 
unbuoyed additional weights, perhaps because he used leaded groundline. 

A second fisherman in this group, who reported only hake-directed fishing, used one 40 
Ib and one 30 Ib anchor at one end of his string and two 25 Ib anchors at the other end. In 
addition, he placed a 10 Ib anchor on each tub end, fastened to the groundline by a fathom 
of rope and carrying a "bobber" float at the surface. His gear also carried the float-and
weight system described above for Bay of Fundy hake fishing. A third interviewee, who 
worked separate hake, cod and haddock fishing patterns, reported using a 35 to 40 Ib 
anchor at each end of his string, regardless of which species he was targeting, but put a 
fathom of chain between each anchor and the lines bent to it; another long-established 
way to keep the pull of a cable on an anchor horizontal. He used an additional 15 Ib 
anchor at each tub end. A fourth fisherman,who reported both hake and haddock fishing, 
stated that he used 40 Ib anchors at the ends of his string and 10 or 12 Ib anchors at the 
tub ends. The final interviewee in this group, who reported one fishing pattern directed 
towards all of hake, cod and haddock, used 35 Ib anchors at the string ends and 15 Ib ones 
at the tub ends. 

It is notable that, while these more complex anchoring systems were universal amongst 
Digby County hake fishermen, they were not reported by the one Annapolis County 
interviewee who moved south to the grounds off Digby Neck to fish hake, nor by any of 
the interviewees based on the New Brunswick side of the Bay. How much this was an 

64: In this fishery, the gear is hauled on the first slack water after it is set so that each string 
experiences only a uni-directional stream. 
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artifact of sample selection, a consequence of species targeting (none of the New 
Brunswick interviewees reported fishing for hake) or evidence for the localization of 
fishermen's knowledge and outlook cannot be determined with the present data set. 

Fishermen's Comments on Anchors and Buoys 
As with the information on floats and weights, most of the verbal information gathered on 
anchors and weights was considered in the above analysis of the quantitative data. Only 
comments dealing with the purposes or benefits of particular gear are recorded here. 

Use 50 Ib anchors outside to hold the bigger buoys that you need out there. 
Inside, 25 Ib anchors are big enough. 

The tide will pull even big balloons under. Down east, this is not a 
problem but it is on Georges. 

Have to use heavy anchors because the sharks and big halibut can lift 
small anchors and mess up the gear. 

Grapnels are easier to handle on board than trawl anchors are. 

Use trawl anchors for trawl [Le. longline] and grapnels for gillnets. 

Two interviewees commented on the practical difficulties of using middle buoys: 

Middle buoys are hard to attach to the groundline when the gear is running 
fast through an autobaiter. So you have to do without them and keep the 
strings short instead. 

Centrelines get tangled up. Don't use them anymore. 

Only three pieces of information on the buoylines (between the anchors and the buoys) 
were offered: 

Use 11/32" buoylines and #60 balloons . 
Use 5/16" Gourock rope for buoylines. 
Buoylines of a-thread EasyHaul (over 65 ft boat). 

Finally, one Annapolis County interviewee reported using long "lead ropes· to his buoys 
so that they would not trip the anchors in the strong tides of the Bay of Fundy. This 
interviewee's idea of a "long" buoy rope was 600 ft in 30 fathoms of water, for a length: 
depth ratio of about 3: 1. 

Discussion 
One interesting observation that arose from these analyses and comments was that 
grapnels are the usual type of anchor used with gillnets, whereas longlines are normally 
worked with trawl anchors. While this distinction was quite clear, no interviewee gave 
an explanation of why it should be so. It is certain that the anchors partly served to hold 
the gear in place; the cited need for heavy anchors so that sharks and big halibut cannot 
lift them being one example of a fisherman's perspective on this issue. It is also certain, 
however, that if the groundline is laid slack, so as to hug the bottom between peaks, or is 
laid in a curve to follow the edge of a shoal, then firmly anchoring its ends can do little to 
stop the movement of its centre. Indeed, since longline strings are typically a few 
kilometres in length, no anchors confined to their ends can do much to restrain the bulk 
of their lengths, even if they are stretched taught. Thus, the gear must largely lie where 
it is set by virtue of its own weight (either as a function of the groundline material or 
through additional weights) without relying on the anchors. That being so, the prime 
role of the anchors can only be to hold the buoy and buoyline and thus to provide a means 
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by which the gear can be marked and eventually recovered (a hypothesis, it should be 
stressed, that was neither presented to nor commented on by any interviewee). This is, 
of course, quite different to gillnets, which are shorter and have much more 
hydrodynamic resistance to bottom currents. In gillnetting, the anchors may hold the net 
more than the buoys. This difference may explain the choice of anchor types for the two 
kinds of gear. 

The arrangements for attaching the groundline, anchor, buoyline and buoys to one 
another were not investigated by the survey. From incidental observations, one common 
arrangement is for each anchor to have a short length of rope clove hitched around its 
crown (the working end, after emerging from the hitch, being spliced into the standing 
part). This rope is stopped to the anchor ring with a single piece of gangion twine, which 
twine would part if the anchor became fouled, when the pull on its crown would free the 
anchor. The end of this anchor rope is formed into a loop by an eye splice. The buoyline 
(of poly rope, typically thicker than the corresponding groundline) is hitched to the loop 
in the end of the groundline and has a short side branch (cut spliced into the buoyline 
itself) which is hitched into the loop on the anchor rope. At the surface, the buoys 
("balloons" and "highfliers") are fitted with rope loops, to which the buoyline is 
hitched. Swivels seem to be commonly fitted next to the buoys, presumably to stop the 
spinning effects of wave action on the buoys from twisting the buoylines. Marcotte 
(1966) illustrated rather similar arrangements, though with the groundline bent to the 
short end of the anchor rope which, in his figure, projected from the crown of the 
anchor. (In keeping with the hypothesis developed above, this arrangement was clearly 
designed for the anchor to resist the pull of the buoyline, not that of the groundline.) 

Almost nothing has been published on the anchors and buoys used in other longline 
fisheries, though Marcotte (1966) illustrated a grapnel (un grapin) and a killick (une 
picasse : an anchor composed of a wooden frame enclosing a rock) as being normal in 
Quebec longlining in his day, and mentioned weights of 8 to 12 Ibs. He also showed older 
forms of buoys than those observed in 1990, including the traditional kegs which seem 
to have already been going out of use, and highfliers (bouees de peche) with flags and 
lamps rather than radar reflectors. Templeman and Fleming (1956) recorded those 
same types of buoys and stated that the anchors for their experimental gear weighed 
between 15 and 20 Ibs. Their buoylines were of 6 to 9 thread tarred manila. Sundstrom 
(1957) illustrated kegs, highfliers and subsurface glass floats, with trawl anchors, on 
the buoylines of northeast Pacific halibut gear. Changes in buoy types in the past 25 
years were to be expected, with the development of modern plastics. The increase in 
anchor weights since Marcotte's (1966) time probably relate to the deeper waters now 
being fished by the Scotia-Fundy fleet and the presence of powerful line haulers on most 
modern boats. 
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6 AMOUNTS OF GEAR SET 

One of the prime objectives of this survey was to predict the responses of the longline 
fisheries, in terms of changes in fishing effort, to a removal of quota regulations. Any 
such prediction requires some understanding of the present effort and the factors that 
control its magnitude. The survey did not gather any data on the number of days fished 
per year (except for a very few points volunteered by some interviewees) but it did 
collect systematic data on the numbers of hooks in each tub of gear, on the numbers of 
tubs set per fishing day and on the factors that determined this latter figure. Those data 
form the subject of this Section. 

The data on the amounts of gear set are surrounded by at least as many complications as 
are any other variables in the survey data set. For one, the stock assessment biologists' 
concept of "fishing effort" requires that "true" effort be proportional to the fishing 
mortality that it causes (Rothschild 1977). For longline fisheries, biologists are, 
therefore, concerned with effort in terms of the numbers of hooks set, since those are 
the part of the gear that interacts directly with the fish. Fishermen are naturally more 
concerned about their "effort" in terms of their monetary costs (for bait, fuel, 
replacement gear etc.) and human labour. While the interviewees evidently sometimes 
thought in terms of the numbers of hooks set per day, they more often spoke about units 
of tubs set per trip or even tubs set per year. The variations in the numbers of hooks 
per tub (outlined both in Section 5 and below) and in the number of days fished per year 
complicate the relationships between these two conceptions of "fishing effort". 

A second difficulty is that the amount of gear set (per day by a given boat) was a highly 
variable quantity that cannot be captured precisely in a single database variable and 
which, indeed, the interviewees often had some difficulty in reporting. As outlined 
below, the fishermen continually adjusted this amount, on a day-to-day (if not hour-to
hour) basis, to suit, among other factors, the time and manpower available for hauling, 
the size of the school or length of the bottom being fished, and the time available to bait 
the gear before re-setting. 

In view of these and other complications, it is not possible here to give anything more 
than a "broad-brush" overview of the daily fishing effort of the interviewees, sufficient 
only to outline some general patterns which may help to inform future analyses of 
conventional effort statistics. The interviewees' reasons for setting various amounts of 
gear are, in any event, of greater immediate importance, since an understanding of those 
reasons is an essential foundation for any prediction of how the amounts set would change 
in response to regulatory changes. Furthermore, the survey data offer a unique source of 
information on these reasons. Analyses of both types of data are presented here, 
following the usual listing of the interviewees' relevant comments. The latter exclude 
those parts of their statements concerning the reasons for setting various amounts of 
gear that were numerically-coded for analysis. 
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Fishermen's Comments on Amounts of Gear Set 

Several factors that limited daily fishing effort were mentioned, often in ways that 
revealed the underlying logic: 

Could work more gear if you hauled faster. But if you did that, you would 
loose some fish off the hooks (over 65 ft boat). 

You have to haul fine gear slower than big gear. 

With Mustad Autoline system, a boat could work 24 hours a day because 
there would be no need to bait. That would need more quota (over 65 ft 
boat). 

You have to make short sets for hake because they are on soft bottom and 
the bait doesn't stay on. 

If you leave the gear too long, the fish on the hooks get eaten. So you cannot 
set a lot of gear on some types of bottom because the fish would be 
eaten before you could finish hauling. 

Vary the amount set to suit the area that you are fishing so that it won't 
take too long to haul. If it takes too long, the fish are eaten off the 
hooks (Shelburne County 45-65 ft boat). 

Usually set 100 to 150 tubs per trip but less if the fishing is good. Try 
for 20,000 to 25,000 [Ib of fish] in the trip and change the amount 
of gear set to get that. 

For hake, set 20 to 24 tubs per day for a total of 40 per trip. For 
haddock, set 60 to 70 in a three-day trip if the quota is high but only 
40 to 50 in a one-day trip if the quota is low (Eastern Shore). 
["Quota" in this case means a trip limit and the "low quota" strategy 
allows a maximum number of short, hard-working trips, each taking 
the maximum catch allowed.] 

Set less when setting on a small school. 
Fit gear to the size of the school. 

Usually take 6 to 10 tubs but if going overnight, take 20. [This strategy 
presumably economizes on steaming time when fishing more distant 
grounds.] 

Set 10 tubs per day everyday inside or 20 per day on two trips per week 
if going off. Can only bait 10 tubs after a day's fishing. 

Set 15 tubs every day if close in or 24 every other day if going further 
out. [Thus balancing steaming, baiting and working time to fit 
efficiently within human endurance.] 

Take less gear on a trip to Georges than when not going so far. You are 
more days away on a Georges trip and you need more space [on the 
boat] to work. 

The space on board is a problem when you are hauling back. The fish, the 
gear and the men working all need room. . 

Maximum of 18 tubs per day on Georges but 30 elsewhere. 

It is hard to get a good crew. A better crew works harder and takes more 
care. They can get double the catch. With a good crew, you can haul 90 
tubs in 27 hours (though you would only try that if the fishing was 
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good and the weather forecast was bad; then you would work extra hard 
to get the fish before breaking off with the weather). 

Used to work alone and then could only work 12 tubs. Now, with a crew, 
work 20. 

Used to take another man and work 6 to 8 tubs. Now go alone so only work 
4. 

Work 10 tubs if two men aboard, 15 if three. 
Used to have three men aboard and then worked 20 tubs. Now only two 

men so work 10 tubs and keep the other 10 in the freezer. 

In regard to these latter comments, it might be supposed that, if the number of tubs 
worked per crewman were constant, it would pay the boat's owner to have as many men 
aboard as possible. Where, as in the last comment above, the tubs-per-man count falls 
as men are dropped, that should be doubly so. In practise, it is not. Small amounts of gear 
can be carefully fished to their maximum potential where larger amounts would demand 
long days of rapid work. If the bunches of fish are small, the extra gear will probably 
have to be set outside them, with a consequent depression on the average catch-per-hook 
set. Furthermore, the strategy of baiting two sets of gear whenever bad weather keeps 
the crew ashore, and then holding one set frozen while fishing the other, maximizes the -
catch achieved when the weather is good. Thus, when the biomass of the resource is 
depressed, the captain's and the boat's shares could well be greater with two men 
working ten tubs per day than with three men working 20. If the fishing was good, a 
higher-effort I higher-return strategy, involving a third man and twice the amount of 
gear, could pay better. 

On the first day of the trip, set all the gear [30 tubs in this case]. Then, 
for the second and third day, set as much as the crew can re-bait; 15 
to 25 tubs per day. 

Set all 30 tubs on the first day then as much as the crew can bait: 15 to 
25 tubs per day. 

Run about 25 tubs. Set 12 to 15 per day but don't re-bait all of them at 
the end of the day. So can work for 2 or 3 days (30 or 45 tubs) before 
needing a day ashore to re-bait all 25. 

Given a bigger boat, could take more men to bait and so could run more 
gear. 

Make one or two sets of 10 tubs each. Only make the second set, after 
hauling the first, if the weather is good. 

Set fewer hooks in bad weather. The gear gets tangled [and it takes time to 
sort it out]. 

Work fewer tubs in bad weather. 
Amount set depends on the weather. 
Set 15 to 40 tubs per day, depending on the weather. 
Amount varies with the weather and quotas [Le. trip limits]. 
12 tubs per day is usual. Only set 10 in bad weather. 
Usually set about 12 tubs but have set 20. On good days, sometimes set all 

of it. 
Can take 7 or 8 tubs on the boat but the weather is usually too bad to haul 

that many. 
In bad weather, you lose fish off the hooks as the boat rolls. 

Set more gear per day in winter. 
38 tubs per day is an average for a long trip in the summer. Can reach 50 

per day in the winter. 
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Thus, in bad weather, the fishermen necessarily set less gear per day but in winter 
(when the average weather conditions are worse), some fishermen set more than they 
did in summer. These were fishermen whose summer longlining involved multi-day 
trips to the offshore banks, in which the crew had to rest for a few hours between one 
day's fishing and the next. In winter, however, these same fishermen were more likely 
to take advantage of short breaks in the bad weather to fish close to land (often in The 
Inside Gully, north of Browns Bank: see Section 7). They would then set many tubs of 
gear in a long day, resting only when they returned to land. 

On Georges, you have to tend the tides so you cannot set more than 18 tubs. 
Other places, you can set 30 tubs. 

Set 6 tubs on big tides; 7 on dead tides. If the fish are good, set twice in 
the day, on the two tides (Digby County). 

For hake, set 6 to 8 tubs on one tide per day, then have to work hard to get 
it all in. For haddock, set on two tides per day but only 4 or 5 tubs per 
tide (Digby County). 

Set 5 tubs on a full tide, 8 on a dead tide but only 3 to 5 when haddocking 
(Bay of Fundy). 

Sometimes set as much as 8 tubs on the slack of a dead tide or as few as 5 
on a full tide (only 3 to 5 tubs per slack with haddock gear: Digby 
County). 

Used to work 20 tubs of fine gear each day. There is no space [on the 
grounds] to work that much now (Eastern Shore, small boat). 

I would fish more gear if I had an autopilot. Without that, I have to stop 
the boat for three hours, while I gut the fish, before steaming home. If 
I knew the catch per tub that I was going to get, I could set more 
anyway, but you can't predict the catch (Eastern Shore interviewee 
who fishes alone). 

Without an autopilot, I can't set more gear. 

Could run double the gear if I had a freezer to store it after it is baited. 
I would take more gear if I was going north for a long trip but there is no 

freezer in Bras D'Or to store more gear in. 

Take 20 tubs. Sometimes set some of them more than once. 
For cod, make small sets and haul them often, so total 20 to 24 tub-hauls 

per trip. 
Set about 35 skates per day from the 24 aboard. Average 1.5 sets per 

skate per day; 4 or 5 sets per skate per three day trip. 

30 tubs per day is a good amount to set (35-45 fter). 
If the price is low, it isn't worth working more gear. 

Set about 20 tubs in total. If have some halibut gear aboard, set less of the 
fine gear so the total stays about 20. 

Set 6 tubs total: 3 big and 3 fine or 6 of one and none of the other. 
Set up to 8 tubs per day; all halibut gear or half halibut and half fine. 

Hope to raise this to 12 per day for 1991. 
Set 20 to 25 tubs per day of a mix of cod and halibut gear. 
Set 3 tubs total. Mix and match between the gears. 
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Set 20 to 30 tubs per day of a mix of fine and rope gear. [For this 
interviewee, these differed only in the weight of the groundline.] Set 
30 on the first day. That takes about 20 hours; the crew "hooks down" 
the gear as it is hauled, so it takes about half an hour per tub to haul. 
By the third day, only set about 20 tubs, so the total for the trip is 80 
or 90 tubs. 

In the spring, go halibuting but take some tubs of fine gear. Set a total of 
30 tubs on a one-day trip, 25 for two days. Usually set two tubs of 
halibut gear for each tub of fine. In the summer, use fine gear only. 

When auto-baiting, set 13,000 hooks per day for 7 days of an 8 day trip. 
That is equivalent to more than 200 tubs per trip. 

Some boats set more than 300 tubs per trip now. [Some interviewees had 
wildly inflated ideas about the amount of gear their neighbours work, 
which ideas were usually expressed as criticisms of fishermen who 
were thought to be fishing too hard. This attitude may have underlain 
the present comment. In reality, very few boats and crews were 
capable of setting 300 tubs in a trip, though some of the 45-65 fters 
making 10 day trips may have done so.] 

Until 1989, set 20 tubs. In 1990, set only 4 or 5 to try. Only set the 
rest if the gear was catching. If the fishing was really good, re-baited 
the first string and set it again, for a total of 25 tubs in the day (Cape 
Breton). 

Have 46 300 fathom "tubs" on the drum. Usually set 40 to 50 of them 
each day but can be as little as 20 (over 65 ft boat). [Setting 50 tubs 
with only 46 on the drum would require that some gear was set, 
hauled and re-set within a 24 hour period.] 

Have 50 tubs of halibut gear aboard if planning to bring it home but only 
20 if leaving it in the water [i.e. setting one lot of 20 and hauling 
another lot of 20 each day]. Have 80 tubs in use at anyone time, the 
40 or 50 being either set or hauled and the rest in the freezer. [Hence 
allowing bad weather time to be used for baiting.] 

Set 10 tubs and haul another 10 each day but leave them overnight, so 20 
tubs are in use. 

Set 30 to 35 tubs per set. Haul and re-bait as necessary to get 75 to 100 
tUb-sets per trip. 

For cod, set about 20 tubs in one day and about 10 the next, while baiting 
about 15 every day. Keep that up for the whole trip. When halibuting, 
take 10 tubs of halibut gear and 20 of cod. Continue the same 20 and 
10 pattern, using a mix of the two gears. 

Hand-haul the gear, so can only haul four tubs per tide (Bay of Fundy). 

While most of the interviewees' comments thus dealt with the factors limiting the 
amount of gear set, a few dealt with the opposite, the pressures to fish more: 

Everyone knows everyone else's business. You have your own pride. So 
you cheat to be "successful". 

You have to work more gear now to match the others. 
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If you owe money, you ID..I.Li1 fish to pay it. 

According to another report, similar pressures could be exerted on a captain by his 
crew's demand for a good catch to increase their share, even if the captain himself would 
have been content to fish less. 

Finally, there were a few remarks on the greater amount of gear set in 1990 than there 
used to be and the toll this took from the captain and crew: 

Data 

Each boat now works 6 or 7 times as much gear as they did 40 years ago. 
In those days, it was 6 tubs of 100 hooks each, all hand hauled. 

The fishery is more intense now. You work more gear but it is harder 
mentally too. You have to go further. 

The boat share takes the extra dollars. The men get no more than they used 
to. 

A few men work right through the weekends and any other time. They have 
to keep up the pressure to survive. All the men in the fishery now are 
young. Men in their 50s cannot handle the work. 

Longline fishermen work much harder than dragger men. Longline men 
are worn out by age 50. 

Analysis of Amounts Set 

The questionnaire was designed to ask the interviewees how many hooks they rigged on 
each "line" (a unit of 50 fathoms length) of groundline and how many lines they kept in 
each tub. In practice, it seemed that few fishermen still thought of the length of their 
gear in terms of lines and so the questions were usually amended to ask for the numbers 
of hooks in each tub, with this value being separately recorded for each fishing pattern. 
Some interviewees were able to quote a value instantly but others had to think for a few 
moments, suggesting that this was not a statistic that they used regularly, and hence that 
it may not have been one that they could quote with great precision. 

The interviewees were also asked how many tubs of gear they set in a day, when working 
each of their reported fishing patterns. Their reports were often rather vague and 
probably related more to the numbers of tubs that they intended to set on a typical day, 
rather than to averages of the numbers actually set. Thus, although many interviewees 
reported ranges of amounts of gear set, and these were recorded in the database as both 
maximum and minimum numbers of tubs set, there were few reports of the shortfalls 
from "typical" amounts which must have occurred, due to mechanical breakdowns, bad 
weather and similar factors. Thus, the reported figures should be seen as end-of-year 
statements of what the fishermen remembered as -the normal amounts of gear that they 
had set65. 

Some interviewees followed complex fishing strategies which made it hard for them to 
quote a number of tubs set per day. In a few of these cases, the number of tubs set per 

65 : The upper bounds to these ranges may be rather more reliable than this, however: many 
factors could make a fisherman set less gear than he had intended to but only rarely would he 
set more, and even then not more than he had on hand unless he re-baited some gear (see 
Section 10). 
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trip was fixed by the amount of pre-baited gear taken on board. The number of such tubs 
was, therefore, recorded in the database whenever it was reported and it served to 
amplify an interviewee's other reports. 

There were many difficulties with these data. The extents of the variations in the 
numbers of hooks per tub and the numbers of tubs set per day, and the relationship of 
the interviewee's reports to their intentions, rather than their realized practices, have 
already been noted. Some fishermen thought of the amount of gear that they set in terms 
of tubs per trip, rather than tubs per day, and might stayed longer on the grounds to 
complete their planned fishing if circumstances served to reduce the amount that they 
set per day. There was no unique way to convert their reported amounts set into tubs
per-day units. Similarly, another group of interviewees hauled, re-baited and re-set 
each string in turn, often remaining on the grounds for some days whilst doing so. For 
these fishermen also, with their temporally-overlapping but discrete ·sets" that were 
not coordinated into daily units of fishing, the estimation of tubs set per day was 
difficult. To add further difficulties, a few fishermen may have deliberately mis
reported the amounts of gear that they set, in as much as some of them have tub-limits 
specified on their licences and they would be unlikely to report any infringement of 
those limits66. Finally, as with the other survey variables, some fishermen reported 
complex strategies that were hard to reduce to numerical coding for analysis. 

An analytical approach was adopted here that should yield a useful overview of daily 
effort in the longline fisheries, without being badly affected by these many 
complications. 

Methods 
In view of these many problems, the data were simplified before analysis. The 
appropriate variables for each of the reported fishing patterns were listed, without 
regard to whether or not each was one of a pair or trio of patterns reported for the same 
licence. The number of hooks per tub was then taken (a) as reported directly by those 
interviewees who gave single values for this variable, (b) as the reported average 
number if the interviewee provided that, (c) as the reported maximum number if he 
only quoted a range of numbers, or (d) as an estimate calculated from the reported 
number of lines per tub and the reported rigging distance. This number of hooks per tub 
was then multiplied by the interviewee's report of the maximum number of tubs set per 
day, giving a nominal value of "hooks set per day· for each fishing pattern67 . These 
nominal values would be expected to be close to the maximum number of hooks set, in the 
corresponding fishing pattern, in anyone day, though they will have been exceeded on 
rare occasions. 

Examination of the raw data showed that, for cases where more than a single value was 
quoted, the minimum number of tubs reported was usually close to the maximum and 
averaged 84% of it, though individual minima could be as small as 20% of the 
corresponding maxima. Some of the interviewees failed to state a range of amounts of 
gear set because they "always" set the same amount. Their minimum amounts normally 
set must have been close to (if not exactly equal to) the reported maximum and yet the 
absence of a definite report necessarily excluded such cases from the above 84% 

66; Inspection of the reported numbers of tubs set, of the limits imposed by the licences and of 
the general fishing practices followed by those interviewees who were limited in this way 
suggests that any error of this type was probably minor. 

67; These are the numbers of hooks set that were used in weighting the relative importances of 
various hook types in Section 5. 
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average. Hence, the overall average number of tubs set per day by an average boat may 
have been around 95% of the maximum reported for the boat. 

This difference between the average and maximum amounts of gear set will have 
produced an equivalent divergence between the calculated nominal number of hooks set 
per day, which is based on the reported maximum number of tubs set, and the average 
number actually set. Through this one cause alone, the calculated nominal numbers will 
overestimate the actual average numbers of hooks set by perhaps 5%. The nominal 
numbers of hooks per tub used in calculating the number set were also overestimates of 
the true average nurnbers of hooks in each tub (see above), resulting in a further 
inflation of the nominal number of hooks set per day. Inspection of the raw data and the 
discussions in Section 5 suggest that this bias was on the order of 10%. 

Moreover there were, on average, 1.5 fishing patterns per licence, the nominal 
numbers of hooks set in each of which are here calculated separately. Thus, the total 
amount of gear that could be handled at anyone time would be only some two-thirds of 
the results of summing the calculated nominal values68 because fishermen, of course, 
only set the gear for one fishing pattern at a time. (ignoring any possible tendency for 
fishermen who worked more than one fishing pattern to set more gear, on average, than 
the ·single-pattern" interviewees). More importantly, no boat can fish every day of the 
year and many fishermen only averaged about one set per week for a relatively short 
season (see Sections 9 and 10). Thus, the average amount of gear in the water on any orie 
day of the year was almost certainly very much less than one half of the summed nominal 
hooks set per day values. 

Conversely, considerably more hooks than the sum of the numbers nominally set per day 
must have been rigged on gear that was set at some time during 1990 since most, though 
not all, interviewees seemed to own extra gear that they held in reserve. Furthermore, 
many of them left gear ashore for baiting while they were away at sea with other tubs, 
or baited more than one set of gear whenever bad weather kept them ashore. 

It must, therefore, be stressed that the figures developed here for the numbers of hooks 
set per day are entirely nominal. They can serve for weighting other data, to show the 
relative importance of different hook types for example (see Section 5), and as a basis 
for comparisons of the relative amounts of gear set by different groups within the 
fisheries. They cannot be used as estimates of the absolute numbers of hooks set or used 
in the groundfish longline fisheries. 

Results 
The nominal number of hooks set per day varied among the fishing patterns, with a 
minimum of 200, a maximum of 28,800 and a mean of 6453.65 (5546.57 ). The 
amount of gear set might be expected to be partly a function of boat size (or perhaps its 
correlate: crew size) and partly one of the target species. Tabulation by those factors 
(Tables 6.1 to 6.5) did not explain much of the variation, however. Haddock fishermen 
and, to a lesser extent, cod fishermen did set more hooks per day, on average, than 
halibut fishermen. Small-boat hake fishing involved rather less hooks set per day than 
did equivalent cod or haddock fishing (perhaps because much of the hake fishing was 

68: This estimate assumes that the number of hooks set by a fisherman who reported more 
than one fishing pattern (averaged across all of his reported patterns) was, on average, equal 
to the number set by fishermen who reported only a single fishing pattern. In practice, the 
'multiple pattern' interviewees tended to have larger boats than the 'single pattern' ones and 
hence the former probably set more hooks per day. 
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constrained by the need to haul on slack water in the Bay of Fundy: see Section 11). 
whereas the few reports of hake fishing on over 65 ft boats involved very large numbers 
of hooks. Where there were sufficient data, fishermen working larger boats did seem to 
set more hooks than those with smaller boats who pursued the same target species. This 
latter effect was not large, however. For cod-only fishing, the over 65 ft boats averaged 
9080 nominal hooks set per day against the 5113 of the under 35 fters (Table 6.2), a 
ratio of 1 :1.8, compared to the tonnage difference between a 34'11" hull and a 99'11" of 
the same shape of 1 :2369. Thus, the very large boats seem to have been severely limited 
in the numbers of hooks per day that were hauled. Presumably, their higher operating 
and capital costs were covered by high returns per hook set and high numbers of fishing 
days per year, rather than by great numbers of hooks set per day. 

The variation in the calculated numbers of hooks set per day within each boat-size 
class/target species unit was, perhaps, more interesting than this weak average trend 
across size classes. The licensee of one under 35 ft boat, for example, reported setting 
more hooks per day when cod fishing than did the captain of any 35-45 ft or over 65 ft 
boat and more than the average of the 45-65 fters when targeting on that species 
(Tables 6.2 and 6.4). Other similar examples can be found throughout the tables. Unless 
it results from erroneous interview reports, this great range of numbers of hooks set 
was presumably a reflection of the complex of controlling factors examined below. 

The typically lesser amount of gear set when halibut fishing than when pursuing other 
fishes must be related to the tendency for halibut hooks to be rigged further apart than 
are the hooks on gear designed for other species (see Section 5), particularly since one 
of the constraints on the amount set in some fisheries is the speed at which the 
groundline can be hauled without losing fish off the hooks (see comments cited above). 
Thus, the variation in the number of hooks set might be a result of differences in rigging 
distance interacting with some constant length of groundline set. To examine this 
possibility, the nominal number of hooks set per day for each fishing pattern was 
multiplied by the reported rigging distance (with the various complications handled as 
in Section 5), leading to the mean lengths of groundline set shown in Table 6.6. The 
differences, between haddock and cod fishing on the one hand and halibut fishing on the 
other, in the lengths of groundline set were roughly half those seen in the numbers of 
hooks set (Table 6.7) but for most boat-size classes halibut fishing still tended to see 
less gear set. Only for the over 65 ft boats did this groundline length issue explain all of 
the difference in the numbers of hooks set per day. For the smaller boat-size classes, it 
was one factor but not a complete explanation. 

This calculation of amounts of line set also served to indicate the approximate lengths of 
bottom used by different boats. The under 35 fters set an average of 25,305 feet of 
groundline per day, or nearly 8 km. For the over 65 fters, the equivalent figures were 
90,462 feet or about 27 km (Table 6.6). The greatest groundline length calculated for 
any fishing pattern, 144,000 feet or nearly 44 km, was for an over 65 ft boat targeting 
on "cod plus hake", while the shortest was 1,000 feet or 0.3 km. 

Only rarely would any but the shortest of these lengths be set in a single line. (See 
Section 11 for the lengths of individual strings set.) 

69: A comparison that might be somewhat misleading since boats of those two sizes did not 
have the same hull shape while only some of their costs and capabilities would be proportional 
to their tonnage. The costs of an over 65 ft boat must, nevertheless, have been many times 
those of a small boat. 
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Limits on Amounts of Gear Set 

Data 
In addition to the questions about the amount of gear that they set, the interviewees were 
asked why they did not set more, or what factors controlled the amount that they did set. 
The way the interviewees answered this question and the nature of their answers 
suggested to the interviewer that they had not previously thought much about these 
constraints in a rational way and had never before verbalized them. Most of them clearly 
found some difficulty in answering and it is likely that they only achieved partial 
explanations of their reasons. 

It would be tempting to overcome this problem by combining all of the interviewees' 
answers into a single explanation, trusting that every limit on the amount set was 
reported in at least one interview. That approach would undoubtedly be useful up to a 
point: most of the factors named by at least one interviewee probably had some (perhaps 
minor) bearing on many of the other fishermen. Such a unified explanation could be 
misleading, however, as some factors were important for some fishermen and yet of no 
consequence whatever to others. Trip limits, for example, which constrained the effort 
of some specialist haddock fishermen, were of no consequence in the halibut fishery; one 
leading halibut fisherman having told the interviewer that nobody succeeded in taking a 
trip limit of halibut in 1990. 

Among other difficulties with these data, an overview of the interviewees' reports 
showed that most of them felt that they worked as much gear as they could in 1990 and 
that amount was more than they had worked five years before. Yet, from the way this 
limitation was reported in many interviews, it appeared to the interviewer that a 
survey in 1985 would have produced the same result. That is, many fishermen believe 
themselves to be working as hard as they can, even though year-by-year they work 
harder. This trend in perceived limits, if it is real, may be expected to continue. This 
conclusion is not intended as approval of the human consequences of repeated 20-hour 
work days but merely to note that time and work limits are defined by perceptions that 
can change over time. 

The interviewees' reports were divided into reasonably systematic explanations of the 
factors that limited the amount of gear that they set and extraneous comments. The latter 
are cited above while the former were reduced to numerical codes (see Appendix 3), 
which codes are analyzed here. Inevitably, some interviewees reported a complex of 
constraining factors such that the codes had to encompass multi-dimensional variation. 
Hence, it was not possible to simply list the factors and tabulate the numbers of 
fishermen reporting each. An explanation of the factors limiting the amount of gear set 
was only requested once for each interviewee. Many, however, gave separate answers for 
each of their fishing patterns and so the data were coded and entered into the database on a 
per-fishing-pattern basis. In a few cases, this may have involved erroneous 
extrapolations across fishing patterns. 

Results 
The reported limiting factors are summarized in Table 6.8. By far the most commonly 
cited reason for not setting more gear was that the fishermen were already working as 
much as they have time to handle. This was the sole reported reason for 134 (499.67) 
fishing patterns, was given with some qualifier for a further 50 (208. 12) and as one of 
multiple constraints for yet another 29 (174.30) fishing patterns. Thus in total, 
working time was a limitation for 212 (879.72) of the 306 (1382.92) fishing 
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patterns for which data were available. In addition, the interviewees reported that 
another 14 (73.52) fishing patterns were constrained by baiting time, as distinct from 
fishing time [plus the 18 (60.70) who were constrained by the total working time, 
including the time to bait]. 

Additional factors that were reported as controlling the amount of time that was available 
for handling the gear included the weather, the length of daylight, the tides (particularly 
the length of the slack when fishing in areas with strong tidal streams), dogfish 
abundance, the need to be in to shore early enough to sell the fish and the need to fit 
longlining around other fishing activities on the same day. 

If "time to haul" was thus the primary constraint on the amount of gear set, it did not act 
in any simple way. It is easy to understand that a crew who set upwards of 20,000 hooks 
per day would need their full labour for every possible waking hour to set and haul their 
gear. At the opposite extreme, however, there were 18 reported fishing patterns for 
which the nominal number of hooks set per day was less than 1000. Of these 18, time 
was reported as the sole constraint on the amount of gear set for five, time with some 
qualification for another five and time as one of multiple constraints for yet another 
three. Thus, at 72% of reports, fishing time was at least as important a constraint for 
fishermen setting less than 1000 hooks per day as it was for the whole sample (69%). 
Thus, the fishermen have marked differences in their perceptions of how much work 
they can do in a day. 

This does not necessarily indicate any variation in the tolerance for hard work among 
fishermen. There are great differences in the equipment aboard the boats, the number 
and physical condition of the crew, the number of hours that the boat can spend on the 
grounds in a day and so on, all of which will affect the real amount of gear that could be 
hauled in the time available. There is also, however, scope for more subjective 
differences in perceived capabilities. Young, top captains, facing high boat loan payments 
and accustomed to the community standards of, for example, western Shelburne County 
may drive themselves and their crews to achieve more than does an average, older 
fisherman who has less need to make money and who has the standards of some other 
areas by which to judge himself. 

The second factor reported as constraining the fisheries was the space available aboard 
the boats. This was the sole named constraint for 21 (78.49) fishing patterns and played 
some part for another 34 (190.91 ), some of which latter also reported that time was a 
constraint. Thus, space was a limitation for some 15% of the interviewees. Less 
commonly reported constraints included: trip limits (12, 50.00 ), the amount of gear 
owned (12, 89.18 ), the amount of gear permitted by the interviewee's licence (10, 
71.78 ). the amount of bottom available to set on (4, 13.91 ), the space available in a 
freezer ashore to store the gear (2, 8.66 ), the amount of bait available (2, 4.74) and 
the limitations of hand hauling (1, 15.46 ). Of the interviewees for whom no coded 
limiting factors could be recorded, one noted that he only fished Western Bank in good 
weather and, when there, he was limited by space aboard the boat and by the trip limits, 
whereas in bad weather he fished the inside grounds where he was limited by the weather 
conditions and the time available to haul before the weather came on bad. 

For another 22 (123.44) fishing patterns, the interviewees did not seem to have been 
constrained in the conventional sense at all. Instead, the amount that they set was 
"enough to make a living", or they did not see "enough fish to be worth setting more"; it 
was "not worth the bother", "you would go in the hole with more" or else they specified a 
lack of resources or an excess of dogfish; the latter reasons being very similar to those 
that many fishermen expressed for the more extreme decision to not fish at all (see 
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Section 3). Thus, for nearly a tenth of the fishing patterns, effort was limited only by 
the interviewees perceiving that the returns for extra effort would not justify the costs 
(including non-monetary costs) involved. To what extent this attitude was supportable 
by conventional financial analysis is unclear. Given the domestic-scale economics of 
much of the longline fishery, however, it is easy to understand that a fisherman might 
place a variable opportunity cost on his own time; valuing the last available hour much 
more highly than the first. At the same level, the return from the first unit of effort (in 
terms of maintaining the licence, earning a UI stamp and, perhaps, maintaining a social 
status in the community as an active fisherman) may be much higher than the return 
from a later unit. If both costs and benefits were thus curvilinear functions of effort, a 
fisherman might well set "enough to make a living" and then quit. 

Discussion and Conclusion 

The Scotia-Fundy groundfish longline fishermen set between 200 and 28800 hooks per 
boat-day, equivalent to 0.3 to nearly 44 km of groundline70 . The variations within this 
wide range were partly related to boat size, though the crews of larger boats did not 
work proportionately more gear. They were also partly related to the target species 
sought. These were secondary correlations, however. Combining the formal results in 
Table 6.8 with the comments cited above, the direct controls on the amounts of gear set 
were a complex of: (a) th~ time required for setting and, particularly, for hauling, 
given the manpower available on board; (b) the speed at which the groundline can be 
hauled without either losing the fish off the hooks or parting off the line itself; (c) the 
time constraints imposed by the weather, day length, time required to steam to the 
grounds and, for some fishermen, by the tides, time involvements in other fisheries or 
time constraints ashore; (d) the time required for baiting the gear before setting again; 
(e) limitations on the space on board the boats for carrying gear or working it; (f) 
limitations on the freezer space available ashore for storage of baited gear (see Section 
13 for explanation); (g) space available on the grounds between the gear of other boats; 
(h) the regulated trip limits and the anticipated catch rates; (i) the size of the schools 
or the length of the good bottom set on; m dogfish and scavenger densities and the 
productivity of the bottom; (k) the amount of gear available; and (I) the personal 
economic perceptions of each fisherman's costs and benefits of longlining. Each 
fisherman had to find some optimum from within this complex, the actual amount 
depending on what kind of fishing he engaged in and on his personal perceptions of each of 
these factors. From the ways in which the interviewees answered questions about the 
amounts of gear that they set, it seems that these decisions were made on a day-to-day 
(if not hour-to-hour) basis. 

Most of these factors have been explained above. However, the relevance to the amount of 
gear set of both dogfish and scavenger densities and the productivity of the bottom may 
merit stressing. In 1990, many longline fishermen perceived that their catch rates 
were low and that the area of bottom that could yield adequate catch rates was severely 
limited (see Section 13). It appears that, by taking time and setting short strings, a 
fisherman could increase his average catch rate (per hook set) by only placing his gear 

70: These figures are, of course, much higher than the numbers of hooks set per day in former 
times. Wallace (1955) noted that a two-man banks dory would typically work six tubs when 
fishing for cod and haddock, containing in total some 4200 hooks on 2100 fathoms of groundline. 
The Cape Island boats of the 1930s, with the benefits of power and a third man, set 2000 
fathoms of halibut longline (eight skates) with a total of only 800 hooks. 
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in the best locations. More time spent in maximizing the catch of each hook set, however, 
meant that less gear could be set. Since the density of dogfish and of benthic scavengers 
were among the principal controls on the effective productivity of the bottom (see 
Section 13), they acted to reduce the average quality of the bottom, hence to require 
some fishermen to use more care in setting their gear, and so to set less. 

For most interviewees, the principal constraint in the whole complex was the time and 
labour of the fishermen aboard each boat. If their perceptions of how much they could 
achieve were as variable as appears from the above account, while some of them used 
less than 100% of their available time because the perceived returns did not justify 
more effort, then an understanding of the future dynamics of the longline fisheries 
requires an equal understanding of the fishermen's perceptions of themselves and their 
domestic- and fishing-economics. The roughly 10% of licences that were less than fully 
fished, for example, might be worked much harder if their owners came to perceive 
changes in the costs or benefits of such fishing71. Equally, many of the fishermen who 
reported that, in 1990, they were working all of the gear that they could might find that 
they could work more if they either bought improved haulers or discovered that 
economic or social factors force them to exceed their present personal standards of effort 
or might sell their licences to fishermen who would work that way. From a perusal of 
the numbers of hooks set per day, one might guess that such changes as these could 
roughly double the average number of hooks set (raising the present means to about 
75% of the present maxima). 

What is much less clear is whether the high liners themselves could further increase 
their effort (in terms of amount of gear set per day) or whether a combination of the 
speed with which longlines can be hauled without losing the fish and the endurance of 
human beings have finally led some fishermen to the absolute limit of hooks hauled per 
day. If so, most of the fishermen with 45-65 ft boats, most of those with over 65 fters 
and the high liners with under 45 fters may already be working all of the gear that they 
can with present technology. 

71: Which changes could be in the UI regulations as much as in the resources. Indeed, some 
interviewees in Cape Breton reported having done more long lining in 1990 because the UI 
regulations temporarily required them to have more qualifying weeks of work than was normal 
for their area. 
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7 FISHING GROUNDS EXPLOITED 

Introduction 

Having considered, in Sections 3 to 6, the species caught by the longline fisheries and 
both the nature and the quantity of the gear, this Report now turns to the places and 
times at which that gear is set; parts of the broader topic that may be termed "fishing 
strategies" and which forms the central theme of Sections 7 to 12. 

Information on the grounds fished by the long line fisheries was gathered in two ways: 
during each interview, the fishermen were asked how they chose exactly where to set 
their gear and, after all of the other questions were completed, they were asked to 
indicate on a chart the general areas that they worked. This distinction leads to two 
rather separate sets of data, the charts allowing a geographic-scale description of where 
longlining actually takes place (with a resolution that varied with the extent of each 
interviewee's grounds but was often not much better than 100 km), while the verbal 
questions gave no specific spatial information but did give the fishermen's reasons for 
choosing locations on scales of las or laOs of metres. Ancillary reported information 
and the spatial scales of bottom-type variation in different parts of the Region 
sometimes allow conclusions to be drawn about fine-scale fishing locations or the 
reasons for working particular large-scale grounds but the distinction between the two 
types of data cannot be entirely circumvented. In this Section, the focus is on the chart 
data and hence on where (rather than why) the fishermen fish and on a scale of 10s to 
100s of kilometres. The reasons for the fine-scale decisions are discussed in the next 
Section. 

Some of the material in this Section has been presented in a different format by 
Kenchington et al. (1992, 1994). 

Data 

A map of the grounds fished with longline in 1990 by each active interviewee was 
prepared by asking him to identify those grounds on medium-scale navigational charts; 
the interviewer then transferring the identified locations to a separate small-scale, 
contoured chart for each interviewee. Copies of two different contoured charts were used 
in recording the grounds, one of which covered the area from Georges Bank to the 
Laurentian Channel and into the Gulf of St. Lawrence, while the second, employed only 
for the over 65 ft fleet and for two 45-65 fters, covered NAFO Subarea 3. 

This recording process involved a considerable number of potential errors. Firstly, the 
charts (being large and awkward) were left until the rest of the interview was 
completed. Both interviewer and interviewee were often tired and "talked outM by that 
point. Thus, there was often somewhat less attention to precision than with earlier parts 
of each interview. Next, the interviewees were sometimes unable or unwilling to 
identify their grounds on the navigational charts. There were many reasons for this: the 
locations of some grounds (particularly offshore halibut grounds) are valuable secrets; 
some places may be fished illegally; in some cases the charts provided were not those 
that the interviewees used daily and they were confused by the changed scales or the 
different representation of some features (this was a particular problem with some new 
metric charts for areas where most fishermen were still using old, fathom editions); in 
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some cases the interviewee left navigation to someone else and could not be sure where on 
a chart he fished (a particular problem when the interview had to be with an owner or 
plant manager, though a few captains leave all navigation to someone else, perhaps a 
family member or a close associate); some small-boat fishermen are not familiar with 
charts at all; and there was, of course, a large scope for simple memory failure. Once the 
grounds fished had been described, there was a further difficulty in some cases in 
transferring the data to the contoured chart: the small scale of the latter and its use of 
metric contours often made it hard to be sure when a bathymetric feature on a 
navigational chart corresponded to one on the contour chart. 

Despite these problems, the charted data probably captured a reasonable summary of the 
grounds fished by most interviewees, with the following limitations: (1) no distinction 
was made between grounds fished once in 1990 and those which were fished intensively; 
(2) conversely, some interviewees probably reported their more common grounds only, 
leaving occasional ones entirely unreported; (3) data on the seasons in, and depths at 
which, particular grounds were fished and the species caught on each ground were not 
always offered by the interviewees; (4) in a few cases, the reported grounds clearly 
included those from non-longline fisheries as well as the longline ones; (5) except 
where the size of a reported area or the run of the bathymetric contours made more 
precise interpretations possible, the borders of reported grounds were not often 
recorded with a precision better than about 10 km and were sometimes much less 
precisely recorded than that; and (6) these levels of precision meant that in many cases 
a single boundary was drawn around multiple, small fishing grounds, with possibly
large areas of unfishable bottom lying within the boundary (a particular problem for 
boats fishing between Cape Breton and Banquereau where the highly broken bathymetry 
results in small areas of good and bad bottom being interspersed). 

Methods 

Ideally, these map data might have been analyzed with the aid of a Geographic Information 
System, permitting some spatial analysis of boat and gear types, species caught and so 
on. Unfortunately, the necessary computational facilities were not available to this 
project and the authors had to proceed by cruder methods. Indeed, the data (as recorded) 
proved too awkward for digitizing or scanning into a machine-readable format and we 
have had to resort to largely-manual techniques. 

The field-record (contoured) charts were first subjected to a visual edit, in which five 
were deleted from further consideration on the grounds of low precision and the 
remainder had non-longline grounds deleted and various minor errors corrected (e.g. 
some fishermen had reported their grounds by name but had mis-identified them on the 
unfamiliar charts). All reported fishing grounds for which the interviewee gave no 
defined inshore boundary were arbitrarily truncated just seaward of the outermost 
rocks and islands of the adjacent coast. The grounds on St.Pierre Bank were given 
nominal boundaries since the two contoured charts used in field recording met at 570 W 
longitude, leading to uncertainties in the records of those grounds which could not be 
resolved. 

A composite overlay chart was then prepared, by full-scale tracing, for each boat-size 
class/county unit, with the grounds reported for each individual boat being represented 
by colour coding. Plots of the grounds reported as fished aboard the boats in each boat
size class were then prepared, with the numbers of reports for each ground being 
represented by contouring. These plots were traced onto drafting film, scanned and saved 
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as Adobe "Illustrator"® files on a Macintosh® computer. Base maps of the areas of 
interest were prepared, using ACON mapping software, and were also saved as 
"Illustrator" files. (Four such maps, covering different areas and scales, were used.) 
The scanned images were then imported into the "Illustrator" base maps and were 
manually positioned, scaled and re-drawn as necessary. An extensive process of checking 
and editing resulted in two sets of final maps. One set (not prepared for the 45-65 ft or 
over 65 ft classes) showed the total area fished by each boat-size class, with the 
particular grounds fished by boats out of each county being indicated. The other set also 
showed the area fished by each boat-size class but was contoured to show the numbers of 
interviewees (or more strictly: the numbers of licences covered by interviews) who 
reported fishing within each part of that area. It should be noted that these contours 
represent the number of licences for which fishing activity was reported, D..Q1 the 
number of boats after expansion for sampling and certainly not the amount of fishing 
effort expended per year. The maps must, therefore, be interpreted with care when 
extrapolating to the behaviour of the fleet as a whole from that of the interviewed sample 
alone72. 

The description of results and the discussion that follow were based on the finished maps 
and all of the ancillary information recorded during the interviews, with occasional 
reference to the composite overlay charts when it was necessary to describe the 
behaviour of typical individuals. 

Results 

General Results 
The Scotia-Fundy longline fleet exploited the waters from the Bay of Fundy (as high as 
Saint John on the New Brunswick side and almost to Cape O'Or on the Nova Scotia shore), 
down the IC.' line to the eastern side of Georges, thence eastward to Banquereau, from the 
shore out to the 500 fathom line, into Sydney Bight and the Gulf of st. Lawrence, and 
again across the banks off Newfoundland from St.Pierre Bank to Flemish Cap (Figures 
1.1 and 7.1 to 7.6). There were, of course, many areas within this wide zone where 
there was no longline fishing, while many of the smaller boats were severely restricted 
geographically, but the first conclusion from these maps "is that the Scotia-Fundy 
longline fleet, as a whole, was far-ranging. Indeed, this fleet probably undertook the 
deepest, most easterly and most southerly fishing by any Atlantic Canadian boats in 
1990. On the Nose and Tail of Grand Bank and around Flemish Cap, some of these 
longliners fished international waters beyond Canada's 200 mile limit; among the very 
few Canadian boats that competed in the international fisheries. 

Under 35 ft Boats 
Fishermen with boats in the under 35 ft class were primarily confined to the "inside 
grounds·, within 20 (or, in a few places as much as 60) kilometres of the coast: from 
off Cape North, southeast to Scaterie Bank, thence southwest to the grounds inside 
Browns and again at spots within the Bay of Fundy. These grounds are on the coastal 
slope, inside the deep basins, holes and gullies that separate the coastal shallows from 

72: Expansion before plotting would have been possible for the larger boat-size classes but, 
given the tendency for each small-boat fisherman to exploit unique grounds (see below), such 
expansion would have given the impression of dense fishing where an interviewee fished and of 
none at all off shores where no interview chanced to be conducted. Data on the spatial 
distribution of effort were not gathered and, for most of these boats, do not exist in any other 
data set. 
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the offshore banks of the Scotian Shelf. Where shoal water extends further seaward, as it 
does on Scaterie Bank and off Cape Sable, so too did the inside Iongline grounds. 

Further seaward, there are a few minor banks that were within the range of many under 
35 ft boats. Some of these, such as Bickerton Ridge (on French Bank), Sambro Bank and 
Roseway Bank were fished by a few interviewees. The only mid-range grounds that 
received much attention, however, were the Eastern Shore hake grounds known as The 
Hake Ridge and The Dump (a former ammunition dumping ground), on the lower slopes 
of Emerald Basin. These were fished at depths of about 70-85 fathoms. 

Beyond these inside and mid-range grounds, a handful of fishermen with under 35 ft 
boats went out to the offshore banks: one Victoria County interviewee reported taking his 
34'11" boat out to Banquereau and across to St. Pierre Bank; a Canso fisherman reported 
fishing for halibut in the deep holes south of Canso Bank and going to Banquereau for 
codfish in a 34'10" boat; four interviewees with 34'11" boats out of Sambro and various 
Eastern Shore harbours went to Western and/or Emerald (and, in one case, even 
Sambro, Roseway and Big LaHave) banks for haddock and cod; while from Shelburne 
County, one fisherman with a 34'11" boat worked out to Georges Bank with the over 40 
fters, while another with a boat of that length and one with a 32 fter reported going as 
far as Browns and, in the latter case, also to Big and Little LaHave banks. Eight of these 
nine interviewees specifically reported only going offshore in good weather and also 
reported fishing parts of the inside grounds. The ninth, however, reported only a single 
fishing ground, which was within the Haddock Box. It is evident that these small, banks
fishing boats were run by unusually determined, or unusually desperate, captains. Since 
all but two of the nine were 34'11" boats and one of the others was 34'10· overall, it 
appears that these were captains whose upward and outward development of their fishing 
enterprises had been curtailed by the licensing regulations which permitted building up 
to a 34'11" length limit but not beyond. Fishing on Banquereau or Georges Bank, or even 
on the banks from Browns to Western, in an under 35 ft boat is clearly a very dangerous 
way to make a living, as some of the interviewees were only too well aware. 

West and north of a line from Cape Sable to Georges Bank, Figure 7.1 shows only isolated 
fishing areas in the Bay of Fundy. While there did seem to be only limited opportunities 
for longlining between Seal Island and Brier Island, this absence of fishing by under 35 
ft boats may primarily be a consequence of factors in the lobster fishery. East of Baccaro 
Point, many lobster boats are less than 35 ft in length (though some are larger), 
whereas to the westward and particularly in Lobster Fishing Area 34 some unknown 
factors73 promote the use of 35-40 ft boats. Since most of the small longline boats were 
used for lobstering in the appropriate season (unpublished data), west of Cape Sable 
there were few under 35 fters available for longlining. Furthermore, such limited 
effort as there was in that area by this boat-size class was sparsely distributed which, 
interacting with the sampling design of the survey, led to the scatter of grounds in the 
Bay of Fundy seen in Figure 7.1. 

The shoreward margin of the inside grounds is not known with any certainty since many 
interviewees only specified the outer limits of their grounds, reporting that they fished 
everywhere between those limits and the land. Some prefaced their answers with a 
statement such as that they only ·set a little gear on the shore • [emphasis added] and 
then carefully reported grounds that lay at least a mile from land, hence it was often 
impossible to disentangle the verbal information sufficiently to determine just how close 

73: Perhaps the lobster seasons, tidal conditions, trap limits, lobster catch rates or simply the 
greater wealth of the fisheries. 
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in other fishermen fished. In general, however, it seems that there was very little 
longlining landward of the outermost rocks and islands, themselves usually a few 
kilometres seaward of the mainland along much of the Nova Scotian coast. Indeed, apart 
from Sydney Bight and the Bay of Fundy, embayments were generally avoided by the 
interviewees. Almost no longlining was reported in Chedabucto bay and none at all in st. 
Margarets or Mahone bays, nor in any of the smaller bays or harbours along the coast74. 
The sole exceptions to this rule concerned the Bras O'Or Lakes, where a few interviewees 
occasionally longlined for cod, and the channels between the Passamaquoddy islands 
where there was some halibut fishing. Neither area saw more than a little longline effort 
in 1990. 

Grounds with particular concentrations of fishing activity by small boats included: 
Northern Bank, the St. Paul's Island grounds, White Point Bank, the inside grounds off 
Ingonish, the northwestern corner of Smokey Bank, and Scaterie Bank, all of which were 
fished for cod primarily. To the southwestward, there was the 50 fathom edge off 
Louisbourg (cod), the deep holes further off there (halibut), the small banks off Canso 
(cod) and the edge just to the southwest (halibut), The Hake Ridge (hake), the inside 
grounds off Little Harbour, Jeddore and Petpeswick (cod, haddock and halibut), the ridge 
off the LaHave Islands (cod and haddock) and the waters off Cape Negro and Port LaTour 
(haddock and cod). Apart from the specialized hake grounds, which were 70-85 fathoms 
deep, the under 35 ft boats typically longlined in depths of 20 to 65 fathoms. A few 
interviewees did, however, report grounds extending to below 150 fathoms. Also, with 
the partial exception of the hake and some halibut grounds, it is notable that the 
fishermen avoided the deep basins and gullies and preferred to steam across them to 
more distant banks, if they left the inside grounds at all. 

Although the total area exploited by under 35 ft longliners was quite large, individual 
small-boat fishermen were strongly restricted in their choice of grounds. Figure 7.2, 
illustrating the grounds reported by interviewees from each county, shows that they 
made only limited along-shore movements. There was some tendency for Victoria County 
and Cape Breton County fishermen to fish off one-another's shores (though the mixing 
was very far from complete)75 and some Halifax County interviewees worked well to the 
westward, but otherwise there was limited overlap of the grounds chosen by the 
fishermen from the various counties. Indeed, inspection of the raw data showed that this 
pattern existed on much finer scales too: most fishermen worked off their own home port 
and along-shore displacements of more than 40 km were rare (except for those 
fishermen who went out to the banks, and then only on their offshore trips). Some 
interviewees went less than 10 km up or down the coast while steaming two or three 
times that far offshore. There tended to be rather more intra-county along-shore 
movement in Sydney Bight (along with the inter-county exchanges seen there). The 
Victoria County fishermen had very narrow grounds off their own shore and thus had to 

74: There are, or until recently were, commercial concentrations of cod in at least 
St.Margarets and Mahone bays, where they supported gillnet fisheries. By several 
interviewees reports, however, these are ripe, spawning fish that will not take a hook. 

75: This movement of boats within Sydney Bight used to be matched by exchanges across Cabot 
Strait, with Newfoundland boats being based in Cape Breton and vice versa at appropriate times 
of year. The southward movement from Newfoundland evidently began around 1940, as the 
inshore fishery in the southwestern part of the colony adopted larger, powered boats (Stiles 
1972). It seems to have been all but abandoned at the end of the 1980s since there were no 
longer enough fish to make the trip worthwhile. Equally, while a few boats still went to St. 
Pierre Bank, the Cape Bretoners' trips to Newfoundland have been much reduced since the Rose 
Blanche bank cod fishery failed. 
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go up or down the coast if they were to travel more than 20 km from port, while the 
fishermen from Glace Bay and surrounding ports sometimes moved their operations to 
the Ingonish area for the appropriate season. Equally, the shape of the shore and banks 
carried some Louisbourg-area fishermen east onto Scaterie Bank and some Isle Madam 
fishermen onto grounds close to the Canso shore. Otherwise, in this boat-size class only 
one Halifax County interviewee went as far as 80 km along the shore from his home port. 

The grounds exploited by individual small-boat fishermen were also more limited in 
spatial extent than Figures 7.1 and 7.2 might suggest. Some interviewees reported areas 
as small as about 100 km2 and, while others reached perhaps 2000 km2 (about 12000 
km2 for one of the banks-fishing boats), the median individually-reported area was less 
than 400 km2. Within these areas, only certain spots could be fished, of course. Because 
of the deficiencies of data recording noted above, the proportion of fishable bottom must 
have been lower in the reports of those interviewees who were more inclusive, who will 
also have tended to be those who reported larger areas. (Though that trend can probably 
not be extended between the inside grounds and the banks: large areas of Western and 
Emerald, if not other banks, seem to offer viable long lining.) A typical small-boat 
longline fisherman active on the inside grounds therefore had only a few tens of square 
kilometres of fishable bottom available to him, of which only a small fraction would have 
offered viable catch rates on any given day of the season. Thus, while the longline fleet as 
a whole worked all of the banks from Georges to Flemish Cap, an individual small-boat 
fisherman on a given day may well have been pressed to find enough worthwhile bottom 
to set his gear on. 

The individually-reported fishing grounds overlapped in many cases but no two 
interviewees with under 35 ft boats reported fishing exactly the same areas, even when 
the interview sample included several who worked out of the same wharf. Some of these 
differences may be traced to inaccuracies in the reporting and recording of the grounds 
but, had the resolution of the reports been greater, it appeared from the interviewees' 
verbal reports that a still greater separation would have been seen, with many inside 
fishermen having their own preferred pieces of bottom, which differed from those of 
their neighbours, or at least that each fisherman placed more emphasis on certain 
locations than his neighbours did. This over-dispersion of longline gear and effort was 
said by some interviewees to be deliberate and designed to share · out the fish (while 
presumably also reducing inter-boat conflicts; cf. Martin 1979). This practice 
probably did not apply when fishing the offshore banks, however, where the under 35 
fters must often have had to compete for fishable bottom with other boats of all sizes. In 
such cases, the differences in the reported grounds may have related more to the 
steaming distances from particular ports to the various banks. 

Some particular details reported by interviewees with under 35 ft boats included: 

Fish White Point Bank in the fall (Victoria County fisherman). 
Fish Smokey Bank in the summer (it is too far off to go at other times of 

year) and White Point grounds in spring and fall. Take the boat to 
Dingwall for that (fisherman out of North Sydney). 

Can only reach Smokey Bank in the summer. In spring and fall, move the 
boat across [Sydney Bight] to Dingwall and fish White Point Bank. 

45 to 80 fathom on White Point Bank .. . White Point ground is 27 to 35 
fathoms ... The Gutter is mud beyond 80 fathom ... mud below 75 to 80 
fathom in The Gutter . . . Smokey Bank starts in 32 fathom . . . Smokey 
Bank is less than 30 fathoms deep ... fish on top of Smokey Bank in 28 to 
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40 fathoms and sometimes along the edge of the bank [along the Laurentian 
Channel] in 58 to 65 fathoms (several reports combined). 

Take halibut in 80 to 150 fathoms on mud bottom (Canso fisherman 
working south of Canso Bank). 

Fish in The [Bras D'Or] Lake in the spring. 

Take halibut on the shore and hake on the Hake Ridge .. . fish the Hake 
Ridge in 70 to 80 fathom ... You get only hake in The Dump, they are on 
sand and gravel bottom (and there are no draggers there because of the 
dumped ammunition) . . . Get cod and haddock along the Eastern Shore, 
hake west of The Patch [Le. in The Dump] and haddock on Western ... 
Take haddock off Eastern Passage and hake in 65 to 80 fathoms [in The 
Dump] (several reports combined). 

Tend further off in spring, shallower in summer (fisherman working a 
tiny area in the Bay of Fundy). 

Usually fish on the Nova Scotian side of the deep water. Sometimes cross 
over to the centre of the Bay and occasionally fish in the deep water 
(another Bay of Fundy fisherman). 

You can't try other grounds. Small boats can't go far enough. 
There are few fish within range of a small boat, so I don't use trawl very 

much. 
Only go out to Emerald in the summer. 
There are fish on the Hake Ridge where it turns south [roughly 44°30' N 

61 °30' W, about 30 miles from land] but that is too far to go 
(Liscomb fisherman with 32 ft boat). 

Only fish trawl when netting so I am confined to the "Gillnet Box" from 
Ingomar eastward (Ingomar fisherman). 

The Bar [off Baccaro] used to be good. Now the draggers have ruined it. It 
is all slime. 

Some people fish down the coast of Maine, perhaps 10 miles past the 
border. [This may apply only to handliners.] 

35·45 ft Boats 
Fishermen with 35-45 ft boats fished much the same grounds as did those with under 35 
fters (Figures 7.3 and 7.4) but there was a major quantitative difference; those with 
larger boats placing much more emphasis on the offshore banks and less on the inside 
grounds. Given the effects of sampling on populations with such high among-individuals 
variation as the longline fishermen showed, this quantitative difference appears in the 
figures as both an increase in the density of reports of offshore fishing and also an 
increase in the total offshore area in which fishing was reported. However, some of the 
areas shaded in Figure 7.3 but not in Figure 7.1, particularly those between LaHave, 
Browns and Georges banks, may genuinely not have been fished by any under 35 ft boats. 
Besides those grounds, the 35-45 ft class also exploited other areas that the under 35 
fters did not, notably (1) "The Edge" (or upper continental slope) , (2) the complex of 
grounds between Cape Breton and Banquereau, (3) the deep grounds east and north of 
Sable Island, extending westward from The Sable Island Gully, (4) the Northeast 
Channel, (5) the various grounds around German Bank and Lurcher Shoal and (6) the 
Grand Manan Basin area. The deep grounds were favoured by the deepwater halibut 
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fishery, which no interviewee with an under 35 ft boat reported engaging in76 . The 
Northeast Channel lies landward of Georges Bank, as the grounds off Cape Breton lie 
landward of Banquereau, both of which banks were fished by a very few under 35 ft 
boats. Thus, these intermediate-range grounds could potentially have been exploited by 
such small boats. That they were not suggests that the furthest-travelling small-boat 
fishermen may be prepared to head out only to the richest grounds but otherwise will not 
accept the high risks of offshore fishing. Alternatively, this pattern might simply be a 
sampling artifact: very few interviewees with under 35 fters reported going so far, 
hence those reports should only be expected from the distant grounds that were most 
popular with the 35-45 ft fleet. (The greater depths of the Northeast Channel and some 
of the holes off Cape Breton may also have posed problems for the smaller boats, though 
there is no direct evidence for this.) Finally, the waters around German, Lurcher and 
Grand Manan are in the area where lobster boats tend to be over 35 ft in length, 
resulting in the lack of local under 35 fters to take part in the longline fishery. 

On the inside grounds, the 35-45 ft boats fished essentially the same areas, species and 
seasons as the smaller boats did, with the addition of the inside grounds near Cape Sable 
(fished for cod, haddock and halibut). Offshore, particularly favoured grounds included: 
The Stone Fence and some of the deep holes around Misaine Bank (for cod and halibut), 
Western, Emerald, Big and Little LaHave and Browns banks (for haddock and cod), the 
Northeast Channel (for cod and halibut), the northern edge of Georges (for cod and 
haddock), and The Inside Gully (north of Browns: a winter haddock fishery). The Gulf of 
Maine grounds from German Bank to the slopes of Jordan Basin supported some hake 
fishing, besides some for cod and haddock, while Grand Manan Basin was fished for hake. 
The 35-45 fters fished much the same depths as did the boats in the smaller class, 
except that the halibut fishery extended into far deeper water, sometimes reaching 500 
fathoms. 

While the survey did not collect complete information on the seasonal distribution of 
fishing across these various grounds, many interviewees provided some indications of 
their practices. These were sufficient to make clear that many fishermen changed their 
grounds seasonally, to match their changes in gear and target species; those changes 
presumably being in turn adapted to the relative availabilities of various resources and 
to practical concerns related to the seaworthiness of the boats. In summary, the reports 
of seasonal shifts included some mention of fishing closer to the land in the winter, of 
fishing the southern ends of Emerald and Western banks in the winter but the northern 
ends in the summer, and of fishing The Inside Gully in the winter. The March to May 
closure of Browns and Georges banks and the large-gear exemption to the closure on 
Georges (Halliday 1988) must also have affected fishing practices and the grounds 
exploited. Those interviewees who might have fished Browns Bank in the spring (and 
who were not then lobstering: see Section 9) either moved to neighbouring banks 
(LaHave, German, Lurcher etc.) or changed to big gear and went to Georges Bank. 

As with the smaller boats, the fishermen with 35-45 fters noticeably avoided fishing in 
the deep basins between the inside grounds and the offshore banks. Some did fish in 
small, scattered halibut holes, a few joined the under 35 fters on The Hake Ridge, larger 
numbers took hake in the Grand Manan Basin or haddock in The Inside Gully, and a few 
fished the floor of the Northeast Channel. Otherwise their longlining was confined to the 
coastal slope, the offshore and intermediate-range banks and the upper continental slope. 
Indeed, not all of the banks were fished. Parts of Banquereau and all of Canso, Middle, 

76 : One former participant in that fishery regarded his present 42' 6" boat as too small to 
continue in it and did not do so. 
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Sable Island (excluding Western) and Sambro banks were largely (if not quite totally) 
ignored by the longline fleet. From the comments made by various interviewees, this 
absence of fishing effort resulted from the poor catch rates expected on those banks. 
Sable Island Bank, for example, was said to yield little but skate. In at least some cases, 
however, this lack of exploitable fish was a recent development. Sambro and Sable Island 
banks were both said by some interviewees to have been good for longlining until they 
were extensively dragged in the last few years. Banquereau, while it was still fished by 
hook and line, had apparently seen a great reduction in longline effort following recent 
and intensive dragger fishing. 

In some areas, the 35-45 fters can be divided into "inside" boats, which fished 
essentially the same grounds as did the typical under 35 fters from their same home 
areas, and "banks" boats which went offshore. Thus, of the 12 active licences covered by 
interviews in Cape Breton County, four were on boats that went no further east or south 
than Scaterie Bank and which fished the same Sydney Bight and Cabot Strait grounds as 
their smaller neighbours, while six were on boats that fished only the outer edge of 
Smokey Bank and from Scaterie Bank outwards. Only two of the 12 were on boats that 
fished both in Sydney Bight and southeast of Scaterie. Similarly, the one Richmond 
County 35-45 fter only fished outside the grounds of the local under 35 fters, whereas 
the two larger boats out of Guysborough County were confined to the same inshore 
grounds as the local small boats. Off Halifax County, the pattern broke down somewhat 
but of 11 boats, one fished only very close to Chebucto Head and four worked only 
offshore, leaving just six working both inside and off. From Lunenburg County ports, one 
35-45 fter worked only with the inside boats while the second worked both there and on 
the banks. From Queens County, two worked only inside and one only on the offshore 
banks. Off Shelburne County, however, the pattern disappeared, with some boats in each 
size class fishing exclusively inside or (for the 35-45 ft class) exclusively offshore 
and others in each class spread across both. This breakdown may have arisen because 
Browns Bank lies relatively close to shore, where it was accessible to quite small boats 
in the summer, while the deeper water of The Inside Gully was a prime winter haddock 
ground for some larger boats. Thus, there was a spatial (though perhaps not a spatio
temporal) overlap between the grounds fished by the fishermen with boats in the 
different size classes. 

It seems that, from Louisbourg to Lockeport, the fishermen could either work the coastal 
slope, where catch rates were poor (see Section 13), or could go off to the banks. In 
between lie the string of deep holes and basins where (with the exception of the hake on 
The Hake Ridge and The Dump) there were no longline-available fish. If a fisherman had 
a sufficiently seaworthy boat and enough impetus to make the trip, he would fish the 
banks. Given those attributes, it was not worth his while (and may not have been 
economically viable) for him to fish the inside grounds. Lacking these advantages, he 
would have had to choose between scratching a living inshore and quitting longlining 
altogether. Only a few fishermen perceived themselves to be at the break-point where 
their best option was to go offshore on some trips (perhaps in the best of the summer 
weather) but to work closer in on others. In western Shelburne County, the pattern was 
evidently different, not least because there was rich fishing for large boats close in, in 
the form of the winter haddock fishery in The Inside Gully, while Browns Bank is closer 
to the land than are the offshore banks further to the eastward, and hence more 
accessible to small boats in the summer. There may be other causes for the difference in 
pattern, however, including the tendency for Shelburne County fishermen to fish all 
year, rather than laying their boats up for the winter (see Section 9), hence drawing 
the 35-45 fters onto The Inside Gully ground. 
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There was a further spatial separation off Cape Sable between the boats that went as far 
as Georges Bank and those that did not. Inspection of the raw data showed that very few 
boats of less than 39' 11" length went to Georges Bank, whereas most locally-based 
larger ones did. That this separation does not appear in the maps is purely an artifact of 
the boat size ranges used here and in the licensing regulations. 

Fishermen with 35-45 fters showed rather more along-shore movement than did those 
with under 35 fters, though it was still limited in most cases and the difference may be 
no more than a side-effect of an interaction between the greater tendency for the bigger 
boats to fish the offshore banks and the greater along-shore mobility of banks-fishing 
boats. The only substantial inter-county movement was by Cape Breton county 
interviewees fishing off Victoria County, and even in the Gulf of st. Lawrence, in addition 
to working off their own shores as far out as Banquereau, and across to St.Pierre Bank. 
Elsewhere, one Kings County interviewee moved his boat to Digby Neck for the hake 
season, resulting in a much greater along-shore spread in the grounds that he 
exploited77 . More importantly, although it is not reflected in the maps, some Shelburne 
County 35-45 fters evidently went to Banquereau to longline. One boat, erroneously 
covered by an interview intended for another, did go there in 1990, while other 
interviewees reported having done so in the late 1980s and at least one longline-active 
fisherman undertook a jigging trip from Cape Sable Island to Banquereau in the spring of 
1990. 

The interviewees with 35-45 ft boats fishing inside individually exploited similarly
sized areas to those worked on the same grounds by fishermen with under 35 ft boats, 
though perhaps averaging rather larger. The offshore-fishing boats certainly worked 
across larger areas of ground, perhaps averaging about 4000 km 2 , though the 
imprecisions of reporting necessarily make it difficult to judge just how large some 
grounds really were. Such "typical" figures conceal extreme variation, however. One 
offshore-fishing interviewee reported fishing only two spots, one on Browns and the 
other in the Northeast Channel, neither of which exceeded 100 km2 in area, whereas 
some others reported grounds exceeding 12000 km2. As with those who had smaller 
boats, each interviewee reported a rather different fishing area or set of areas, though 
these might overlap broadly. Complete overlap was seen, but only when one interviewee 
gave information on the fishing carried out under two or more licences; a situation that 
did not arise in the under 35 ft class. 

The relevant remarks recorded during interviews with the captains of 35-45 fters 
primarily concerned the seasons for fishing different grounds and/or the species caught 
there: 

Work from Smokey Bank to Scaterie Bank in the spring, then the holes 
between Scaterie and Quero and on the north and east of Quero itself at 
30 to 40 fathoms in the summer. In November, go up to Northern 
Bank, northwest of St. Paul. Used to fish White Point Bank in the fall 
but don't any more. 

77: There was also some concentration of boats at Marie Joseph for the Eastern Shore hake 
season, which was said to be for ease of working since the only buyer of hake was located at 
that port. In contrast, some (though by no means all) over 45 ft boats have only loose ties to 
their home ports and worked out of whichever wharf was most convenient at the time. 
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Went to St.Pierre Bank in September. Leased the boat to a Newfoundlander 
who used his licence. 

Fish Western a bit in January and February, then go halibuting in the 
spring, Western again from June to October and fish the inside grounds in 
October and November ... fish the north end of Emerald in the spring, the 
south end in winter, also in winter work close around Sambro ... 
southern end of Western is best in the winter . . . southern part of 
Western in winter, northern in summer . . . halibut are only really 
common on Western from from May to July ... there are no halibut and 
few cod on Western after August ... take shack on Big LaHave, Emerald 
and Western, halibut along The Edge ... hake on The Hake Ridge, cod and 
haddock on Emerald and Western, halibut on The Edge and in the holes 
from the Sable Island Gully round to The Cow Pen and The Patch ... 
halibut on the banks in April and May and in the mouth of Halifax Harbour 
in the summer . . . some halibuting close in to Sambro in the winter, 
though that is not a major area even then ... inside, take cod from 40 to 
45 fathom, hake from 70 to 75; pollock are deep too ... get haddock on 
Western and northern Emerald, halibut on southern Emerald and hake 
inside; in the fall, the haddock are very close in ... north end of Emerald 
Bank for halibut in the spring but the south end in the winter ... Sable 
Island, the Sable Gully and the Eastern Shore are all good for halibut ... 
take halibut on The Edge ... along The Edge, you take halibut in 350 to 
400 fathom ... 400 to 500 fathom .. . fish the Tail of Browns in winter. 
When the bank is closed, go to the southeast side of Little LaHave and other 
places ... on Browns in the winter ... work the inside ground, southeast 
of Cape Sable, in winter then go out to the banks in summer ... summer 
on Browns, winter inside ... summer on the south part of Browns, fall 
inside and winter in the Inside Gully ... Inside Grounds off Cape Sable in 
winter, moving out to the banks in the summer ... fall and winter in the 
Inside Gully, south part of Browns for the summer ... winter on Browns 
and between Big and Little LaHave, summer in the Northeast Channel and 
along the north side of Georges ... inside Gully in the winter, Northeast 
Peak of Georges in the summer [two reports] ... inside Browns in the 
winter, on Browns in February and early March, then to the shoal water 
of Georges when Browns is closed and by June, along the northeast edge of 
Georges: stay there until move back inside . .. from March to May fish the 
shoal water on Georges, then the skates move into 70 fathoms so from 
June on fish 150 to 200 fathoms along the northeast edge of Georges and 
in winter move to the Inside Gully and then on Browns in February and 
the early part of March until it is closed (also there in winter if you can't 
find space in the deep water) ... winter along the north edge of Georges 
and on Browns, summer on the peak of Georges ... dogfish are deep on the 
edge of Georges from March to June; sometimes they are on the bank by 
May ... cod on Browns, haddock at 30 to 40 fathoms inside, halibut over 
most of the Inside Gully ... cod on Browns, halibut in the Inside Gully ... 
halibut in the Inside Gully, cod on Browns ... take cusk around 70 
fathoms on the Edge between Big and Little LaHave ... halibut along The 
Edge from the Tail of Browns to off Emerald, around 50 to 70 fathoms 
west of Emerald and in the Northeast Channel ... the 60 fathom edge on 
the south side of Big LaHave is reliable for cod but there were few haddock 
there in 1990 ... use big gear on Browns, fine gear inside ... 60 Fathom 
Edge on Georges is good for cod . . . go to Lurcher when the banks are closed 
... usually fish the Hell Hole, at the mouth of the Northeast Channel, but 
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go to Doug's Hump on the shoal water of Browns in June ... usually fish a 
lot around the northeast of Georges but there were too many haddock for 
the quotas there in 1990 so I avoided it ... work off the Northeast Peak of 
Georges in the summers, in the Inside Gully in the winters ... Georges in 
summer, Browns in winter ... take cod and haddock on The Rip, off Brier 
Island. Handline for pollock there too. Take hake in deepwater ... mostly 
get haddock northwest of Brier Island, hake in deepwater . . . the fish 
leave the Bay of Fundy in October [several reports combined] 

Sable Island Bank is sandy with lots of skates. 
You can't fish The Dump. It has a mud bottom. 
My present boat [42' 6" overall] is too small for halibuting on The Edge. 

The fuel limits the range to about 120 miles. 
Winter waves hit the boat harder than the same size waves do in summer. 

The winter chop never stops. You don't get the calms that you do in 
summer. 

45-65 ft Boats 
The chart data on the 45-65 ft class were rather deficient; few boats were successfully 
included in the survey, relative to the degree of among-boats variation in the grounds 
exploited, while for a number of those that were covered by interviews, it proved 
impossible to obtain sufficient data to prepare a chart. Indeed, for only nine 45-65 ft 
boats were useable charts prepared and two of those had not been fully active in 1990. 
The nine fished a variety of grounds from the Bay of Fundy and Georges Bank to Sydney 
Bight and the southwest edge of Grand Bank (Figure 7.5: areas fished on Grand Bank not 
mapped) but this is unlikely to be a complete record of the grounds exploited by the 
approximately 35 45-65 ft longliners active in 199078 . 

In 1990, the sole 45-65 fter based in Cape Breton County for which useful chart data 
were gathered only fished in Sydney Bight, though that was not its captain's usual 
practice in years when he was fully active in the longline fisheries. Two other boats 
from that area (for which only the managers, not the captains, could be interviewed in 
person) were reported to have fished primarily in Division 4Vs (mostly Banquereau), 
with 20% of their effort having been in 4Vn, 10% in 4T and some halibut fishing in 
each of 3NOPs and 4 Vs. One Eastern Shore 45-65 fter worked much the same areas as a 
typical local 35-45 ft boat that fished Western Bank though the 45-65 fter also went 
east to The Stone Fence and the shoal water of Banquereau. Likewise, four Shelburne 
County 45-65 ft boats worked areas between Big LaHave and Georges banks and Brier 
Island, just as the smaller boats from the same area did, while a fifth worked similar 
grounds but also the Eastern Shoal of Banquereau. Of the three remaining boats for which 
useable data were available, one was a Shelburne County boat that worked much the same 
grounds as a 35-45 fter but also fished Banquereau, the Sable Island Gully and The Edge 
from The Stone Fence to the Tail of Browns. A second, also out of Shelburne County, 
worked much the same grounds as this plus the southwestern edge of Grand Bank from 
the 3Ps line to the 200 mile limit. Finally, a Sambro boat worked only The Edge from 
Sable Island to The Stone Fence and again from the 3Ps line to the Tail of Grand Bank. 
These last were deepwater halibut boats. Thus, in so far as conclusions can be drawn 
from the limited data available, the 45-65 ft class seems most often to have exploited 
the same grounds as the 35-45 fters, though with more emphasis on the deepwater 

78: It is, however, possible that the 45-65 fters fished only the best grounds, since they were 
capable of more extensive steaming to reach those grounds and, at the same time, they 
required higher catch rates to cover their higher costs. 
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halibut grounds along the continental slope and less on the inside grounds. Some of these 
boats, however, ventured onto grounds more typical of the over 65 ft class (see below), 
particularly those along the edge of Grand Bank. They also tended to make more extensive 
along-shore movements than the smaller boats did. 

It is not clear whether the lack of reports of fishing on Western, Emerald and Big LaHave 
banks by 45-65 fters was an artifact of sampling, a relative lack of licences for 
longliners of this size class in Guysborough, Halifax and Lunenburg Counties, or a 
preference by the captains of the few boats of this size based in that area to go deepwater 
halibuting (and swordfish longlining in summer) rather than "shacking". If the latter, 
the haddock trip limits may have been sufficiently high to have made Western Bank 
haddocking very attractive to the captain of a 45 ft boat but low enough to have been 
uneconomic (or at least less profitable than deepwater halibuting) for a 65 fter. 

The few specific comments recorded that related to the grounds fished by 45-65 fters 
included: 

Fish in winter on Browns and Georges. 

On Browns and in the Inside Gully in winter. In the spring, go to the 
grounds northwest of Browns, over to the north edge of Georges or east 
to the Bull Pen and Quero. In summer, go halibuting along The Edge. 

Fish on Browns and between Big and Little LaHave in winter. Take halibut 
along the north side of Georges and in the Channel. Go to Quero in 
summer (handlining as well as longlining). 

Fish the Edge southwest to the ICJ line in summer, Browns in the winter. 
Do some fishing west of Yarmouth. Take halibut on the south side of the 
deepwater near Grand Manan. 

Fish all along the edge to the Tail of Grand Bank except that we haven't 
been allowed in 3Ps since 1985. We don't fish on top of Grand Bank 
because we don't have any 3NO cod quota, except as bycatch. 

Over 65 ft Boats 
The over 65 ft boats fished very different grounds from those exploited by all but the 
furthest-ranging smaller boats (Figure 7.6). Apart from pelagic longlining for 
swordfish in the summer (see Section 9). these boats only pursued one or more of three 
specialized longline fisheries: for big cod on Grand Bank and some neighbouring banks, 
for deepwater halibut and for hake on the continental slope79. The grounds reported 
reflected this specialization, with the boats fishing: the tops of the banks from 
Banquereau to the Nose and Tail of the Grand Banks for cod (mostly at 20 to 35 fathoms 
but with some fishing down to 100 fathoms); the deep edge from Georges to Flemish Cap 
for halibut (with a break in the deep water of Flemish Pass but some fishing in the 
mouth of the Laurentian Channel: all at 80 to 500 fathoms, depending on location and 

79: Hake, or ·shack· as small gadoids are generally known to the deepwater halibut fishermen, 
was also taken as a secondary species when halibuting, much of the catch then being used as 
halibut bait. The extent to which the narrow specialization seen in this boat-size class was a 
matter of economics (no other resources offering the same high returns as these three do) and 
to what degree it was driven by the availability of Enterprise Allocations for only certain 
species and areas are currently unsure. 
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season); and various areas, particularly the southwest edge of Grand Bank at about 200 
fathoms, for hake. These cod and halibut grounds seem to have overlapped along the shelf 
break. 

In marked contrast to the smaller boats, the eleven over 65 fters tended to fish much the 
same grounds as one another. Only two fished to the westward of Sable Island, however. 
(The captains of the others gave no indication of why they did not exploit these grounds, 
close to their home ports.) The two largest boats were excluded from cod fishing in 
Subdivision 3Ps through a lack of cod quota for over 100 ft, or "offshore", boats in that 
area. Of the slightly smaller boats, one worked The Edge but not the banks. Meanwhile, 
the older boats did not go so far to the eastward as the newer ones; various captains 
setting their limits at the Virgin Rocks, South East Shoal, the Tail of the Bank, the 200 
mile limit or some other such point. One captain specifically stated that his boat was too 
old to risk going further. 

The grounds fished by the over 65 fters did have one feature in common with those fished 
by the smaller boats in that the big boats tended to fish on the banks (when they were not 
fishing The Edge) and to avoid the channels between them. Thus, no captain reported 
fishing in the Avalon or Halibut Channels. Indeed, the sole exception to this avoidance of 
channels (other than some probably overly-inclusive reporting between Green and 
Grand banks) was a single report, confirmed under questioning, of fishing on the flat 
floor of the Laurentian Channel. In contrast to some popular myths, when on the banks, 
the fishing seems to have been spread across their flat tops at least as often as it was 
around their sloping edges. 

The actual areas that were fished must have been smaller than the reported grounds, 
since inevitably there must have been some patches of good and bad bottom within these 
broad grounds. It seems, however, that substantial parts of the Newfoundland Banks were 
fished at some point in 1990. This contrasts with the situation on the Scotian Shelf, 
where fishable bottom seems often to have been severely limited in extent. 

Specific distributional information provided by some interviewees in the over 65 ft 
class included: 

Take halibut along The Edge, 200 to 500 fathoms ... 100 to 500 fathoms 
· . . 80 to 350 fathoms .. . down to 400 fathoms ... along the Stone Fence. 
· . in the Sable Island Gully [several reports combined] 

Take codfish on Quero and Grand Bank ... at 30 to 100 fathoms on Quero . 
· . 20 to 35 fathoms on the Newfoundland banks [three reports combined] 

Cod and halibut on the southern tip of Quero . . . around Quero [two 
reports combined] 

Haddock at 40 to 100 fathoms on the edge of Whale Bank .. on southwest 
side of Grand Bank in 30 fathoms [several reports combined] 

Hake on th-e southwest side of Grand Bank at 200 fathoms on 
southwestern corner of the Sable Island Gully [two reports combined] 

Virgin Rocks would be a good place for codfish but there are too many 
gillnets. 
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Inter-Class Comparisons 
Fishermen with boats in each of the four size classes displayed some common 
characteristics in the grounds that they fished. Most obviously, they all usually (though 
not invariably) avoided the bottoms of deep basins, channels and holes. Equally, with 
very few exceptions, they also avoided fishing in embayments, other than very large 
ones such as Sydney Bight and the Bay of Fundy (and in neither of those areas was 
longlining notably rich in 1990: see Section 13). The captains of some boats in each 
class, including the over 65 fters, were constrained in their choice of grounds by the 
seaworthiness of their boats, though only small-boat fishermen remarked on also being 
constrained by their boats' ranges and fuel capacities. All but the largest class of boats 
showed marked restriction in the extent of individual fishing grounds, a unique selection 
of grounds by each captain (with very few exceptions) and, excepting the 45-65 ft class 
and a few under 45 fters, a strong tendency for individuals to work only off their own 
home port (as distinct from making alongshore movements). 

Despite these similarities, the various classes typically exploited different grounds. 
Fishermen with under 35 fters were largely confined to the inside grounds (and usually 
to those east of Cape Sable), some going further seaward to the various intermediate
range grounds. Only a very few of these interviewees, most of whom had 34' 11" boats, 
went out to the offshore banks. Fishermen with 35-45 fters, in contrast, placed less 
emphasis on the inside and intermediate-range grounds and primarily fished the 
offshore banks (plus the Gulf of Maine and Bay of Fundy grounds), while some boats in 
this class exploited the deepwater halibut grounds, including those on The Edge. Georges, 
as the most distant bank regularly fished by this class, was rarely visited by boats of 
less than 39' 11" length, while fishing The Edge may have required a still larger boat. 
The 45-65 ft class, in contrast, made little use of the inside and intermediate-range 
grounds but rather exploited the offshore banks, the deepwater halibut grounds and, for 
a few boats, deepwater grounds along the southwest edge of Grand Bank. This trend 
towards larger boats fishing more distant grounds culminated in the over 65 fters, 
which hardly fished the offshore banks of the Scotian Shelf at all but rather the banks 
and continental slopes in Divisions 3LMNOPs. 

Reported Changes In Recent Years In the Grounds Fished 
During the interviews, the fishermen were asked whether the -grounds that they reported 
fishing in 1990 differed from those fished in the past five years. Some interviewees, 
besides answering that question, provided additional data on the same topic once the 
charts were unrolled. All of these responses are here summarized. The specific question 
was often poorly answered, some interviewees replying "nothing has changed" when they 
had mentioned a change earlier in the interview. The data shOUld, therefore, be seen as 
indicative rather than quantitative. 

Under 35 ft Boats: Most small-boat fishermen gave no report of any recent changes in 
the grounds that they fished, though perhaps in some cases because of memory lapses or 
boredom with the interview procedure rather than because no such changes had 
occurred. The principal type of change that was reported was an offshore movement 
driven by low catch rates on the inside grounds (see also Section 13). The speed with 
which this change had developed in the late 1980s and its widespread occurrence along 
the coast were both notable. Some interviewees had, however, made the reverse shift, 
bringing their effort closer to land. These seem to have been fishermen who scaled down 
their fishing activities, changing to a smaller boat (presumably with lower costs that 
could be covered by the lower returns of inside fishing). Finally, there had been a few 
movements between reported grounds, as particular individuals explored the potential of 
nearby grounds or abandoned some that their neighbours still found adequate: 
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Used to fish White Point Bank but there are no fish there now. In some 
years, have fished the edge of Smokey Bank. 

Used to fish within 10 or 15 miles of Dingwall. Now go to St.Pierre Bank 
and Cuero. 

Used to fish White Point Bank in the fall but there have been almost no 
fish there the past two years; there are too many draggers. 

Used to go a bit further in a bigger boat and used to move to Dingwall for 
the fall (Big Bras D'Or fisherman). 

Went to The [Bras D'Or] Lakes for the first time in 1990. 
Used to fish 6 or 7 miles from shore. Now go 20 miles or more. 
Years ago, used to fish along the shore from Sydney to Port Morien and out 

to the 25 fathom line. 
Used to fish St.Ann's Bank, east of Port Morien. 
Will try Scaterie in 1991. 
Tried Misaine Bank in 1989. 
Have to go further for fish but still catch less. 
Have to go further to find fish now. 
In 1989, went about 11.5 hours to get clear of gillnets and to find fish. 

Did not go so far in 1990 (Isle Madam fisherman). 
Have to go further from home to find fish now. 
Only started going to The Dump in recent years. 
Go 10 or 12 miles further off in new boat [32 ft] than could in old one 

[28 ft]. 
Five years ago, most fishing was within 35 miles of the shore. Now 90% 

is out to 80 miles. 
There are a lot more boats now. The smaller boats are going further 

because there are fewer fish inside. 
The furthest grounds are no further out than they were but you have to 

spend more time near the outer limit and less close in than you used 
to. 

Before 1989, fished only along the shore and mostly to the eastward. Now 
have to go out to the offshore banks in the summer. 

Went further in old boat [37 ft; new one 32 ft]. 
Have to go at least 4 miles now. It used to be OK closer in but there are no 

fish inside now (Bay of Fundy fisherman). 

35-45 ft Boats: Fishermen with boats in this size class reported much the same 
temporal shifts as did those with smaller boats, though their comments had rather less 
emphasis on offshore movement, presumably because more boats in this class were 
already working the offshore banks before the recent decline in the resources began. 
Several interviewees reported abandoning particular banks or parts of banks because 
the bottom had been destroyed by draggers or occupied by gillnetters; a behaviour less 
often noted by the small-boat fishermen: 

Have to go further to fish now. Up to 150 miles in the summer. 
Fished Cuero in other years (Halifax County fisherman). 
Used to fish Cuero. The surf clam boats and the draggers ruined that 

ground. 
The National draggers moved onto the northwest side of the Eastern Shoal 

of Cuero last year with Rockhopper trawls. They ruined it. 
Used to fish more to the eastward. Then the Western Bank closure picked 

up the fishing there. 
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Sable Island Bank southwest of the island, used to be good for cod 4 or 5 
years ago. Then the Digby draggers took over. They moved on to Quero 
later. Now the only fishing near Sable is for halibut on the ·steeples" 
in 20 fathoms [and only this one man seems to pursue them there]. 

Only used to fish the inside grounds. Once the draggers cleaned up there 
(about three years ago), had to move to Western and Emerald banks. 
Now hope to move back again. 

Sambro Bank was ruined by the draggers. 
Some years, fished The Edge almost to Emerald Bank. 
In the last three years, have started to go further offshore. There are too 

few fish inside. 
Little LaHave used to be good for haddock before the draggers. 
Roseway used to be good. Don't go there now. The Edge off Big LaHave used 

to be good. No more. 
Lockeport Ridge used to be good years ago. 
Have to go further now. Used not to go beyond Roseway Bank. 
Worked further offshore the last couple of years. There are not enough 

fish inside any more. 
Used not to go more than 7 miles from shore. Recently, have had to go 15 

miles to find fish. 
Shoal water of Browns used to be good in winter. No more. You have to 

work further to the northwest each winter. 
Southern part of Browns used to be good for halibut. Now it is all slime 

eels. 
Had to move to different parts of Georges when the gillnets drove us away. 
Have to find new spots as draggers destroy them. 
Went a lot further in 1990. Only used to go to Browns but in 1990 went 

to The Gully [Le. the Northeast Channel]. 
Have to go further now. 
Going further all the time. 
German Bank area was good 10 years ago. That has gone now. The Hake 

Hole (nearer to Yarmouth) was good for hake 10 years ago. The Seal 
Island Ground is still good but there are too many draggers to be able 
to fish there. 

Move about, fishing different places in different years. 
There used to be cod off Cape D'Or. Took 700 Ib per set, twice a day at one 

time. 
Used to fish in the Bay of Fundy, as far as Cape D'Or. 

45-65 ft Boats: The captains of these larger boats, who had probably worked to the 
limits of the Scotian Shelf for many years, only reported changes of grounds that related 
to the apparent habitat destruction on certain banks. 

The big draggers are into The Stone Fence and the southeast edge of Quero 
now. 

Used to fish around Sable Island. Now have to go to Quero to find fish. 
Browns is destroyed. It is not worth fishing anymore. 
Didn't used to go to Quero (Shelburne County fisherman). 

There were no reports of grounds changes from the captains of over 65 ft boats though 
such changes must have occurred as longlining by such large boats was developed in the 
later 1980s. 
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Discussion 

Reliability of the Maps 
Throughout this Section, the interviewee's reports of their fishing grounds have been 
accepted as accurate, subject only to the caveats outlined above in the Methods 
paragraphs. Those address the uncertainties in the reports but not the chance of 
deliberate deception by the interviewees. Such deception almost certainly occurred but 
its effect on the present data was probably small. Of the 214 longline-active 
interviewees, only one seemed to the interviewer to have concocted his entire report. His 
information had no material effect on the maps presented here since his reported 
grounds lay in a heavily fished area. Some other interviewees may have claimed to have 
set longline gear in 1990 where or when they did not, but the congruence of the grounds 
reported by different fishermen was so strong that a few such errors will have had no 
noticeable effects on the maps presented here. A possibly more significant deception, in 
that it would leave grounds that were fished unshaded in the maps, would be the failure to 
report fishing that had occurred in areas subject to regulatory closures. The only such 
areas that seem likely to have attracted the interviewees, other than those closed only 
seasonally (see Halliday 1988) and which are thus correctly shaded in the maps, were 
NAFO Divisions 3P, 4R and 4T, each of which was within range of small longline boats 
based in Cape Breton and yet is closed to most Scotia-Fundy under 65 ft boats under 
DFO's Sector Management Policy80. It is thus possible that there was more fishing on St. 
Pierre Bank and in the Gulf of st. Lawrence than was reported. Similarly, some over 65 
ft boats lacked Enterprise Allocations for particular Divisions and it is possible that 
individual boats in that class fished more widely than was reported. The nature of the 
specialized fisheries pursued by this class suggests, however, that any resulting error 
in the maps presented here would be minor. Otherwise, those maps are probably 
accurate at the limited levels of spatial and temporal precision that they convey. 

The only directly comparable, independent data that can provide some confirmation of 
these maps are those gathered on groundfish longliners during 1990 by the Scotia
Fundy Observer Program. These data were extracted from the observer database, 
examined and plotted. They had been collected on ten groundfish trips aboard six 
longliners, all six being in the over 65 ft class. Position data were available for a total 
of 258 sets made on these trips (perhaps 10% of the total for this class during the 
year). The close similarity between the distribution of these sets (Figure 7.7) and the 
grounds reported by the captains of the over 65 ft boats (Figure 7.6) supports the 
validity of the survey data, for this one class at least. 

Large-Scale Spatial Patterns 
The maps presented here indicate that in 1990 the Scotia-Fundy longline fleet exploited 
a wide area, extending from the upper Bay of Fundy, to Georges Bank and thence 
eastwards as far as Flemish Cap. Within this overall area, the grounds fished can be 
divided into three units: the "inside grounds", accessible to small boats day fishing from 
shore, the "offshore banks", including the Scotian Shelf banks, Georges Bank and the 
continental slope in Divisions 4VWX+5Zc, and the "distant grounds" in Subarea 3. The 
latter were primarily fished by the over 65 ft boats, while the offshore banks were 
fished mostly by the 35-45 ft and 45-65 ft classes and the inside grounds were largely 
left to the under 35 ft boats. These units are not fully discrete, since there were some 

80: These restrictions were introduced in 1982. In practice, many of the northern Cape Breton 
under 65 fters had historical "grandfather" rights, based on fishing patterns established before 
the Policy was introduced. The captains of these boats freely reported fishing in 3P and 4T. 
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intermediate-range grounds, such as The Hake Ridge and Roseway Bank, while the inside 
and offshore units merged between Cape Sable and Browns Bank, and all boat classes 
fished Banquereau and St.Pierre Bank. Furthermore, the Gulf of Maine and Bay of Fundy 
grounds did not fit the pattern and there were a few exceptional boats that fished grounds 
more commonly exploited by other size classes. Nevertheless, the three units were 
generally well separated geographically and there was a strong tendency for each one to 
be fished by boats of a particular size range. 

This division of the longline fisheries seems to have been caused by an interplay of 
several factors. Most clearly, the spatial separation between the inside and offshore 
units was founded on the lack of longlining in the deep basins of the Scotian Shelf, which 
provided the strong geographic break between the two sets of grounds. Based on the 
comments of many interviewees, it is certain that this lack of effort resulted from the 
poor catch rates that would have been achieved by longlining on the soft sediments that 
are found in the basins (King 1970; Maclean and King 1971; Drapeau and King 1972). 
The fishermen were not able, however, to distinguish fully between a lack of resource in 
those areas, the low availability to longline gear of such fish as were present and the 
consequences of the high densities on mud of scavengers (mainly hagfishes and 
amphipods), which eat the bait and even the catch off the hooks (see Section 13). The 
simple absence of longlining in the basins cannot alone explain more than a geographic 
distinction between the inside and offshore grounds, however. Other factors of 
importance to the observed division of the fisheries included the safe operating ranges of 
small boats and the fishermen's expectations of low catch rates on the inside grounds. 

There is no exact size of boat that distinguished one that could safely go to the offshore 
banks from one that could not; besides the inherent variability of human tolerances of 
weather risks, a new glassfibre boat with a diesel engine and large fuel tanks was 
considered by some interviewees to be much safer offshore than a larger but older 
wooden boat with a gasoline engine. Nevertheless, on average, bigger boats did tend to 
have a greater effective range and many small boat fishermen who fished the offshore 
banks believed that they were working at or beyond the safe limits of their boats. Some · 
of those who did not go off stated during the interviews that their boats were not adequate 
for the trip while others spoke of the risks that they took and the resulting psychological 
pressures: 

Small boats are going too far. 
Small boats are being pushed to be unsafe, with the resources as bad as 

they are. 
Now, you have to go 60 miles to fish. That is beyond the steamship [Le. 

Department of Transport] limit. The boat insurance only covers to 20 
miles out but there is not a fish inside that. [The offshore companies] 
are working 30 miles out but with longline gear you have to go beyond 
them. 

You have to go too far for fish. But fishermen would rather drown than 
starve, so they have to go. 

The fishing is so bad now, can't afford a new boat nor an upgrade to 
Steamship Inspection. Without one or the other, you can't go out to the 
fish. 

The pressure gives people mental problems. DFO regulations stress them. 
They end up breaking the law or taking unnecessary risks with the 
weather. 
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Meanwhile, there was a clear perception among the fishermen that longlining catch rates 
on the inside grounds had become, in recent years, even more severely depressed than 
those on the offshore banks. Although the causes of this differential decline remain 
unclear, their belief in it undoubtedly influenced longline fishermen's choice of grounds. 

The intersection of these factors may explain the observed distinction between the inside 
and offshore grounds. Fishermen whose boats were not capable of going beyond the basins 
had to choose between doing what fishing they could on the inside grounds and quitting 
longlining altogether (unless they had one of the few intermediate-range grounds within 
reach of their home port). Those whose boats could go to the offshore banks usually chose 
to do so, presumably because offshore fishing promised better earnings. Indeed, the 
prominent split between inside and offshore boats in most parts of the Region suggests a 
strong imperative rather than a free choice. Perhaps the higher operating costs of a 
larger boat could only be covered by the higher catch rates achieved offshore. If so, most 
of those boats that could go offshore had to go if they were to be commercially viable; in 
short, the larger boats appear to have been obligative, rather than facultative, 
exploiters of offshore areas. 

The distinction between the offshore and distant fishing areas was partly a matter of 
fishery regulations, since most under 65 ft boats were barred from Division 3P 
whereas the over 65 ft boats had very limited Enterprise Allocations for Divisions 
4VWX+5Zc. The concerns over seaworthiness that prevented the small boats going to the 
offshore banks also constrained the grounds fished by some 65 to 95 ft boats (relative to 
those worked by the largest boats) and those same concerns presumably prevented most 
under 65 ft Scotia-Fundy Region longliners from bypassing Division 3P to fish 
Divisions 3NO. Furthermore, the same economic imperatives that encouraged some 
under 45 fters to work the offshore banks of the Scotian Shelf may also have influenced 
the over 65 fters, causing them to work mainly in Subarea 3. Certainly, the very large 
boats cannot haul more than one longline at a time and cannot haul it any faster than a 
typical 30 ft boat would, since faster hauling loses fish off the hooks (see Section 6). 
Even if the larger boats can haul for more hours per day and fish for more days per year 
(because of their larger crews and greater stability in bad weather), they cannot haul 
enough extra hooks per day to compensate for their much higher costs. Thus, their 
profitability would appear to heavily dependent on fishing where the average catch rates 
(in dollars per hook set) are high. These concerns may have caused the operators of the 
very large longliners to concentrate on Grand Banks cod and deepwater halibut, each of 
which commanded a high price per pound while also offering a high weight per fish 
caught. 

Medium-Scale Spatial Patterns 
Within each of the three major units, inside, offshore and distant, most areas were 
fished by at least some boats but a few were not. The absence of longlining in the deep 
basins and channels, while not universal, was notable, as was its absence from medium
and small embayments. Moreover, some shallow offshore areas, which appear from a 
chart to be little different to the prime grounds, were not fished with longline gear 
during 1990 by any of the interviewees. In general, their reports suggested that these 
choices were controlled by their expectations of catch rates; Sambro, Sable Island, 
Middle and Canso banks, the bays and the deep basins were largely or completely ignored 
because they were not thought to have enough longline-available fish for profitable 
fishing. There is no reason to doubt the general validity of these expectations but the 
reasons for the low fish densities or availabilities are unsure. 

It might be expected that fish densities and availabilities would be strongly influenced by 
the benthic habitat. Certainly, the fishermen regarded the type and condition of the 
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"bottom" as being important to their fishing success. Their descriptions of the ideal 
sediment type for each species were not fully consistent but, on most grounds, the best 
bottom for cod fishing was said to be "hard", "rocky" or composed of small stones (see 
Section 8). Haddock, in contrast, were reported as being most available to longline gear 
on gravel, sand or shell sediments, whereas hake were best taken on muddy sand or mud 
with small stones. Halibut were caught on any sediment type from mud to rock, 
depending on the area, season and depth being fished. 

The surficial sediments of the areas of present interest have been mapped in detail (King 
1970; Maclean and King 1971; Drapeau and King 1972; Fader et al. 1977, 1982, 
1988; Maclean et al. 1977; Fader and Miller 1986) and attempts have been made to 
relate this geological information to the distribution of the fish resources (Scott 1982a; 
Mahon et al. 1984). None of the longline fishermen's descriptions of good cod or haddock 
"bottom" types accord closely with the geological classifications, however. This 
disagreement may arise, in part, because King's (1970) classification scheme, on which 
all of the surficial sediment maps are based, was primarily concerned with the 
geological origins and development of the sediments and has been applied to strata with 
thicknesses of the order of metres and spatial extents of (usually) a kilometre or more. 
The benthos, the fish and the fishermen, in contrast, probably respond to the present 
nature of the uppermost few centimetres of the sediment and over spatial scales of 
metres to hundreds of metres. As mapped, the geological formations are also internally 
heterogeneous, particularly those that represent coarser sediments. Thus, the map units 
"Scotian Shelf Drift", "laurentian Drift" and "Grand Banks Drift", for example, are all 
poorly-sorted glacial tills, the geological distinctions between them being largely based 
on the different parent rocks that contributed to each (King 1970; Maclean and King 
1971; Fader et al. 1982; Fader and Miller 1986). This difference is unlikely to be of 
much biological relevance. However, the term "Emerald Silt" is applied to sediments that 
can be silty clays, clayey or sandy silts, silty or clayey sands or even silty sands with 
gravel, each of which could provide a quite different fish habitat but which were all 
formed as proglacial submarine deposits (King 1970, Maclean and King 1971; Drapeau 
and King 1972; Maclean et al. 1977; Fader et al. 1977). Above a late glacial palaeo
shoreline that can be found at 63 fathoms depth throughout the Scotian Shelf area, King's 
(1970) scheme classifies almost all surficial sediments in Divisions 4VWX+5Zc as 
"Sable Island Sand and Gravel", on the basis of their having been re-worked during the 
marine transgression (King 1970, Maclean and King 1971; Drapeau and King 1972; 
Maclean et al. 1977; Fader et al. 1977). As mapped, Georges Bank is covered with a 
more-or-Iess homogeneous deposit of this sediment, some areas having more and some 
less than 50% gravel mixed with sand (Fader et al. 1988). In contrast, a recent detailed 
study of the biologically-active layer on the northern part of that bank has shown it to 
be composed of gravel pavements (probably the fishermen's "rocky bottom") 
interspersed with mobile sand ridges, both of which grade southwards into large areas of 
sand and gravelly sand (Valentine and Lough 1991). The pavements and mobile sand 
support quite different benthic communities. Thus, even if the distribution of the 
longline grounds was determined by benthic habitat characteristics and even if those 
characteristics were highly correlated with substrate type, given these differences 
between the objectives of the geological classification and the issues and scales of 
importance to the fish and fishermen, exact correspondence between the maps of 
surficial sediments and those of the longline grounds would not be expected. 

Despite these problems, however, there is some congruence between the two sets of maps 
as they relate to cod and haddock longlining. Most of the grounds where those species 
were caught are shallower than 65 fathoms, which corresponds to their preferred depth 
range on the Scotian Shelf as measured by summer research vessel trawl surveys from 
1970 to 1979 (Scott 1982b). As noted above, the seabed above the 65 fathom contour is 
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almost exclusively floored by "Sable Island Sand and Gravel" or its differently-named 
equivalents (King 1970; MacLean and King 1971; Drapeau and King 1972; Fader et al. 
1977, 1982, 1988; MacLean et al. 1977; Fader and Miller 1986). Whether it is the 
depth, the sediment type or some other factor that controlled this distribution of cod and 
haddock longlining and whether they acted via the habitat preferences of the resources or 
directly on the efficiency of the gear are, however, impossible to determine given the 
close correlation between these factors. Certainly, neither depth nor sediment type, as it 
is mapped, can explain why some banks are ignored while others nearby are fished 
intensively, nor why certain parts of some banks are preferred to other parts. Nor is 
either factor an absolute and invariant control on longlining. The prominent winter 
haddock ground in The Inside Gully, for example, is about 70 fathoms deep and is floored 
with a gravel-rich variant of ·Sambro Sand", a sublittoral sediment that is more 
commonly a complex of silty and clayey sands (King 1970; MacLean and King 1971; 
Drapeau and King 1972; Fader et al. 1977, 1982, 1988; MacLean et al. 1977). 
Moreover, there is at least some longlining for cod or haddock on each of the other 
sediment types recognized by King (1970), though perhaps only where either the 
sediment is unusually modified or the fish show aberrant behaviour. Thus, while there 
is probably some link between benthic habitat factors and the distribution of cod and 
haddock long lining, it is not a simple one. It is possible that more biologically-relevant 
classifications of the sediments and bedforms, based on recently-developed geological 
techniques (e.g. high-resolution seismic reflection systems, sidescan SONAR and digital 
data processing) supplemented with data on the benthos, would lead to habitat maps that 
more closely reflect those of the fishing grounds. 

The distribution of the hake fisheries bore quite different relationships to the maps of 
sediments and resource biomass than did those of the cod and haddock fisheries. Scott 
(1976, 1981, 1982a,b) found that white hake on the Scotian Shelf had a preferred 
depth range, as recorded in the summer groundfish surveys, of 100 to 150 fathoms and 
that they were caught in greatest numbers in areas of "LaHave Clay· sediments (the 
softest class of mud in this area: King 1970). Notable quantities of hake have been taken 
by those surveys from the floors of Emerald, Georges, Jordan and Grand Manan basins, 
as well as along the upper continental slope. In contrast to this distribution of the 
resource, the specialized hake fishery on the Scotian Shelf was located on deposits of 
"Emerald Silt" at 70 to 85 fathoms along the edge of the Emerald Basin. The fishermen 
specifically avoided the hake-rich "LaHave Clay" floor of that basin because of the 
abundance of scavengers on that type of bottom. The Grand Manan Basin hake fishery did 
lie in an area which has seen high research vessel catch rates but it was on a deposit of 
"Scotian Shelf Drift" (Fader et al. 1977) and was not matched by similar fishing on the 
"LaHave Clay" of Jordan Basin. These observations may be explained by the hake 
fisheries being in areas where the distributions of the clay-preferring hake overlap 
with those of rather coarser sediments, which have lower densities of scavengers and 
thus permit relatively-high hake availability to longline gear. If this hypothesis is 
correct, the benthic habitat that fulfils the requirements of both the hake and the 
fishermen is found on "Emerald Silt" around the Emerald Basin but on "Scotian Shelf 
Drift" in the Bay of Fundy, where substrate modification by tidal winnowing of the 
sediments is much more pronounced. 

The halibut fishermen appeared to fish on every sediment type and every habitat type, 
from inshore rocky areas to the continental slope, that was accessible to their boats. 
This may reflect the diverse preferences of the fish but could equally be an artifact 
resulting from the very fine scale targeting practices of these fishermen, who may have 
found small spots of prime halibut bottom amidst areas of quite different habitat. 
Halibut have been too rarely taken by the research vessel surveys (Scott 1976) for 
analysis of those catches to provide a useful comparison. In any event, the continental 
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slope fishery for this species, as that for hake, exploits depths for which no 
sedimentological, and few fishing survey, data have yet been published. 

There were some places where a few fishermen reported longlining on the flat bottoms of 
basins and gullies. The special cases of the Grand Manan Basin and The Inside Gully have 
already been noted. The floor of the Northeast Channel, which was intensively fished, is 
nominally composed of "Sambro Sand" and "Emerald Silt" with patches of "Scotian Shelf 
Drift". As a result of tidal winnowing, however, the seabed is made of much coarser 
particles than these classifications suggest (Fader et a/. 1988; G.B.J. Fader, Atlantic 
Geosciences Centre, Bedford Institute of Oceanography, pers.comm.) and much of it would 
probably be regarded as "rocky" by the fishermen and hence as prime "bottom", despite 
its depth. Where this coarse material gives way to the finer "LaHave Clay", in the 
northwestern quadrant of Georges Basin, no interviewees reported fishing. Similarly, 
the one interviewee who reported halibut fishing on the floor of the Laurentian Channel 
reported an area near its mouth where "Emerald Silt" crops out through the "LaHave 
Clay" that otherwise covers the area (Fader et al. 1982). Thus, the sediments in these 
two particular deep areas are not inconsistent with those fished at lesser depths 
elsewhere and the mapped distributions of longlining support the conclusion that the 
fishermen avoid areas of soft mud rather than basins and channels per se. 

The principal feature of the distributions of longlining grounds that does not seem to be 
explained by the distribution of habitat characteristics is the lack of longlining on some 
offshore banks and, within the areas that are fished, its greater concentration on some 
banks than on others. In several areas, according to the interview reports, the absence 
or limited extent of longlining in 1990 was a recent development. Banquereau, Sable 
Island Bank and Sambro Bank, in particular, were all said to have been fished in the 
1980s and subsequently abandoned because they no longer provided adequate catch rates. 
The longline fishermen generally attributed these changes to habitat destruction and 
resource depletion resulting from intense mobile gear fishing. Those claims cannot be 
examined here (but see: Kenchington 1991). 

It is also notable that the regulatory closure of the "Haddock Box" to mobile gear while it 
was open for long lining (a situation that ended at the beginning of 1993) led to a 
substantial longline fishery on Emerald and Western banks. The eastern and southern 
borders of the longline grounds reported in that area closely followed the boundaries of 
the "Box" (its northern and western limits lie over deep water) and it is likely that the 
location of those borders was defined by the regulated absence of dragger fishing, 
although there is nothing in the regulations to prevent the longline boats fishing outside 
the closed lone. The mechanisms by which the closure has had this effect are not certain 
but might involve some or all of the avoidance of direct gear conflicts, real or perceived 
differences in resource density inside and outside the closed area (perhaps the result of 
increased juvenile survival following the closure), benthic habitat recovery from past 
dragger-induced damage or reduced acoustic disturbance (see Section 13 and 
Kenchington 1991). 

Apart from the borders of this "Box", direct gear conflicts do not appear to have 
influenced the grounds fished by the longliners as they are represented on the maps 
(though they may have had very pronounced effects at smaller spatial and temporal 
scales: see Section 8). One interviewee did report, however, that the intensive 
gillnetting around the Virgin Rocks excluded the large boats from that area and thus set 
the northeastern limit to their operations. 

Finally, it is noticeable that the longlining grounds generally extended across the tops of 
the banks and were not confined to their sloping sides, in contrast to the frequent claim 
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that commercial fishing concentrates on edges. This is not to say that the various edges 
were not important. Halibut fishing, in particular, was often centred on slopes at either 
macro- or micro-scales, the slopes ranging in prominence from the sides of small 
inshore reefs to the continental slope itself. In other areas and at other scales, however, 
halibut were often fished on the bottom of "holes" while haddock were most often taken on 
the flat tops of banks such as Western. It appears that all types of topography, except the 
flat bottoms of the deep basins, were fished. 

Space Limitations 
Much of the longline fleet appeared to be constrained by the area available for fishing. 
This was confirmed for some particular fisheries by the anecdotal reports of 

. interviewees who described, for example, fitting larger engines in their boats to give 
them an advantage over their neighbours when racing out to The Inside Gully after a 
period of bad weather; the first arrivals being those who reserved the ground for 
themselves by setting their gear on it. On Western Bank in the summer, when the 
grounds were more continuously occupied, the fishermen set down LORAN "lanes· to keep 
their gear parallel to and clear of their neighbours'. By report, they often had to select 
an unoccupied "lane", rather than taking one where they expected the fish to be plentiful. 
In deepwater halibut fishing, where the usual strategy was to set on a number of 
privately-known spots that have proven good in the past, it was said not to be unusual to 
be displaced from a pre-chosen location when it proved to be already occupied by another 
boat's gear. Thus: 

Bottom good enough to set gear on is limited. 
Less than one tenth of Georges is good bottom. 
West of Baccaro, the bottom is hard inshore. East of there, there are only 

odd spots of hard bottom. 

When fishing the gully inside Browns, you have to head out early to get a 
chance at good bottom. 

There are so many boats fishing, it is like a city from Cape Island to 
Georges. 

There are too many boats now. They are crowded on the grounds. 
Eight years ago, you could fish anywhere. Now you have to keep your 

berth. 
We set two microseconds apart on Browns now, where it used to be five. 
You couldn't send all of the boats longlining. There is not enough bottom 

for them. Some boats came back without setting in 1990 because they 
couldn't find enough space. Those who did set have to spend half a day 
looking for space. 

There are so many crab traps and buoys in the holes off Louisbourg that 
you can't find anywhere to set. 

Netters and draggers take up most of the bottom off the [southwest] New 
Brunswick shore. 

The area actually available to a particular fisherman on a given day must have been even 
smaller than the restricted areas that they reported as fishing grounds (typically 
perhaps 400 km2 for an under 35 ft boat fishing the inside grounds and 4000 km2 for a 
35-45 fter fishing the offshore banks). Parts of the bottom within such a reported area 
will have been unfishable and only included because of the imperfections of the recording 
process. Moreover, the bunches of fish move within the grounds during the season and 
will only occupy certain parts of them on any given day. Since typical under 45 ft boats 
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set about 10 km of longline on a normal fishing day (see Section 6), at 1990 catch 
rates, fish prices and fishing costs, it is understandable that many fishermen reported a 
lack of fishable bottom area (see Section 13). 

This space limitation was greatly strengthened by the marked tendency for fishermen 
with under 65 ft boats to confine themselves to particular parts of the overall area 
fished by boats similar to their own. The boats that fished the offshore banks may have 
been confined to those off their home ports by the costs of steaming further. The inside 
boats, however, not infrequently went 40 km offshore but rarely more than 10 or 20 
km along the shore from their home ports, suggesting that steaming distances alone 
cannot explain their localization. This might instead be caused by the resource being 
generally richer further from shore, thus rewarding with higher catch rates the extra 
costs of steaming off but not those of steaming parallel to the land. 

The pattern seems too nearly universal for such a cause, however, and it may have had 
some anthropological origin. It is unlikely that the fishermen from one port are forcibly 
excluded from the grounds off others (as does happen in the lobster fisheries: Acheson 
1975, 1979; Davis 1984). There is little evidence of such exclusion being strongly 
applied in the groundfish fisheries (Martin 1979; Davis 1984; Acheson 1988) and, 
while some interviewees referred to coercion during lobster seasons, none was 
mentioned during the present survey as being exercised against longlining activity. 
Rather, it seems likely that the inside grounds can only be made to yield financially
viable catch rates by fishermen who know the local bottom intimately, which in turn 
implies that they can only work the small areas that they have known for most of their 
lives (ct. Martin 1979). Even then, it is necessary to find a bunch of fish and to follow 
them over a period of days. This requires cooperation, since no one boat can set enough 
gear to gather the required information. Most fishermen, however, are loathe to pass on 
any of their hard-won knowledge to their rivals and they often have complex 
information-management behaviour patterns, designed to maximize their data 
acquisition while minimizing their provision of data to others81 . It appears that only 
local fishermen can recognize particular boats at a distance when at sea, know the bottom 
features on which they are fishing and then judge their success after they return to the 
wharf, while only group-insiders can benefit from information included in radio chatter 
since the interpretation of that chatter needs knowledge of the fishermen doing the 
talking, the location they are discussing and a highly-localized jargon of location names 
and the like. Indeed, Butler (1983) has shown that, not only is the nomenclature for 
fishing spots used by the small-boat fishermen of L'Anse-a-Canards unknown outside 
their community, but it could not be applied by anyone who did not sail from that 
harbour. Thus, only local fishermen can usually benefit from these information 
exchanges and it may be that the lack of knowledge of grounds off other ports removes 
any incentive for most inside boats to steam along the shore. 

The extreme localization of small-boat, inside fishing did lead to an important 
behavioural difference between the fishermen who worked the inside grounds and most of 
those who fish the offshore banks. The former group were area-specialists, being 
confined to the small areas off their home ports. In order to prolong their fishing 
seasons, they therefore had to be resource-generalists, taking a series of different 
species at appropriate times of the year (cf. Acheson 1988). These typically included 
lobster and often herring, mackerel, crabs or scallops, in addition to groundfish. When 

81: For discussions of such information management in some Newfoundland ground fish 
fisheries, see Andersen (1972, 1988), Stiles (1972) and Butler (1983). Palmer (1990b) has 
provided a recent overview of related studies on other fisheries. 
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no economically-viable resources are available, these fishermen laid-up their boats 
(see Section 9). The large boats, in contrast, were able to move to wherever groundfish 
were available at a particular season. The efficient use of large, high-cost boats 
required, however, that they be specialized for a particular kind of fishing, such as 
longlining, and also required that they be kept busy for most of the year. Thus, most over 
40 ft boats were obligatory area-generalists and resource-specialists. Some 
intermediate-sized boats were evidently able to pursue an area-generalist, resource
generalist strategy. This was particularly seen in southwest Nova Scotia where, with the 
relative abundances of various resources in 1990, some fishermen chose to use fully
decked longline boats in the lobster fisheries during the appropriate season. 

The only major exception to the limited along-shore movement of small boats was seen 
in the Sydney Bight area. Seasonal movements, by which small longline boats were 
operated out of ports other than their home ports, used to be normal in that area, with 
boats from Victoria and Cape Breton counties moving to Newfoundland to fish the Rose 
Blanche Bank cod as well as shifting between the west and south shores of the Bight. Some 
Newfoundland boats have moved seasonally to Sydney Bight since the 1940s (Stiles 
1972). In 1990, the catch rates on each of the grounds were said by some interviewees 
to be too low to justify these movements, though some still occurred. This unusual 
practice may have arisen because the Sydney Bight area offered so few alternative 
resources that local small-boat longline fishermen have traditionally had to be cod
specialists, compelling them to develop their area-generalizing pattern of seasonal 
movements. The semi-enclosed form of the Bight, and indeed of Cabot Strait, has 
permitted their area-generalizing movements of small boats, in a way that the shape of 
the open Atlantic coast does not do. 

Inter-Annual Changes In the Grounds ExplOited 
There are very few published data on the distribution of Scotia-Fundy Region groundfish 
longlining in earlier years with which the maps presented here can be compared. One 
very major change has occurred in recent years which can be documented, however. That 
is the growth of the fishery in Divisions 3NO. From ICNAF and NAFO landings data, it is 
clear that Nova Scotian longlining in NAFO Subarea 3 (apart from under 65 ft boats 
fishing in Divisions 3Ps and 3Pn) declined to negligible levels after 1962; the last year 
of the dory schooner fishery for cod (Figure 7.8). There were moderate landings in the 
1970s which were probably from directed hake fishing82 . The modern longline fishery 
for large cod did not begin, however, until the 1980s and has only yielded consistently 
high landings since 1985. Until then, the grounds on the Grand Banks fished by Scotia
Fundy over 65 ft longliners in 1990 were not exploited by similar vessels. 

Among the few studies of other components of these fisheries, Halliday et al. (1986) 
presented some small-scale maps of the distribution of Canadian fishing effort west of 
64 0 W longitude, including two of the number of longline hooks set in each 10' by 10' 
rectangle (in 1960-72 and 1973-7 respectively). These maps were based on logbook 
data but were not thought to be fully reliable in their portrayal of the longline grounds. 
No information on the sizes of boats that contributed to the logbook program nor on the 
proportion of total effort that was included is available. Within these limitations, the 
map for 1960-72 showed a relatively even density of effort along the northern edge of 
Georges Bank, in the mouth of the Northeast Channel, up the 50 fathom contour past 
German and Lurcher banks, on parts of Big LaHave and Roseway banks and particularly 

82: The ICNAF Statistical Bulletins show that, after 1976, these landings were definitely of 
hake. Before 1977, the species breakdown of the published data was not sufficient for this 
identification to be certain. 
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from Little LaHave Bank and the southern tip of Browns in to the 50 fathom contour near 
the shore. The data for 1973-77 suggested much more extensive fishing, extending from 
the north around to the east side of Georges Bank (but not on the shallow crest of the 
bank), throughout the Northeast Channel, much more broadly up the coast almost to 
Grand Manan, and in almost every rectangle eastward from the Northeast Channel to 64° 
W, including some of those inside the 50 fathom line. It is not possible to tell how much 
of this apparent increase in the extent of the grounds between 1960-72 and 1973-77 
was simply a result of more comprehensive data collection, as logbooks became 
compulsory for boats over 25.5 grt in 1972. 

In 1985, through the mediation of the Longliner Branch of the Nova Scotia Fisherman's 
Association, Halliday and Sinclair (1987) circulated a survey designed to elucidate the 
grounds fished in 1982-84, to the longline fishermen of the Cape Sable Island-Woods 
Harbour area of Shelburne County. They received useful responses from 24 fishermen 
(representing about 20% of the licensed 40-65 ft longliner fleet in the area plus one 
fisherman with a 36 ft boat). For this sector of the fleet only and for this one home area, 
they were able to extract more information than was available from the present 
interviews because their survey gathered data on seasonal distributions of effort and on 
the species caught in each area. In sum, they found that relatively high numbers of boats 
fished Browns Bank (principally around the Cove of Browns), the northern edge of 
Georges Bank and the mouth of the Northeast Channel. Less important areas included the 
rest of Browns, Big and Little LaHave and Roseway banks, "The Bar", the continental 
slope eastward from Big LaHave Bank, all of the northern and eastern sides of Georges 
Bank, the deep water of the Northeast Channel, and the area around German Bank. 

Most recently, Sinclair (1992) mapped cod-directed longline effort in Divisions 4 VsW 
in 1984 and 1985, based on logbook data, as part of a study of the effects of fishing 
practices on partial recruitment. He found dense effort on the northern tip of 
Banquereau and between there and Misaine Bank, with less concentrated activity 
elsewhere on those banks. In Division 4W, the logbooks only recorded scattered cod
directed effort on Sable Island Bank and on the Inside Grounds off Halifax County. 

Halliday et al. 's (1986) 1973-77 distribution of long line effort was rather similar to 
that reported for the 35-45 ft class west of 64° W in the present study. There seems to 
have been a marked decrease in fishing from German Bank northwards [except in the 
Grand Manan Basin and other parts of the Bay of Fundy where Halliday et al. 's (1986) 
logbook data showed no activity] and there may have been a reduction in effort on 
Roseway Bank and in the surrounding waters. Otherwise no changes between 1977 and 
1990 can be reliably perceived, given the resolutions of the two data sets. Even the 
change north of German Bank may be an artifact: fishing in this area was reported by 
some 45-65 ft boats in the present survey, which size class would probably be 
relatively more intensively represented in the logbook data than it is in the interview 
data. 

The reported distribution of fishing in 1982-84 in Division 4X suggests a choice of 
grounds intermediate between that for 1973-77 and that for 1990. The greater 
resolution of the earlier survey permits further interpretation, however. The 
concentration of boats on the Cove of Browns in the winters of the mid-1980s that was 
recorded by Halliday and Sinclair (1987) was recalled by some interviewees during the 
present survey. Most of the boats now fish The Inside Gully in that season, however, 
while the Cove of Browns was said by some of the present interviewees to no longer have 
desirable concentrations of fish. There has also been some apparent retreat, between 
1982-84 and 1990, from the westernmost areas fished along the north side of Georges 
Bank; presumably because the final settlement of the ICJ line drove back the limit of 
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Canadian fishing. Finally, there is some hint that the new data show more fishing on 
suboptimal "bottom" between the banks and, particularly, close to the land than was seen 
in 1982-4. This may well be an artifact resulting from the random sampling of 
licensees for the 1990 survey contrasting with the self-selection of (possibly more 
active) fishermen in Halliday and Sinclair's (1987) study. Even if real, these 
differences are minor and there seems to have been relatively little change in the areas 
fished by boats out of western Shelburne County ports between 1982-4 and 1990, on 
the spatial scales seen in the two sets of charts. 

Halliday and Sinclair's (1987) additional information, concerning seasonal and species
specific choices of grounds, showed that all of the boats were east and north of the 
Northeast Channel in winter, with the prime concentration being on the Cove of Browns. 
In the spring, with Browns closed, some boats still worked to the north and east of the 
closed area but the principal concentration was along the northern edge of Georges. The 
summer saw some movement back to Browns, while a second concentration developed at 
the mouth of the Northeast Channel and the intense fishing along the northern edge of 
Georges continued. There was little further change from summer to fall. The winter 
fisheries were primarily for haddock, with some cod, halibut and cusk. Halibut were, of 
course, of principal importance along The Edge of the continental shelf. In the spring, the 
same species were important but cod predominated both on Georges and on the inside 
grounds from Cape Sable westwards. Haddock remained of prime importance on Big and 
Little LaHave and Roseway banks while hake was of some value on the eastern slope of 
Georges. These species distributions changed little through the rest of the year, except 
that a cusk fishery in the deep water of the Northeast Channel developed, as did some 
hake fishing north of German Bank. Such data as were collected on these topics during the 
present survey generally accorded with Halliday and Sinclair's (1987), except that the 
cusk of the Northeast Channel were much reduced by 1990, as were the hake on the 
eastern slopes of Georges Bank. 

To the eastward, Sinclair's (1992) map suggests a distribution of longline effort in 
Division 4Vs that is in general accord with the grounds reported as fished in 1990 by 
the 35-45 ft boats. The present survey found that a rather wider area was fished but 
some of this apparent expansion must be due to the inclusion of deepwater halibut
directed effort, which Sinclair did not map. The remaining differences probably relate to 
the deficiencies of the two data sets, rather than to any marked change in fishing 
practices between 1984 and 1990. In Division 4W, in contrast, Sinclair (1992) found 
very little cod-directed longline effort (perhaps because most longlining there is 
directed towards haddock, halibut or hake) while such effort as he did find offshore was 
scattered across Sable Island Bank where none of the present interviewees reported 
fishing for cod in 1990. The withdrawal from that bank appears to be a genuine temporal 
change in recent years; one that was reported during several of the interviews. 

In the only other published mention of the Scotia-Fundy longline grounds Davis (1984), 
using data for 1974-77 gathered during an anthropological field study, divided the boats 
of the Port LaTour-area of Shelburne County into two classes: open boats 11 metres (36 
ft) in length or less (his "inshore") and 12-18 metre (39-60 ft) boats with fish holds 
(his "offshore"). The "offshore" boats, which would be classed as 35-45 and 45-65 
fters in the present study, fished the northern edge of Browns Bank (possibly the Cove of 
Browns) with "fine gear" suitable for haddock and cod in the early winter, moving still 
closer to the land when the bank was closed in late February. When it was re-opened in 
June and with the coming of summer weather, these boats mostly took "big gear", for 
halibut and cod, and worked the outer edge of Browns Bank, Georges Bank and the Sable 
Island grounds. With the change in the weather in about September, they returned to the 
inside edge of Browns Bank. This distribution is fully in accord with those mapped . by 
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Halliday et al. (1986) and by Halliday and Sinclair (1987), except for the record of 
fishing off Sable Island which lay outside of the former study's area of concern. The 
Shelburne County longline fishermen seem to have abandoned trips to the eastward for 
gadid fishing by 1990 except for a few 45-65 ft boats83 . 

Davis' (1984) "inshore", or under 35 ft, boats did not go more than a few kilometres 
beyond the Brazil Rocks, themselves about 10 km off the mouth of the Port LaTour inlet. 
Within this zone, they worked longlines seaward of the Brazils and in a broad band 
between those rocks and the fairway buoy (about 2 km off the mouth of the inlet). This is 
a very different area from that worked by similar boats in 1990. Of nine Port LaTour
area small-boat fishermen interviewed for the present study, none longlined inside the 
Brazil Rocks and all but two went more than 10 km from land; . four of them going to 
middle-distance and offshore grounds, from "The Bar" to Georges Bank. This marked 
change is fully in accord with comments cited above, made by interviewees who worked 
small boats based everywhere from Victoria County to the Bay of Fundy, to the effect that 
they went much further off in 1990 than they did even a few years before. 

Conel uslons 
The reasons underlying the fishermen's choices of which grounds to fish remain 
unknown, though it is possible to advance a hypothesis which may explain them. This 
would be that they try to maximize their returns, subject to a series of constraints. The 
returns are a function of catch rate, landed value and the variable costs of fishing. Catch 
rate is, in turn, influenced by the biomass density of the various resource species 
(which varies geographically) and their availability to long lining, which appears to be 
related to bottom quality, among other factors. Landed value (per pound of a given 
species) is, presumably, independent of the area fished but the costs of fishing are 
partly related to the distance that must be steamed from home port. Thus, this 
hypothesis would suggest that the fishermen seek grounds that have some optimal 
combination of biomass density, bottom quality and distance from home port. The 
fishermen's choices must, however, be constrained by concerns about the safety and 
seaworthiness of their boats, their range (in terms of fuel capacity) and to some extent 
by government regulation of permitted fishing areas. 

Perhaps surprisingly, the fishermen do not seem to be constrained by the depths of 
water that they can fish (except that those few who haul their gear by hand may be 
limited to rather shallow water). Indeed, some deepwater halibut fishermen with under 
45 ft boats fish in 500 fathoms. 

83: Some 35-45 ft boats still went to Banquereau for jigging. It is not impossible that it was 
this fishery, rather than longlining, that was reported to Davis (1984). 
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8 SELECTION OF FISHING LOCATIONS 

Introduction 

The choice, within his overall grounds, of exactly where to set his gear is usually the 
principal means by which a fisherman can influence his catch rate in the short term; 
particularly so for longline fishing because of its "one-shot", "set the gear and hope" 
characteristics (in contrast to the dragger's capability to set again if the first attempt 
fails: see Section 13). Such choices, the factors that underlie them and the mechanisms 
by which they are made have been studied in varying degrees of detail in several 
fisheries, sometimes by studying the resulting distribution of fishing effort (e.g. 
Abrahams et al. 1990; Healey et al. 1990) and sometimes by a more anthropological 
approach, seeking to understand why the fishermen make the choices that they do. 
Studies of the latter form have often been primarily concerned with the insights that the 
fishermen's behaviour can provide into the relationships among human beings (e.g. 
Andersen 1972, 1979, 1988; Stiles 1972; Acheson 1975, 1979; Martin 1979; 
Gatewood 1984b; Byron 1988; Palsson 1988; Palmer 1990a,b) but a few have 
focussed more directly on the links between the humans and their fishing success (e.g. 
Forman 1967; Butler 1983; Gatewood 1983; Durrenberger and Palsson 1986; 
Bjarnason and Thorlindsson 1993). While this complex of research has yet to be 
summarized in a comprehensive review, it is evident that the fishermen's choices of 
where to fish within their grounds must be made in relation to all of: local fish 
distributions; oceanographic factors, including those relating to benthic habitats; 
technological issues of gear handling and likely fishing success; short-term tidal and 
weather conditions; the capabilities of both boat and crew; available navigation methods; 
the availability of information, which is itself related to the complex nature of inter
fishermen communications; inter-personal relationships, both on the water and after 
return to shore; potential crowding and conflicts on the grounds; usufructory rights to 
certain locations; captain/crew relationships; official fisheries regulations; and, of 
course, the fishermen's own objectives, which are often much more complex than 
simply the maximization of net earnings. The means by which a captain seeks to optimize 
his choices within this array of factors are themselves complex, not least because the 
size of the problem exceeds human capacities for rapid, rational decision-making 
(Gatewood 1983). Moreover in some fisheries captains must deliberately manipulate 
public perceptions of their decision-making processes in order to maximize their 
attainment of their objectives (Gatewood 1983, 1984b; Durrenberger and Palsson 
1986; Byron 1988; Palsson 1988). Indeed, it is not clear whether typical small-boat 
fishermen are even aware, in a rational sense, of the ways in which they make their own 
choices and hence whether they are able to report them in a direct, verbal way (cf. 
Bjarnason and Thorlindsson 1993). A thorough understanding of those choices WOUld, 
therefore, need an approach that combined the skills and understanding of specialists in 
several disciplines. No such study has yet been attempted for any fishery. 

During the present survey, the interviewees were, however, asked about the means and 
criteria by which they selected particular fishing locations within the grounds examined 
in Section 7. They were only able to give answers that were superficial, in comparison 
to those obtained through anthropological research, and which were not very detailed. 
Fortunately, their answers, at the level at which they were expressed, proved to be 
relatively straightforward. Those answers are examined in this Section and are then 
related to the deeper understanding of other fisheries that is available in the literature. 
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This treatment cannot, however, approach a full examination of the fishermen's spatial 
decision making. 

Data and Analytical Methods 

Whereas the data gathered on the large-scale fishing grounds (see Section 7) was 
spatially-specific and led to maps of where the grounds fished were, the information on 
fine-scale fishing locations gathered during the survey dealt with the general 
characteristics of desirable locations and the criteria by which the fishermen selected 
them. Specific information on locations could not be reported because such a large 
amount of data could not have been efficiently communicated by the interviewees nor 
recorded by the interviewer, and because many of those locations were closely-guarded 
secrets. The nature of the data that were gathered leads this Section to an examination of 
the fishermen's decision-making processes, rather than to a spatial display of their 
fishing locations. 

During the survey, the interviewees were asked some variant of the question: "How do 
you decide where to set your gear? What makes you choose one place rather than setting 
a mile or so away?". This question seemed to cause the interviewees more problems than 
any of the others that were asked since it called for them to verbalize their entire 
fishing expertise (which most of them had never done before) and then to summarize it 
in a few words. The information received in response was recorded as up to four 
numerical codes per licence (llQ1 per fishing pattern) from a list of 11, plus a verbal 
explanation (see Appendix 3). These data, if examined as a whole and if re-interpreted 
carefully, may help to determine the nature of longline fishermen's decision-making but 
they are clearly not suited to simplistic numerical analysis. In particular, the 
numerical codes were selected by the interviewer to suit the interviewees' verbal 
answers. This process inevitably introduced a degree of distortion and compression of the 
information. Furthermore, in cases where more than one code was recorded, the 
sequence was sometimes meaningful (the first recorded code capturing the interviewee's 
principal reported basis for selecting a location) but will sometimes have owed more to 
the need for order in a computer database than it did to the interviewee's intent. Thus, 
although some credence is given to this sequence in the analyses presented here, it should 
be regarded with caution. 

Only eight of the 11 codes were invoked more than once in the database, allowing a 
simple summary of the data without complex manipulations. This is here presented as: a 
fleet-wide summary of the reported bases for selecting locations, followed by 
consideration of the differences among the boat size classes. No quantitative analysis of 
differences in these bases related to the target species of the fishing is possible, since 
the relevant interview question was not asked with respect to individual fishing patterns 
while too few interviewees provided appropriate supplementary information. The 
differences among counties of residence in reported bases for selecting locations were too 
weak and irregular for any trust to be placed in them. They are ignored here. A summary 
of the verbally-recorded data, much of which did relate to particular species, follows 
the numerical results. 
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Numerical Results 

Overall 
Seven of the 214 longline-active interviewees gave no report on the means by which 
they selected fishing locations. Of the remainder, 69 reports were recorded as a single 
code, 89 as two, 41 as three and 8 as four codes. 

The principal way to select fishing locations was by "knowing the bottom", going to 
places where fish have been caught before or "knowing the bearings"; in short that the 
fishermen knew where they planned to fish before they left the wharf (collectively 99 of 
207 first-reported bases for selecting a location and reported by 125 of the 207 
interviewees in total: Table 8.1). Exactly what this knowledge of the bottom really meant 
is unclear. A knowledge of the bottom type in the geological sense (a matter of micro
topography and surficial sediment type) to be found in various places was clearly 
important to fishing success. Indeed, a further 100 of the reports noted that "bottom 
type" was a criterion for choosing a fishing location and 35 of the interviewees reported 
it as the first basis for this choice. The knowledge of which piece of good bottom the fish 
would be on while the gear was set was also important and, for many interviewees, was 
clearly bound up with "knowing the bottom". It is, unfortunately, not possible to tell to 
what extent each fisherman knew that certain locations ~ good for fish and had 
particular bottom types, as distinct from knowing that they had good bottom and thus 
should have been good for fish. Equally, they might have known that a general area was 
good for fish and then set within that area along small bathymetric features (e.g. small 
ridges) where higher catch rates could be expected or they might have searched for such 
areas of good bottom, hoping to find fish on them. Such fine distinctions cannot be judged 
from the survey data and it is entirely likely that the interviewees were not conscious of 
them anyway. Thus, while it is clear that most longline fishermen placed a high degree of 
reliance on prior knowledge of fish and bottom type distributions when choosing 
locations to fish and also that bottom type itself was important to many of them when 
making those selections, the data cannot support a more precise explanation of how they 
made their choices. 

The third most common basis for selecting a fishing location was seeking fish traces on a 
sounder (the first reported basis for 39 interviewees and mentioned by a total of 69 of 
the 207 who provided data). Not all of the interviewees who mentioned using their 
sounders in this way were able to see their intended quarry on the machine; some could 
only see the "bait" (Le. what they presumed were the echoes from forage species) and 
expected the targeted fish to accompany that. Other fishermen (not in the 69 who 
reported this basis for their choice) specifically stated that they could not detect fish on 
their sounders at all and that those instruments were only useful for depth and (usually 
but not always) bottom type. 

The fourth basis (reported by 34 interviewees; 12 as the first one mentioned) was 
water depth. In reality, this was probably as important as bottom type but seems to have 
been subsumed by many interviewees into the general prior knowledge of grounds and 
fish distributions that was reported as "knowing the bottom". 

Only 26 interviewees reported the avoidance of other fishing gear as a concern when 
selecting where to fish, including in the one total the very different issues of avoiding 
draggers, gillnets and other longlines. This is probably an underestimate of the 
importance of gear avoidance since many interviewees seemed to have answered the 
relevant question by reporting how they chose where they would like to have fished, 
rather than where they were forced to, and by focusing on the attributes of desirable 
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spots rather than on the reasons for ignoring broad swaths of unfished bottom. Indeed, 
"space management" was clearly an important part of the fishing strategy for many 
fishermen as it has been for many decades (Andersen 1988; see Section 13). 

Similarly, in their answers to the question about the choice of fishing locations, only 
nine of the 207 interviewees reported avoiding dogfish and other aquatic vermin, though 
probably every fisherman who worked the inside grounds (and perhaps many who 
worked the banks) had to adjust his seasons and grounds to avoid dogfish and at least part 
of the reason that nobody fished the deep basins was the excessive numbers of hagfish and 
amphipods in those areas (see Sections 7 and 13). It seems that, to the interviewees, 
these were background realities rather than immediate criteria for choosing fishing 
locations for the next trip and thus tended to be reported elsewhere in the interviews and 
not as formal bases for selecting locations. 

In a similar vein, only 23 interviewees mentioned using their own recent experiences of 
fishing success in choosing locations and only 12 referred to the recent experiences of 
others. Yet it is clear that the normal pattern for all, or almost all, of the fishermen 
must have involved updating, on the basis of their recent catches, of their understanding 
of the locations of good bottom and of the whereabouts of the fish. Furthermore, almost 
all fishermen learn from others engaged in the same type of fishing84 and use that 
information in selecting their future fishing locations. There is no reason to think that 
the Scotia-Fundy longline fisheries are exceptional in this regard. Thus, the true usage 
of these two sources of information must have been much higher than the numbers of 
reports suggest. 

The remaining three reported bases for choosing locations were: the tides (probably the 
tidal streams), avoidance of passing ships and choosing pieces of good bottom from the 
charts. There was one report of each. The last of these three is clearly related to knowing 
the bottom but was a specific report of using published navigation charts to find areas 
with a preferred bottom type, whereas most of the interviewees, to the extent that they 
used charts at all, did so only to navigate to an area with a bottom type known from prior 
experience or report. 

By Size Class 
The interviewees with boats in the 35-45 ft class had a very similar distribution of 
bases for selecting fishing locations to that reported by the overall population of 
interviewees. They did show a slightly increased tendency to report, as their first basis 
for this choice, the use of sounders as fish finders (20 of 92 interviewees; 22% versus 
19% for all 207 interviewees who contributed data: Table 8.1). 

Fishermen with under 35 ft boats made markedly less use of sounders as fish detectors 
(only 9 of 96 named them as the first basis for their selection of locations and only 20 
reported them at all), presumably because such small boats rarely carry the powerful 
and expensive fish-finding acoustic equipment that is capable of detecting fish echoes. In 
this boat-size class, therefore, there was necessarily greater emphasis on prior 
knowledge of the bottom and on seeking the best depth (which even the cheapest sounders 
can detect) than was seen in the overall interview data. Gear avoidance was also more of 

84. In most cases, this knowledge is gathered through a complex game of searching for 
information while concealing what is already known, rather than through a cooperative 
exchange. See Andersen (1972, 1979, 1988), Stiles (1972), Butler (1983), Gatewood (1983, 
1984b) and Palmer (1990a,b) for discussions of particular aspects of this information 
exchange in some other fisheries. 
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an issue for the under 35 fters, presumably because they were more constrained in 
their choice of grounds (see Section 7) and hence more subject to crowding. 

The captains of over 65 ft boats were substantially more likely to rely on sounders than 
was the overall population of interviewees (reported by 7 of 11, all as the first basis 
for their decision), though they also used prior knowledge of the grounds. This 
combination of reports was understandable for this boat-size class, given the potential 
for these boats to carry advanced acoustic · equipment, their need to pursue mobile 
aggregations of large cod across Grand Bank and their equal need to search out deepwater 
halibut, which are probably not detectable by even the most powerful sounders but do 
seem to frequent known fishing spots. 

The captains of 45-65 fters did not reflect the trend for fishermen with larger boats to 
rely more heavily on sounders: nine of the 14 interviewees with boats in this size class 
put first reliance on prior knowledge and two of the others put it on bottom type. Only 
five of them mentioned seeing fish on their sounders at all. This apparent anomaly may 
result from the class being heavily biased towards deepwater halibuting (9 of the 14 
pursue at least one primarily-halibut directed fishing pattern, compared to only 94 in 
214 in the overall population of active interviewees). 

Thus, it appears that the captains of smaller boats and those seeking halibut tended to 
place more reliance on prior knowledge of their local fishing grounds whereas those with 
larger boats fishing for gadoids tended to find the fish using acoustic equipment. This 
polarity was, of course, surrounded by individual variation and other complications. 

Verbal Reports 

Over 65 ft Boats 
If the quantitative results are combined with the verbally-recorded data, a more useful 
impression of the means by which the longline fishermen select their fishing locations 
can be developed. This is particularly so for the captains of the largest boats, since the 
eleven of them formed a relatively homogeneous group (see Section 7) and their reports 
can therefore be combined into one with little loss of precision: 

You have to know the bottom. The fishing is predictable enough that you 
~ plan all of your sets a year ahead but you do even better if you 
constantly update your plan. So, you spend hours steaming and 
watching the sounder for fish. Even after 18 years in the fishery, 
still learn something new on every trip and keep on improving your 
knowledge of the fish; improving your fishing. 

For cod, you follow the sounder if it shows any fish at all (which it will 
usually only do at night). Otherwise, you just have to know the bottom 
and know which bottom types are best at different seasons; it can be 
harder or softer. The big cod like soft bottom. 

Steam for hours looking at the sounder but the fish don't always show: big 
fish don't have to be thick to make a day's work. You only see their 
echoes at night. 

For halibut, you first spread the gear to find the best depth (usually 180 
to 250 fathom) and then work along the edge at that depth. They are 
often on peaks or hummocks or in the coves. You don't search for these 
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so much as you have your favorite spots that you return to when there 
will be fish there. 

In short, Grand Banks cod were primarily sought by a combination of knowing where 
they should be at a given season and searching for them using fish-finding echo sounders. 
Halibut were pursued by fishing known spots, with the selection of those spots being 
modified on the basis of each boat's own recent catches. 

45-65 ft Boats 
This class was more heterogeneous than the over 65 ft group and hence the data are less 
easily compressed into a single account. Nevertheless, the principles that applied on the 
bigger boats probably held true for most interviewees though the details differed: 

You have to know where the good bottom is. You have your favorite places. 
Pick places by experience. You have to know where to go. Then see the fish 

on the sounder, use the radio to get news of dogfish and so on. 
You have to know the bottom. Then you work depths. 
Get into the right depth, then look for fish on the sounder. 
You know where you are going before you leave the wharf. You can see the 

fish on the sounder when you get there. 
Usually pick places ahead of time and hope that no-one is there before you 

arrive! 
Look for fish on the sounder while netting. 

Hard bottom is good, except mud for halibut. 
Hard bottom is good, even for halibut. 

For halibut specifically: 

The depth range for halibut, at anyone time of year, is very narrow. So 
you set across the depth zones to find them and then follow the best 
depth. 

Depth is critical but the best depth changes through the year. 

Set along The Edge. 

You have to move every day. Halibut are not concentrated so you have to 
move to them, not wait for them to come to you. 

,. . r ,'" ) (u.. . r I 

Go to 500 fatliom for them. Below 250 fathom, it is just mud and clay. 
There are no [coral] trees down there. 

Overall, it seems that the selection of fishing locations when deepwater halibuting was a 
matter of knowing many small, secret spots and working each one in the appropriate 
season. The need to frequently move, since halibut apparently do not redistribute 
themselves as rapidly as cod and haddock do (so that it is easy to temporarily fish out a 
particular location), meant that a fisherman had to know multiple spots. The secrecy 
surrounding the exact locations of these spots is fully understandable since, if others 
know of them, some other boat might be occupying a fisherman's chosen ground when a 
he arrived there or, worse still, might have depleted it and steamed on before he 
arrived, leaving no warning that there were no halibut left to catch. 
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35-45 ft Boats 
Enough of these boats were included in the survey for their captains' verbal information 
to be grouped by primary directed species in cases where the interviewee reported only 
one fishing pattern or where he gave separate reports for particular named species. 
There were, however, some more general comments too: 

Young men don't know the good spots so it is hard for them to make good 
catches. 

You have to learn the bottom and the right way to fish it. 

You set the gear zig-zag to find the fish. Then you follow the [LORAN] 
bearings of where they were last trip. 

If last week's trip was good, you follow those bearings. If it was bad, you 
spread the gear around to find the fish. 

You can follow the fish. They don't move much in a couple of days. 
You need 4 or 5 boats trawling in an area to find the fish. But once you 

have found them, you need to cooperate so that you don't set all over 
one another. That sort of cooperation is gone now. 

There are many spots where you can set a couple of tubs on a bit of 
bottom. 

Just set the gear and hope. 

Go where the other boats are catching. 
You get some information from other boats. 

Try a tub for a few hours. See if the fish are there. 
Try a tub to test for dogfish. 

Find some good bottom on the chart and go there. 

Sometimes set deeper than you would like if you have to to get clear space. 
Sometimes you have to fish Browns in the winter if you cannot get into 

deeper water. There is only room enough for 12 boats in the 
deepwater inside Browns. 

It is hard to take the right gear now. With the crowding on the grounds and 
the dogfish limiting the areas where you can set, you never know 
where you will be fishing. 

Avoid the draggers. 
Avoid other longliners. 

Positions are important secrets in the halibut fishery. They are not in the 
cod and haddock fisheries on the banks. 

For cod: 
You work from experience and bearings that you know. You have to know 

where the good bottom is. 

Set and try for fish. Then go where it was good the day before. 
Go where you were catching on the last trip. 
With LORAN, set the gear at least three points from your last set. That 

way, you don't often get a bum trip. 
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Look for whether your deeper or shallower hooks were catching best. 
Change your deptb of fishing by that. 

Set a string of gear. If you don't see fish on the sounder while setting, 
move somewhere else before setting more. 

Sound around while the gear is set. It is a waste of time to sound before 
setting. Better to set and take your chance. 

Look for bait on your sounder. 
Use your sounder for bottom type and bait. Cod follow the bait. 

Look for fish marks and hard bottom on the sounder. 
Use the chart and the sounder to find hard bottom. 

Take cod on hard, rocky bottom ... along edges and rough bottom ... cliffs 
and rocks [three Cape Breton men] 

Take cod on hard bottom, rocky or gravelly, with peaks and hollows. Look 
for edges and set there [South Shore man] 

Edges between hard and soft bottom are good. So is rough bottom: fish the 
tops of the ridges [South Shore man] 

The western grounds are peaky. To the eastward they are smoother. 
Flat, hard sand is bad. Mud is bad; it has "suckers". Dead scallop shells 

are bad. 

Cod are on soft bottom when they are spawning. 

When the gasp are au are running into Saint John, you can take cod on the 
worst slob bottom. 

You work by depths too. The best depth changes through the season. Off 
Cape Breton it is 60-80 fathoms in the spring, then 55 fathoms, then 
30 fathoms by the end of the season. 

There are very few cod below 200 fathoms. 
At anyone time and place, you have to be within one or two fathoms of the 

best depth. 

Sometimes you get a call from another boat. 

Go where there are no dogfish. 

Find a space among the gillnets. 
Unless you are the first out, the best places will be taken. 
Set deeper than usual if you need to to get clear space. 

For haddock: 
You work by experience and by trial and error. 

You have to know where the fish are and then figure out where they will 
be. 

You can predict the positions to within one week, year to year. 

Spot the gear around where the fish should be. 

Look for fish on your sounder. 
Use your sounder to find gravel and rough bottom. 
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Gravel is good ... smooth bottom is good ... hard and peaky bottom is good 
... edges of hard bottom are good [four fishermen] 

The best depth changes through the season . . . a couple of fathoms 
difference will change the species in your catch ... inside Browns, 
they are at 35 to 50 fathom [three fishermen] 

Just find a berth among the kegs [Le. space to set amongst the longlines 
already there] 

When you get to Western, call to get an unoccupied LORAN bearing. You 
can't chose what depth to fish because of the crowding. 

Fish on Browns where you can find room. 
There is only room for a dozen boats in the deep water north of Browns. 
You have to race to get good bottom. This sort of crowding wasn't seen 

years ago. 

For hake: 
Fish on soft mud with small stones . . . on mud in 110 fathoms [two 

reports] 
They are in very different places on the ebb and flood. 
Look for feed on the sounder 
Avoid the dogfish 

For cusk: 
On hard cod bottom, around 150 fathoms. 

For halibut: 
You have to know where to go and what depth. It changes through the 

season. 
Follow your chosen depth along an edge. 

Listen to old fishermen and find their best spots. 

Fish the first day to find them, then go back there. 
The bunches are so small, you have to spot your gear around. 

Hard bottom is good. The steeples off Sable Island are good ... flat gravel 
is good . . the edge of bottom, hard spots, rocks and wrecks are good ... 
usually find them in mud holes ... On The Edge, look for a mix of mud 
and gravel, for hollows and trenches [ several reports] 

The best bottom varies between different places. 
Take them in 25 fathom . . . 50 to 75 fathom . . . 200 to 250 fathom 

[various reports] 
You could set in 500 fathoms but you would get too many 30 to 40 ft 

ground sharks wound up in the trawl. Then you have to send a man 
over the side, out onto the carcass, to free it. So 300 to 400 fathoms 
is usually the deepest fishing. 

Use your sounder if there are enough fish . [This seems likely to be either 
a recording error or a serious misunderstanding on the fisherman's 
part. halibut, having no swim bladder and living very close to the 
bottom, are unlikely to be detectable with even the most powerful 
sounders.]. 
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Pick your place and fish there, provided someone else isn't there first. 
Keep away from the draggers 

Go where you have had good halibut catches while handlining [report from 
a semi-active longline fisherman]. 

To catch halibut, you have to place the gear within 10 feet of the best 
place. 

For flounder: 
On harder bottom in the summer ... even on mud now [two reports] 

Under 35 ft Boats 
The differences in practices between fishermen with under 35 fters and those with boats 
in the next larger class were minor. The recorded comments included: 

Know roughly where the fish are. Then go where you are getting the most 
fish. Don't set in the same place every day. 

You must learn where and when to set to get better fishing. Search for the 
fish and stay on them once you find them. Move if the fishing turns 
bad. Work the lumps, the shoals and the edges. 

On the first day, zig-zag your gear along an edge to find the best depth or 
place. Then try to set everything there. 

If you have the time, look for fish with your sounder. Otherwise go where 
you feel they might be and where you know there is hard bottom. 

Fish the hard bottom. Avoid the mud. In practice, you have to know the 
bearings for good bottom. 

Find rough bottom using your chart and your sounder. 

Everybody has a different way of fishing and you try to avoid each others' 
areas. 

Keep away from where the draggers have been. 

When the tides are full [Le. springs], you have to be on the edge between 
the mud and hard bottom. With 22 to 24 ft tides, go further down The 
Channel [between Grand Manan and the mainland]. Out to the 
southeast, there are more fish when the tides are bigger. 

For cod: 
You have to know where to set. 
You have to know the marks for good bottom. 
Know where you will set before you go out. 
You have to know where to go. Go back to the same places every day. 
Know the LORAN bearings. 
Mostly use the LORAN memory bank. Go where you know the bottom is 
~. 

Know the bearings or look at the chart. You are looking for the right depth 
and bottom type. 
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Choose a spot from the chart and your past knowledge of the bottom. Then 
fish it. Longlining has a f.Q1 of guesswork and luck in it. 

Go where you think the fish are. They are usually around hard bottom. 
Know the bearings, look at your sounder and hear from other fishermen 

where the fish are travelling. 
Get ideas from other fishermen but you have to go and check for yourself. 
Follow advice from other men. [A semi-active longline fisherman] 

Set three ranges of gear: one inside, one in the school of herring (if they 
are running) and one in the middle. Once you find the fish, fish there 
until they move on. They usually stay in each place for about three 
days. 

Always set the gear east-south-east or west-north-west (Victoria 
County). 

Good bottom is hard ... hard or rocky ... rock ... hard and peaky, along 
the edge of shoals ... edges are good .. . fish on edges or over the top of 
shoals ... gravel and small stones (clusters of them get caught on the 
hooks) ... rough bottom (except soft mud if the cod are feeding on 
shrimp) [various fishermen] 

Avoid sand and mud 

Sometimes fish on mud in [Bras D'Or] Lake but you have to haul soon. 

Use your sounder, your knowledge and the stuff that comes up on your 
hooks to tell the bottom type. 

Use the marks [this interviewee's boat had no LORAN] for good bottom. 
Confirm your position and the fish with your sounder. 

Depth is important . . . best depth varies with time of year . . . 20 to 40 
fathom ... 25 to 50 fathom . . . 40 to 60 fathom . . . 50 fathom . . . 65 
fathom [various fishermen] 

Start well out in June and move in as the season progresses. Have to avoid 
dogfish. 

Fish in the holes off Louisbourg in the fall. Otherwise zig-zag the gear 
around the edges of the holes. 

See fish or ledges, rises etc. on your sounder. Set within 1000 yards of 
your last good set. 

Mostly see the fish on the sounder. Partly follow any good catches of the 
day before: fish the same depth or the place where you caught the 
most. 

See the fish on your sounder, but only with the new sounders. End up 
setting one space over from other people's gear. 

May have to change plans if someone else is there before you. 
Set at the right depth and hope for the best. Sometimes you cannot set in 

the best places because of the draggers. 
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You have to avoid passing ship traffic. 

In Sydney Bight, where the cod are particularly scarce, some more cautious tactics were 
reported: 

Wait for the draggers to find the fish, then fish as close to them as you 
dare. 

Work by depth and bottom type but don't set unless you see fish on the 
sounder first. 

Set in a space between other gear but don't set at all unless you can see 
fish on your sounder. 

Watch for fish on your sounder. Sometimes steam for a few hours of 
searching before setting. 

What were once good spots are no more. Set anywhere now and get the 
same bad catches. 

For haddock: 
Know the bottom. It is bottom type that matters. Set on good bottom and 

take your chances. 
Good bottom is gravel and sand ... smooth gravel and shell ... sand ... 
gravel ... smooth but hard ... smooth gravel; set along the edge of it. 
[various fishermen] 
In the fall, you usually end up having to look for space between other gear. 

For hake: 
Know the LORAN numbers. 
Know the bearings. Look for the fish. Scatter your gear about until you 

find them and then try to put most of it into the best place. 
They are on muddy sand with slime at 68 to 84 fathoms ... 78 to 82 
fathoms ... soft bottom. [various fishermen] 
On The Hake Ridge, set down a LORAN bearing. The fish are deeper early in 

the season and then shallower. You have to hope for a place with no 
dogfish. 

See hake on the sounder, even at 110 fathoms. You would like to avoid the 
dogfish but they are hard to see. Recently, you have to set before other 
people to get on the fish. The few hake left are all bunched up. 

For halibut: 
You have to know where to go. 

Sand and mud are good ... gravel ... sand ... often on mud ... on gravel 
or on a shoal ridge ... on the edge of a ridge ... edge of hard bottom where 
it joins the mud ... look for the shoalest part of deep water, set on lumps 
or follow an edge. [various fishermen] 
Set where flat mud meets a harder lump at about 70 fathoms. 
Hooks take "meat rocks" [Le. stones with attached epibenthos that has 

swallowed the hooks] when you are on good bottom. 

Use your sounder to follow a water depth to a ridge. 

For flounder: 
Look for soft bottom ... shell beds (old quahogs); the catfish are there too 
[two fishermen] 
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Two points may be drawn out of all of these descriptions of preferred habitats, each of 
which is more strongly applicable to halibut than the other species. One is the wide 
variety of bottom types that different fishermen believed were ideal. Some of this 
variation can certainly be attributed to error, in either the fishermen's knowledge or 
the transmittal and recording of it, but it appears that the fish have different 
preferences in different places and at different times. Secondly, the edges of features 
often seem to be preferred to the centres of large, homogeneous features. This may have 
ecological causes (since animal densities are often highest along the interfaces between 
habitat types) or technological ones (Iongline is a linear gear and may work best when 
set along a feature that tends to concentrate the fish along its length). Alternatively, 
setting along the edge of hard bottom might allow the bait (safely placed on hard bottom 
where it is protected from many scavengers) to be available to fish living on the 
adjacent soft bottom. If so, soft-bottom resource production that would normally not be 
available to baited hooks might be successfully exploited by longlining along such edges. 

Although not reflected in any of the comments cited here, some of these interviewees 
initially responded to questions about the selection of fishing locations with answers 
about their navigational techniques; that is, about how they found their way to where 
they wanted to fish rather than how they decided that that was where they wanted to go. 
For the many boats that carried a LORAN receiver, a knowledge of the bearings to set on 
was sufficient for both navigation and location selection. Some fishermen who still lacked 
such equipment achieved the same dual purpose using a compass and a watch; by 
remembering the course to steer and the time to run to reach their chosen spot. Such 
simple navigational methods, supplemented by visual transits of on-shore features, 
seem to have been normal in the inshore fisheries before the recent advent of LORAN C. 
The close link in the fishermen's minds between the means to find a fishing location and 
the choice of that location may be of more importance for present purposes. Not only does 
this reinforce the conclusion that the fishermen make their selection of locations on the 
presence of prior knowledge, it also emphasizes that a location which cannot be found 
cannot be fished. Moreover, a fishermen's knowledge of where the fish are must be 
intimately linked to his understanding of the layout of the grounds and of whatever 
"bearings" he uses to find his fishing locations [be they visual transits, courses from his 
wharf or LORAN readings: see Forman (1967) and Butler (1983) for discussions of 
these issues in other small-boat fisheries]. A full understanding of the fishermen's 
choices will, therefore, require study of their cognition of their world . . 

Discussion 

The selection of just where to place the gear is clearly crucial to the economic success of 
a longlining trip (cf. Forman 1967; Butler 1983)85, though the spatial precision 

85; In a recent series of papers, G. Palsson and E.P. Durrenberger have questioned the 
existence of a significant differential effect of the captains' actions on the catches of Icelandic 
fishing boats, the so-called 'skipper effect' (e.g. Palsson and Durrenberger 1982, 1983; 
Durrenberger and Palsson 1983, 1986; Palsson 1988). Sy implication, if not by those authors' 
intent, the absence of a 'skipper eHect' suggests that improved catch rates cannot be achieved 
by setting gear in 'better' locations. These controversial ideas have provoked debate in the 
literature of fisheries anthropology (e.g. Gatewood 1984a; Palsson and Durrenberger 1984; 
McNabb 1985; Durrenberger and Palsson 1985; Jepson st al. 1987; Sjarnason and Thorlindsson 
1993). The field data on which those ideas were based included information from a cod longline 
fishery similar to some examined in this report. 
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required and the penalty for fishing a sub-optimal location presumably vary between 
different times, places and fishing styles. If the various means by which the selection 
was made by Scotia-Fundy fishermen were combined into a unified whole and then re
cast into terms more familiar to scientists, they might be somewhat as follows: Each 
fishing captain maintains a "mental" or 'cognitive Geographic Information System"86 on 
which he keeps a plot of the fishing grounds available to him, showing the depths, bottom 
types and micro-topographic features. Specific known fishing locations are marked on 
this "primary map·87. From this primary map and from his knowledge of which bottom 
types and depths have proven best at each time of year for whatever species mix he sees 
profit in pursuing, a fisherman is able to generate an "overlay map" on which the 
fishing spots that should be potentially profitable on his next trip are "highlighted". 
From recent information on the current locations and movements of the fish, he is 
sometimes able to refine the overlay, possibly altering the highlighted spots or at least 
changing the order of their apparent profitability. For most fishermen, the usual 
process is then to select one of the more profitable spots (with a view to expected 
changes in the weather during the trip and other practical factors), to go there and set 
and then to accept whatever catch may result. As he sets, he may follow a depth contour 
or a bathymetric feature identified by the highlighting. While this is the usual method, 
there are obviously exceptions, most notably when the chosen location proves to be 
already occupied, requiring the later-arriving fisherman to head to another of the 
highlighted spots on his overlay or perhaps to move over a few LORAN lanes if the spot is 
spatially extensive. 

Meanwhile, the fisherman is constantly "updating" all aspects of his cognitive GIS: his 
map, the relationships that link it to the overlay and the short-term variations in those 
relations that depend on current information on the location of the fish. He bases these 

Both the Icelandic public and the fishermen of that country have an intense interest in the 
relative successes of their fishing skippers and it appeared to Palsson and Durrenberger that 
they measure that success in terms of total annual catch. Those authors claimed that in the 
national myth inter-boat differences in this catch are determined largely, if not entirely, by 
the relative skills of the skippers (Palsson and Durrenberger 1982; Durrenberger and Palsson 
1985). This was never a probable contention, considering that the cod longline fleet studied by 
Palsson and Durrenberger included boats of all sizes from 11 to over 200 tons. It is not 
surprizing that they found that boat size and the number of trips made per year explained most 
of the among-boats variance in annual catch. Hence, their conclusion that the ·skipper effect·, 
in their own restrictive sense, is negligible is beyond question. 
We WOUld, however, reject the relevance of their analyses to the broader hypothesis that the 
differential skills of fishing captains influence the relative catches that they take. Palsson and 
Durrenberger's data were almost entirely confined to captain-boat combinations and thus can 
contain little information on the degree to which the captains' skills (including those relating to 
the selection of fishing grounds) influenced the catches that their boats were otherwise capable 
of. Thus, Palsson and Durrenberger's research gives no reason to reject the existence of a 
·skipper effect· in the Scotia-Fundy longline fisheries. The existence of such an effect in those 
fisheries has not been tested but it remains a plausible hypothesis. 
86: A ·cognitive GIS· would be analogous to, but more complex than, the ·cognitive maps· 
postulated by some anthropologists (e.g. Forman 1967; Butler 1983; Durrenberger and Palsson 
1986). Butler (1983), who has provided a helpful introduction to the concept of cognitive maps 
as it has been applied to inshore fishermen, has stressed that a fisherman's ·map· represents 
the world as it interacts with him and as he perceives it to be. A cognitive map (or a cognitive 
GIS) need not closely resemble the map that a cartographer might draw of the same area. 
87: Icelandic fishermen's cognitive maps similarly record both broad fishing grounds (·mio· or 
·svseoi·) and specific fishing spots (·bleiour·: Durrenberger and Palsson 1986). 
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updates on a broad range of observations, particularly his own catch rates (and the 
depths or areas in which parts of his gear caught relatively more), what he can learn by 
radio traffic or direct observation of the catch rates of other fishermen, what he can see 
on his sounder (as fish, bait, bottom type, depth and micro-topography) and what 
benthos and sediment he takes incidentally on his gear. Improved "models" of fish 
movements or behaviours that he can deduce for himself or can learn from more 
experienced fishermen can also be incorporated through this continuous updating 
process. In certain situations, he will adapt his behaviour so as to maximize information 
gathering, possibly at the expense of immediate catches. Thus, if he has a powerful 
sounder, he may spend some time searching for fish or bottom. Whether he has one or 
not, he may zig-zag his gear or spread the various strings around so as to get more 
information on the details of the relationship between catch rate and depth or location88. 

Much of this process is subconscious, of course, and most of the rest is performed as a 
series of intuitive, or at least routine, actions, with little deliberate, rational or 
analytical thought. Gatewood (1983), who noted that Alaskan seiner crews expected 
their captains to have rational foundations for deciding where to fish, suggested that the 
complexity of the decision surpassed their ability to analyze the available data on a 
rational basis and that they were forced to rely on some lesser level which he termed 
"gestalt synthesizing" or a "reasonable", as distinct from rational, basis. The captains 
mask this process, the details of which seem unclear even to them, under a carefully
arranged image of rationality89. Gatewood's (1983, 1984b) account of the decision
making process in Alaskan seining is similar to the processes that appeared to be used in 
Scotia-Fundy longlining, though no evidence linking an appearance of rationality to 
captain/crew relationships in these fisheries is available. 

This system seemed to serve the fishermen fairly well, as it has probably served 
fishermen and hunters for millennia. Their two major problems with it seemed to be 
their limited appreciation of stochastic variation and their incomplete communication 
with other fishermen. Their ability to store90 and analyze their "GIS" seemed to pose 
less of a restraint. The communication limitations, which largely arose in response to 
the competition for fish (or perhaps for community recognition of fishing success), 
severely limited the information available to each fisherman for updating his "GIS". The 
lack of understanding of variation (which is probably common to most members of the 
general public) meant that they tended to use chance extreme values, rather than 
averages, in their "updating"; a lucky catch on the deeper hooks of zig-zagged gear, for 
example, could send a fisherman fishing below the average depth at which the target 
species was to be found at the time. 

88: More specific targeting onto fish or features just found on the sounder is difficult with 
longline because of its linear nature, though some fishermen evidently do attempt it. 
89: Palsson (1988), in contrast, concluded that Icelandic dragger captains hide their practical, 
if fallible, decision-making behind a mask of near-mystical "moods" and dreams in order to 
satisfy their crews' expectations, which are the converse of the Alaskans'. Sjarnason and 
Thorlindsson (1993) suggested, more pragmatically, that the Icelandic captains had learned 
their knowledge of fishing by practical experience and simply had difficulty expressing it in the 
form of verbal accounts of abstract concepts. 
90: Some Scotia-Fundy longline fishermen keep paper records of the locations, depths and catch 
rates of their fishing and thus supplement the capabilities of their own memories. Others are 
now making great use of the information storage capabilities of modern LORAN receivers. 
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The interviewees seemed to respond to these uncertainties by a combination of sticking 
with successful tactics until they failed (e.g. keeping fishing a good spot until the fish 
disappeared), bet hedging (e.g. spreading the gear around) and, for many fishermen, 
probably keeping a close watch on their neighbours to ensure that, however badly they 
might do, it would be no worse than the average for their wharf. Stiles (1972) has 
explored this latter motivation, as it appeared in one Newfoundland fishery, from an 
anthropological perspective. 

While this general pattern held more or less true for all groups within the longline 
fisheries (though doubtless not for all individuals), some trends have been noted above. 
First, fishermen with larger boats generally made more use of sounders to provide very 
short term "updating" information, leaving those with smaller boats to rely relatively 
more on their long-term experience of the fish and the grounds. This was probably 
largely a technological difference: only the larger boats could carry, and could earn 
enough to pay for, powerful modern acoustic equipment. There may be other reasons, 
however, such as the species, behaviours and densities of the fish sought and the 
relatively more intimate knowledge that a small-boat fisherman can develop of the very 
small area that he fishes. Secondly, the different behaviours of different fishes seem to 
require rather different practices. Deepwater halibut, in particular, required the 
fishing of known spots (in the sense of fixed locations) whereas some gadoids could be 
followed about the banks (thus fishing on the fish, not on fixed locations). In some types 
of longline fishing, there were small fishable areas with wide gaps between, requiring 
great precision in setting. In others, such as Western Bank haddocking, there were broad 
areas of relatively even desirability and a boat displaced from one spot by gear crowding 
could move over a LORAN lane or two and still fish. Finally, the degree to which gear 
avoidance mattered also varied among size classes and areas. 
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9 FISHING SEASONS 

Introduction 

Having examined the spatial distribution of the interviewees' longlining at both large and 
fine scales (Sections 7 and 8), this Report now turns to its temporal distribution. The 
present Section deals with that distribution at the seasonal scale, the timing of fishing 
within a season being left to Sections 10 and 11. In this Section, the interviewees' 
answers concerning the times of year that they pursued various fisheries are analyzed. 
No attempt has been made to relate these to the DFO catch and effort databases although 
those should give another, and at least equally reliable, source of information on seasonal 
fishing patterns. 

Data and Methods 

For each fishing pattern, the interview data included the months during which that 
pattern was pursued in 1990. While those were the only seasonal data formally asked 
for and recorded, some fishermen provided them in the form of a description of their 
whole annual cycle of work and, for others, the interviewer'S attempts to confirm the 
reported fishing seasons resulted in extraneous seasonal information being recorded. 
Moreover, answers to the interview questions about fishing licences held (which are not 
analyzed in this Report) provided data on which interviewees fished lobster and crab 
during the seasons for those species (seasons that were closely defined by regulations) 
and gave indications of which other fisheries were pursued. Thus, it proved possible to 
reconstruct the entire fishing years of most of the interviewees with reasonable 
confidence. 

The reconstructions of the interviewees fishing years were prepared in diagrammatic 
form, following a set of conventions. Groundfish longline seasons were identified by the 
first and (where there was more than one) second directed species reported. These 
seasons were considered to have begun at the start of the first reported fishing month and 
ended at the end of the last one, except when (a) one pattern was reported as ending and 
another as beginning in the same month, (b) when the interviewee gave a more precise 
starting or ending date in the middle of a month, or (c) when the interviewee's 
groundfish season was delimited by the start or end of a legally-defined crab or lobster 
season. In almost all of these cases, the seasons were treated as beginning or ending in 
the middle of the month, except that the late-November opening of the lobster season on 
Nova Scotia's South Shore was drawn at the start of the last quarter of that month. In a 
very few cases, greater temporal precision was used in preparing the diagrams where it 
was necessary to represent particular interviewee's complex, and precise, seasonal 
reports. Where more than one fishing pattern was reported as being pursued 
simultaneously, each pattern was given equal weight in the diagrams, even if there was 
reason to suppose that one of them was more important than the other(s) to the 
fisherman. 

To the longline seasonal information in these diagrams were then added the local snow 
crab and/or lobster seasons for those interviewees who reported having the appropriate 
licences (there were no reports of inactive lobster or snow crab licences), except that 
shortened parts of these seasons were recorded for those interviewees who specifically 
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reported not working the whole permitted time. Where other kinds of fishing were 
reported (mostly groundfish gillnetting, herring and mackerel gill netting, or swordfish 
or tuna fishing), these were added to the diagrams too. These latter reports may not have 
been complete, however, since the interview questionnaire did not request full details of 
such fishing. (Herring and mackerel fishing, in particular, seem to be under
represented: see Section 12 below.) Finally, seasons when the interviewee reported that 
he had been inactive because of weather or other factors and the periods when a few 
interviewees had been out of the fishery (for lack of a boat, for example) were added to 
the diagrams. Any time periods unaccounted for were then filled in as "unknowns". 

The resulting diagrams are thought to be indicative of the seasonal behaviours of the 
interviewees during 1990, but they should not be taken as being precise. The temporal 
imprecisions in the presentation of the data are evident but further minor errors, 
resulting from memory lapses during reporting or from the fishermen giving their 
"usual" patterns rather than those of 1990, will have entered the data. Furthermore, 
some fishing seasons had poorly defined ends, as when a fisherman waited in the fall, 
perhaps for weeks, hoping for a break in the weather before he finally gave up and laid 
up his boat for the year. Such fishermen may have reported their last day of regular 
fishing, the last day that they got out and hauled some gear or the day that they gave up 
waiting. While some reports were detailed enough to allow standardization on the end of 
the last month of serious fishing, others were not and may have led the diagrams to 
indicate much longer seasons than were really fished. Similarly, representing all 
simultaneous fishing patterns with equal weight and representing the seasons in terms of 
fishing patterns (themselves primarily defined by the gears used and identified only by 
the first two reported directed species) were too crude to capture the subtleties of some 
fishermen's seasonal behaviours. Most importantly, these diagrams are reconstructions, 
rather than the result of direct answers. The lack of systematic data on any fishing 
seasons other than those for groundfish longline, lobster and snow crab must cast 
considerable doubt on representations of the seasons for other kinds of fishing. Many of 
the interviewees may engage in various small-scale fishing activities (e.g. handlining, 
netting for bait, harpooning swordfish etc.) which are not recorded here. Equally, most 
South Shore lobster fishermen take a winter break but the duration of this was not 
recorded in the interviews and the conventions under which the diagrams were prepared 
resulted in the appearance of a continuous lobster season from November to May. Despite 
these many problems, the diagrams do provide a reliable picture of the groundfish 
longline seasons, provided that they are examined in groups (without depending too 
strongly on single, aberrant reports) and provided that they are interpreted with due 
attention to their deficiencies. 

Since the seasonal patterns of individual fishermen proved to be as varied as most other 
aspects of their operations, the interviewees' reports were grouped by boat size class 
and area of residence. For many fishermen, the regulated lobster seasons had a strong 
influence on the seasonality of longlining (see below), so the areal grouping largely 
followed the boundaries of the Lobster Fishing Areas, with such amalgamation of areas as 
to prevent the identification of individual interviewees' reports and such subdivision as 
to identify parts of the shore where there were distinctive seasonal patterns of 
longlining. 

A summary diagram was prepared for each of these size class/area groups. These 
summaries show, for each time period, the proportion of the reports in the group that 
concerned a particular type of fishing. They were prepared simply as summaries of the 
earlier diagrams without reference to the relative contribution (e.g. in terms of catch or 
effort) of the different interviewees and without the addition of any other data. Thus. the 
summary diagrams include all of the above uncertainties, plus the usual complications 
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that, for example, one fisherman's "cod and haddock" fishing may be another's "haddock 
and cod" fishing. 

These various diagrams are summarized and interpreted below. Many interviewees 
provided supplementary comments which illuminated the logic underlying their seasonal 
choices and that information is here incorporated into the interpretations, only a small 
residue of comments being cited in the format used elsewhere in this Report. 

Resu Its 

Over 65 ft Boats 
As with other aspects of their operations, the seasonal behaviour of the over 65 ft 
longliners was relatively homogeneous (Figures 9.1 and 9.2). They all fished throughout 
the year, except for maintenance time and a short, quota-enforced holiday around 
Christmas. Six of the 11 each followed their same fishing patterns throughout the year. 
Four others were taken out of the groundfish longline fisheries to go pelagic longlining 
for swordfish for some part of the summer or fall; the only season when that species was 
available. The final boat was used for directed halibut fishing in the winter and for cod 
fishing during the rest of the year. Her captain reported that this seasonal pattern was 
followed because halibut catch rates were best in the winter. 

It is notable that, in 1990, some of these boats only went groundfish longlining when 
there was no reasonable alternative; a pattern repeated in the classes of smaller boats. 
For the over 65 ft boats, which were necessarily specialized longliners, the only 
alternative that was both suitable and legal was pelagic longlining. More than a third of 
them were moved into that fishery during the months when it was available to them. 

Eight of the 11 boats pursued two, or even three, groundfish longlining patterns 
simultaneously. At least some of them fished each pattern during every (groundfish) 
trip (see Section 10). The captains of the eight boats reported shifting their emphasis 
between their dual or triple fishing patterns depending on catch rates and prices. One 
interviewee, for example, said that halibut prices were low in summer, causing him to 
do relatively more cod fishing then. Others reported directing for halibut early in each 
trip and for cod later, presumably because halibut keeps better on ice than cod does. 

45-65 ft Boats 
The seasonal behaviours seen in this size class (Figure 9.3) were substantially more 
complex than those of the over 65 ft boats and showed considerable intra-Regional 
geographic variation. The three Cape Breton-based boats were all laid up during the local 
ice season. They then fished cod for most of the year, preceded for two of them by a 
spring halibuting season (that being the season when halibut are available, according to 
one interviewee). The only fully-active Eastern Shore boat in this class that was covered 
by the survey followed a similar pattern, though she was limited by winter weather 
rather than ice and pursued a fishing pattern targeted on "cod plus haddock", rather than 
cod alone, in the summer. Her spring halibut season ran in parallel with gadoid fishing, 
her captain reporting that his choice between the two depended on the catch rates 
achieved. In contrast to these four boats, the two 45-65 fters out of Sambro that were 
covered by the survey had seasonal behaviours very like those of boats in the over 65 ft 
sector. One fished for "cod plus haddock" all year while the other went halibut fishing 
except during the swordfish season. 
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Of the remaining seven boats in this class (all based in Shelburne County), three showed 
little seasonality, though two of them switched between "cod plus haddock" and "halibut 
plus cod" as catch rates dictated. (One of these two was laid up awaiting sale for much of 
1990.) The remaining four all went swordfish longlining in the summer and worked fine 
gear for haddock and cod in the winter, in at least some cases because the weather 
confined them to Browns Bank, with its haddock resources, at that season. Some of these 
four boats changed to big gear in the spring or early summer (in at least one case 
because of the big-hook exemption to the closure of Georges at that season: Halliday 
1988) while one of them went gill netting for pollock. 

The result of this complex of patterns (Figure 9.4) is that the 45-65 ft class fished cod 
or a combination of cod and haddock throughout the year, supplemented by halibut 
(particularly in the spring) and, in the summer, by swordfish. Thus, as might be 
expected, this size class had some seasonal characteristics in common with the larger 
boats but had others, such as the tendency to lay up for the winter, the notable 
proportion of the boats that were out of the fishery altogether for much of the year, and 
the appearance of non-Iongline fisheries, that were more typical of smaller boats (see 
below). 

35-45 ft Boats 
There was marked intra-Regional variation in the fishing seasons reported for the 
smaller boats, some of which was clearly linked to the timing of the local lobster 
seasons. Thus, within each boat size class, the seasonal behaviours are summarized here 
in geographic units that closely follow the Lobster Fishing Areas. 

Cape Breton Island: The under 45 ft boats based on Cape Breton Island were all ice and/or 
weather limited in winter and all spent the spring, summer and fall in various 
primarily-cod d~rected fishing patterns (Figures 9.5a, 9.6a). The ends of their fall 
seasons, and hence the starts of their winter lay-up periods, were very poorly defined. 
One interviewee, for example, stated that he only got a few trips in after the end of 
September, even though his recorded season extended for another two months. The 
interviewees' opinions varied on whether there were enough fish right up until the 
weather closed the fishery or whether the available resources would have tailed off even 
if conditions had permitted fishing. Indeed, one fisherman gave the end of the season as 
"when the weather turns bad and it is time to file for UI" rather than as any resource
linked time. 

Apart from their cod fishing, three of the 13 Cape Breton interviewees who had 35-45 
ft boats also worked a short halibut season in the spring (one fisherman stating that that 
was the season when halibut prices were best while another said that he had to go so far 
for cod that he took halibut until the weather improved). Two others had lobster licences 
and hence only started groundfish fishing after the lobster season. One other interviewee 
started longlining late in 1990 simply because the catch rates early in the year were too 
poor to cover the cost of fishing91 while another quit fishing in the warmest weeks, 
though whether because the fish withdrew from the grounds or because he was unable to 
preserve his catch in good condition during hot weather was not clear from his 
interview. 

91: In the Sydney Bight area in 1990, many longline-licensed fishermen did no longlining at all 
in 1990 because the expected catch rates were too low to cover the costs of fishing (see 
Sections 3 and 13). 
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The principal observations from these data are the dominant control exercised by the 
winter ice and weather and the predominant status of cod in longlining off Cape Breton 
(Figure 9.6a). Except for those fishermen fortunate enough to have a lobster licence, 
who followed the tendency noted for some over 65 ft boats, that fishermen went 
groundfish longlining in 1990 only when they had no reasonable alternative, in this case 
lobster, it is clear that the weather and the lack of non-cod resources dictated the 
seasonal behaviour of Cape Breton longline fishermen. Indeed, there were obvious 
similarities between the seasonal behaviours of the captains of these 13 boats and those 
of the captains of the three 45-65 fters based in Cape Breton. 

Eastern Shore: Along the shores of Guysborough County and of Halifax County from 
Petpeswick eastwards, the lobster season is in late spring, as in Cape Breton, but the 
winter weather conditions are rather less limiting. The two 35-45 ft boats based in 
Canso that were covered by the survey worked similar seasonal patterns to those seen in 
Cape Breton, though one interviewee cited a lack of fish, rather than bad weather, as the 
reason for his winter lay-up. The other had an extended halibut season, from spring to 
fall, reflecting the relatively greater availability of this species in the Canso area 
(Figures 9.5b and 9.6b). 

Two interviewees based in eastern Halifax County laid-up their boats for the winter, 
went lobstering in the appropriate season and otherwise pursued halibut, hake or some 
mixture of cod and haddock, switching between these as their relative availabilities 
dictated. One of these fishermen stated that he took hake when they were available, 
changing to other fishing patterns only when necessary. 

Still further to the westward, where the closed area on Western and Emerald banks (the 
"Haddock Box": see Section 7) was within reach, the four fishermen interviewed 
longlined for mixed gadoids throughout (or almost throughout) the year, though two of 
them mixed this with big gear fishing for some months. 

For 35-45 ft longline boats, therefore, the Eastern Shore was an area of change from 
weather-limited, cod-based fishing, similar to that seen in Cape Breton, to an all-year, 
haddock and cod-based pattern more reminiscent of the practices in the over 65 ft 
sector. In between, the specialized fishery on The Hake Ridge was confined to the late 
spring, the summer and the early fall. As in Cape Breton, the captains' seasonal 
behaviours seem to have been more affected by geographic location than by boat size, 
with some of the Eastern Shore 35-45 fters showing very similar patterns to those of 
the local 45-65 fters. 

Halifax Area: Lobster Fishing Area 33, with its late-November to May season, extends 
eastward to Cole Harbour while no long line-active interviewees lived between Pennant 
and Lunenburg. Thus, given the important influence of the lobster seasons on the 
seasonal behaviours of the long line fishermen, the area from Eastern Passage to Pennant 
is examined separately here. 

Of the nine interviewees with 35-45 ft boats in this area, three had lobster licences, 
though only one of them fished lobster for the entire season; the other two confining 
their lobstering to the lucrative late-fall period (Figures 9.5b, 9.6c). This full-season 
lobster fisherman took a break after the lobster season closed, using that time for his 
boat's annual refit. 

Apart from this fisherman, who may have taken an (unreported) winter break also, only 
one or perhaps two of the interviewees laid up their boats in the winter. Apart from 
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these, and one fisherman who had his boat laid up awaiting sale for much of the year, the 
rest fished throughout the 12 months. It is likely, however, that they made fewer trips 
per month in the winter than in the summer. 

In general, they went gadoid fishing all year, supplemented (or, in two cases, replaced) 
by halibuting in the spring and summer. The reasons stated for pursuing halibut then 
were that that was when they were available, when the weather was good enough to get 
out to the halibut grounds and when the dogfish were too bad to work fine gear. A few of 
these fishermen mentioned that they could only fish the banks in good weather, and hence 
in the summer months. The only interviewee who explained his strategy for switching 
between fine and halibut gears while working simultaneous seasons with both stated that 
he alternated the gears, leaving one set ashore for baiting while he took the other to sea. 

In summary, one of the trends seen along the Eastern Shore continued to the Sambro 
area, with most interviewees fishing all year. The emphasis on halibut seen in the Canso 
area reappeared in Sambro, however, after being lost in the eastern part of Halifax 
County. This may reflect local availability of the species but the extensive overlap of 
fishing grounds between the Sambro and Jeddore fishermen with over 35 ft boats (seen 
in the raw data for Section 7) suggests that the explanation may not be so simple. 
Rather, Sambro appears to have a long-standing tradition of halibuting which may 
influence the fisheries pursued by local fishermen. 

Soyth Shore: In Lunenburg, Queens and Shelburne Counties, a high proportion of the 35-
45 ft boats carried lobster licences and most of the lobster fishermen worked the full 
extent of the permitted season, less any mid-winter breaks (which were not documented 
by the interviews: Figures 9.5c, d and 9.6d). Some of these fishermen took a break from 
other fishing before the late-November opening of their lobster season in order to get 
their boats and gear ready; a practise that was also a reasonable response to the 
worsening weather which would have limited the number of longline fishing days in the 
fall anyway. Indeed, the interviewees left a general impression that the whole longline 
fishery ran down in the fall. Conversely, two of these lobster fishermen went longlining 
(instead of taking a break) when the lobster catch rates were low in mid-winter, while 
two fishermen who lacked lobster licences still broke off fishing for the worst of the 
winter weather. Thus, less than half of the year was used for longlining by about 35 of 
the 51 interviewees in this boat size class/area unit who reported their seasonal 
behaviours. Even within the summer and fall longlining period, various fishermen had 
their boats laid up for assorted reasons or were involved in other fisheries, such as 
tuna, swordfish, groundfish gillnetting, handlining or mackerel fishing (for lobster 
bait). 

Most of such longlining as these fishermen did do was for mixed gadoids (some 
combination of haddock and cod), supplemented at various times by halibut and, for a few 
interviewees, by hake, cusk or pollock. Halibuting was largely confined to the period 
between the lobster seasons, with only a few interviewees starting earlier. From the 
reports received, the fishermen shifted between these different fishing patterns 
primarily on the basis of the availability of the fish, the catch rates that they could 
achieve and the prices offered. Some turned to big gear in the spring to take advantage of 
the exemption to the closure of Georges Bank (Halliday 1988) while one fisherman 
appeared to take a break during the closure to save the expense of owning big gear. 
Others used big gear in the summer to avoid the dogfish, while some turned to handlines 
for the same reason. Most of such winter longlining as occurred seemed to be fine gear 
fishing on or near Browns Bank, exploiting the haddock resources on those grounds. 
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The closure of Browns Bank affected the interviewees in various ways. One specifically 
reported that he fished the Tail of Browns in the winter but moved to other areas, while 
maintaining the same fishing pattern, once the bank was closed. 

Several fishermen mentioned the influence of the weather on their overall fishing 
season. In particular, those with open lobster boats often quit longlining some time 
before the lobster season began since the fall weather gets too bad for fishing to be 
worthwhile. (This probably represents more a matter of wasting time waiting for the 
occasional good day late in the year rather than a complete absence of favourable 
weather.) For other fishermen, the spring weather was too bad for them to reach 
Georges Bank during the months when Browns Bank was closed, preventing them from 
longlining on the offshore banks during that period. 

Given the large number of interviewees in western Shelburne County who might have 
been expected to have followed similar seasonal behaviours, it is notable that very few 
actually did. The lobster management regulations appear to force some homogeneity onto 
the lobster fishery but, because of differences when longlining, of 51 interviewees only 
4 pairs and no trios or larger groups gave identical reports of seasonal practices. Indeed, 
there was marked disagreement among the interviewees' reports about which seasons 
were best for particular species. Some of this variation is presumably a matter of 
differing perceptions and outright errors but it is still possible that the optimal seasons 
really do differ along the 100 miles of the South Shore. 

Yarmouth County and Bay of Fundy: The seasonal patterns seen on the South Shore 
extended as far as Digby (Figures 9.5e, 9.6d), except for a shift to hake and cusk fishing 
that stemmed from the rather different resources available in the Gulf of Maine and the 
lower Bay of Fundy. The one interviewee from Kings County, Nova Scotia, with a 35-45 
ft boat and the two from New Brunswick that were covered by the survey had very 
different seasonal behaviours, however (Figure 9.5e; no summary figure prepared). 
This was partly because of the different local lobster seasons but longlining in these . 
areas seemed to be extremely marginal, such that these fishermen engaged in other 
fisheries for much of the year or else laid their boats up for the winter. As was seen in 
other areas, their longline seasons were determined by a combination of fish 
availability, weather conditions, dogfish presence and the timing of the lobster seasons. 

One interviewee noted that he could have started earlier in the spring but that it is hard 
to keep the gear baited while awaiting the occasional day of good weather. As noted in 
Section 13, sufficient freezer capacity to hold many tubs of baited gear during such 
periods of waiting is an important asset when longlining. 

Under 35 ft Boats 
CaDe Breton: As with the larger Cape Breton-based boats, those under 35 ft were 
severely limited by the winter ice and weather (Figures 9.7a, b, c and 9.8a). Only one 
interviewee in this group reported fishing during January to March. He had to meet high 
payments on a loan for his new boat and to do so he placed the boat on a Newfoundland 
Region licence for the winter months and operated it on the far side of the Cabot Strait. 
Otherwise, of 37 boats, only one was reported as having started fishing before mid
April and only 15 were still fishing in December. In between, 22 were involved in the 
lobster fishery and seven in the snow crab fishery, while a few were used to take 
mackerel and/or scallops for part of the year. In what little time was left, most of the 
interviewees longlined for cod, sometimes supplementing it with other species. A few had 
a simultaneous fishery for halibut for some part of the summer or fall. 
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Because these small boats had very limited mobility (see Section 7), they tended to be 
used in more specific local seasons. Thus, the northern Victoria County interviewees 
reported that the majority of their longlining was directed at the fall run of cod, longer 
seasons for some fishermen reflecting a lack of other opportunities during the summer, 
rather than any preference for cod fishing then. (One fisherman specifically reported 
that he set more gear in spring and fall than he did in the summer when fish were too 
scarce.) Other fishermen went jigging or gave up fishing altogether for much of the 
summer. In contrast, the one interviewee based in Big Bras D'Or had a rather earlier 
longline season, fishing the southwestern part of Sydney Bight. Similarly, one Richmond 
County fisherman who worked the Bas D'Or Lakes (via the canal at St. Peter's) managed 
an early-spring cod season before his neighbours were able to start fishing. For the 
rest, fish availability, lobster seasons, ice, weather and dogfish presence set the 
seasonal patterns. The only unique seasonal control reported for this group was the 
timing of the UI year: two interviewees noted that they quit fishing once they were again 
eligible for payments. 

In Cape Breton County, one interviewee combined fishing with farming, setting his 
fishing seasons to suit the routine of work on the farm. Specifically: he went fishing once 
the silage was in. This was one of only two examples encountered in this survey of a 
mixed fishing/farming lifestyle. 

Overall, however, Figure 9.8a closely resembles Figure 9.6a, except for the prevalence 
of lobster fishing in the former. Thus, the seasonal behaviours of Cape Breton-based 
boats seem to have been essentially similar in all size classes from under 35 ft to 45-
65 ft, apparently as a result of winter ice and the lack of available longline resources 
other than cod. 

Eastern Shore: In contrast, the small boat fishermen of the Eastern Shore (Guysborough 
County and Halifax County from Petpeswick eastwards) followed seasonal behaviours 
(Figures 9.7c, d, 9.8b) rather like those seen in Cape Breton, rather than like those of 
their neighbours with bigger boats. Thus, these fishermen had a prolonged winter break 
followed by, for almost all of them, the lobster season, with longlining not beginning 
until late June or early July. Unlike Cape Breton, however, when they did turn to 
longlines, the Eastern Shore fishermen were much less depended on cod. Rather, there 
was a substantial amount of halibut fishing, the hake fisheries of the Hake Ridge and The 
Dump, and an admixture of haddock with the cod. There was little evidence of seasonal 
variations within the summer's longlining, but those few fishermen who longlined early 
or late in the year did seem to be confined to cod and haddock. 

One interviewee who fished both fine gear and halibut gear noted that he usually set three 
tubs of halibut gear amongst his seven to nine tubs of fine gear. If he took some halibut, 
next day he would set a few strings of the big gear and leave it for two or three days 
while still working the fine gear. Another fisherman usually set both his longlines and 
his gillnets and left them set all summer, "under-running" them. In 1990, he found that 
the bait was good for longlining but that there were too many dogfish for gillnetting and 
hence concentrated on Ionglines92 . One interviewee found insufficient fish for longlining 
to be worthwhile other than in the fall. Another only fished halibut in the spring, on the 
grounds that the price dropped too much once the west coast halibut season opened. This 
same fisherman took cod in July because that was the season when they were in shoal 
water where the draggers could not go. Another turned to cod and haddock when the "bait" 

92: More commonly, the interviewees regarded excessive numbers of dogfish as a reason to 
prefer gill nets over longlines. 
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came in to shore. Otherwise, all these fishermen seemed to use whichever gear was 
giving the best fishing, with their seasons limited by dogfish, weather and the other 
usual factors. 

It is not clear why there should have been a boat size related difference in seasonal 
behaviour on the Eastern Shore when none was evident elsewhere. This did appear, 
however, to be an area where inside longlining was barely viable and where the offshore 
banks were really beyond the range of small boats (see Sections 7 and 13). Perhaps low 
inside catch rates and bad weather combined to stop small boats from fishing in winter 
while permitting large ones to continue. If so, the pattern could be masked to the 
eastward by the ice stopping even the large boats from fishing while, to the west of 
Halifax, most fishermen with boats of all sizes up to 45 ft had their winter fishing 
choices dictated by the lobster regulations. 

Halifax Area. Soyth Shore. Yarmoyth. Digby. Annapolis and Charlotte Coynties: From 
Cole Harbour to Annapolis County, the predominant feature of the seasonal behaviours of 
fishermen with under 35 ft boats was the lobster season (Figures 9.7d, e, f, 9.8c). Of 
the 27 interviewees with boats in this group, 20 had lobster licences and most used 
them for the entire season (less any unrecorded winter breaks). Five of the others laid 
up their boats for much of the winter while a sixth worked on a bigger boat, leaving his 
own at the wharf. Thus, only two interviewees longlined in the winters. Even in the fall, 
relatively few fishermen used longline gear. 

In the short longline season, most of such activity as there was centred on mixed gadoid 
fishing, though a few interviewees directed towards halibut. One fisherman who worked 
both gears simultaneously reported that he set some tubs of each gear on most trips. As 
on the Eastern Shore, the longline seasons were too short for much within-season change 
in fishing patterns. The interviewees' supplementary reports covered the usual 
constraints of fish availability, weather, dogfish and the like. One mentioned that he did 
not fish much in July because of the number of sharks that got tangled in his gear. 
Another, based in Lunenburg County, said that the dogfish always appeared on his 
grounds on 10 June, give or take a couple of days. He moved about to avoid them but still 
had to quit fishing in July. 

Too little seasonal information was gathered in Charlotte County, New Brunswick, for 
useful conclusions to be drawn. 

Other Recorded Comments 

The other points relating to fishing seasons that were raised by the interviewees 
included: 

When trawl [Le. longline] fish hit, set some gear so that you can keep up 
your licence. Like as not, you will get a dogfish on every hook (Sydney 
Bight). 

Use fine gear on Browns in the winter so you can haul a lot of gear 
quickly. [Other interviewees did so because fine gear is adapted for 
haddock fishing and haddock are the primary resource on Browns in 
the winter.] 
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Ice used to be a problem for the Louisbourg fishermen but it has not for 
the last 20 years. 

Lobster is the main fishery. Mackerel if there is a market. Herring only 
for bait: there is no market for them. Scallop if nothing else. Only fish 
cod when they are in the area (Cape Breton). 

Some years haul the lobster gear early and start fishing. Depends on what 
is making the best money. 

In the fall, switch between scallops and mackerel, depending how many 
mackerel there are (Cape Breton). 

Change to halibut gear if cod are scarce on fine gear. 
As long as the gear you are using is catching fish, you don't want to change 

over. But if you see pollock on the sounder when going out to trawl, 
you might try gillnets the next time. 

Interestingly, one small-boat lobster fisherman from northern Victoria County reported 
that he stayed out of the groundfish fishery for a while after the lobster season ended, to 
give the local fishermen who lacked a lobster licence a "fair go" at the cod when catch 
rates picked up. This was the only explicitly-reported example of this form of co
operative behaviour. Indeed, it is a practice that does not yet seem to have been noted in 
the literature of fisheries anthropology. 

Discussion 

The only author to have previously addressed the seasonal behaviour of these fisheries in 
a manner comparable to that followed here was Davis (1984). With respect to the Port 
LaTour-area fishermen in 1974-77, he noted that those with what he termed "inshore" 
boats (up to 11 m in length, roughly the under 35 ft class) typically went lobstering in 
April and May, took up either handlining or fine gear longlining (for haddock and cod) 
after the lobster season closed and continued with some mix of those gears and/or cod 
gear longlines (for cod and halibut) until the end of October. They then spent most of 
November preparing for the new lobster fishery which occupied them from the season 
opening (the last Monday of the month) until they quit for the winter. This was 
essentially the same seasonal behaviour pattern as was recorded for South Shore under 
35 ft longline boats in 1990. Davis' (1984) 'offshore" boats (12-18 m or 40-60 ft), 
in contrast, used fine-gear longlines from late in September until early June, when they 
changed to cod gear for the summer. They apparently did no non-Iongline fishing, earlier 
attempts at gillnetting having been abandoned by the mid-1970s. This was a quite 
different seasonal cycle from those reported for 1990. In that year, some of the western 
Shelburne County 40-45 fters were engaged in the lobster fishery while several of the 
45-65 fters spent much of the summer either swordfishing or deepwater halibuting. 
There is some hint in the data (Figures 9.3, 9.5d and e) of fine gear being preferred in 
the winter and big gear in the summer by those boats engaged in groundfish longlining in 
those seasons, but these trends were not universal in 1990. It appears that the great 
rise in the lobster fisheries during the 1980s, the decline in the gadoid resources and 
the re-introduction of a Canadian swordfish fishery93 have caused a change in the 
seasonal fishing behaviours of Shelburne County fishermen with 40 to 60 ft longliners. 
Of these three, the improvement in the lobster catches need not have acted directly, by 

93: Swordfishing was impractical during the years of Davis' (1984) study due to regulations 
prohibiting the sale of swordfish with more than a permissible mercury content. 
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attracting Davis' (1984) "offshore" fishermen into lobstering (that fishery having long 
since been closed to new entrants). Rather, it may have encouraged existing "inshore" 
(sensu Davis 1984) lobster-licensed fishermen to buy bigger boats and thereby to 
introduce their traditional seasonal patterns into a largely arbitrary group defined by 
boat length. 

Indeed, the primary underlying control on all of the 1990 longlining seasons appeared to 
be the relative scarcity of longline-available fish (see Section 13). This drove the 
captains of all but the very largest boats to work as far offshore as their boat's 
seaworthiness would permit, in an attempt to find profitable fishing, and so made their 
operations weather dependent (see Section 7). Fish scarcity appears to have also made 
longlining a relatively-undesirable option, causing those fishermen who had other 
alternatives to turn to them in preference. For many, those alternatives took them out of 
longlining altogether in 1990, and hence out of the present survey, but where the other 
option was only seasonally-available (as with lobstering) it resulted in the longline 
season being compressed into those periods when there was nothing better to do. In parts 
of Cape Breton, the lack of alternatives and the extreme poverty of the longline resource 
saw fishermen dropping out of fishing altogether on a seasonal cycle. Elsewhere, 
fishermen seem to have been willing to drop out of fishing for periods of weeks, to refit 
their boats or to prepare gear for other fisheries, during what might have been their 
longline season. If engine or boat failure or personal medical problems stopped them 
from fishing, their licences could lie idle for months. Neither practi~e would be expected 
in a highly profitable fishery. 

The net result of this fish scarcity was that longlining was predominantly a summer and 
fall fishery. The over 45 ft boats (except those based in Cape Breton) and many 35-45 
fters based in Halifax County were worked through the winters, though the latter 
probably did little fishing at that time of year. Otherwise, nearly all eastern boats were 
laid up from January to March (if not longer) because of the ice and weather while most 
of those to the westward of Halifax, if they fished at all during those months, were 
engaged in lobstering. Even in the summers, at anyone time substantial numbers of 
boats that are here treated as "Iongline active" were actually committed to other 
fisheries, particularly swordfish, tuna, crab or scallop. 

Other extraneous factors that limited some fishermen's longlining seasons were the UI 
year and (in one case) farm work. Finally, although no interviewee mentioned them as a 
factor, it was evident from the difficulty of scheduling interviews during the fall that 
many of these fishermen were keen hunters of ducks, deer and other terrestrial species. 
The regulated hunting seasons probably encouraged some fishermen to break off 
longlining rather earlier in the fall than they otherwise might have done. 

Within each fisherman's longlining season(s), his choice of target species seems to have 
largely depended on the relative availabilities of the different resources, modified by 
price concerns. The consequences of weather constraints (via the limitations that they 
placed on the grounds that could be fished) and the presence of dogfish (which were a 
particular problem for fine gear fishing) also modified their choices. Seasonal 
regulations within the groundfish fishery (as distinct from those which limit lobstering 
or other fisheries) seem to have had little effect. The closures of Browns and Georges 
banks (Halliday 1988) led to some fishermen dropping out of longlining for a few weeks 
while others turned to big gear to take advantage of the exemption to the closure of 
Georges Bank. Most of the boats that might be affected were busy in the lobster fishery at 
that season, however, and those which were not (principally large boats) seem to have 
moved their operations outside the closed areas instead; a change of grounds rather than 
of fishing seasons. Some of the resulting species-specific seasons have been consistent 
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over long periods of time. The winter haddock fishery on or near Browns Bank, for 
example, was pursued by some longliners in 1990, as it had been in the early 1980s 
(Halliday and Sinclair 1987), the mid-1970s (Davis 1984) and indeed the early 
decades of this century (Wallace 1955). 

Some boats worked different fishing patterns on the same trip. This was particularly 
true of the over 65 ft sector though some small boat fishermen opted for a mix of big and 
fine gear or for one of longline with gillnets or other types of gears (see Section 12). 
More often, however, fishermen worked simultaneous seasons for different species but 
fished only one gear type (other than jigs) per trip, shifting between them on the basis 
of availability, price and the other concerns that, on a broader time scale, determined 
the seasons themselves. 

There was surprisingly little difference in the seasonal behaviours of the captains of 
different size classes of boats within each area. Indeed, only in Halifax County could such 
a difference be clearly seen and then only between the under 35 ft boats and all of the 
larger ones. In Cape Breton, this lack of a size-effect may have been real; the 
overwhelming effects of winter ice and a lack of alternatives to the cod resource 
constrained fishermen with 65 fters as much as those with 25 fters. On the South Shore, 
however, it may have been an artifact. So many of the 35-45 fters in that area were 
lobster boats of a little over 35 ft in length that the seasonal behaviours of the dedicated 
40-45 ft longliners are not clearly evident in the diagrams. Certainly, those 35-45 
fters in that area which did not have lobster licences seemed to follow seasonal practices 
closer to those of the local 45-65 fters and the over 65 ft sector, rather than to those of 
their lobster-licensed neighbours. 

While it is possible to distinguish these general trends in the data, it remains evident 
from the Figures that any coherent patterns are overlain by extreme individual 
variation, as is seen with most of the variables in the interview data set. This is a 
notable difference of the present results from those of Davis (1984), who presented a 
much more homogeneous picture. It is unlikely that the heterogeneity has increased over 
time. Rather, Davis (1984) had access to comprehensive data from a small area which 
he may have simplified for his report whereas the present survey gathered much more 
sketchy data from a sample of the fishermen along the whole coast. 
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10 : TRIPS AND TRIP DURATIONS 

Trips and Fishing Patterns 

Within each fishing season, the longline boats made multiple trips of anything from a 
few hours to several days duration each. The normal practice for the great majority of 
interviewees was to work only one fishing pattern (whether a form of longlining or 
something else) on each trip, except that jigging, handlining and/or swordfish 
harpooning could be pursued on a trip dedicated to other types of fishing94. This 'single
pattern per trip' practice usually held true even when the interviewee reported fishing 
patterns with overlapping seasons (see Section 9 above); a single trip was normally 
dedicated to one or the other of the patterns then in season. The principal exceptions to 
this practice were shown by the larger boats that made week-long or longer trips. The 
captains of those boats commonly directed some sets to cod, others to halibut and (in 
some cases) yet others to hake (for ·shack" bait if not for landing). It is not clear from 
the interview data whether these captains mixed these types of fishing within a single 
day or whether each day of such a trip was dedicated to a single fishing pattern. The 
captains of a number of smaller boats also made mixed-gear longline trips. Among the 
35-45 ft class, this behaviour was only reported by a few halibut fishermen: 

Make some halibut trips, some shack trips, some trips with a few tubs of 
shack gear when halibuting. 

Some trips fine gear only. When the halibut gear is aboard, take 100 
tubs, half halibut gear and half fine gear. Set it all. Haul the fine gear 
that day and the halibut gear the next day. 

Take halibut and shack gears on the same trip. 
When halibuting, work a string of halibut gear with the cod gear (Bay of 

Fundy). 

The captains of some under 35 fters had more adaptable practices: 

Sometimes all fine gear. If have the halibut gear aboard, take fewer tubs 
of fine gear so as to total about 20 tubs aboard. 

Set mix of cod and halibut gear, about 20 to 25 tubs per day. 
Set three tubs. Mix and match between the two gears. 
If fish [cod] are about, set some trawl [fine gear] with the halibut gear. 
In halibut season, usually fish 60% fine gear, 40% big gear. 
Take 12 tubs of fine gear and 3 of big. 
Set three tubs of halibut gear amongst the fine gear. If they catch any 

halibut, set a few strings of halibut gear and leave them for two or 
three days. 

A few interviewees combined longlining with groundfish gillnetting. Two Eastern Shore 
fishermen reported mixing these two gears on the same trips, apparently on the inside 
grounds. One hauled his halibut longlines each day after tending his nets (both gears 
being left set overnight) while the other set and hauled his nets between setting and 
hauling his longlines on each trip. One Lunenburg County interviewee reported that he 
set longlines on one side of La Have Bank, steamed to the far side of the bank to set, tend 

94: Some interviewees also made dedicated jigging, hand lining or harpooning trips. The 
relationships between these three fishing methods and groundfish longlining are examined in 
Section 12. 
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and haul his nets and then re-crossed the bank to haul his long lines before returning to 
shore. A fourth fisherman set halibut longlines inshore while on his way out to the banks 
on gillnetting trips, hauling the longlines on his way back in. Lastly, a fi'fth interviewee 
reported that he made mixed gillnet and longline trips in 1990 but did not explain how 
he had mixed those gears. 

At least some other interviewees combined long lining with netting for bait (Le. pelagic 
gillnetting for herring and mackerel), probably by under-running their bait nets at the 
beginning or end of each longline trip. The structure of the survey questionnaire did not 
allow the extent of this practice to be quantified however. It can only have been followed 
by those fishermen who day-fished in small boats and probably only by those who set 
relatively small amounts of gear. (There is not time enough in a day to set, haul and re
bait 20 tubs of gear while also working enough nets to catch the bait for all of those 
hooks.) This practice was also restricted to those areas where both the bait species and 
the preferred groundfish species were available at the same times of year. 

Two final variations from the practice of working one fishing pattern per trip were 
reported. One Digby Neck fisherman sometimes tied halibut gear onto his lobster traps, 
if he was planning to set them on good halibut bottom. More vaguely, one interviewee 
simply noted that he did ·whatever will pay", which for him could include doing two or 
three different kinds of fishing in a single day. 

With the exception of the multiple fishing patterns undertaken on the same trips made 
by some over 65 ft boats (and the jigging, handlining and/or harpooning on all sizes of 
boats), however, these complex practices were rarities. The 'single-fishing pattern per 
trip' strategy was predominant. In the remainder of this Section, the duration of those 
trips is examined. 

Trip Duration 

Data and Methods 
One interview question requested the length of each trip, which was recorded as both a 
maximum and a minimum for each fishing pattern, each being measured in (next
greater integer elapsed) days, wharf-to-wharf. The data are subject to several 
complications, including: (1) that the durations of occasional trips that were planned to 
be longer or shorter than normal mayor may not have been included within the reported 
ranges of trip durations, (2) that some interviewees initially quoted the number of 
fishing days (often less than the number of days away from the wharf because of the time 
taken to steam to and from the grounds) and it is possible that not all of these were 
corrected during the interviews, and (3) that, conversely, some interviewees reported 
the number of calendar days occupied by a trip (often one more than the elapsed 
duration). Furthermore, fishermen must occasionally experience unplanned variations 
in trip duration, caused by bad weather or mechanical failure cutting a trip short, for 
example. These variations were sometimes reported but not by as many interviewees as 
must have experienced them. Finally, some fishermen systematically ended their trips 
when they had taken their regulated trip limits or else planned the durations of their 
trips on their expectations of how long it would take them to reach those limits. In such 
cases, the trip durations were dependent on both their trip limits (which were changed 
from time to time during the year) and the state of the available resources. Thus, the 
range of trip durations during a particular part of an interviewee's season may have 
been less than his reported range for the season as a whole. Despite these imperfections, 
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the data are entirely sufficient for determining the normal, planned durations of trips 
made by various groups of boats. 

The usual range of supplementary information was offered by some interviewees. Most 
usefully, several gave the number of fishing days per trip for comparison with the 
number of days away from the wharf. 

These data are here examined by boat size class with the trip durations of the large boats 
(over 65 ft and 45-65 ft) considered first, followed by those reported by the captains 
of the under 35 fters. Practices in the 35-45 ft class are treated last since they show a 
mixture of the patterns more clearly revealed by the other classes. 

Over 65 ft Boats 
The large boats followed a strategy of long-distance steaming to rich grounds, followed 
by a prolonged period of fishing (the gear being repeatedly re-baited at sea). This 
strategy was made possible, and probably made necessary, by the size (and hence 
seaworthiness and expense) of the boats. 

Eight of the eleven boats in this class typically made what were nominally "three-week" 
trips, though they may actually have been away from their wharfs for as little as 18 
days on some of them. One captain reported that he spent an average of one week steaming 
in each such trip and another that he spent 3 days steaming each way, which suggests 
that there would have been 10 to 15 fishing days in a "three-week" trip, if none were 
lost to bad weather or to steaming between parts of the grounds. Similarly, the manager 
of one large boat reported that each such trip would give 10 to 12 fishing days. The other 
three boats in this class made nominally "two-week" trips (their reported ranges of 
durations were 12 to 14 days and 11 to 15 days, respectively). The captain of one 
reported . that he made 11- to 12-day trips for cod but 15-day trips for hake and halibut 
since the latter species are more durable. This durability issue may have limited the 
length of all trips (one captain noted that he targeted on halibut at the start of a trip and 
cod later because the latter is less durable), though the time required to fill the hold and 
the endurance of the crew may also have been of concern to the captains. 

From the analysis on the seasonal distribution of fishing by these boats (see Section 9 
above), it is evident that they worked nearly 12 months of the year in 1990. Allowing 
for some tum-around and refit time, each boat couJd presumably have made between 10 
and 15 "three-week" trips per year or 15 to 20 "two-week" trips, if they had been 
confined to groundfish longlining. In practice, some of these boats went pelagic longlining 
in summer and their number of groundfish trips must have been proportionately 
reduced. 

45·65 It Boats 
This class was less homogeneous than the over 65 ft one and the captains' trip duration 
choices may also have varied more with the seasons. However, most interviewees with 
boats in this class reported a maximum trip duration of either about one week (6 to 8 
days) or about two weeks (12 to 14 days: Table 10.1). Of the 21 reported fishing 
patterns concerning this class, only four had maximum trip durations that fell outside 
these ranges. All four involved Eastern Shore boats: one being a halibut-directed pattern 
on a boat that was never in full operation in 1990 (maximum trip 4 days), two were 
gadoid-directed patterns that may have been limited by haddock trip limits (maximum 
trips 3 and 4 days, respectively), while the fourth was halibut-directed and had a 10-
day maximum trip duration. 
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Ten of the fishing patterns reported for this size class involved "one week" maximum 
trips. There were seven reports of fishing patterns involving "two-week" maximum 
trips, four being on Shelburne County boats fishing "cod plus haddock" or "haddock plus 
cod", two being halibut- or "halibut plus cod"-directed fishing on two of those same 
boats, and the last being a halibut-directed pattern on a boat out of Sambro. Thus, these 
longer trips were probably only justified for 45-65 ft boats by a combination of the 
relatively-high trip limits for halibut and for Georges Bank cod, respectively, and by 
the relatively long steaming distances to the Georges and the deepwater grounds. 

The minimum reported trip durations were usually within a few days of the maximum 
for the same fishing pattern. However, five of the gadoid fishermen reported making 
some much shorter trips. Four of these five were Shelburne County interviewees who 
fished in the winter as well as the summer. Their short trips were probably rapid 
dashes to the winter haddock grounds during breaks in the bad weather. (One of these 
interviewees specifically reported that his trip durations were set by the weather while 
another stated that he aimed for two fishing days per trip in winter but five in the 
summer). The fifth report in this group was by a fisherman who made 6-day trips in 
the summer but only 1- to 2-day trips in the fall. He did not fish in the winter. 

As with the very large boats, the numbers of fishing days were always less than the total 
trip duration. Various reports stated that there would be 10 fishing days in a 14-day 
trip, 8 fishing days in a 10- to 12-day trip, 4 or 5 in a 7- or 8-day trip, 4 in a 5- or 
6-day trip, and 3.5 to 4 days fishing in a 6-day trip. One captain reported spending one 
to two days steaming per trip, which is consistent with the other reports. 

Under 35 ft Boata 
The trip durations reported for boats of the smallest class were markedly different from 
those made by the large boats. Indeed, their predominant duration was 24 hours or less 
(reported for 107 of 128 fishing patterns). Twelve other fishing patterns had reported 
minimum trip durations of less than 24 hours and maximum ones of between 24 and 48 
hours, with 4 of these 12 reports being coupled with the information that only a single 
set was made on each trip. (None of the remaining 8 of these 12 had any specific report 
of multiple sets per trip.) Of these 12 patterns, one interviewee said that he took 15 
tubs and went every day when fishing close to shore but took 24 tubs and went alternate 
days when going further out. A · second said that his two-day trips were rare and only 
made when he was "trying around" for fish. A third said his long summer trips took 
about 30 hours away from the wharf. Interestingly, 10 of these 12 patterns were 
reported by interviewees based between Dingwall and Sambro. While it cannot be 
certain, it may be that most fishermen living further to the westward who perceive a 
need to go out for over 24 hours choose to run a 35-45 ft boat; a size of boat that seems 
to be viable in the lobster fisheries west of Halifax. 

Of the nine reports of longer trips made by under 35 ft boats, four fishing patterns 
(made by only two interviewees; one of whom reported three distinct patterns) were of 
trips consistently in the 24 to 48 hour time bracket. In all four cases, the interviewees 
reported that only a single set was made on each trip. One of these fishermen lived in 
Shelburne County, the other on the Eastern Shore. Of the five remaining fishing patterns 
reported for this size class, one was reported by a Richmond County fisherman who made 
2- to 4-day trips. He explained that he had been forced to make these long trips out to 
the banks by a lack of fish closer in. To do so, he had to tie alongside his brother's boat 
for the night, in order to save fuel, and still needed a tow to get the last few miles home 
at the end of the trip. This was clearly a desperate strategy that cannot be regarded as a 
normal fishing practice. A second Cape Breton fisherman, working out of Alder Point, 
usually day-fished in Sydney Bight in a manner typical for others with a boat the size of 
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his. On occasion, however, he made three-day trips through Little Bras D'Or to fish the 
Bras D'Or Lakes. On those, he would make a single set and return to Alder Point to land 
his fish. One interviewee who worked out of Little Harbour (Halifax County) reported 
usually making trips of one fishing day with a half-day steam out and back (48 hours 
total) when using fine gear. In his big-gear fishing, he usually spent an extra half day on 
the grounds (60 hours total). For each fishing pattern, however, on about 20% of the 
trips he would take a double set of gear (up to 60 tubs) and spend two days on the 
grounds (72 hours total wharf-to-wharf). This was very hard fishing for such a small 
boat and a strategy more suited to the larger classes. Finally, one Victoria County 
interviewee made typical trips of less than 24 hours when fishing near his home but 
reported making four-day trips to Banquereau (two fishing days per trip) and five-day 
trips to St.Pierre Bank (three fishing days). These longer trips, on which he re-baited 
the gear at sea, were an almost incredible undertaking in such a small boat. By the 
interviewee's explanation (confirmed by unsolicited remarks made by one of his 
neighbours), he had invested heavily in a new boat shortly before the Sydney Bight cod 
fishery declined. This extreme fishing strategy was the only way he could find to meet 
the boat payments. 

The short duration of almost all trips on under 35 ft boats gives the fishermen the 
potential for very high trip frequencies. Some interviewees did report going every day of 
good weather in the appropriate season but doing so required that each trip took much 
less than 24 hours if there was to be time ashore for baiting and sleeping (if for nothing 
else). With bad weather, gear breakdowns and other delays, those fishermen who made 
18 to 30 hour trips apparently averaged about two trips per week in the season. The 
Eastern Shore interviewee who reported making two- to three-day trips noted that he 
usually ended up averaging one trip per week. Where the fishery was poor and the season 
marginal, of course, some fishermen will have had much lower trip frequencies. One 
Cape Breton interviewee reported that he usually waited in port until someone else found 
some fish and then made a trip. . 

35-45 ft Boats 
The captains of some 35-45 ft boats reported the same trip duration behaviour as 
typical fishermen with under 35 ft boats did but others followed practices more typical 
of the 45-65 ft class. Thus, some interviewees with 35-45 fters reported trips of less 
than 24 hours while others reported being out for as much as 10 days. The most common 
strategy involved short trips. Of the 146 fishing patterns reported for this class95 , 41 
had a reported maximum trip duration of 24 hours or less while another 39 had a 
maximum of 48 hours or less and for only 14 boats (22 fishing patterns) were trips of 
six or more days reported. Of the remaining 44 fishing patterns (over 48 hours but 
under 6 days maximum reported trip duration), about half reported a maximum 
duration of three days (Table 10.2). 

Of the 14 interviewees who reported six-day or longer trips, seven were among the 
most active longline fishermen out of Woods Harbour and Cape Sable Island, one was a 
leading long line fisherman out of Port Mouton, two had halibut boats out of Sambro and 
the remaining four worked out of Cape Breton ports. Indeed, almost all of the 66 fishing 
patterns on 35-45 fters for which durations of more than 48 hours were reported were 
reported by interviewees living in Cape Breton, Queens or Shelburne counties, the only 
exceptions, apart from some halibut fishermen, were one Eastern Shore fisherman and 
two from Yarmouth County (who reported maximum trip durations of three and four 
days respectively). This spatial distribution of long-duration trips may be a result of 

95: Including the one under 35 ft boat that was operated on a 35-45 ft licence. 
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the available resources: to the eastward prospects were so poor in 1990 that a 45 ft boat 
sometimes had to go out to Banquereau and hence make a long trip; off the Eastern Shore, 
Western and Emerald banks offered haddock (with low trip limits, which called for short 
trips); further westward Georges Bank offered rich fishing on long trips; while in the 
Bay of Fundy the hake fishery was close to shore and thus called for day fishing. These 
same factors may explain the differences among the durations of trips targeted on each of 
the directed species (Table 10.3). Thus, when directing for haddock or hake, fishermen 
on 35-45 ft boats were very rarely away from the wharf for more than 72 hours. Cod 
and halibut trips, in contrast, could be short but also could extend to a week or more. 

Some of the variation in the duration of cod and halibut trips, by some 35-45 fters 
having made trips of the same lengths as under 35 fters while others reflected practices 
amongst the over 45 fters, may be explained by differences between the longline trips 
made by fishermen with typical open lobster boats and those followed aboard decked 
longliners (both of which boat types were found in this class). Other variations were the 
result of seasonal differences between the durations of summer and winter trips. 

The minimum reported trip durations were usually within two days of the maximum for 
each boat and, although a few reports were rather vague, only one interviewee clearly 
reported a minimum duration as much as four days less than the maximum. 

For those fishing patterns where the interviewees reported longer trips, several 
reported that their number of fishing days was two less than the number of days in the 
trip. Although such information was not requested by a specific survey question, this 
relationship between fishing and total time was explicitly reported by 15 of the 
interviewees who made trips of more than 48 hours. 

Interviewee Comments on Trip Duration 
Several interviewees made useful supplementary comments on the variability of trip 
duration: 

Make shorter trips in the summer because the ice is used up. [Cape 
Breton fisherman who made up to six-day trips in some seasons.] 

In the spring do day trips. In the summer, do two days of steaming and two 
sets on a four-day trip (Cape Breton). 

One-day trips in winter because of the weather, four days in the spring, 
three in the summer because the ice does not last (Cape Breton). 

A typical trip is 25 or 26 hours, 7 pm to 8 or 9 pm the next day. The 
grounds are 30 miles off (Cape Breton). 

Cannot make long trips in a small boat. There is too much risk of the 
weather turning (Cape Breton). 

A normal trip now is about 36 hours with about 12 hours of fishing. 
When the trip limits were higher, it was about 48 hours and 24 of 
fishing (Eastern Shore haddock and cod fisherman). 

Used to do two-day trips but with low quotas [trip limits] you risk 
running over. That wastes the bait on the extra gear that you cannot 
haul (Eastern Shore haddock and cod fisherman). 

Now work 40 or 50 tubs in one day, two trips per week [for cod and 
haddock]. With a higher quota [trip limit] would fish 60 or 70 tubs in 
a three-day trip. Hake trips are usually supper time to dinner [noon] 
the next day. Halibut can be more than three days (Eastern Shore). 
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Mostly make "one-day" trips, with one fishing day, but they take 36 
hours in all. Do some "two-day" trips in winter. Usually make two 
trips per week (Eastern Shore haddock and cod fisherman). 

Sometimes stay out overnight but that is dangerous when you are alone. If 
the fish fall off any further I will have to. Then would make two sets 
per trip and jig in between. [Lunenburg County fisherman with under 
35 ft boat. He was the more likely to stay out overnight because, 
unlike most of the interviewees, he lived some distance from his 
wharf.] 

Trip length varies with the weather and the places fished. 
Duration depends on the weather and where you are going. 
Number of sets made on a trip depends on the weather. 
In winter fishing, the duration is weather dependent. With the autobaiter, 

fish 13,000 hooks per day for seven days. Makes an eight-day trip. 
Two fishing days in a three-day trip in winter. In summer, aim for 150 

tubs per trip. 

Two interviewees stressed the difference between the time spent fishing and the trip 
frequency: 

For one day of fishing, you take about 48 hours wharf-to-wharf or about 
three days including unloading etc. Would fish longer if the quota [trip 
limit] was not so low. 

Time to make three sets of about 30 tubs each (60 to 90 tubs total), plus 
the 6 hours steam each way (at 8.5 knots) makes a 3 to 4 day trip. 

Another, a Cape Breton fisherman, noted that the numbers of trips achieved could differ 
greatly from the season length divided by the average trip duration: 

Only get 4 or 5 trips in October and November in most years because of 
the weather. 
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11 DIEL CYCLE OF FISHING 

Introduction 

Regardless of the size of their boat or the fishery that they pursued, almost without 
exception all longline fisnermen made one set per fishing day during each trip . Their 
choices of the times of day for setting and hauling the gear were among the principal 
tactical decisions that they had to make. Indeed, in terms of their effects on the catch 
rates and profitability of a fishing operation, these choices may have been second only to 
those made when selecting the exact spots on which to fish . From the interviewees' 
comments it is clear that, for various fishermen, these times had to be selected with 
regard to any or all of: (1) the behaviour of the fish, in respect of both any diel cycle in 
catchability and the optimum soak time between setting and hauling, (2) any diel cycle 
in the activity of scavengers that would eat the bait or the catch, (3) the tidal cycle, in 
areas where strong streams necessitate hauling at slack water, (4) human practicalities 
related to the long hours of labour while hauling the gear, (5) temporal constraints 
imposed by times of leaving port, steaming to or from the grounds or returning in time 
to deliver the catch to a plant, (6) diel work patterns necessitated by other fishing gears 
operated simultaneously with the longlines, (7) the need to reserve a piece of bottom by 
setting on it before someone else does, even if that necessitates setting at an otherwise 
sub-optimal time, (8) various short-term concerns, particularly the expected onset of 
bad weather and/or (9) fishing strategies that require various strings of gear to be set 
at different times. The fishermen's choices also had to be made in light of the reality 
that, while gear could be set quickly (commonly taking only an hour or two) and the 
first hook could be left to soak for no more than the time required to set the rest of the 
gear or, if preferred, could be left to soak for several days, longline gear could only be 
hauled at such a slow pace that it usually took a long day's work to recover all of the 
strings set. Thus, while the time of setting and the time of "dropping onto" the first 
string might be well defined, the soak times of the first hook hauled and of the last 
differed by several hours. Moreover, the time of such prolonged hauling could not be 
closely synchronized with any biological or physical phenomenon, unless the fisherman 
opted to drastically reduce the amount of gear that he runs; as the Bay of Fundy longline 
fishermen did, precisely so that they could haul it all on a single slack tide. In this 
Section, the times of day that the interviewees set and hauled their gear are examined, 
along with the duration of the period between setting and hauling, known in the scientific 
literature as the "soak time" . 

General Dlel Patterns 

In the entire sample, only five interviewees deviated from the 'one set per fishing day' 
practice by making more frequent sets. Two Bay of Fundy fishermen, who synchronized 
their fishing to the tidal cycle (as did all the others in that area), reported fishing two 
successive tides on the same day-trip whereas their neighbours reported only working 
one tide per trip. Of the two, one always fished successive tides when directing for cod 
and did so when directing for hake or haddock if the catch rates were good. The other 
fished 4 or 5 tubs per tide for two tides when directing for haddock but 6 to 8 tubs on a 
single tide when directing for hake. A Cape Sable Island interviewee similarly reported 
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hauling on slack water only97 and stated that he aimed to make three or four sets of 4 
tubs each per day. 

Following a different strategy, the captain of a semi-active 45-65 ft Eastern Shore 
halibut boat reported that he made repeated short sets such that he achieved about 35 
skate-sets per day using the 24 skates that he had aboard. To do so, he hauled, re-baited 
and re-set individual strings in an on-going process (the average string being hauled 
about three times every two days). The captain of atlother 45-65 ft halibut boat 
reported that he usually took 40 to 50 tubs to sea, set it all and then hauled, re-baited 
and re-set each string in turn. Unlike the previous interviewee, however, he expected to 
haul each string once per day. On some trips, however, he would take 80 tubs and yet 
would haul the same amount of gear each day as on normal trips. This would therefore 
mean that each string was typically hauled only on alternate days. 

For the single set made in each day by all other interviewees, most fishermen proceeded 
from place to place, setting their gear string-by-string. Once all the strings were set, 
and usually after a period of waiting, they began to haul the gear, starting with the first 
string set. If the trip was to extend over more than one fishing day, they then re-baited 
the gear and started the whole setting process again, usually 24 hours after starting the 
previous set. There were again a few exceptions to this way of making the daily set, but 
only eight of them in the entire interview sample. Most of these eight involved strategies 
designed to achieve the long soak times that were sometimes preferred in halibut fishing 
(see below) within the limitations of the short trips possible in a small boat. Thus, 
among the 35-45 ft class, one interviewee kept 20 tubs in use when fishing for cod and 
halibut, by setting 10 and hauling the other 10 each day (giving soak times of over 24 
hours while only making day trips). In the same way, another interviewee set 15 tubs 
and hauled 15 each day, using all fine gear, all halibut gear or a mix of the two. The 
interviewee quoted in Section 10 above as setting 100 tubs of mixed gear and hauling the 
fine gear that same day but the halibut gear the following day evidently had a similar aim 
in view. A fourth fisherman with a 35-45 ft boat reported setting two strings one day 
and one the next (while baiting enough gear for one and a half strings every day) and 
hauling the gear set the day before. Two interviewees with under 35 ft boats reported 
similar practices. 

There were only two other reported exceptions to a simple 'one set per day' practice. A 
Cape Breton fisherman with an under 35 ft boat reported that his normal practice was to 
set 20 tubs per day. In 1990, however, the availability of fish was so poor that he set 4 
or 5 tubs to "try". If those proved (on hauling) to be catching, he then set another 20 
tubs. If the trial proved very good, he re-baited and re-set the trial string for a total of 
25 tub-sets in the day. Finally, one small-boat fisherman reported that once his trawl 
was set, he left it out for the season and under-ran it each day. This last practice, which 
is sometimes purported to be the conventional way of handing Nova Scotian groundfish 
longline gear in the inside fisheries was definitely not usual in 1990. Marcotte (1966) 
noted that under-running was done in Quebec thirty years ago but only in very shallow 
water and even then it was a very minor variant of longlining. 

97: A rather extreme tactic for his area. No other interviewee based outside the Bay of Fundy 
reported this practice. 
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Carriage of Baited Gear versus Baiting at Sea 

Those small-boat fishermen that day-fished, making the typical single-set trips, 
universally left the wharf with as much baited gear aboard as they intended to set. The 
large boats that undertook multi-fishing day trips naturally had to re-bait their gear at 
sea (though some took enough gear that had been baited ashore to provide for their first 
set). In between, some fishermen that made two or three sets per trip re-baited at sea 
while others sometimes took enough pre-baited gear to allow for all of their sets. No 
specific survey question addressed this latter practice, though inquiries about the 
numbers of tubs set drew out the information in some cases and (in the interviewer's 
opinion) there were probably few interviewees who commonly carried pre-baited gear 
for more than the first day for whom the practice was not noted. 

In total, there were 11 positive reports of the carriage of enough pre-baited gear for 
multiple sets. Three of these related to mixed haddock and cod fishing on 45-65 ft boats 
out of Shelburne County, five to similar fishing on 35-45 ft boats out of the same area, 
two to similar fishing on 35-45 fters out of the Eastern Shore and one to cod and halibut 
fishing on a 35-45 ft boat out of Shelburne County. The carriage of the extra baited gear · 
was probably intended to allow a relatively small boat to set and haul a very large 
amount of gear quickly. This would allow the fishermen either to exploit a short window 
between periods of bad weather or to fit as many trips as possible into a longer window. 
The latter was important in haddock fishing because of the low trip limits that were 
often applied to that species. 

Times of Setting and Hauling : Analytical Approach 

Given the complexity of the fishermen's tactical decisions concerning their setting and 
hauling times, and the inevitable inter-relationships between those two and the soak 
times, it is not surprizing that the interviewees' information about their diel cycles was 
complex, even for those many fishermen who straightforwardly made a single set each 
day. During the interviews, they were asked for the time that they usually set their 
gear, the time that they usually started to haul it and for the usual soak time of the first 
hook hauled (each variable being recorded separately for each fishing pattern). Their 
answers were sometimes given as clock times but were often expressed in vernacular 
terms such as "daylight", "morning" or "evening", none of which are used by fishermen 
with quite the same meanings as they have in received English. Many of the them only 
answered two of the three questions, leaving soak time to be calculated from set and haul 
times, for example. Moreover, in most cases the interviewees' answers seem to have 
represented some complex of "average", "usual" or "intended" setting, soak and hauling 
times, rather than representing a rigidly-followed diel pattern (though some fishermen 
certainly did follow rigid patterns, particularly those constrained to synchronize their 
work with the tidal cycle). In general, the interviewees probably reported their average 
intentions, rather than the patterns which they, on average, achieved. Thus, the true 
soak times, times of beginning hauling and (especially) times of setting were probably 
much more variable than the recorded data suggest. 

The interviewees were also asked for an outline and explanation of any variations in 
these times (recorded once for all fishing patterns combined). These explanations 
sometimes served to amplify the more specific answers, besides covering variations in 
times. They were not, however, reducible to numerical analysis. 
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The resulting data were frequently confused and difficult to use. Missing data 
(particularly soak times) were reconstructed, wherever possible, from the values for 
the other time variables. (In some cases, those other variables were not known with a 
high degree of confidence, thus casting doubt on the reconstructions.) An initial visual 
scan of the data then served to define time brackets within which either many or few 
reports fell. Where possible, the fishing patterns were then sorted into these defined 
time brackets, while being identified by primary directed species, boat size class and 
(where necessary for a full understanding) the county of the interviewee's residence. 
Reports spanning two or more time brackets were credited as 0.5 patterns in each 
bracket (thus sometimes causing the sum of all bracket pattern-counts to exceed the 
number of fishing patterns for which reports were received). In addition to the defined 
time brackets, further categories were defined, containing (a) those fishing patterns for 
which the times were so variable that the interviewees were unable to give any specific 
report and (b) those for which the times were synchronized with the tides rather than 
with the sun. Finally, another category was defined for those other fishing patterns for 
which there were no useable data at all, not even an indication that the fishing times 
were too highly variable to be captured by any verbal report. 

This sorting process will have blurred the distinctions between those fishing patterns 
for which the gear was set, for example, two hours before "daylight" and those for which 
it was set at "breaking daylight". It will also have forced some fishing patterns into a 
time bracket corresponding to the interviewee's preferred set or haul time, even if his 
information on timing variations showed that he sometimes set or hauled in other time 
brackets. Finally, it will have introduced a measure of subjective interpretation into the 
sorting of patterns and the rejection of some reports as "unusable". Such a crude 
approach has clear disadvantages but it was unavoidable here, given the quality of the 
data. It was still sufficient to provide a general description of the diel cycles in the 
long line fisheries. 

Perhaps surprisingly, from the remarks of the interviewees, most seemed to think that 
the time of setting was the least critical of the three times recorded. Typically though not 
universally, they were more concerned with the soak time and the time of starting 
hauling, choosing a setting time only so as to allow a suitable soak before beginning 
hauling at the desired time. Thus, the data are here examined in the sequence: hauling 
time, soak time, setting time, verbal comments on these times and, lastly, comments on 
variations in these diel cycles. 

Hauling Time 

Daylight Hauling 
The most common time to "drop on" to the first string was at or shortly after "daylight", 
a time slightly later than dawn (see Appendix 4). Depending on the season of the year, 
this could represent any clock time across a wide range. Taking it as equivalent to times 
between 0400 and 0800, however, hauling at "daylight" was reported for 80% of 
primarily-cod directed fishing patterns, 79% of those primarily-haddock directed, 
78% of those primarily-hake directed and 42% of those primarily-halibut directed 
(Table 11.1). The proportion of fishing patterns that involved hauling at "daylight", 
thus defined, fell with increasing boat size from 76% for the under 35 ft class to 61 % 
for the over 65 fters. 

Inspection of the raw data showed that the proportion of hake fishing that involved 
daylight hauling was reduced by the high numbers of primarily-hake fishing patterns 
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that were pursued in the Grand Manan Basin. In that area, fishermen had to synchronize 
their work with the tidal cycle rather than the diel one. Thus, all four of the non
daylight-hauling primarily-hake-directed fishing patterns involved hauling at slack 
water. The proportion of primarily-halibut-directed fishing that involved starting 
hauling at daylight may have been reduced in part by the tendency for some fishermen to 
soak halibut gear for 18 or 24 hours (see below). With such long soak times, the actual 
clock time of hauling may be irrelevant to fishing success. 

The lesser tendency for fishermen aboard larger boats to begin hauling at daylight is 
little more than a consequence of their greater emphasis on the halibut fishery. 
Certainly, while 72% of primarily-cad-directed fishing patterns pursued on 45-65 ft 
boats involved beginning hauling between 0400 and 0800, 100% of those on over 65 ft 
boats involved hauling in that time bracket. 

It is not clear why hauling at daylight is preferred. In particular, it is not clear whether 
this is a human-related preference (for starting work at dawn and finishing by dusk or a 
little later) or one related to catching success. Since only the first few tubs can be 
hauled before the sun is well up in the sky, it might seem unlikely that a few extra hours 
delay would alter the catch of an average tub to any great extent. Thus, human factors 
may well be over-riding. Nevertheless, some interviewees specifically stated that diel 
cycles in fish and/or scavenger activity made it desirable to drop onto the gear at 
daylight. 

Other Hauling Times 
The numbers of fishing patterns that involved beginning hauling at other specific clock 
times are given in Tables 11.2 to 11.4. Most of these involved beginning in late morning 
(0800 to 1200). late-morning-hauling was most often a halibut-fishing strategy 
(employed in 24% of primarily-halibut-directed fishing patterns) and was said by 
some interviewees to improve the catch rates of that species. Hauling in this time 
bracket was, however, used in some gadid fishing. Whereas the halibut-directed fishing 
patterns often involved starting to haul at 1000 or later, however, several of the "late 
morning" gadid-directed patterns involved "dropping on" at 0800 or 0900. In effect, 
these were "daylight-hauling" patterns that were delayed only just sufficiently to have 
been sorted into the 0800 to 1200 time bracket during the present analysis. 

The few fishing patterns that involved starting hauling at some specific time between 
noon and 0400 comprised 5.5 fishing patterns on under 45 ft boats in which hauling 
began in the afternoon (1200 to 1800) and 3 on 35-45 and 45-65 ft boats in which it 
began in the evening (1800 to 2400). The "afternoon-hauling" patterns seem all to 
have involved dropping onto the gear at or shortly after noon. That is, they differed little 
from the "late morning-hauling" patterns and most of them were indeed primarily
halibut directed. Evening-hauling was an unusual strategy employed only in cod and 
haddock fishing and even then mostly in fishing patterns that only sometimes involved 
evening hauling. Only one primarily-haddock-directed fishing pattern pursued on a 45-
65 ft boat was recorded as always involving setting at 1800 to 2100 and hauling two or 
three hours later. It is not clear why this timing was chosen and this record may in fact 
represent a misunderstanding of the interviewee's report. 

A further group of fishing patterns involved hauling at slack water, rather than at any 
specific clock time (Table 11.5). This practice was followed by all interviewees who 
fished the Bay of Fundy but by only one outside that area. (He reported pursuing cad
directed and haddock-directed fishing patterns on a 35-45 ft boat out of Cape Sable 
Island.) One of the Bay of Fundy-area interviewees stated that hauling on an early 
morning slack is best. Such hauls would combine the virtues of slack water and daylight 
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hauling but are only possible on those days when the spring/neap tidal cycle provides a 
morning slack tide. 

Apart from these tidal concerns in the Bay of Fundy, there was little other evidence of 
geographic differences in hauling times. The interviewees from Lunenburg County did, 
however, tend to start hauling late. Of seven analyzable reports from that county (five 
primarily-cod-directed and one each primarily-haddock- and primarily-halibut
directed), only three involved beginning hauling at daylight. For the remainder, the 
interviewees reported beginning hauling in the 0800-1200 time bracket. It is not clear 
whether this behaviour was a chance effect of sampling, an error in the interviewer's 
interpretation (the Lunenburg County fishermen were the first to be interviewed), an 
adaptation that optimized returns to these fishermen under local conditions or a non
optimal local practice. 

Finally, a significant number of interviewees (9% of all fishing patterns with 
analyzable reports) explicitly reported that their times of beginning hauling were too 
variable for them to give any specific answer to the survey question (Table 11.6: these 
numbers do D.Q1 include those interviewees whose answers were simply too vague to be 
analyzed). Some of these were the fishermen who worked a series of short sets and hauls 
(see above), and thus began hauling at various times through the day. Others soaked 
their halibut gear for 24 hours and thus could haul it at any convenient time. However, 
many interviewees simply seemed vague about their fishing plans and may have planned 
vaguely. 

Besides those fishermen who were unable to report any specific time of starting hauling 
and those whose reports spanned across two or more of the arbitrary time brackets 
recognized here, a very few reported beginning hauling at two discrete times during the 
day. One captain of an over 65 fter reported dropping onto his halibut gear at either 
daylight or 1100; one interviewee who ran a 45-65 fter reported beginning to haul cod 
gear at either about 0400 or about 2200; and one fisherman with a 35-45 ft boat 
reported dropping onto his cod gear either between 0400 and 0600 or at about 1800. 
Presumably, these fishermen found some virtue in beginning hauling in late morning or 
in the evening, rather than at daylight, but only under particular circumstances. 

Soak Time 

The soak time of the first hook set and hauled was usually quite short: about 3 hours in 
many cases (Tables 11.7 to 11.10). For a fisherman who ran a moderate amount of gear, 
such as 20 tubs, this was little more than the minimum time required to set all of his 
strings and then drop onto the first one. Fishermen working smaller boats tended to 
report shorter first-hook soak times, perhaps because with less gear to handle they 
were able to set it in less time. These short soak times were consistent with the 
widespread belief that gadoid fish bite as the gear is being set or hauled and not when it is 
on the bottom. Many fishermen thus think that the soak time has no effect on catch rates 
of these species, except in as much as longer soaks give more time for benthic 
scavengers to clean the bait off the hooks (and thus reduce potential catches during 
hauling) or to attack already-hooked fish98 . Short soak times have long been normal in 

98: Recent Norwegian research using underwater television (Fern" st al. 1986; L"kkeborg s t 
al. 1989) has shown . that gadoids will take baited hooks while the gear is on the bottom but that 
work used Lofoten-style gear, with the ground line supported a little above the seabed. 
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gadoid longlining in the Northwest Atlantic (Wallace 1955; Templeman and Fleming 
1956). 

Short sets were particularly predominant in hake fishing: the average soak time of the 
first hook in primarily-hake-directed fishing patterns was about 3.3 hours, while the 
median was about 3.5 hours99 and some interviewees reported very short soaks indeed 
(Table 11.9). Indeed, the only hake fishery that saw first-hook soak times of more than 
about 4 hours was the one in the Bay of Fundy where some fishermen set on or shortly 
after one slack and haul on the next one. (Other interviewees in that area reported much 
shorter soaks. They presumably set while the tide was running.) These short soak times 
in hake fishing were necessitated by the high densities of scavengers, principally hagfish 
and amphipods, on the muddy hake grounds, which scavengers will eat both the bait and 
the catch off the hooks if the gear is left too long. In the Bay of Fundy these animals may 
be much less active when the tides are running, allowing longline gear to be left from 
one slack water to the next, or perhaps they are rather less prevalent there than they 
are on other hake grounds. 

Although first-hook soak times in the primarily-haddock fisheries were typically little 
longer than those in the hake fisheries (average about 5.4 hours; median about 3.5 
hours), a few interviewees with under 45 ft boats reported much longer soaks, of 9 to 
24 hours (Table 11.8). No interviewees reported soak times of 7 or 8 hours in haddock 
fishing. Excluding all those of over 6 hours reduced the average soak time to about 3.3 
hours; identical to that in hake fishing. Thus, haddock fishing seems usually to involve 
much the same soak times as hake fishing, while a few fishermen soak their gear for 
much longer. At least some of these long soaks were made by fishermen who mixed 
long lining with fishing of other types of gear and thus may have been compelled to use 
sub-optimal soak times. 

Primarily-cod-directed fishing used similar typical first-hook soak times to those used 
in the haddock fisheries (average about 5.5 hours; median about 3.5 hours: Table 11.7). 
As in haddocking, there were a small number of very long soak times reported. Unlike 
the primarily-haddock-directed fishing patterns, however, there were several cod
directed ones with intermediate reported soak times of 7 to 10 hours. While some 
fishing patterns with these intermediate soak times were reported by fishermen with 
under 45 ft boats, these were also the typical soak times of the over 65 ft boats pursuing 
Grand Banks cod. 

Halibut fishing (especially from under 35 ft boats) sometimes involved very long soak 
times, though typical primarily-halibut-directed strategies involved the same short 
soaks as were reported in fishing for other species (average about 12.0 hours; median 
about 3.5 hours: Table 11.10). Some interviewees certainly believed that long soaks 
gave better halibut catch rates but the reported behaviours of the entire interview 
sample suggest rather that long soaks are simply a viable option with halibut (as they 
would not be with the gadoids) and some fishermen chose to exercise this option when it 
suited other aspects of their operations. 

The few long line fishermen interviewed in Lunenburg County reported much longer soak 
times than those typically used in other areas, in keeping with the later times at which 
they began hauling. Of the eight reports received in that county, four were for 24 hour 

99: These average and median soak time figures, and those that follow, were calculated from 
the tabulated results. The raw data are of too poor a quality for there to be any virtue in trying 
to take averages from them directly. 
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soaks and only one was for a soak of less than 8 hours. These few fishermen accounted for 
1 of the 3 reports of soaks of more than 12 hours in primarily-haddock fishing and 3 of 
the 9 such reports in cod-directed fishing, besides 2 of 27 in halibuting. Of the 
remaining reports of soak times in excess of 12 hours, most (22) were made by 
interviewees resident in Guysborough or Halifax Counties. Eight others were by 
fishermen in the Bay of Fundy, two by South Shore interviewees and the last by a Cape 
Breton halibut fisherman. 

Setting Time 

Two very different strategies can be seen in the reported setting times. Almost all of the 
fishing patterns reported by interviewees with small boats, as well as a substantial 
proportion of those pursued on larger boats, involved setting in the early morning 
hours, between midnight and daylight (Tables 11.11 to 11.16). This was known to many 
fishermen as a "morning set". Most of the remaining fishing patterns involved "night 
sets", where the gear was set at some time between dusk and midnight. 

Morning sets were typically made a few hours before daylight to allow for the usual 
short soak time before dropping on to the gear at around the time of sunrise. While they 
are not distinguished in the tables, however, some interviewees did report setting at 
daylight itself or even a little after. Taking "morning sets" as equivalent to any setting 
time between midnight and 0600, plus any that were reported as being synchronized to 
the time of sunrise (Table 11.11), such sets were used in 82% of fishing patterns 
pursued on under 35 ft boats, 55% of those on 35-45 ft boats, 45% on 45-65 fters and 
61 % on over 65 ft boats. They accounted for 63% of primarily-halibut-directed 
patterns, 69% of those primarily-cod directed, 62% of those directed for primarily
haddock and 75% of those directed primarily for hake. Thus, morning sets were the 
norm in the longline fisheries. 

Night sets, however, predominated in primarily-cod fishing by over 65 ft boats (Table 
11.14) and were of some importance (more than 10% and up to 33% of reports) in 
fishing patterns pursued aboard 35-45 ft and 45-65 ft boats that were targeted on each 
of the primary species. The night sets made aboard the largest boats appear to be 
adaptations to Grand Banks cod fishing. They were accompanied by the long soak times 
noted above but by a more-typical start of hauling at daylight. The captains of these same 
boats did not report making night sets when fishing for other species and it is not clear 
why that time of setting should be optimal for the big cod of Grand Bank. 

Setting during the day (0600 to 1800) was principally a practice of small-boat 
fishermen and was always rarely reported. It was only significant in halibut fishing 
(38% of reports of such fishing on under 35 ft boats) and may relate more to the 
convenience of day work and the long soak times often adopted when halibuting on the 
inside grounds (see above). The Lunenburg County fishermen, however, tended to prefer 
day-time sets. When cod fishing on under 35 ft boats, only one of them reported making 
"early morning" sets while other reports were of setting at 0630-0700, 1200 and 
1400-1500. The captain of one of the two longline-active 35-45 fters in that county 
which were covered by the survey made morning sets for cod but set at about 1300 for 
either haddock or halibut. One local fisherman with an under 35 fter set at noon when 
halibuting. These day-time sets allowed the very long soak times preferred in Lunenburg 
County (see above) when hauling began at the normal daylight time. 
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Tide-synchronized setting was almost exclusively a Bay of Fundy practice, only the one 
interviewee outside that area reporting such setting. Interestingly, fewer interviewees 
reported setting on slack water than reported hauling at such times. Some presumably 
felt able to set while the tide was running even though they could not haul then. 

Verbal Comments on Setting, Hauling and Soak Times 

The interviewees provided some elaboration of their reports of fishing times. These often 
reflected their opinions about fish behaviour: 

Cod bite better on a slack tide. 
Fish bite on the turn of the tide. 
Fish don't bite in daylight in most areas. 
Fish feed as the gear is set or hauled, not when it is on the bottom. The 

trawl goes down slowly (you can see it on the sounder, in deep water it 
takes an hour and a half to reach the bottom). You can haul it back 
immediately and have a fish on every hook. 

Set as it is growing dark for haddock because then you can catch them as 
they settle to the bottom. 

The best time for haddock is as the sun rises. Start to haul just before so 
that most of the trawl is hauled at the best time. 

Fish don't bite in daylight except in deepwater near the Northeast Peak 
and there are too many gillnets there now. 

Set by day on soft bottom to avoid the sand fleas. 
On Quero, you will take too many skate if you set in the day. 
If you haul three hours after setting, there won't be any fish and the bait 

will still be on the hooks (Bay of Fundy cod and haddock fisherman). 
Get good sets if you set only one or two hours before hauling. The fish bite 

while the gear is hauled. If you leave it down, the baits get knocked off 
and there is no catch. But you have to set early to reserve your place. 
Then sometimes you find that the fish have moved before you haul 
(Bay of Fundy fisherman, constrained to haul at slack water). 

You often find more halibut, and more lively ones, on the last tub of gear 
hauled. That shows they are still biting after many hours. 

Halibut take the hook quickly. 
Delay hauling until after daylight. That gives better catches of halibut. 
Best to soak the gear more than six hours for halibut, but you have to 

start hauling before then. 
I have left a halibut set for 11 days. Took 3300 Ib, all alive. 
It is no good to set for halibut after 1500. 
Halibut don't bite at night. 
In the deepwater canyons, you have to set after daylight to avoid the 

sandfleas. 
In deepwater halibut fishing, you only need to soak the gear for 2 or 3 

hours. Bait gets eaten off the hooks if you leave it too long. 

Many of these opinions are mutually contradictory, possibly suggesting spatial- or 
temporal-variations in fish behaviour. However, apart from echo sounders (which 
themselves require sometimes questionable interpretation of the echograms), the 
fishermen have only a single, rather crude source of data on fish behaviour: their catch 
rate. With that, it is essentially impossible to distinguish between the many factors that 
may induce a fish to bite. More seriously still, the fishermen have little understanding 
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of stochastic processes and no capability for statistical analysis. Thus, they are reduced 
to remembering single prominent events when a particular action on their part was 
followed by a remarkably high (or low) catch. It is not surprizing that many of them 
come to hold firm beliefs about improbable behavioural phenomena. 

A further set of comments related to purely human/technical matters: 

It takes about an hour to set the gear. 

It takes 30 minutes per tub to haul. 
Takes half an hour per tub to haul. 
It takes 10 hours to haul 20 tubs. 
It takes 15 to 18 hours to haul 30 tubs. 
Takes 10 or 11 hours to haul 20 tubs. 
Takes about 12 hours to haul 32 tubs. The crew usually works 18 hours 

per day when fishing. Sometimes they do 24. 
Can handle three tubs per hour. Set an amount each day to suit the 

weather; 30 tubs is good [Le. 10 hours hauling]. 
Three tubs per hour or 30 tubs in 12 hours is about the limit. Even that 

is weather dependent. 
It takes 20 hours per day to set, haul and bait 25 or 30 tubs with five 

men working. 
Working 20 tubs with two men takes more than 24 hours per trip. 
It takes four hours to set the gear and 14 to hauJ1 00. 

In the winter, take two hours to set, have a meal and then start hauling 
(Shelburne County haddock fisherman). 

Make "night sets", setting the gear immediately after hauling. [This is a 
different meaning to the term "night set" than is commonly used and 
corresponds more to an "overnight soak".] 

Pick a time to start hauling so that the work is done before dark, if you 
can. If the first hook soaks 5 hours, the last will soak 16 hours. 

Start hauling just before slack water (Bay of Fundy fisherman). 

Set on the ebb and haul on the flood when on Georges edge. 
Fishing Georges, leave early to make the 10-hour steam and be on the 

grounds for the normal setting time. 
Sometimes you get to the ground you planned to fish and find other boats 

already there. Have to steam on or get delayed and set later. Other 
times, you hear on the radio and go for a closer ground than you 
planned. That way, you set and haul earlier. 

I like to see the bait come up on the hooks. It confirms that the gear was 
fishing. 

Bait type affects soak time. 
Sand fleas take the bait from lobster traps and from hooks set on soft 

bottom. That is not a problem on hard bottom. Along the shore, even 

100: Templeman and Fleming (1956) similarly noted that hauling was a protracted process, 
each 12-line tub taking an hour by their estimate. Modern haulers have only increased the speed 
a little, apparently to about 18 or 20 "lines· per hour. 
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over distances of about 10 miles, some places are badly affected and 
others are not. 

Start hauling late in the morning, after clearing the gillnets. 

Set three tubs of halibut gear amongst the fine gear. If catch any halibut, 
set a few strings of halibut gear and leave them for two or three days 
before hauling. 

A few boats do lots of quick sets, 4 tubs per tide. Let the gear soak for 2 to 
3 hours, then haul and repeat, making 3 or 4 sets per day (Shelburne 
County). 

You can shoot tub gear at 8 or 9 knots. Drum gear and Autoline you shoot 
at 2 or 3 knots. 

Set at night so you don't catch gulls on the line. One or two gulls will float 
a line 101 . 

Spend 24 hours away from the wharf. Then four hours for sleep. Then 
bait and away again. You only get to sleep properly when in port for a 
storm. 

You only get four hours sleep per day when running 40 tubs. 
You get about four hours sleep. Otherwise just set and haul. You have to 

work that hard to cover the costs with a big boat. 
The men who work Georges live in a state of exhaustion all summer. They 

never get enough sleep; four hours per night is normal. 
Used to be able to stop for meals. Now only stop at mid-day if everything 

is on track. Otherwise everyone aboard gets to choose between sleeping 
and eating. We are all exhausted until October. 

Set enough gear to give an 18 hour working day. If the quotas [Le. trip 
limits] are higher, take more men and work more gear but keep the 
same length of day. 

Yet another group of the interviewees' comments dealt with the effects of declining 
resources on their diel fishing cycles: 

Used to make "day sets" for haddock, where you would set and haul in the 
same day. There aren't any left now so only do night sets (New 
Brunswick fisherman). 

With haddock gear, used to set an hour and a half before slack water and 
haul on the slack (Digby Neck fisherman who now works only halibut 
gear). 

Years ago, you could haul back after 25 minutes and get lots of fish. 
Used to set an hour before daylight. Now find it doesn't make any 

difference. 

101: This problem was not raised by other interviewees, perhaps because a variety of other 
factors cause them to set at night anyway. Elsewhere in the world, where long line fishermen 
sometimes wish to set during the day, seabirds can be a significant problem. Not only can the 
birds markedly reduce the catch rate, by stealing the baits, but the resulting destruction of 
drowned birds can lead to conservation-oriented restrictions on the fishery. Thus, New Zealand 
long line fishermen have had to adopt bird-scaring methods to discourage albatrosses from 
taking their hooks (Anon. 1993). 
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Variations in Times 

Even those interviewees who reported well-defined setting, hauling and/or soak times 
often noted that these times were variable. Some of these variations were believed by the 
interviewees to be, in whole or in part, adaptations to variations in fish behaviour: 

Do a morning set for cod in the places where that gives a better catch 
(captain of over 65 fter who reported night sets for cod). 

Sometimes do a morning set for cod (captain of over 65 fter who reported 
night sets for cod). 

The soak time is fixed by the time needed to set the gear. Vary the setting 
time by when the fish will bite; about 0300 is good for halibut 
(captain of over 65 fter). 

In the spring, fish take longer to bite. Set fine gear at 10 in the morning 
and leave until breaking daylight the next day. Otherwise set it around 
6 and haul after three hours. If you set halibut gear with the fine 
gear, it has to be set and hauled at the same times (under 35 fter, 
Eastern Shore). 

Do "long sets" (all night) for cod in 4X, on Georges and in 3NO. For hake, 
set a couple of hours before daylight and haul at daylight (45-65 
fter). 

Set in the evening in The Gully [Northeast Channel], later on Georges and 
at dawn when halibuting. Soak the gear for 5 to 7 hours for cod (35-
45 fter, South Shore). 

In deep water, set at any time. North of Georges, set when the tide is 
running to the south east (35-45 fter, South Shore). 

Set and haul at any time. But best to set when coming daylight and best to 
set on the slack. With fine gear, you could haul back immediately but 
it is better to leave it for a bit. Halibuting, it is best to leave the gear 
for at least 4 or 5 hours (45-65 fter). 

Set at about daylight for halibut, in the day for cod on soft bottom but at 
night for cod on hard bottom (35-45 fter, South Shore) . 

In haddock and cod fishing, you have to vary the set and haul times to 
match the time of day when the fish are on bottom. 

When you are working fine gear close in, you can set the evening before 
(35-45 fter, Eastern Shore; usually makes morning sets). 

For halibut, set when it is growing daylight or as late as 2 in the 
afternoon. To the westward, you sometimes have to work tides (35-
45 fter, South Shore). 

Halibut will look at the bait for hours before biting but you must haul 
quickly if there are dogfish about (35-45 fter, Bay of Fundy). 

For halibut, the bait must be in the water for over two hours before they 
will bite (under 35 fter, Eastern Shore). 

Usually soak gear overnight for halibut. Usually haul cod gear at the end 
of the day that it was set (under 35 fter, Bay of Fundy). 

Try to fish the turn of the tide. Fish bite then (35-45 fter, South Shore). 
Fish feed at the turn of the tide. Set with the tide and haul after it turns 

(35-45 fter, South Shore). 
Sometimes you must wait for the turn of the tide (35-45 fter, South 

Shore). 
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Try to set it over two tides, from one day to the next (under 35 fter, Bay 
of Fundy). 

Others were primarily technical adaptations to suit different grounds or fishing 
conditions: 

Times vary if you re-set straight after hauling or if you arrive on the 
grounds late (45-65 fter). 

On the second day of a trip, set whenever you are done hauling (35-45 
fter, South Shore). 

Times vary. On Browns, you set in the 9vening. On Georges, set almost at 
daylight. In the canyons, you set after daylight to avoid the sand fleas. 

On Georges edge, you fish tides. In deepwater, set at dusk. Haul at 3 or 4 in 
the morning (35-45 fter, South Shore). 

Make shorter sets when fishing on mud bottom in The [Bras D'Or] Lake. 
Times vary. Work tides along the edge; set when growing dark in deep 

water; etc. (45-65 fter). 

Times depend on tides. Try for slack water (under 35 fter, South Shore). 
Set whenever you are finished baiting but aim for the last of the flood tide. 

Then leave it overnight and haul on a slack tide the next day (under 35 
fter, Bay of Fundy). 

It is best to set on slack water in the morning. Work around that if the 
tides are at other times. You can set when the tide is running (35-45 
fter, Bay of Fundy). 

Change times to suit the weather (45-65 fter). 
Fit to the weather but try to haul during daylight (45-65 fter). 
If it is blowing, wait for daylight before hauling (35-45 fter, Eastern 

Shore). 
Vary to avoid bad weather: set late or set early so can haul early (under 

35 fter, Eastern Shore). 
Depends on the weather and the time of leaving harbour (35-45 fter, 

Eastern Shore). 
Depends on the weather, tides etc. (35-45 fter, South Shore). 
Weather conditions ... tide times (two 35-45 fters, Bay of Fundy). 
Have to haul sooner if the weather breezes up (under 35 fter, Cape 

Breton). 
Haul at night if there is a bad weather forecast (35-45 fter, South 

Shore) . 
Haul earlier if bad weather is forecast (35-45 fter, South Shore). 
Shorter soak times if the weather is bad (under 35 fter, Cape Breton). 
May have to shorten the soak time if the weather turns bad (under 35 

fter, Cape Breton). 
Hauling time depends on the weather forecast and other things (under 35 

fter, Cape Breton). 
Soak time depends on the weather. Haul sooner if bad weather is coming 

(under 35 fter, Cape Breton). 
In the fall, you have to alter times to suit the weather (under 35 fter, 

Cape Breton). 

In the summer, usually set in the evening and haul the next morning 
(under 35 fter, Cape Breton). 
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Use shorter soak times in the summer; about an hour (under 35 fter, 
Cape Breton). 

Leave the wharf at one in the morning early in the season. As the nights 
get longer, leave later; 2:30 by the end of the season. It takes about 3 
hours to reach the grounds. Set when I get there (35-45 fter, Cape 
Breton) . 

Set as early as one in the morning in summer but later as daylight gets 
later. Sometimes do "night sets", setting at one or two in the afternoon 
and leaving the gear all night (under 35 fter, Cape Breton). 

Leave the gear for an hour in the fall but 3 hours in the summer. In the 
spring, set in the evening and haul next day. Sometimes have to set 
earlier to get a place on the grounds (under 35 fter, Cape Breton). 

In summer, set earlier so you will have more hours of daylight for 
hauling. That lets you run more gear (35-45 fter, South Shore). 

Used to do night sets when the weather was good (under 35 fter, Cape 
Breton) . 

Sometimes make a night set, setting at 5 in the afternoon and hauling at 
daylight (under 35 fter, Cape Breton). 

Sometimes leave the gear overnight. This is a "flying set" (under 35 fter, 
Eastern Shore). [A "flying set" was the term used in the old schooner 
fishery when the schooner dropped her dories while under sail, 
rather than when at anchor. This interviewee seems to have adopted 
the term for what most others called a "night set".] 

Sometimes do a night set, from evening to daylight next morning. Only 
soak the gear for an hour if there are dogfish about but leave it for two 
hours or more if there are none (under 35 fter, Cape Breton). 

Sometimes do a night set, setting in the evening and hauling in the 
morning, if the dogfish are not too thick (under 35 fter, Eastern 
Shore). 

Set shack gear as soon as you arrive on the best, or best available, spot. 
Make one set per day and fish for enough days to take the quota [Le. 
trip limit] (35-45 fter, Eastern Shore). 

Leave port at midnight and set whenever you reach the grounds (under 35 
fter, Cape Breton). 

Setting time depends on the time that you leave shore and the steaming 
time to the grounds (under 35 fter, Eastern Shore). 

Set whenever you arrive on the grounds. It can be morning or at night. 
Often it is around 8 in the evening (under 35 ft, Cape Breton). 

Set later if you are going to a more distant ground (under 35 fter, Cape 
Breton). 

Setting time depends on the arrival time on the grounds. Have to be back 
in by 5 in the afternoon to sell the fish (under 35 fter, South Shore). 

Setting time depends on the time that you reach the grounds (under 35 
fter, South Shore). 

Depends on time of leaving the wharf, on the weather etc. (under 35 fter, 
South Shore). 

Try to set at least some gear in the evening so you can start to haul at 
daylight. You can set more when it is coming daylight. But if there are 
lots of boats around, you must set whenever you can (35-45 fter, 
South Shore). 
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Best time to set is an hour before daylight. Sometimes you are forced to 
set at other times (35-45 fter, Cape Breton). 

You have to set whenever you can to reserve your berth on the grounds 
(35-45 fter, South Shore). 

You have to get ahead of other fishermen (under 35 fter, Cape Breton). 

Sometimes leave the gear set and haul it on the next trip (35-45 fter, 
South Shore). 

In the spring, set in the middle of the day and haul next day. Work two sets 
of gear, setting one and hauling the other each day (under 35 fter, 
Cape Breton). 

Haul the gear and set it back out immediately. Sometimes leave it for more 
than one night (under 35 fter, Eastern Shore). 

Sometimes leave halibut gear until the next trip (under 35 fter, Eastern 
Shore). 

May leave the gear an extra day. It depends on what other fishing is going 
on. When working fine gear, only leave it for an hour or two (under 
35 fter, Eastern Shore). 

All times vary to suit other fishing; if busy with bait nets, for example 
(under 35 fter, Eastern Shore). 

Leave the gear longer if the jigging is good. Sometimes leave halibut gear 
overnight; that is a "night set" (under 35 fter, Eastern Shore). 

May not haul until late morning if busy jigging (under 35 fter, Eastern 
Shore). 

Haul the halibut gear whenever all the other work is done (under 35 fter, 
Eastern Shore). 

Sometimes make a "quick set" with a soak time of about an hour (under 
35 fter, Bay of Fundy). 

Still others were dictated by the catch rates obtained: 

If the fishing is very good, may haul the gear and set it again immediately 
(captain of over 65 fter). 

If you set before dark, start to haul 6 hours later. If you set early in the 
morning, haul 3 hours later if there are lots of fish. Give it a longer 
soak if the fishing is poor. 

If the catch was OK, re-bait on board, set again immediately and leave the 
gear overnight. Otherwise bring the gear home between fishing days 
(under 35 fter, South Shore). 

In the extreme, some fishing practices did not allow for any particular setting or hauling 
times: 

Set and haul 24 hours a day. The reported times are the best on average. 
Use shorter soaks on soft bottom (usual halibut bottom) and long ones 
on hard bottom (usual cod bottom). Everything changes with the 
seasons (captain of over 65 fter). 

Keep on hauling, baiting and setting as long as the bait lasts (45-65 
fter). 

Usually set each string after hauling it, working round the clock (35-45 
fter, South Shore). 
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Discussion 

Only one definite statement of the setting and/or hauling times used in the modern 
northwest Atlantic longline fisheries seems to have been previously recorded in the 
scientific literature. That is Marcotte's (1966) report of the practices followed in 
Quebec thirty years ago. He stated that the fishermen did not think that the time of 
setting was of much importance, particularly in deep water, but that they set after 
sunset (between 2000 and 2200) when fishing in shallower areas. They began to haul 
their gear at dawn, finding that leaving it too long would risk the catch being eaten by 
scavengers. This diel pattern involved the same time of starting hauling as most modern 
Scotia-Fundy longline fishermen used but the latter set much later and thus had shorter 
soak times. 
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12 GROUNDFISH GILLNETTING, JIGGING AND HANDLINING, 
BAIT NETTING AND SWORDFISH HARPOONING 

BY LONGLINE FISHERMEN 

General Introduction 

As noted above (Section 10), even when longline fishermen used multiple types of 
fishing gears in the same seasons, those gears were not generally used on longline trips. 
Apart from a single incidence of mixed lobstering and halibut long lining, the only 
reported exceptions to this general rule concerned groundfish gillnetting, jigging and 
handlining, netting for bait species (herring and mackerel) and harpooning for 
swordfish. To many small-boat fishermen, these types of fishing or some subset of them, 
when combined with longlining formed a coordinated finfish fishery. Although the survey 
only examined the longlining part of this complex, several questions were included in the 
questionnaire that allow some exploration of its other facets. These addressed: the other 
fishing licences and licence designations held by the longline licensee, the activity status 
of those licences and designations in 1990, the technical details of any groundfish 
gillnets set during longline trips, and details of any groundfish jigging or handline gear 
used. Many of the interviewees offered extensive extra information. All of these data on 
groundfish, bait and swordfish fishing are examined in this Section. 

Available Data 

In 1990, groundfish gillnetting and auto jigging required specific designations on a 
fisherman's groundfish licence (or, for some gillnetters, a special permit that was 
distinct from their licence). Swordfish harpooning and bait netting required separate 
licences. For each of these types of fishing, data were gathered during the interviews on 
whether the licensee (whether active or inactive in longlining) held the appropriate 
licence, designation or permit and whether or not they had fished under that 
authorization in 1990. The herring and mackerel licences were recorded as being for 
bait fishing only (Le. the licence did not permit the sale of the catch) if the interviewee 
offered that information, but it was not systematically requested during the interviews. 
These data probably contain many errors, some stemming from deliberate claims of 
activity in fisheries in which the interviewee had not participated (motivated by the 
common concern that DFO may not renew an inactive licence), while others may have 
arisen from honest memory lapses (some fishermen being unsure what licences they 
held) or confusion caused by the licensing complexities. 

Manual jigging and handlining, in contrast, could be pursued in 1990 under any 
groundfish licence without a specific designation 102. Thus, no data on participation in 
these types of fishing was gathered during the section of the interviews that addressed 
licensing matters. Instead, all questions about jigging and handlining were placed after 
those concerning longline gear and thus were only asked of fishermen who were active in 
groundfish longlining in 1990. 

102: A regulatory change in 1991 altered this general authorization. 
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For jigging and handlining (which were not distinguished in the questionnaire), the 
longline-active interviewees were asked whether they fished by these methods on 
longline trips and whether they made specific jigging or hand lining trips. If they did 
either, they were asked what equipment (if any) they used for hauling the lines and 
details of their jigs and handline gear were requested. Much discursive information on 
these types of fishing was also gathered. 

For groundfish gill netting, following a change in the questionnaire (after the first few 
interviews had been completed; see Section 2 above), longline-active interviewees who 
had declared that they had an active gillnetting designation or permit were asked whether 
they netted on longline trips or on distinct netting trips. They were also asked for the 
number, length, depth and mesh size of the nets set. 

No similar technological information was requested on swordfish harpooning or bait 
netting, though some anecdotal information was gathered. 

It should be stressed that some of these data only relate to the netting, jigging and 
harpooning activities of longline-licensed, and often of only longline-active, fishermen. 
This Section cannot offer full comprehensive descriptions of these other fixed-gear 
fisheries. This is a particular concern with respect to the manual jigging and handline 
fisheries since no licensing data are available to show how representative, or otherwise, 
the survey interview sample was of activity in those fisheries. It is at least clear that 
there are considerable numbers of fishermen whose only groundfish fishing is hand 
jigging and/or handlining, only some of whom have longline licences. 

Jigging and Handlinlng 

Introduction 
Several rather different kinds of fishing are commonly combined under the -handlining" 
label, even if handlining for pelagics (e.g. mackerel) and squid jigging are ignored. Auto 
jigging, in which an electrically-driven machine jigs with minimal human 
intervention, is a specialized fishery that usually requires that a fisherman dedicate a 
season, or at least specific trips, to this technique. Quite large boats, of the 45-65 ft 
class, can auto jig profitably if suitable fish resources are available, although the gear 
can equally be used on any smaller boat that has sufficient electrical generating or 
battery capacity. 

In contrast, hand jigging (without bait) can be pursued as a principal fishery on small 
boats, on dedicated jigging trips on small or medium-sized boats that usually engage in 
more large-scale types of fishing, or as a supplement to other kinds of fishing on any 
type of boat. In the latter role, jigging is usually reserved for times when the boat is 
drifting and no other work is being done. In this setting, the jigging can range from being 
essential to the profitability of the overall trip, through being an entertaining way to 
fill time while also adding to the value of the catch, to essentially being sport fishing 
designed to take a few cod for personal consumption. 

Handlining, as most Nova Scotian fishermen would understand the term (though New 
Brunswick usage appears different), involves baiting the hooks and (usually) using both 
different gear and different fishing tactics from those employed in hand jigging. 
Handlining too can be anything from a principal fishery to a sport fishery. Hand jigging 
and baited handlining can be combined, even to the extent of fastening baited hooks to the 
same line as the jig, but in most settings they are seen as different methods of fishing, 
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suited to different resources and situations. Each of these three types of fishing are 
examined here but they should not be confused, one with another. 

In comparison to longlining, jigging is highly selective for large cod and pollock. Few 
other species are attracted to the moving, shiny weight. Haddock, in particular, are not 
inclined to bite at jigs. Furthermore, jig-vulnerable and longline-vulnerable cod are 
apparently different fish, at least over short time scales. This is partly because jigging 
is not practical in deep water, nor is longlining usually viable on the shoals, so these two 
fishing methods are normally separated in space. Jigging also takes fish that are inclined 
to snap at objects moving in midwater whereas longlining may take those that choose to 
pick up pieces of bait lying on the bottom (though many fishermen believe that fish take 
the longline baits only as the gear is sinking through the water). It may well be that a 
cod with one inclination, on a particular day, would have only a limited interest in the 
other activity. The rates of interchange between the jig-vulnerable and longline
vulnerable groups are unknown, however, and may well be rapid. 

In contrast, baited handlines seem to take much the same mix of species as does 
groundfish longlining, though the handliners presumably seek individually-valuable 
fish (e.g. halibut or large cod) and have little interest in the "ping-pong" haddock which 
some longliners catch. 

It should also be noted that hand jigging and baited handlining offer more scope for 
individual creativity than longlining usually does. Many a "handline" fishermen has a 
collection of gear of such variety as not be out-done by the contents of a fly-fisherman's 
tackle box. The intricacies of the tactics by which a selection of this gear may be offered 
to an individual bunch of fish far exceed the range of variation possible in the 
deployment of longlines, constrained as that process is by the practicalities of boat 
handling and the linearity of the gear. 

Occurrence of Jigging and Handllnlng 
Most longline-active fishermen did at least some jigging or handlining (Table 12.1). 
None was reported by the captains of the over 65 ft boats, though their crews may 
nevertheless have jigged on occasion. The captains might well not have reported such 
fishing since they would probably have considered it to be · the crew's entertainment 
rather than commercial fishing. Among the other boat-size classes, only for 21% of the 
45-65 fters, 34% of the 35-45 fters and 11% of the under 35 ft boats did the 
interviewees report no jigging or handlining at all in 1990. Among the under 35 ft 
class, too few interviewees reported that they did no jigging or handlining for any 
geographic trend in this behaviour to be evident. Among the captains with boats in the 
35-45 ft class, however, there was a relative lack of jigging and handlining in Queens 
and Shelburne counties, where only 53% of the long line-active interviewees with boats 
in this class reported such fishing. These fishermen had the richest longline resources 
in the Region available to them and they may therefore have had heavier labour in 
hauling their longlines while feeling less economic pressure to supplement their income 
by jigging. Excluding these counties, only 22% of longline-active interviewees with 
35-45 ft boats reported a lack of jigging and handlining. 

Jigging and/or Handlining on Longline Trips: About half of all longline-active 
interviewees with under 65 ft boats reported jigging or handlining on at least some 
longline trips (45-65 fters: 43%; 35-45 fters: 44%; under 35 fters: 73%). 
However, most of these fishermen said that they did so only rarely and only about a 
quarter of the group regularly jigged and/or handlined while on longline trips (45-65 
fters: 21%; 35-45 fters: 20%; under 35 fters: 51%). 
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Jigging and/or handlining on longline trips was particularly common in Cape Breton and 
on the Eastern Shore, whereas it was relatively unusual amongst fishermen with boats 
in the 35-45 ft class in Queens and Shelburne Counties and was almost unknown among 
the few interviewees in New Brunswick. Interestingly, the Digby Neck fishermen quite 
often jigged and/or handlined on their longline trips, suggesting that the lack of reports 
from New Brunswick may be a sampling artifact rather than an adaptation to the Bay of 
Fundy environment. 

In all areas and for all boat-size classes, about half of those who reported jigging and/or 
handlining on long line trips reported doing so regularly. This may be a meaningful 
statistic but it seems more likely to be a matter of perception: a fisherman will often 
think that he does "little" such fishing if he does less than the median amount done by his 
neighbours. 

Many interviewees expressed their reasons for resorting to jigs and/or handlines on 
longline trips or the circumstances under which they did so. Among the 45-65 ft class, 
jigging was usually a recreational activity, though doubtless sometimes a profitable one: 

Jig as a break from longlining. 
Jig on St.Pierre Bank. In the evening, once the gear is set. 
When you have time. 
Once in a while for fun. 

It also has more practical uses: 

If you arrive on the grounds too late in the day to set. Or just to try for 
fish for a couple of days at the start of a trip. 

On the smaller boats, jigging and hand lining on longlining trips were largely ancillary 
activities to be fitted in after the longline gear was set and before the long labour of 
hauling it back began 103. In richer areas, this jigging was largely for pleasure but to 
the eastward, where catch rates were very poor in 1990 (see Section 13 below), the 
extra earnings that it offered could be essential to economic survival: 

Jig once the gear is set. 
If there is time; which means if the fish are bad. 
Jig now and again. 
When the gear is set. 
While waiting to haul back. 
Jig once the gear is set. 
After the gear is set. 
If there is nothing on longline or in the nets, try jigging. You have to fish 

hard to make a living! 
Sometimes jig to pass the time on long trips. 
When the gear is setting [Le. when it is set]. 
Once the gear is set. 
Sometimes jig to pass the time on a longline trip. 
Jig a bit on a fine day, if there is time. 
Jig on a fine day once the gear is set, if you are fishing in shoal water. 

103: Strange (1981) similarly noted that Scottish fishermen handlined once their 'small lines' 
(a form of small-boat longlines) were set. 
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Jig for a couple of hours after the gear is set. 
Once the gear is set, if the weather is good. 
Jig for a couple of hours while the gear is down. 
To pass the time or if you see a bunch of pollock on the sounder. 
Jig for 2 or 3 hours once the longline is set. 
Jig to use up time. 
Jig while the gear is down in summer. 
To pass the time or if you see fish on the sounder. 
Play around with a jig while the gear is laying. 
When there is time. When laying on the trawl. It gives you something to 

do. 

There was a particular stress on this practice when small-boat halibuting, presumably 
because the long soak times in that fishery (see Section 11) gave more opportunity for 
an afternoon's handlining and, perhaps, because large halibut offer a very rich, if very 
occasional, catch to the determined hand liner: 

When the halibut gear is soaking and at other times. 
To fill up time while halibuting. 
Jig when halibuting, after the gear is set. 

The reasons for jigging after setting the longlines, besides that being a slow time for 
many longline fisherman, could relate to the space available on board: 

Once your [Iongline] gear is set and the tubs stacked, you have room to 
move on the boat and can jig. 

Jig after the gear is set because, once the tubs are stacked, you have room 
to move around the boat. 

Gear, ice, fish containers and men take up a lot of space on board. 

Jigging and handlining are inefficient, if not actually impossible in deep water. This was 
reflected in some comments: 

Jig if you are in shoal water while the longline is soaking. 
Try with jigs but they are not much use in 50 fathoms of water. 
Inshore, once the gear is set. 
When the trawl is soaking, if you are in shoal water. 
Jig on peaks when the trawl is set. 
When you are fishing near Scaterie Bank, you can take less [Iongline] 

gear and spend most of the time jigging on the shoal. 

As in the larger boats, some small-boat fishermen used jigs in more utilitarian 
ways: 

Try jigging before you set. 
Use the jig to test the ground when halibuting. Also, jig to kill time when 

gillnetting. 
Jig to test for dogfish and in the afternoon when the gear is down. 
Jig to check for dogfish or if dogfish are too bad for longlining. 
Handline to test for dogfish. 
May jig to try for fish. 
To test for fish, to pass the time and so on. 
Jig while you wait for the trawl fish to show. Only risk setting trawl gear 

if someone else is catching. 
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Handline after a blow, if the wind stays up too late to set longline. 
Sometimes on the way in from longlining. 
Try with jig on a fine day. If do good, don't set the trawl at all. 
Look for fish once the main gear is set. 
Jig to kill time. If the fish bite well, keep jigging and leave the trawl be. 
Try jigs if you see fish on the sounder. If the catch is good, go back next 

day on a jigging trip. 

Most of these reports related to primarily-long line trips on which some jigging or 
handlining was done. The reverse strategy was followed by a few fishermen and may have 
influenced the numbers in Table 12.1: 

Mostly jig and just set a little trawl. 

Quantitative data on the relative frequencies of "Iongline with jig" and "jig with 
longline" trips were not gathered. 

Jjggjng and/or Handljnjng on Non-Longljne Trjps: Table 12.1 also shows that half of all 
longline-active interviewees with boats in the 35-45 ft and 45-65 ft classes, along 
with 74% of those with under 35 ft boats, jigged and/or handlined on trips when they 
did not have longline gear aboard. The high frequency of jigging trips on large longline 
boats (though not on the over 65 fters) is particularly notable. Nearly all of these non
longline trips were primarily-jig or primarily-handline trips but some were trips 
dedicated to gillnetting or other types of fishing in which jigging or handlining formed a 
minor supplement, much as it did when longlining. These two types of trips are not 
distinguished in the database. In contrast to the values for fishermen jigging on longline 
trips, which was mostly seen as an occasional practice, the great majority of the 
interviewees who reported jigging or handlining on non-Iongline trips reported doing so 
often (45-65 fters: 100%; 35-45 fters: 72%; under 35 fters: 80%). Presumably 
when circumstances encouraged gearing-up for jigging trips, it was usually worth 
maintaining that strategy for some relatively extended time. 

Jig- or handline-only trips were particularly common to the west of Halifax, in marked 
contrast to the geographic distribution of jigging and handlining on iongline trips (see 
above). Indeed, of the 35-45 fters of the Eastern Shore, 53% of which saw some jigging 
or handlining on longline trips, only 24% saw any jigging or handlining on other trips 
in 1990. In contrast, in Lunenburg, Queens and Shelburne counties, only 29% of the 
boats of this class were used for jigging and/or handlining on longline trips, but 49% 
were used for such fishing on other trips. It is not clear why this should be so. 

The interviewees comments on jigging (and handlining) trips mainly dealt with the 
seasons for such trips and the logic behind that choice of seasons. Among the 45-65 ft 
class, these reasons ranged from the seasonally-better economics of jigging than of 
longlining to the necessity of jigging when regulations block any other kind of fishing: 

Jig mid-May through to early June, mainly in 4Vs. 
Jig when you don't have any permits for anything else. 
Do a few jigging trips. 
Jig for pollock and some cod. On Quero in the spring. 
Jig when the cost and price are better than you would get longlining. 

Usually make one trip each year, early in the season. 
Mostly jig in the June to September period. You get bigger fish with less 

expense than you would longlining. 
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Regulations were little mentioned as an issue for the owners of smaller boats, though the 
seasonal closure of Browns Bank did push two interviewees to jig for a few weeks: 

Jig early in the year before Browns is opened. 
When the bank [Browns] is closed. 

The better economics of jigging and/or handlining, often seen by the fishermen in terms 
of better catch rates, were certainly prime concerns for many interviewees who opted 
for those types of fishing. A few of those with under 45 ft boats mentioned this 
explicitly: 

Even jigging is bad but at least it doesn't need bait (Cape Breton). 
At least jigging, you can't lose more than $30 per day. That is your gas 

bill (Cape Breton). 
Go to Quero [from Shelburne County] to jig for pollock and some cod. 

There is not much money in it with a 44'11" boat but you make more 
than you would by staying home. 

Jig when the fish will take a jig but not a longline hook. The season varies 
but it is usually June and July, when the water is warm (Cape 
Breton). 

Jig when the fish don't take [baited] hooks. 
Jig or longline, whichever is paying at the time. 
If the fishing is good on handlines. 
Jig if there are no longline fish to catch. That happened often in 1990 

(Digby Neck). 
Try jigging when there are no longline fish. 
Jig when there are no longline fish. 
When the fish are too bad for longlining. 
Jig in the summer, from June onwards. Cod don't take longline hooks in 

August (Cape Breton). 
Jig in the shallows when there aren't enough fish for longlining. 
Jig at the times when that is good; depends on time of day and the season. 

July-August and October-November are jigging seasons (Eastern 
Shore). 

Jig mostly in July. For three weeks, the cod are feeding on herring and 
you can jig for them. They won't bite later (Eastern Shore). 

When fish will bite a jig but not trawl [Le. not a baited longline hook]. 
Jig when the right fish are running. 
Sometimes fish that will not take bait will bite a jig. Use jigs then. 
Jigged in 1990 because longline catches were so low. 
It depends on the catch. Try handline if there is nothing on longline. 
Depends what the fish want. 

The main reason for opting to jig, however, is the dogfish problem. Since the current 
high seasonal abundance of these fish is a serious difficulty for longlining (see Section 
13 below) the fishermen must seek ways to avoid them. Dogfish will not usually take an 
unbaited jig, so this gear gives a convenient, cheap and legal way of extracting cod and 
pollock from amongst the dogfish. This problem was cited by many interviewees: 

Jig enough to cover expenses if the dogs are really bad. You can use the 
auto machines to fish with bait [Le. "hand" line by machine] if the 
dogs are a problem (Shelburne County). 

Jig at times. If there are too many dogfish for longlining for example. 
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When dogfish are around. 
Jigging is the main groundfish fishery, once the dogfish move in. 
Jig now and again. No special reason, except that sometimes jig to avoid 

dogfish. 
Jig pollock when dogfish are on the shore: about October-November 

(Eastern Shore). 
Jig if the dogfish strike. 
Six-week jigging season in June and July when the dogfish are bad (South 

Shore). 
Make about one two-week jigging trip to the eastward every spring when 

the dogfish are bad (South Shore). 
Jig in the dogfish season; June and July (South Shore). 
Use jigging machines if the dogfish are very bad. 
Jig early in the season when the dogfish are bad. 
Jig when the dogfish are in. 
Make early season jigging trips when the dogfish are bad (South Shore). 
Jig when the dogfish are in; particularly June and July (South Shore). 
Jig when the dogfish are too bad for longlining. 
Jig when the dogfish are bad. 
Jig when the dogfish are bad. Take haddock, cod and pollock. 
Make jigging trips when the dogfish are too bad for long lining. 
Make jigging trips when the dogfish are bad. 
When the dogfish are bad. 
Use jiggers once the dogfish come. 
If there are too many dogfish. 
Jig early in the season when the dogfish are bad. 
In May and June when there are too many dogfish for longlining (South 

Shore). 
When the dogfish are in. 
Jig if there are dogfish around. Jigs are good for cod if there is bait in the 

water. 
Jig when the dogfish are bad or when you cannot make anything with 

longline. 
Jig if the dogfish are too bad for longline. 

One fisherman gave a more unique reason for turning to jigs: 

Jig when the tides are full so that you cannot set longlines (South Shore). 

Still other comments largely related only to the seasons fished with jig or handline: 

Jigging just before and after the trawl [Iongline] season can be good, if 
the draggers keep off the grounds. Also jig in the lobster season once 
the lobsters thin down. The local lobster buyer takes jigged fish. 
Otherwise I would have to truck them to Antigonish (Cape Breton). 

In May and June only (South Shore). 
Do some jigging early in the year (South Shore). 
Jig before starting longlining (South Shore). 
Jig on off-days during the lobster season and other times like that. 
Summer jigging fishery off Grand Manan. 
Jig for pollock and cod around Grand Manan in the summer. 
Jig when the fish are in shallow water, around July (Cape Breton). 
Used to jig on trips to the eastward; to the shoal water of Quero. Didn't go 

in 1990. 
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Main groundfish fishery is jigging for pollock in the fall (Eastern Shore). 
Jig fishery is year round (Eastern Shore). 
Jig for two or three weeks before the longline season, weather permitting 

(Lunenburg County). 
Jig inshore for bait (Lunenburg County). [By "jigging", this interviewee 

may have meant some form of mackerel fishing. Groundfish jigging 
would not take a species that is commonly used for bait.] 

Occasionally do a jigging trip at the beginning or end of the longline 
season. 

Jig a bit for your own food when lobstering. 
Jig in the summer (Cape Breton). 
Jig in the summer (Cape Breton). 
Jig for three weeks early in the season (Cape Breton). 
Auto jig in May and June, but mostly lobstering then (Cape Breton). 
Make some jigging trips at the start of the season before longlining. 
Jig at odd times when mackerel fishing if there are no mackerel about. 
Jig all summer (Cape Breton). 
Try jigging before lobster season if the ice is gone early (Cape Breton). 
Jig trips in July and August (Eastern Shore). 
Jig on and off through the summer. 
Jig after trawling season. 

As noted above, some fishermen who did not make primarily-jigging trips used jigging 
as a supplement on trips other than longline-trips: 

Jig if there are no fish on long line. Jig when there is time on gillnet 
trips. 

Because of the inadequacies of the database, these interviewees were recorded as 
undertaking "jig/handline on other than longlining" trips, but they were clearly not 
dedicated jig or handline fishermen. 

A few interviewees saw jigging or handlining as their principal fishery, supplemented 
occasionally by longlining: 

Handlining is my main fishery. Sometimes set some longline, other trips 
just handline. 

In short, the interviewees (who, for this part of the data set, were all active longline 
fishermen) almost all saw jigging and/or handlining as an alternative to longlining, to 
be pursued when, for one reason or another, longlining is not a viable option. A few, 
however, were primarily jig or handline fishermen who saw longlining as an occasional 
supplement. 

Choices Between Jigging and Handllnlng 
Of the 158 long line-active interviewees who reported at least some jigging and/or 
handlining, 130 specifically confirmed that they used some form of jig (Table 12.2). 
Eighty-nine of these fishermen also used baited handlines (Table 12.3) while three 
other fishermen, who did not use jigs, reported that they did use baited handlines. Among 
the 89 who reported using both baited and unbaited lines, 40 were fishermen who 
primarily jigged but occasionally put bait on the hooks of their jigs or, more often, on 
those of the "bugs" attached to their jig lines. (See below for an explanation of jigging 
gear.) A further 21 gave no details of their handline gear. Thus, while 130 interviewees 
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reported jigging, at most 52 and perhaps only 31 of them reported using true baited 
handline gear. None of those 52 fished aboard boats of over 45 ft in length. 

This marked dominance of jigging over baited handlining might not be seen in a survey of 
the handline fishery, per se. In the present survey, the interviewees always had the 
option of longlining and, as argued above, they mostly turned to jigging and/or 
handlining when either the prevalence of dogfish or the low availability of fish relative 
to high bait costs made longlining undesirable. Under those circumstances, there would 
be little to gain by exchanging baited longlines with baited handlines. This explanation 
cannot, of course, account for those fishermen who jigged, but did not use baited 
handlines, on longline trips. 

Some interviewees offered comments on this choice between jigging and baited 
handlining: 

Very rarely use baited handlines. There are too many dogs. 
Don't handline with bait because the fish stay on an unbaited hook better. 
Don't use a baited jig very much. Cod prefer the jig itself. 
Jigging and hand lining, you try whatever the fish want. In my 

grandfather's day [1920s and '30s ?] it was all bait fishing. Very 
little of that now. You have to jig early in the season because there are 
dogfish around. Cannot bait fish then. 

Very occasionally, put bait on the hooks of a jig. If you are lucky, you may 
take a halibut on it. 

Do very little with baited handline. Sometimes will if wind or tide 
prevent a good drift. [To at least some interviewees, jigging requires 
that the boat drift over the ground since you would otherwise soon 
exhaust the fish beneath the boat. Baited handlines, in contrast, draw 
fish in from greater distances.] 

When jigging, leave a baited hook over for halibut. Handline for halibut in 
the spring too. Use herring on a bug for that. 

Some people find it best if one man jigs while the other uses bait. That is 
better than either method alone. 

Hold a baited line. If nothing happens, try jigging. If you take a fish, keep 
jigging. If not, try bait again. Make a few trials each day to see what 
the fish are doing that day. 

Martin (1979) noted that some Newfoundland fishermen preferred to use jigs when 
"trying" for fish because that gear saved the need for expensive bait. 

Occurrence of Auto Jigging 
Relatively few of the interviewees reported holding auto jigging designations and fewer 
still used them in 1990 (Table 12.4). On1y 32 of the interviewees reported holding 
such designations, of whom only 16 reported using them in 1990. About two-thirds of 
these designations were on longline-active boats (22 or 69%), 12 of which were also 
auto jigger-active in 1990. Eleven of the 16 reported active auto jigger designations 
were on 35-45 ft boats, although the total number of such designations (both active and 
inactive) held by licensees with boats in that size class was only about 50% higher than 
the number held by fishermen with under 35 fters (17 versus 12). 

In 1990, auto jigging activity was spread down the Atlantic coast of mainland Nova Scotia 
but was less common in Cape Breton. It was not reported from the Bay of Fundy area 
because of a side-effect of the tidal streams: 
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Auto jigger would lose a lot of gear in the Bay of Fundy. 
Cannot use an auto-jigger. The bottom depth changes too fast. 
Cannot use a jigging machine because the boat drifts fast and the depth 

changes all the time. 

Unfortunately, these auto-jigger usage data may not be reliable. Late in the interviews, 
those interviewees who were longline-active in 1990 were asked about the equipment 
that they used to haul their jigs (see below). Thirteen of them reported using automatic 
jigging machines, either in their fully-automatic mode or as powered haulers. Only six 
of these 13 were among the 12 longline-active interviewees who had reported holding 
auto jigging designations (all six had reported those designations as being used in 
1990), the other seven having reported, in effect, that they were not licensed to use 
jigging machines. This discrepancy probably arose from a collection of errors in the 
answers to questions that were rather far from the central themes of the survey. At least 
one of these 13 reports of auto jigging machine use is probably wrong: one interviewee 
stated that his machine was hydraulic, which is typical of manual jig haulers rather 
than auto jigging machines. Three others, who gave no report of the type of machine that 
they used, may have similarly confused their familiar haulers with true jigging 
machines that were outside both their experience and their thoughts at the time of 
interview. The rest of the seven interviewees who in effect reported using, but not being 
licensed for, auto jiggers probably gave mistaken reports of their licence status; many 
interviewees were surprisingly vague about their licence holdings. Of course, at least 
some of these apparent errors may have arisen from the interviewer's failure to 
properly understand and record the interviewees' answers. 

In any event, the statistics of auto jigger activity developed above and in Table 12.4 are 
clearly not fully reliable. Replacing the 12 longline-active interviewees who reporting 
holding active auto jigging designations with the 12 who reported hauling their jigs with 
jigging machines (excluding the one with a hydraulic hauler) would not greatly alter the 
quantitative results, however, and would have no effect on the overall conclusions. Thus, 
Table 12.4 may serve as an adequate representation of the prevalence of auto jigging in 
the longline fleet. 

Lastly, two interviewees gave their reasons for not using the auto jiggers for which they 
had licence designations: 

Jig machines run the battery down. (The diesel is off during the day.) 
Cannot make much . use of jiggers because the best season is during the 

lobster season: May and June. I had planned to auto-jig and lobster at 
the same time using different boats. That is banned now (Cape 
Breton). 

Jigging Gear 
Those longline-active interviewees who reported jigging and/or handlining were asked 
what form of jigs and handlines they used, what kinds of lines they used and how they 
hauled those lines. Many of them reported multiple types of jigs and handlines but no 
data on the relative frequency of use of these different gears were gathered. 

From their reports, it seems that all of the interviewees used exclusively monofilament 
(usually called "plastic") lines when jigging or handlining. The thicknesses of those 
lines were not recorded, though one fisherman did offer some information (see below). 

The jig types used are summarized in Table 12.2. By far the most common kind was the 
"Norwegian" jig, a shaped steel body with a triple hook attached at its base, via a swivel. 
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Many fishermen supplemented these jigs by attaching to the line, above the jig itself, 
extra "J" hooks on short snoods with swivels. These hooks can be purchased with various 
kinds of coloured plastic lures, known as "bugs· or "worms", already attached. Of the 
130 interviewees who reported on the types of jigging gear that they used, 54 mentioned 
Norwegian jigs alone, while a further 28 mentioned using such jigs with some 
combination of bugs and/or worms attached and yet another 29 mentioned using one or 
another of these types of gear on some lines while also using quite different jigs on other 
lines. Thus, 111 of the 130 did some fishing with Norwegian jigs. 

Only two interviewees reported using exclusively the traditional type of Maritime 
"herring jig", a lead weight cast in the approximate shape of a herring with a double 
hook emerging from its "tail". This type of jig was, however, used in conjunction with 
Norwegian jigs (with or without bugs) by 12 other interviewees. Five fishermen 
reported casting their own jigs (in at least one case, in the form of an approximation to 
the herring-jig type) and using them in conjunction with Norwegian jigs. Still other 
interviewees preferred to use only a line with bugs or worms attached, terminating that 
line either with a simple lead sinker or with the sinker from a Norwegian jig, after 
removing its hooks. 17 interviewees reported using such gear exclusively while a 
further 12 combined it with Norwegian jigs in some form. Finally, one fisherman 
reported using hooks with feather lures (similar to mackerel feathers) on some lines, 
sinkers with bugs on others and Norwegian jigs on still others. 

Each of the commoner jig types was used aboard boats in each of the three under 65 ft 
classes, except that no herring jigs were reported by the captains of the 45-65 fters. 
Norwegian jigs were, however, relatively more frequent in the under 35 ft class, as 
sinkers with bugs were in the 35-45 ft class. If there is an explanation for this trend, 
it might be that the serious jig fishermen mostly fish from small boats. Thus less 
efficient but cheaper jigging gear might be expected to be more prominent among the 
larger-boat fishermen, some of whom jig more for recreation than for profit. 

Many explanatory comments on jig gear were offered by the interviewees: 

Use "750" Norwegian jigs. Weight is about 1 lb. 
Favorite Norwegian jigs are 17.5 oz. 
Use 52 oz. Norwegian jigs. 
Use various sizes of jigs. Bigger ones if there is more tide running. 
Use 35 oz. Norwegian jig with 4 bugs. But those cost too much to risk 

losing them so don't use them in a strong tide. Use a 2.5 Ib weight with 
8 to 10 bugs instead. Also use this lead weight gear when pollock 
jigging (New Brunswick). 

Make my own lead jigs. 5 Ib each. 
Norwegian jig is only good in very shoal water. 
Only use Norwegian jigs in shallow water. 
For pollock, use bugs about an inch long. 
Use "red devils" on the jig. 
Jig has 8 or 10 #13 coloured hooks and a lead weight. For baited 

handlining, use a 4-hook rig. 
For pollock, use 500 Ib test line, step down through medium line to 175 

Ib test. Put a weight on the end and between a dozen and 20 bugs, on 
short snoods and swivels. 

For jigging, use feather lures and "Christmas trees" [a rig of hooks and 
plastic children's "bicycle streamers"]. They are good for pollock. 

Lead jigs are better than Norwegian if there are lots of fish. Norwegian 
attracts them better if they are scarce. 
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Used to use a lead jig. You had to shine it with a dogfish tail before using 
it. 

Handlines [without bait] have a 5 Ib lead and 10 or 12 fluorescent bugs, 
2 feet apart (New Brunswick fisherman). 

Usual handline [without bait] has lead of 2 Ib or a bit less with up to 7 
hooks with fluorescent plastic "cod bait". (Use 8 hooks when mackerel 
jigging.) 180 Ib test plastic [Le. monofilament] line with 120 Ib test 
snoods. Sometimes use Norwegian jigs (New Brunswick fisherman). 

Worms are easier to take out of the fish than bugs are. 

Handline Gear 
The types of baited handline gear reported are summarized in Table 12.3. Only 92 of the 
longline-active interviewees specifically reported using baited handlines, and 21 of 
those provided no information on the gear that they used. Indeed, of the remainder, 40 
only reported sometimes putting bait on the bugs mounted on their jig lines, or even on 
the hooks of the jigs themselves. Thus, only 31 interviewees reported using "true" 
handline gear. On the ends of their lines, these fishermen used a ·sinker"; that is, a lead 
of 2 to 10 Ib weight which could be a "kidney lead", the sinker from a Norwegian jig 
with its hooks removed, "lead beads", or could have some other form. On the line above 
the sinker, or sometimes on an extension below it, they placed 2 to 1 0 hooks, though 
some used "bugs" rather than plain hooks. One of these 31 fishermen reported fishing 
such baited handline gear on some lines while also fishing baited jigs on other lines. All 
of this gear used nylon monofilament lines. 

Detailed comments on baited handline gear that were recorded included: 

For handlines, use 4 leads if there is no tide, 6 if the tide is strong. Use 
two hooks on each line. 

Handline hooks and weights are different from lead jigs. 
Very rarely use bait. That needs a different rig from the jigs. 

Goode (1887), Davis (1958), Marcotte (1966) and Strange (1981) have all provided 
detailed descriptions of various kinds of handline gear used in other times or other 
places. It is not clear from the results of the present survey whether or not the gear 
used in the Scotia-Fundy Region in 1990 was similar to any of these. 

Line Haulers 
Most of these fishermen jigged and/or handlined with the line literally held in their 
hands, and presumably stored on the traditional wooden reel. Others, however, used some 
kind of mechanical hauling aid. The long line-active interviewees who reported either 
jigging or handlining were asked whether they employed haulers and, if so, of what type 
they were. Their responses are summarized in Table 12.5. 

By far the most common choice was human-power, either by holding the line directly or 
by reeling it in using an unpowered gurdy (often home-made). A number of fishermen 
had some form of powered line hauler for their lines, however. These were usually (and 
perhaps exclusively) hydraulic. Some were manufactured for this function (some 
interviewees mentioned that their haulers were products of East Coat Hydraulics, 
another that his was "Icelandic"), others were adaptations made by the fishermen 
themselves (e.g. from a truck transmission or a lobster trap hauler) or were adaptive 
uses of other gear. In the latter category, one interviewee reported that he used the 
hydraulic drum fitted for his swordfish-Ionglining mainline as a jig and handline hauler 
while another used his "trawl hoist" (Le. his groundfish longline hauler). 
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One interviewee reported that he had "electric haulers" but this may have meant auto
jigging machines used as haulers. A few other fishermen specifically reported that they 
used their auto jiggers in that way, programming the machines to lower the line and to 
haul it back once a fish was caught but preferring to do the actual jigging with the line in 
their own hands. 

The interviewees provided a few amplifying comments: 

Use hand-cranked wooden reels for jigging. 
Use a hand reel to haul jigs. 
Have hand-cranked reels for jigging. Will get a hauler for 1991 if I have 

to do a lot of jigging again. 
Have a $2400 hydraulic jig hauler but don't use it much. You don't get the 

feel of the fish. It is hard on the boat's hydraulic system too. 
Have a jig hauler but don't use it. 

Auto Jigging Machines 
Little definite information on the gear used in the auto jigging fishery was obtained. In 
particular, the types of jigs used in this fishery were not distinguished from those used 
in manual jigging. A very limited amount of information on the types of jigging machines 
employed was obtained, however. One interviewee showed the interviewer his two kinds 
of jigging machines. He knew them as "orange" and "black" machines. Respectively, their 
manufacturer's labels read: "Juksamakin Atlanter Electronic" (Swedish made) and 
"Miya Enock 1000 Command 9 System". Of the 13 longline-active interviewees who 
reported using jigging machines, either in auto jigging or as line haulers, one said that 
he used machines made by Kemers Maskin AB of Sweden (orange in colour and perhaps 
identical to the above "Juksamakin Atlanter"), three said that they used "Swedish" 
machines, another that he had "Japanese squid jiggers" (which might have been the 
"Miya Enock" product), and a sixth both "Swedish" and "Japanese" machines. Similar 
equipment may be used by the other fishermen. 

In each case, a number of these machines would be placed around the boat (probably two 
on each side in a typical 35-45 fter) , mounted on their stands and connected to the boat's 
electrical system. All were probably equipped with Norwegian jigs on monofilament 
lines, though this cannot be certain. In use, the fisherman would program each machine 
to drop its jig to the appropriate depth, jig it up and down over whatever distance he 
deemed best, and haul back when the resistance of a fish was detected. The machines are 
fitted with controls by which these instructions can be set. 

Jigging and Handllnlng Resources 
As noted above, jigging takes little other than large cod and pollock whereas baited 
handlining takes much the same range of species as does groundfish longlining. As the 
interviewees explained: 

Handlining is good for pollock. 
Used to jig some pollock a few years ago when there were lots around. 
Jig for cod and pollock. 
Handline [i.e. unbaited jigging] mainly for pollock and cod (Annapolis 

County: note use of "handline" for unbaited fishing, as in New 
Brunswick). 

Jig for pollock and cod mainly. 
A jig without bait will only take cod. Get very few haddock on it. 
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There were said to be more subtle distinctions between the longline-available and jig
available fish, however: 

Handline [in this case, jig] fish are different from trawl [Iongline] fish 
[of the same species] . The fish on a ledge are all the same size and 
colour. Trawl fish are completely different. They have different 
seasons too. 

In 1990, the jig and handline resources were nowhere plentiful, though they were 
sufficient off Shelburne County and in a few other areas for handlining to be pursued 
vigorously, if not actually profitably: 

Handliners did well in 1990 (Shelburne County). 
Handlining was OK in 1989 but terrible in 1990 (Shelburne County). 
Some boats had good jigging on Quero a couple of years ago but not in 

1990. 
For a jig-only trip, I would have to go out to Quero (Cape Breton). 
Have gone on one-week jig trips to Cape Breton [Quero ?] (45-65 fter 

based in Shelburne County). 
On a "good" day jigging, you get 500 Ib (Eastern Shore). 
Used to get 3500 Ib a day with three men jigging, before the Danish 

seiners came (Cape Breton). 
Used to get 3 to 4000 Ib a day jigging. Now only 200 or 300 (Cape 

Breton). 
Jigging only gave 300 Ib a trip in 1990 (Cape Breton). 
Jigging only takes 150 to 500 Ib a day now (Cape Breton). 
Jigging paid better than trawling [Ionglining] in 1990 (Cape Breton). 
There are not enough fish for jigging to pay (Eastern Shore). 
Cannot go jigging because there is nothing to jig for (Eastern Shore). 
It is not worth jigging. There are no fish on the inside shoals anyway 

(Eastern Shore). 
There are not enough fish inside for straight jigging trips (Eastern 

Shore). 
There are not enough fish for jigging any more (Cape Breton). 
Had no success jigging in 1990 (Cape Breton). 
There are not enough fish inside for jigging any more. Once took 1100 Ib 

of big cod in one day. Not any more (Eastern Shore). 
Used to jig when you . could get 1000 Ib a day. There are not enough fish 

now. 
The fish are too scarce for jigging. It is almost a waste of time (Cape 

Breton). 
The boats that go jigging take 200 Ib a day. That can still be better money 

than trawling [Ionglining] because the costs are lower. 

For comparison, before the introduction of much longlining (let alone dragging) in what 
is now Atlantic Canada, Perley (1852) noted that on a good day the handline fishermen of 
northern New Brunswick could take enough cod to make 10 quintals of dried product. 
This suggests that two fishermen in a sail-propelled boat, fishing with two baited 
handlines each, could reasonably hope to take about 5000 Ib (live weight) of cod in a day 
(a unit weight of dried cod being produced from about 5 units live weight: Wise 1961). 

Jigging and Handllnlng Tactics 
While no specific questions were asked during the interviewees, some fishermen offered 
various comments on the methods that they used when jigging and handlining: 
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Just use a simple handline when on the shore [i.e. close to shore]. Have 
auto jigger for further off but don't use it much. 

You have to drift to jig. In a strong wind or tide, the boat drifts too fast. 
You cannot jig then. 

When you are handlining, the fish won't move ten yards to the hooks. You 
have to get on top of them. 

When you are handlining, the fish will bite for an hour or so, and then 
nothing. 

Martin (1979) similarly noted that Newfoundland fishermen anchored when handlining 
but allowed their boats to drift when they were jigging. 

For handlining, set four lines from a small boat and drift (Shelburne 
County). 

Sometimes go "bultowing": set four lines from the boat with three or four 
hooks on each line (Shelburne County). 

This last comment shows an interesting evolution of technical jargon. The earliest 
published use of the term "bultow· seems to be Perley's (1852). He applied it to the 
early French method of long lining used on the Grand Banks in the 1840s. A number of 
Shelburne County interviewees used the same word during the survey but meant by it a 
kind of baited "handlining" in which the boat motors slowly across the grounds (in 
contrast to normal handlining, which is usually carried out at anchor), with one line 
suspended from each bow and one from each quarter. 

When you are jigging, you have to stay in shallow water to save the work 
of hauling in the lines. 

You cannot jig when hakeing because the water is too deep on the hake 
grounds. You cannot leave your longline gear to go on the shoals to jig 
because there are too many boats around to risk leaving it. 

Cannot jig on trawl [Iongline] trips in the spring; the water is too deep. 
You cannot jig on Western; the water is too deep. 

Usually jig on flood tides. Don't catch much on the ebb (New Brunswick). 

When working your bait nets, the scales from the herring draw the cod in. 
Jig for them then. 

When handlining, hold the hook about a fathom off the bottom. 

You can only jig if the fishing is good. 
The fish are so spread out that you have to use bait on the bugs (Digby 

Neck). 

Cannot take jigs and longlines on the same trip because the jig hauler 
[auto jigging machine ?] gets in the way. 

Season for baited handline is in the fall. That is lobster season, so don't 
use baited line (New Brunswick). 

The small jig boats work a ground about 5 miles southeast of Scaterie. 
Can handline on The Rip [off Brier Island]. 
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Sharks will take fish off your jigs, particularly near the surface. 
There are too many dogfish for baited handlining (Lunenburg County). 

The best quality fish are caught day fishing with handlines. 
Anybody can jig, so lots of people are into it. 
I don't like jigging and cannot catch anything doing it. 

Grou ndfish Gill netti ng 

Introduction 
Because of past licensing policy decisions interacting with historical fishing practices, 
in 1990 groundfish gillnetting license designations or permits were only available to a 
few fishermen, most of whom were based in particular parts of the coast. Thus, there 
were no groundfish gillnetters in Cape Breton but there were several based in Canso and 
neighbouring Guysborough County ports, where their netting was restricted to a specific 
area. (These fishermen operated under temporary gillnet permits in an "experimental" 
fishery, rather than under gillnet designations on their groundfish licences.) Further 
west, there was a scatter of fishermen with gillnetting designations along the Eastern 
Shore, while to the westward of Sambro and extending to the Shelburne County line, 
gillnetting was the principal means of small-boat groundfish fishing. There was a 
further group of Shelburne County gillnet fishermen, who had exclusive access to an 
area off that county known as "The Gillnet Box·. Other scattered netting activity occurred 
west of Cape Sable while in the Grand Manan area gillnetting was the principal form of 
groundfish fishing by the inshore sector. 

Rather few fishermen who were entitled to gillnet for groundfish chose to use longlines 
in 1990, and hence few full interviews were carried out during this survey in the 
major gillnetting areas. Indeed, no interviews were conducted in the important netting 
area of Grand Manan, even of longline-inactive fishermen. Thus, the information on 
gillnetting in the survey database has been seriously affected by interactions between the 
distributions of the two kinds of fishing. The data 'provide a reliable basis for a 
description of gillnetting by longline-active fishermen (including the estimation of the 
total numbers of longline licensees in the Region who were involved in the gillnet 
fisheries) but not for one of the gillnet fishery as a whole. 

Available Data 
All interviewees were asked whether they were licensed to fish groundfish gillnets 
(either by permit or by a designation on their groundfish licences) and whether they had 
used that entitlement in 1990. In contrast to the similar questions about auto-jigging 
licensing, data were recorded for every interviewee. Most interviewees who reported 
both longline and groundfish gillnet activity in 1990 were later asked whether they had 
netted on longline trips, whether they had netted on other trips, the maximum numbers 
of nets that they had set, where in the water column they were set, the length and depth 
of those nets and the mesh sizes that they had used. These questions were not, however, 
added to the questionnaire until after the survey started. Answers to them are not, 
therefore, available for the first fishermen interviewed, who included most of those in 
Lunenburg County and a few on the Eastern Shore. 

Net lengths were quoted in fathoms while their depths were usually given in meshes. 
(One interviewee gave both dimensions in fathoms.) Since the purchased mesh was 
rigged into working nets by the fishermen, who could vary the hanging ratio at will, and 
since the shape of the net once set was partly determined by the tension applied when 
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setting, the linear dimensions should be taken as indicative rather than exact. For 
comparative purposes, the height of a net 25 meshes wide, when it is set, would be on 
the order of 20 times the stretched mesh measurement (if the hanging ratio is about 
3:2, which is conventional in many gillnet fisheries). 

Results 
The data on gillnet licensing and activity are summarized in Table 12.6. Dual 
longline/gillnet licensing was rather rare outside of the Canso, Lunenburg County and 
eastern Shelburne County areas. In total, 92 interviewees representing 744.50 
longline licences (after expansion for sampling) had dual entitlements. This small 
number is, in part, a consequence of past DFO efforts to remove gillnet licences from the 
fishery. 

Many of these dual-licensed fishermen were either longline-inactive or gill net
inactive, only 28 (131.87) reporting having used both types of gear in 1990. The data 
are too sparse for any pattern in gill net-inactivity to emerge, though relatively high 
numbers of designations and/or permits on the Eastern Shore were reported as unused in 
1990. This might be a side-effect of the lack of resources on the inside grounds 
(limiting small-boat netting) while the relatively-rich haddocking on Western and 
Emerald banks drew dual-licensed boats in that area into longlining. High levels of 
longline-inactivity by dual-licensed interviewees were seen from Lunenburg County 
westwards. These included the active gill netting areas of Lunenburg and Queens counties, 
as well as the Shelburne County coast near the "Gillnet Box" area. All sizes of boats 
(except the over 65 fters) were represented in the dual longline/gillnet group, with the 
numbers in the under 35 ft and 35-45 ft classes being approximately equal. 

Gillnetting on longline trips was only reported by nine interviewees (50.15 ), seven 
(20.82) of whom had under 35 ft boats and thus probably only fished the inside grounds. 
While the practice may have been under-emphasized in the interview reports, dual 
fishing on the same trips to the offshore banks seems always to have been rare. Space 
limitations on board, the need for different kinds of haulers for the two gears, the 
different places that have to be fished for the different resources vulnerable to hooks and 
nets and the need to be in each of those places for long periods of time (to tend nets or 
haul longline) all discouraged much dual fishing (see Section 10 above). 

Of the captains of the seven under 35 ft boats that made dual longlinelgillnet trips, five 
included some primarily-halibut-directed fishing in their seasonal cycles. It is likely 
(though it cannot be confirmed from the interview data) that at least some of their dual
gear trips involved long-soak halibut sets, set or hauled at the beginning or end of a 
day's netting. Thus, some of the small amount of inside-grounds dual-gear fishing that 
was reported was probably only "dual" to the extent that the limited areas fished allow 
small-boat fishermen to move from one gear to another within the course of a day. 

Rather larger numbers of interviewees (26, 125.12) fished both longline and gillnets 
but not on the same trips (Table 12.6). These seem to be fishermen who took advantage 
of their dual licensing to exploit different resources in different seasons, using the 
optimum gear for each. 

Of the 28 interviewees active in both gillnetting and longlining, quantitative data on the 
nets used are available for 23 (Table 12.7). All their nets were between 20 and 30 
meshes deep, with most being 25. Depending on mesh size, hanging ratio and other 
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factors, when set such nets would have a vertical relief of about 3 m (10ft) 103. In 
every case, the interviewees reported setting these nets on the bottom; that is, with the 
net's footrope in contact with the seabed. 

Eighteen of the 23 fishermen used at least some nets with 5.5-inch stretched mesh; the 
smallest allowed. The remaining five used at least some with mesh sizes as small as 6 or 
6.5 inches. 11 of the 23 used a range of mesh sizes, however, with maximum sizes 
ranging from 6 to 8 inches. Since gillnet mesh selectivity is strongly domed, both small 
and large fish are invulnerable to medium-sized mesh. While the depleted state of most 
groundfish resources in 1990 no doubt encouraged these fishermen to use the smallest 
mesh sizes permitted, those few who had access to bunches of large fish would need the 
larger mesh sizes to exploit them efficiently. 

One of the 23 interviewees reported using 25 fathom-long nets, presumably with the 
purchased length of mesh cut in half for easier handling. The others reported nets of 50 
to 65 fathoms, the difference probably relating to preferred hanging ratios. 

The numbers of nets set ranged from 5 to 56, with 16 of the 23 reports falling in the 
range 15 to 30 nets. Multiplying the numbers of nets set by their individual lengths 
indicated that the aggregate lengths of the gear set ranged from 150 to 3584 fathoms, 
with 9 of 20 reports being in the range 1000 to 1500 fathoms. By way of comparison, 
while a typical 35-45 ft dual longliner/gillnetter might set 1500 fathoms of nets at a 
time when on a netting trip, a typical longliner of similar size might set 10,000 
fathoms of longline (see Section 6 above). A longliner therefore required far more 
length of bottom on which to set, though the two-dimensional area fished by each kind of 
gear would depend on the width (to either side of the net or line) of the strip from which 
it can draw fish, which is a function of fish behaviour and water movements. The amount 
of bottom effectively reserved for the boat by each kind of gear (by means of occupying 
it) is a separate matter that partly relates to the minimum safe clearance when setting 
longline near gillnets or vice versa. 

Other Comments 
Many of the interviewees comments on groundfish gillnetting related to its supposed 
disadvantages when compared with long lining. Those are presented in Section 13. Besides 
those, a selection of comments concerning technical gillnetting matters were offered by 
the interviewees. A few of these concerned techniques for fishing nets: 

Set nets four to a string. 
Nets have been much improved in the last years by adding haul-up lines. 

Used only to be able to work 8 nets. Now it is no work at all to run 15. 
The old soft-nylon nets years ago were better for cod than the 

monofilament nets. Cod get tangled in them. [Monofilament nets are 
usually thought to give higher catch rates, however.] 

Set a couple of nets once in 1990 but didn't have the right hauler for them 
on the boat. 

Big ships cut the buoys off your nets. Then you have to drag for the nets. 
Always bring the nets in if you you can't tend them. 

103: From the comments of some experienced gillnet fishermen (made outside of this survey) 
the heights of these nets may not be very important since the fish are mostly near the bottom 
when caught. 
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Because of the anti-netting sentiment, gillnetters have been subjected to various 
licensing restrictions: 

Permit doesn't allow working both trawl [i.e. longline] and gillnets at the 
same time. Must land the nets first (Canso area). 

Used to have a gillnet licence. DFO took it away (Cape Breton). 
My gillnet limit is two nets because it was cut back to that when my 

father was using no more. It is easy for the Fishery Officers to police 
a 2-net limit but it is impossible to police a 12- or 15-net limit, so 
all the men allowed that much set 30 nets. 

have a gillnet licence but it is limited to too few nets (gill net-inactive 
fisherman). 

Gillnet licence is for a certain length of net but is that stretched (100 
fathoms per net) or hung (60 fathoms per net)? The Fishery Officers 
don't know. 

The potential for and success of gillnetting also came in for comment: 

Nets are the only thing that keeps the fishery going. 
Used to use codnets as my main fishery. There are no cod left now so I 

haven't used them for a few years (Eastern Shore). 
Netting for pollock, took 65,000 in 1989, 28,000 in 1990 (under 35 ft 

boat on Eastern Shore). 
Gillnets are good in September. The herring come in to spawn then and you 

get cod and haddock in the nets. Otherwise you need longline to survive 
(Eastern Shore). 

Mainly work gillnets during the groundfish season. Switch between 
netting and longlining depending on the value of the catches. 

Finally, one of the big virtues of netting, that it is not affected by the presence of 
dogfish, was stressed: 

You can set gillnets in dogfish because only the big ones get caught. Dogs 
don't eat the fish caught in nets but they do eat ones caught on hooks: 
Every last one of them. Fish on hooks move a lot and that attracts the 
dogfish. 

Swordfish Harpooning 

A few interviewees reported making dedicated swordfish harpooning trips but one 
fisherman's account of them made it clear that, for him, these were more for pleasure 
than for profit (though doubtless any trip that took even a single fish would be very 
profitable). Harpooning was, however, more commonly an opportunistic fishery: 
fishermen carried a harpoon on board and, when the weather and other work permitted, 
they kept a lookout for swordfish. If they were lucky enough to see one, they then 
attempted to take it. It appears that the abundance of swordfish was not sufficient to 
justify much specialized fishing but that the low fixed costs of harpooning (including the 
lack of "storage-costs", since a harpoon takes up so little space on board) and the high 
economic, and personal pleasure returns from the pursuit of any swordfish seen during 
non-swordfish trips, together more than justify being prepared with a harpoon and 
other gear. 
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The catch rates achieved by this sort of opportunistic harpooning are unclear. The 
interviewer gained the impression that it was a lucky fisherman who took even one 
swordfish per year, though there were doubtless a few fishermen who did better than 
that. 

All interviewees (whether or not they reported longline activity) were asked whether 
they held a swordfish harpoon licence, but they were not asked whether that licence was 
"active· since the opportunistic nature of the fishery precluded any meaningful activity 
(except for those fishermen fortunate enough to see a swordfish in 1990). The resulting 
data are summarized in Table 12.8. Some boats in all size classes, except for the over 65 
fters, carried harpooning licences, while a higher proportion of longline-licensed boats 
were also harpoon-licensed in more eastern areas than in more western ones. Thus, in 
the under 35 ft class, over 60% of Cape Breton-based interviewees reported having 
harpoon licenses, as did about 20% of Eastern Shore interviewees, whereas almost no 
fishermen from west of Halifax did so. In the 35-45 ft class, over 70% of Cape Breton 
interviewees, about 40% of those on the Eastern Shore and over 30% on the South Shore 
reported having harpoon licences but few fishermen living north and west of the 
Yarmouth County line did so. Even in the 45-65 ft class, 100% of Cape Breton boats 
were harpoon-licensed while in other areas less than 50% were. To what extent these 
trends were the results of past licensing decisions and to what extent they reflected the 
distribution of swordfish harpooning opportunities in 1990 is unclear. 

The few relevant comments offered by the interviewees included: 

Take a swordfish harpoon along to stick big halibut with [as a gaff]. 
Take swordfish on calm days during the [snow] crab season. 
Make a swordfish trip if the dogfish are too bad for longlining. 
The total swordfish catch in Louisbourg is only 3 or 4 fish per year. 
Fish swordfish on Smokey Bank in the summer. 

Gillnettlng for Bait 

The remaining type of fishing that was sometimes pursued during longline trips (other 
than a single report of setting some halibut long line when lobstering) was gillnetting for 
herring and mackerel. Although most of the longline-active licensees had herring and 
mackerel licences, and used them (Table 12.9), few fishermen seem to have combined 
fishing for these species with groundfish longlining on the same trips. As suggested above 
(Section 10), it was probably only some small-boat fishermen who could have had 
enough time in a day for such dual fishing. Unfortunately, the structure of the survey 
questionnaire did not allow separate recording of mixed trips. Thus, this Section can only 
present a general overview of herring and mackerel fishing by longline fishermen. 

Herring and mackerel could be taken under several different types of licences. Not only 
were some fishermen licensed for only one of the two species, but they could be limited 
to one or more of several types of gear. These included jigs, both set and drifting 
gillnets, weirs, traps, ·shut-offs", ·stop seines" and purse seines. Some fishermen were 
licensed to sell their catch of these species but others had "bait only· licences which did 
not permit sale for human consumption. In practice, this distinction seemed to make 
little difference in 1990 because, apart from those caught by purse seine or weir, there 
was little market for either species, and particularly for herring, except as bait. 
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None of the over 65 ft groundfish longliners carried herring or mackerel licences, nor 
did any of the longline-active 45-65 fters 104. Most of the under 45 ft longline boats 
carried licences for one or (more commonly) both of these species, though only 20 of 
the 41 interviewees in Queens and Shelburne counties who had 35-45 ft boats reported 
being licensed for them. Moreover, only one of four New Brunswick interviewees had 
such a licence. Of those long line-active interviewees who were licensed for herring 
and/or mackerel, 75% of those with 35-45 ft boats reported that they had fished for 
these species in 1990, while 96% of those with under 35 ft boats did so. It seems that 
many groundfish longline fishermen spent at least part of their year fishing for bait, 
though that fishery may rarely have occurred in the same season, let alone on the same 
trips, as their longlining did. 

Comments Recorded 
The interviewees offered an assortment of comments on herring and mackerel fishing: 

Take herring mainly for bait. There are few of them to catch now and no 
markets. 

There is no market for herring or mackerel. 
Herring and mackerel only taken for bait. [These comments were repeated 

by very many interviewees.] 
Take herring mostly for bait. Pickle it. [In vinegar or in salt?] 
Throwaway any excess bait from bait nets. There is no market for it. 

Herring sell for 6cl/b, mackerel for 10cllb. Cannot cover the cost of 
catching them at those prices, so only use them for bait. 

Sell mackerel at 1Oc. Buy them back for bait at 38 to 48c. 
Landed handline-caught herring. [The company] paid 12c for them. 
There used to be a big summer herring fishery [from Cape Sable Island]. 

Now there is no market except for the seiners' catch. There were lots 
of herring around in the summer of 1989 and the spring of 1990. 

Herring are plentiful but the plant will not buy scale-on herring. The 
seiners knock the scales off. 

Can sell mackerel. 
Sell some mackerel but there is no market for herring. 
No market for herring but can sell split and salted mackerel. They go to 

the West Indies. 
There are lots of herring about but the market is swamped by the big 

seiners. 
Herring fishing was good in 1989 but the market was poor, except for 

bait. 
20 years ago, the Shelburne County inside fishery was mainly herring 

and mackerel. No-one buys them now. The plants only want seiner-
caught fish. . 

The plants will only buy herring from the seiners. Seiner herring have 
no scales left. 

Need better herring markets. 
Need a market for herring. 
Need a market for mackerel to take the pressure off the groundfish. 
Mackerel and dogfish are plentiful but there are no markets for them. 

Mackerel only gets 12 c/lb. 

104. Except that some longline-inactive boats in the 45-65 ft class were dedicated herring 
purse seiners and did carry the relevant licences. 
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Mackerel can give 4,000 Ib per trip or about $400. But that takes three 
men and you can only average three trips per week. 

The inshore could take mackerel if there was a market. Now the seiners 
and US boats want in. Seiners could land them at a lower price than the 
inshore could. [Note that this comment was driven by motives of 
equality of access rather than by the logic of competitive success in 
the marketplace.] 

Mackerel are not caught by Canadians because there is no market. Now the 
quota has been taken over by the offshore for transfer to the 
foreigners. 

The herring and capelin have been caught up so the cod cannot follow them 
(Cape Breton County). 

Used to get herring in the lobster traps at one time. Now can hardly get 
enough to eat. The seiners cleaned up Gabarus Bay 10 or 12 years ago 
and that finished them. 

There are lots of herring and dogfish (Guysborough County). 
There have been very few herring the last couple of years (Halifax 

County). 
The herring seiners are destroying the feed. You don't see much sign of 

bait on the sounder now (Shelburne County, interviewee who fished 
Georges Bank). 

The herring are gone, particularly on Georges. You don't see them on the 
sounder now. 

The herring are almost gone. They were the food for the groundfish. The 
purse seine men know the problems, though they won't admit them 
(Shelburne County, interviewee who fished Georges Bank). 

There are plenty of herring available but there is no market for them 
(Shelburne County). 

There were a lot of herring in the summer of 1989 and the spring of 
1990 (Shelburne County, inside grounds boat). 

Herring are scarce inshore now. One man couldn't get enough to salt 
(Shelburne County). 

Have to go 5 or 6 miles off to get mackerel now and 20 miles off for 
herring. Is this water temperature? Pollution? (Shelburne County). 

When the herring touch the shore now, they only stay one night 
(Shelburne County). 

There is not the bait that there used to be (Shelburne County). 
In 1990, herring were only here in June. Then they were gone. 
There were very few mackerel in the fall of 1990. 
Take mackerel in June. 
Mackerel makes for a bigger fishery than cod now (Cape Breton). 
Bait licences allow you to sell herring and mackerel but only for bait. 

Need a summer-long herring closure on Trinity Ledge. 
Midwater trawling for mackerel and purse seining for herring are 

endangering those stocks. 
Drift netting banned [in northern Cape Breton] now. It would be good in 

the fall. 

My mackerel licence is for a seine. They don't come into the bay where I 
could seine them any more. Can still take them on a hook. There are 
lots in Bay St. Lawrence. 
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Use herring and mackerel licenses on an 18 ft open boat. 

Jig for mackerel. Use a lead with no hooks and set the hooks 3 or 4 ft up 
the line so you don't have to bring the lead into the boat. Have two to 
four hooks on the line. Usually use a [plastic] bug on a #16 "J" hook, 
but you can make up your own instead. Feathers work well too but 
they blow around and are dangerous. 

Used to pickle herring in vinegar. There is no market for them now. 
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13 SOME PROBLEMS FACING THE LONGLINE FISHERIES 

Introduction 

Not surprisingly, aside from their answers to the formal interview questions, much of 
what the interviewees had to say concerned the problems that they saw in their 
fisheries. In this Section, most of that material is presented in a collated and edited 
form, with editorial comments added as necessary. The political, policy and 
industry/government relations problems described by the fishermen are, however, 
intimately linked with other policy matters and consideration of them is deferred to 
Appendix 6. The interviewees' ideas and comments are presented in detail for a number 
of reasons. Firstly, the lack of effective communication between fishermen and scientists 
has repeatedly been recognized as a problem in Atlantic Canada (e.g. Hache 1989). 
Although not designed as such, the survey interviews became one of the most extensive 
one-on-one fisherman/scientist communication exercises undertaken in the Scotia
Fundy Region to that date. To complete the process, making the interviewees' concerns 
available to a wider audience, requires that they appear here. Secondly, the one-on-one 
nature of the interviews allowed for much more detailed consideration of some issues 
than is usually possible in either advisory committee meetings or mass meetings of 
fishermen. It became evident that some of the long line fishermen's concerns are 
fundamentally different from what most fisheries scientists and managers have supposed 
them to be. The present authors' revised perceptions of these issues are presented here 
also. Finally, the ultimate objective of the survey, and of the other projects associated 
with it, is to develop predictions of the ways in which the longline fisheries will respond 
to changes in the regulatory regime. To do so, it is essential to understand which 
constraints presently limit and direct fishing effort in these fisheries. While the 
fishermen may not be aware of all of the factors that control their behaviour, their 
perceptions of the problems that confront them are clearly of great importance to the 
required understanding. 

It must be stressed that the issues raised in this Section are perceived problems and not 
necessarily real ones. In particular. many of the specific charges leveled by longline 
fishermen against other groups in the fisheries were based on hearsay and assumptions. 
rather than direct observations. This should be borne in mind when interpreting what 
follows. 

Draggers 

The biggest problem facing the longline fisheries, in the opinions of most (but by no 
means all) interviewees was dragger fishing. The larger "board draggers· (or otter 
trawlers) were seen as the major problem. The small flounder draggers, many of the 
Danish seiners and (in most areas) the scallop draggers did not fish on the longline 
grounds since they directed for species other than those of interest to fixed gear 
fishermen. There was, therefore, much less chance for conflict between the interviewees 
and fishermen who worked these other gears 105. Within the board dragger category, the 

105: Though in the Sambro area the Danish seiners were blamed by some interviewees for local 
depletion of the longline resources and other arguments against the smaller types of draggers 
are cited in this Section. 
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longline fishermen disagreed as to which sub-group was more of a problem, some saying 
the small ones (under 45 ft), others the 65 fters, the Canadian "midshore" (65-100 
ft) and offshore (over 100 ft) boats or the foreigners. At least some of this disagreement 
was based on real differences: which class of dragger was the biggest problem depended 
on where a fixed-gear fisherman worked. The large draggers could fish in all weathers 
and both that ability and their sheer size caused them to have a major psychological 
impact on those small-boat fishermen who had to compete with them. The small draggers 
were more likely, however, to operate in direct competition with the fixed gear 
fishermen, particularly on the inside grounds. 

For example: 

Local dragging in the upper Bay of Fundy was for flounder only. The 65 ft 
draggers displaced from the cod fisheries then moved in, knocking the 
flounders down 40% and cutting their average sizes. It is the big 
draggers that tear up the rough bottom. 

Danish seiners don't disturb the bottom. They are OK. 

The complaints made against draggers were many and varied, extending from habitat 
destruction and the waste of scarce resources, through disturbance of the fish and its 
consequences for availability to longlining, to direct interference with longline fishing 
by reducing access to suitable "bottom" and through the destruction of longline gear. 
Underlying these practical concerns there was no doubt a measure of self interest, 
draggers being the longline fishermen's primary competitors for shares of scarce 
resources. However, there also appeared to be a deeper ethical issue. Draggers 
represented an industrialization of fishing which conflicted with traditional beliefs in 
the virtues of resource sharing, job creation and community support (see discussion of 
the Iongline fisherman's ethos in Section 14). While many interviewees made it clear 
that dragger fishermen had the right to make a living in the fisheries, they had concerns 
about the use of dragger technology. The strength of these opinions varied from those who 
would be satisfied to see dragging practices modified to reduce or eliminate specific 
problems that they identified, through others who prefered that draggers be restricted to 
fisheries in which longline fishermen do not participate (such as the redfish and flatfish 
fisheries), to some who saw the only satisfactory solution as being to ban dragging 
completely. 

Bottom Damage 
One of the major complaints made against draggers was their supposed deleterious effect 
on the seabed and the epibenthos: 

Draggers tear up the bottom, destroying the spawning grounds and the 
lobster habitat. Bottom areas that had been stable for as long as anyone 
could remember have been transformed, areas of stone and pebbles 
being changed to slime. They spread mud around over the good bottom. 
The bottom is getting worse every year. When it turns bad, no bait 
comes back on the hooks and no rocks come up [presumably because 
the attached macrobenthos that would have been hooked has died]. 
Instead, you catch "leeches" [hagfish ?]. The bottom relief is smoothed 
out and the benthos disappears; rock piles are flattened. 

The bottom [off Shelburne County] only fills in with mud .a1t.e.r the peaks 
have been flattened [suggesting that the peaks and ridges led to water 
flows that prevented the sedimentation of fine particles ?]. 
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The rocks, "suckers· and ·cherries" are dragged into deep water [off Cape 
North] and the attached macrobenthos is destroyed. 

Bottom that was there years ago is gone now. 
In some areas, larger draggers have deliberately destroyed "coral trees· 

by towing warps (without nets) between their doors or between two 
boats [effectively working as pair-draggers for this operation], thus 
clearing the way for future fishing. The Spaniards did this on 
Bickerton Ridge and others did it in deep water off Browns and 
Georges. Elsewhere, the draggers slowly work at rough bottom to 
smooth it down. 

Draggers dirty the water and drive the fish off the bank. 
When draggers are working, it takes two weeks for the water to clear and 

for the sediment to settle back to the bottom. 
After scallop dragging, it takes the bottom 4 or 5 years to recover and for 

the benthos to grow back. [This comment from an ex-scallop 
fisherman] 

This dragging must destroy the spawning grounds, just as salmon 
spawning areas are destroyed if stream beds are disturbed. [Note that 
no interviewees seemed aware that the principal commercial 
groundfish species are pelagic spawners.] 

Draggers run off old warps and discard them on bits of rough bottom [i.e. 
longline bottom] and generally foul the seabed with other junk. 

The edge of Smokey Bank, once all rock and ·suckers" [sea anemones?], is 
now all mUd. The "finger" of St.Paul's used to be 98 to 100 fathoms 
deep, as it is charted. It is now all deeper than 104 fathoms. [Could 
that observation partly relate to the acquisition of a new, and poorly 
calibrated, sounder?] It used to be rock and gravel with only a little 
mUd. Now it has been dragged over. White Point Bank and the Northern 
Ground have been torn up too. 

Cape Breton longliners used to move to Newfoundland to fish Rose Blanche 
Bank in the winter. That Bank is ruined now. [The DFO biologists 
studying that area (NAFO Division 3Pn) have found that the cod have 
moved much deeper and hence onto soft bottom where they cannot be 
taken by longlining. Whether that movement has anything to do with 
dragging on the Bank itself is unknown.] 

Scaterie Bank used to be peaky bottom. Now it is all smoothed off. 
The mussel beds on Western used to attract halibut, then the draggers tore 

them up. 
The Hake Box has been flattened out. 
The lumps off Jeddore and Musquodoboit have been smoothed off. Sambro 

Bank has been ruined. 
The bottom off the Eastern Shore is "off" and it is getting worse. There is 

more mud. 
The Catfish Hole off Port LaTour was dragged 20 or 30 years ago. The 

catfish never came back. 
Off Port LaTour, even one dragger working for two years in the 1950s 

destroyed the bottom. It ceased producing fish. 
There used to be haddock in Barrington Bay. Small flounder draggers 

destroyed the bottom and there are no haddock there now. [One might 
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wonder whether the construction of the Cape Sable Island causeway did 
not have a greater influence.] 

A 10-15 fathom peak off Cape Sable (old handline ground) has 
disappeared since the draggers came. 

The big peaks north of the shoal water of Browns are flattened now. The 
Cove of Browns has been destroyed, as has The Heart, east-north-east 
of The Cove. The Digby fleet has done this since 1979. They cleared out 
the little ridges that used to be good for big steak cod. Now there is 
nothing there. 

Browns has been destroyed. It is not worth fishing now. The bottom inside 
Browns is hard, so there are no draggers there. [And that is the 
favorite winter ground of this interviewee.] 

There is an area on the south part of Browns where the bottom is 
improVing. It is better now than it ever was. 

Now both fish and scallop draggers are breaking up the mussel beds on 
Georges. 

Once the bottom has been dragged, there are still fish on it which can be 
seen on sounders and caught by draggers. longline men cannot keep 
bait on their hooks, however, and so those fish are unavailable to 
them. [Other interviewees disputed the presence of fish on such 
ruined bottom.] 

Counter argyment advanced bv one dragger fisherman: longliners damage 
the bottom with their anchors. 

Bottom damage seems to be the most serious charge made against dragging, in as much as 
any significant destruction of fish habitat would reduce the ocean's ability to produce 
fish, whereas growth overfishing simply reduces the currently-available biomass. 
Moreover, the deleterious effects of growth overfishing can be overcome within a few 
years, if the excess effort is cut back. There can even be recovery from recruitment 
overfishing, although over a longer period. The surficial sediments of the Scotian Shelf, 
however, were very significantly modified by the winnowing effects of inter-tidal water 
movements as sea level rose across the Shelf following the last glaciation (King 1970; 
Maclean & King 1971; Drapeau & King 1972; Fader et al. 1977; Maclean et al. 1977). 
If they have now been altered by human activity, their full natural restoration might 
require an entire glacial cycle, which could of course only occur on a time scale far 
longer than can be of human concern. 

However, it remains to be determined whether draggers really damage the seabed in the 
ways that the interviewees claimed and, moreover, whether such damage (if it has 
occurred) has reduced the productivity of the resources as distinct from the local 
distribution of the fish. In this regard, it should be noted that longline fishermen are 
able to make their own direct observations of the surficial sediment types on their 
fishing grounds. For this, they rely on samples of mud brought up on anchors and 
groundlines or of gravel and stones recovered when the attached macro-epibenthos 
chances to be caught on their hooks. Meanwhile, they make very extensive use of their 
sounders in close observation of the fine-scale bathymetry on the grounds. Indeed, the 
nature of the benthic substrates and the slopes and roughnesses of the seabed are of 
crucial importance to the catch rates achieved with longline gear (see Sections 7 and 8 
above), making the fishermen acute observers of both sediment type and bathymetry. 
Furthermore, the frequency with which they make repeated observations on their 
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preferred fishing grounds and the long periods over which they maintain their "sampling 
programs· give them better access to data on temporal variations in local surficial 
sediments than marine geologists have. It is true that the longline fishermen usually 
"storeM and "analyze" their data in their heads and that those "analyses" are based around 
imperfect understandings of geological processes. It is also true that they have strong 
economic interests in certain conclusions that might be drawn from their observations 
of sediment change; interests which may colour their observations. Nevertheless, until 
better data are available on changes in the surficial sediments of the fishing grounds, the 
fishermen's observations at least merit serious attention. 

The interviewees particular observations were not that dragging destroyed the bottom in 
general, nor that it destroyed muddy bottoms, but specifically that it was harmful to the 
types of bottom on which longline fishing was possible. Of the four principal species 
taken by demersal longlining from Scotia-Fundy ports, both halibut and hake were 
usually caught on ·soft" bottoms (see Section 8). Fishermen who specialized on those 
species seemed to complain less about bottom damage by draggers and the real issue was 
the supposed destruction of cod and haddock bottom. While cod can be caught by dragging 
on sandy bottoms, the prime cod longlining grounds were described by the fishermen as 
"rocky" (see Section 8). This does not imply that they were bedrock outcrops (the 
fishermen having no means to detect bedrock) but rather that the bottom on these 
grounds was composed of clean stones of pebble, cobble or boulder size. Haddock were, in 
most areas, taken on "gravel" bottom. This was probably little different to the "rocky" 
bottom, except for the rather smaller grain size of the uppermost layer. Off Nova Scotia, 
substrates of both of these types are modified glacial tills (King 1970; Maclean and King 
1971; Drapeau and King 1972; Fader et al. 1977, 1982, 1988; Maclean et al. 1977; 
Valentine & Lough 1991). During the last glaciations, very large amounts of till were 
deposited by the ice sheets, which extended as far as the shelf-break. In some areas, 
principally below 115 m depth (62 fm: the level of the last depression of sea level), 
these deposits remain in an essentially-unmodified state known as "Scotian Shelf Drift" 
(King 1970), a poorly-sorted, cohesive sediment composed mostly of sand but also 
containing abundant silt, clay, gravel and larger particles. At shallower depths, the till 
was heavily modified by the erosive effects of wave action during the marine 
transgression. The silt and clay fractions were largely winnowed out, to be deposited in 
the deep basins nearby. The residue, called "Sable Island Sand and Gravel" (King 1970) 
was sorted by wave and tidal action, with the sand being re-distributed into relatively 
low-energy areas and the coarser material left behind as lag deposits. In some areas, the 
uppermost surface of Sable Island Gravel can be seen in bottom photographs to be 
composed of a pavement of close-set pebbles and cobbles (e.g. plate 6 of Maclean and 
King 1971, and figure 11 of Valentine & Lough 1991). This is probably the type of 
sediment that is most often known to the fishermen as "rocky". Thus, the longline 
fishermen's principal claims of the effects of dragging on the bottom were not claims of 
its effects on mud, nor on sand in general, but specifically of its effects on the "rocky" 
and gravel lag deposits of Sable Island Gravel. 

Published studies of the direct effects of fish dragging (as distinct from scalloping or 
clam dredging) on the seabed and the benthos, while they show some damage and 
disturbance, do not support the extreme claims of the Scotia-Fundy longline fishermen 
(e.g. Caddy 1973; Main and Sangster 1979; Gibbs et al. 1980; Reise 1982; de Groot 
1984; Van Dolah et al. 1987; West 1987; Anon. 1988; Daan 1989; Jenner et al. 1991; 
Messieh et al. 1991). In several sea areas, including the southern North Sea (de Groot 
1984) and the waters off Georgia, USA (Van Dolah et al. 1987), such damage as does 
occur seems to recover in a relatively short time. Indeed, only for the tropical (but not 
coral reef) waters of Australia's Northwest Shelf has the sort of severe effect on fishery 
resources of dragging-induced bottom modification been accepted as a probable 
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mechanism for observed community changes. In that area, it is the destruction of very 
large epi-benthos (sponges, gorgonians etc.) and the consequent loss of "cover" for 
patch-reef-preferring species that may account for the effect (Sainsbury 1987, 1988; 
Hutchins 1990). Off Nova Scotia, a similar loss of deepwater coral "trees· might have 
had a similar (if quantitatively lesser) effect but this cannot account for the principal 
claims of bottom damage advanced by the longline fishermen. 

If those claims have any objective basis, it would probably involve hydrological and 
geological multiplier effects that exaggerate the consequences of the initial impact of 
dragger gear on the "rocky" lag deposits; the natural processes serving to increase, 
rather than mitigate, the first, artificial disruption. No direct study has yet addressed 
such effects and so there is no scientific evidence that they occur but a plausible, and 
potentially testable, hypothesis that could explain the interviewees' observations can be 
advanced. The major impact of "board draggers" (Le. otter trawlers) on the seabed 
results from the weight and scouring effects of the "doors", or otter boards (Caddy 
1973; Main and Sangster 1979; Gibbs et a/. 1980; de Groot 1984; Van Dolah et al. 
1987; West 1987; Jenner et al. 1991; Messieh et al. 1991). Door scours have been 
observed to cut through gravel layers, exposing underlying sand (Messieh et al. 1991). 
Similarly, scallop drags have been seen to displace stones in the lag deposits on Georges 
Bank, destroying the attached epibenthos and exposing finer sediments below (Jenner et 
al. 1991). Heavy otter boards must do the same, at least occasionally. Repeated and 
intensive dragging would thus damage the epibenthos at a faster rate than it could 
regenerate, leading to its gradual depletion (de Groot 1984; Van Dolah et al. 1987). 
Meanwhile, the sediment clouds raised by the fishing gear would interfere with the 
feeding and respiration of those benthic filter-feeders that are not adapted to life in 
turbid water (cf. Main and Sangster 1981a; Jenner et al. 1991; Messieh et al. 1991). 
Those are the species to be expected on "rocky" bottom. Nevertheless, even under very 
intense and prolonged dragging, it is hard to accept that these direct effects could suffice 
to explain the longline fishermen's more extreme claims. The pavement of clean stones 
that appears to form "rocky" cod bottom is not, however, the topmost layer of a deep 
stratum of such stones (Valentine & Lough 1991). Rather it is a thin skin, left as a 
residue of erosion and itself preventing further erosion, over a deep layer of generally
finer sediment. Once the protective layer of stones has been disturbed, tidal streams and 
storm wave surge might be expected to scour the bottom, spreading the newly-exposed 
fine sediments over the stones and hence extensively modifying the local micro-habitat, 
thus eliminating the previously-existing hard-bottom epibenthos. This combination of 
anthropogenic and natural factors might be sufficient to produce the scale of bottom 
modification claimed by the longline fishermen. Whether it has actually done so and 
whether or not such habitat destruction has caused any noticeable loss of fish production 
are matters for future research. The hypothesis developed here is at least sufficient ~o 
show that the interviewees' comments cited above cannot be rejected out of hand. 

Catching of Undersized Fish 
Another major complaint leveled against draggers by many interviewees was that they 
destroyed large quantities of undersized fish: 

Draggers kill small fish. 
Draggers only land fish under 18". Seiners often land 5 or 6" fish, 

whereas longliners are fined if they land anything under 17". The 
Fishery Officers refuse to touch the mobile gear boats. 

Dragger men [in Division 4Vn] rig their gear and fit liners in the cod 
ends so as to increase the undersized catch. The winter dragger fishery 
for small cod is destroying the Sydney Bight resource. [That winter 
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fishery is primarily for the Divisions 4TVn(Jan.-Apr.) stock which 
is not generally available to the local longline fishermen, though no 
interviewee appeared to be aware of the distinction.] 

Diamond mesh closes up and stops small fish from escaping. 
The pollock were destroyed by draggers taking small ones. In 1990, lots 

of little haddock were destroyed on Georges. 
Draggers take the. small fish because they do not tow fast enough. 
Off Shelburne County, the draggers must target on small halibut because 

they sometimes fish where there is nothing else to catch. A lot of small 
halibut are landed in Shelburne for lobster bait. DFO takes no action. 

The National boats (but not the local draggers) work on grounds off 
Shelburne County where all of the fish are small. 

This is one of the biggest problems with the draggers. 

Counter Argument from a Dragger Fisherman; With the new large square 
mesh, dragger-caught fish will be larger than those from the 
longliners. Square mesh is actually preferable to the draggermen 
because of this increase in size and, consequently, in value of the fish. 

It is quite likely that many longline fishermen would still be dissatisfied with the sizes 
of fish landed by the draggers even if regulations, gear modifications and other changes 
raised those to a bio-economic optimum level. Such dissatisfaction could continue 
because few fishermen have any real understanding of yield-per-recruit dynamics. They 
comprehend the notion of overfishing (though most equate it with recruitment 
overfishing) but they are not familiar with underfishing nor with the loss of potential 
yield to natural mortality if a year-class is left unfished for too long. Since the weight of 
individual fish continues to increase at ages where the biomass of an unexploited year
class would be declining, it is easy for fishermen to think that medium-sized fish should 
be allowed to grow further before capture when bio-economic optimization requires that 
those fish be caught before they die of natural causes. 

Furthermore, any overall partial recruitment vector set on fishery-wide socio-bio
economic criteria would still be a composite of the optimal vectors for the dragger and 
longline sectors (weighted by their respective contributions to the total catch). Longline 
fishermen have traditionally preferred to take a larger average size of fish than dragger 
fishermen have. If this preference has any economic or socia-economic basis, which is 
presently uncertain, the optimal partial recruitment vectors for the two sectors would 
differ. Under these circumstances there would still be the "race for the year classes" 
that Sinclair (1986) has identified in the Divisions 4VsW cod fisheries; a race in which 
the draggers apparently have an inevitable advantage 106. To the degree that this "race" 

106: In a modelling exercise, Q'Boyle st af. (1991) have shown that a dragger fleet might be 
capable of driving the longline sector to bankruptcy simply by catching so much of each year
class before it is available to long lining that the biomass available to the latter falls to non
viable levels. Their model also indicated that higher yields would be expected in the Division 
4VsW cod fisheries if the entire fleet used longline gear or, more exactly, if it used any gears 
with the partial recruitment vector that their model allocated to longlines rather than any 
gears with the vector that they allocated to draggers. Changes to the mesh size regulations in 
recent years have altered the real dragger partial recruitment vector, perhaps to one close to 
the model's vector for longline gear. 
There is, however, still considerable doubt over the actual implications of this 'race' in real 

fisheries. Frechet and Chouinard (1987) have argued that there was little difference between 
the partial recruitment vectors of draggers and long liners working in Divisions 3Pn4RS in the 
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continued under globally-optimal management, fishermen in the disadvantaged sector 
might be expected to object to the practices of other sectors. 

Finally, most longline fishermen seem more concerned with social objectives, 
particularly job creation, than with purely economic ones (see Section 14). From that 
perspective, the socially-optimal minimum fish size for a particular resource might be 
larger than that indicated by bio-economic calculations, since higher ages-at-first
capture presuppose higher optimal fishing mortalities and hence more jobs for 
fishermen. 

Destruction of Spawn 
All of the interviewees seemed to believe that their target species are demersal 
spawners, when in fact all of them produce planktonic eggs. This misunderstanding led to 
a frequent, but erroneous, complaint against draggers: 

Draggers destroy the haddock spawn by fishing on Browns while the 
spawn is lying there. This is a very serious problem. 

Behavioural Disturbance of Fish 
A related complaint concerned the effects on fish behaviour, and hence on fish 
production, of the disturbance supposedly caused by dragging: 

Draggers scare and chase the fish, breaking up the schools, so that they 
will not take a hook. If not dragged, the fish are in small bunches. 
Breaking these must disturb their behaviour and hence their feeding, 
spawning and growth. 

Longline catch rates are so low after draggers have worked in an area that 
it is not worth setting. 

Chasing of haddock by dragger doors cuts their feeding and slows their 
growth. 

No rebuttal whatever to these claims of behavioural disturbance by the noise and 
physical actions of draggers seems yet to have been advanced. This lack of scientific 
comment is, perhaps, inevitable, given the lack of ethological research on temperate 
marine fishes. Despite a considerable body of work on the hearing ability of cod (e.g. 
Schwarz 1985; Hawkins 1986) and some on their immediate responses to fishing gear 
(e.g. Foster et al. 1981; Main and Sangster 1981a,b; Wardle 1983, 1986; West 
1987), remarkably little is known of their overall behaviour patterns in less disturbed 
settings. In a rarely-cited series of papers, however, Brawn (1961 a, b, c) has provided 
detailed descriptions of some aspects of cod behaviour in aquaria. Unlike the effects of 
bottom disturbance, which are almost-directly observable by the longline fishermen, 
this lack of scientific attention to cod behaviour cannot be compensated for by 
fishermen's observations. They can only speculate on the causes of observed changes in 
their catch rates. 

mid-1980s. Indeed, by the early months of 1991 when the large cod preferred by the Divisions 
4VsW longline fishery were scarce, the longliners were actually recorded as landing a 
substantially higher proportion of small fish from that area than the mobile gear sector did (cf: 
Table 6 of Mohn and MacEachern 1992), It appears that, although long line fishermen prefer to 
take large fish (which may offer them a better economic return), they can and wi" target on 
smaller fish if they fall behind in the 'race', Whether this is an optimal behaviour for them (in 
other than a competitive sense) is unsure, however. 
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In so far as any scientific comment on this claim is possible, it is at least certain that 
cod spawning does not involve the random broadcasting of eggs and milt within a 
spawning school, as some early observations suggested. Rather, Brawn (1961b) has 
shown that these fish have complex mating behaviour, with 10 to 15 minutes of 
courtship being followed by the mounting of the female by the male, his rotation into an 
inverted position beneath her and then the actual spawning act, during which the vents of 
the two fish are kept in close proximity. Clearly, such a prolonged and, at times, precise 
process could potentially be disrupted by even minor external stimuli. Since cod have 
exceptionally acute hearing over a range of frequencies from about 50 to about 300 Hz 
(Hawkins 1986), a range in which ships are particularly noisy (Myrberg 1978; 
Schwarz 1985), the fish are certainly capable of hearing fishing boats in their vicinity. 
Furthermore, the dominant male cod (the only ones to mate successfully in Brawn's 
captive groups) are highly aggressive towards other cod during the spawning season 
(Brawn 1961a, b). Mating therefore requires the male's recognition of the ripe female 
as a potential mate, rather than a rival. That recognition seems to be based on the 
female's lack of a fear response to the dominant male, which response other males and 
non-ripe females would show, at least in aquaria (Brawn 1961b). Since cod give the 
same fear response to artificial stimuli as to intra-specific aggression (Brawn 1961 a), 
noise and disturbance on the spawning grounds might be capable of disrupting this 
apparently essential recognition of mating partners. Moreover, it is clear that egg 
production in some fish can be inhibited or even reversed by the hormonal changes 
induced by stress (Billard et al. 1981). There is, however, no evidence that such drastic 
consequences can be caused by trawling. Thus, some disturbance of cod spawning by the 
noise and physical actions of fishing is entirely possible and perhaps even probable. 
Whether the ultimate effects of that disturbance on future recruitment are 
quantitatively significant remains much more doubtful, however, given the weak 
relationship between egg production and recruitment typical of the gadoids. 

The possible effects of disturbance on other aspects of cod behaviour, particularly 
feeding, are even less certain. It is clear that ship noise will impinge on the auditory 
environment of the fish and thus may have some negative effect (cf. Myrberg 1978) but 
the quantitative effects of this on growth are quite unknown. Possibly more importantly, 
the capture process of bottom otter trawls usually involves a fish swimming ahead of the 
groundline until it becomes exhausted and has to drop back into the cod end (Foster et al. 
1981; Wardle 1983, 1986). The implications of this physiological stress for the 
growth, behaviour and responses to predators of those fish which escape the net seem 
never to have been examined. While it seems unlikely that enough fish are first severely 
stressed but yet escape capture for this mechanism to seriously affect cod growth, the 
loss of production caused by stress is an issue of some concern in aquaculture (Schreck 
1981) . 

Thus, while there is little scientific evidence to support the longline fishermen's 
contention that draggers adversely affect the cod resources through behavioural 
disturbance, some negative effects on the fish are possible. The quantitative significance 
of those effects remains in doubt, however. The associated claim that disturbed fish will 
not take a hook seems much more likely to lead to economic repercussions for the 
longline fishery but so far there is no scientific evidence for or against it. 

Other Destructive Fishing Practices 
As discussed in Section 14, the interviewees expressed strong conservationist 
sentiments which clearly led them to abhor the waste of any scarce resources. Many 
longline fishermen saw such waste as being one of the most serious effects of dragging: 

Draggers waste and destroy more than they land. 
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Draggers waste the resource by discarding, particularly when high
grading their catches. To "avoid" dumping, the big boats put 
everything other than their intended catch through the meal grinders. 

Quotas [Le. trip limits] have only promoted dumping. Annual individual 
boat limits would have been better [and have been introduced to almost 
all dragger fisheries in the Scotia-Fundy Region since the interviews 
began]. 

On Grand Bank in the summer, the fish are soft and warm. Yet the 
draggers continue to fish them and discard what they cannot process. 

National boats dress their fish while towing. Anything not dressed when 
the next haul comes aboard is discarded. Then they turn around and 
drag up the dead fish. 

The foreign boats do not discard, so this problem is worse with the 
Canadian fleet. The US and Portuguese boats were dumping in the 
1960s, however. 

Draggers can dump their catch and try again. The dead fish then rot the 
bottom. 

Plant orders for particular species just cause more wasteful destruction. 

The New Brunswick [Gulf Region] draggers in Division 4Vn keep an extra 
bag of fish on the ramp for ballast when they steam in. They dump 
these just before entering Louisbourg. This ruins the shore fishery as 
well as wasting the catch. 

National boats drag Sable Island Gully for halibut. The fish are of no value 
since the blood vessels mak~ a red "net" through the flesh. 

Draggers waste the resource by landing poor quality fish, with the guts in 
and the flesh bruised by the net. Sometimes they go days without 
processing or landing the catch . This affects the prices for all fish. 
Dragger fish are too poor quality to eat, even when first landed. 

They should be forced to dress the fish at sea. 
This is one of the biggest problems caused by the draggers. 

Which of these claims are true (in an objective sense) and how frequently such wastage 
occurs cannot be judged from the results of this survey. What is perhaps more 
interesting is the conservation-oriented attitude of longline fishermen implicit in these 
anti-waste comments. Some of this may be an allocation-related issue 107. However, the 
terms in which these opinions were expressed strongly suggest that the longline 
fishermen were not simply concerned that other people were wasting fish that they could 
have had. Rather, they felt a strong moral distaste for the waste of natural resources per 
se. 

Resource Sharing and Job Creation 
The longline fishermen's concerns about their own access to the resources were, 
nevertheless, a significant part of their objection to draggers. While self interest played 

107: If the draggers wasted less, there would be more fish for everyone, including individual 
longline fishermen. Alternatively, if the draggers could be shown to be wasteful, they would be 
seen as less-deserving and hence might be allocated less or might even be banned from the 
fishery. 
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a part in this, the ethos of a typical longline captain is based on the efficient use of the 
resource to provide maximum benefit to his local community rather than maximum 
profit to a few licensees (see Section 14). In those terms, the resource-monopolization 
and economic-optimization inherent in a modern dragger fishery, managed under an 
Individual Quota regime, is as much a moral as a personal loss to a typical longline 
fisherman. 

Draggers take so much fish and create so little employment. They are too 
efficient. 

They have too much technology for the fish. 
Longliners create far more employment both ashore and afloat, with work 

on the gear, provision of bait, baiting, work in the fish plants etc. 
Draggermen should be made to work for their fish. Dragger captains are 

·carpet fishermen", they don't have to leave their wheelhouses to fish. 
There is no work to it. 

You don't need as much fishing skill with modern gear, especially with 
draggers. 

On Quero, you have to compete with the 150 footers which take more in 
one set than a longliner can in a whole trip. 

Take 2 days to fish and 2 days to bait. So, it takes a 5 day cycle to catch 
25,000 lb. A 65 ft dragger lands 100,000 and goes straight out 
again, so it can take 200,000 in the same 5 days. 

Draggers over-run their quotas, taking other men's shares of the fish. 
They can clean out the grounds close in. The Hake Ridge fishery is 

declining now because of this. The Sambro Scottish seiners cleaned up 
the local area. 

[A very large dragger] cleaned The Patch, with the assistance of 
gi II netters. 

Six small draggers out of [one local fish plant] cleaned up Shelburne 
Harbour. 

Draggers can take an entire school, instead of only taking some of the fish 
out of it and leaving the rest for later. 

When the fish are spawning [on Georges?], 50 or 60 draggers will make 
a ·spawning tow". If the weather is good, they can clean up 10 square 
miles in two days. Those fish were invulnerable to longliners since 
they will not take a hook when spawning, and hence were protected. 

In some places, [scallop?] draggers work a grid of parallel tows and then 
work over the same ground perpendicular to the previous tows, so as 
to cover every inch of it. Scallopers clean up the bottom, only avoiding 
areas with small scallops. 

don't mind competing with draggers or anyone else but don't like the 
destruction. It is not jealousy; many longline men refused dragger 
licences when they were offered. 

Overall, dragging could be acceptable if it was done right, but it can also 
damage the fishery if used wrongly. Longlining cannot. Longlining 
leaves ·sanctuaries" where lines cannot fish. Draggers break that 
pattern and exploit the fish everywhere. 

Some individual draggermen try to play by the rules but those rules put 
pressure on them to dump fish, so it is hard for them not to damage 
the resource. 

Now the French draggers are fishing hard on St.Pierre Bank. 
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Spatial Distribution of Fishing 
As discussed elsewhere in this Report, long line fishermen were highly constrained in the 
grounds that were accessible to them, both by the seaworthiness of their boats and by the 
special requirements for bottom quality that were imposed by their gear. Under these 
circumstances, the interviewees were naturally concerned that the draggers (which 
appear capable of fishing over much broader areas) also fished on the longline grounds: 

Draggers come too close in. 
The 200 mile limit made this much worse. The foreigners never came 

close in to much of the shore (though the Russians used to come within 
30 miles of Port LaTour). 

Some of them are working in only 18 fathoms of water off Low Point 
[Sydney Harbour]. Others are right in on lobster bottom. They come 
closer in at night when they cannot be identified. 

Draggers move into closed areas when the weather is bad and the longline 
boats are all in harbour. Then they rip up the bottom before the 
longliners can return. 

This dragging close to land is unnecessary. The draggers are capable of 
going further, so they should. 

If a handline fisherman finds fish and admits it on the radio, the draggers 
close in on his position. Elsewhere, the draggers learn the good 
grounds from where the longliners are successful and then they move 
in. If this is not on a legal ground for them, they wait until nobody is 
around. 

Draggers are mobile and go wherever the fish are, concentrating on 
whatever fish they can find and chasing the few remaining bunches. 
They can fish a mark. Longliners cannot. 

They now go into places where they used not to, aided by roller gear on 
their nets ("Rockhopper gear") and with LORAN to guide them. Before, 
they were confined to soft bottom, where the longline men did not go 
anyway. 

The National boats stick to their known tows, though some of those are 
close in. 

The draggers don't fish longline grounds on Georges. They cannot make 
money there because of fuel costs and gear damage. 

Davis (1984) has described how Nova Scotian inshore fishermen regulate access to local 
resources by community controls over the right to fish particular grounds (a form of 
"usufructory right") and similar arrangements are known from many other fisheries 
(e.g. Acheson 1975, 1979, 1988; Martin 1979). Much of the longline fishermen's 
objection to the presence of draggers on longline grounds may simply stem from a 
general impression that they are violating such rights. There are, however, also a range 
of practical, or perceived-practical, reasons for such objections. Clearly, the bottom 
damage that draggers are supposed to be capable of is only an issue when it is being 
inflicted on longline grounds (or near them, if the drift of sediment clouds is seen to be a 
problem). Equally, any effect of behavioural disturbance on the tendency of fish to bite 
hooks (as distinct from the supposed effect on resource production) is only relevant 
when they are disturbed in the proximity of longline gear. Moreover, a particular piece 
of bottom can only be fished by one unit of gear at a time; attempts to do otherwise lead to 
tangles, wasted time and a loss of potential catch. Indeed, an attempt to longline in the 
presence of draggers would invite major gear loss and a cost of thousands of dollars to the 
longline fishermen. Thus, if the draggers fish on the only longline grounds, /ongline 
fishing must cease. This is a very real issue in some areas. 
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Beside all of these concerns, there is a question of whether dragger fishing on longline 
grounds actually depletes the resources available to longlining. Clearly, any fishing for a 
resource will deplete that resource to some extent, so the question must be whether 
dragger fishing on a longline ground depletes the longline-available resource more than 
the same amount of dragger fishing elsewhere would do. Even if it is assumed that a 
fisheries management unit coincides with a genetic stock and hence that pre-recruits are 
freely exchanged throughout the unit, in the short term it is still inevitable that 
recruited fish which happen to be on the longline grounds can be caught there, whereas 
those which happen to be elsewhere cannot be taken by longlining. If dragging were to be 
forbidden on the long lining grounds, as many long line fishermen have requested (see 
below), there would be some small increment in the biomass of fish available to the 
longliners. If, on the other hand, the draggers chose to fish primarily on the grounds that 
are also fished by longliners, there would be some local reduction in the latter's 
available resources. This effect would clearly be magnified if the resource population 
was spatially structured within the management unit, such that hereditary, 
environmental or even chance factors encouraged individual fish to reside in particular 
areas. The only attempt to date to investigate the magnitude of this effect has been a 
recent modelling study by Kenchington (1991) which concentrated on the fall run of cod 
off Victoria County, Cape Breton. In that case, the local decrement in biomass was 
negligible for all reasonable intensities of dragger effort. That conclusion seems, 
however, to have stemmed from the fish spending most of the year in the Gulf of 
St.Lawrence where they would still be vulnerable to dragging, even if the draggers were 
banned from the inshore grounds in Sydney Bight. How significant this effect might be in 
areas where the fish are potentially able to spend the whole year on longline grounds is 
presently unsure. 

Destruction of Fixed Gear 
A quite separate issue to most of the above, which were in some way concerned with the 
resources, was the interviewees' frequent claim of direct destruction of longline -gear by 
draggers: 

Draggers destroy longline gear. One in ten of them will deliberately drag 
through longline gear if they think there are fish there. 

When DFO holds the draggers back hard, they counter-attack by dragging 
up long line gear. 

Soviet draggers will lift their gear over a longline. National boats drag 
right through it. 

Off Victoria County, Cape Breton, you should set longline gear 
perpendicular to the shore but to avoid destruction by the draggers 
you have to set it along the shore. 

In many cases, they take no care to avoid fixed gear at all and they almost 
always avoid paying damages. Even where they do try to avoid gear, 
they do not understand the lie of the gear from seeing the highfliers. 
The Digby fleet is more of a problem off Shelburne County than the 
local boats are. They claim not to understand Iongline gear and so to be 
unable to avoid it. 

Shelburne County draggers never took gear. Digby boats tow right through 
it. Until 1990, they would not talk on the set [VHF radio] to the 
longline men. 

The draggers tow before daylight on the [Bay of Fundy] hake grounds. That 
is when longline gear is lost. 

There is also a problem when the longline boat drifts away from its gear 
while the men are asleep. It is then hard for a dragger to figure out 
where the gear lies. Still: more care and concern would help. 
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This gear loss is not only a matter of expense. It can take a crew two 
weeks to replace the gear and that is lost fishing time. 

Dragger stabilizers catch longline highflier lines and part them off. 
A serious amount of damage is caused in many areas, though recent DFO 

regulations and enforcement actions have helped. The dragger 
pressure has been reduced and the draggermen are taking more care; 
off Shelburne County at least. 

The foreigners, working along the 200 mile limit, are bad about towing 
through gear. 

The scallopers keep clear of longline gear, once they have been told where 
it is. 

Sometimes even the longline boats themselves are hit, and seriously 
damaged, by big draggers. 

Other Issues 
Two other complaints were made: 

The National boats sell their fish cheaply and undercut the independents. 
If they make a loss, they go to the government for support. Their 
crews are poorly paid and the quality of their fish suffers. 

Draggers take lobsters when fishing close in and sell them illegally. 

Virtues of Draggers 
While the above objections to draggers were far more frequently expressed, some 
longline fishermen did see a positive side: 

Codfish eat lobsters. The depressed state of the fish helps the lobsters. 
Cod and cusk eat lobsters. With the fish down, the lobster are up. 
Draggers have helped the lobster fishery by catching up the catfish and 

other predators of lobsters and hence have allowed the recent 
enormous growth in the lobster resource. 

Draggers are needed for the greysole, lemon sole and yellowtail fisheries. 

Scallopers dump piles of rocks off their grounds. That makes good 
longlining bottom. 

Proposed Solutions 
The interviewees were not exclusively negative on questions of draggers but had several 
constructive suggestions, all of which showed a clear understanding of their own 
interests, if not of the practicalities of conflict resolution in fisheries management: 

Must stop dragging if the fish are to come back. Even a 50% reduction in 
dragging won't solve the habitat destruction. 

If the fishery was all-Iongline, it would be OK in 5 years. No management 
restrictions would be needed then . An all-Iongline fishery would make 
more money. 

The draggers are too many and too powerful. The 65 fters have too much 
capacity. 
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Should push the draggers away from the shore. 
Push the draggers outside the jigging area at least .... outside 25 miles . 

. . . out of Sydney Bight .... 100 miles off (four different Cape Breton 
men). 

Keep the 65 footers out of the Bay of Fundy. 
Push the big ones offshore and make the small ones convert to hook and 

line. 
Push them all beyond 200 miles, if they cannot be got rid of altogether. 
Remove all over 60 ft draggers from the fishery. 
Convert one National boat per year to long lining. That would give a phased 

change to hook-and-line fishing while keeping the fishery going in the 
meanwhile. 

Make them all use longlines. 
Ban domestic freezer trawlers. Cut out the foreigners. 
Sink all draggers far offshore. 

The partial holding-back of the dragger fleet in 1990 allowed a marked 
recovery in the inside fixed gear fisheries, particularly in southwest 
Nova Scotia. 

The draggers hurt the stock. Since they were cut back, there have been 
more cod and haddock. 

Tying up the draggers made a big difference this year. 
The cod came on shore better this year because the draggers were held 

back. 
The draggers were cut back in World War II. Within 3 years the fish were 

numerous. Thus, you do not have to hold them back long to get a 
recovery . 

Ban draggers on Browns; it is a spawning ground. The present short 
closure does not help since the draggers get straight in there after it 
re-opens. 

Make them dress the fish at sea and so slow them down. 
Do not develop "under-utilized" species; they are food for exploited 

species. 

The scientists should be there when commercial draggers are working. 
That would teach them more about what really goes on. 

DFO was warned of these dragger problems in 19n but did not listen. 

Groundfish Gillnets 

The second most frequent object of the interviewees' complaints was groundfish 
gillnetting. Indeed, to a substantial minority, gillnetters appeared more damaging than 
draggers and when more than one fisherman was present during an interview, a lively 
discussion of the relative demerits of the two gears often arose. 

Nets are more of a problem than draggers. They should be banned. 

In the interviewees' comments, gillnetting seemed to be a much more heterogeneous 
issue than was the dragging. In Victoria County, for example, there was no local 
groundfish gillnetting whatever and the longline fishermen there had little to say about 
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nets beyond noting that their hooks caught some fish with "grown-in" meshes (perhaps 
from gillnetting in the Gulf of St.Lawrence) and, in the case of one interviewee, an 
expressed wish to return to the gillnetting that he had to abandon when his neighbours 
voted to ban the gear locally. In contrast, there was a special longline versus gillnet 
controversy in the Chedabucto Bay area (see below) and the more general dispute was 
very strong in Shelburne County in 1990. Opinions were more divided in Lunenburg and 
Queen's Counties (where there were many groundfish gillnet fishermen). Georges Bank 
was not only seeing gillnetting for the first time but the gillnetters there faced strong 
tides, which may have imposed more of a problem to them than they had to face further 
east. In Digby County, gillnets were again not much of an issue (being little used), 
though one interviewee did note that some drifting waste "twine" showed up there from 
time to time. Thus, the intra-regional heterogeneities may have objective, natural 
causes, as well as being based on historical developments or mere differences in 
perceptions. 

There is a lot of tide and hard bottom off Cape Sable. Gillnetters lose a lot 
of nets there. 

Nets will be a big problem down the road. 

Also in marked contrast to the draggers, which had few spokesmen amongst the 
interviewees, some active longline fishermen are also active groundfish gillnetters (see 
Section 12), while many more gillnet fishermen held inactive longline licences. These 
interviewees frequently provided counter-arguments to the more extreme anti-netting 
claims. As a further contrast, the supposed negative effects of gillnetting have received 
even less scientific attention than those related to dragging. Thus, it is often difficult to 
make any reasoned deductions from the interviewees claims. 

The Role of Groundflah Glllneta 
It should be understood that groundfish gillnets and longlines are largely (but not 
entirely) complimentary, rather than competing, gears. Nets are particularly suited to 
fishing for pollock (which are never a prime directed species in Scotia-Fundy 
long lining; see Section 4). They can also be used to catch cod and other gadoids at times 
when, and in places where, those fish will not bite a hook. Nevertheless, there are also 
times and places where the two gears can compete for the same fish, or at least for the 
same area of bottom. Also, of course, there are longer-term conflicts when the two gears 
fish for the same resources in different seasons. Thus: 

Gillnets went from Halifax County when the pollock disappeared. 
Netters used to be on poor bottom, fishing for pollock. Now they are on 

good bottom. 
Nets are targeted on pollock [off Queen's County], thus spreading the total 

fishing effort over more resources. 
[But] You take cod and some haddock netting off the Eastern Shore. 

Netters can still fish when longliners cannot. On Georges they work the 
same grounds as the longliners. 

Can fill gillnets when longliners won't get 100 Ib per tub. 

In some areas, such as most of the coast between St.Margarets Bay and the Shelburne 
County line, longlining is ineffective, or at least non-profitable. Fishermen in those 
areas were inclined to see gillnets more as essential to their survival than as anything 
undesirable: 
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Nets are the only thing that keeps the fishery going. 

For those fishermen elsewhere who had retained the option of using either kind of gear, 
the reasons for their choices were sometimes interesting: 

Switch between nets and longlines depending on the [dollar value of the] 
catches. 

Mostly work nets. Use lines only on the odd days when nets are no good. 

With the resource so low [off Yarmouth County], the fish are in little 
bunches. Longlining would place very few hooks in each bunch so 
gillnetting is better. 

You cannot take hake in nets. They are too spread out. [A typical set of nets 
might stretch 2 to 4 kilometres, if set in a single straight line. The 
same boat could set 15 kilometres or more of longlines.] 

Gillnets were also thought to be preferable wherever dogfish are a particularly serious 
problem (see below). 

Ghost Fishing 
Ghost fishing, either by lost nets or by those not regularly tended, was seen by many 
interviewees as the most serious direct negative effect of gillnets, involving the wasteful 
destruction of fish. The extent of such ghost fishing was much argued, with the pro
netting interviewees claiming that a lost net becomes ineffective at catching within a few 
weeks while the anti-netters claimed that all lost nets went on fishing indefinitely. 
Meanwhile, many conscientious groundfish gill net fishermen claimed never to lose a net 
and that nets were only lost by the irresponsible or inexperienced. Their adversaries, 
however, pointed to the number of new nets being sold as replacements and wondered 
whether even a fisherman who had never lost a whole net had discarded significant 
amounts of damaged mesh. It is these latter that some fish pick up and may eventually 
grow around before being caught by other gear. Thus: 

Old longline grows over and the hooks rust. Gillnets go on destroying fish. 
Too many nets are left out ghost fishing. Men leave them out and ignore 

them while other fisheries are on (St. Margarets Bay). 
If nets are lost, they fill up with "moss· and ball up after the first storm. 

Nothing gets into them after that. 

Have only lost 14 nets in 15 years. Those were all taken by draggers. 
Only lose a very few nets. 
In 15 years, have never lost even a single net. 
Nets are only lost on Georges because of the draggers. National boats tow 

through the gear. 

There are lots of pieces of net around on the grounds. Lot of big lobsters 
caught in them. 

Nets fill up with lobster. 
I once hauled up a bunch of old nets. They were full of dead sculpins, 

lobsters, fish in all states of decay, etc. 

You see many fish with meshes grown into their flesh. 
Virgin Rocks fish show a lot of gillnet damage. 

Should make all netters go back to cotton nets. 
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Since the survey was conducted, both DFO and NOAA started studies of the gillnet ghost 
fishing problem. If those studies are continued, there may soon be some firm data against 
which to examine these claims. 

Other Effects on Resources 
Some interviewees also saw other direct negative effects of gillnetting on the groundfish 
resources. Gillnets were seen as being highly efficient (too efficient for some 
interviewees): 

75% decline in fish off Chedabucto Bay caused by gill netting out of Canso. 
Gillnetting cleaned The Patch. 
Gillnets are too powerful for the fish. 

There was some dispute as to whether or not gillnets were species-selective: 

Nets are indiscriminate. They take everything, including seeded lobsters. 
In one day in 1990, one boat's nets took 17,000 Ib of pollock but only two 

cod and one haddock. 

The gillnet fishermen appeared capable of selectively targeting aggregations of large 
spawning fish; fish that probably were not available to longlining, since they would not 
usually bite hooks: 

Nets destroy the mother fish. That is the same as destroying a seed 
lobster. 

Nets take too many spawning fish in the bays (St. Margarets Bay 
fisherman). 

Off Jeddore, the she spawned codfish were cleaned up by netting in the 
second half of September. 

Gillnets take mainly ripe fish, off the Eastern Shore in the fall. 

Conversely, gillnets of the mesh sizes in current use did not, and indeed could not, take 
any undersized fish: 

Nets take no small fish at all. 
Nets only take big fish. 
Nets give a better size of fish for less expense. No fish less than 22 to 24" 

with 6" and 7" mesh. 
Nets give better size selection but worse quality (comment by a gill net 

man). 

Effects on Habitat 
As with the dragger question, however, much of the longline fishermen's common 
objection to groundfish gill nets concerned not their direct impacts on the resources but 
rather that mediated by habitat destruction. Thus: 

When gillnets clean up the bottom, the fish never come back. 
Once a net is set, the fish are gone in a day. 

Gillnets ruin the bottom. They pull up the ·sea tulips" and other life. 

Waste fish ruin the bottom. 
Dead fish in the water ruin the bottom. 
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Lost nets ruin the bottom. Halibut avoid such areas. 
Gillnetters produce a lot of waste. Slime eels move in. 

One area on Georges used to be good. Then about seven nets were lost there. 
The ground became useless for months. Then the nets were raised and 
the ground recovered. 

Some nets were left off The Ridge [south south east of Brazil Rock, off 
Port LaTour] and they ruined the bottom as the fish in them rotted. 

When gillnetters move in, you soon get no fish on hooks though they can -
still be taken by nets. Then the bottom "slimes over". 

Gillnets are moving west now that they have ruined their own bottom 
(Shelburne County fisherman). 

Gillnetting damaged the fishery off Liverpool. Then they moved west. 
Gillnetters moved slowly westwards but not fast enough to provoke 

resistance. Now they are setting on the longline grounds off western 
Shelburne County. 

Once nets move in, the fish stop taking hooks. 

It is unclear whether gillnets really have these effects on the bottom and on fish 
behaviour, though it is not hard to see that large quantities of dead fish in old nets could 
have marked local effects, particularly on fish behaviour. Whether or not those effects 
extend far enough from the net to have any real impact on longline fishing success 
remains an open question. 

It was, in any event, claimed by one interviewee that similar habitat damage can occur as 
a consequence of on-board processing, regardless of the gear used to catch the fish: 

The present price structure encourages heading at sea so that you can stow 
more fish in the hold. This is a problem both because the heads sink 
and spoil the bottom and because heading damages the nape meat. 

Equitable Access 
While many longline fishermen might deny it, it was clear that much of the objection to 
gillnetting was that some fishermen were licensed for it while other, otherwise 
indistinguishable, fixed-gear fishermen are shut out through the lack of a licence 108. 
Past inconsistencies in licensing policy (involving buy-outs of gillnet licences, which 
largely closed down that gear sector but left some active licences, followed by the issue 
of experimental gillnet permits in certain areas) have contributed to this friction. 

When gillnetting started, the longline men were opposed. DFO tried to pull 
all of the gillnet licences. Some men sold out (even taking old nets 
from their gardens, where they had been keeping the deer out, to sell 
back to the government!). Others resisted and went to court. The latter 
got the "Shelburne County Box· with some 20 licences. [Account given 
by the longline-inactive holder of one of those 20 licences.] 

108: This apparent inequality may have generated more passion than the equivalent 
restrictions on entry to the dragger sector. Dragging licences tend to belong to a different type 
of fisherman living in a different community from those engaged in fixed-gear fishing . 
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There was a particular problem in the Chedabucto Bay area, where fishermen on the 
Guysborough County shore (mostly based in Canso or Dover) had access to gill net 
permits whereas those from Isle Madame (Richmond County), who fished the same 
grounds as the Canso fishermen, were denied such access. For their part, the Canso 
gill net fishermen objected to having insecure permits, rather than licences. The 
interviewees' comments rarely addressed these issues directly, however. For example: 

Canso men set their nets near Crouse Bank, outside the permit area. 

There were many other facets to this general equitability of access issue: 

Netters handle their gear faster. This leads to problems when longlining 
beside them. 

Netting is a lazy way to fish. It fences off the fish and stops them from 
coming in to shore. 

Nets close off Head Harbour Passage [Passamaquoddy area] so that no fish 
whatever can get through. 

Make the netters work for their fish! 

[But] Netting is less expensive and needs less work. What work there is 
tends to be net repair in the winter, which is better than hours of 
baiting during the fishing season. 

Gillnetting has lower expenses than longlining. More efficient. Though 
nets can only be used at certain seasons. 

Nets are more effective than longlines, especially if the fish are not 
biting. 

Longlining is expensive. Netting has no cost once you have bought the nets. 

One hook in a net pulls it all into the longline as you haul. Then every hook 
catches in the meshes and both sets of gear are ruined. 

Gillnets take up a lot of space. 
Sometimes you catch nets in the propellor of your boat. 

Some of the problem is jealousy. Nets make good money now. Fishing for 
steak cod on Georges and pollock on The Ridge is good now. There is 
nothing for longliners on The Ridge. Netters have no need to bait. 
There is a lack of space on Georges. The men who were there before 
object to the arrival of the netters. That is understandable but they 
will just have to get used to it (comments by a joint gillnetllongline 
fisherman). 

There is a lot of jealousy by men who turned in their net licences years 
ag.:>. 

There are communications problems. Men working different gears don't 
talk enough. 

Fishing Practices 
It was widely believed that gillnets could be acceptable, at least in some areas, if they 
were fished with care and proper practices. Nevertheless, in common with draggers but 
in contrast to longlining, gillnets were thought capable of adversely affecting the fishery 
when that care was lacking. 
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Lost gear is a big problem. 
You sometimes haul up big piles of old nets (Shelburne County). 

Troubles with gillnets are only when they are abused (Halifax County). 
Problems with nets are only with the few "bad apples" (Queen's County). 
A few bad practices get noticed (Yarmouth County). 
Netting is OK if it is done right but it ~ damage the fishery if not done 

carefully; longlining cannot, no-matter how careless the fisherman. 
Net men like their nets but they are just so damaging. 
New people starting out set too many nets and don't have the right gear to 

get them back. That's how nets are lost. 

If you "trip fish" with nets for pollock you get very few small fish, and 
those are only the ones that get tangled in the mesh. 

Nets are OK if they are "trip fished" but not if "set netting". Latter gets 
bad fish and allows nets to be lost. 

If you fish nets, set them and then come in for the day. Don't do any other 
fishing while they are out. 

Men do not tend their nets enough. 
Nets are only tended every few days. Then the dead fish are thrown away, 

where they pollute the bottom. 

There is a problem netting on Georges, so you should not go there with 
nets (comment by a joint gillnetllongline fisherman). 

You should not set on Georges because of the draggers. But some people get 
greedy and set 50 to 60 nets. Then they lose some (comment by a 
gillnet fisherman). 

Nets were a problem on Georges when some people tried netting in 28 foot 
tides. The longline men could tolerate nets if they were banned from 
Georges (comment by a Shelburne County gillnet man). 

Nets are OK on the Virgin Rocks grounds [Grand Banks] and along the 
[Nova Scotian] shore but not on Georges. 

Gillnets are illegally set at night. That is a response to intense 
competition. 

Nets were bad off Shelburne County in 1990. Netters sneak across the 
line and set on the wrong bottom. 

Canso men set their nets without highfliers so that you cannot avoid them 
with the Ionglines. Loose a lot of gear that way. 

Nets should not be set on coral trees in 200 metres depth. They should not 
be set in fast tides. 

There are too many gillnets around Virgin Rocks. They keep the longliners 
away. 

There is heavy netting around the Virgin Rocks. Haul up a lot of lost nets 
there. 

Labrador and St.Pierre waters are "poisoned" with nets. Now they are 
moving onto Grand Bank. Also onto Quero. 

So many nets off the Northeast Peak of Georges now that you cannot set 
longlines there. The nets drift on the tide before taking the bottom, so 
they use up more space. 
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Density of nets on the grounds is a problem for longlining. [This is 
probably a matter of occupancy of the bottom by another fisherman's 
gear, coupled with the fellowship that fishermen in the same gear 
sector feel towards one another, versus the antagonism that they feel 
towards those working other gears.] 

And finally a comment that probably summarized the position of many interviewees: 

Gillnets are not an ideal gear but they are OK if tended every day. 

Other Issues 
A few of the interviewees raised other perceived problems: 

The quality of gillnet-caught fish is poor. 
Net caught fish taste different. They were smothered to death. 
[But] Net quality is higher. The buyers will confirm this. 
If you leave fish in the nets for a day they are still fresh enough to salt. 
"Trip fishing" nets gives high quality fish. 

Finally, one Yarmouth County fisherman who worked both nets and longlines summed up 
most of the issues: 

The fish in nets are better: there is less junk and no small fish. But 
netting always leaves some twine behind even if you don't lose the 
whole net. 

The draggers force the nets onto rough bottom where more get lost. 
At least lost nets soon ball up and stop fishing. 
You cannot use longlines when the dogfish are bad. (Sometimes they will 

even chase bare hooks up through the waterl) That is when gillnets 
are needed. 

Other Anthropogenic Problems 

In the opinions of some longline fishermen, human activities other than dragging and 
gillnetting were having adverse effects on bottom quality: 

The clam boats are destroying the bottom on Quero. 

Discarding fish heads at sea spoils the bottom. The guts float away and are 
eaten by tuna and gulls but the heads sink. 

The present price structure encourages heading at sea so that you can stow 
more fish in the hold. This is a problem both because the heads sink 
and spoil the bottom and because heading damages the nape meat. 

Perhaps surprisingly, however, no adverse comments were made about offshore oil and 
gas development, despite a campaign in 1987 against exploratory drilling on Georges and 
the public discussion during 1990-1 of plans for production drilling on the Scotian 
Shelf and the Grand Banks. Equally, no complaints were made during the interviews 
about other non-fishery seabed activities, such as cable laying, except that some 
comments were made on sewage and power-plant cooling water outfalls and on general 
dumping: 
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There are plans to build a sewage plant and to dredge Sydney harbour. 
Fishermen will suffer. 

There is a lot of garbage on the bottom. 
The seabed is a junk yard: nets, dragger cables etc. etc. 

Finally, while most longline-active interviewees blamed their troubles on fishermen 
who used other gears, a very few saw the problem as being, at least partly, closer to 
home: 

There are too many longliners on Western taking too many small fish. 

Dogfish 

While the interviewees generally saw draggers and gillnets as the two most important of 
the problems facing the longline fisheries, the third most serious was usually thought to 
be a natural plague: the dogfish Squa/us acanthias. The troubles that these fish caused 
were many and varied: 

Dogfish take the hooks as the gear is being set. They also take the fish off 
the hooks. 

They swim above the bottom and take the hooks before they can sink down 
to the fish. 

Dogfish can occupy every hook. Sometimes you get more than one on each 
hook. 

You can get two on each hook. [It is not clear whether the second one bites 
onto the first one caught or whether it attacks the odour of the bait 
emerging from the gills of the first one and gets the hook into its own 
mouth.] 

They bite fish caught on the hooks. 
Dogfish will bite every fish caught on a hook. The fish move about a lot and 

that attracts the dogfish. 

Dogfish ruin the gear by biting on the gang ions. They ruin the hooks too. 
You have to straighten the hooks to get them out of dogfish. 
They ruin the gear: Part off the groundline, chafe the gangions and ruin 

the hooks. 
They can float the gear [when hooked] and swim away with it. 

On Western Bank in May, they eat the spawn out of the ripe haddock. [That 
is: They bite the abdominal organs out of the female haddock, feeding 
on the ripe ovaries.] 

Dogfish can be a problem with gill nets too. They do tend to sit in a dense 
mass and sometimes you can set nets just outside them but that doesn't 
work if the fish are with the dogfish. 

You can use larger mesh gillnets so that most dogfish just swim through 
them. 

Dogfish won't eat too many fish out of a gillnet. 
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The scale of the dogfish problem should not be underestimated. It can be sufficient, even 
were the longline resources plentiful, to stop all longline fishing: 

Dogfish are bad on the shore in the summer. You get one on every hook. 
They force the boats out to the Banks. 

There are lots of them off Halifax. 
They come onto the Eastern Shore in late June to mid July. You cannot set 

longlines when they are in. 
They are worst in August off Shelburne County. They can be bad in July 

too. 
They are deep, along the edge of Georges, from March to June. Sometimes 

they are up on the Bank by May. 
The Bay of Fundy is polluted with them. They stop all fishing in the 

summer. 
They are a big problem in the whole Bay of Fundy. 
The dogfish are so bad, they will even take the plastic 'worms" on cod 

jigs. 
There are too many dogfish to be worth fishing. 

When the dogfish are on the longline grounds, that is also where the 
herring are. So, there is no point in going handlining either because 
the fish will not bite. 

This has not always been so: 

Off Queen's County, the dogfish have been really bad from 1988 to 1990. 
1989 was bad for dogfish but 1990 was a bit better (Queen's County). 
Off Shelburne County, 1989 was a bad year for dogfish. 1990 was good 

until the fall. 
Bad off Shelburne County in the last few years. 
1990 was not as bad as some years. 
Dogfish were not so bad in 1990 (Shelburne County). 
1990 was a bad year for them off the LaHave Islands. 
The dogfish problem developed after the Russians stopped catching them. 
USSR boats used to keep them. After they stopped fishing here, it took a 

few years for the dogfish to recover. 
Dogfish were rarely seen around Cape Breton for 20 years. They began to 

build up around 1987. 1990 was the worst year yet. 
Dogfish were heavy off Cape Breton the last few years. You have to go 

further to get beyond them. 
Dogfish were bad off Louisbourg in 1990. Got 5000 Ib per day of them. 
They used only to be on the shore. Now they are 15 or 20 miles off too. 
Dogfish are getting more plentiful on the Grand Banks. 

Generally, they were much less of a problem offshore than on the inside grounds: 

There are no dogfish on the pollock grounds off the Eastern Shore. 

The obvious solution to the dogfish problem would seem to be to develop a fishery for 
them. Even limited landings of such a live-bearing species might serve to reduce its 
abundance quite quickly, thus easing the problem for fishermen targeting on other 
species, while those fishermen might profit from their present bycatches. A few fish 
buyers did accept some dogfish in 1990, including one in Ingonish and others in Alder 
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Point and Woods Harbour. The fishery was not, however, very attractive to the 
fishermen. 

In Ingonish, only the Co-op was buying them, not the National plant. 
Landing at Ingonish, you still had to discard many of them: all the small 

ones and the big ones too, if too many had been landed the day before. 
The Ingonish plant would only take ones 27 inches or longer. 
Alder Point was only offering 12 cllb for them. 
Woods Harbour paid 10 cllb. For that, you had to ice them in trays. They 

would only take females of 30 inches or more. All the males are too 
small. [This from an interviewee who tried the fishery in 1990.] 

The buyer [in Woods Harbour] only wants big ones. When they are 
numerous, they tend to be small. 

They wear the snoods. To catch them effectively, you would have to change 
the gear. 

Dogfish ruin the gear. It takes a lot of time and $150 per tub to repair it. 
So, there has to be a good price for them to make it worthwhile. 

They do more damage than their landed value is worth. [This from an 
interviewee who fished them in 1990.] 

In short, at the prices offered in 1990, it was barely viable for a longliner to target on 
dogfish. Perhaps specialized dogfish gear, with wire leaders between the hooks and the 
gangions and stronger (if less sharp) hooks, would help in the longer term. At the time 
of the survey, the best strategy still seemed to be to avoid all dogfish, by moving away, 
by setting gear where, when or how it might be kept clear of them, or simply by quitting 
longlining when there was no other alternative. 

These developments were not the first attempt to exploit dogfish in Atlantic Canada: 

The Glace Bay plant used to cut dogfish for export, 20 or 25 years ago. 

The species also has a long and complex history of exploitation in the Pacific coast 
fisheries. Off British Columbia it has shifted periodically from being considered vermin 
to being an important commercial resource and back again (Ketchen 1986). 

Amongst those who did not land dogfish, some interviewees took care to kill all that they 
caught before discarding them. It is not clear whether this was a universal practice. 
Even if it was, it will do little to restrain the population since most longline fishermen 
actively tried not to catch these fish in the first place and therefore could not 
exterminate more than a few of them. 

There were some other suggestions for either improving the dogfish market or otherwise 
encouraging the industry to reduce their numbers: 

Could they be used for fertilizer? 
Use them for food aid to the third world. 
Introduce a bounty and clean them up. 
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Slob Eels and Sand Fleas 

Next after dogfish, the most serious biotic problem facing the longline fishermen was the 
abundance of benthic scavengers, particularly hagfish (Myxine glutinosa) , known to the 
fishermen as "slob eels· or "slime eels·. These were a significant constraint on the 
longline fisheries, not so much because of the damage that they did directly to the catch 
but because they stopped the fishermen from working any grounds where they were 
plentiful by eating the bait off the hooks. Only in the hake fishery, where the primary 
target species shares similar habitat preferences with hagfish, was the latter species 
regularly encountered in great abundance; elsewhere they were usually avoided: 

Slob eels take the bait off the hooks. They eat hake caught on the hooks. 
They will clean up in an hour. 
There is a serious problem with slime eels on The Hake Ridge. 

As with the dogfish, there have been recent attempts to start a fishery for hagfish, both 
to exploit an obviously-plentiful resource and to reduce an undesirable species. 
However, in common opinion: 

The hagfish fishery did not pay. 

Various species of amphipods (and perhaps some isopods), collectively known as "sand 
fleas·, caused much the same difficulties as the hagfish: 

The sand fleas are getting worse. Are the gillnetters causing that? 

as did some larger animals also: 

Lobsters eat the fish caught on the hooks. 

Seals 

It is appropriate to discuss seals here, following dogfish and other undesirable biota, 
though in truth they were not reported as much of a problem to the longline fishery . 
Indeed, most of the anti-seal comments made by the interviewees concerned their 
negative impact on other fisheries, though one interviewee did believe that there was a 
direct impact on his longline catches: -

Seals take fish off the hooks. 

Otherwise: 

Seals are a problem when they steal bait from the lobster traps. 
Seals only take a few days to figure out how to open a new design of trap 

door. 
Seals are a problem with the herring nets. 

Their indirect effects on longlining were of a little more concern: 

Seals eat fish that fishermen could catch and they carry worms but they 
are really only a problem if you are netting or lobstering. 
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The seal worms are so bad, they are now in the halibut, witch and 
flounder. 

There are even worms in halibut, now that the seals are picking up. 
DFO should re-open the seal fishery. The seals chase the fish off the 

banks. They carry worms too (offshore fisherman, working the Grand 
Banks). 

Need a seal cull on the Grand Banks. They bite chunks out of the big cod 
(crewman on a very large longliner who was also a licensee of a 
smaller boat) . 

The fishermen of Neil's Harbour, Victoria County had a different response to seals from 
those heard elsewhere. That area used to be a centre of sealing and, presumably in 
consequence, several of the interviewees there were more conscious of the disadvantages 
of these animals and of the ending of their hunt. 

Longllne Resources 

Underlying all of these other problems, the over-riding difficulty confronting the 
longline fishery in 1990 was the lack of available resources. In marked contrast to the 
dragger fisheries, which at the time of this survey lacked quota but (by the claims of 
some captains) would have been fully capable of catching more if that had been permitted 
by the regulations, the longliners did suffer from a resource lack. The deficiency was, 
however, in the longline-available, and not necessarily the total, resource. Various 
limitations of technology, economics, distribution and fish behaviour may have led many 
fish to be non-vulnerable to longlining. Naturally, the interviewees had a great deal to 
say about the current status of their resources. Most was a long listing of depleted 
resources but there were a few encouraging signs, at least in some areas. 

Since resource status clearly varied locally within the Region, the interviewees' 
comments are here arranged in geographic sequence down the coast. 

Subarea 3 
Grand Bank had lots of fish in the 1989-90 winter; the best it had been 

in 40 years. They were big cod, 60-85 lb. 
Longline catches on the Grand Banks were very low in the 1970s. They 

were much higher in the 1980s. 

Hake are scarce around Grand Bank now. 
There used to be up to one hake per hook on the Grand Banks. They are 

almost gone now. National only offered their boats 7c/lb for them, so 
those boats just discarded them all. 

Scrod haddock began appearing on longline hooks about 10 years ago. Now 
the National boats are taking haddock on Grand Bank. 

Haddock were thick on St.Pierre Bank before the draggers started in the 
1950s. The first draggers took and discarded lots of small ones. Now 
the haddock are almost gone. 

Rose Blanche Bank used to be good from January to April. Now you don't 
get enough to eat on 20 tubs. 150 draggers work off there and break 
up the schools as they leave the Gulf. [The scientists responsible for 
this stock have noted a pronounced shift of cod biomass (as recorded in 
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their survey catches) into very deep water in the Laurentian Channel. 
They have ascribed the fall-off in the Rose Blanche Bank fixed-gear 
fishery to that distributional change.] 

This abundance of large cod on the Grand Banks was in 1990. perhaps. the single most 
encouraging feature of the longline resources exploited by the Scotia-Fundy fleet. 

Sydney Bight and Vicinity 
Of all the areas covered by this survey where anyone still attempted to go longlining in 
1990. Sydney Bight undoubtedly had by far the worst resource problems. That area. 
particularly its 'southern shore around Glace Bay. was the only place where substantial 
numbers of interviewees had recently quit trying to go longlining simply because they 
had "gone in the hole" the previous season. Within the Bight itself. the southwest corner. 
near Big Bras D'Or. had the worst problems but very few fishermen even expect to work 
longlines there. The waters off Ingonish and Dingwall had the only reliable longline 
fishery left in the Bight and even that was confined to a short fall season. From Scaterie 
Bank southwards and eastwards (Le. the offshore part of Division 4Vn). the resources 
were not in as bad a condition, though their status was still not encouraging: 

You used to be able to fill a boat by jigging at anchor off St.Paul's. You 
can't do that now. 

I used to get more fish on three tubs of gear on my small boat [before 
1987] than I do now on my bigger boat with six tubs (Victoria 
County). 

Used to get 900 to 1000 Ib on three tubs just off Dingwall. 
Around 1985. I took 6000 to 7000 [Ib] per set on 12 tubs. Now I get 

3500 to 4000 on 20 tubs (Victoria County). 
The fish are almost gone off Victoria County. In the last few years. they 

have dropped away very quickly. What is left is barely over the 17" 
size limit. There are quantities of small fish for the draggers though. 

The fall run lasted only one week in 1990 (Victoria County). 
There are no cod near Big Bras D'Or now. except for a few scrod. There 

were more ten years ago. 
There has been a steady decline in inshore fish since the draggers came. 

25 to 30 years ago (Cape Breton County). 
Can only get about 150 Ib per tub now. That doesn't match the dollars you 

can get scalloping (Cape Breton County). 
The codfish will be gone for good if we don't act in the next couple of years 

(Cape Breton County). 
Doubt whether the fishery will ever return (Cape Breton County). 
There are very few hake left and no halibut (Cape Breton County). 
The fish have gone. To get any. you have to go further (Cape Breton 

County). 
Have to go further to find the fish Alli1 the bottom [Le. bottom inside has 

been ruined] (Cape Breton County). 
Used to fish 5 miles off. Now go 60. The draggers are cleaning up the fish 

outside and none come in (Cape Breton County). 
Used to think that 40 miles off was far. Now go 140 (Cape Breton 

County). 
Tempted to go out to Quero (130 miles in a 35 foot boat [!]) but there are 

not enough fish even there to be worth the risk (Cape Breton County). 
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In 1990, with 15 tubs of gear, you got 100 or 200 lb. Even for that, you 
had to steam 20 hours. Ended up stocking $100 per week and went in 
the hole (Cape Breton County). 

There are no fish on the shore in the fall any more. From September on, 
you have to go four or five hours off. That is too far for an open boat 
(Cape Breton County). 

In 1986, I took 140,000 [Ibs] from October to December. In 1988, it 
was 70,000 in the whole year. 1989: 10,000 in the year. In 1990, I 
only made one trip. In 1987, I was getting 5000 to 6000 [Ib] on 20 
tubs. It is all cod now. There are no haddock or halibut any more, and 
very few hake (Cape Breton County). 

$500 to $600 for bait and fuel takes $250 of fish now. So give up and tie 
up the boat (Cape Breton County). 

Set 100 tubs per trip now. Get what you used to take on 30 or 40 tubs, 4 
or 5 years ago. The sizes of the fish are down noticeably too (larger 
Cape Breton County boat). 

8 years ago, took 1000 Ib per tub. 75 Ib per tub is average now ... 200 
Ib per tub is maximum now ... get 250-300 Ib per tub now ... 300 
Ib per tub now is lucky (four different Cape Breton County men). 

4000 to 5000 Ib on 10 tubs a few years ago. Now only get 1500 to 2000 
Ib on a good day (Cape Breton County). 

I n the last set of the 1990 season, took 1400 Ib of fish and 5000 of 
dogfish on 8 tubs (Cape Breton County). 

In 1981, took 10,000 Ib on 10 tubs on Bird Island Bank. Tried again in 
1990 and took one fish. 

In the first week of the 1989 season, took 26,000 Ib on 5 sets. Even to 
get that one week, you had to follow the ice out of the Bight. There has 
been nothing since; only 100 Ib per tub. 

Sydney Bight is so bad that, in one set in 1990, 9 tubs took 4 fish. In 
another, 12 tubs took 9 small fish. In a third, 18 tubs took one fish 
(three different fishermen). 

These reported catch rates were, of course, awful. It is also true, however, that an 
unlucky set or one made at the wrong time or place will catch very little, even if there 
are lots of fish about. Thus, it is difficult to conclude much from the lower tail of the 
distribution of catches-per-set. Yet, data from that tail were all that the interviewees 
were likely to report on this topic. 

The big draggers, which could work Sydney Bight in winter, when the longliners were 
held ashore by ice, seemed to enjoy better resources: 

Took 260 Ib on 23 tubs in one set, one fish on 18 tubs in another and so 
on. Meanwhile the draggers working alongside were taking 18,000 lb. 
The fish were too small for the hooks (Cape Breton County). 

There are a lot of fish here but they are too small for longlining (Cape 
Breton County). 

When the ice leaves Sydney Bight, there are big fish there. The draggers 
get them. 

The draggers were getting some big fish in Sydney Bight early in 1991. 

The interviewees did not seem to be aware that the cod available in the Bight in winter 
would mostly have gone back to the Gulf of st. Lawrence by the time that they launched 
their boats in the spring. 
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One alternative for these fishermen was to fall back on the handline fishery, though that 
was not much more promising: 

Even jigging is bad but at least it doesn't need any bait (Cape Breton 
County). 

From 1986 to '89, jig the same place in late October each year. In 1986, 
took 7800 Ib in 3 days. There is nothing there now. 

Used to get 5000 Ib per day jigging on Scaterie Bank. No longer. 
Used to get 3000 to 4000 Ib per day jigging. Now only get 200 to 300 

(Cape Breton County). 

As to other species: 

Haddock are in even worse shape than the cod. You can count your annual 
catch on the fingers of both hands. Still, that is partly because you 
should catch haddock in shallow water and there are too many dogfish 
there now for longlining to be worthwhile (Victoria County). 

There were masses of haddock in the summer a few years ago. Almost none 
in 1990 (Cape Breton County). 

Got 500 Ib per week of haddock in 1990. Used to get 5000 Ib per day 
(Cape Breton County). 

There are no haddock now. Have only taken two in the last 5 years 
(Victoria County). 

You only get enough haddock to eat now and the only halibut are ·chickens· 
[Le. small] (Victoria County). 

Get very few haddock now; only took six in 1990 (Victoria County). 
Only enough haddock for a meal now (Victoria County). 
Often catch more flounder than haddock now (Cape Breton County). 

Get a lQ1 of skate (Victoria County). 
There are lots of mackerel sharks now. You can sell a few but you have to 

give the rest away. 

Indeed, things were so bad that only the need to gather Unemployment Insurance 
entitlements kept some fishermen fishing: 

Longlining was a waste of time the last couple of years. There were very 
few fish and those were small. Only keep going to maintain the licence. 
Caught so little, just salted the fish (Cape Breton County). 

Only go longlining now for the UI stamps (Cape Breton County). 
Only went longlining in 1990 because you needed 14 UI stamps that year 

(Cape Breton County). 

Only in Cape Breton was there this open admission that the reason for fishing was purely 
to get UI stamps. That is not to say that UI payments were not an important part of the 
economics of the longline fisheries in other areas. Rather, it was only in Cape Breton 
that the longline fishery was so desperate that some interviewees had to fish at a loss in 
order to get sufficient stamps (essentially using some of their earnings from lobstering 
to "buy" UI entitlements). Overall, from Dingwall to Port Morien the survey left the 
interviewer with the distinct impression that the only reason anybody went longlining 
was that he had no other alternative. 
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This is not. however. a perennial problem in Sydney Bight. Rather it was only a recent 
development: 

The fish fell off in the last five years (Cape Breton County). 
Smokey Bank had lots of fish 10 years ago. It held up until 5 years ago and 

then fell away. 1980 was the best year ever in Sydney Bight. The fish 
have fallen away ever since. 

In 4Vs, 1987 was a good year. '88 was not bad. '89 w.M. bad. '90 was 
worse. Keep hoping that it was just the water temperatures and that 
they will turn around. [The "good" status of 1987 may have owed as 
much to high prices as to high fish abundance.] 

In 4Vn, 1984-8 were profitable years. 1989 and '90 gave losses. 
If 1991 follows 1990, longlining out of Glace Bay will end. 
Used to be able to fish an hour off Louisbourg. The fish have dropped off a 

lot in the last five years. 

Thus. while many interviewees could remember far richer fishing years ago, their 
present concerns were of a very recent and very marked decline in resource abundance. 

Divisions 4VsW and Surrounding Area 
South of Louisbourg, the condition of the resources produced less comment from the 
interviewees, presumably because resource depletion was a somewhat less serious 
problem outside Sydney Bight such that the interviewees further south had other, 
relatively more pressing, concerns. Nevertheless. it was clear from the lack of small
boat fishing in most parts that there were very few available fish on the inside grounds. 
In the major embayments. longline fishing was so bad that no-one had seriously 
attempted it for years. Thus, the condition of the stocks in those areas was barely 
mentioned by the interviewees. Resource status was much more encouraging on some of 
the banks, particularly Western. 

Can get 300 to 400 Ib per tub in Bras D'Or Lake but the fish are wormy. 
The big ones are worse. 

There are few cod on the Eastern Shoal [of Banquereau] now. 
The fish have dropped right away in the last few years. Catches have 

dropped to a quarter of what they were (Richmond County). 
All the longline catches are down. Gillnet catches too (Guysborough 

County). 
Chedabucto Bay is real bad. You cannot get enough on a trawl there to pay 

for the bait. What groundfish are left all have worms. 
The Hake Ridge is falling off. 
Longline fish are down 90% (Guysborough County). 
The Quero cod are gone. Used to be able to jig and handline successfully 

there with a 48 ft boat a few years ago. The cod have fallen off in the 
last 5 years. 

The fish were on Quero in 1981. Then they moved across to Grand Bank. 
There have been lots of small fish in the last couple of years. on Quero for 

example. Some people target on them. 
Quero was good for five years before the draggers went there. (The clam 

boats only work one place. so they couldn't have ruined the whole 
Bank. It must have been the draggers.) 

The halibut are decreasing (Guysborough County). 
1990 was bad for gillnets as well as trawl (Guysborough County). 
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There were no pollock in 1990. The draggers had cleaned them up 
(Halifax County). 

The fish are ~ on the Eastern Shore. The haddock are all gone. 
You have to set twice as much gear now as you used to, to get a day's pay. 
The big pollock are gone. 
There have been no pollock inside in the last four years. They were good 

the two years before that. 
The fish on the Eastern Shore have been going down steadily for about 20 

years. They did not pick up when the 200 mile limit came in. 
The fish are gone from the old fishing grounds, a few miles off the coast 

(Halifax County). 
The shore fish are gone. They were destroyed in one season by the 

draggers (Halifax County). 
There has been a big fall off in the fish in the last five or ten years. Now it 

is so bad, only Western Bank is worthwhile for most of the year. 
There are not enough fish inside for jigging now. Once took 1100 Ib of 
big cod in one day. Not any more (Halifax County). 

There are big haddock off Eastern Passage but you only get 2000 or 3000 
Ibs a day. Off Sambro, I took 11,000 [Ib] of hake in two days early 
last season. 

Skate used to be a plague years ago. Now there are no barndoors; the 
Russian draggers cleaned them out before 1977 and destroyed their 
spawning grounds. There are still some thornybacks (Halifax County). 

Offshore, the size of the halibut is holding up: 30-35 Ib average, with 
some reaching 75-80 lb. They are not getting any scarcer either. 

Western Bank fish are getting worse. There are too many boats fishing 
there. 

Western bank had more fish in 1990 than for some years. 
There were no fish on Emerald Bank until a couple of years ago. It is 

better now. 
One boat took 20,000 [Ib] in total, including 17,000 of haddock, on 35 

tubs on Emerald last season. 
The fish off Lunenburg County are way down. There was a bit of a 

recovery in 1990. 
The haddock have been bad in recent years (Lunenburg County). 

Shelburne County 
Shelburne County produced far more comments on resource status than any other piece 
of coastline of equivalent length, and probably more per interviewee than any other 
county outside the Sydney Bight area. This wealth of information can, however, lead to 
confusion. Where the following comments appear to be in conflict, readers should note 
that local differences may give one inside fisherman a good year when another, further 
down the coast, found few fish; that the presence of dogfish in some areas could mean that 
plentiful gadoid fish are unavailable to some fishermen; and that even two fishermen 
working the same ground can, through chance (or "luck") have very different 
perceptions of relative resource abundances over time periods as short as one year. 

The fish are much shyer (Shelburne County). 
Summer longlining is a 'welfare fishery" now (Shelburne County). 
The groundfish have been going down hill until the last two years. Now 

there has been some recovery (Shelburne County). 
In 1980, the fish were so bad some people thought a disease had killed 

them all. Then they came back strongly in 1981. This time though, 
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they seem to be down so far that they will never be coming back 
(Shelburne County, interviewee who fished Georges Bank). 

The fish were bad in the 1970s and around 1980 (Shelburne County, 
interviewee who fished Georges Bank). 

The 1986 season paid well. Too many men came into the fishery then 
(Shelburne County, interviewee who fished Georges Bank). 

The fish were OK to 1984 or '5. Then they fell off. They picked up a bit in 
1990 (Shelburne County, interviewee who fished Georges Bank). 

1990 was a good year (Shelburne County, interviewee who fished Browns 
Bank). 

1988 was a poor year; no fish and the prices were down. 1989 picked up 
a bit. The fishing was very bad in 1990 (Shelburne County, 
interviewee who fished the inside grounds east of Lockeport). 

Catches are down but the price is good, so you stock as much as you used 
to. 1987 was a good year. 1990 only gave half of the crew share of 
1987 on the same number of tubs (Shelburne County, interviewee 
who fished Georges Bank). 

There were no cod on the shore in the winter of 1990-1. Not enough to eat 
(Shelburne County). 

Around 1982, 10 tubs took 2000 to 3000 Ibs. Now 20 tubs will only 
take 4000 Ib in the summer on a good day. Things are a bit better in 
the fall (Shelburne County). 

Took 15 to 20,000 Ib on 20 small tubs years ago. Now you are lucky to 
get 2000 Ib (Shelburne County). 

Set more gear than you used to but still catch less fish. Used to use 20 to 
40 tubs per trip. Now up to 100 per trip (Shelburne County, 
interviewee who fished Georges Bank). 

Used to set 18 to 20 tubs per day for a five day trip, 70 tubs total for the 
trip. That would take 20,000 lb. Now use baiter and set 13,000 hooks 
per day for seven days of an eight day trip. Equivalent to more than 
200 tubs per trip. Yet only get 33,000 Ib per trip (Shelburne 
County, interviewee who fished Georges Bank). 

Used to work about 70 tubs per trip for 20,000 [Ib] of fish. Now work 
the equivalent of 230 tubs per trip for 33,000 of fish (Shelburne 
County, interviewee who fished Georges Bank). 

Got 20,000 on 18 skates 20 years ago. 10,000 on 80 skates is good now. 
Have to go further and bait at sea to get that many. This is despite 
modern electronic aids (Shelburne County, interviewee who fished 
Georges Bank). 

Used to get 500 Ib per tub. Now 200 Ib per tub would be good but there 
are more boats and everyone works their gear harder so the total 
catch is the same (Shelburne County, interviewee who fished Georges 
Bank). 

2000 Ib on 20 tubs is a good day now (Shelburne County, interviewee 
who fished Browns Bank). 

Catching as many fish per hook as used to but they are smaller. Less 
weight in the catch (Shelburne County, interviewee who fished 
Georges Bank). 

The fish are down 70% in ten years. You need 100 or more tubs to get 
what 25 used to take. Should get 500 Ib per tUb. Now 100 or 200 Ib 
per tub is good (Shelburne County, interviewee who fished the inside 
grounds). 
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The big fish are a lot shyer. It is hard to tell with the small ones. Catches 
are not so good but there are more boats after them and the draggers 
keep breaking them up (Shelburne County, interviewee who fished 
Georges Bank). 

The big cod are gone so there has been a gradual change over to fine gear 
fishing (Shelburne County, interviewee who fished Browns Bank). 

There are few steak cod now. Ten in one recent 5000 Ib cod catch on 
Browns. 

There were lots of fish four or five years ago but not since. The inside 
grounds are getting better though, especially for haddock (Shelburne 
County, interviewee who fished Georges Bank). 

The groundfish fell away in the last five years (Shelburne County). 
There were a lot of fish in 1978. It fell away from there (Shelburne 

County). 
The fish are getting smaller. Ten years ago, there were big cod around but 

they are gone now (Shelburne County, interviewee who fished Georges 
Bank). 

There were a lot of fish until a few years ago, then they were gone 
suddenly (Shelburne County, inside grounds boat).There are no fish 
on the shore now. You have to go off (Shelburne County). 

You have to work more gear, go further and so pay more in expenses to get 
any fish (Shelburne County, interviewee who fished Browns Bank). 

The inside fish have fallen off, so it is not worth going in winter any more 
(Shelburne County). [Boats of medium size can fish the banks in 
summer but are usually confined to the waters inside Browns in the 
winter.] 

Have to go so far to make it pay now (Shelburne County). 

The haddock are gone. They did not come inshore in 1990 until mid
November. Had the gear all stowed away by then (Shelburne County). 

1990 was the first time in years that the haddock were on the shore 
(Shelburne County, inside grounds boat). 

The haddock have been good of late but the cod are small and shy. Have to go 
further for them and run a lot of gear (Shelburne County, interviewee 
who fished Georges Bank). 

There are more haddock since the draggers were held back (Shelburne 
County, interviewee who fished Georges Bank). 

The haddock have been doing better with the closure on Browns. 
Only the Browns haddock makes winter fishing possible. 
The haddock are bigger now than they used to be. There are more of them 

than cod in some places (Shelburne County, interviewee who fished 
Georges Bank). . 

The cusk are gone (Shelburne County, interviewee who fished Georges 
Bank). 

Used to take a lot of cusk in the lobster traps. Their numbers are way 
down now (Shelburne County, interviewee who fished the inside 
grounds). 

The big cusk and hake are gone (Shelburne County, interviewee who 
fished Georges Bank). 

The big hake are gone. The fine gear has cleaned up the cusk (Shelburne 
County, interviewee who fished Browns Bank). 

The catfish and others are gone. At least that helps the lobsters 
(Shelburne County, interviewee who fished Georges Bank). 
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There were no halibut in 1990 (Shelburne County, interviewee who 
fished Browns Bank). 

The pollock are really down. The Rip [off Cape Sable] was the last good 
place for them. 

The pollock are cleaned up. Only got them off Baccaro on one day in 1990 
(towing ·Christmas Trees· for them, not longlining). They were 
cleaned out by the draggers (Shelburne County, interviewee who 
fished the inside grounds). 

There are no pollock inside 65 fathoms now. 

There are no halibut now. Haddock and cod are all that is left and they are 
shy. 

The halibut fishery could have been better than the one on the west coast, 
if it had been protected. 

Overall, these various reported catch rates seem to suggest that the larger sizes of fish 
have declined by between 50% and 90% in the last five or ten years ending in 1990. 
This fall in long line-available biomass appears to have been most acute on the inside 
grounds, suggesting either differential mortality of inshore and offshore stock 
components or some withdrawal of the fish away from the land. 

Another common theme in the interviewees' reports was that fish availability had 
recently increased because the draggers had been more constrained by trip limits and 
quota closures: 

There have been more haddock inside, the last couple of years. The dragger 
quotas have helped with that (Shelburne County, interviewee who 
fished Browns Bank). 

The cod and haddock were better in 1990 because the draggers were held 
back in 1989. The halibut did not pick up in the same way (Shelburne 
County, interviewee who fished Browns Bank). 

Georges has been better the last year or two as the draggers have been 
held back. It is the same on the shore. 

In 1990 both the fish and the prices were good because the draggers were 
held back (Shelburne County, interviewee who fished Browns Bank). 

The haddock doubled when the draggers were shut down (Shelburne 
County, interviewee who fished the inside grounds). 

This may have been a genuine observation. If so and if it concerned anything more than 
the chance coincidence of unrelated events, it presumably reflected something to do with 
the interactions of fish behaviour and the disturbance caused by draggers, since there 
had not been enough time for a recovery of overall biomass let alone for the seabed to 
recover from physical disturbance. The interviewees' presumption of a link between 
haddock recovery and reduced dragger fishing was, however, somewhat self-serving in 
that they supposed that they would benefit if a reduction in dragger activity were seen, 
by the government, to be beneficial. The waters off the Atlantic coast of Nova Scotia were 
notably warm in 1990 and this apparent recovery in the resources on the shore could 
equally have resulted from a temperature-related distributional change. 
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Yarmouth County and Bay of Fundy Area 
This area produced less information on resource status than was gathered elsewhere but 
the general trends followed those recorded in other parts of the Region: 

Trying to get out of the industry now but won't be able to sell the outfit. 
No buyer could survive now, with only the lobster fishery paying. 

One trip a few years back, filled the boat with the catch off 20 of 25 tubs 
off Yarmouth and had to leave the other five. Now you couldn't pay the 
fuel costs there (Yarmouth County). 

There are cod towards Yarmouth but there are so many dogfish there that 
it is not worth going (Yarmouth County). 

Used to get lobster traps full of cod. Hardly saw any in the traps in 1990 
(Yarmouth County). 

The haddock are gone now and the cod are few. The draggers are turning to 
hake (Digby County). 

Looks like the fish are picking up, so hope to use longline in 1991 
(Annapolis County). 

Resources in the upper Bay of Fundy are way down; halibut, haddock and 
cod. The fishery is in .blg trouble. 

The fish are way down. The season is later now than it was (southern New 
Brunswick). 

There is nothing at all in 8t. Andrews Bay now. The draggers destroyed it. 
The groundfish are down so much, only the mackerel keeps the line 

fishermen going (southern New Brunswick). 
The longline fish in the Grand Manan Channel were better in 1990 than 

they had been for some years. 

The pollock are gone. They were hit hard for pet food. The big "ground 
hake" are gone, even though nobody fished them much anywhere 
(southern New Brunswick). 

200 Ib/tub is good now. Best week in 1990 was 12,000 Ib on 96 tubs 
(southern New Brunswick). 

Only see small skate now; the big ones are gone (southern New 
Brunswick) . 

There are no haddock left in the Bay of Fundy. 
The Bay of Fundy only gets the left-overs that move in from the other 

grounds. 

Discussion 
A few general comments can be drawn from this mass of observations. Firstly, the 
fishermen are usually inclined to ascribe the changes that they observe in the resources 
to human agencies (but rarely, of course, to the negative effects of their own fishing). In 
many cases, this perception may be right though there are, perhaps, exceptions. The 
recent rise in haddock on the Newfoundland banks, for example, seems likely to have had 
an entirely natural origin. The reasons underlying the interviewees' preference for 
anthropogenic causes are doubtless complex. It may, however, be that longline fishermen 
are more comfortable believing in a malevolent cause that they can focus on (usually 
draggers) and dream of possibly overcoming in the future. Natural forces will always 
remain beyond their control and thus would be an uncomfortable causative factor to 
believe in. 
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Second, some of the comments cited here serve as useful reminders that the natural 
stable states assumed by some population dynamic models are theoretical abstractions. 
The reality, when perceived from the fisherman's perspective, seems rather a 
constantly changing complex, with some resources appearing in abundance where they 
were not expected, while previously reliable ones decline. This, coupled to the different 
specializations of the various interviewees, goes part way to explaining their 
contrasting perceptions of recent trends in resource abundances 109. Individual luck in 
the current and recent past seasons must playa part too. 

These perceptions not only differed among the longline fishermen, they often contrasted 
markedly with the observations of dragger fishermen and with the conclusions of 
scientific stock assessments; contrasts that have frequently been noted in the Atlantic 
Canadian groundfish fisheries and which have often been invoked in debates over 
management policy. Examination of these contrasts and their causes may shed valuable 
light on the relevance and reliability of the different viewpoints and so may point 
towards ways of integrating the information from these several sources into a single, 
more reliable, understanding of resource status. At the least, such an examination may 
lead to the opinions of each group being seriously considered. 

The dragger fishermen's perceptions were represented during the survey by the 
comments of some of those who held inactive longline licences, including: 

There are lots of fish. Some draggers take 75,000 Ib in an hour. There 
are so many fish that you have to go around them to avoid catching too 
many. But there is so much feed in the water that the fish won't take 
longline hooks. 

Off Glace Bay in the fall, draggers can take 20,000 [Ib] of cod in one and a 
half hours, 15 or 20 miles from shore. On Smokey Bank, they can 
take their whole annual IQ in one or two tows. 

This perception of high abundance certainly appears to conflict with the opinions of a 
majority of the longline fishermen quoted above. This conflict may, however, be more 
apparent than real. The dragger fishermen's perceptions were, in effect, measures of the 
density of the fish on the grounds, rather than their abundance. Indeed, since those 
fishermen presumably did not set their gear until they had located a school of fish with 
their sounders, their perceptions were measures of the density within the schools. There 
is no reason to suppose that this density declines as overall abundance declines, instead 
intra-school density would be expected to be maintained as overall abundance declines, 
with that decline appearing as either a reduction in average school size or in the 
abundance of schools. Thus, as is well known with purse seining for pelagic fish, 
commercial catches rates (per hour) in aimed dragging should remain more-or-Iess 
constant as resource abundance declines or, at least, should decline at a much slower rate 
than will resource abundance, after correction for the increasing efficiency of the boats. 
Since the fishing power and efficiency of modern inshore draggers are much higher than 
those of even a few years ago, it would not be surprising if, in 1990, catches of 75,000 
Ib could be achieved in an hour on occasion, even if the resources had declined as far as 
the longline fishermen suggest11 O. 

109: It also contributes to the fishermen's desire to hold multiple fishing licences, allowing 
them to switch their effort onto whichever resource happens to be abundant. This theme is 
taken up in Appendix 6. 

110: Although the dragger fishermen thus mistook high biomass densities for high resource 
biomasses, they may have been partly correct in their perception that their quotas were being 
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Fishermen using the two types of gear also differ in the particular fish of primary 
interest to them. Those who worked longlines will have perceived a decline in resource 
abundance when there was a decline in the catch rates of large cod, haddock, halibut or, 
in some cases, hake on the longline grounds, which decline might be caused by a real 
change in the biomass present, by a change in the vulnerability of the fish to baited 
hooks, or by both. The dragger fishermen, in contrast, were primarily interested in a 
different mix of species, often in fish of smaller size classes than many longline 
fishermen would seek and in fish living on trawlable bottom and vulnerable to otter 
trawling. These "Iongline fish" and "dragger fish" may well have had different temporal 
trends in their abundance. Thus, there are sufficient reasons for the longline and dragger 
fishermen to perceive such different levels of resource abundance as they reported 
without either being mistaken. Those different levels of abundance may, however, be of 
different fish. 

Many of the longline fishermen's perceptions of resource abundance quoted above also 
differ from those of the DFO assessment biologists studying the same stocks. Some of this 
difference can certainly be ascribed to the inadequacies of observations and deduction by 
both fishermen and scientists but there were, probably, also important real differences 
here too. Scientific assessments of these groundfish resources have been focussed on the 
gross biomass of all of the fish in a management unit of all year-classes vulnerable to 
any kind of fishing. Since their primary input data have usually been drawn from 
dragger catches (which have provided the bulk of the data on removals-at-age) and from 
research vessel surveys (which use dragger gear), the conclusions of those assessments 
may be expected primarily to track biomass trends in offshore, trawlable areas. A 
majority of the interviewees, in contrast, were interested only in the available biomass 
of older age-classes on selected hard-bottom, inshore grounds. Even where a particular 
management unit corresponds to a biological "stock", these two definitions of the 
resource could lead to widely different real trends in "resource biomass". If the 
management unit in fact encompasses numerous, partially-discrete populations, the 
scientific assessments and the interviewees' perceptions may have been "measuring" 
entirely different resource abundances. 

Historical Comparisons 
Besides the recent declines in available resources discussed above, some interviewees 
provided information with a longer perspective: 

Before 1950, you could gaff cod from the shore. You can't do that any 
more. 

Years ago, two men working hand lines only could get 100 quintals (dried) 
in a three month season. [For comparison, Perley (1852) stated that 
a "good" day for a two man handline boat out of northern New 
Brunswick in his time was 10 quintals. In each case, a quintal would 
correspond to about 550 Ib, or 250 kg, live weight (Wise 1961).] 

You could catch 500 Ib of haddock from a skiff just off the wharf 20 or 30 
years ago. Then the Digby draggers came. The fall-off started inside 
and moved off later (Shelburne County). 

cut when those biomasses were still high. The quotas were being cut in the deliberate pursuit of 
a policy (based on the FO.1 target) that was intended to keep the resources abundant. 
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This dramatic decline in resources on the shore is but an extreme example of the trend 
noted above. The causes can only be matters for speculation though the reality of a 
change, if not that of its reported magnitude, seems beyond reasonable doubt. It is much 
less certain whether fisheries management should make any response to this decline. It 
may simply have to be accepted as a consequence of the full development of the offshore 
resources. 

Other comments included: 

Before World War Two, the U.S. draggers were off Shelburne County and 
there were no fish for the local boats. The fish picked up over the war 
years. 

The fish were bad after the War. All the explosives had disturbed them 
(Shelburne County). 

Used to get big cod on Grand Bank, dory fishing in 1940. They weren't 
seen since until the last few years. No idea where they came from. 

St.Pierre Bank was full of small haddock about 30 years ago. They were 
destroyed then because people believed that they did not grow any 
bigger, so they took the small ones. Lots were caught. The boats chased 
them across Grand Bank. 

The Russians wiped out the skates. The barndoors are all gone. 

Other Resources 

Few longline fishermen confine their fishing to groundfish alone. Thus, it was not 
surprising that many remarked on the status of other resources. Those remarks 
included: 

There have been lots of tuna on Grand Bank in the last two years. They lie 
under the boats, waiting to feed from the waste chutes. They stayed on 
the Bank in 1990 until the water cooled to 10°C. 

There are only, maybe, three or four swordfish landed at Louisbourg in a 
year. [These are harpoon-caught.] 

The sand lance are gone (Shelburne County: Georges Bank boat). 

There have been no squid to jig off the Eastern Shore in the last three or 
four years. Before that, you could get them just off the harbour. 

There were lots of squid on Georges in 1990. 

The scallops in Big Bras O'Or are in bad shape. The last of them may have 
been cleaned up in 1990. 

The Main-a-Oieu and nearby scallop beds are unprotected and are being 
fished too hard. 

Used to see four or five whales per day off Shelburne County. Now see only 
a few per year. 
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Markets and Prices 

The converse of the lack-of-resources problem was a lack-of-markets problem, or at 
least a lack of markets offering prices that match the costs of fishing. Some of the 
comments made included: 

Used to pay costs with lobster and go groundfishing four months a year to 
get cash. You couldn't do that now. 

Expenses are going up fast. You need careful management now in the 
fishery. 

Expenses are up and the price of fish is down. 
It costs $55 per tub for bait, baiters and the boat share so you need 400 

Ib per tub [roughly $250 at 1990 prices] now to make money. There 
are not enough fish to support that now, so a price rise is essential. 

A price rise now would ease a lot of pressure. 
In the last couple of years, stocked less than $25,000. Of that, $7,000 

set up costs goes to the plant. 
If 1991 is like '90, I won't be able to pay the bills; won't be able to gear 

up for 1992 (Cape Breton). 
In 1966, a 40 ft boat cost $6600 complete. In 1988, a new 32 ft boat 

cost $58,000. It would probably be $70,000 in 1990. Until the 
lobsters picked up recently, the boat's earnings hadn't changed in 20 
years. [These prices do not include the licences and may not include 
the fishing gear, without which the boat cannot be fished. They also do 
not include the various on-shore facilities necessary for fishing.] 

Only go longlining for the UI stamps now (Cape Breton). 
Had to go longlining in 1990 because you needed 14 UI stamps that year. 

No other reason to go (Cape Breton). 
Longlining expenses are very high. For bait etc. Gillnetting and dragging 

give better dollar returns. 
Some men have problems with excess debt. The more cautious men who 

are more careful with the resource will survive. 
The New Brunswick provincial government is removing tax breaks from 

men who don't make enough at fishing. 

The market for hook-caught fish is good now. The supply is limited. rrhis 
applied to the big fish caught by the over 65 ft longline boats but 
perhaps not to all of the small-boat fisheries.] 

In Cape Breton, the fish price is low in the fall. Once the small boats are 
hauled out, the price rises. It drops again in the spring, when the 
boats are launched. The rise in price encourages the men and keeps 
them trying. 

[The failure to understand supply and demand controls on prices implicit 
in this remark seemed to be widespread among the interviewees.] 

Marketing is badly handled. A lot of poor-quality product is sold at 
excessive prices and that puts off the consumers. There is a lot of 
sharp practice. This destroys the industry. 
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Plants close and shut off the market to local boats. Some plants are only 
interested in lobster. 

[Company] has bad practices. They will stop taking lobsters in the middle 
of the season, for example. 

Prices should be set before you go fishing. 
The buyers take your fish without stating a price and then only pay you 

after they sell it in the States. Even then, they don't tell you what they 
got for it; only what they are going to pay you. 

In Cape Island, the fishermen prevent the plants from getting monopolies 
by selling to the smaller plants. 

There is no groundfish buyer on Deer Island. 
There has been a market for mako shark in Louisbourg in the past and one 

buyer plans to take blue shark also in 1991. 

Cannot land in Newfoundland. The fish would have to be processed there 
and sold through the Salt Fish Corporation. It is better to steam back 
to Nova Scotia and land them at the company's own plant. 

Newfoundland boats still land in Cape Breton but they don't fish there any 
more. 

Some of these latter comments betray the on-going struggle between fishermen and plant 
owners for power over the wealth generated by the industry. 

The Importance of Freezers 

Another constraint on some interviewees' longlining was their lack of on-shore freezer 
capacity. These freezers are not needed for the catch, which is more likely to be sold by 
the fishermen either fresh or salted. Rather, they are for the bait and the baited gear, 
the latter being particularly demanding of cold-storage space because of its bulk. In 
some areas, bait could be caught during the longline season and used immediately but 
only at the cost of spending potential longlining time bait fishing. Alternatively, bait 
could be bought as it was needed but that left the longline fishermen vulnerable to 
shortages of supply and increases in price. Thus, sufficient frozen storage space to hold 
bait from the herring or mackerel seasons to the time for longlining was a very 
desirable asset for a fisherman. More important still was a facility where 20 to 50 
complete tubs of baited gear could be frozen. This allowed a crew to bait enough gear for a 
trip or two when the weather was bad and then to maximize their fishing time when the 
weather improved. Fishermen who were content to fish only as many tubs as they could 
bait immediately before a trip and those whose boats were big enough for them to bait at 
sea could survive without such a freezer facility but for most interviewees it was an 
economic necessity. 

The critical need for bait sheds and freezers was emphasized by some interviewees and so 
was the tendency for some fish plants to use access to their freezers to control the local 
fishermen (e.g. a refusal to sell at the price dictated by the local buyer might be met by 
a demand that the fisherman cleared out of the company's freezer): 

Access to bait sheds with large freezers for baited gear is essential. Fish 
plants sometimes control fishermen by controlling their access to 
such freezers. 
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There used to be a bait shed in Ingonish but the arrangements for 
managing it have fallen apart. Now the old shed is too small and there 
are no funds for replacing it. 

There are no bait sheds or freezers in North Sydney, except for National 
Sea's bait freezer (and that isn't kept up and fishermen don't have free 
access). 

Big Bras D'Or doesn't have an adequate freezer nor a groundfish buyer. 
You have to sell to your local buyer because he 'Controls the bait freezer. 

But that isn't right: the government paid for the freezers and now the 
buyers use them to control the fishermen. 

Other Problems 

A variety of other problems confronting the longline fishermen were reported during the 
interviews. One that only affected certain areas was the movement of large ships through 
the longlining areas, for example: 

The traffic lanes to Montreal cut across the St.Paul's grounds. The ferries 
from North Sydney cut right across Smokey Bank. 

On a second topic: 

The new [metric] charts are useless for fishing. 

From the fishermen's perspective, this was certainly true. In some areas, fishermen 
have learnt to work on their charts by Loran numbers but in general they still prefer to 
read them by recognizing distinctive shapes in the bathymetric contours ("The Peanut", 
"The Baseball Bat" etc., see Appendix 5) or particular soundings (e.g. "The 200 fathom 
hole"). Given the broken bathymetry of the Scotian Shelf, the difference between, say, 
50 fathoms and 100 metres is quite sufficient to alter the apparent shapes of many 
well-known features. 

The bottom charts [Le. surficial sediment charts] were good. You can't get 
them now. 

Finally, the considerable significance to the fishermen of gear loss might be noted. In a 
comment cited above, one interviewee pointed out that lost gear costs a fisherman more 
than the price of new materials; he also loses fishing time while rigging the new tubs. 
For these fishermen, with their lack of appreciation for stochastic variation, fishing 
with less than a full outfit of gear, besides its economic effect of inefficiently using the 
boat's fuel for an incomplete day's fishing, also carries a psychological effect: 

Loss of gear is a big concern. If you lose some lobster traps, you never 
know if those would have been the ones that caught well in the next 
days. 
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14 SOCIAL, ECONOMIC & RELATED ISSUES 

The principal objective of the overall research program of which this survey formed a 
part is to develop predictions of how long line fishing effort might respond to changes in 
the management regime. In a fishery dominated by large boats owned by major 
corporations, it might be possible to study the development of the fleet and its effort in 
terms of conventional resource bio-economics, relegating social concerns to a secondary 
sphere of labour/management relations and the like. In most of the Scotia-Fundy 
longline fisheries, however, the key development decisions are made by individual 
fisherman-licensees who make their choices within a social, as much as a financial, 
context. An understanding of how these fisheries might develop in the future therefore 
requires some knowledge both of the social structures of which they form an important 
part and of the personal aspirations of the fishermen. The present survey did not attempt 
to gather information on these topics and the interviewer, who lacked training in the 
social sciences, was not qualified to draw conclusions in this area. A few issues did, 
however, emerge during the interviews that were relevant to predictions of future effort 
levels but which have not yet been adequately addressed by social anthropologists. Those 
issues are briefly reported in this Section. The account of them here should be read in 
conjunction with the results of professional research in this field (e.g. Andersen 1972, 
1979, 1988; Nemec 1972; Stiles 1972, 1979; Acheson 1975, 1979; Britan 1979; 
Matthews 1979, 1987; Martin 1979; Davis 1984, 1991; Townsend 1985a; Lane 
1988; Matthews & Phyne 1988; Sinclair 1990). 

A Profile of Longline Fishermen 

If many of the key development decisions in the longline fisheries are made by individual 
fishermen in the context of their own domestic and social relationships, it is important 
to understand these fishermen before attempting to predict the future course of 
developments in these fisheries. The present survey only generated incidental 
observations from which, at most, a provisional description of this topic can be offered. 

Judging from the sample of the interviewees, the "typical" Scotia-Fundy longline captain 
(if any such person can be recognized amidst so variable a group) was a white, 
anglophone, adult male descended from a family of fishermen, who left formal education 
before completing high school and who had worked on a variety of fishing boats ever 
since. Typically, he owned his own boat and (apparently) his house, which was usually 
in a rural or village setting, not far from the wharf where he kept his boat. 

As with so many other aspects of the longline fisheries, however, the survey revealed 
many deviations from this norm. No obviously non-Caucasian captain was encountered 
but one selected licensee was of another racial origin. No uni-lingual francophones were 
encountered but some of the interviewees were of French-speaking extraction. All of the 
interviewees were adults by their age but a few were young men who still lived in their 
fathers' houses. Many had certainly graduated from high school and at least one was 
university-educated while another was leaving the fishery to attend college. 

Women played important roles in the longline fisheries. A few female licensees were 
encountered, though one of these was only nominally the holder of a licence otherwise 
operated by her husband while another owned and managed the small fleet built up by her 
late husband. Much more commonly, male interviewees mentioned taking females as 
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crew on their boats. These women were usually the captains' wives. Indeed, one 
interviewee noted that his wife sometimes stood in for him as captain, taking the boat if 
he had to stay ashore for any reason. Finally, one female licensee/owner/captain, who 
operated her boat on the same basis as any male, was interviewed by telephone but 
proved to be longline-inactive. These individuals notwithstanding, the most common 
employments for women in the fishing communities remained jobs in fish plants, other 
wage- or salary-earning employment ashore (probably often essential to the family's 
cash flow in years when the fish are scarce), overseeing the necessary paperwork to 
support their husband's fishing activities (sometimes becoming essentially business 
managers for highly active fishermen) and maintaining their homes. 

In another conflict with the "typical" profile outlined above, many of the interviewees 
had a wider work experience than fishing alone. No positive evidence of individuals from 
non-fishing communities successfully entering the industry was uncovered. Some 
interviewees had, however, turned to the fishery relatively late in life and many others 
had "gone down the road" at some time, seeking work in Ontario, western Canada or 
elsewhere. One interviewee had been a politician for many years before returning to the 
fishery. Others had seasonal shore jobs of various kinds. Two were seasonal farmers who 
worked the land and in the fisheries at appropriate times of year. Within the fisheries, 
however, the great majority of the interviewees had apparently been confined to small
boat fishing out of their home ports (changing from herring to groundfish, longlining to 
netting and so on as the fortunes of the various fisheries had required) though a small 
proportion had gone as crew on larger boats of various kinds and at least one interviewee 
had fished the British Columbian coast for a time before returning to Nova Scotia. 

The homes that these fishermen lived in were usually the typical rural houses of coastal 
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick but even this characteristic was not invariant. Most of 
the Glace Bay longline fishermen lived in small-town, urban settings and a few 
interviewees elsewhere had suburban houses, though most of those who had town or city 
addresses actually lived outside the urban areas. Many interviewees' houses were within 
a short walk of their wharfs and few lived further than a few minutes drive from their 
boats. Some fishermen did live further away, however. These included the captains of 
some large, company-owned boats (at least two of whom lived in Newfoundland) who 
could presumably afford the commuting time, since they made relatively few (but long) 
fishing trips each year. More surprisingly, one interviewee lived far enough from the 
wharf at which he kept his own small boat that he had to spend the working week away 
from home during the season, commuting back only for weekends. A few others commuted 
distances that would be familiar to city workers, besides those who moved their boats 
along the coast for particular seasoris (see Section 7) and then had to travel home for 
occasional breaks. 

Of all of these characteristics of a "typical" longline fisherman, the only one to elicit 
much comment from an interviewee (and then more from his wife) was the lack of 
formal education: 

Too many fishermen lack education. 
There are too many people in the industry because boys quit high school 

and look at the men in the neighbourhood making money. There is not 
enough incentive to get out and better your position. The schools 
should teach the realities of economics: the difference between gross 
and net. 

When times were good, people took loans on the basis of high earnings. The 
schools should explain this problem too. 

We need fishery biology and similar courses in the schools too. 
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Another industry in the area would help. Even if you go to college, you can 
only come home again if you go into the fishery. 

The Ethos of Hook-and-Line Fishing 

One of the most prominent features of longline fishermen's attitudes was the distinct (if 
not readily definable) ethos that most of the interviewees apparently, though perhaps 
unconsciously, held. In its more developed expressions, this ethos made some leading 
longline captains into exponents of sustainable development; hard-driving fishermen 
who had accumulated considerable wealth from the fish but who remained acutely 
conscious of the long-term future of their resources, their industry and their 
communities. It appeared that the only fishermen who were likely to opt for longline 
fishing in 1990 were those who, from upbringing, inclination and local peer-pressure, 
had a high tolerance for hard work and who valued a traditional lifestyle and what they 
viewed as a sustainable relationship with their resources. In the past, there have been 
ample opportunities for fishermen who did not have these attributes to adopt more 
mechanized methods of fishing (often dragging) or to leave the fisheries altogether for 
easier and better-paying work ashore. Thus, it seems that longline fishermen usually 
subscribed to the "hook-and-line ethos" for the simple reason that only those who so 
subscribed were likely to go longlining. Nonetheless, it should not be supposed that 
fishermen who use other gears necessarily hold different views from the longline 
fishermen. Some of the dragger fishermen interviewed (as holders of inactive longline 
licences) expressed ideas very similar to those discussed here. 

The Ethos In Fishermen's Comments 
Most of the interviewees were, of course, unaware that they were expressing a 
particular ethos, though many were well aware that they were pushing a political 
position (which was founded in their chosen ethos). One fisherman did, however, have a 
particular interest in ethical matters and engaged the interviewer in a long 
philosophical discussion: 

The philosophy of fishermen is different from the materialist philosophy 
of some other people. We need both kinds in the community. 

The central theme of the long line fishermen's ethos seemed to be a concern for the fish 
resources, their sustainable exploitation and the efficient use of their products. When 
necessary, these fishermen seemed prepared to tolerate some loss of income if that would 
ensure the survival of the resource. As this set of beliefs is applied to commercial 
fishing, it can be summarized as: 

Longlining is not the most viable, but it is the best. 

Or, in the words of other interviewees: 

Draggers are a quick and cheap way to catch fish but, if continued, they 
will destroy the fishery. 

Longliners are less damaging to the fishery [i.e. the resource]. 
Hook and line cannot hurt the resource. It gives the fish a choice. 
The fish has a choice whether to take the hook. 
Longline gives better quality and is better for conservation. 
Longlines conserve the fish but longliners are now being penalized along 

with the draggers and netters. 
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Hook-and-line is the only fishery that has survived in the long term. 

The economic implications of their beliefs were fully recognized by many longline 
fishermen: 

You just try to make a go of trawling [i.e. longlining] and leave something 
there for your sons. 

You have to accept limits to your standard of living if the local fishing 
economies are to survive. The fisheries will have to be re-built as 
part of this. You can live too high off a fishery. You .m...u.ll find a 
medium way. 

I only want enough. I don't want to get a big boat so that I would have to be 
on the water all the time trying to pay for it. I don't want to work 
beyond the trap limit. I don't want the extra dollars that some men get 
by going harder l2.u.11 do feel that they are taking my fish! 

Only fish enough gear to make a living. Don't kill yourself. 
Don't need to get rich; just need to get by. 

One particularly eloquent interviewee summed up these attitudes by pointing out the 
consequences of their absence: 

The problem is not the high cost of living but the cost of living high. 

There were many other related comments: 

Need conservation consciousness in the fishery. 
Some captains don't care about how the fishery will be for their sons. 

Discarding is wrong. You should have to bring any extra fish in and forfeit 
the catch to the government. 

You must let fish spawn. The roe herring fishery is a problem in that 
way. 

The herring roe fishery is wrong. It is wasteful. 
The roe herring fishery is wasteful. 
I won't take ·whale" halibut any more. 
You should not take jumbo lobsters. Leave them as spawners. 
Longliners will raise the quality to get a better price. Draggers won't. 

Circle hooks are better but they just take more from the ocean. Better 
gear just drives the fish down. You have to learn moderation. 

Modern technology is harmful to the fishery. 
We have gone ·over the top of the mountain" in development. We will have 

to backtrack. 

Greed leads to poor quality. 
Greed is the big problem. People want more than the next man. 
Greed drives men further. 

Fish spawn on the Grand Banks from January to March. The big boats get 
good trips then. That should not be allowed. 

The beliefs that it is wrong to fish during the spawning season and equally wrong to fish 
when catches are too good seemed to be common. The latter, of course, has no economic 
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validity but is consistent with a world-view in which the sustainability of jobs is of 
more value than short-term profits. 

A few interviewees took their concern for resources even further, one cautiously 
admitting: 

Longline men have respect, almost love, for the resource species. 

Another, rather reluctantly, explained that, back when he could still catch big fish, he 
used to let the largest female that he caught each day swim free. To him, he was helping 
to preserve the spawning capability of the resource population. 

The above comments largely concerned the relationships between a fisherman and his 
resources. Another aspect of the "hook-and-line" ethos centred on the relationships 
between a fisherman or, at least, a captain, his colleagues and those with whom he did 
business. In the most extreme cases, some interviewees reported deliberately keeping 
off certain resources in order to give their less-advantaged neighbours a fair chance: 

Bras D'Or scallops used to be left for men who specialized in that fishery. 
Now that pressure on them has built up, in 1990 there was an 
agreement to take only one bucket per boat per day, thus sharing 
access to stamps. 

I only fish lobster, to leave the cod for men without lobster licences. 
I don't like to go handlining. I like to leave that to men who don't have a 

longline licence. 

Other interviewees who chose not to fish hard and who objected to the intensive fishing 
of, for example, draggers from ports on other parts of the coast, nevertheless approved 
of hard fishing by those of their neighbours who were carrying heavy debt loads. Thus, 
support of your neighbours in their troubles seemed an important part of this ethos. 

In many areas, however, these relationships were changing in 1990: 

Longliner men cooperate with each other. They spread themselves out 
across the bottom. Dragger people are different, they compete. [Some 
of this cooperation is a practical necessity. Without it, nobody would 
catch much, since the hooks would be competing for the same fish, and 
there would be severe gear tangles.] 

Lockeport men don't want to work together so there isn't much longlining. 
They prefer to just profit off lobster. 

T en years back, if a man blew his engine, everyone would work through 
the night to get him back on the water. Now they are glad that the 
competition is reduced. It is the same when people cheat; others hope 
they will get caught so that there will be fewer boats on the water 
(Cape Sable Island). 

In Glace Bay, there is a lot of dog-eat-dog attitude. Fishermen steal from 
one another. You don't see that in other ports. 

Short-term, selfish attitudes are coming in rural communities. There is 
greed and no concern for the future. DFO encourages this and forces 
cheating. 

Longline men get along with those in other gear sectors, even though the 
others destroy the fishery. 
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The relation between a fisherman and his work was also important in this ethos. In some 
ways, this involved pre-industrial attitudes by which hard work was seen as a virtue, in 
marked contrast to the common modern view in which work is seen as a necessary evil 
required to gather sufficient wealth: 

Longlining is harder; and that is good. 
Have to draw UI now in the summers because there is nothing left to catch. 

Don't like to take it, and cannot get as much money as you would 
fishing, but there is no other choice. 

In longlining, no two days are the same. 
Lobster season is like going to work in the city: every day everybody does 

the same thing at the same time. After lobstering, you do your own 
thing. Everybody does something different. That spaces people out; 
helps share the fish. 

Other, and apparently very important, facets of this ethos are the fishermen's beliefs in 
themselves as individuals and in their own individual liberty. It is these beliefs that 
underlie so much of their conflicts with the Department of Fisheries and Oceans: 

Fishermen are proud. When DFO directs them without first asking their 
opinions, it breaks part of that pride. 

Want to have equal opportunity and equal access. Need to reduce the rules 
on individuals. 

Fishing used to give independence. It was good sport. Twenty years ago you 
could do well just handlining. 

Want equal opportunity and equal access. Individuals shouldn't have to 
work to all of the rules that only a company can handle. 

One Shelburne County interviewee expounded on this idea of personal liberty: 

Freedom is very important. It has its price but you have to be willing to 
pay that if you are to remain free. Reducing the rules and opening up 
the fishery may reduce my earnings but I want the freedom and 
democracy [sic] to fish. That is more important than an opportunity to 
make better money. 
DFO is talking of banning the passing of lobster licences from fathers 
to sons. They are also talking of pulling longline licences that haven't 
been used in the last two years. I am worried that my children will be 
shut out of the fishery. My family has been living on the same land and 
working in the fishery for over 200 years. We have a right to it now. 
Canadians fought for freedoms like that. 
Canada and Canadian freedoms are very important. I believe in them. 
All the rules should be taken off the fishery. You just have to accept 
the costs that will go with that. Democracy needs protecting, even if it 
costs. 
All Canadians should have the right to make a living by whatever way 
they want. 
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Probably few in the industry would support such extreme statements and the 
interviewee accepted that he was in a minority and perhaps a minority of one. In his 
view, however: 

In a democracy, even minorities should have the freedom to do as they 
wish. 

Davis (1991) has strongly approved of this sort of extreme individualism in some 
inshore fishermen of the Gulf of St. Lawrence shore of Nova Scotia, characterizing it in 
terms of "rugged individuals" and "untrammeled independence". It can alternatively 
appear to be a socially pathological condition, resulting from a breakdown of the 
structures that hold normal communities together. Certainly, such individualism 
prevents effective organization and association of the fishermen; something that the 
industry's leaders have struggled for over many years. As it was stated during the 
interviews: 

Individual fishermen ID..U.il organize to compete with the big producers. 
Fishermen have local needs and interests. It is hard to organize them 

between areas. 
Fishermen's individualism stops them from expressing unified ideas. 
Fishermen don't need to win badly enough to sacrifice their freedom by 

organizing themselves. 
They have too little inclination to fight back. 
People won't pull together or organize. 
People won't work together. 
People believe that everything will stay as it is. 

Another interviewee who had a great deal to say on the ethos of longlining was one of Nova 
Scotia's highline fishermen. His views are, perhaps, best presented as a coherent whole: 

Social justice is created by free will and trust. That is not what happens 
in the fisheries now. 
Formal property rights set by the state destroy the cooperative 
attitudes at a local level. We should have a competitive fishery under 
the TAC. 
There is a Christian [i.e. free enterprise] way that is better than the 
Communist [i.e. central planning] one. But exploitative capitalism is 
wrong. You have to care for your neighbours. You should not only make 
money but also spread it around. 
By re-investing profits, I have built up the business to a $2 million 
turnover, while living on less personal income than many fishermen. 
We should let the fishermen regulate each other. The over 65 ft boats 
halibuting in 3NO did that in 1990. They agreed to hold off the cod to 
keep the halibut fishery open. It worked well. 
The top fishermen choose to fish. Most of the others go because they 
have no choice. 
Subconscious intuition, not rational thought, makes some fishermen 
top. Your mind has to be geared to fishing 24 hours a day. Ideas crop 
up. DFO forces the top men to fish at a lower intelligence level than 
they could. We need to use more intelligence in fishing and that will 
need a change of approach by DFO. 
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Economic Perspectives 

Associated with this ethical outlook, the interviewees often demonstrated viewpoints on 
the economic system in which they operated that conflicted with the highly simplified 
resource-economic concepts on which fisheries management is often based 111. Since the 
fishermen's objectives in the fisheries must be intimately linked to these viewpoints, 
the latter may be expected to exert considerable influence on the responses of fishing 
effort to changing circumstances. 

Domestic-Scale Fishing Enterprises 
While at least two large corporations were highly active in the longline fisheries in 
1990 and although some boats were owned by smaller companies, the "typical" longliner 
owner/operator ran a business that was more an enlarged domestic unit than a small 
corporation. The "typical" captain was not only self-employed, he worked from his 
home; often with his gear store in the basement or in a barn on his property, his boat in 
the driveway when it was laid up for the winter and his office paperwork spread over the 
kitchen table. Since his fishing-related activities included workshop tasks (on his boat, 
its engine and his gear), in the off-season he could readily turn to the sort of home 
maintenance that city workers also busy themselves with. For the fisherman, however, 
there may be little obvious break between, for example, maintenance of his truck 
(which was as much personal transport as a facility for his business) and repairs to his 
boat's engine. Thus, the typical small-boat fisherman's home- and working lives were 
intermingled to a degree that no wage-earner experiences and which probably has much 
more in common with pre-industrial societies than it does with mainstream twentieth
century North American life. Other self-employed, home-based workers share this 
aspect of the fisherman's life, though few of them regularly construct and maintain the 
equipment used in their work and hence lack important parts of this intermingling. 

If a fisherman's work is an extension of his home life, his investment choices can be 
.expected to be quite different from those that would be made by a corporation seeking 
only to maximize its profits. Unfortunately, few appropriate specialists have addressed 
the consequences of this effect and the current authors can only suggest some 
possibilities. Personal willingness to work and the opportunity costs that an individual 
places on the other tasks that he could be doing around his home could influence the 
amount of fishing that he does or the amount of gear that he builds for the season. More 
significantly still, fishermen may invest far more capital in their boats than they need 
to for narrowly economic ends, in order to purchase some personal comfort or to have a 
boat and equipment in which they can feel some pride (expensive electronic equipment 
seems to be a favorite item112). Conversely, this domestic-scale economy, along with a 
lack of willingness to incur high personal debts, may have limited some interviewees' 
investment in their fishing enterprises. For example, domestic pressures to spend on 
consumer goods influenced at least one interviewee's investment in the electronic outfit 
for his boat. 

111: These conflicts have, of course, long been known and studied by fisheries economists and 
their conclusions have been incorporated into more developed concepts, some of which are cited 
here. That more advanced understanding of the economic behaviour of real fishermen has yet to 
be fully applied to their management. 

112: Townsend (1985b) has noted this tendency in the context of fisheries-economic theory. 
He has also pOinted out that income tax regulations may encourage capital investment beyond 
that which would otherwise be optimal. 
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Notwithstanding this tendency towards an inter-mingling of the domestic and fishing 
activities of many fishermen, it should be stressed that some interviewees, even amongst 
the small-boat owner/operators, did run their fishing businesses with more 
conventional, profit-making motivations. 

Jobs as a Benefit Rather than a Cost 
It follows from aspects of the longline fisherman's ethos that jobs in coastal communities 
are seen by these fishermen as an economic good, rather than as a cost of production. 
This was clearly evident from the remarks of many interviewees. Thus, where 
conventional fisheries economic theory argues for extracting the optimum yield from a 
resource with the minimum cost, many longline fishermen see a positive benefit in the 
extra labour required in their type of fishing. They probably hold this view primarily 
on moral grounds but, for the coastal communities in the Scotia-Fundy Region, 
maximizing fishing employment may be financially optimal too. Spreading the cost of 
catching the fish across many local people will bring substantial transfer payments into 
these communities. Whether that would be optimal in a broader sense or for the wider 
regional and national communities are, of course, other questions. 

Satisfaction Bonus from Commercial Fishing 
One corollary of the domestic scale of fishing enterprises was that some of the reasons 
that sent small-boat commercial fishermen to sea were identical to those that motivate 
sport fishermen (though most of the former might feel insulted if told so). Some of the 
interviewees spoke of the pleasure of being out on the water on a fine day, of being free 
and in charge of themselves, of the excitement of watching the line as it is hauled (when 
the next hook or the one after that may have a big codfish or a halibut), of the thrill of 
seeing the white flash far down in the water that confirms success, followed by the 
struggle to get the big fish over the side without losing it, of the beauty of the fish when 
they come over the side and of the complex joys of outwitting the fish and of out-fishing 
their neighbours. Others (primarily in areas where the fishing is still relatively good) 
spoke of handlining or jigging, once their longlines were set, primarily to fill in time, 
with a clear implication that it was a pleasant way to pass the hours. The relative 
significance of different motivations clearly varied among the interviewees, some 
(though certainly not all) part-timers presumably seeing commercial fishing as a self
funded hobby while some full-timers probably fished because they knew no other way to 
earn a living. In between, however, were many who fished for a living even though they 
could possibly make better money more easily in other industries, at least in some 
years. That is, they accepted the cost of lower incomes in return for the lifestyle of 
commercial fishing. 

Similar motivations for undertaking commercial fishing have been noted in the salmon 
fisheries of the northwestern U.S.A. In one study of those fisheries (Smith 1981), full
time fishermen were found to place relatively little emphasis on the ·pleasure· aspects 
of their occupation but some groups of part-timers considered those aspects to be as 
important as recreational anglers did. In economic terms, they derived a ·satisfaction 
bonus· from their occupation, over and above the dollar income that it generated. Smith 
(1981) has examined the implications of such a bonus for fisheries management. These 
include the attraction of excess labour and capital into a fishery, such that fishermen 
may continue to fish at a loss in dollar terms. Such subsidization of fishing effort from 
personal funds has indeed been recorded in the Pacific salmon fisheries. 

Other Complications 
This satisfaction bonus notwithstanding, the Scotia-Fundy Region groundfish longline 
fisheries are, of course, to a large degree a means of generating income for the 
fishermen. The economic environments in which many longline fishermen work are 
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highly complex but it certainly appeared that when longlining becomes a net loss for 
them (when they "go in the hole" as several Cape Breton interviewees put it), they quit 
that form of fishing. Thus, when close to the break-even point, small changes in income 
or costs could make the difference between a fisherman expanding his longlining or 
getting out of the fishery. The existence of this break-point would complicate the 
modelling of fishermen's behaviour. 

A few interviewees did report fishing at a loss (see Section 13) but only when that was 
necessary to obtain Unemployment Insurance "stamps". More generally, the UI 
regulations appeared to have at least as much effect on the fishermen's perceptions of 
their financial situation as did more obviously relevant factors such as the prices of fish 
and of diesel fuel. 

The fishermen's responses to poor returns from their efforts were also influenced by 
marked lag effects on several time scales. There are considerable fixed costs (probably 
largely opportunity costs rather than cash costs) involved in gearing up for a season in a 
particular fishery. Having decided to get ready for (e.g.) pollock netting, a fisherman 
may not be able to immediately switch over to (e.g.) cod longlining just because his 
neighbours are doing well at it. Even if a particular fisherman prepares two or more 
types of gear for the groundfish season, he is not usually able to take more than one on 
board his boat at the same time (with the obvious exceptions discussed in Section 12), 
thus preventing within-trip responses to catch rates. The fishermen also have longer
term financial costs, particularly in the purchase of a boat, a licence and the necessary 
shore-based infrastructure. Finally, there are very substantial personal costs involved 
in learning the skills required for each kind of fishing113. Once all of these costs have 
been accepted, it appears that a fisherman will continue fishing with his chosen gear for 
so long as his weekly income (including perceived effective income in the form of UI 
·stamps" etc.) exceeds his weekly in-season variable costs. If, however, the sum of such 
weekly profits is less than the pre-season fixed costs and if he expects that situation to 
be repeated the following year, he will drop out of the longline fishery. Conversely, if he 
perceives that his cash flow will improve, then he will again gear up for the next 
season 114. 

As one interviewee noted: 

So long as you are catching fish, you don't usually change your fishing 
pattern. But if you saw pollock on the sounder when you were 
longlining, you might try nets next trip. 

113: Acheson (1988) has explored the costs and difficulties of longer-term changes between 
fishing gears, as they apply in Maine, and thus has documented the constraints imposed on such 
changes. He may have underestimated the importance of a fisherman's "investment" in 
knowledge of his fishing patterns, however, and thus concluded that groundfish longlining is an 
easy fishery to enter. Impressions formed during the interviews for the present survey would 
suggest the opposite. 

114: The place of a satisfaction bonus in this evaluation of profitability is unsure. One might 
suppose that those part-time fishermen with secure incomes from other sources would include 
such a bonus in their gross earnings from fishing when deciding whether or not to fish again 
next year, whereas a cash-limited fisherman, lacking other income, might perceive a strong 
satisfaction bonus but be unable to justify a financial loss simply to support his enjoyment of 
his profession. 
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As an example of a rather different type of fishing at a loss, the captain of one 44'11" 
boat reported making a jigging trip from Shelburne County to Banquereau in the spring. 
When the economic viability of such a long steam for such an inefficient fishing method 
was questioned, he admitted that the trip might not break even but it was the best-paying 
option available to him at that season and he preferred to keep his crew working so that 
they were ready and available to him when the fine-gear season re-opened on Browns 
and Georges banks. 

Some other interviewees were similarly concerned about the need to keep their crews 
content: 

It is hard to get a good crew. A better crew works harder and takes more 
care. They can get double the catch. 

You have to get a good catch or the crew will go with other captains. Young 
crewmen accept risks that an experienced captain doesn't want to. 

Even when you have paid off your boat, the crew insist that you work it 
hard so that they can get the best share. 
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15 FUTURE TRENDS IN FLEET SIZE AND FISHING EFFORT 
AN APPROACH TOWARDS QUANTITATIVE ESTIMATES 

Introduction 

The ultimate objective of the research program of which this survey formed the 
foundation was to predict the responses of the groundfish longline fisheries to the 
removal of regulated catch quotas and their replacement by unregulated allowances. 
Clearly, such a management change would be unacceptable if it was followed by an 
indefinite expansion of longline capacity and fishing effort whereas it would be 
convenient and efficient if it allowed the continuation of the status quo without the 
expense of monitoring and enforcing quota limits. It would be even more desirable if it 
allowed beneficial development of the deregulated industry without its expansion. The 
results of this survey alone are not, and were not intended to be, a sufficient basis for 
such a prediction and none is offered here. However, this Section does provide an initial 
examination of the general topic of future trends in the groundfish longline fisheries. 
More importantly, it illuminates the array of questions that must be answered before 
usefully-precise predictions of those trends can be prepared. This examination is 
confined to only two of the state variables in the overall fishery system, viz.: the fishing 
capacity 115 of the longline fleet and the fishing effort that it exerts. Trends in other 
variables, including biological ones, such as the sizes of fish taken, and socio-economic 
ones, such as the level of employment in the industry, were beyond the scope of this 
survey. 

As a conceptual basis for the examination of these topics, we suggest that each fisherman 
adjusts his investment in fishing capacity and his fishing effort so as to maximize his 
attainment of his personal economic and social goals, subject to a variety of constraints 
(including personal ethical constraints and many externally imposed ones). Since some · 
of the fishermen's perceptions appear to diverge from reality, it would be more realistic 
to propose that each adjusts his capacity and effort to the levels that he thinks will be 
optimal. If this is so, the levels of effort and capacity in these fisheries will be dynamic 
responses to the complex of constraints. The levels in 1990 may have been in 
equilibrium with the constraints applying at that time but it seems more likely that they 
were in a process of evolution that would have continued for several years, even if the 
constraints had remained constant. More importantly, the equilibrium levels and hence 
the trends in the actual levels of capacity and effort will have changed, and will continue 
to change, as each of the constraints changes, and indeed as the objectives themselves 
evolve over time 116. 

To predict future trends in capacity and effort, it would therefore be necessary to 
examine the fishermen's objectives, the decision processes that they employ in seeking 
to maximize attainment of these objectives, the factors that constrain their choices, 
future trends in those constraints, and the dynamic responses of the variables to any 

1 15: "Fishing capacity" has never been formally defined. As used here, it refers to the 
capability to exert fishing mortality. 
1 16: With reference to hunter/gatherers, Mithen (1989) has suggested that they do not try to 
maximize their benefits but simply to "meliorize" them, that is to improve on their present 
returns. While continued meliorization would eventually lead to the maximum in a stable 
system, in a constantly varying one that state would never be attained. 
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change in their optimum values. Particular scenarios, such as those involving new 
regulatory regimes, could then be treated as sets of future constraint values. For no 
fishery, and certainly not for the Scotia-Fundy longline fisheries, is comprehensive 
information on all of these topics available. Thus, only a generalized outline of each of 
them can be offered here; outlines that are certainly not sufficient to generate 
quantitative predictions but which may indicate topics for future research. 

Fishermen's Objectives 

In order to understand why fishermen do what they do, it is first necessary to understand 
what they are trying to achieve by fishing. Only if their objectives can once be deduced 
can their behaviour be interpreted in terms of adaptation to the constraints that they 
operate under, and only then can the possible responses of that behaviour to changes in 
the constraints be examined. No relevant questions were asked during the interviews and 
it is unlikely that either the interviewer or the interviewees would have been fully 
capable of exploring the topic. Nor is this a field that has received much attention from 
specialists and hence there is little theoretical framework on which to build. A few 
interviewees gave some hints of the logic underlying their choices of fishing strategy, 
however, and a general pattern may be guessed from those and from the results of the 
few relevant studies of other fisheries. 

Gatewood (1983, 1984b), writing of Alaskan salmon seiner captains, suggested that 
they sought three types of reward: money, prestige and fun. Much the same seemed to be 
true in the Scotia-Fundy longline fisheries, as indeed it does in many other fisheries, 
though with differing emphasis placed on each of the three types. In general, the aim for 
most interviewees was clearly to fish for whatever species (and in whatever way and 
place) paid the best, as distinct from whatever gave the greatest landings in weight 
terms; a straightforward economic objective, though perhaps one that was sometimes 
perceived in terms of gross earnings (what the boat ·stocks") rather than of earnings 
net of fishing costs. This much was clear from the tone of many interviews. There could, 
however, be many complicating factors surrounding the fishermen's concepts of income 
and costs, some of which are outlined in Section 14 above. 

There were some other purely-rational motivations for going fishing, beyond immediate 
economic concerns. For example, the maintenance of licence entitlements (and hence of 
future options) by fishing was a key consideration that drove some interviewees to 
undertake otherwise sub-optimal fishing. As a second example, whenever fish resources 
are scarce, there is a need for someone to try fishing in order for everyone else to see 
whether or not it will pay this year. Some interviewees spoke of setting a few tubs to 
"try"; in effect buying information about the fish by investing in fishing effort which 
may not return a profitable catch 117 . 

117. This was not the only mechanism by which such information was gathered, some 
interviewees preferring to wait while their neighbours "tried" the fishing. It seems likely that 
the local longline high liner and the top handliner in each area usually expect that their skills will 
make their own specializations economically-viable options (as well as probably the best ones 
open to them as individuals). The comments of some interviewees hinted that such highliners 
would start fishing while other fishermen in their areas would wait to see whether their 
efforts met with more than minimal success. 
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Gatewood's (1983) "fun" reward can be rendered in economic terms as the satisfaction 
bonus discussed in Section 14. As outlined there, this form of bonus appeared to form 
part of the net earnings of most (if not all) longline fishermen and was an important 
part of the income of some. 

Many of the interviewees also seemed to feel strong personal benefit in being seen as a 
local highliner or as a member of an elite group that fished beyond the range that others 
reached [Gatewood's (1983) "prestige" reward]. It might be expected tha't prestige 
measured in terms of catch would be optimized by the same choices as would optimize 
earnings. In practice, however, the interviewees tended to talk about relative success in 
terms of gross catch rather than net earnings, suggesting some divergence of these two 
objectives. Moreover, for the Newfoundland offshore groundfish fishery, Andersen 
(1972) concluded that the captains saw fishing as a "zero sum game", where someone's 
success was everyone else's loss. Palsson (1988) noted the same idea among Icelandic 
fishermen. In reality, for those fisheries as for Scotia-Fundy longlining, an individual 
boat's catch has little short-term effect on the catches of other boats or on the prices 
received for the fish, though there may well be a finite amount of perceived prestige to 
be shared among the captains, making the pursuit of prestige, not that of fish, the zero 
sum game. In a third distinction between the economic and prestige objectives, the quest 
for prestige may drive a fisherman to enter a more prestigious fishery, involving a 
larger and more expensive boat, when a dispassionate economic analysis might show that 
a small-boat, inside fishery was the economically better option. This pressure was not, 
however, as universal as might be supposed. One highly active fisherman interviewed 
during the survey was looked on by some of his neighbours with sympathy rather than 
admiration: he had bought an expensive new boat just before the local cod fishery 
declined and, at the time of the survey, was having to work hard and take considerable 
risks in order to meet his boat payments. Finally, some interviewees' comments on other 
matters strongly suggested that prestige could be purchased through capital investment, 
in the form of up-to-date electronic equipment or other improvements to a boat beyond 
those which would optimize net earnings. 

For the fishermen aboard all but the largest boats, seaworthiness and safety were also 
ever-present concerns. Many of the interviewees were acutely aware that their own 
personal health and safety were at stake whenever they went to sea. They accordingly 
modified what might otherwise have been optimal choices, either investing more in a 
safer and/or more comfortable boat or restricting the types of fishing that they 
undertook so as to reduce their discomfort and danger 118. In economic terms, these 
personal risks could be seen as costs, to be balanced against the extra investment or 
acceptance of lost earnings necessary to reduce the risks. 

The interviewees showed evidence of also adapting their behaviour to a different sort of 
risk: the risk of falling far short of their objectives. In their choice of locations to fish 
(see Section 8), there was the appearance of bet-hedging behaviour: a deliberate attempt 
to reduce the chance of a really "bad" fishing trip, even at the expense of reducing the 
chance of a really "good" one ("good" and "bad" being measured in some combination of 
money, prestige and fun). Similarly, Palsson and Durrenberger (1982) have provided 
evidence of some Icelandic cod fishermen choosing to go to areas where the catch rates 
were predictable, in preference to areas with higher average catch rates but greater 
variations in those rates. Such "risk reduction" (Mithen 1989) behaviour is an 

118: Wilen (1988) has noted that fishermen often exploit "safety" improvements in their boats 
to allow them to work more dangerous waters while maintaining the same level of personal 
risk, rather than remaining in the same fishing patterns with lower risk. 
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understandable response to the low predictability of fishing success 119. In the Scotia
Fundy longline fisheries, however, it seemed to apply only to the fishermen's short
term, within-season decisions. Contrary to the assumptions of some economists, who 
have supposed that fishing companies should be "survival conscious" and should reduce 
their overall investment to lower the risk of bankruptcy in poor years (e.g. Thompson et 
al. 1973; Lane 1988), the interviewees appeared to show considerable optimism in 
their longer-term choices. 

Their recorded comments on these topics included: 

Changed from mostly groundfish to mostly lobster now, with the prices 
and catches as they are. 

Shift between big and small gear as each catches best. Even haul lobster 
gear early and go longlining if the dollars are better in fishing. 

Get the best dollar return in the winter, if the weather is good. 

Would go over to Grand Bank but the quotas are too small to be worth going 
so far. 

Or for a small-boat fisherman facing the depleted resources of Sydney Bight: 

Jig, trawl or whatever. You have to get what you can how you can. 
Keep on trying because there is always a chance that you might hit fish 

tomorrow. 

In conclusion, in making their strategic and tactical decisions, longline fishermen 
probably seek (however unconsciously) to optimize some combination of Gatewood's 
(1983) "money", "prestige" and "fun" objectives. The captains of large, company
owned boats may place most emphasis on purely economic issues whereas some part
time fishermen with secure jobs ashore probably lean more to the concerns linked to the 
satisfaction bonus. It seems, however, that most fishermen place at least some weight on 
all of the above objectives. Before the future progress of the longline fisheries can be 
predicted with great precision, these objectives and their relative importance to 
different groups of decision-makers within the industry must be better understood than 
they are at present. 

Fishermen's Decision-Making Processes 

As Mithen (1989) has argued, with reference to hunters rather than fishermen, human 
behaviour is far too complex for useful models to be based solely on a description of the 
consequences of the decisions made. The processes by which those decisions are made 
must also be understood. In the context of fisheries, these processes have been addressed 
in a peripheral way by many studies but, to the present authors' knowledge, have never 
been directly examined. 

119: In one Newfoundland inshore fishery Stiles (1972) has noted that this risk reduction 
behaviour is further enhanced by a perceived social need to match (rather than to exceed) the 
levels of success achieved by other local fishermen. No evidence of such a perception was 
detected in the Scotia-Fundy fisheries during the present survey. 
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Decisions concerning capital investment in fishing capacity and the subsequent intensity 
of use of that capacity have properly concerned economists (e.g. Charles 1983a,b, 
1985; Charles and Munro 1985; Charles and Reed 1985) but they have usually focussed 
on which choices should be made in order to achieve particular objectives, rather than 
on the processes by which the choices are actually made. Indeed, after developing a 
relatively realistic economic investment model, Lane (1988) noted that interviews with 
fishermen were still necessary in order to find what they really thought. A few 
economists have gone further: Bj0rndal and Conrad (1987), for example, fitted a 
mechanistic investment model to data from a real fishery. In a rather different 
contribution, Whitmarsh (1990) provided an overview, from an economic perspective, 
of issues relating to technological change in fisheries, including the decision to adopt new 
technology. 

Another group of workers has attempted to apply linear programming and related 
techniques to capacity investment and utilization decisions (e.g. Amble 1981; Garrod and 
Shepherd 1981; Shepherd and Garrod 1981; Murawski and Finn 1986) but these 
authors have examined a decision-making approach that might be applied by 
governments or major fishing corporations. It is not one that is used by sm.all-boat 
fishermen, such as those who comprise the majority of decision-makers in the Scotia
Fundy long line fisheries. 

Historical studies of the temporal development of fisheries can document major 
investment decisions. A few authors have gone beyond the usual superficial descriptive 
treatment of such histories and have examined the reasoning underlying the decisions 
(e.g. Robinson 1989). This has added somewhat to our general understanding of fisheries 
decision processes, though the approach is only readily applicable to rapidly-evolving 
fisheries since systems near dynamic equilibrium do not change fast enough for the 
causes of that change to be detected by historiographic means. If the approach was applied 
to the diffusion of new technology through an existing fishery, it might yield a model of 
present relevance but that has yet to be attempted in any detail. 

Some social anthropologists have come closer to documenting the decision-making 
processes actually used, though their direct focus has usually been more on the inter
relationships among the people sharing in the decisions (e.g. Andersen 1972, 1979, 
1988; Palsson and Durrenberger 1983; Byron 1988; Palsson 1988; Palmer 
1990a,b). Acheson and Reidman (1982) have analyzed the adoption of innovations by 
New England fishermen but their attention was on anthropological methodology and 
theory. De Wees and Hawkes (1988) have looked at the same issue in Pacific coast 
fisheries from a more practical viewpoint. However, to the present authors' knowledge, 
only Gatewood (1983, 1984b) has provided a really useful model of how one group of 
fishermen actually arrive at their various choices, and then only for short-cycle, 
operational decisions and only for the Alaskan salmon fisheries. 

With this lack of guidance from previous studies and the lack of any relevant questions in 
the present survey, it is not possible to say how Scotia-Fundy longline fishermen 
actually make their decisions. All we can do here is to outline some issues that may be 
involved in the process. 

Types of Decisions Made 
Of all of the decisions that fishermen are required to make, only those which affect their 
acquisition (or disposal) of fishing capacity and their use of it to exert fishing effort are 
of concern in this Section. Even so, a very large variety of decisions are relevant, from 
an initial choice to become a fisherman, through the decision to acquire a longline 
licence, choices of boat types and sizes to use, amounts and types of gear to buy, the crew 
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to take, where and when to go fishing, to whom to sell the catch and so on. Some of these 
decisions may be made once and will then affect the rest of a fisherman's life while 
others must be made on a minute-to-minute basis. Some may demand rational analysis, 
as when a bank must approve a large loan, while others cannot allow for much conscious 
thought at all. Each type of decision may be subject to a different set of constraints. Those 
will certainly vary among the specialized longline fisheries and among areas within the 
Region. They may also vary among fishermen who work side-by-side. The processes 
involved in making each of these types of decision are, therefore, likely to vary. Yet the 
evolution of longline fishing effort will be shaped by the combined effects of all of them. 

Duration of Decision Cycles 
As noted above and in Section 14, some of these decisions are made at rare intervals and 
then bear on the fisherman's activities for a long period. In the extreme, the decision to 
become a fisherman may be made once, in childhood, and may then be inescapable for the 
rest of a lifetime. Licence acquisition and boat purchase choices will have strong 
implications for years after they are made. Decisions about which fisheries to prepare 
for must be made annually and often cannot be changed mid-season. Other choices, 
concerning when to leave the wharf, where to go, exactly where to place the gear and so 
on can be made over short time periods, must be made repeatedly and presumably have 
few implications lasting longer than a day or so. 

During the interviews, the prevalence and importance of decisions with such short 
cycles (from choice through action to consequence) were particularly notable. Many of a 
longline fishermen's actions are evidently controlled by such decisions, making it 
difficult for them to answer questions about where or when they set their gear simply 
because they have no standard places or times, rather they have procedures for making 
on-the-spot choices. This was, to the interviewer, one of the strangest features of the 
l.onglining business and one of the ones that took the longest to recognize. 

Decisions with extremely short cycles (less than one day) can have no effect on fishing 
capacity and only influence effort by altering the efficiency ("catchability" in population 
dynamic terms) of the day's fishing. Thus, this Section is more concerned with decisions 
that have longer cycles, though the emphasis on short-cycle ones in previous research 
demands that some attention be devoted to them. 

Decision Processes In Other Fisheries 
The means by which fishermen select just where to fish have been discussed in Section 8 
above and may serve as a model for all short-cycle decision-making by small-boat 
fishermen. In essence, they involve gathering information from a wide variety of 
sources, adding it to a complex cognitive model of the fishery system, and then analyzing 
the model to determine which choices will be optimum (in terms of maximizing the 
desired objectives, subject to constraints). As Gatewood (1983, 1984b) has stressed, a 
rational analysis of the model would exceed the unaided abilities of the human mind and 
the fishermen fall back on "gestalt synthesizing". This step is camouflaged behind either 
a pretence of rationality or a claim of mystical capabilities, the choice between these 
essentially-opposed disguises being determined by the expectations of the fisherman's 
community (e.g. Palsson and Durrenberger 1982, 1983; Gatewood 1983, 1984b; 
Durrenberger and Palsson 1983, 1986; Palmer 1990a). 

The first need in any decision-making is for information (cf. Mithen 1989). A wide 
range of information sources are used by fishermen in building their understanding of 
the fishery, providing data on weather, tide, the locations and activities of other boats, 
knowledge of previous catches at the same season, acoustic records of fish 
concentrations, crew morale, condition of the fishing gear and so on (Gatewood 1983; 
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Byron 1988). The catch rates achieved by other boats are particularly important as 
indicators of what can be achieved with the fishing patterns being used by their captains. 
Davis (1984) noted that this was the basis that small-boat fishermen out of Port 
LaTour used when deciding whether to change to fishing with a different type of gear. So 
important is this total complex of data that a considerable part of fishermen's behaviour 
seems to revolve around the acquisition of information and control of their competitors' 
access to it. Several studies have addressed the forms of communication within fishing 
communities from this perspective, finding stereotyped actions designed to discover 
more than they reveal while not offending competitors who are also close neighbours 
(Andersen 1972, 1979, 1988; Stiles 1972; Gatewood 1984b; Byron 1988; Palmer 
1990a,b). Once on the water, the boat and its fishing location may be moved in order to 
extract information from the success rate of others or to confuse their attempts to learn 
(Andersen 1972, 1988), at some cost in lost fishing time. As documented in Section 8, 
fishing locations are also sometimes selected as part of a deliberate search strategy, 
sacrificing present catch rates in return for information. 

The uses to which this information is put are very poorly known. In some fisheries, it is 
discussed among the members of a boat's crew or similar group, in others the captain is 
expected to make all decisions himself, while in yet other fisheries either the reality of 
individual decision-making is masked by a pretence of consultation or the reverse 
occurs (Stiles 1972; Palsson and Durrenberger 1983; Gatewood 1984b; Byron 1988; 
Palsson 1988). Byron (1988), recognizing that no amount of information gathering can 
tell fishermen where the fish will be, suggested that they work by probabilities. 
Gatewood (1984b) has suggested that the most rational Alaskan salmon seiner captains 
might use an analog of a decision matrix, with their various options each subjectively 
scored for a large number of attributes, a weighted sum of the scores indicating the best 
choice to make. The fishermen do not, of course, prepare such a matrix in numerical 
form but they do seem to rank the strengths and weaknesses of each option in their heads. 
Their problem is that they are not then able to perform the weighted summation by 
mental computation. In salmon seining, the key unknown is the location of the fish at the 
time of a season opening and hence, in the decision matrices, each possible fishing spot's 
score for the "salmon present/absent" variable. The top captains predict fish locations, 
extrapolating from recent catch rates using their cognitive models of salmon migration 
pathways. Less skilled fishermen rely on simplifying assumptions such as that the fish 
will be where they were at the last opening or where they were in a previous year at the 
same season (Gatewood 1983, 1984b). Mithen (1989) has suggested that similar 
simplistic models are used by hunter/gathers to cope with problems beyond the 
analytical capabilities of the human brain and they probably underlie decision-making 
by many fishermen. 

Longer-cycle decisions, concerning investment in fishing capacity, may be made by 
similar processes to these, though with different emphasis. However, rather different 
research methods have been applied to these decisions than have been used to study 
short-cycle ones. These methods have not illuminated the decision-making processes 
themselves but they have provided some understanding of the environment in which 
those processes take place. Much of this research has concerned responses to innovation. 
Traditional small-boat fishermen tend to be conservative; as Acheson (1979) has 
pointed out, they tend to resist any change for a decade but then resist any attempt to 
depart from the new development. This conservatism can be over-emphasized, however. 
Many fishermen are perpetual, if minor, innovators, forever trying new arrangements 
of their gear, as Byron (1988) noted for the fishermen of Barra Isle, Scotland. Perhaps 
what they really resist is either making wholesale changes in their fishing practices 
before they are sure that there will be some advantage to them, or being pressured to 
adopt new ideas. Since the application of an untried major innovation is inherently 
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expensive, while proven developments are soon copied, there is a clear disincentive 
against being the first to test a new option. In such an environment, Acheson and Reidman 
(1982) have suggested that innovations are more likely to be adopted if they are 
economically or otherwise advantageous, uncomplicated, relatively easy to try out and 
observe in use by others, and if they do not conflict with existing social institutions. 
Whitmarsh (1990) has added that the speed with which an innovation is adopted is also 
affected by the structure of the industry, community attitudes and the pressures on the 
fishermen to improve their efficiency. In this context, new fishing ideas and improved 
gear face a natural obstacle in that catch rates are typically highly variable, making it 
difficult for a fisherman to tell whether the innovation is advantageous or not 
(Whitmarsh 1990). Once introduced, successful innovations tend to diffuse through a 
fishery, rather than being rapidly and widely adopted. Whitmarsh (1990) has suggested 
that this is only partly a matter of the gradual improvement of the associated technology. 
It seems more likely to be driven by gradual decreases in the real cost of adopting the 
innovation and by the slow diffusion of information among the fishermen. A gradual 
decline in resource abundance could also drive such diffusion by gradually causing the 
innovation to become advantageous for a progressively larger proportion of a 
heterogeneous fleet. Certainly, in almost the only field study of this issue, Acheson and 
Reidman (1982) found that larger boats and/or modern electronic equipment were 
adopted, in the northern New England finfish fisheries of the 1970s, when they were 
advantageous to individual fishermen. There was little evidence that any recognizable 
social group was inherently more receptive to innovations, though some groups were 
more likely to be able to take advantage of them. De Wees and Hawkes (1988) found 
closely similar patterns in the U.S. Pacific coast otter trawl (here "dragger") fishery. 

Other impediments to the adoption of innovations include the high investment (largely in 
the opportunity cost of time spent) required in learning appropriate new skills (cf. 
Acheson 1988), and the difficulty of obtaining sufficient capital to take advantage of 
some alternatives (cf. Whitmarsh 1990). In northern New England, Acheson (1988) 
found that many of the small-boat lobster fishermen lacked the business skills needed to 
obtain loans. Conversely, new developments can have unexpected advantages. Among 
Barra Isle fishermen, for example, radar allowed the draggers to fish illegally within 
three miles of land, since it detected patrol boats in time to avoid them (Byron 1988). 

As discussed below, many of these features of the diffusion of innovations were seen 
during the adoption of circle hooks by the Scotia-Fundy groundfish longline fleet in the 
1980s. It is therefore likely that the processes identified in other fisheries operate in 
the longline fisheries of this Region too. Nevertheless, it is all too clear that the 
fishermen's decision processes are poorly documented and understood. Thus, much more 
research by appropriate specialists will be needed before the responses of these 
fisheries to changing conditions can be reliably predicted. 

In the meanwhile, the comments of two interviewees on the expense of innovation in an 
industry organized on such a small scale may be noted: 

Men working full-time at longlining don't have the money or the time to 
experiment with gear. 

Used to do one trip per year exploring, at own expense. Cannot afford that 
now that the fishery has gone down. Need the government to pay for it. 
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Constraints on Fishermen's Decisions In the 
Scotia-Fundy Region Groundflsh Longline Fisheries 

The Complex of Constraints on Fishermen's Decisions 
Each fisherman attempts to maximize his attainment of personal objectives amidst a 
multitude of constraining factors. In the Scotia-Fundy Region groundfish longline 
fisheries, as in perhaps all others, it is these constraints that primarily shape the 
fishermen's choices of what to catch and of when, where and how to catch it. Thus, they 
shape the development of a fleet's capacity and fishing effort, determining how those 
variables will change over time. 

Fishing capacity is itself an amalgam of the numbers of boats in the fleet and the various 
characteristics that determine their fishing efficiency, including among others their 
overall size, engine power, electronic equipment and even the skills of the fishermen on 
board. Its magnitude is largely controlled by the fishermen's (and fishing companies') 
long-term investment choices, which are probably severely constrained by their 
limited access to investment capital. In the fisheries studied here, the number of boats in 
the licensed fleet is also controlled by limited entry policies while the size of boat 
permitted to be operated under each licence is constrained by vessel replacement 
regulations. Apart from those few licences that bore limitations on the number of tubs of 
gear that could be set, however, the remaining determinants of capacity were not 
controlled by any form of regulation in 1990. 

The fishing effort that is actually exerted by a fleet is almost invariably much smaller 
than the theoretical limit set by the fleet's capacity. In the Scotia-Fundy Region longline 
fisheries, this was particularly true because many of the licences were unused in 1990. 
As discussed in Section 3 above, this was largely a consequence of the poor economic 
returns in these fisheries, the licensees often preferring to use their boats in other 
fisheries or even to cease fishing if they perceived groundfish longlining to be a non
viable option. Hence, longline licence utilization was partly determined by the 
availability of other licences (including other designations on the licensees' groundfish 
licences) and by the complex of regulations that influenced participation in the 
corresponding fisheries. From the interviewees' reports, however, it seemed to be far 
more strongly influenced by longline resource availability, fish prices, fishing costs and 
the complex of other factors that determine the economic success of fishing operations. 
More specifically, it was determined by the fishermen's choices, made in response to 
those factors. 

Their choices had an even more obvious effect on the amount and type of fishing carried 
out under each active licence. There were some regulatory constraints at this level also, 
particularly the trip limits for some species and the closures of some grounds, whether 
seasonally or as a consequence of the inter-Regional and international boundaries (see 
Section 7), but the fishermen were largely free to seek their objectives as they saw fit. 
They determined what to fish for (see Section 4), where and when to do so (see Sections 
7 and 9) and what sort of groundfish longline gear to use (see Section 5). They also chose 
how much gear to set (see Section 6) and how often to set it (see Sections 9,10 and 11). 
Finally, they made many choices of how to use their gear so as to maximize their 
attainment of their objectives per tub-set (see particularly Sections 8 and 11 and 
Appendix 8). Together, these choices determined how much gear was set, how often it 
was set and how efficient it was (its catchability, in population-dynamic terms). The 
product of these is the fishing effort exerted under each licence. 
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Even aside from the regulations, these were not, however, free choices. What to catch 
was constrained by the availability of longline-vulnerable resources and by the same 
economic concerns as determined whether to fish at all. Where to fish was subject to 
many limitations, particularly the distributions of the resources and of fishable 
"bottom", steaming distances, seaworthiness of the boats, personal knowledge of the 
grounds and sometimes congestion in the limited space available. The seasons fished were 
largely constrained by resource availability, including the (often regulated) availability 
of non-Iongline resources. Seasonal weather and ice conditions were also important for 
many fishermen, as to some extent were the Unemployment Insurance regulations. 
Decisions on the type of gear to use were constrained in more complex ways, not so much 
by the availability of different materials as by the fishermen's knowledge of them and 
confidence in their effectiveness. The price of the gear was often a concern and in the 
case of the bait (if that can be considered part of the gear) was of great importance. For 
most interviewees, the amount of gear set was limited by the practical speed of hauling 
and the time available to haul it, while the frequency of setting was severely constrained 
by the length of the seasons, the trip limits and the weather. The efficiency with which 
the gear was used was, perhaps, most constrained by the abilities of the fishermen 
themselves but the quality of the "bottom" available also had a marked influence. 

These many constraints are not, of course, independent. Rather, they form a complex, 
intersecting web. Thus, the abundance of the available resource is partly a function of 
the quality of the available "bottom", which for most fishermen is influenced by the safe 
range of their boat (since the ability to go further offshore gives access to other 
grounds), which may also give them access to areas with denser biomass of the resource 
species. Yet resource density is another major determinant of resource availability. 
Meanwhile, the safe range of the boats is partly a function of their seaworthiness and 
partly of weather conditions, which are determined by the season in which the fish are 
available to longlining and so on. The fisherman's task is to work within this 
extraordinarily-complex decision-making environment, with the limited tools available 
to him (as discussed above) so as to maximize the attainment of his objectives. In 
mathematical terms, he must search for the optimal value of each of his inputs (the 
particular forms of capital, labour and skills that he devotes to longlining) that will 
maximize his output (measured in whatever units are defined by his objectives), 
subject to the many constraints. Yet these constraints often appear to bear curvilinear 
relationships to one another, such that a change in the value of one will affect the 
relevance of another to the determination of the optimum values of the inputs. It follows 
that a change in anyone constraint, such as the biomass of a particular resource, will 
have a complex effect on other constraints, on the constrained optimum values of the 
various inputs, and hence on fishing effort and, in the longer term, fishing capacity. In 
reality, of course: all of the constraints are in a continual state of change, albeit at 
different rates, and that change drives a corresponding one in the fishermen's decisions. 

This view of the longline fisherman's decision-making environment is, of course, a 
hypothesis or perhaps more accurately a model. It agrees well with all that the present 
research has learnt of the Scotia-Fundy longline fisheries but it remains untested. There 
is not even comparative information on any other fisheries with which it can be 
compared. Indeed, there seems to have been little or no research into the broad web of 
factors that constrain fishermen's decisions. Yet, until that web is understood, the 
results of those decisions cannot be anticipated and the future development of the 
fisheries cannot be predicted with useful accuracy. 
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The Major Constraints on Scotia-Fundy Groundtlsh Longllnlng 
From the information supplied by the interviewees' and the discussions elsewhere in 
this Report, the most important constraining factors for the longline fishermen seemed 
to be: 

Total biomass of the various long line resources, 
Size-distribution of the fish comprising that biomass, 
Availability of these resources, 
Landed prices for the fish, 
Abundance of dogfish and benthic scavengers, 
Quantity and quality of "bottom" available, 
Distance to that bottom and range of boat, 
Weather and seaworthiness of boat, 
Bait costs, 
Fuel, gear, interest, insurance and other costs, 
Unemployment Insurance regulations, 
Fishing skills and personal knowledge, 
Personal ethos, 
Access to investment capital, 
Available technology, 
Expected success in other fisheries or outside the fisheries, 
Licensing and vessel replacement policy, and 
Fishery regulations, 

many of which were not, of course, independent of one another. 

In 1990, the low levels of available resource biomass were clearly the major constraint 
on the decisions made by most interviewees (see Section 13). This was particularly true 
for fishermen with very small boats since the resources (or their availability) on the 
inside grounds seemed to have suffered the greatest declines, while the smallest boats in 
the fleet had neither the range nor the seaworthiness required for effective exploitation 
of offshore areas. The available biomass was not, however, the same as the total biomass 
that might be estimated by stock assessments since, to be "available" to longlining, the 
fish had to be present on 'good bottom", of a suitable size and at sufficient density to be 
caught at a profit. "Available biomass" was, therefore, determined as much by bottom 
quality, bottom area, dogfish and scavenger densities, the efficiency of the gear and the 
skill with which it was used, the cost of fishing and the market price of fish, as it was by 
the abundance of the fish themselves, which abundance was declining for many 
groundfish stocks in 1990. 

Perhaps the least important constraints in the above list were the fishery regulations 
and the licensing and vessel replacement policy; the only factors that are directly 
controllable by fishery managers. In 1990, most longline fishermen appeared to be 
almost unconstrained by most regulations. Licence limitation certainly served to prevent 
any increase in the numbers of fishermen permitted to longline, though the proportion 
of licences inactive for lack of a resource, at least in the smallest class of boats, suggests 
that few outsiders would have wished to enter these fisheries in 1990 anyway. This type 
of limitation may have had a more significant effect in the late 1980s when the 
groundfish fisheries were more profitable. In the 1980s, the vessel replacement 
policies were not sufficiently stringent to prevent substantial increases in the average 
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size of inshore groundfish boats 120. Stricter replacement criteria, based on cubic 
number (the product of length, width and depth) were introduced in 1989 and, by 
effectively restricting boat size, had a marked effect on the longline fishermen. How 
much effect they actually had in 1990 is unsure, however, since the downturn in the 
economic performance of longlining in that year must have reduced the incentive for a 
fisherman to upgrade to a larger boat. As a final near-direct control on capacity, the 
maximal amounts of gear defined on some longline licences certainly limited the activity 
levels of a few interviewees. 

The regulated minimum fish sizes, however, while they caused some small fish to be 
discarded, seemed to have only a small effect on effort; with the costs, prices and 
resource availabilities in 1990, it appeared simply not worth setting for small fish in 
most areas. Likewise, the closed areas and seasons seemed to cause only minor 
perturbations to most longline fishermen's behaviour patterns (see Section 7). The 
catch quotas themselves were of almost no consequence; in many cases the longline sector 
had been unable to take its whole quota in the late 1980s and thus had been entirely 
unconstrained by it. Indeed, the greatest constraints imposed by the Department on most 
longline fishermen seemed to be the procedural ones; the need to get licence conditions or 
to complete other paperwork before going fishing. 

There were, however, exceptions to this overall absence of regulatory impact. The over 
65 ft sector, in particular, seemed to have ample available resource (given its 
seaworthiness, technology, costs and fish prices) and was primarily constrained by the 
quotas imposed by government, which were themselves a reflection of a resource 
limitation on a different level. Judging from comments made by various interviewees, 
additional EA to that sector in 1990 would almost certainly have been met with the 
construction or purchase of other large longliners. Similarly, the specialist banks 
haddock fisheries (primarily on Western and Browns) were severely constrained by the 
regulated trip limits. It can only be speculated as to whether there would have been 
appreciable new boat construction if those limits had been relaxed but there can be little 
doubt that the existing boats would have started making multi-day trips, increasing 
their ratio of fishing to steaming time, and hence improving their financial performance 
while increasing their total fishing effort (presuming that no other constraint, such as 
an la, was imposed). 

This lack of a major effect of regulatory constraints on the longline fishermen's 
decisions in 1990 does not, of course, mean that they will necessarily be of minor 
significance in other years. Indeed, following further declines in many stocks, some of 
the fisheries studied by this survey were closed during 1993 and may remain so for a 
few years. As postulated above, a change in one constraint has altered the importance of 
another, which in turn has very significantly changed the fishermen's choices and with 
them the longline effort. 

120: There was a major increase in the gross tonnage of the Nova Scotian inshore fleet 
between 1978 and 1981, when the lengths of replacement boats were restricted. The size of 
the fleet was then relatively stable until 1987, when a period of improved economic 
performance encouraged a further expansion (achieved within the limitations of the 1981 
policy) which was in turn stopped by the new 1989 vessel replacement policy (Halliday at a/. 
1992) . 
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The Scope for an Increase in Effort in the 
Scotia-Fundy Groundfish Longline Fisheries 

Following the conceptual basis for examining future trends that is set out in the 
introduction to this Section, it is first necessary to predict changes in the constraints on 
the fishermen's decisions, and then to make quantitative predictions of the resulting 
effects on their choices, before estimating the fleet capacity and fishing effort under 
different scenarios, such as allowance management. Even were the fishermen's 
objectives, their decision-making processes and the current constraints on their 
decisions well understood, however, we would still lack the ability to predict trends in 
such factors as resource abundance or the price of fish more than a year or two into the 
future. 

Rather than attempt to predict how these constraints will change, therefore, we here 
examine the degree to which longline fishing effort could increase, if the constraints 
became such as to encourage that trend, and the sorts of changes in the constraints that 
would be necessary for such encouragement. In particular, we examine the scope (1) for 
an increase in effort through an increase in the proportion of active licences in the fleet 
or via an increase in the effective effort per active boat and (2) for technological 
improvements in the longline gear used. These were the two issues that were of 
immediate concern when the present survey was designed and hence they are the ones for 
which the most information is available. They are not, however, examined here purely 
as a summary of the survey but also as an example of the sorts of trends that might be 
seen in the Scotia-Fundy groundfish longline fishery in the 1990s. 

The Scope for Increased Activity In the Scotia-Fundy Longllne Fleet 
Perhaps the greatest scope for an increase in the utilized capacity of the longline fleet 
and the fishing effort that it exerts, over their 1990 levels, is through an increase in 
the proportion of the longline licences that are used. There is also considerable scope for 
an increase in the effort exerted by those boats that were already active. This latter . 
could occur through some combination of: (1) the setting of more gear per day, (2) 
fishing on more days per week within the longline season, (3) longlining over a longer 
season and (4) fishing where, when or in some manner that exerts a greater effective 
effort per hook set. The interview survey has provided some information on fishermen's 
reasons for choosing to be active or inactive and for deciding how much longlining to do. 
While this does not provide a sufficient base for quantitative predictions of any future 
expansion of the fisheries, it does allow some qualitative discussion of the theoretical 
scope for an increase. 

Only about one half of the groundfish licences that permitted longlining from a 35-45 ft 
boat were used for such fishing in 1990 (see Section 3). Of those which permitted 
similar fishing from an under 35 ft or a 45-65 ft boat, only about a third were so used. 
Thus, if conditions and constraints changed so as to encourage full activity of these 
licences, the longline fleet's fishing capacity could at least double (disregarding the 
probable lesser efficiency of previously-inactive boats and fishermen, compared to that 
of established longliners). Since the bulk of the inactivity was caused (directly or 
indirectly) by the poor relative economic performance of longlining, any change that led 
to an improvement in that performance could provoke an increase in active capacity. 
Such changes would include: an increase in resource biomass or in the average sizes of 
fish in the exploited stocks, an increase in market prices, a decline in costs 
(particularly for high-quality bait) or any relative decline in the performance of the 
economic alternatives open to longline licensees. Such apparently extraneous trends as 
an increase in squid abundance (lowering bait prices), a decrease in dogfish abundance 
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(increasing the availability of the gadoid resources to longlining) or a reduction in 
lobster catches (forcing more groundfish activity by fishermen with both lobster and 
groundfish licences) could all cause an increase in the numbers of active long line 
licences. Moreover, regulatory changes designed to remove capacity from other sectors 
of the fishery (such as dragging) could lead to fishermen using their boats and their 
licences for longlining. In short, there are many conceivable circumstances under which 
a major increase in the numbers of active longline licences would occur. 

There is as much theoretical scope for an increase in the amount of gear set per boat
day; a 100% increase seeming technically possible, if it suited the fishermen's needs 
(see Section 6). Whether this scope will be exploited is, however, a complex question. 
Most of the interviewees believed that, in 1990, they were already setting as much gear 
as they could work and the apparent scope for an increase lies in some fishermen having 
proved themselves capable of setting more than other interviewees believed they could. 
Thus, for there to be a marked increase in the numbers of tubs set per boat-day, there 
would have to be a change in perceptions and attitudes, rather than in anything material. 
(The least well equipped boats might also require better haulers and other on-board 
eqUipment.) Such an attitudinal change could readily occur if the profitability of 
longlining recovers, particularly if that attracted more active captains in place of some 
of the older present licensees. Any marked increase in the amount of gear worked WOUld, 
however, require other developments, such as increased on-shore freezer space for 
storing the gear, a greater use of on-shore baiters to supplement the work of the 
fishermen, and a reduction in the abundance of dogfish and the price of bait (allowing 
more-profligate and less-careful fishing). 

Increases in the length of the longline seasons would only be seen if the economic 
performance of this form of fishing increased at the ends of the current seasons or, 
alternatively, if the profitability of other activities at those times fell. Should these 
conditions arise, many longline fishermen have ample opportunity for lengthening their 
seasons (see Section 9), though some already worked 12 months in 1990 and others may 
only have fish within range of their boats for a short part of the year. Within each 
season, more days would be fished per week by each boat if the catch rates on the inside 
grounds improved (relative to those elsewhere), since this would allow for shorter 
trips with less steaming time. Improved catch rates would also give more incentive for 
harder work and for the use of on-shore baiters, either of which would increase the 
number of days fished. Slower changes in the designs of boats in the active fleet, 
improving safety and seaworthiness, would also lead to an increase in the number of 
fishing days but it seems unlikely that there is much scope for a further increase 
through higher risk acceptance by the fishermen. Many of them seemed to be already 
accepting very high levels of risk in 1990. Relaxed trip limits would lead to more 
multi-day trips in some types of longlining, with a reduction in the amount of time spent 
steaming and hence an increase in the number of fishing days. 

There is also some scope for an increase in effective longline effort through an 
improvement in the fishing skills of an average fishermen. Each individual in the 
industry is presumably in a constant process of learning about the fish, the bottom and 
his gear, while honing his skills. This steady increase in individual efficiency may be 
expected to have some overall effect on the fishing mortality exerted by the fleet per unit 
of nominal effort, though in the long term it may be balanced by the retirement of 
highly-experienced fishermen. The currently-proposed "professionalization" programs 
may influence the rate at which people in the industry improve their skills, with a 
consequent effect on the effort exerted by the longline fishery. 
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All of the increases in the total number of tubs of gear set per year by the fleet would 
however require that there is enough fishable bottom for them to be set on. In some kinds 
of longlining, that seems highly doubtful (see Section 13). Thus, it seems unlikely that 
the fleet could exploit all of this theoretical scope for increased activity unless there was 
some major change, such as a general improvement in bottom quality, an increase in the 
availability of the longline resources (e.g. through a reduction in dogfish numbers), an 
improvement in the economic performance of longlining (perhaps through a recovery of 
resource biomass levels) so that fishing on currently-marginal bottom became a viable 
alternative, or else a diversification of the fleet into areas and onto resources little 
exploited in 1990. Given such a change, and including the effects of technological 
improvement, an order of magnitude increase in longline fishing effort and the resulting 
fishing mortality is theoretically possible. Whether such an increase will occur depends 
on whether it would be optimal in the longline fishermen's constrained pursuit of their 
objectives. 

Scope for Technological Improvement In Scotia-Fundy Longllne Gear 
In contrast to the uncertainty that surrounds so much of the prediction of the future of 
these fisheries, firm information is available on the gear used in the Scotia-Fundy 
Region longline fisheries in 1990 (see Section 5), on other longline gear available 
worldwide which might soon be used here, and on the means by which new gear has been 
adopted in these fisheries in the past. The interviews gathered useful data on the last of 
these which has yet to be properly analyzed but even a superficial overview of the 
introduction of circle hooks, LORAN and other gear may indicate the ways in which other 
innovations will be adopted in the future. 

The Adoption of Some Innovations in the Scotia-Fyndy Longline Fisheries: Scotia-Fundy 
fixed-gear fishermen, like small-boat fishermen elsewhere, are often said to be slow to 
adopt new ideas. Certainly much of the gear and many of the practices recorded in this 
Report on the fisheries of 1990 can seem reminiscent of those which G.B. Goode and his 
co-authors noted in the New England groundfish fisheries a hundred years earlier. The 
pace of development is not always slow, however. When new technology is readily 
available (particularly in the sense of being affordable) and of demonstrable benefit, 
these fishermen can adopt it rapidly. Norwegian jigs, for example, were widely used in 
what is now the Scotia-Fundy Region within two years of being introduced to Nova Scotia 
(McCracken 1957). They were relatively cheap and probably gave noticeably better 
catches than the older kinds of jigs, without the bait expense required when handlining 
or longlining. 

The introduction of circle hooks in Scotia-Fundy longlining provides a more generally 
relevant, and more recent, model for the diffusion of new technology into these fisheries. 
From the initial government experiments in 1984, it took some five years for circle 
hooks to be widely adopted, about half of the hooks in use in 1990 being of this generic 
type (see Section 5). By the reports of the interviewees, this was not achieved through 
some continuous process of hook replacement but rather through many individual 
decisions made by different fishermen. Some tried a few of the new hooks in deliberate 
tests. Others rejected them out of hand, often because of a perceived (and partly real) 
difficulty when baiting. At intervals, an individual fisherman saw good catches on a tub 
rigged with circle hooks (whether his own or a neighbours) when an adjacent tub rigged 
with straight hooks took little. Lacking facilities for data gathering and statistical 
analysis, the fishermen relied on such individual comparisons and, having noted one or 
more of them, became convinced that the greater costs of circle hooks and the difficulties 
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of baiting them were more than offset by the better catch rates achieved 121. As their 
supplies of straight hooks were used up, they then began to rig over their gear with 
circle hooks. As two of them explained: 

I used some circle hooks in 1990 and I will change over to them 
completely for 1991. 

Tried some circle hooks in 1990. Will try E-Z-Baiters for 1991. 

Since different fishermen have different needs and different perceptions, the benefits 
and disbenefits they could expect from the new hooks differed among them also (cf. 
Whitmarsh 1990). Hence, the decision to change to circle hooks spread only gradually 
through the fleet. 

Yet circle hooks seemed to some of the interviewees to give a 2:1 advantage in catch rates 
over J hooks; a ratio that was supported for halibut and hake fishing (though not for cod) 
by DFO's early experiments (Anon. 1985). Such a slow adoption of new technology that 
offered so great an increase in efficiency were it not for the high variability among the 
catches on neighbouring tubs of gear, coupled with the fishermen's typical lack of 
understanding of stochastic processes. Given the difficulty that they evidently have in 
perceiving such efficiency increases, gear that offered a 10% improvement in catch 
rates, for example, might not be accepted for many years. Yet even such a small 
efficiency increase could make the difference between profitable fishing and "going in the 
hole". 

Among other technological innovations that have been adopted by the long line fleet, 
random autobaiters were taken up quite rapidly (apparently with some funding 
assistance from government) but were then discarded by many fishermen 122. From the 
reports of some interviewees, the high price of bait (particularly of squid which is 
preferred with this type of baiter), the preference for circle hooks (which are not 
compatible with random baiters) particularly as bait costs rose and the available 
resources declined, the relative bait-inefficiency of random baiting and the need in many 
areas to set rather small amounts of gear carefully all told against this kind of 
equipment. This is a particularly clear example of the use and discarding of modern 
technology being controlled by a complex of constraints that can first make equipment 
desirable and then cause it to be rejected. 

LORAN receivers, on the other hand, were widely adopted in the under 45 ft fleet during 
the late 1980s. This trend was presumably driven by the rapidly falling price of such 
equipment as well as by clear perceptions of its great advantages for fishing success. 
More subtle factors may also have been involved, however. Since fishermen's cognitive 
maps are intimately linked to the practical means they employ to find their positions on 
the ocean (cf. Butler 1983; Section 8), they can only use LORAN if they know their 
grounds in terms of LORAN bearings and, once they do so, they must use LORAN for 
navigation (unless they are prepared to invest the time to re-Iearn those grounds in 
terms of some other frame of reference). Since most fishermen rely in large measure on 
information that they glean from the fishing success of others, it must be important for 
each individual to use a cognitive map "drawn" on the same frame of reference as his 

121: This perception may have been driven faster in the late 1980s by the high price of bait, 
which places a premium on whatever type of hook can best hold such fish as take the bait. 

122: The interview data on on-board gear have not been analyzed in detail and are not reported 
here. 
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neighbours use123. Thus, once most boats in a fishing area were equipped with LORAN, 
there may have been considerable pressure for the owners of the remainder to follow 
suit. 

If any general conclusions can be drawn from these various examples of the adoption of 
new technology, they might be that such adoption proceeds by a series of individual trials 
and decisions which collectively amount to "innovation diffusion" (cf. De Wees and 
Hawkes 1988). As Whitmarsh (1990) has noted, the speed of that diffusion will depend 
on many factors. These probably include the cost of trying the innovation, the ease with 
which a fisherman can make it work, the degree to which it aids him in achieving his 
objectives, the attitudes of his peers and so on. Gear that can be cheaply and easily 
integrated into an existing fishing pattern where it gives a marked improvement in 
efficiency will be adopted quickly, as Norwegian jigs were. Gear that is expensive, 
awkward for the uninitiated to use or irrelevant to the fishermen's current practices 
may never be given a fair trial. Once tried, and even once accepted, innovations will only 
remain in use while they are optimal for the fishermen. 

Perhaps more importantly for present purposes, with the possible exception of the Cape 
Island-type boat (which was primarily developed for the lobster fisheries), there is no 
record of a new technological innovation emerging within the Scotia-Fundy longline 
fisheries since the idea of fishing from banks dories emerged around 1860. Gear has 
been adapted to local needs and has been refined by local fishermen but entirely new 
ideas, from the French "bultow· of 1850 to the Norwegian jig and the Polynesian circle 
hook, seem always to have been introduced from outside. 

Opportunities for Further Improvements in Scotia-Fundy Longline Gear: If technological 
innovation is always external to these fisheries and if such innovations are adopted 
through a slow, diffusive process, it is rather unlikely that any gear which does not 
already exist elsewhere will be extensively used in Scotia-Fundy longlining in the 
1990s. 

In this context, the most likely technological developments in Scotia-Fundy cod and 
haddock longlining in this decade seem to be the continued adoption of circle hooks, the 
widespread acceptance of two-axis swivels between the gangions and groundlines, and the 
further elaboration of the electronic equipment on the boats. If a cost-effective 
automatic baiter for circle hooks could be perfected in the next few years, it too might 
see rapid adoption. Other innovations, such as artificial baits, still-newer hook designs, 
monofilament gear and the like (see the recent review by 8jordal 1988) face significant 
practical objections in the local fishery and seem unlikely to be accepted soon. 

Although circle hooks offer a very substantial increase in the catch per hook set, on the 
order of 100% (see Section 5), the on-going increase in their use will probably not 
make much direct contribution to a further increase in fleet fishing capacity, since it 
was mostly the less-active fishermen who were still using J hooks in 1990. The 
doubling of their gear efficiency which the new hooks might promise would have only a 
limited effect on the effort exerted by fleet as a whole. 

Swivel-equipped groundlines, in contrast, have met with preliminary approval from 
local fishermen (see Section 5) but have yet to see much use. Bjordal (1988) has 

123: There is an even stronger imperative to match the navigational equipment of other boats 
in areas where the gear is set along LORAN ·Ianes·. Failure to have and use the appropriate 
equipment would then cause tangled gear, lost catches and significant conflict. 
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suggested that these may offer a 15% increase in catch rates for any given resource 
status, which might translate into a still greater percentage increase in fleet capacity 
and the total effort exerted if the improved profitability offered by this gear led to an 
overall increase in fishing activity levels. 

The quantitative effects of electronic improvements are harder to predict, partly 
because of the major leaps in capabilities that may be expected in the coming years but 
more because the effect of such gear on fishing success depends on the use to which the 
fishermen put it; the most capable sounder is useless if its operator cannot extract 
information from it in such a way as to make improved fishing decisions. It may at least 
be assumed that LORAN receivers will continue to penetrate these fisheries, with very 
substantial consequences for the catch rates of those boats not previously equipped with 
such gear. As is the case with circle hooks, however, by 1990 those were mostly the 
small inside boats that formed a minor part of the overall active fishing capacity of the 
longline fleet. It is also highly likely that LORAN will begin to be replaced by GPS in the 
next few years. It is not clear, however, whether the further improvement in 
navigational precision offered by this new system will have any effect on fishing success. 
If LORAN can already fix a boat's position with a spatial precision equal to that with 
which a fisherman can control his gear relative to the moving fish, then GPS may offer 
little advantage 124. 

At the same time, improved sounders will undoubtedly become available. More 
particularly, features previously only available in expensive units with high power 
demands (beyond the capabilities of small boats) will become accessible to everyone in 
the industry. Since dogfish lack swimbladders, it is unlikely that any sounders capable of 
detecting them will come into regular use (unfortunately for the fishermen) but the 
increased power and improved resolution and controllability available in an affordable 
package may let many small-boat fishermen see other fish before they set their gear, in 
contrast to the present situation. That could greatly increase catch rates. Moreover, as 
colour video sounders replace paper-output units, fishermen will run their equipment 
while steaming to and from the grounds and will thus learn of new, small pieces of 
bottom worth setting on. A further increase in the fishery will result. 

The greatest gains through electronic improvements, however, may not be in any such 
elaboration of existing systems but in new systems for computer-assisted analysis of 
fishing data. In 1990, fishermen on the larger boats in the fleet were already using disc 
storage of "way-point" information to record their favorite fishing locations. With 
appropriate hard- and software, fishermen may come to use real-time computer 
analysis of their fishing success to supplement their own intuition, essentially replacing 
their own "cognitive GIS· (see Section 8) with an electronic equivalent. Very recent 
developments in the acoustic characterization of bottom quality have already been 
adopted in the offshore surf clam fishery and the continuing reduction in the real price 
of electronic equipment may make similar gear cost-effective for small groundfish 
boats, providing additional input data for analysis. Experience in other fields suggests 
that these new opportunities might lead to an initial fall in fishing success but that they 
would eventually allow great increases in efficiency, and hence in fishing capacity. 

124: The difficulties (noted above) with the conflicting frames of reference provided by 
different navigational eqUipment have already been addressed by the manufacturers of G PS 
receivers: some models of their equipment can provide position information in the form of 
LORAN "bearings". 
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In sum, there is scope for significant increase in the efficiency of Scotia-Fundy Region 
groundfish longline gear during the 1990s. Combined with continuing improvements to 
the electronic outfits on the longline boats, this could provide very substantial increases 
in the catch rates, if all other factors remained constant. That, however, is the one thing 
that we can be sure the other factors will not do. 

Is Effort Regulation Necessary in a Longline Fishery? 

Although reliable predictions of the development of the longline fisheries under various 
kinds of regulation are not yet possible, it might still be possible to conclude this Report 
by answering the central question underlying the survey in another way. Instead of 
seeking to "evaluate the ... effects of a longliner allowance fishery" (Hache 1989), one 
could ask: Is there any need to impose an effort limit in the groundfish longline fisheries 
at all? In 1990, a great many of the interviewees would certainly have answered "No!" 
To them, no matter how large these fisheries become, they will not be able to harm their 
resources for two reasons: because fish have to choose to take the hooks before they can 
be caught by longlining (in contrast to those caught by dragging or gillnetting) and 
because the sizes of fish taken on hooks are sufficiently large that there is no risk of 
"overfishing" (a term that all the interviewees seemed to equate with recrYitment 
overfishing). Some interviewees might have acknowledged that an excess number of 
participants in the fishery could reduce the earnings of each fisherman but they would 
have seen that as being an acceptable price of the freedom to fish and not a proper area of 
concern for government intervention. Hence, to these fishermen, quota controls are 
unnecessary . 

To scientists, the logic of these arguments appears faulty, though their conclusion may 
still be valid. First, it hardly seems material to a fish whether it "chose" to bite a hook 
or was compelled to drop back through the belly of a net into the cod end; either way it 
ends up dead. If the same number of fish of each age-class (or other sub-group) are 
caught, the gear used to catch them seems of limited significance. It is true that there are 
certain grounds on which the fish may live and may be caught in nets but where they will 
not take hooks. There are also some seasons when fish are vulnerable to some gears but 
not to others. Thus, longlining may accord the fish natural "closed areas" and "closed 
seasons", in a way that other types of fishing may not, and it is possible that taking a 
fixed TAC outside such seasons permits better overall production than would the same 
catch taken progressively throughout the year, but that is far from proven and, 
depending on the seasonal distribution of catches, the reverse might also be true. Thus, 
whatever the virtues of different gears and whatever their secondary effects on the 
resource (e.g. through bottom damage or ghost fishing: see Section 13), there is little 
reason to suppose that one type does more or less harm than another simply by removing 
a particular tonnage with a particular mix of age classes. Giving a fish the option to bite 
or not cannot, of itself, serve to protect the resource. 

The size of fish vulnerable to long lining is a more useful starting point, though not 
because of any opportunity that they may have to spawn before being caught. That would 
only be an appropriate concern if the relevant "overfishing" issue was a concern about 
recruitment overfishing. In Atlantic Canadian groundfish management, it should not be, 
outside of short periods of crisis. Instead, the problem is one of growth overfishing and 
hence the desirability of catching various sizes of fish cannot be divorced from the 
fishing effort applied, or indeed from the economic performance of the fishery and the 
overall objectives of its managers. Following the traditional precepts of yield-per-
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recruit analysis of growth overfishing issues, it might nevertheless be possible to 
justify some deregulation of the longline fisheries. If the age-at-first capture by 
longlining was sufficiently large, longline Fmax could be infinite and even FO.1 would be 
higher than the traditional estimates, based as they are on dragger-dominated partial 
recruitment vectors. Less extreme age compositions in the catches could still call for 
greater longline fishing effort than present management intends. This would be 
particularly so if management policy espoused the maximization of job opportunities 
rather than of economic efficiency, as many longline fishermen would wish it to (see 
Section 14), and hence saw optimum effort as being near Fmax, rather than FO.1. Under 
such circumstances, there might indeed be no reason to constrain longline effort and 
hence no need for quota regulation. In practice, however, economic concerns cannot be 
entirely ignored, nor can the wishes of other resource users. Hence, much more 
developed analyses would be required before the removal of quota regulations could be 
SCientifically supported on these grounds. 

Besides, it is no longer certain that longlines do necessarily take only older fish. As 
outlined in Section 5, the larger sizes of fish traditionally taken by longlining seem to 
have resulted more from the fishermen's targeting practices than from any technical 
inability of the hooks to capture small fish. With the scarcity of large groundfish in the 
1990s, some longline fishermen's targeting seems to have changed and substantial 
amounts of relatively small fish have been landed. Unless this trend can be reversed and 
prevented from recurring, any removal of quota regulations on the grounds that 
Jonglines do not take small fish will be highly questionable. 

Thus, deregulation of the longline fisheries simply on the grounds of the common belief 
that you cannot harm a resource with hook and line could not be scientifically supported 
even in 1990. With the continuing decline in many groundfish stocks since then, the 
removal of quota controls has ceased to be an issue in the Scotia-Fundy fisheries. As 
those stocks recover, however, the renewed longline fishery might benefit by a different 
regulatory regime from that applied in the past and it is conceivable that a regime could 
be devised which did not depend on catch quota restrictions. It is, however, beyond doubt 
that if the quota controls were removed without other regulatory changes, the present 
fleet would be capable of a very large expansion of its effective fishing effort, once the 
resources and the economic performance of the fishery improve. Thus, any removal of 
catch limits should be accompanied by the imposition of alternative measures to control 
effective effort, lest the success of the overall groundfish management be brought into 
yet greater jeopardy. 
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APPENDIX 1 : INTERVIEW SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE FORM 

The questionnaire form used in the survey interviews is reproduced on the following 
pages (at a reduced scale) and is followed by the addendum with questions on gillnetting 
(see Section 2) . The original forms were printed single-sided to allow space for 
recording extensive notes on the backs of the sheets. 
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Lo"III"" SurveY 

I. The persons selected for interview are licence holders. 

Date of this ftI'Iioa: 
14 Septem"r 1990 

2. If' licence holder', vessel wu Inactive in the lon&liner fishery in 1990. 'telephone 
interview is acceptable. 

3. If ,licence bolder', vead WII active in the Jona1iDe fiIbely in 1990, , face to face 
Interview is required. 

4. If the licence bolder of an active vessel WU Dot the captain of the YeSlCI durini 1he 1990 
ftshina season, the penoa who lerVed u captain II to be located and imaviewed for 
sections D and on. 

s. The final question provides for 'aenenl IWemeDl by the inlerviewer UlelIin, the 
accuracy of the data reponed. Be aft to ftD this in. Also provide maqinal Dotes beside 
answers if you doubltheir validiry. 

6. Provide direcdons (below) for coow:rinJllocatini the licence holder (and captain. if captain 
is other than the licence holder) for those who provided Interviews: 
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Lonallner Survey 

(Questionnaire to be used as a basis for interview of holden of JIOWIdfish longline 
licence designations.) 

Section A. - Demographic Data (to be provided by licence bolder) 

1. Name of interviewer: Date of Interview: 
DO MM YY 

2. Name of licence holder: ______ _ 

3. Name of Vessel: CFV No.: 

Homepon: 

4. If it is not possible to complete an interview with the licence holder u usigned by the list 
of interviewees provided, indicare reason: 

Ucence holder could Dot be located after leveral attempu: 

Ucence holder refused interview: 

Other (specify): 

(Submit form completed with regard to questions Al to A4 if interview not completed.) 

5. (a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(f) 
(a) 
(h) 

Vessel length (feet): 
Vessel beam (feet): 
GRT: 
Engine BHP: (e) Year built: 
Does vessel have a fish hold (YIN): 
If yes, what is fish bold capacity (lbl): 
Fish stonge facilities (e.g. boxes, RSW, ice): 

6. Electronic equipment on vessel (in 1990): 
Loran C - number of sets: Plotter (YIN): 
Radar - number of lets: 
Radio - specify bands: 
Sounders - number of lets: Type: 
Sounder outputs (YIN) paper: _ B/W raeen: _ Colour raeen: 

7. What year was present vessel obtained: 

8. If obtained In 1985 or later, what was the name of previous vessel: 

9. 

10. 

11. 

(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 

Previous vessel lenJlh (feet): 
Previous vessel beam (feet): 
GRT: 
Engine BHP: __ 

What other desipltions are on poundfish licence: 
Otter trawl: Gillnet: 
Danish eeine: Jigger: 
Scottish seine: Other (specify): 
Midwater ttawl: 

WIw other licences are held: 
Lobster: Tuna: 
Scallop: Snow Crab: 
Herring: Other Crab: 
Mackerel: Shrimp: 
Swordfish: Other: 

N.B. AIIo 
indic:ale If 
IIIiJiJlId In 1990. 
Ute !he 
followina c:odea: 
o . no licence 
1 -licag 

inactive 
2 • licence 

ICbve 
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12. In which of me past S years has lome longline fishing been conducted by this licence 
holder: (0 - no licence; I - licence held, no fishing: 2 - licence held, fishing; 9 - cannot 
remember). 

1990 1989 1988 1987 1986 

Instructions: If no lonaJ.ine fishing conducted In 1990, complete Section B. 
Otherwise go to Section C. 

Section B. - Data required when no loniline fishing conducted In 1990 (to be provided by 
licence holder) 

I. Why was no longline fishing done in the years indicated: 

2. Under what circumstancea would Iongline gear be utilizecI: 

Section C. - Arrangements used to ftsb lOOlline 

1. (a) 
(b) 

(c) 

Name of captain: 
Did this individual captain me vessel during the whole of the nonnal long line 
fishing season in 1990 (YiN): __ 
Explain amnament between licence holder and captain. If captaincy shared, 
indicate which pan/proportion of season die penon being interviewed served as 

3 

capain: ______________________________________________ __ 

Instructions: If licence holder was also captain for most or all of the normal long lining 
le8Sonin 1m, proceed with interviewing licence holder. If another 
individual served as captain, lOCale this penon and continue interview with 
that individual. 

2. If it is not possible to complete me =ainder of this Interview wim the individual 
identified as the vessel', captain In 1990.lndicale reason: 

Capain could not be located after severalaaempu: 
Captain refused interview: 
Other (specify): 

Instructions: If captain refuses interview, submit Conn completed to this point 

3. How many yean has the individual identified IS this vessel's captain been captain of a 
longline vessel (any vessel)?: ___ yn. 
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Section P. - Longline directed fisheries and seasonality 

1. In the following table list the lonaline fisheries the interviewee engaged in in 1990 (e.g. 
cod, halibut) and the ulOciated data. If the interViewee identifies more than one directed 
fishery for the same species (e.g. 4VsW cod venus 3NO cod), treat each separately. 

Species Directed fOl Usual No. in Crew Moaths fished BycalCh species (list) 
includinl capcain Usually landed Usua1Iy diIcarded 

2. Why were those months chosen to fish for these species with longlines: 

Section E. - Gear Specifications (Give the following information for each of the directed 
fisheries identified In answer to qucati.on 01.) 

1. What kind of geu wu used in 1990 (,/ - yes) 

Hand-baited tub ,eu Automatic 
Species Directed for only Equipment only Both 

2. If both, what criseria were used for deciding on which to use: 

Species Directed for Criteria 

4 
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3. HAND-SET GEAR. 
The foUowing questions describe the gear used for each ~ fishery. If more columns 
needed, use a supplementary sheet. 

a) How many tubs of gear used 

b) How many lines per tub 

c) How many hooks per line 

d) Were these varied throughout 
the fishing season (yeshw). 
If yes, what was varied. 

e) Size and type of anchors used 

f) What material were lines 
- Sizelwei&ht of material 
- Colour 

g) How lona were lines 

h) What material were aanJions 
- Sizelwel&ht of material 
- Colour 

i) How long were pnJions 

j) What was spacing between 
gangions 

k) Were aangions attached to 
line by a swivel 

I) Hook trade name 
(manufacturer) 

m) Hook type (i.e. shape) 

n) Hook size (number, or ,ape 
and shank length) 

0) . What baits were used 

p) If more than one type 
(species) of bait used, when 
was each used and wby 

q) Are all hooles let out in one 
lainl- If nO(, bow are they 
let out 

r) Are f101lS \lied to keep hoola 
off bottom and what size and 
kind are they 

s) How many floats are used 
and where are dIey placed 

t) Ale lines with weiahts used 
to keep floated aear at a fixed 
distance from bottom and 
how many 

u) How heavy are wdgha 

v) WU Imglh ~ these lines 

When Fishina For 

Species: Species: Species: 

w) Whit determines the amount of gear fished (le .• Why not set out more gear than actUally 
set)? 
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4. AUTOMATIC GEAR. 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

f) 

Il) 

h) 

i) 

j) 

k) 

I) 

m) 

n) 

0) 

p) 

r) 

s) 

t) 

u) 

v) 

w) 

x) 

y) 

The foUowinll questions describe !be IlQl' used for taCh clirecled flShely. If m(ft columns needed. use a 
supplemenwy aileeL 

When FlShinll For 

Species: Species: Species: 

How many ncb of Ie. !lied 

How many hooks per lICk 

Were these varied Ihroughout the 
Ie&1OII 0/e$/no). If yes. whit was 
varied. 

Size IIId type. of InChon UJed 

What material _ lines 

• Sizelwaaht of lIIIIeriaI 
• Colour 
How 10lIl _ lines 

What material _ pnlions 

• Siz.elweiaht of matmaJ 
• Colour 

How lonll _ pnaions 

What was IpIIcinI between 
pnllions 

Were Ilangions auached to line by 
a .wivel 

Hook trade name (manufacturer) 

Hoot type (i.e. shape) 

Hoot size (nlDllber. or ppe IIId 
shank length) 

What baiu _ used 

If more than one type (species) of 
bait used. when was taCh used 
and why 

Was an IUtomllic baiter used. If 
10. whit kind 

What II the efIIcieIIty or the 
automatic baiter ( .. boob bailed) 

SpeciflCalions and InDd aame of 
automatic ,e.-

Are 111 boob let out in one 
SIring. If 110(, how II'C !hey set 
out 

Are no.. !lied 10 keep boob off 
boaom and wllMliu and kind 
are they 

How man, noelS are uscd 1114 
where are they placed 

Are lines with wapts UJed 10 
keep Iloaled ,e.- at a fIXed 
distance from boaom IIId how 
many 

How heavy are weighu 

What length are IhcIe lines 
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z) What delmllines \he amounl of &ear flJlled (i.e., Wby not leI mCft lear !han aclUllly leI). 

5. nGGING 

a) Is jiuma conduc~ as a supplemenllO \onsllning. i.e., on !he same Dip (Y M): _, &IIIJIOl as 
an allemllive 10 IonJtinina, i.e., 011 cliffemll trips (YIN) _' 

b) Under whal circumsancea is jigilllle." ased: ____________ _ 

c) Delcripcion at .. used. 

UnautoaWed (handline) (YIN): 
Semi·aulOlll&led (Y M): 
Fatly &IIIOmaIed (YM): __ 

Type of IUIOmaIic gar 01 \lied): 

Type of line (nwerial): 
Type ol jig (hook): 
Size of jil (hook): 
Is bail used (Y fN): 
If yes, whaI type: 
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Section F .• FIshing Behaviour 

1. lndica&e on \be map provided !he aeoar-Phic __ fished in J990 .. preclJely u possible lakinl due care 
willi reprd 10 depth COIIIOUrI. For CIICh _ desipatecllIIdicIIe Ihe ipeCiCli c:aupt Ibere (in order of 
their imponance), \be months in wIIic:tI \be _ WII fished, IIId die _tier of Iripa made 10 IhIl _ 
durinl these months. lndicaIe Ioalion cl bome pan. 

2. What WIS the usuallenalh or a trip: 

Species Directed for Una) lenaIh cllrip 

When Fishinl For 

Species: Species: Species: 

a) depth • specify 
preferred depths 
(indicate whether 
fm. or m.) 

b) boaom type 
(specify) 

c) IIrOIII or wuk 
tides (specify) 

d) avoidance of 
undesirable 
apecies (eg., 
cIoaflSb, IaagfISb • 
apecify) 

e) avoidance of leal 
conflicts (el., 
with dngen, 
Iillnets, • 
specify) 

f) ochers (specify) 
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4. When did flshinl like place: 

WIlen FIShing For 

Species: Species: Species: 

a) time of day lear 
Jet 

b) time of day gear 
lIIuled 

c) usual soak time 

d) ifllMlltlimcis 
varied, wby 

e) IIUIIlbu of Jets 

UIDIl1y made pet 
trip 

Section Q. - Historical Dat, (Record u nmch information u you can Judae 10 be reliable on 
changes over the past five years, i.e. from 1986). 

1. How long has interviewee been capcafn of the veael fished in 1990 (years): 

2. If automatic equipment is currently owned, 

a) When wu this purchased: 

b) Did this replace less efficient equipment (if 10, what): 

3. What chanaes have taken place in the number of hoob fished per set: 

4. Have there been changes in (record what changes and when they ~): 

a) Hook size and type: 

b) Materials used: 

c) Use of swiveis: 

d) Anything else: 

9 

5. Have there been major chanaes in fishing arounds or would the lI'Ounds shown on the map 
in answer 10 question FI apply 10 a number of years (if 10, how many): 
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Section H. - General Information 

1. What doe. the captain think have been the most imponmt chanles in !he lanaline fiahery: 

a) In the lISt S yean: 

b) In the 19805 IS a whole: 

2. If a follow-up study wu conducted. or if supplementary questions are required. would 
captain be prepared to panicipale/cooperate (Y /N): 

3. Record any aeneraJ. observations made by the captain which do DOl fit into any of the 
sections above: 

4. Record your views IS interViewer u to the reliability of the information provided by the 
captain and any relevant facts known to you about the operations of this vessel which are 
not included above: 

10 



Lonaliner s~~Fy - Addendum 

Section E. - Gear Specifications 

(On p. 7 of questionnaire add:) 

6. Gll..LNETS 

a) Is gillnetting conducted as a supplement to longlining, i.e., on the same trip 
(YIN): -' and/or as an alternative to longlining, i.e. on different trips (YIN)_. 

b) Under what circumstances are gillnets used: 

c) Description of gear used WHEN GILLNETI1NG IS A SUPPLEMENT TO 
LONGLINING 

Number of nets set: 
Length of each net: 
Depth of each net: 
Mesh size (mm): 

d) Where in the water column are gillnets set, i.e., groundrope on bottom, x metres off 
bottom,nets at surface, etc.: 

e) When gillnetting is a supplement to longlining, what strategy is used for setting the 
two gears, i.e., locations, timing of setting and hauling, bottom and current 
conditions: 
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APPENDIX 2 : FORM LETTERS SENT TO THE INTERVIEWEES 

The various form letters sent to the interviewees to notify them about the survey are 
reproduced on the following pages. 



1+1 Fisheries 
and Oceans 

Peches 
et Oceans 3 5 8 

Bedford Institute of Oceanography 
P.O. Box 1006 
Dartmouth, N.S. 
B2Y 4A2 

4 October 1990 

Insert 
Individual Address 
of the Licence Holder 

Telex 01931552 

Your file Volre reference 

Our file Noire reference 

IMPORTANT: PLEASE READ THIS LETTER 

Dear Sir, 

AS HOLDER OF GROUNDFISH LICENCE NUMBER 

YOU HAVE BEEN SELECTED TO BE INTERVIEWED 
IN A SURVEY OF THE LONGLINE FISHERY 

The recent Hache task force on the Scotia-Fundy groundfish fishery 
recommended that the Department of Fisheries and Oceans should evaJuate 
new ways of managing the longline fishery. As an important part of this 
evaluation, the Department's Biological Sciences Branch, at the Bedford 
Institute of Oceanography, has commissioned a survey of holders of 
longline licences. This survey will give us a detailed description of the 
fishery for the first time. Its results will have a major infiuence on 
planning for the future management of groundfish long lining in this 
Region. 

About one licence holder in seven has been selected to be interviewed for 
this survey. The selection has been carefully made so as to cover all 
parts of the Region and all sizes of boats. Licence holders have been 
selected at random to make sure that the survey results give an accurate 
picture of the fishery. All licence holders had a possibility of being 
selected whether or not they fished longlines in 1990. You have been 
selected as one of the licence holders to be included in the survey. For 
this survey to work and for the best future management arrangements to 
be designed for this fishery, it is most important that as many as possible 
of the selected licence holders are interviewed. I hope that you will be 
able to assist us in this. 

Bedford Institute of Oceanography 
PO Box 1006 
Dartmouth, N.S. B2Y 4A2 

Institut oceanographique de Bedford 
C P 1006 
Dartmouth, N -E B2Y 4A2 

• .. /2 

Canad~ 
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The interviews will be conducted by Dr. Trevor Kenchington, a consultant 
scientist on contract to the Department of Fisheries and Oceans. He will 
be contacting you in the next few days 01' weeks to arrange an interview 
appointment. (As the various parts of the Region will be surveyed at 
different times, you may be contacted as early as the end of September 01' 

as late as early December.) If YOUI' boat has not been engaged in the 
longline fishery in 1990, Dr. Kenchington can complete YOUI' interview in a 
few minutes over the telephone. If the boat has been fishing longlines 
this year, he will need to arrange a face-to-face interview with the boat's 
captain. If the usual captain is not the licence holder, he will need to 
interview both captain and licence holder. This interview will take about 
an hour and will covel' mainly which species you fish for and the technical 
details of the gear that you use and how and where it is fished. Dr. 
Kenchington will try to arrange an interview time convenient for you but, 
to keep the cost of the survey as low as possible, he must also try to 
schedule the interviews in each area at one time. Once again, your 
cooperation with this schedule is very important to the success of the 
survey. 

Any information that you give the Department during this survey will, of 
course, be held in the strictest confidence. In the final reports, · the 
results will only be given as combined answers from groups of boats and 
will not be identified by individual licence holders. Everyone interviewed 
in person will be sent a confidential written record of the answers that 
they gave, so that they can check that there are no misunderstandings 01' 

errors. 

If you have any questions about this study 01' anything connected with it, 
please telephone Dr. Kenchington at (902) 889-3555, myself at (902) 426-
3240 01' Terry Decker, the DFO Science port sampling technician for your 
area, at (902) 634-4346. 

Yours sincerely, 

Dr. Ralph G. Halliday 
Research Scientist 
Marine Fish Division 
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Dear (Licence Holder): 

Telex 01931552 

Your file Votre r~f~rence 

Our file Notre r~f~rence 

25 September 1992 

During the fall and winter of 1990-91, we carried out an interview 
survey of holders of groundfish longline licences. Your licence was one 
of the ones covered by an interview. 

Our survey was very successful and almost everyone we asked for 
an interview responded positively. As a result it is taking a rather 
long time to analyze the data. However, we have now put together a 
summary report on our work, and enclose a copy of it with this letter 
in the hope that it will be of interest to you. 

During the analysis we realized that our data on the types and 
sizes of hooks being used were not as accurate as we would like them 
to be. Some people that we interviewed described their hooks using 
names or sizes that do not line up with the manufacturers' catalogs. As 
a result we have decided to ask for your help once again by having 
you confirm the answers you gave us about the hooks you use and send 
us example hooks. 

On the enclosed form, we have listed the brands, types and sizes 
of hooks that you reported using in 1990. We would be .ost grateful if 
you would contir. or correct this report and return the fora, alone 
with one book 01 each type and sUe in the enclosed, self-addressed and 
postage-paid envelope. We need to know what hooks you used in 1990, 
even if these are not the same as you are using now. Old and/or rusty 
hooks would be OK tor our use but hooks that have been badly bent 
would not be suitable as they cannot be identified by type. We enclose 
$2 to cover the value of your hooks. 

Bedford Institute of Oceanography 
PO Box 1006 
Dartmouth, N.S B2Y 4A2 

Institut oceanographiQue de Bedford 
CP 1006 
Dartmouth, N -E B2Y 4A2 

. •• /2 

Canad~ 
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Thank you for your help to date with this project. We hope you 
will be prepared to assist us further by sending us these hooks. 
Please contact either of us if you have any questions or comments about 
the research or the enclosed report. 

Enclosures 

Yours sincerely, 

R.G. Halliday T .J. Kenchington 
(902)426-3240 (902)426-3190 

Marine Fish Division 
Biological Sciences Branch 
Scotia-Fundy Region 
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APPENDIX 3 DESCRIPTION OF THE SURVEY ARCHIVE AND 
DATABASE 

Introduction to the Archive 

This Appendix provides a full description of the interview-survey data archive, 
including details of the database that contains most of the information gathered. It is 
designed both to support the analyses in the body of this Report and to facilitate future 
additional analyses, particularly of those data variables that are not otherwise discussed 
here. The methods used to gather these data are explained in Section 2 above. 

The data generated by the survey have been archived in the following forms: 

The original questionnaire forms from the interviews have been retained. 
However, all the information that they bear has been extracted and 
recorded elsewhere in the archive, with the sole exception of the details of 
the interview locations (recorded only on the cover of each form). 

The primary data depository is an electronic flatfile database containing the 
interviewees' direct answers to most of the formal questions in the 
questionnaire. This database was prepared using FileMaker™ Version 4 
software on a Macintosh™ computer. 

Such exceptions, modifications and other complications surrounding these 
answers that could not be captured in the database have been transcribed 
from the questionnaire forms (and, in some cases from the charts) and 
are preserved on paper "supplementary data sheets". These sheets also 
include transcriptions of all those discursive comments made by the 
interviewees which did not directly relate to specific survey questions. 
Where those comments referred to topics discussed in this Report, they 
are also reproduced here in the appropriate Section or Appendix. 

The charts of fishing grounds prepared during the interviews have been 
preserved, together with the various summary charts from which the 
maps in this Report (Figures 7.1 to 7.B) were prepared. 

The hooks gathered by the mail survey have been identified, labelled and retained. 

The revised hook data, incorporating results from the mail survey and re
interpreted results from the interview survey (see Section 5), have been 
recorded on an electronic spreadsheet (in Excel™ Version 4.0 format) 
which also serves to calculate the various hook-usage statistics reported 
in Section 5 above. 

Some additional information from preliminary interviews and from partial ones 
(sometimes with extensive discursive material provided by selected licensees who 
refused to be formally interviewed but nevertheless spoke at great length about their 
own concerns) is also included in the archive. All of these various data depositories are 
held in Marine Fish Division, at the Bedford Institute of Oceanography. 
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The survey archive can be made available for further bone fide research on the longline 
fisheries. However, in their raw form the data are related to the activities of individual 
licensees. Thus, under the usual confidentiality procedures, they can only be released 
outside the Department of Fisheries and Oceans after being converted into aggregate 
statistics. 

Database Description 

The structure and content of the database are described here, in part to provide an 
explanation of the source of the data analyzed elsewhere in this Report but more to 
facilitate future additional analyses. There are a number of variables in the database 
(particularly those relating to the boats and their on-board gear) that have yet to be 
examined in any detail and there is considerable scope for additional (perhaps 
multivariate) analyses of those which have already been addressed. 

This account follows a sequence of the data fields which, for clarity, differs somewhat 
from that of the questions in the questionnaire. For each field, the corresponding 
questionnaire question, the interview protocols, the data coding and any uncertainties 
common to the answers received from multiple interviewees are noted. For the benefit of 
future users of the database, for whom this Appendix should serve as a stand-alone 
guide, these uncertainties are outlined here even though many of them are discussed in 
those Sections of this Report that present analyses of these data. Moreover, the accounts 
of these uncertainties that are offered here were prepared during the collection and 
coding of the data and thus preserve a rather different perspective on the reliability of 
the data from that presented in the main body of this Report, which latter has benefitted 
from an understanding of the analyses but lacks the immediate familiarity with the data 
collection process hopefully captured in this Appendix. 

A few of the formal questions posed by the questionnaire form were rarely asked of the 
interviewees or produced identical answers in almost every case. These circumstances 
are described below alongside the coding of the answers to related questions. 

The database has one record for each selected groundfish licence (nQ1licensee nor boat) 
for which an interview was completed, whether that licence was in the "active", 
"inactive" or "alternate" samples and whether or not it had been used for longlining in 
1990. As explained in Section 2 above, the fishing practices carried out under each 
licence were grouped into one, two or three "fishing patterns· for the purposes of data 
coding and analysis. Hence, while many of the database fields are unique for each record, 
most of those relating directly to longlining are repeated five times, for Fishing Patterns 
A to E. The fields listed for Fishing Patterns A to C are those relevant to hand-baited 
fishing patterns, whereas Fishing Patterns D and E are structured to receive the data on 
auto-baited fishing. Only such of these fields as are relevant to each record are filled in 
the database (Le. a maximum of those in either Patterns A, B & C or Patterns A, B & D 
and often only those in Patterns A or D). In the accounts that follow, only the fields for 
Fishing Pattern A are described in detail, except where the coding for subsequent 
patterns differs from that for Fishing Pattern A. 

Most of the database fields are numeric. The exceptions are noted below as being text 
fields. Where a field is not relevant to a particular licence (e.g. gill net mesh size for a 
license that did not include an active netting designation or permit), the corresponding 
data field is left blank. These situations are always evident from the data in other fields 
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(e.g. Variables 336 and 337 recording gillnetting activity). A blank data field where the 
variable would have been relevant usually indicates that the necessary data could not be 
obtained. Other meanings of blank fields are highlighted in the following accounts so as to 
facilitate their re-coding with missing value indicators before analysis. 

While variable-specific uncertainties- are detailed below, one general characteristic of 
the data can usefully be repeated here: In answer to many questions, most interviewees 
clearly wanted to report some sort of "average" or "normal" values, rather than their 
actual practices. In some cases, these were indeed averages or norms across the whole 
fleet, rather than of individual behaviour. In others, while representing case-specific 
values, they were those intended or the practices that W2..I.I.ld. be followed if extraneous 
factors (e.g. weather or the presence of other boats) did not get in the way. Some 
interviewees reported multi-year norms rather than 1990 actualities. Attempts were 
made during all of the interviews to minimize these problems and to obtain specific, 
actual data values but these problems could not be entirely eliminated from the database. 

In general, data were not entered into the database unless they were thought to be 
reliable, or at least as reliable as the descriptions below imply. Exceptions (other than 
those for which the database includes an uncertainty flag; see below) are noted in the 
supplementary data sheets for the particular interviewees, which should be consulted 
before undertaking any analyses of these data. Doubtful data excluded from the database 
are similarly entered on those sheets. Where the interviewees provided ranges for a 
variable for which the database is designed to only accept a single value, the upper end of 
the range was entered and the fact noted on the corresponding supplementary data sheet. 

A casual reading of the following discussions of uncertainties might suggest that the 
survey data are too unreliable to support any conclusions. With the exception of those 
few variables which we recommend should be discarded, this is not so. In this Appendix, 
we have presented these uncertainties at some length to discourage future incautious use 
of these data. In the main body of this Report, we have applied the necessary caution and . 
have extracted from the data only such information as can be relied upon. Indeed, the 
accounts that follow may serve to explain why our analyses are as convoluted and yet as 
limited in their conclusions as they are. 

SAMPLE DATA 
The first four data fields contain information placing the specific data record within the 
sampling design. 

1 : Area* 
For licences on under 65 ft boats, this variable records the county group in which the 
licensee resided. Since it was defined by the sampling scheme, this variable is fully 
reliable. 

o 
1 
2 
3 
4 

Boat over 65 ft in length 
Cape Breton Island 
Guysborough & Halifax Counties 
Lunenburg County 
Queens & Shelburne Counties 

*: Database field used in records based on telephone interviews concerning licences deemed 
long line-inactive in 1990. All other fields are only used in records relating to full interviews 
concerning licences deemed longline-active that year and are blank in all records relating to 
inactive licences. 
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5 Yarmouth, Digby, Annapolis & Kings (west of Cape 
Split) Counties 

6 Kings (east of Cape Split), Hants, Colchester, 
Cumberland & Albert Counties 

7 Saint John & Charlotte Counties 

This variable records the size-class of the licensed boat, as defined in the sampling 
scheme. In a few cases, boats of under 35 ft in length were reported during interviews 
concerning licences for 35-45 ft boats or the reverse. These have been given distinct 
codes. 

This variable is fully accurate to the extent that it describes the characteristics of the 
selected licence. The length of the boat used under the licence (or, more strictly, the boat 
to which the interviewee's answers related) was based on the interviewee's report (see 
Variable 15 below). 

3: Activity· 

35 
40 
42 

45 
65 
99 

Boat under 35 ft in length 
Boat under 35 ft in length but licence for a 35-45 fter 
Boat 35 to under 45 ft in length but licence for a boat 
under 35 ft in length 
Boat 35 to under 45 ft in length 
Boat 45 to under 65 ft in length 
Boat 65 ft or over in length 

This variable records both the activity-group in the sampling design within which the 
licence was selected and the type of interview performed. In the latter role, it serves to 
distinguish records in the database that only have information derived from the few 
questions asked during telephone interviews from those that have a full suite of data. 
Since the type of interview depended on the level of activity in 1990 that the licensee 
reported (see Section 3), this variable also provides a crude measure of the selected 
licence's longline activity in that year. 

In its discrimination between the sampling groups (codes 1 and 3 versus codes 2 and 4), 
this variable is precisely defined by the scheme. The type of interview performed (codes 
1 and 2 versus codes 3 and 4) is also known exactly. To what extent either distinction 
represents the true long line activity of a licence is a complex matter discussed in 
Section 3 above. 

4 : Licence· 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Licence treated as active in 1990, "active" sample 
Licence treated as inactive in 1990, "active" sample 
Licence treated as active in 1990, "inactive" sample 
Licence treated as inactive in 1990, "inactive" sample 

This field contains the official number of the groundfish licence selected, stripped of its 
"GRO" prefix. In. as much as this number was extracted from the licensing data files, it is 
exact. In a few cases, however, the licensee owned more than one licence or operated a 
different boat from the one that bears his licence. Such situations were mostly detected 
and appropriate steps taken to rectify the problem before recording any data. There may, 
however, be a few cases where the recorded data do not match the licence selected for 
interview. 
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As a side-effect of the different licensing arrangements for over 65 ft boats, we have 
been unable to obtain the groundfish licence numbers under which the subsidiaries of 
Clearwater Fine Foods Inc. operated each of their longliners. In the corresponding 
records, this field has been filled with a dummy number from 00001 to 00006. 

Incomplete Information Explanations Section A, Question 4 
& Section C, Question 2 

Contact was established with a few selected licensees who, for one reason or another, 
could not or would not provide full interviews. Only in these cases were data entered onto 
questionnaire forms under Question 4 of Section A or Question 2 of Section C. However, 
since other data could not be gathered, these licensees were not given records in the 
database. In consequence, none of the records have any information corresponding to 
these questions and no database fields have been defined for them. 

LICENSEE & CAPTAIN DATA 
The next group of database fields contain personal information on the licensee and the 
captain of the boat. 

5: Llcensee* Section A, Question 2 
This is a text field giving the licensee's name. In cases of individuals, the first name 
recorded in the licensing data files and the family name are usually given. Where the 
interviewer had reason to understand that the licensee is usually known by his middle 
name, that is given also. A few licensees reported that the version of their name in the 
official files was wrong and the database has been amended appropriately. In cases of 
corporate licensees, the name given is that on the licensing data files, unless some more 
appropriate form of the name emerged during the interview (when that name is recorded 
instead). 

Some small corporate licensees were apparently wholly owned by one fisherman. Where 
appropriate, the address of such a company was recorded in Variable 6 as ·c/o· the 
owner. His personal name was thereby recorded in the database. For larger companies, 
the name of the owner, manager or other contact was recorded only on the questionnaire 
form, along with other information on how to contact the licensee. 

These names are exact, in the sense that they follow the variants given in the licensing 
files. In coastal communities in this Region, however, individuals are often known by 
personal names unrelated to those on their birth certificates. Corporate bodies also often 
trade under names different from their officially-registered ones. Thus, the names in 
the database may differ from those in regular use. 

6: Address* 
This is a text field giving the licensee's address. This is usually the address recorded in 
the licensing data files but amendments have been made whenever the need for them came 
to the attention of the interviewer. (These amendments included revisions to Canada 
Post's recognized addresses made after the interviews were completed but before the 
hook survey was mailed out.) Where a corporate licensee had more than one address, the 
extra one(s) are either recorded in this field also or on the corresponding 
supplementary data sheet. These addresses were sufficient for Canada Post to be able to 
deliver letters to the licensees, though they may not always be the preferred form of the 
mailing addresses. 

7: Telephone* 
This field contains the licensee's seven-figure telephone number (stripped of the area 
code and the hyphen that conventionally separates the third and fourth figures: Reference 
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to the licensee's address (Variable 6) can show which area code is required). This was 
the telephone number at which the licensee was contacted (not always his residence 
number). In some cases, it was a confidential, unpublished number and appropriate 
discretion should be used. 

Any extra telephone numbers are recorded on the supplementary data sheets. 

A blank in this field indicates either that the licensee had no telephone (and had no 
arrangement by which he could be contacted via a neighbour's telephone) or that his 
number was unpublished and was not discovered during this study. 

8: Captain Section C, Question 1(a) 
This is a text field containing the captain's name. Where the licensee was also the captain 
(the usual situation), this field contains the word "Licensee". 

A blank in this field indicates that the captain's identity was not discovered (an 
occasional problem with corporate-owned boats when the interviewee was the plant 
manager or some similar individual). 

Arrangements between Captain and Licensee Section C, 
Questions 1 (b) & 1 (c) 

Questions 1 (b) and 1 (c) of Section C of the questionnaire were too rarely asked for the 
answers to be entered in the database. Most of the active interviewees were owner
operators who took their own boats out on the great majority of trips. Where there was a 
separate captain (indicated in the database by a name in Variable 8), he was almost 
invariably the sole captain of the boat (neglecting the occasional trip when a regular 
captain stayed ashore for some reason) and he worked for the licensee. (No inquiry was 
made into the financial relationships between such captains and their employers.) The 
rare cases of greater complexity (e.g. multiple captains or the captain-owner being a 
partner of the licensee) are explained in the corresponding supplementary data sheets. 

9: Captain's address 
1 0: Captain's telephone 
These are respectively text and numeric variables recording the captain's address and 
telephone number, for those captains who were not also the owner of the selected licence. 
The formats of these variables are identical to those of Variables 6 and 7. In cases where 
the licensee was an owner-operator, both have been left blank. 

Licensees who were not owner-operators were often unwilling to have their captains 
contacted other than via themselves. In such cases, this personal information on the 
captains was not collected and these two data fields have been left blank. 

11: Years as captain Section C, Question 3 
This variable records an estimate of the captain's longlining experience, in years, given 
in answer to a question asked as some variant of: "How many years have you been the 
captain of any boat fishing with longline gear?" For this purpose, a year as captain of a 
very large longliner working 12 months per year was counted as equal to a year as 
captain of an under 35 fter which was primarily used in the lobster fishery and only 
spent a month in the long line fishery. 

Since most of the captains had done a certain amount of seasonal longlining during a 
career that had emphasized other types of fishing, these data tend to be meaningless. It 
would certainly not be appropriate to conclude that a fisherman with "ten years" as a 
captain was necessarily more experienced than one with "five years·. This variable 
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might still serve to separate those fishermen with very little experience from the rest, 
were it not that some interviewees had fished with their fathers, as a de facto co
captain, for many years before recently taking over the boat and thus becoming the 
nominal captain, so reducing their estimated experience to a year or two. 

This variable is, therefore, of limited value. In any further survey, there should be a 
more careful definition of the information sought by questions about fishing experience. 

BOAT DATA 
The next 29 database fields contain information on the boat that carried the selected 
groundfish licence during 1990 and on some of its on-board gear. 

1 2 : Boat Name" Section A, Question 3 
This is a text variable containing the boat's name. Most of the boats were named, for 
official purposes at least, and the interviewees were usually able to report those names 
without difficulty. This variable was nevertheless subject to some complications. 

The boats' names were recorded phonetically in most cases and thus the spellings used in 
the database may differ in minor ways from those recorded in official documents. This is 
particularly likely for boats that had names made of a combination of human names 
which themselves have variable spellings. In this phonetic rendering, "and" within a 
name was always recorded as an ampersand. Similarly, numerals representing repeated 
use of the same name for different boats were always recorded as Roman numerals (e.g. 
"III" not "3" or "3rd "). These conventions were not, of course, necessarily followed by 
the interviewees. 

In those cases where the boat itself was seen by the interviewer, the name written on it 
(which presumably follows the officially-registered name in most cases) often diverged 
from the version reported by the interviewee; the latter often being simplified by the 
dropping of initials, numerals, ampersands or even whole words. Similar simplification 
may have occurred with many of the reports. 

Although most of the boats were named, some had no officially-registered name but only 
a Department of Transport-assigned number. If such boats carried unofficial names, 
those names are recorded in this field. A blank indicates that the boat had no name and 
only a DoT number. (No attempt was made to record those numbers; few boat owners 
proved able to quote them.) 

In five cases, the selected licences were banked in 1990 and thus there was no boat 
associated with them. In the corresponding records, this field contains the message: "NO 
BOAT ON THIS LICENCE". 

13: CFV number" Section A, Question 3 
This field contains the boat's official Canadian Fishing Vessel number, with any leading 
zeros omitted. In general, the interviewees were unable to quote these numbers from 
memory. Thus, when they were recorded at all, these numbers were usually taken from 
the boat itself, from the groundfish licence, a purchase slip or some similar source. 
Thus, they should be reliable. The few exceptions, which may contain errors, are 
detailed in the supplementary data sheets. 

14: Home port" Section A, Question 3 
This is a text variable recording the name of the usual harbour from which the 
interviewee reported that the boat was operated in 1990. Most boats had a unique wharf 
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from which they operated for the great majority of their trips. In these cases, simple 
geographic descriptors (qualified as necessary for harbour names that recur along the 
coast) are entered in this field. Where such a simple arrangement was not the case, the 
various places from which the boat operated in different seasons are summarized, with 
an emphasis on those used when longlining. 

Clearly, these "home ports" do not necessarily coincide with the ports of registration 
(the legal home ports) of the various boats. 

1 5: Boat length* Section A, Question 5(a) 
The ov~rall length of the boat in feet and decimals of feet, as reported by the interviewee, 
is recorded in this variable. The field is blank only in the five records corresponding to 
banked licences. 

Almost all of the interviewees were well able to quote the lengths that they believed their 
boats to be, confirming that length is the normal boat size measure used in the fishing 
industry. They clearly intended to provide the overall lengths of their boats (rather than 
the waterline length or the registered length) but presumably excluding the length of 
extraneous additions, such as the "stand" over the bow that was sometimes fitted for 
swordfish harpooning or the shelf-like "extra overhang' that is now a common fitting on 
the sterns of Shelburne County lobster boats. However, it is unsure to what extent these 
reported lengths represent measured lengths (as distinct from nominal dimensions 
quoted by a boatbuilder). The larger boats, at least, must have been professionally 
measured at some time and their owners should have been aware of the resulting overall 
length measurement. 

16: Length uncertalnty* 
This field serves to record any particular uncertainty in the recorded value of Variable 
15. It contains the value '1' if the interviewee stated that his estimate of his boat's 
length was uncertain or was a minimum estimate. Otherwise, it is blank. 

1 7: Boat wldth* Section A, Question 5(b) 
This variable records the maximum beam 128 of the boat, measured to the outside of the 
planking or other skin, in feet and decimals of feet. These widths were often quoted by the 
interviewees with much more hesitation than were the boat lengths and they must 
generally be regarded as unreliable estimates. In some cases, the interviewees checked 
their best guesses against their boat's official registration document (or "blue book") 
which records this variable (but does not record overall length). Such checks often 
showed that even confident prior quotations of width were in error by 0.25 to 0.5 feet. 

Where an interviewee was unable to quote any beam measurement for his boat, this field 
is left blank, as it is in those records corresponding to banked licences. 

18: Width uncertalnty* 
This field serves to record any particular uncertainty in the recorded value of Variable 
17. It contains the value "1" if the interviewee's estimate of his boat's width was 
particularly uncertain. Otherwise, it is blank. 

128: The technical term 'beam' appeared to be unknown to all of the interviewees except those 
involved with the very large long liners. The latter group seemed to be confused by the term 
'width' in this context. 
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1 9: Gross tonnage* Section A, Question 5(c) 
The gross register tonnage of the boat, as reported by the interviewee, is recorded in 
this field in conventional tonnage units (of approximately 100 cubic feet of enclosed 
volume per ton). 

Gross tonnage was clearly not a regularly used measurement in the under 65 ft fleet and 
it was quoted hesitantly, if at all, by the interviewees. Many of them clearly had little 
understanding of tonnage, of the distinction between gross and net tons, of which of these 
two is carved into the main beam of their boats or even of the difference between 
register and deadweight tonnage. For records in which the tonnage is recorded to two 
decimal places, the data were almost invariably drawn directly from the boat's 
registration documents and thus are exact (in as much as the official measurement is an 
exact index of anything). In most other cases, the recorded values must be considered 
dubious at best. 

20: Tonnage uncertalnty* 
This field serves to record any particular uncertainty in the recorded value of Variable 
19. It contains the value "1" if the interviewee's estimate of his boat's tonnage was 
particularly uncertain. This coding is generally used where there was some evidence that 
the interviewee may have been quoting net register tonnage or some other inappropriate 
value in place of gross tonnage. In all other cases, it is blank. 

21: Engine HP* Section A, Question 5(d) 
This variable records the interviewee's report of the power of his boat's engine (in BHP 
units). All reported horsepower values of 90 HP or less were for outboard motors, 
while all values of 100 HP or more were for inboards. Thus, this variable also serves to 
code for this fundamental difference in engine type. 

Most of the interviewees were readily able to quote either the nominal horsepower 
rating of their engine or else its cubic displacement. Their reports may, therefore, be 
supposed to be reasonably accurate. Few of them, however, were able to give both ratings 
and some were obviously unclear about the distinction between them. Careful attempts 
have been made to edit all displacement values from this horsepower field but there may 
still be some erroneous values in the database. These might appear as excessively high 
outliers in a plot of power against boat size. 

Even where the interviewee was able to quote a horsepower rating, its relevance is 
somewhat doubtful. There are very substantial differences (1) between the BHP of an 
engine on a testbed and the shaft horse power of the same engine after a marinizing 
conversion and installation in a boat, (2) between a well-maintained, standard engine 
and one in need of service or, conversely, one with various performance-enhancing 
additions, and also (3) between the peak horsepower achievable and the continuous 
horsepower available for routine operations. This last effect means that a diesel engine 
(better designed for continuous running near peak power) rated at 100 HP was regarded 
by many fishermen as able to provide effectively the same power as a gasoline engine 
rated at about 150 HP. The first difference means that a Chevrolet "292" gas engine (one 
of the most common in the fleet) was often reported by interviewees as producing 165 
HP but was sometimes entered in a boat's official registration documents at 135 HP. 

In the over 65 ft fleet, where the above concerns were less relevant, there was an added 
complication since the boats carried various auxiliary engines. These freed the main 
engine from having to power the generators, freezers and so on (cf. DeBoer 1975). 
Where data on such auxiliaries were offered by the interviewees, they are recorded in 
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the supplementary data sheets, leaving this database field for the power of the main 
engine alone. 

22: Engine type· 
Many interviewees were unable to quote the horsepower of their boat's engine but did 
offer some information on its type (brand and model). Such information is recorded in 
this field, in whatever terms the interviewee used. With power ratings from engine 
manufacturers or dealers, these data may later be used to determine corresponding 
horsepowers for these interviewees' boats. 

With very few exceptions, the interviewees doubtless knew what kind of engine was 
fitted in their boat but there were many opportunities for errors between their verbal 
reports and the recording of codes in this variable. There will be more such 
opportunities in converting from these codes to horsepower values. Thus, the data in this 
field must be used with caution. 

This field is only used in cases where no horsepower value is available in Variable 21 
and thus it cannot be used as a reliably source of data on the engine types in general use 
in the longline fleet. Some of the categories given distinct codes may actually represent 
identical engines, while (conversely) some codes may be used for two or more engine 
types of quite different power. The coding scheme used in this database field is no more 
than an attempt to record whatever information the interviewees offered. 

COOes: 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

1 0 
1 1 
1 2 
1 3 
1 4 
15 

1 6 
1 7 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 

Chevrolet 292 gasoline 
Chevrolet 250 
GM 350 
Ford 300 
GM 471 
318 Marine 
Buick 401 
Perkins 200 or Perkins 6 cylinder (diesels) 
305 
Chevrolet 235 
283 gasoline 
460 
Volvo TDM 100 
Chrysler 250 
455 (includes some engines reported as 'Oldsmobile 
455" ) 
Cummings 210 diesel 
Caterpillar 350 
GM 200 
Ford 300 Senator diesel 
GM 871 
Cummings 903 
GM 6 cylinder diesel 
4 cylinder diesel 
Datsun 1600 
Ford 6 cylinder gasoline 
Oldsmobile 403 
261 
Ford 351 
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Blanks in this field indicate either that data on the engine type are not necessary 
(usually because its horsepower is recorded in Variable 21) or, in a few cases, that 
neither the horsepower nor the type of the engine are known. 

23: Year bullt* Section A, Question 5(e) 
This field records the year in which the boat was first completed and ready for sea 
(which was frequently the year after the major hull construction was undertaken), as 
reported by the interviewee. Any complications and major rebuildings are noted in the 
supplementary data sheets, as are the few cases in which the data were uncertain. 

24: Year bought* Section A, Question 7 
The year in which the boat was bought by the present licensee is recorded in this field. 
Ideally, this was the year in which the selected licence, the present licensee and the boat 
currently carrying the licence were united, however this variable was subject to 
confusion in several circumstances. For example, some boats were worked by the 
current licensee while in other ownership (often that of a family member) before 
coming officially into the current licensee's name (in which case, the latter date is 
entered in the database). Some boats were not owned by the current licensee in 1990 at 
all. In such cases, if there is an on-going relationship where the licensee is in some 
form of partnership with the boat owner, the date of commencement of that relationship 
and/or of the relationship being attached to the present boat (whichever was the later) 
is recorded. If, on the other hand, the licensee had only a nominal relationship with the 
boat (common with boats owned by small multi-boat companies), the date that the boat 
owner acquired the boat is recorded. Finally, some boats owned by affiliates of larger 
companies had had the corporate structures of their owners re-arranged repeatedly 
without altering the boat's operations to any great extent129. In these cases, whichever 
date seemed best to mark the beginning of the boat's present effective ownership was 
used. All of these complicating circumstances are detailed in the supplementary data 
sheets, which should be consulted before extensive use is made of this variable. 

In simpler circumstances, the interviewees were able to report the year of the boat's 
purchase with high precision; certainly to within one year or 20% of the boat's age, 
whichever was the greater. Some of the complications noted above could obviously reduce 
this precision where they applied, however. 

For the five licences that were banked in 1990, this field is used to record the year in 
which the immediately previous boat ceased to be owned by the licensee (with all of the 
complications noted above taken into account). 

25: Hold capaclty* Section A, Questions 5(f) & (g) 
This variable records the interviewee's estimate of the weight of fish that could be 
carried in the boat's fish hold (including any hold under a false deck), measured in 
pounds. This is the weight of the fish alone, exclusive of ice, boxes and other materials 
necessary to fish storage. A zero in this field codes for the absence of a fish hold (Le. 
almost certainly that the boat in question was an open boat). A blank indicates either that 
the licence was banked in 1990 or (in two cases) that the interviewee was unable to 
offer an estimate. 

129: As a slightly-hypothetical example: A boat might be owned and operated by independent 
fish-plant-owning company. That company, its plant and its boat might then be sold to a parent 
company, with the original owner becoming a subsidiary of the parent. The subsidiary might 
then be liquidated when its plant was sold and boat be moved to another long-established 
subsidiary of the same parent. 
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These capacities were the interviewee's estimates, usually based on his extrapolation 
from the largest landing experienced, and were not in any sense measured values. 
Several interviewees made pointed comments that the trip limit regulations prevented 
them from ever discovering how much fish their boats could carry. Many others were 
hesitant about naming a figure, presumably because this is one statistic about their 
boats that is hard to tie down and thus is poorly known; the actual amount of fish that can 
be stored in a hold depending on the type and size of the fish, the ratio of fish to ice, the 
distance between any shelves and many other factors (cf. Shimada and Schaefer 1956). 
Some very large boats had more than one hold, the extra ones of which mayor may not be 
used, depending on trip limits, fishing strategies and the like. The specialized market for 
salt cod that is supplied by most of the over 65 ft fleet, for example, cannot accept 
frozen product. Thus, the freezer-equipped boats that serve this market do not use their 
freezer holds. Even where hold capacity could be reported with some precision, it 
provides only a poor representation of fish carrying capacity since some (or perhaps 
many) fishermen with decked boats would carry in a deck load of fish in addition to a full 
hold if the catches and trip limits permitted. In sum, this variable is of dubious 
reliability at best. 

26: Storage facility 1 * Section A, Question 5(h) 
27: . Storage facility 2* Section A, Question 5(h) 
28: Storage facility 3* Section A, Question 5(h) 
29: Storage facility 4* Section A, Question 5(h) 
30: Storage facility 5* Section A, Question 5(h) 
These variables contain codes for the fish storage facilities used on board for groundfish. 
(For a few large boats that were specialized for non-groundfish species, and hence which 
were all "inactive" for the purposes of this database, these fields contain codes for the 
on-board facilities for carrying other species instead.) Some boats had only one or two 
such facilities, in which case the later fields in this group may be zero-filled or blank 
in the database. Others had multiple facilities, requiring up to five variables to capture 
data on all of them. 

The data was requested by a question asked as: "What do you store groundfish in when you 
have them on board?" or, for inactive boats, "What would you store groundfish in .... ?" 
Many interviewees needed some prompting with this question but the final data are 
probably accurate where they concerned the facilities aboard small, undecked boats (or 
as accurate as any data can be with the limitations of the highly variable practices of 
small-boat fishermen). Some of the intricacies of fish holds may, however, have been 
lost; the interviewer never having been in the fish hold of a commercial boat when it was 
in operation. 

Ca:tes: o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
1 1 

None other (not used for Variable 26) 
Ice 
Refrigeration in a major hold 
Insulated ("grey") boxes 
Removable "false" deck (incorporating a hold) 
Boxes (small or of unknown form), "trays· or "tote 
trays· 
Pens (in hold or on deck) 
Fish kid or large fixed box 
Glassfibre tank 
Insulated tank 
Shelves (used in pens in a hold) 
Boat partly hatched over 
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12 Boat fully hatched over 
1 3 Water and ice (used for herring, not groundfish) 
14 Freezer 

Wherever possible, all of the storage facilities used aboard are coded, except that the 
licensees (or captains) of boats with fish holds were not asked about any facilities for 
the storage of deck loads of fish. Variables 27 to 30 are coded "0" if there are known to 
have been no storage facilities other than the ones listed. (Thus, for example, if no 
variable is coded "1" and Variable 30 is coded ·0", the boat did not take ice.) In cases 
where there is some uncertainty over whether a complete list of storage facilities was 
obtained during the interview, all surplus variables in this group (those not used to 
record a storage facility) are left blank. (As a result of Variables 29 and 30 being added 
to the database rather late in its preparation, they may be blank in up to 26 records 
where they should not be. The corresponding supplementary data sheets should be 
checked for any information on additional storage facilities, and the original 
questionnaire forms for confirmation that there were no such facilities, before these 
data are analyzed.) 

In any analysis, the data in these five fields should be combined, there being no 
significance in where a particular code appears within them. These variables will also 
have to be analyzed in conjunction with Variable 25 since the existence or otherwise of a 
fish hold (coded in that variable) alters the significance of some codes in Variables 26 to 
30. 

The code "1" is entered in one of these variables if the interviewee mentioned ~ taking 
ice, rather than only if he reported taking ice on every trip. In practice, in the small
boat fleet, ice was often carried only in summer (when the fish and the air were warmer 
while the boats were out longer). Details of any such seasonal variation are recorded in 
the supplementary data sheets. (There may have been some false reporting of ice use, 
since some interviewees seemed to think that they might be penalized in some manner 
for failing to take ice. The extent of any resulting errors in the database are unknown.) 

Code "2", for refrigeration, is only used where a refrigeration plant was fitted in the 
boat's major fish hold (or one of its major fish holds, for very large boats). Some 
longline boats had a small refrigeration plant for the lazarette, an area primarily used 
to store the bait. Such plant was not recorded in any of these five variables. 

An entry of code "4" in any of Variables 26 to 30 indicates that the fish hold represented 
by a finite value in Variable 25 was formed by a false deck. Thus, this is more a code for 
boat form than for storage equipment per se. 

The fish boxes used for deck loads are recorded in several forms. Small portable boxes of 
all kinds are coded "5". Insulated boxes of the form widely used around fish plants ("grey 
boxes") are coded "3". Large boxes built into the boat and equipped with covers 
(including the "fish kids" used in Shelburne County, Nova Scotia, whether they were 
reported as covered or not) are coded "7". Similar boxes without rigid covers are 
indistinguishable from pens, and thus are coded "6" in most cases. Large boxes or tanks 
not built into the boat were either glassfibre (code "S") or of insulated construction 
(code "9"). The extent to which these various coded types were distinct, in analytical 
meaning or in the interviewees' descriptions, is open to interpretation. The widest range 
of codes has been employed to maximize future database adaptability, which probably 
means that some codes will have to be combined in any analysis. 
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3 1: LOR AN· Section A, Question 6 
32 : LORAN plotter· Section A, Question 6 
3 3 : R a dar· Section A, Question 6 
34 : C B • Section A, Question 6 
3 5 : VHF· Section A, Question 6 
3 6 : S S B • Section A, Question 6 
37: Paper sounder· Section A, Question 6 
38: Colour sounder· Section A, Question 6 
39: Other sounder· Section A, Question 6 
40: Sounder type· Section A, Question 6 
Collectively, these fields contain all of the information on the boat's outfit of electronics 
that was requested by the questionnaire. Variables 31 to 39 inclusive are counts of the 
number of instruments of each kind that, by the interviewee's report, were fitted in the 
boat in 1990. The absence of a given type of instrument is coded ·0" while a blank 
indicates the absence of relevant information. Variable 40 is a text variable containing 
additional information on the echo sounders fitted. Boats, particularly large ones, tend to 
accumulate electronic equipment over time; much of which gear may not have been used 
for years. Some interviewees were, therefore, understandably vague on the numbers of 
instruments of certain kinds on board their boats. No attempt was made to ask how many 
of the items reported were in regular use. 

The structure of the questionnaire's questions about electronic gear implicitly assumed a 
rather simplistic classification of this equipment. LORAN receivers and plotters are 
relatively discrete items and hence counts of them may be meaningful. However, one 
brand of LORAN receiver used in the longline fleet in 1990 incorporated a plotter. 
Where one of these was reported, it is recorded in the database as b21b. a LORAN receiver 
and a LORAN plotter. This circumstance is noted on the corresponding supplementary 
data sheet. In other cases, these instruments were separate units, though clearly inter
connected, both physically and in function. (There was no evidence that systems 
interlinking LORAN, GPS, radar and fish-finding sounders were known in this fleet in 
1990, though such equipment may well be available to longline fishermen soon.) 

In contrast, the variety of radios used aboard these boats was too complex to be 
adequately described by answers to the few questions posed during the interviews. The 
very large boats in particular carried radio outfits that might include, for example, a 
watchkeeper's SSB receiver in the wheelhouse, in addition to their main SSB set in the 
radio room. Meanwhile, some smaller boats carried cellular telephones or other unusual 
varieties of communications gear. All such additional details are recorded on the 
corresponding supplementary data sheets which should be consulted before these data are 
analyzed. 

By 1990, CB radios were no longer highly regarded by most fishermen. A small number 
were reported as being in use aboard some of the smaller boats and are duly recorded in 
the database. It is possible that other small boats still carried an old CB set, in addition 
to the VHF receivers that were reported. 

The questionnaire grouped all sounders into those with paper, black and white screen and 
colour screen readouts. In the event, few boats were found to have the black and white 
screen type, whereas many were fitted with equipment not allowed for in that 
classification, particularly as neon tube "flasher" units. Thus, the questionnaire 
classification of sounders was modified from paper/black-and-white/colour to 
paper/colour/other (as in Variables 37 to 39). Where appropriate, the particular type 
of "other" sounder is explained in Variable 40. That Variable also contains all of the 
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limited information that the interviewees were able to supply on the models of sounders 
fitted in their boats. During the interviews, most licensees had a great deal of difficulty 
remembering even the brand name of their sounders and very few were able to go beyond 
that to the model number 130. Thus, the information in Variable 40 tends to be limited. 
Even such as is there is not fully reliable. Besides the risk of the interviewees quoting a 
name they knew, rather than the name of the unit on their boat, neither the interviewer 
nor the majority of the interviewees were well versed in these matters and there was 
ample scope for misunderstandings and errors. Moreover, the specifications of each 
manufacturer's products have been evolving rapidly in recent years, as the real cost of 
electronic hardware has dropped, so that little can be learnt from a company name alone. 
The information in Variable 40 may be sufficient to determine which manufacturers' 
equipment was most widely used in various fleet sectors. If so, the agents for that brand 
could then be approached for more data on the models that they most often sold to 
fishermen in the late 1980s and in 1990, thus providing some indication of the 
capabilities of the equipment used in the fleet. 

PREVIOUS BOAT DATA 
The next group of variables concern the characteristics of the licensee's previous boat. 
Following the requirements of the questionnaire, data on such a boat were only gathered 
if the present boat was acquired in 1985 or later (Le. Variable 24 is equal to or greater 
than 1985). 

41: Previous status· 
The existence of a ·previous boat" proved to be a much more complex matter than had 
been anticipated in the design of the questionnaire, necessitating an extra database field 
containing codes for different circumstances reported by the interviewees. 

COOes: Blank 
0 

1 

2 

3 
4 

5 

Present boat owned since before 1985 
Previous boat data given in Variable 42 to Variable 50 
without complications 
Present boat is not a replacement. No immediately 
previous boat for this licence or for this licensee 
Previous boat still owned and worked under another 
licence 
Licence was banked before purchase of present boat 
Previous boat was a small boat only registered on the 
licence to maintain licence ownership without formal 
banking 
Same boat previously fished by the licensee when it 
was owned by a member of the licensee's immediate 
family 

In some cases, more than one of these codes could have been applied. The one best 
describing the particular situation is then entered in the database. 

Where this database field contains ·0" and yet no information on a previous boat is 
entered in Variables 42 to 50, it indicates a reluctance on the interviewee's part to 
supply the necessary information on his last boat. 

130: Indeed, when the interview was carried out somewhere where the sounder was available 
for inspection. some instruments proved not to have a model number visible. 
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43: Previous length· 
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44: Previous length uncertainty· 
45: Previous width· 
46: Previous width uncertainty· 
47: Previous tonnage· 
48: Previous tonnage uncertainty· 
49: Previous horsepower· 
50: Previous engine type· 

Section A, Question 8 
Section A, Question 9(a) 

Section A, Question 9(b) 

Section A, Question 9(c) 

Section A, Question 9(d) 

These nine fields provide, for the last boat owned by the licensee, the same information 
as Variable 12 and Variables 15 to 22 inclusive provide for the present boat. All codes 
and caveats that apply to those earlier variables also apply to Variables 42 to 50, with 
the added warning that the interviewees' memories of the details of older boats were 
usually (though not always) sketchier than their knowledge of their present boats. Only 
very rarely did the interviewees have any documentation with which to check details of 
these previous boats. 

LICENSING DATA 
The next groups of database fields contain information on the various fishing licences on 
the boat and on whether or not those licences were in active use. In the case of the 
longline designation on a groundfish licence, there is also information on why an inactive 
licence was not used. 

51: Otter trawl designation· Section A, Question 10 
52: Danish seine deSignation· Section A, Question 10 
53: Groundflsh gill net designation or permit· Section A, Question 10 
54: Auto Jigger designation· Section A, Question 10 
55: Lobster licence· Section A, Question 11 
56: Scallop licence· Section A, Question 11 
57: Herring licence· Section A, Question 11 
58: Mackerel licence· Section A, Question 11 
59: Swordfish harpoon licence· Section A, Question 11 
60: Swordfish longllne licence· Section A, Question 11 
61: Snow crab licence· Section A, Question 11 
These fields store information on any designations on the selected groundfish licence, 
other than the longline one, on groundfish gi"net permits, and on the other fishing 
licences held in conjunction with the selected groundfish licence. The information sought 
by the questionnaire included both what deSignations, permits and licences were held in 
1990 and whether they were active in that year. Additional information volunteered by 
many interviewees included various limitations set onto these licences by local Fishery 
Officers. This extra information is generally recorded in the appropriate supplementary 
data sheets. However, the restriction of most swordfish licences to harpooning (as 
distinct from pelagic longlining) and the limitation of many herring and mackerel 
licences to "bait only" (Le. sale of the product for human consumption was not 
permitted) seemed of sufficient importance to merit recording in the database. The two 
kinds of swordfish licences have therefore been given separate fields (Variables 59 and 
60), while special codes were adopted for "bait only· small-pelagics licences. 

In 1990, fishermen in the Canso area held groundfish gillnet permits, rather than the 
gillnet designations on groundfish licences that authorized groundfish netting in all other 
areas. This distinction was related to the experimental status of the Canso groundfish 
gillnet fishery. No attempt has been made to record the separate nature of these permits 
and designations in the database. 
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The only form of groundfish jigging or handlining for which a specific licence 
designation was required in 1990 was auto-jigging. Thus, no information on hand lining 
or hand jigging was gathered in response to Question 10 of Section A and none such is 
recorded in these fields. 

Any licences or designations reported by an interviewee, other than those for which 
fields are assigned in the database, are listed in the appropriate supplementary data 
sheet. These include the Scottish seine and midwater trawl designations and tuna, ·other" 
crab and shrimp licences mentioned in the questionnaire, as well as assorted others, 
such as shad. 

o 
1 
2 
3 
4 

No licence, permit or designation 
Inactive licence, permit or designation 
Active licence, permit or designation 
I nactive bait-only licence 
Active bait-only licence 

Since the information was not specifically requested, some "bait only" licences will not 
have been identified as such in the interviewees reports and hence will have been 
recorded as codes "1" or "2". The holders of many active, general herring and mackerel 
licences only fished those species for bait, of course, there being little or no markets for 
these species in most parts of the Scotia-Fundy Region. Such licences are coded "2". 

In the case of the swordfish harpoon fishery, all reported licences have been coded as 
active, since a fisherman cannot be any more "active" in this fishery than by carrying a 
harpoon and keeping a lookout for swordfish whenever there is time to spare and the 
weather is suitable (unless of course he should be fortunate enough to take one of the 
very few swordfish harpooned each year). Thus, owning a licence and a harpoon 
constitute as much "activity" as can be expected. 

These variables probably contain more deliberately-erroneous data than any others 
since so many fishermen were very frightened of losing potentially-valuable licences 
under ·use-it-or-Iose-it" rules. Where an interviewee admitted to inactivity, the data 
can perhaps be trusted. Claims of activity, however, may be judged as less reliable. 
There were also a surprising number of interviewees who were unsure what licences 
they actually possess. Finally, the questionnaire and the interview protocol adopted were 
neither clear nor consistent on the need for data on fishing licences held by a licensee but 
not associated with his boat. Some fishermen reported holding shad or smelt licences, for 
example, but it is likely that many others who do hold such licences did not mention 
them. Thus, before these variables are analyzed they should be verified against the 
licensing data files and the catch records for 1990. 

62: Longllne 86* Section A, Question 12 
63: Longllne 87* Section A, Question 12 
64: Longllne 88* Section A, Question 12 
65: Longllne 89* Section A, Question 12 
66: Longllne 90* Section A, Question 12 
These fields record the licensee's activity in the groundfish longline fisheries, and his 
possession or otherwise of a longline designation on a groundfish licence, in each of the 
years 1986 to 1990. 

o 
1 
2 

No designation 
Designation held, inactive 
Designation held, active 
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3 Designation held, semi-active 
9 Unsure 

The distinction between an "active" and an "inactive" licence is far from simple (see 
Section 3), requiring the definition of a "semi-active" status for intermediate cases. 
Code "3" usually indicates that the interviewee was not certain whether the few tubs that 
he had set were sufficient to justify him declaring himself to have been "active". Code 
"9" indicates that the interviewee could not recall whether he had had a longline 
designation and/or whether it was in active use in a given year. 

Before the survey began, the interviewer was directed to ask Question 12 of Section A 
with respect to the activity of the licensee (rather than his boat or the selected licence 
itself) and that was indeed done. The resulting reports were usually meaningful in cases 
where the licensee was an owner-operator and had owned one longline licence, or a 
series of them, consistently since 1986. Where owner-operators had also operated 
longline boats other than those for which they held licences (e.g. in years when they did 
not own such a licence, when their own boat was unavailable or unsuitable, or when they 
simply held a licence for a boat owned and operated by others), the answers were rather 
less useful. In all such cases, the interviewer attempted to gather data on the licensee's 
activity in each year that was carried out under the licence(s} that he owned at the time. 
It was sometimes difficult to separate such information from the licensee's other 
activity and the database may be expected to carry some confusion here. In the cases of 
corporate licensees, particularly companies that owned multiple licences, these 
problems became far worse . Wherever possible, the principle of trying to find the 
levels of activity by licences owned by the selected licensees was continued but, in some 
cases, this was entirely meaningless and these fields are left blank in the corresponding 
records. 

There was some deliberate falsification of these data but probably less than for Variables 
51 to 61. False claims of long line activity required that the interviewee spend time 
meeting with the interviewer and that he produce false data for all subsequent questions. 
This seems to have been quite enough to encourage owners of inactive long line licences to 
admit that DFO's recorded catch and effort data were correct in respect of their 
inactivity. 

67: Why Inactive?· Section B, Question 1 
This is a text variable containing the licensee's reported reasons for any longline 
inactivity; abbreviated when necessary. In a few cases, these reasons made no sense to 
the interviewer but the progress of the interview prevented clarification. In such cases, 
the stated reasons are set down, leaving further interpretation to database users. 

The questionnaire called for a further question concerning the circumstances under 
which inactive licences would be returned to activity. During the survey, it soon became 
clear that most would become active (or already had become active) when the reasons for 
their current inactivity were reversed. Thus, this question (Section B, Question 2) was 
not asked of most inactive interviewees. In the few cases where a direct link between 
renewed activity and the reversal of existing conditions was not certain, the question was 
asked. The likelihood of the licence becoming active is then described in this variable. 

LONGLINE FISHERY DATA 
The following 258 fields, the bulk of the database, contain the data on the gear and 
fishing practices used in the longline fisheries. Most of this information is grouped into 
between one and three of five "fishing patterns· (designated "A" to "E"), as explained in 
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Section 2 of this Report and in the introductory paragraphs of the present database 
description. As many as required of the five available patterns were used, beginning with 
pattern "A", except that patterns "0" and "E" were specifically designed for auto-baited 
fishing and that type of fishing was always recorded under those patterns. Many of the 
258 variables are therefore duplicates of one another, though only sufficient fields have 
been defined to hold the available data, requiring fewer fields for patterns ·C" or "E" 
than for patterns "A" or "0". Since, for ease of portability, this is a flat-file database, 
these five patterns are necessarily arranged sequentially within each record, although 
logically they parallel one another. There is no significance to the sequence in which each 
licensee's various fishing patterns are listed in the database (except that auto-baited 
fishing is necessarily treated as pattern "0" or "E"). Hence, the five sets of matching 
variables should always be analyzed in parallel. 

This arrangement of the data into fishing patterns based largely around the gear in use 
worked well in most cases. However, some fishermen either used multiple types of 
longline gear in integrated fishing operations or else worked multiple fishing patterns 
that were distinct in some characteristics with one type of gear. In such cases, the 
interview data are recorded under as many fishing patterns as are needed to capture the 
interviewee's practices in the database without wasting space. Most of the fishermen who 
reported both hand-baited and auto-baited fishing used different gear for the two kinds 
and thus their practices are properly recorded under separate fishing patterns. A few 
interviewees reported that, on some trips, they set the longline gear that they usually 
hand baited through an auto-baiter. In these cases, the data were entered into the 
database twice, once as a hand-baited fishing pattern and once in pattern "0". Any 
additional information is recorded on the corresponding supplementary data sheets. 

Clearly, the gear-based discrimination between fishing patterns will have hidden some 
of the subtleties of the interviewees' practices. Some of them, for example, would set 
their gear a bit deeper or shallower on particular days in deliberate attempts to 
influence the species composition of their catches while many of them moved to different 
grounds at different seasons, in response to either fish availability or weather 
conditions. Not only would it have taken far to long to try to obtain data on all these 
minor variations, it is doubtful whether the interviewees keep sufficient detailed 
information in their heads to be able to provide the necessary data. 

Questions 1 and 2 of Section E of the questionnaire proved unnecessary, and were not 
usually directly asked, since auto-baiters were used so rarely. No attempt has been made 
to incorporate the information that serves to answer these questions in the database, 
other than by allocating other data between fishing patterns "A" to "CO or "0" and HE". 

68 : Reasons for seasons Section 0, Question 2 
This is a text variable setting out the reasons for the interviewee's fishing seasons. They 
are set down largely in his words but with some rationalization so as to express the same 
reasons with the same text across licences. It should be realized that most interviewees 
may never have previously rationalized or verbalized the logic underlying their choice 
of seasons. Thus, they may not have been able to fully expressed their real reasoning 
when first confronted with this question. 

69: Fishing Pattern A: Directed species 1 Section 0, Question 1 
70: Fishing Pattern A: Directed species 2 Section 0, Question 1 
71: Fishing Pattern A: Directed species 3 Section 0, Question 1 
72: Fishing Pattern A: Directed species 4 Section 0, Question 1 
These data fields record the primary species caught by fishing pattern ·A", using 
numerical codes. The information was gathered in response to the question: "What kinds 
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of fish are you mainly trying to catch with [fishing pattern A]?" and in most cases, the 
interviewees had no difficulty identifying which kinds they sought. For many of them, 
however, their objective was more of a mixed species fishery, with any marketable 
species being equally welcome (in proportion to its price). This led to some uncertainty 
in the answers, in as much as most interviewees displayed no clear awareness of the 
scientist's concept of "directed effort". A fisherman might set his gear hoping to take cod, 
for example, but expecting to get a considerable proportion of (e.g.) haddock. The 
interviewees individual interpretations of whether the haddock were then a directed or a 
bycatch species differed. A greater problem could arise when halibut fishing "on the 
shore", when the gear was set in the hope of taking halibut (which would provide the 
only notable profit) but with the expectation that only cod (which would do little more 
than cover expenses) would be caught. Thus, there is considerable flexibility in whether 
a particular minor species was reported as a "directed" or a "bycatch" species. 
Moreover, some interviewees reported directing for a species (most often haddock) that 
they or their neighbours stated is now almost unobtainable. It is not clear whether they 
were reporting their activities averaged over a longer time horizon (rather than 
specifically in 1990) or whether they were responding to an on-going hope for a return 
of now-depleted runs. In sum, intelligent interpretation of these effort direction data is 
essential in any analysis. 

In most cases, these data are recorded in the database as they were reported. A few 
fishermen, however, gave long lists of "directed" species which clearly included their 
bycatch. Of these, only the four principal species were recorded as "directed", the others 
being rolled over into the bycatch fields (Variables 73 to 77). In all cases, the species 
were entered into Variables 69 to 72 in the sequence that the interviewee mentioned 
them, unless he made some reference to show that a later-mentioned species was more 
important to him. Thus, the sequence of these variables ~ have some meaning, though 
not all interviewees necessarily mentioned the species in their order of importance 
(however that might be defined). 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

8 
9 

1 0 
1 1 
1 2 

1 3 

14 

Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua) 
Haddock (Melanogrammus aeglefinus) 
Hake (Urophycis tenuis, U. chuss) 
Pollock (Pollachius virens) 
Cusk (Brosme brosme) 
Atlantic halibut (Hippoglossus hippoglossus) 
·Shack" (in the sense of fish "shacked off" or 
discarded 131) and small fish (also discarded) 
Skates (Raja spp.) 
Dogfish (Squalus acanthias) 
Sharks 
"Catfish" (=Atlantic wolffish, Anarhichas lupus) 
"MonktaH" or (in Digby Neck and southwestern New 
Brunswick areas) "ballastfish" (=American angler, 
Lophius american us) 
Sculpins or (on the Eastern Shore) ·pug eyes· 
(Myoxocephalus spp.) 
Redfish (Sebastes spp.) 

131: The term "shack· has various meanings to Scotia-Fundy fishermen and can sometimes be 
applied to directed or bycatch species (see Appendix 4). However, Code 7 is used in the 
database only for discard species. 
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1 5 Flounders and other small flatfish (includes "sand 
dabs" = plaice, Hippog/ossoides p/atessoides) 

16 ·Slime eels" or "slob eels· (=hagfish, Myxine 
g/utinosa) 

17 Turbot (=Greenland halibut, Reinhardtius 
hippog/ossoides) 

1 8 "Jelly cats" or (in Cape Breton) ·wolffish" (=northern 
wolffish, Anarhichas den tic u/a tus) 

1 9 Grenadiers 
2 0 Black dogfish 
21 Tilefish (Lopho/ati/us chamae/eonticeps) 
2 2 Mackerel (Scomber scombrus) 
23 Others (garbage, rocks, scallops, crabs, seals etc.) 
2 4 Salmon (Sa/mo sa/at) 
25 Tuna (Thunnus thynnus) 
26 "Conger eels", "laughing jacks", "Iamper eels" (=ocean 

pout, Macrozoarces americanus) 
27 Lobster (Homarus americanus) 

This list includes codes for all of the species reported as being taken on groundfish 
longlines, including those only taken as bycatch and/or discarded when caught. Hence 
most of these codes are not used in any of Variables 69 to 72 but only in Variables 73 to 
84 inclusive. 

In all cases, these species were necessarily recorded using the names in common use by 
fishermen. Where these could not be directly related to the names used by scientists, it 
was usually possible to determine which species was meant from the interviewee's 
morphological descriptions. "Ballastfish", a name only heard in Digby County and the 
parts of New Brunswick directly across the Bay of Fundy, appeared to refer to the angler 
but this cannot be absolutely certain. Several Cape Breton residents distinguished 
between their "wolffish" and the common form of ·catfish" (itself the Atlantic wolffish). 
The former is, therefore, almost certainly the northern wolffish. No fisherman was able 
to give a useful description of a "laughing jack", "lam per eel" or "conger eel". The last of 
these names is certainly used for the ocean pout by Antigonish County inshore fishermen 
(Kenchington 1980) while Scott & Scott (1988) record ·Iaughing jack" for this 
species. The few references made to "Iamper eels· seemed to fit pout better than they do 
lampreys. Thus, all three of these names have been equated with Macrozoarces 
americanus. 

In several cases, these codes incorporate multiple species. The interviewees were rarely 
more specific when referring to such groups. Where they did give extra detail 
(particularly in distinguishing the shark species) it is recorded on the supplementary 
data sheets. 

73 : Fishing Pattern A: Bycatch species 1 Section D, Question 1 
74 : Fishing Pattern A: Bycatch species 2 Section D, Question 1 
75 : Fishing Pattern A: Bycatch species 3 Section D, Question 1 
76: Fishing Pattern A: Bycatch species 4 Section D, Question 1 
77: Fishing Pattern A: Bycatch species 5 Section D, Question 1 
These variables record the species, other than those listed in Variables 69 to 72 
inclusive, that were reported as being both caught and landed by fishing pattern "A". The 
same codes and protocols were employed as are outlined above for Variables 69 to 72. 
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These data are subject to the same conditions and uncertainties as those concerning the 
"directed" species. In addition, some interviewees clearly had difficulty remembering 
what they only occaSionally caught and landed. Others apparently felt that anything which 
comprised less than about 10% of their catch was too rare to be worth mentioning 
(whereas scientists might consider that such a quantity represents a significant part of 
the whole). Species that only made up 1% of the total catch were, therefore, probably 
not mentioned at all in most cases. The lists of species landed cannot, therefore, be 
directly compared among the interviewees without some creative interpretation. 

It may be worth noting that, for the great majority of interviewees, the only reason for 
not landing every species caught (and almost every species in the area fished was caught 
sometimes) was that there was no market for some of them (or in specialized cases, that 
regulations forbad their sale). Since markets change with the seasons, since buyers may 
have limited requirements for some species and since some buyers were unable to 
purchase a species unless it was available in more than some minimum quantity, species 
could move from bycatch to discards or vice versa between trips for reasons that had 
little to do with the fishermen or the resource. This complicates the classification of 
species as "bycatch" or "discard". 

78: Fishing Pattern A: Discard species 1 Section 0, Question 1 
79 : Fishing Pattern A: Discard species 2 Section 0, Question 1 
80 : Fishing Pattern A: Discard species 3 Section 0, Question 1 
81: Fishing Pattern A: Discard species 4 Section 0, Question 1 
82 : Fishing Pattern A: Discard species 5 Section 0, Question 1 
83 : Fishing Pattern A: Discard species 6 Section 0, Question 1 
84 : Fishing Pattern A: Discard species 7 Section 0, Question 1 
These fields record the species reported as caught but discarded by fishing pattern "A", 
using the same codes and protocols as above, with all of the same conditions and 
uncertainties applying. 

Besides all of the difficulties surrounding Variables 69 to 77, there were yet other 
complications affecting the reports of discards. Most fishermen do not seem to regard 
dogfish, sculpins and other trash species as fish (in the general sense of that word, let 
alone its alternate meaning of "cod") and thus there was usually some hesitation in 
reporting any discarding at all. Even when trash species were mentioned, dogfish usually 
came last and was almost invariably accompanied with a laugh; yet these were almost 
certainly the most frequent non-marketable fish encountered by most interviewees. It 
may be assumed that, with the possible exception of deepwater halibut fishermen, all 
interviewees discarded dogfish whether or not that fact is recorded in the database. 

Moreover, some interviewees clearly thought that any reference to discarding was a 
trick question designed to test whether they returned undersized fish to the water: These 
people answered appropriately. Other interviewees seem to have taken for granted that 
such fish were released and did not bother to mention the fact. It is likely that all fine
gear longline fishermen discarded some small fish before the regulatory changes of 
1993 forbad the practice. Halibut fishermen, on the other hand, should only have taken 
inconsequential quantities of undersized fish which they may have then use as bait. 

Finally, while some interviewees seem to have offered abbreviated accounts of their 
discards, others produced seemingly-endless lists of things they only rarely took, 
including seals, garbage and so on. 
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85: Fishing Pattern A: Crew Number Section D, Question 1 
This field contains the number of fishermen aboard the boat, including the captain, when 
pursuing fishing pattern "A". This information was obtained from the interviewees 
without difficulty. The number of fishermen was, however, often variable. The most 
common number of fishermen, or the larger of two equally-common numbers of them, is 
recorded in the database. The many variations from these numbers are noted in the 
supplementary data sheets. 

86: Fishing Pattern A: Season start Section D, Question 1 
87: Fishing Pattern A: Season break start Section D, Question 1 
8 8 : Fishing Pattern A: Season break end Section D, Question 1 
89 : Fishing Pattern A: Season end Section D, Question 1 
These four fields contain records of the reported beginning and ending months of the 
season(s) in which fishing pattern "A" was carried on in 1990, with the months coded 
from 1 = January to 12 = December. Except where the season began very late in, or 
ended very early in, a given month, every calendar month in which this fishing pattern 
was pursued is included in the recorded season. Thus, a particular month may be 
included even though the interviewee was only fishing for about a week of it. Where 
necessary, these seasons are coded as beginning in one calendar year and ending in the 
next (Le. Variable 86 can be numerically higher than Variable 89). 

In a few cases, one fishing pattern (using one set of gear for one group of target species) 
was pursued in two distinct seasons. These are coded in the database as though there was 
only a single season with a break in it. In these cases, the dates of the beginning and end 
of the break are recorded in Variables 87 and 88 in the same way as the corresponding 
dates of the season as a whole, with the above inclusivity rule applied to the 12mak. Thus, 
a hypothetical season that began on the first of November, broke off in mid-November 
resumed in mid-December and ended early in February would have been coded "11", 
"11", "12" and "2" in Variables 86 to 89. For the majority of seasons, which had no 
break, Variables 87 and 88 are each coded "0". 

The durations of these fishing seasons generally seemed to be reported accurately, though 
some interviewees doubtless reported their "usual" fishing pattern, rather than 
specifically that followed in 1990. (Where there was clear evidence of this, the 1990 
season was elucidated and entered in the database, notes being made on the supplementary 
sheets of any reasons for 1990 deviating from normaL) Some seasons had poorly defined 
ends, however, as when a fishermen waited in the fall, perhaps for weeks, for a break in 
bad weather before he finally gave up and laid up his boat for the winter. In such a case, 
an interviewee may have reported his last day of regular fishing, the last day that he 
went out at all or the day that he hauled the boat out of the water. Recording these dates at 
a precision of months smoothed many such problems. Where there was remaining doubt, 
the last day of actual fishing was used as the basis for the code, unless it would have 
resulted in an extra month of apparent activity being recorded when only a day or two of 
fishing was done in that month. 

90 : Fishing Pattern A: Skates? 
This field contains a code used to control the interpretation of some later variables. It is 
coded "1" in the four records where all references to "tubs" in the definitions of fishing 
pattern "AM fields should be taken as referring to ·skates" (see the glossary in Appendix 
4 for an explanation of these terms). In all other cases, this field is left blank. 
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91: Fishing Pattern A: Drum? 
This field contains a code used to control the interpretation of some later variables. It is 
coded "1" in the seven records for which the interviewee reported using snap gear in 
fishing pattern "A", whether the groundline was stored on a drum or in tubs. If a drum 
was actually used, that fact is noted on the corresponding supplementary data sheet. In 
all other cases, this field is left blank. 

For those few cases where a drum was used, references to "tubs" in the definitions of 
fishing pattern "A" fields should usually be taken as referring to two-coil lengths of 
ground line (equal to the usual contents of an eight-line tub). In at least one case, 
however, the interviewee considered a "tub" to be 300 fathoms of groundline (the usual 
contents of a six-line tub). The distinctions between these should be clear from the 
numbers of hooks per "tub" and the average spacing between gangions. 

92 : Fishing Pattern A: Tubs aboard 
The questionnaire asked for data on the number of tubs of gear set per day (Question 
3(a) of Section E}. This proved to be too complex a variable to be captured so simply. It 
is instead represented in the database by Variables 92 to 94. 

Some interviewees reported taking a certain number of baited tubs to sea on a typical 
trip and then setting that number or some derivative of it per trip, rather than any 
specific number per day. When the number of baited tubs aboard at the start of a fishing 
pattern "A" trip was offered by the interviewee 2D..d. when it helped to describe the 
practices followed, it was entered into this field of the database. In records where 
Variable 92 is approximately equal to the product of Variable 94 and Variable 124 
(itself an estimate of the numbers of tubs set per trip), the crew probably did not bait 
the gear at sea but only set as much as they had taken with them. By other reports, there 
still may have been no baiting at sea but the boat may have left with enough gear for two 
or three days of fishing, fewer tubs being set on the last day than on the earlier one(s}. 
Aboard some boats, however, the crew did bait at sea in the summer though not in the 
winter (and aboard still others all of the baiting was done at sea). Unless they changed 
their fishing patterns between these seasons, such subtleties will not be clear in the 
database. 

93: Fishing Pattern A: Tubs minimum Section E, Question 3(a} 
94 : Fishing Pattern A: Tubs maximum Section E, Question 3(a} 
These fields contain the reported minimum and maximum numbers of tubs of gear set 
per day. Where the two numbers are identical, they represent an estimated average 
number set, rather than a fixed value. Minima, maxima and averages should be taken as 
measures of the intended, rather than the actual, amount of gear set. There must always 
be some trips when bad weather, mechanical failure, overcrowding on the grounds or 
other factors severely reduce the amount of gear actually worked. Such shortfalls were 
conspicuously absent from the interviewees' reports of amounts set. There was probably 
also some among-interviewees variation in the reporting of tub numbers; it is likely 
that a group of fishermen, all of whom usually set 25 tubs per day, would have reported 
this figure as "25", "20-25", "20-30" and "25-30" tubs respectively. Intelligent 
interpretation of these data is, therefore, required. 

In a few cases, there may have been some deliberate falsification of these data, in as 
much as some longline fishermen were limited by their licences in the amount of gear 
that they were authorized to set. Thus, some interviewees for whom Variable 117 is 
coded "3" may have falsely claimed not to exceed their limits, though most of the 
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interviewees limited in this way had rather small-scale longlining operations and 
probably did not set excess gear anyway. 

95 : Fishing Pattern A: Lines per tub 
96 : Fishing Pattern A: Hooks per line 
97 : Fishing Pattern A: Hooks per tub 

Section E, Question 3(b) 
Section E, Question 3(c) 

Few of the interviewees seemed to think in terms of the old "line" unit, so the data on 
numbers of hooks set were more usually gathered in terms of hooks per tub than the 
hooks per line and lines per tub that the questionnaire called for. Regardless of the 
preferred units, the data are recorded as they were given by the interviewees in 
whichever of these three database fields are appropriate. In a handful of cases, the 
interviewee offered the data in both forms and all three of these fields are filled. 

Whatever the units used, some interviewees were able to quote the number of hooks that 
they set instantly while others had to trouble over it for a moment, suggesting that it is 
not always a regularly used piece of information (and hence one that may not be known 
with great precision). Indeed, for anyone set of gear, the number of hooks in a tub is a 
variable rather than a constant. When longline gear is rigged, the spacing between the 
gangions is often only crudely measured (e.g. one arm span is used for one fathom), 
resulting in a slightly variable number of hooks per 100 fathom length of groundline. 
Moreover, when the groundline is damaged, it is normal to cut out a length and splice the 
ends together, thus altering the length of the gear in the tub. Some fishermen also find 
that they cannot accommodate a full length of modern, large-diameter groundline with 
big hooks and the necessary long, stiff and thick gangions into the traditional size of 
physical tub. They therefore cut a coil of groundline or splice pieces together to make up 
whatever length fills the volume of the tub. In consequence, the number of hooks per tub 
in the database should be taken to be anyone of: (1) a value calculated from the intended 
inter-gangion rigging distance and the nominal length of ground line per tub, (2) an 
estimated average (probably based on the number of boxes of hooks needed when 
overhauling the gear) of hooks per tub or (3) the interviewee's estimated upper bound 
to the normal range of numbers of hooks per tUb. Where the last is known to be the case, 
the range in the numbers of hooks per tub is specified on the corresponding 
supplementary data sheet. 

Multiplying Variable 97 (or the product of Variables 98 and 99) by Variable 104 and 
dividing by 300 (the number of feet in a 50 fathom "line") should give a result close to 
either six or eight in most cases, since most fishermen used tubs of a physical size to 
hold six or eight "lines" of groundline. This could serve as a check on the data, though 
records with anomalous results should not be immediately rejected; some fishermen did 
use non-standard sizes of tubs. 

Variations In Hooks Set Section E, Question 3(d) 
There was little or no evidence of systematic variations in the amount of gear set within 
anyone fishing pattern and no data have been recorded in the database from responses to 
Question 3(d) of Section E. There was, of course, some short-period variation in this 
amount, largely in response to weather conditions, but that could not be measured by the 
sort of survey undertaken. 

98 : Fishing Pattern A: Hook manufacturer Section E, Question 3(1) 
This is a text field containing the reported name of the manufacturer of the hooks used in 
fishing pattern "A". Many interviewees claimed to use Mustad hooks and most probably 
did so. However, after some had made such a report, they produced specimens of other 
manufacturer's products. Thus, some interviewees may have named Mustad simply 
because it is the best known hook manufacturer. Many of those who used J hooks seemed 
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to feel that such hooks were of a standard form and thus they had no idea who had made 
the ones that they bought. Indeed, many smaller-scale fishermen seemed to rely on their 
gear suppliers to remember which kind of hook (and other gear) they bought last time. 
Such interviewees had an understandable difficulty in giving specific details of their 
gear. 

99 : Fishing Pattern A: Hook type Section E, Question 3(m) 
This field contains data on the generic types of hooks used in fishing pattern "A". The 
coding was based on the interviewees' reports and thus classifies hook types in a way that 
is consistent with the common terminology used by longline fishermen but it is not 
consistent with the real shapes of these hooks. Some individual records have been 
amended as later information has become available (particularly from the mail survey: 
see Sections 2 and 5) and has shown errors in the original interpretations of some 
interviewee's reports. However, this data field has been largely superseded by the hook 
spreadsheet file and hence the fundamental problems with the coding scheme have not 
been corrected. 

COOes: 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

1 0 
1 1 
12 
1 3 
14 
1 5 

Straight or J hook 
Circle hook 
Easybait hook 
Eagleclaw hook 
Longshank circle hook 
Codes 1 +2: J and circle hooks 
Codes 2+5: Circle and Longshank circle hooks 
Codes 3+5: Easybait and Longshank circle hooks 
Codes 4+5: Eagleclaw and Longshank circle hooks 
Gravitation Ring hook 
Codes 2+14: Circle and 6284 hooks 
Codes 1 +2: Straight and circle hooks 
Codes 1 +3: Straight and Easybait hooks 
6284 hook 
Codes 2+3: Circle and Easybait hooks 

Where the code signifies a mixture of hook types, the different types were either rigged 
in different tubs of the same set of gear or else on different lengths of groundline within 
each tub. Such details are recorded in the supplementary data sheets. 

Some interviewees used the term ·circle hook· in a generic sense to include almost any 
hook design except the traditional J hook (see the glossary in Appendix 4). Attempts 
were made to correct this during the interviews (nQ1 by subsequent amendment of the 
data), such that code "2" here should represent only the "G", ·shortshank" or true circle 
hook. Some errors may remain, however. For the meaning of the other hook-type terms 
associated with these codes, see Section 5 above. 

1 00: Fishing Pattern A: Hook size Section E, Question 3(n} 
The interview data on hook sizes were particularly confused (see Section 5), 
necessitating the mail survey. The original reports used a mixture of size-designation 
schemes, which were sometimes applied in ways that the various manufacturers never 
intended. These reports were entered into a text field in the database in the form that 
they were received. Before attempting an analysis, however, they were converted into a 
standardized scheme in which a Mustad Tuna Circle hook (Quality Number 39965) of 
size 10/0 was given the code "10", a similar hook of size 16/0 was given the code "16", 
and hooks of other designs were intercalibrated with these Mustad products using the 
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scheme in Table 5.46. For some records, this re-coding was straightforward but others 
required considerable (and rather subjective) interpretation of the original interviewee 
reports. It is these coded sizes of the hooks used in fishing pattern "A" that are recorded 
in Variable 100. 

The resulting data should not be considered reliable. Indeed, this database field has been 
replaced by the information in the hook spreadsheet file, which should be preferred in 
any analysis. 

1 01: Fishing Pattern A: Ganglon material Section E, Question 3(h) 
This field contains information on the type of line from which the interviewee reported 
that his gangions used in fishing pattern "A" were made. As with the hook size data, these 
reports were initially recorded in the words used by the interviewees but have 
subsequently been converted to numerical codes for analysis. This required some 
interpretation since the original reports were not always uniquely identifiable to a 
particular material. 

The codes adopted were: 

COOes: 1 Brownell-brand braided line: A dark-brown to black, braided nylon 
gangion line, which is relatively soft-laid and flexible. This is sold at 
various sizes. 

All reports of "black" nylon line were included under code "1". 

2 Ashaway-brand "Tunaline" (also called "Tunaleader" by some 
interviewees): A braided nylon line, which in the 200 Ib test size has a 
monofilament nylon core. "Tunaline" is light blue when new but turns 
white with use. 

3 Green braided line: Another braided nylon line, medium-green in colour 
and rather harder and stifter than the "black" Brownell material. This 
product seems to only have been available in a large size. 

4 Otherwise unspecified braided nylon line. 

5 "Dragger mending twine": The braided polypropylene line (usually orange 
in colour) that is used in the construction of dragger nets and which is 
sold for their repair. 

6 "Spunline": Any three-strand spun line, though in practice all of this 
class of material that was used in 1990 was probably spun nylon. Some 
appeared to be tarred. 

7 Monofilament nylon [used only in the fishing pattern "B" of one 
interviewee] 

8 Material not identifiable 

The interviewees were probably all well aware of the physical characteristics of their 
gangions (if not of the corresponding brand names) but this variable was subject to 
many interpretive errors and misunderstandings on the interviewers part. Besides those 
alluded to above, some of the interviewees used the term "spun" to mean what is here 
called "braided", adding to the interviewer's confusion. The resulting data probably 
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reflect the overall patterns of usage of different gangion materials in the fleet but they 
cannot be entirely relied on for details of the materials chosen by single individuals. 

A few interviewees reported using mUlti-part gangions or a mixture of materials. In 
these cases, the primary material is represented by the coding in the database and all 
other information is recorded on the appropriate supplementary data sheets. 

1 02: Fishing Pattern A: Ganglon size Section E, Question 3(h) 
When the interviewee reports of their gangion materials were converted to numerical 
codes (as Variable 101), the accompanying information on the thicknesses of those 
materials was transferred to this data field. 

The various types of gangion material are each sold under a different size-denomination 
scheme, as explained in Section 5 above. No attempt has been made to inter-calibrate 
these sizes, though the original reports have been amended if the interviewee used a size 
scheme other than the one recognized by the manufacturer of the particular material. 
Hence the figures in Variable 102 can be a weight (in pounds) of a standard length of 
line (if Variable 101 contains the code "6" and sometimes if it contains the code "8"), a 
test strain (in pounds) of the gangion line (if Variable 101 contains the codes "2" or 
"7") or a Brownell-brand nominal size (if Variable 101 contains the code "1"). The 
green braided nylon line (code "3" in Variable 101) seemed to only be available in one 
size, which is coded "280" in Variable 102 since it was equivalent in thickness to black 
Brownell line of that nominal size. None of the reports of other kinds of gangion 
materials had useable accompanying size information. 

In transferring this information to a numerical data field, it was necessary to tidy some 
of the complications in the -original interview reports. Thus, uncertain reports were 
eliminated and reports of sizes of a particular material that are not manufactured were 
converted to the nearest size which is available. When an interviewee reported using a 
mixture of sizes of gangion material, the most common size was entered into this 
database field, or else an artificial size code was calculated as the mean of the reported 
sizes (see Table 5.50). The remaining complications are explained in the appropriate 
supplementary data sheets. 

1 03: Fishing Pattern A: Ganglon length Section E, Question 3(i) 
This field contains the interviewee's estimate of the length of the gangions used in fishing 
pattern "A", when rigged, in inches. Some interviewees reported ranges of gangion 
lengths. These and other complications are noted on the supplementary data sheets. 

Many interviewees instantly quoted a figure when asked for this information, which may 
or may not indicate the accuracy of the resulting data. Many others, however, were 
almost unable to answer it unless they had an example to hand that could be measured. 
Indeed, most fishermen have their own, sometimes idiosyncratic, way of cutting gangions 
(e.g. wrapping the line around two known nails on the fish house wall and then cutting all 
the turns beside one nail). They then tie the "loop" in the hook end of each gangion, 
making it whatever size at once seems right (presumably based on past experience) and 
fits the action of their hands. This shortens the gangion by several inches; sufficient that 
small differences between individuals in the tying of these loops can make measurable 
differences in the length of the finished gangion. Its opposite end is then tied to the 
groundline (or occasionally to a swivel). This knot adds further uncertainty to the 
gangion length. In sum, this variable is one of the more reliable in the database but it 
cannot be considered precise to the nearest inch and in a few cases may be in error by 
wide margins. 
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104: Fishing Pattern A: Ganglons rigged Section E, Question 3m 
This variable records the interviewee's report of the distance along the groundline 
between adjacent gangions, measured in feet and decimals of feet (rather than the 
fathoms that are in more general use in the fishery), for the gear used in fishing pattern 
"A" . 

This seemed, in the perceptions of the fishermen, to be the most fundamental dimension 
of the gear after (or sometimes even before) hook size. It was, therefore, well known to 
the interviewees and accurately reported by them. The only "errors" likely in this 
variable are therefore: (1) errors of measurement when rigging the gear, (2) 
movement of gangions along the groundline after rigging, which occurs with some 
methods for tying the gang ions to the groundline, particularly if a large halibut is 
caught, and (3) a (possibly common) failure to report the continued use of tubs of old 
gear rigged differently from the most recently rigged tubs. Only the last of these is 
likely to have serious effects from a scientific perspective, though the second seemed to 
be a practical problem for some fishermen. 

With snap gear, gangion spacing was deliberately varied, that being a major advantage of 
such gear. Where Variable 91 is coded "1", therefore, Variable 104 should be seen as an 
estimate of the average inter-gangion spacing along those parts of the groundline that 
were set where fish were expected to be caught. In some cases, the interviewees 
calculated this figure from their boat's speed when setting and the frequency with which 
their crew could snap on the gangions. 

105: Fishing Pattern A: Swivels Section E, Question 3(k) 
This field records the use of swivels between the gangion and the groundline on the gear 
used in fishing pattern "A". 

1 
2 
3 

No swivels 
Swivels used on all tubs of gear 
Swivels used on some but not all tubs of gear 

Snap gear has code "2" in this variable since swordfish snaps have a built-in swivel. 
Non-snap swivel gear can be distinguished from snap gear since only the latter has code 
"1" in Variable 91. One-axis swivels are not distinguished from the two-axis kind in the 
database. The latter were certainly very rare in the Scotia-Fundy longline fisheries in 
1990 and only one interviewee reported using them. Extra details on swivel use are 
noted on the supplementary data sheets. 

Some interviewees reported placing swivels between lengths of groundline. This may, 
indeed, be a universal practice. During the interviews, such swivels were always 
distinguished from ones mounted between the gangions and the groundline. Reports of 
them have not affect this variable as recorded. 

106: Fishing Pattern A: Groundllne material Section E, Question 3(f) 
This text field contains a description of the type(s) and size(s) of line reported as being 
used for the groundline of the gear employed in fishing pattern "A". The information is 
recorded in the words of the interviewees, except for some minor modifications to 
standardize terms among the database records. 

A wide variety of materials were used for groundlines, and they were reported using an 
even wider variety of terms. Thus, these data need careful interpretation before any 
analysis. Apart from the sizes of these lines (which sometimes seemed to be unreliable 
guesses), the only "errors" in this variable are likely to be: (1) the non-reporting of 
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materials used in some older tubs of still-used gear, (2) manufacturers' alterations to 
products sold under the same brand names, causing the interpretations placed on the 
reports to diverge from the materials reported, (3) the use of familiar size schemes for 
materials usually sold under some other scheme (the line weight scheme used for 
"trawl" was applied by some interviewees to the EasyHaul-brand of - line), and (4) 
various problems arising from the interviewer failing to understand information offered 
by the interviewees. The last is probably the most serious of these difficulties and is 
probably a greater problem with this variable than with any other. 

In this database field, linear measures of size are always diameters; the use of 
circumference measures in Imperial units for rope sizes, which is still conventional in 
some countries, being unknown in this Region. Weight measures are the nominal weight 
of the material per standard length (probably 300 fathoms: McKenzie 1946b). 

Length of Lines Section E, Question 3(g) 
Since "lines" are now rarely used as a unit of length (see above under Variable 95) this 
question was not asked after the first few interviews. Every interviewee who touched on 
the topic clearly understood "one line" to be equal to 50 fathoms, the conventional length 
of a "line". 

1 07: Fishing Pattern A: Floats Section E, Questions 3(r) & 3(s) 
1 08: Fishing Pattern A: Weights Section E, Questions 3(t), 3(u) & 3(v) 
The arrangements used to float the gear off the bottom or to sink it firmly onto the 
bottom proved to be far too complex to capture in the database (see Section 5). They are, 
therefore, described only on the supplementary data sheets. These fields serve to indicate 
whether or not there is relevant information, concerning fishing pattern "A", on those 
sheets. They contain the code "1" if, respectively, no floats or no weights were reported 
and the code "2" if they were. Floating rope in the groundline is coded as a "float" in 
Variable 107 only when the interviewee identified that as the objective of choosing such 
rope. 

Some interviewees were quite unaware of such floating and weighting arrangements and 
answered questions about floats and weights with details of their middle buoys. All such 
answers were identified at interview and have not affected Variables 107 and 108. 

The questionnaire did not ask for information on weights that were not accompanied by 
floats. Until the existence of such gear emerged in several interviews, some less vocal 
interviewees who used weights alone may not have been asked nor may they have 
volunteered information on the matter. This possible problem was corrected very early 
in the survey. 

109: Fishing Pattern A: Anchor weight Section E, Question 3(e) 
This variable records the interviewee's estimate of the weight, in pounds, of the 
principal anchors used to secure the longline gear in fishing pattern uA". Some 
interviewees were able to quote a value immediately in response to this question, 
whereas others clearly had no real idea of the weight of their anchors. Thus, values that 
diverge from typical weights may be viewed with skepticism unless there are obvious 
reasons (e.g. boat size or water depth) why the anchors should be heavier or lighter than 
normal. 

Many interviewees quoted a range of weights, in which case the practice usual with other 
variables, of recording the upper bound in the database and noting the range on the 
supplementary data sheet, was followed. A few fishermen, in areas of fast tides, used 
multiple anchors at the end of each string, placed larger anchors at the up-tide than the 
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down-tide end and/or placed small supplementary anchors on the end of each tub (in 
place of the middle buoy weights sometimes used by other fishermen). All such 
complications are noted on the supplementary data sheets. 

11 0: Fishing Pattern A: Anchor type Section E, Question 3(e) 
This field contains a coded record of the reported type(s) of anchors used in fishing 
pattern "A". 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Trawl anchor 
Grapnel 
Mud anchor 
Both trawl anchor and grapnel 

Only one interviewee reported using "mud anchors" and it is not clear what he meant by 
that term. 

111: Fishing Pattern A: Bait 1 Section E, Questions 3(0) & 3(p) 
11 2: Fishing Pattern A: Bait 2 Section E, Questions 3(0) & 3(p) 
11 3: Fishing Pattern A: Bait 3 Section E, Questions 3(0) & 3(p) 
The various species of bait reported as being used in fishing pattern "A" are recorded in 
these three database fields. They were entered into as many as necessary of the fields in 
the sequence of their relative importance indicated by the interviewee or, failing that, in 
the sequence in which he mentioned them. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Mackerel (Scomber scombrus) 
Herring (C/upea harengus) 
Squid (various species, some imported) 
Shack 
'Whatever" 
Gaspareau (A/osa spp.) 
Redfish (Sebastes spp.), including redfish frames 

This list includes codes for all of the bait species reported, and not only those recorded 
under fishing pattern "A". There were a few reports of four distinct bait types being used 
in a single fishing pattern. These cases are outlined in the corresponding supplementary 
data sheets, which also contain some additional details on bait use. Most of the latter, 
however, are given in the database in Variable 114. 

11 4: Fishing Pattern A: Notes on bait use Section E, Questions 3(0) & 3(p) 
This text field contains assorted details on bait use in fishing pattern "A", beyond the 
simple listing of species in Variables 111 to 113. Since the information received on that 
use was too complex to be reduced to numerical codes, it is presented here in verbal 
form instead. There is still other information relevant to bait and baiting on the 
supplementary data sheets. 

11 5: Fishing Pattern A: Tubs per string minimum Section E, 
Question 3(q) 

11 6: Fishing Pattern A: Tubs per string maximum Section E, 
Question 3(q) 

Few longline fishermen set all of their gear in a single string so Question 3q of Section 0 
was usually replaced by one asking how many tubs were set in a single string. These 
variables record the answers in respect of fishing pattern "A". They should be taken as 
indicating the interviewee's perception of his "normal" practice, rather than a measured 
range in the statistical sense. Shorter strings must often be set either (1) because bad 
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weather is forecast and there will not be time to haul more, (2) to test for the presence 
of dogfish before setting more, (3) because there are no more baited tubs ready to 
complete the last string or the like. Such practices may not be universal however: some 
fishermen may see a minimum string length below which it is not ~orth the effort of 
setting. 

The coding convention usual to some other variables, of setting the "minimum" and 
"maximum" equal to one another when a single estimate of the "average" number of tubs 
per string was offered, is followed with Variables 115 and 116. However, some 
interviewees clearly did only work a single length of string under normal 
circumstances. These two variables are genuinely equal in such cases. 

When the interviewee reported working all of his gear in a single string, both of 
Variables 115 and 116 are set equal to Variable 94 (the maximum number of tubs set). 
Thus, as recorded, the minimum number of tubs per string is occasionally larger than 
the minimum amount of gear set (Variable 93). This is simply a coding convention that 
indicates the single-string fishing pattern. 

11 7: Fishing Pattern A: Limits on gear Section E, Question 3(w) 
The factors that control the amount of gear set proved to be complex (see Section 6). 
This database field contains codes that record the interviewee's reported reasons for not 
setting more in fishing pattern "A". Following the design of the questionnaire, this 
information was only requested once per interviewee but, in the database, it is 
separately recorded for each fishing pattern. Some of the interviewees supplied 
additional information that allowed separate coding for their various fishing patterns. 
For many others, the same numerical code was clearly applicable to all of the fishing 
patterns that they undertook. For a few, however, possibly-erroneous extrapolations 
across fishing patterns have been unavoidable. 

Ca::.Ies: 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

9 
1 0 

1 1 

1 2 

1 3 

14 
15 
1 6 
1 7 
1 8 
1 9 
20 

Time to work 
Space on board 
Licence 
Codes 1 + a: Time to work, given the tides 
Amount owned 
Codes 1 +2: Time to work & space on board 
Codes 1+2+b: Time & space, given the weather 
Codes 1 +c: Time, given must be in by mid-afternoon to 
sell the fish or to truck them to the fish plant 
Not enough fish to be worth setting more 
To match the trip limit, given the weather and the catch 
rates 
Codes 1+b+d: Time, including time to bait, given the 
weather 
Longlining is a secondary fishery, also baiting time 
when working alone 
Codes 1+2+10: Time, space, trip limits, weather & 
catches 
Codes 1 +e: Time to work, given the dogfish problem 
Codes 1 +d: Time to work, including baiting time 
Enough to make a living 
Codes 1+2+c: Time & space, given in by mid-afternoon 
Codes 1+cc: Time, given cannot leave until 10 am 
Codes 2+ 1 0: Space aboard & trip limits 
Space in freezer ashore 
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2 1 Codes 1 +b: Time, given the weather 
22 Codes 1 +f: Time, given the length of daylight 
2 3 Would use a bigger boat if needed to fish more 
2 4 Codes 2+g: Space on board & available area of bottom to 

seton 
2 5 Amount of bait 
2 6 Time to bait at sea 
2 7 Codes 1 +d+h: Time to work, including baiting time and 

time to catch the bait 
2 8 Time to bait ashore 
2 9 Time to haul on a slack tide 
30 Codes 2 + 15: Space on board & time to work, including 

baiting time 
3 1 Codes 5 + 15: Amount of gear owned & time to work, 

including baiting time 
3 2 Codes 1 +i: Time when also fishing lobster gear 
33 Codes 2+29: Space on board & time to haul on slack 

water 
34 Length of ground available for the only string set 
35 Too many dogfish; not worth setting more gear. 

This list includes codes for all of the reasons reported, and not only those recorded under 
fishing pattern "A". 

As with some other variables, this one records information that most interviewees had 
probably never before rationalized or verbalized. Thus, many of them will only have 
given partial approaches to their true reasons for not setting more. Some intelligent 
interpretation must therefore be involved in any analysis of these reports. 

It is clear from a superficial examination of these data that, in 1990, most licensees 
were working as much gear as they believed they could and more than they had a few 
years earlier (even when neither their boat nor their gear had changed much). From the 
tone of the interviews, however, it seemed that a survey in the mid-1980s would have 
produced the same result. In effect, the fishermen believed themselves to be working as 
hard as they can but, in many cases, they were working harder than they used to think 
was possible. Thus, it may be that in the future they will work harder still. 

11 8: Fishing Pattern A: Minimum trip Section F, Question 2 
119: Fishing Pattern A: Maximum trip Section F, Question 2 
These variables contain the minimum and maximum durations of typical trips in fishing 
pattern "AM reported by the interviewees. They are recorded as the time "from wharf to 
wharf" in days. Any period of less than 24 hours is recorded as "one day" and hence a 
value of "1" in either of these variables can represent a trip of just a few hours. 

Trip duration could be defined in several ways. Besides that used here, some 
interviewees initially quoted the number of calendar days occupied by the trip (often one 
day more than the elapsed time from departure to return) while others referred to the 
number of fishing days (usually less than the total duration because of time spent 
steaming to and from the grounds). Use of these different meanings was usually (if not 
invariably) detected during the interviews and the necessary corrections made with the 
interviewee's assistance. 
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For most interviewees, the actual durations of the trips made were variable: some 
fishermen with day boats occasionally stayed out overnight, some interviewees ended 
each trip whenever they had taken their trip limit of one or another species rather than 
according to some time schedule, all trips could be cut short by weather or gear failure, 
and so on. In general, the interviewees (after some guidance as to which sort of time 
period was being sought) reported the normal range of their expected (as distinct from 
actual) trip durations, wharf-to-wharf. Unusual trips (e.g. a boat's sole trip to a 
distant bank in 1990) were sometimes, but were not always, reported. As usual, all of 
the known variations in the recorded data are noted on the corresponding supplementary 
data sheets. 

The number of fishing days per trip, which is D..Q.1 usually recorded in this variable, can 
often be deduced from Variables 123 and 124, sometimes with the aid of the 
supplementary data sheets. 

1 20: Fishing Pattern A: Time set gear Section F, Question 4(a) 
This is a text field containing information on the time of day when the gear was usually 
set for fishing pattern "A", all being recorded in the terms used by the interviewees 
(except that all clock times are converted to four figure, 24 hour notation; a notation 
never used by an interviewee during any interview). The glossary (Appendix 4) should 
be consulted for the fishermen's use of terms describing times. These are often rather 
different from the dictionary meanings. Gear setting typically took an hour or two and 
hence, as here, it can usefully be described as occurring at one point in time. 

Specific variations in the time recorded in this field are outlined in Variable 325, 
though more generally it should be recognized that most interviewees gave their 
perception of the "average" or "normal" time of setting, rather than a summary of actual 
times. It is clear that, for many (but probably not all) of them, the time of setting is 
highly variable, either in an attempt to improve catch rates (particular grounds, 
seasons or species requiring small changes in the chosen time) or for practical reasons 
(such as the weather, the arrival time on the grounds, the effects of crowding by other 
gear etc.). 

1 21: Fishing Pattern A: Time start haul Section F, Question 4(b) 
This text field gives the time of dropping onto the gear to being hauling in fishing pattern 
"A". The units of time and any variations in the time of hauling are treated as for 
Variable 120. However, since hauling takes up to 18 hours, it cannot usefully be said to 
occur "at" anyone time, hence the change from the wording of Question 4b of Section F 
("time of hauling") to "time of starting hauling". 

122: Fishing Pattern A: Usual soak time of first hook Section F, 
Question 4(c) 

The reported time (usually recorded in hours) between setting the gear in fishing 
pattern "A" and starting to haul it is entered in this text field. The time taken to set the 
gear is included in this soak time. (In fishing patterns where the time between setting 
the last hook and hauling the first one was short, this duration of the setting process 
comprised most of the soak time of the first hook as defined here.) 

The comments noted under Variable 120 concerning variations in timing applied to a 
lesser extent to soak time. It could be deliberately varied in an attempt to catch more 
but, of the three recorded times, this one seemed to be the least affected by weather and 
similar factors (i.e. faced with such difficulties fishermen might set early or might set 
less gear but they seem most often to "let it set" for the usual time before hauling). 
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In most records, only two of Variables 120 to 122 are filled, those being whichever best 
capture the reported diel pattern of fishing and are often the only ones which the 
interviewee provided data on. (These three variables include only reported times, not 
calculated ones.) Clearly, given two of these times and an estimate of the duration of the 
setting process, the third time can be calculated easily. 

1 23: Fishing Pattern A: Sets per day 
1 24: Fishing Pattern A: Sets per trip Section F, Question 4(e) 
Data on the number of sets made per trip in fishing pattern "A" are only recorded when 
the information was both available and did not involve any variations. Since some 
interviewees reported making a fixed number of sets per day (usually only one) while 
working a variable number of days per trip, Variable 123 was added to the database to 
better capture this information. Extra information, particularly concerning variations 
in these numbers, is recorded on the appropriate supplementary data sheets. 

125: Fishing Pattern B: Directed species 1 
1 26: Fishing Pattern B: Directed species 2 
1 27: Fishing Pattern B: Directed species 3 
1 28: Fishing Pattern B: Directed species 4 
1 29: Fishing Pattern B: Bycatch species 1 
1 30: Fishing Pattern B: Bycatch species 2 
1 31: Fishing Pattern B: Bycatch species 3 
132: Fishing Pattern B: Bycatch species 4 
1 33: Fishing Pattern B: Bycatch species 5 
1 34: Fishing Pattern B: Discard species 1 
1 35: Fishing Pattern B: Discard species 2 
1 36: Fishing Pattern B: Discard species 3 
137: Fishing Pattern B: Discard species 4 
1 38: Fishing Pattern B: Men 
1 39: Fishing Pattern B: Season start 
1 40: Fishing Pattern B: Season break start 
1 4 1: Fishing Pattern B: Season break end 
1 42: Fishing Pattern B: Season end 
1 43: Fishing Pattern B: Drum? 
144: Fishing Pattern B: Tubs aboard 
145: Fishing Pattern B: Tubs minimum 
146: Fishing Pattern B: Tubs maximum 
1 47: Fishing Pattern B: Lines per tub 
1 48: Fishing Pattern B: Hooks per line 
149: Fishing Pattern B: Hooks per tub 
150: Fishing Pattern B: Hook manufacturer 
1 51: Fishing Pattern B: Hook type 
1 52: Fishing Pattern B: Hook size 
153: Fishing Pattern B: Ganglon material 
154: Fishing Pattern B: Ganglon size 
155: Fishing Pattern B: Ganglon length 
1 56: Fishing Pattern B: Ganglons rigged 
157: Fishing Pattern B: Swivels 
158: Fishing Pattern B: Groundllne material 
1 59: Fishing Pattern B: Floats 

Section D, Question 1 
Section D, Question 1 
Section D, Question 1 
Section D, Question 1 
Section D, Question 1 
Section D, Question 1 
Section D, Question 1 
Section D, Question 1 
Section D, Question 1 
Section D, Question 1 
Section D, Question 1 
Section D, Question 1 
Section D, Question 1 
Section D, Question 1 
Section D, Question 1 
Section D, Question 1 
Section D, Question 1 
Section D, Question 1 

Section E, Question 3(a) 
Section E, Question 3{a) 
Section E, Question 3(b) 
Section E, Question 3(c) 

Section E, Question 3(1) 
Section E, Question 3(m) 
Section E, Question 3(n) 
Section E, Question 3(h) 
Section E, Question 3(h) 
Section E, Question 3(i) 
Section E, Question 3{j) 
Section E, Question3(k) 
Section E, Question 3(f) 

Section E, Questions 3(r) 
& 3(s) 
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160: Fishing Pattern B: Weights 

161: Fishing Pattern B: Anchor weight 
1 62: Fishing Pattern B: Anchor type 
1 63: Fishing Pattern B: Bait 1 

1 64: Fishing Pattern B: Bait 2 

1 65: Fishing Pattern B: Bait 3 

1 66: Fishing Pattern B: Notes on bait use 

Section E, Questions 3(t), 
3(u) & 3(v) 

Section E, Question 3(e) 
Section E, Question 3(e) 

Section E, Questions 3(0) 
& 3(p) 

Section E, Questions 3(0) 
& 3(p) 

Section E, Questions 3(0) 
& 3(p) 

Section E, Questions 3(0) 

167: Fishing Pattern B: Tubs per string minimum 
& 3(p) 

Section E, 
Question 3(q) 

Section E, 
Question 3(q) 

Section E, Question 3(w) 
Section F, Question 2 
Section F, Question 2 

Section F, Question 4(a) 

168: Fishing Pattern B: Tubs per string maximum 

169: 
170 : 
1 71 : 
172 : 
173 : 
174 : 

Fishing 
Fishing 
Fishing 
Fishing 
Fishing 
Fishing 

Pattern B: Limits on gear 
Pattern B: Minimum trip 
Pattern B: Maximum trip 
Pattern B: Time set gear 
Pattern B: Time start haul 
Pattern B: Usual soak time 

1 75: Fishing Pattern B: Sets per day 

Section F, Question 4(b) 
of first hook Section F, 

Question 4(c) 

176: Fishing Pattern B: Sets per trip Section F, Question 4(e) 
These database fields contain the data on fishing pattern "8" in identical formats to those 
used for fishing pattern "A· (see Variables 69 to 124 above), except that fewer fields 
are provided for records of discarded species and there is no provision for recording 
gear by skates. No interview generated data that needed these fields for its fishing 
pattern "8". 

1 7 7: Fishing Pattern C: Directed species 1 
1 78: Fishing Pattern C: Directed species 2 
179: Fishing Pattern C: Directed species 3 
1 80: Fishing Pattern C: Directed species 4 
1 81: Fishing Pattern C: Bycatch species 1 
1 82: Fishing Pattern C: Bycatch species 2 
1 83: Fishing Pattern C: Bycatch species 3 
1 84: Fishing Pattern C: Bycatch species 4 
1 85: Fishing Pattern C: Bycatch species 5 
1 86: Fishing Pattern C: Discard species 1 
1 87: Fishing Pattern C: Discard species 2 
188: Fishing Pattern C: Discard species 3 
189: Fishing Pattern C: Discard species 4 
1 90: Fishing Pattern C: Men 
191: Fishing Pattern C: Season start 
1 92: Fishing Pattern C: Season break start 
1 93: Fishing Pattern C: Season break end 
1 94: Fishing Pattern C: Season end 
195: Fishing Pattern C: Tubs aboard 
196: Fishing Pattern C: Tubs minimum 
197: Fishing Pattern C: Tubs maximum 
1 98: Fishing Pattern C: Lines per tub 
199: Fishing Pattern C: Hooks per line 

Section D, Question 1 
Section D, Question 1 
Section D, Question 1 
Section D, Question 1 
Section D, Question 1 
Section D, Question 1 
Section D, Question 1 
Section D, Question 1 
Section D, Question 1 
Section D, Question 1 
Section D, Question 1 
Section D, Question 1 
Section D, Question 1 
Section D, Question 1 
Section D, Question 1 
Section D, Question 1 
Section D, Question 1 
Section D, Question 1 

Section E, Question 3(a) 
Section E, Question 3(a) 
Section E, Question 3(b) 
Section E, Question 3(c) 
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201 : 
202: 
203: 
204: 
205: 
206: 
207: 
208: 
209 : 
210: 

Fishing 
Fishing 
Fishing 
Fishing 
Fishing 
Fishing 
Fishing 
Fishing 
Fishing 
Fishing 
Fishing 

Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
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c: Hooks per tub 
C: Hook manufacturer 

C: Hook type 
C: Hook size 
C: Ganglon material 

C: Ganglon size 
C: Ganglon length 
C: Ganglons rigged 
C: Swivels 
C: Groundllne material 

C: Floats 

211: Fishing Pattern C: Weights 

212: Fishing Pattern C: Anchor weight 
21 3: Fishing Pattern C: Anchor type 
21 4: Fishing Pattern C: Bait 1 

21 5: Fishing Pattern C: Bait 2 

21 6: Fishing Pattern C: Bait 3 

21 7: Fishing Pattern C: Notes on bait use 

Section E, Question 3(1) 
Section E, Question 3(m) 
Section E, Question 3(n) 
Section E, Question 3(h) 
Section E, Question 3(h) 
Section E, Question 3(i) 
Section E, Question 3(j) 
Section E, Question 3(k) 
Section E, Question 3(f) 

Section E, Questions 3(r) 
& 3(s) 

Section E, Questions 3(t) , 
3(u) & 3(v) 

Section E, Question 3(e) 
Section E, Question 3(e) 

Section E, Questions 3(0) 
& 3(p) 

Section E, Questions 3(0) 
& 3(p) 

Section E, Questions 3(0) 
& 3(p) 

Section E, Questions 3(0) 

218: Fishing Pattern C: Tubs per string minimum 
& 3(p) 

Section E, 
Question 3(q) 

Section E, 
Question 3(q) 

Section E, Question 3(w) 
Section F, Question 2 
Section F, Question 2 

Section F, Question 4(a) 
Section F, Question 4(b) 

219: Fishing Pattern C: Tubs per string maximum 

Pattern C: Limits on gear 
Pattern C: Minimum trip 
Pattern C: Maximum trip 
Pattern C: Time set gear 

220: 
221 : 
222: 
223: 
224: 
225: 

Fishing 
Fishing 
Fishing 
Fishing 
Fishing 
Fishing 

Pattern C: Time start haul 
Pattern C: Usual soak time of first -hook Section F, 

Question 4(c) 
226: Fishing Pattern C: Sets per day 
227: Fishing Pattern C: Sets per trip Section F, Question 4(e) 
These database fields contain the data on fishing pattern "C" in identical formats to those 
used for fishing pattern lOA" (see Variables 69 to 124 above), except that fewer fields 
are provided for records of discarded species and there is no provision for recording 
gear by skates, nor for the use of snap or drum gear. No interview generated data that 
needed such provision for its fishing pattern ·C·. 

228: Fishing Pattern 0: Directed species 1 
229: Fishing Pattern 0: Directed species 2 
230: Fishing Pattern 0: Directed species 3 
231: Fishing Pattern 0: Directed species 4 
232: Fishing Pattern 0: Bycatch species 1 
233: Fishing Pattern 0: Bycatch species 2 
234: Fishing Pattern 0: Bycatch species 3 
235: Fishing Pattern 0: Bycatch species 4 
236: Fishing Pattern 0: Bycatch species 5 
237: Fishing Pattern 0: Discard species 1 
238: Fishing Pattern 0: Discard species 2 

Section 0, Question 1 
Section 0, Question 1 
Section 0, Question 1 
Section 0, Question 1 
Section 0, Question 1 
Section 0, Question 1 
Section 0, Question 1 
Section 0, Question 1 
Section 0, Question 1 
Section 0, Question 1 
Section 0. Question 1 
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239: Fishing Pattern D: Discard species 3 Section D, Question 1 
240: Fishing Pattern D: Discard species 4 Section D, Question 1 
241: Fishing Pattern D: Men Section D, Question 1 
242: Fishing Pattern D: Season start Section D, Question 1 
243: Fishing Pattern D: Season break start Section D, Question 1 
24 4: Fishing Pattern D: Season break end Section D, Question 1 
245: Fishing Pattern D: Season end Section D, Question 1 
These database fields contain data on fishing pattern "D" in identical formats to those 
used in the equivalent fields for fishing pattern "A" (see Variables 69 to 89 above). 

2 4 6: Fishing Pattern D: Racks Section E, Question 4(a) 
247: Fishing Pattern D: Tubs Section E, Question 4(a) 
These fields contain, respectively, the reported number of racks or tubs of gear set per 
day in fishing pattern "D". These variables are treated like, and have the same 
uncertainties as, the "Tubs aboard", "Tubs minimum" and "Tubs maximum" fields used 
with the three hand-baited fishing patterns. There were, however, fewer reported 
complexities, allowing the data to be entered into a single field in each record. 

The questionnaire was designed on the assumption that auto-baiters require rack
mounted longline gear. In practice, most of those few Scotia-Fundy fishermen who use 
auto-baiters carry their lines in tubs, with small tub-mounted racks for the hooks. 
Hence, these two fields have been defined. Only one of Variables 246 and 247 are used in 
anyone record. The choice between them serves additionally to code for whether the gear 
was reported as rack-mounted or worked from tubs. 

248: Fishing Pattern D: Hooks per rack Section E, Question 4(b) 
249: Fishing Pattern D: Hooks per tub Section E, Question 4(b) 
These variables record the reported numbers of hooks in each tub or on each rack in 
fishing pattern D, with the same complications as apply to the numbers of hooks per tub 
in the hand-baited fishing patterns. 

Question 4(c) of Section E was treated in the same way as Question 3(d) and hence does 
not have an entry in the database (see above) . 

250: 
251 : 
252: 
253: 
254: 
255: 
256: 
257: 
258: 
259: 

Fishing 
Fishing 
Fishing 
Fishing 
Fishing 
Fishing 
Fishing 
Fishing 
Fishing 
Fishing 

Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 

D: Hook manufacturer 
D: Hook type 
D: Hook size 
D: Ganglon material 

D: Ganglon size 
D: Ganglon length 
D: Ganglons rigged 
D: Swivels 
D: Groundllne material 
D: Floats 

Section E, Question 4(k) 
Section E, Question 4(1) 

Section E, Question 4(m) 
Section E, Question 4(g) 
Section E, Question 4(g) 
Section E, Question 4(h) 
Section E, Question 4(i) 
Section E, Question 4(j) 
Section E, Question 4(e) 

260: Fishing Pattern D: Weights 

Section E, Questions 4(u) 
& 4(v) 

Section E, Questions 4(w), 
4(x) & 4(y) 

Section E, Question 4(d) 
Section E, Question 4(d) 

Section E, Questions 4(n) & 4(0) 

261: 
262 : 
263: 
264: 

Fishing 
Fishing 
Fishing 
Fishing 

Pattern D: 
Pattern D: 
Pattern D: 
Pattern D: 

Anchor 
Anchor 
Bait 1 
Bait 2 

weight 
type 

Section E, Questions 4(n) & 4(0) 
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265: Fishing Pattern D: Bait 3 Section E, Questions 4(n) & 4(0) 
266: Fishing Pattern D: Notes on bait use Section E, Questions 4(n) & 4(0) 
These database fields contain data on fishing pattern "0" in identical formats to those 
used in the equivalent fields for fishing pattern "A" (see Variables 98 to 114 above). 

Question 4(f) of Section E was ignored for the same reason as Question 3(g). 

267: Fishing Pattern D: Auto baiter type Section E, Questions 4(p) & 4(s) 
268: Fishing Pattern D: Auto gear type Section E, Questions 4(p) & 4(s) 
These are text fields containing a description the type of auto-baiter used in fishing 
pattern "0". Only nine interviewees reported using auto longlining gear in 1990. Of 
these, most used a simple random baiter (often one manufactured by Global Marine 
Products Inc.), two used the Mustad Miniline System, while the captain of one very large 
boat reported that he had occasionally used his boat's Mustad Autoline System. Apart 
from the last, the interviewees were rather vague on the details of their auto gear and 
hence few details have been recorded. 

269: Fishing Pattern D: Auto baiter efficiency Section E, Questions 4(r) 
The interviewee's estimate of the percentage of his hooks successfully baited by the auto 
baiter is recorded in this variable. These estimates were doubtless approximately 
correct, though they were based on impressions rather than measurements and the exact 
figures cannot, of course, be relied upon. 

270: Fishing Pattern D: Racks or Tubs per string minimum Section E, 
Question 4(t) 

271: Fishing Pattern D: Racks or Tubs per string maximum Section E, 
Question 4(t) 

272: Fishing Pattern D: Limits on gear Section E, Question 4(z) 
273 : Fishing Pattern D: Minimum trip Section F, Question 2 
274 : Fishing Pattern D: Maximum trip Section F, Question 2 
275: Fishing Pattern D: Time set gear Section F, Question 4(a) 
276: Fishing Pattern D: Time start haul Section F, Question 4(b) 
277: Fishing Pattern D: Usual soak time of first hook Section F, 

Question 4(c) 
278: Fishing Pattern D: Sets per day 
279 : Fishing Pattern D: Sets per trip Section F, Question 4(e) 
These database fields contain data on fishing pattern "0" in identical formats to those 
used in the equivalent fields for fishing pattern "AN (see Variables 115 to 124 above). 

280: Fishing Pattern E: Directed species 1 Section 0, Question 1 
281: Fishing Pattern E: Directed species 2 Section 0, Question 1 
282: Fishing Pattern E: Directed species 3 Section 0, Question 1 
283: Fishing Pattern E: Bycatch species 1 Section 0, Question 1 
284 : Fishing Pattern E: Bycatch species 2 Section 0, Question 1 
285: Fishing Pattern E: Bycatch species 3 Section 0, Question 1 
286: Fishing Pattern E: Discard species 1 Section 0, Question 1 
287: Fishing Pattern E: Discard species 2 Section 0, Question 1 
288: Fishing Pattern E: Discard species 3 Section 0, Question 1 
289 : Fishing Pattern E: Men Section 0, Question 1 
290: Fishing Pattern E: Season start Section 0, Question 1 
291 : Fishing Pattern E: Season end Section 0, Question 1 
292: Fishing Pattern E: Racks Section E, Question 4(a) 
293: Fishing Pattern E: Tubs Section E, Question 4(a) 
294: Fishing Pattern E: Hooks per rack Section E, Question 4(b) 



295: 
296: 
297: 
298: 
299 : 
300: 
301 : 
302: 
303: 
304: 
305: 

Fishing 
Fishing 
Fishing 
Fishing 
Fishing 
Fishing 
Fishing 
Fishing 
Fishing 
Fishing 
Fishing 

Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
Pattern 
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E: Hooks per tub 
E: Hook manufacturer 

E: Hook type 
E: Hook size 
E: Ganglon material 

E: Ganglon size 
E: Ganglon length 
E: Ganglons rigged 
E: Swivels 
E: Groundllne material 

E: Floats 

306: Fishing Pattern E: Weights 

307: Fishing Pattern E: Anchor weight 
308: Fishing Pattern E: Anchor type 
309: Fishing Pattern E: Bait 1 

Section E, Question 4(b) 
Section E, Question 4(k) 
Section E, Question 4(1) 

Section E, Question 4(m) 
Section E, Question 4(g) 
Section E, Question 4(g) 
Section E, Question 4(h) 
Section E, Question 4(i) 
Section E, Question 40) 
Section E, Question 4(e) 

Section E, Questions 4(u) 
& 4(v) 

Section E, Questions 4(w), 
4(x) & 4(y) 

Section E, Question 4(d) 
Section E, Question 4(d) 

Section E, Questions 4(n) 
& 4(0) 

Section E, Questions 4(n) 
& 4(0) 

Section E, Questions 4(n) 
& 4(0) 

Section E, Questions 4(p) 
& 4(s) 

Section E, Questions 4(p) 
& 4(s) 

314: Fishing Pattern E: Auto baiter efficiency Section E, Questions 4(r) 
315: Fishing Pattern E: Racks or Tubs per string minimum Section E, 

Question 4(t) 
31 6: Fishing Pattern E: Racks or Tubs per string maximum Section E, 

31 0: Fishing Pattern E: Bait 2 

31 1: Fishing Pattern E: Notes on bait use 

31 2: Fishing Pattern E: Auto baiter type 

31 3: Fishing Pattern E: Auto gear type 

317: 
31 8 : 
319: 
320 : 
321: 
322: 

Fishing 
Fishing 
Fishing 
Fishing 
Fishing 
Fishing 

Pattern E: Limits on gear 
Pattern E: Minimum trip 
Pattern E: Maximum trip 
Pattern E: Time set gear 
Pattern E: Time start haul 
Pattern E: Usual soak time 

323: Fishing Pattern E: Sets per day 

Question 4(t) 
Section E, Question 4(z) 

Section F, Question 2 
Section F, Question 2 

Section F, Question 4(a) 
Section F, Question 4(b) 

of first hook Section F, 
Question 4(c) 

324: Fishing Pattern E: Sets per trip Section F, Question 4(e) 
These database fields contain the data on fishing pattern "E" in same formats as Variables 
228 to 279 use for fishing pattern "0", except for some deletion of fields not required in 
the record of the sole licence for which the interviewee reported two auto-baited fishing 
patterns. 

3 2 5: Soak time variations Section F, Question 4(d) 
Following the structure of the questionnaire, the interviewees were asked about 
variations in their soak times only once, rather than separately for each of their fishing 
patterns. The information obtained is given in this text field. In some records, it also 
includes amplification and explanation of the set and haul time information in the earlier 
fields. 
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Fishing Grounds Section F, Question 1 
All information about the large-scale spatial distribution 'of fishing activity that was 
collected during the survey was recorded on charts and is archived in that form. There is 
no information of that form in the database. 

326: Ground cue 1 Section F, Question 3 
327: Ground cue 2 Section F, Question 3 
328: Ground cue 3 Section F, Question 3 
329: Ground cue 4 Section F, Question 3 
33 0: Explanation of cues Section F, Question 3 
The question concerning the criteria used by the interviewees for selecting their fishing 
locations (Question 3 of Section F) was the only one that caused notable problems during 
the trial survey which preceded the interviews of selected licensees. In the survey 
itself, this question was asked as some variant of: "How do you decide where to set your 
gear? What makes you chose one place, rather than setting a mile or so away?". This 
approach generally produced an answer to the question intended by the survey's 
designers, although that answer was not normally any of the ones anticipated by the 
format of the questionnaire 132. Even thus phrased, however, this question probably 
caused the interviewees more problems than any other since it required them to 
verbalize their entire fishing expertise and then to summarize it in a few words. The end 
result is a set of information that, if looked at as a whole and interpreted carefully, may 
help determine what fishermen really do on the water. The coded values cannot, however, 
simply be subjected to numerical analyses if the conclusions generated are to be 
meaningful. 

The methods reported by various interviewees to select grounds were reduced to 
numerical codes for specific ·cues", which codes were entered into four database fields 
(Variables 326 to 329) in the sequence in which the interviewee mentioned the ·cues" 
that he used. (Unless he specifically identified a later-mentioned "cue" as being more 
important than earlier ones, in which case the sequence of their reported importance 
was followed.) Thus, the sequence of these fields has some relevance. The many 
variations, complexities and amplifying details that the interviewees offered were so 
frequent that they were entered into a text field within the database (Variable 330), 
rather than being relegated to the supplementary data sheets. 

COOes: 1 

2 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

1 0 
1 1 

Choose locations or bearings from past knowledge; Know 
the bottom 
Use information from the recent experience of other 
fishermen 
Look for fish echoes on the sounder 
Bottom type 
Depth 
Tides 
Avoid other gear 
Avoid dogfish etc. 
Use information from own recent experience 
Avoid marine traffic 
Choose pieces of good bottom from the charts 

132: A few interviewees explained their navigational methods rather than those they use to 
select the places to which they navigate. Where such answers could not be further clarified, we 
have assumed that such fishermen knew before leaving their wharf where they proposed to set 
and thus that they must select that location by prior knowledge (Le. Code "1"). 
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HANDLINE & JIGGER FISHING 
The next ten database fields hold the information on jigging and handlining for 
groundfish, the first of two non-Iongline fishing techniques addressed by the 
question naire. 

331: ,lIg/handline on longllne trips? Section E, Question 5(a) 
332: Jig/handline on other trips? Section E, Question 5(a) 
These variables contain the interviewees' reported activity levels in the handline and 
jigging fisheries, with that activity separately recorded by whether or not it occurred 
on trips when some longlining also occurred. Records with Variable 331 coded "3" 
usually indicate that the licensee reported jigging or handlining on a longline trip but in 
a few cases that code refers to longlining on a primarily hand fishing trip. 

Ca:Ies: 1 
2 
3 

No. Did not jig or handline on such trips 
Rarely. Did only a little such fishing. 
Yes. Did jig or handline on such trips. 

The records in these variables were naturally subject to differences in the interviewees' 
notions of how little fishing can be regarded as "none" and when "a little" fishing 
becomes a regular practice. This complication was not eased by the tendency (in some 
parts of the Region) for longline fishermen to jig while their gear was "setting" more 
for sport than for profit. It was hard for some interviewees to see such recreation as a 
serious part of their fishing. 

It should be noted that many interviewees who were very active in the handline fishery 
were never asked these questions because they were not active in the longline fishery in 
1990. 

333: Explanation of Jig/handline strategy Section E, Question 5(b) 
The interviewees' reported jigging and/or hand lining strategies, the seasonal and other 
interactions between these kinds of fishing and longlining, and the logic underlying their 
choices of when to engage in one or another kind of fishing are all summarized in this 
text field. 

334: No powered hauler Section E, Question 5(c) 
335: Line hauler Section E, Question 5(c) 
336: Jigging machine used as hauler Section E, Question 5(c) 
337: Auto Jigging machine Section E, Question 5(c) 
The various devices reported as being used for hauling jigs and handlines are recorded in 
these variables. Variable 334 records the use or otherwise of unaided hand-hauling 
and/or of an unpowered gurdy (which options are not distinguished in the survey data). 
Variable 335 records the use of otherwise of a simple line hauler (usually hydraulic); 
Variable 336 of a fully-automatic jigging machine that was used only as a line hauler; 
and Variable 337 of an auto jigger used as such. 

1 
2 

Named device not used 
Named device used 

338: Auto machine type Section E, Question 5(c) 
This is a text field containing additional information on the type of hauler used. Where 
the information could be obtained, this field records brand and model details for fully
automatic jigging equipment. 
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Line material Section E, Question 5(c) 
Every interviewee from whom the information could be obtained reported using only 
monofilament ("plastic") line when jigging or handlining. Since a code for this would be 
a constant, rather than a variable, it was eliminated from the database after its 
constancy became clear. 

339: Jig type Section E, Question 5(c) 
This variable holds a record of the jigging gear types (Le. those which mainly relied on 
unbaited hooks) that the interviewee reported using in 1990. Jigging equipment proved 
to be far more variable than longlining gear, perhaps because it allows each fisherman 
much more latitude for developing his own ideas. The codes used for this variable 
therefore tend to force reality to fit a preconceived classification to a far greater extent 
than occurred with the data on longline gear. 

Ccx:ies: 0 
1 
2 

3 
4 
5 

6 

.7 
8 

9 

1 0 
1 1 
12 
14 

15 

1 6 

Handline only, don't jig 
Norwegian jig 
Codes 1 +4: Norwegian & "herring" jigs (on separate 
lines) 
Norwegian jig with "bugs" above it 
"Herring" jig (sometimes coloured) 
Codes 2+3: Norwegian with "bugs" & "herring" jig (on 
separate lines) 
Norwegian sinker (hooks removed) with "bugs" or 
hooks above 
Lead sinker with "worms", "bugs" or the like 
Norwegian jig & lead "sow bug" sinker (on separate 
lines) 
Codes 1 + 7: Norwegian jig & weight with "worms" or 
"bugs" (on separate lines) 
Stainless steel sinker with hooks above 
Norwegian & home-made jigs (on separate lines) 
As Code 3 but with "worms" in place of "bugs" 
Codes 3+ 12: As Code 3 but with "bugs" on some lines 
and "worms" on others 
Sinkers with "worms" or mackerel "feathers" & 
Norwegian jigs (a" on separate lines) 
Codes 3+7: Norwegian jig with "bugs" & lead sinker 
with "worms", "bugs" etc. (on separate lines) 

Code "0" in this field indicates that the positive answers recorded in Variables 331 
and/or 332 refer to hand fishing with baited hooks only ("handlining" sensu stricto). 
Code "8", which was only recorded once early in the survey, may be the interviewer's 
confusion of the modern "bug" (a plastic-coated hook) with the old "sow bug" form of 
lead weight used in the 18th and 19th century handline fisheries but not otherwise 
recorded here for the very late 20th century. If this error was made, code "8" should be 
replaced by code "11". 

During the interviews, no attempt was made to record the complex varieties of unbaited 
troll gear, such as "Christmas trees", used in small-boat semi-pelagic fishing for 
pollock. A few details of them are, however, noted in the supplementary data sheets. 
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340: Handline gear Section E, Question 5(c) 
This variable holds a record of the type(s) of baited handline gear that the interviewee 
reported using in 1990. It is subject to at least as much doubt and complication as is 
Variable 339. 

COOes: 0 
1 
2 
3 

4 

5 
6 
7 

8 

9 

Jig only, don't handline 
5-10 Ib lead, 6-10 hooks 
2-5 Ib lead and artificial "worms" or "bugs" 
Norwegian sinker (Le. jig with hooks removed) with 
hooks on snoods up the line 
As jig codes 3, 11, 12, 13 or 14 but fished with bait 
on "bugs" or "worms" 
Bait on hooks of jig 
"Kidney" lead and lead beads 
Codes 5+ 1: Lead with hooks and baited jig (on separate 
lines) 
Codes 5+4: Jig with "bugs" or jig and other lines with 
"bugs", fished with bait em both the jig hooks and the 
"bugs" 
Unknown but baited handline definitely used 

Code "0" has the complementary significance to the same code in Variable 339. 

GROUNDFISH GILLNET FISHING 
The gillnetting questions were introduced on the addendum to the questionnaire which 
was not added to the survey until after the first few interviews had been completed. Even 
then, most of these questions were only asked of interviewees who reported doing at least 
some groundfish gillnetting and longlining on the same trips in 1990. Thus, few records 
contain information in all the fields of this group and even some that have a positive 
answer in Variable 53 have no data in Variables 343 to 349. 

341: Gllinet on longllne trips? Section E, Question 6(a) 
342: Glllnet on other trips? Section E, Question 6(a) 
These fields record the reported use of gillnets in a manner analogous to Variables 331 
and 332 for jigging. 

1 
2 

Gillnets were not used on such trips 
Gillnets were used on such trips 

It should again be noted that, as with the jigging data, those interviewees who were 
dedicated gillnetters, to the exclusion of any longlining, were never asked these 
questions. 

343: Explanation of glllneUlng strategy Section E, Questions 6(b) & 6(e) 
The reported details of the interviewee's gillnetting strategy and the relationship 
between his gillnetting and longlining activities are recorded in this text field. 

344: Number of nets set 
3 4 5: Length of net 
346: Net depth (In meshes) 
347: Net depth (In fathoms) 

Section E, Question 6(c) 
Section E, Question 6(c) 
Section E, Question 6(c) 
Section E, Question 6(c) 
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348: Minimum mesh size Section E, Question 6(c) 
349: Maximum mesh size Section E, Question 6(c) 
These variables record a basic description of the gillnets used, following the 
interviewees reports. The first interviewee to be asked these questions reported his net 
depth in linear measure. All subsequent ones (sometimes following prompting) gave it as 
a count of meshes. The net lengths are recorded in fathoms and the mesh sizes as 
stretched mesh, measured in inches. 

Net Location In Water Column Section E, Question 6(d) 
These nets were invariably set with their groundropes on the bottom. Hence, no field has 
been provided in the database for the answer to this question. 

CHANGES IN GEAR 
350: Years as captain this boat Section G, Question 1 
This field contains a count of the years that the interviewee had been captain of the boat 
that (in 1990) was operated under the selected licence, rounded to the next full year 
above. 

35 1: Changes In last five years Section G, Questions 2, 3, 4 & 5; 
Section H, Question 1 

All of the types of information on changes in the longline fisheries between 1986 and 
1990 are grouped into this one text field (except for some information on spatial 
changes which was recorded on the charts). The interviewees were prompted for this 
information by asking for each of the sub-headings of change requested in Section G of 
the questionnaire. However, in many cases their replies failed to capture data on all the 
changes that had occurred (indeed, often changes had been mentioned earlier in an 
interview and had to be referred to by the interviewer in order to obtain more details). 
This deficiency in the responses seems to have stemmed both from the length of 
interview preceding these questions (the interviewees often being more than a little 
drained by this stage of the process) but more importantly from what appeared to be a 
common perception of constancy, even in the midst of change. This tendency was often 
intermixed with a long memory for some changes that occurred far more than five years 
before the interviews. The interactions of these two factors will make for great 
difficulties in interpreting such information on temporal changes as was gathered during 
this survey. 

In asking for this information, particular care was taken to find when circle hooks were 
first used in various areas, that being the greatest change in longline fishing technology 
in recent years, other than the advent of LORAN C). Variable 351 should provide reliable 
data on the introduction of these hooks. 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
Questions 1 to 3 of Section H were rarely asked specifically. The discussion of temporal 
change resulting from the latter questions of Section G produced some information on 
matters other than longline technology, supplanting Question 1 of Section H. All such data 
is included in Variable 351. Most interviewees provided a great quantity of "general 
observations" but, rather than treat them as answers to Question 3 of Section H, they are 
reproduced in appropriate Sections and Appendices throughout this Report. 

After the first few interviews, it became obvious that any interviewee who was willing 
to answer all of the preceding questions would invariably submit to further questioning, 
should that be necessary. Meanwhile, simply asking Question 2 of Section H was 
insulting to some interviewees, while it suggested to others that, unbeknownst to them, 
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they had been free to refuse to participate in the present survey. It seemed better to drop 
that question from subsequent interviews. 

INTERVIEW DATA 
The final pair of variables in the database serves to record procedural information on 
the interviews. 

352: Date of Interview· Section A, Question 1 
The date on which the interview was conducted is entered in this date-format field as 
Month/DaylYear, to suit the U.S.-designed software package. 

Name of Interviewer 
All of the interviews were performed by the senior author of this Report. Hence, the 
interviewer's identity (requested by Question 1 of Section A) is not recorded in the 
database. 

353: Assessment of Interviewee's reliability Section H, Question 4 
This text field contains an assessment of the individual interviewee's reliability, 
prepared by the interviewer immediately following each interview. The contents of this 
field may help in the interpretation of anomalous data in other fields. 

In most records, this field is blank, indicating that the interviewee's answers were 
judged to be no more unreliable than the account in this Appendix suggests was normal 
for the database. In the other records, the comments in this field concern either specific 
variables for which the interviewer had some doubt about the validity of the answers 
given or else cover more general issues, as necessary. These comments were provided by 
the interviewer on a confidential basis and on the understanding that they would not be 
released by the contract authority. 

Hook Spreadsheet Description 

The corrected hook data, following the mail survey and the subsequent re-interpretation 
of the interview data on hooks (see Sections 2 and 5), are archived in the form of a 
spreadsheet (in Excel™ Version 4.0 format for a Macintosh™ computer, compressed into 
a self-expanding file), which spreadsheet also serves to calculate the various statistics 
of hook usage. This is the sole archive of the amended hook data, incorporating the results 
of the mail survey (see Sections 2 and 5). 

The cells in Column A, Rows 6 to 330 of this spreadsheet (less some embedded blank 
Rows) contain the groundfish licence numbers, with all leading zeros deleted, for all 
those licences covered by full interviews (those with codes "1" or "3" in database 
Variable 3). These licences are arranged by fishing patterns "A" to "E" and, within those 
patterns by boat-size class, by county group, by activity level (codes "1" and "3" from 
Variable 3) and then by licence number. This Column thus identifies the interview 
record corresponding to each spreadsheet Row. 

The same Rows of Columns B, C and D contain codes for, respectively, the county group, 
boat-size class and activity level of the licence, using the codes in database Variables 1, 
2 and 3. Column E contains the code "1 n if a hook specimen was received in response to 
the mail survey that related to the particular reported fishing pattern. The cells of this 
Column are otherwise blank. 
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Columns F to L are each assigned to a particular generic hook type (respectively: circle, 
longshank circle, easybait, Limerick, halibut, Oporto and gravitation hooks). In each of 
spreadsheet Rows 6 to 330 and in each of these Columns, if a hook was received of the 
named type and from the particular licensee (and fishing pattern), the corresponding 
cell contains the code "1 ". If hooks of two or more types were received, the 
corresponding cells contain codes that sum to unity (along each Row) and which crudely 
represent the relative frequency of the types in the fishing pattern, as reported during 
the interview (e.g . two equally-frequently used types would each bear the code "0.5"). If 
no report of relative frequency was received, the various types are assumed to have been 
equally frequent. In those Rows for which no hook was received, these cells are coded in 
exactly the same way but on the basis of re-interpreted interview data. By using Column 
E as an index, it is possible to distinguish those Rows on which these data are based on 
the mail survey from those in which they are based on interview reports. 

For these same Rows, Columns M and N contain data on the first two reported directed 
species in the corresponding fishing pattern, coded as in database Variables 69 and 70. 
Columns 0, P and Q contain statistics on the numbers of hooks set per day, extracted 
from the database as outlined in Section 5 above. Columns R to Ware used to calculate the 
survey sampling ratio (total number of active longline licences in the fleet : number of 
licences for which data are available) for each Row. As archived, the calculated ratios 
give zero weight to the interview data. Minor amendments would allow equal weight for 
both the interview and the mail survey data sets. Column X contains the product of the 
estimated hooks set per day (Column Q) and the sampling ratio (Column W). Column Y is 
blank. 

Columns Z to AF then contain the products of Column W with each of Columns F to L. 
Summing these numbers down each column gives estimates of the numbers of fishing 
patterns in the entire fleet that involve the use of each generic hook type. These sums are 
presented in Row 334 of Columns Z to AF. As archived, these estimates are based on the 
mail survey data only. Column AG is blank. Columns AH to AN contain the products of 
Columns F to L with Column X. Their column-sums, in Row 335, are estimates of the 
numbers of hooks of each type in use in the fleet. Row 336 of these Columns (AH to AN) 
contains these values expressed as percentages of their sum, that is, the percentage 
frequency of each generic hook type in the whole Scotia-Fundy groundfish longline fleet. 

The Columns from AO to BI contain data on individual sizes of circle, longshank circle, 
easybait and gravitation hooks (the only generic types for which more than one size was 
reported), following the same conventions as are applied to the generic types in Columns 
F to L (with blank columns before each new generic type). Columns BJ to CD contain the 
products of Columns AO to BI with Column W, while Columns CE to CV likewise contain 
the products of Columns AO to BI with Column X. These Columns are summed in Row 335, 
providing hook-size-specific values equivalent to the hook-type values in Columns Z to 
AN. 

Rows 341 to 665 of this spreadsheet provide a "calculator" for group-specific hook
usage statistics. In these Rows, Column W provides a key for identifying which records 
are desired in a particular group and stores their appropriate sampling ratios. As 
archived, this key selects only data on the over 65 ft sector. (Some alternative "IF" 
statements are stored in adjacent cells.) Column X performs a similar function but 
stores the hook-usage figures from Rows 6 to 330 of the same Column. In Rows 341 to 
665, the subsequent Columns then contain the same figures for these selected records as 
they do for all the records in Rows 6 to 330. Rows 667 to 671 of these columns provided 
labelled column-sums. 
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To use this "calculator", it is first necessary to ensure that the sampling ratio 
calculations in Columns R to Wand Rows 6 to 330 are correctly set to include or exclude 
the interview data, as desired. It is then necessary to change the "IF" statements in Rows 
341 to 665 of Columns Wand X such that they select only the records in a particular 
group (e.g. a boat-size class, county group for boat sizes under 45 ft, or particular 
directed species). The hook-usage statistics for that group can then be read from Rows 
667 to 671. 
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APPENDIX 4 : A GLOSSARY OF SOME TERMS USED BY THE 
LONGLINE FISHERMEN OF THE SCOTIA-FUNDY REGION 

The technical terminology used by the fixed-gear fishermen of the Scotia-Fundy Region 
differs in several ways from that used by most fisheries scientists and administrators, 
who tend to follow British, rather than Maritime Canadian, usage. In the interests of 
facilitating future communication as much as to make this Report comprehendible, some 
of the terms used by local fishermen are discussed here. 

In this glossary, the meanings of the words are based on the ways in which they were 
used during the interviews and not on any actual definitions offered by the interviewees. 
Since the fishermen were speaking with a scientist they often adopted terminology that 
was clearly not natural for them. In what follows, such complications have hopefully 
been removed. 

Words used in one discussion that are listed elsewhere in this glossary are printed in 
bold face. 

ANCHOR LINE: See Buoy line. 

BACK LINE: See Groundllne. 

BAIT: Used as a noun in the conventional way to describe the material placed on a 
hook to attract fish, as a verb denoting the action of placing bait on a hook, 
and as adjectival derivatives of these (in expressions such as "bait 
shed"). 

Also used as a noun encompassing all forms of natural fish food in the 
water column (e.g. herring, squid). "Bait" in this sense is sometimes 
called "feed". 

BAIT BAG: Small netting bag designed to hold bait in a lobster trap, also known as a 
"pot bag" . Such bags are used in some kinds -of longllne fishing to hold 
small rocks which serve to weight the gear. In at least some cases, bait 
bags of rocks are attached to the gear simply by catching them on a hook, 
though other fishermen may tie or snap them to the groundllne. 

BALLASTFISH: Fish species name used on both sides of the lower Bay of Fundy. 
Probably, but not certainly, the monkfish, monktall, American angler 
or goosefish, Lophius americanus. (qv: Toadflsh) 

BALLOON: Inflated plastic marker float. Known as a "bladder" in some areas. The 
older term "keg" is still used also, though it is unlikely that anyone uses 
true kegs any more. 

BEAM: See Width. 

BEARING: Commonly used of a numerical LORAN reading, which refers to a 
theoretical hyperbola drawn between two LORAN transmitter stations, 
rather than with its official meaning of an angle defined relative to the 
compass. 
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Area of bottom temporarily reserved for the use of one boat. In areas 
where the concentration of gear on the grounds is high, fishermen must 
find an unoccupied berth and then occupy it; the occupation of a particular 
piece of ground being achieved largely by the physical presence of ones 
gear. 

The more general nautical meaning of a "berth" as a person's sleeping 
place, and its extension as any other place or role occupied by a person, 
may also be known in the long line fisheries but were not noted during 
the interview survey. 

BLADDER: See Balloon. 

BOARD DRAGGER: See Dragger. 

BOTTOM: Used of the seabed, usually in a sense akin to the scientific "bottom 
quality". A "bottom chart" is therefore one that shows surficial sediment 
types and not simply the bathymetry. "Good bottom" and "bad bottom" 
refer to the seabed classified by its suitability for longlining, on the basis 
of sediment type and biota (qv: Live bottom). 

Also used of the seabed in a spatial sense. Thus, "not much bottom around 
here" means that there is a lack of good fishing areas locally. This 
meaning is also often expressed as "ground" (qv: Ground). 

BOX: Several kinds of boxes are in common use for storing and carrying fish: 

(1) The open-topped, stackable plastic type with moulded handles at each 
end, commonly seen around fishing wharfs, is often known as a "tote tray" 
or simply as a "tray". 

(2) The large (approximately 1 m3), double-walled cuboid boxes with 
foam inSUlation widely used around fish plants and for trucking fish are 
sometimes called "insulated boxes" but more often just as "grey boxes", 
that being their usual colour. 

(3) Other types of boxes used include various large wooden, glassfibre 
and glassfibre-on-wood structures, often custom designed for a 
particular boat. In Shelburne County, certain forms of these are known as 
fish kids when fitted aboard a boat. 

BUGS: Straight hooks with their shanks enclosed in coloured plastic lures. 
Often attached to the line of a Jig (a fathom or so above the JIg itself), 
via short monofilament snoods. Some fishermen use the term "bugs" for 
what others would call "worms" but others use it for lures that are 
moulded into the shape of a generalized insect. 

BUL TOW: An arrangement of handline gear, sometimes used by Shelburne County 
fishermen, in which four lines with baited hooks are suspended from a 
boat (one from each bow and one from each quarter), which motors 
slowly across the grounds. 
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In the mid-nineteenth century, this term was used for what would now be 
called a "Iongllne" or "trawl"; a usage that was still current into the 
early twentieth century, in the scientific community at least (Perley 
1852; Huntsman 1918). 

A small, close-packed group of fish. (qv: Run) 

BUOY LINE: Rope connecting the various kinds of marker floats of long line gear to 
the anchors or weights on the bottom. Also called "anchor line" by some 
fishermen. 

CAPTAIN: The man in command of any fishing boat is the "captain" . The term 
"skipper", although used in some places, is not universally recognized. 

CATFISH: Atlantic wolffish, Anarhichas lUpus. 

CHICKEN HALIBUT: A small halibut; the converse of a "whale" halibut (cf. pi ng
pong haddock). 

CHRISTMAS TREE: A home-made array of handline gear comprising a number of 
hooks (sometimes a large number) and any complex arrangement of 
multiple lures (e.g. the coloured plastic streamers sold for decorating 
children's bicycles). Some fishermen tow ·Christmas trees" in mid
water to catch pollock. 

CIRCLE HOOK: Used both as a specific descriptor for the true circle hook (also known 
as a "full circle", "ring" or "G" hook) and sometimes as a generic 
descriptor for a wider range of modern hooks, including the longshank 
circle (sometimes called a "semi-circle hook" or, in Cape Breton, an 
"eagleclaw hook" ), easybait and similar designs. 

When necessary, old-style traditional hooks are distinguished as "J 
hooks·, "straight hooks" (not to be confused with the hook manufacturers' 
meaning of that term as the converse of a kirbed hook) or occasionally 
·open hooks", though those fishermen who still use them often see these 
simply as "hooks", not requiring adjectival modification. 

CLOSE GEAR: See Far away gear. 

COD TRAWL: Longllne gear designed to catch cod. This term is primarily used in Cape 
Breton where it distinguishes this type of longllne from the heavier 
gear used for halibut. 

CONGER EEL: Ocean pout, Macrozoarces american us. (qv: Lamper eel and Laughing 
jack) . 

COIL: 

COUPLE: 

A length of groundllne equal to six lines or 300 fathoms. This is the 
standard unit by which line is now sold. It is sometimes called a "shot". 

When used as a substitute for a number, "couple" does not usually have its 
dictionary meaning of "about two" but comes closer to "a few·, the exact 
number intended probably varying with circumstance. For example: "I 
only set a couple of tubs" might mean that the speaker sets a half dozen 
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or more, which is few relative to the 20 to 40 tubs of gear run by 
many fishermen. 

COVE: Used to denote any re-entrant in the bathymetric contours, other than the 
largest gullies and canyons. "The Cove of Browns" is a prominent example 
(at least on the fathom chart; it is barely noticeable on the metric one), 
lying in the north-central part of Browns Bank. 

DAYLIGHT: A closely-defined (solar) time of day, slightly later than "dawn". 
"Daylight" is probably synonymous with "coming daylight" and "breaking 
daylight", though to some fishermen these may be slightly earlier times. 
"Daylight" clearly varies with respect to clock time, as sunrise times 
change through the seasons. "Daylight" is certainly n21 the same as 
"daytime", which covers the whole period from dawn to sunset. 

DRAGGER: Used synonymously with the official/scientific term "trawler" to 
describe a fishing boat that tows a net through the water. Just as with the 
official term, "dragger" encompasses everything from lobster boats 
equipped to drag flounder for bait up to offshore factory-freezer 
draggers. This term is also used by the fishermen for scallop boats 
("scallop draggers"). Where necessary, draggers equipped to catch finfish 
are distinguished as "fish draggers". "Board draggers" are what are be 
known to scientists as "otter trawlers" and are thus distinct from Danish 
seiners, a group that is sometimes lumped into the dragger category and 
sometimes not. 

Used also in verb and adjectival forms to refer to the fishing method used 
by draggers or to their equipment, landings etc. 

DRAGGER TWINE: Polypropylene braided twine used in the manufacture and repair of 
dragger nets. It is chosen by a few longllne fishermen for the 
ganglons of their longllne. Also called "mending twine" or "dragger 
mending twine". 

DROP ON: The action of picking up one end of a string of gear to begin hauling is 
most often called "dropping on" to the gear. 

DRUM: Large hydraulic-driven spool used to store the groundllne on board 
some larger boats. Drum gear is primarily used for pelagic longlining, 
in which the line is made from monofilament. For demersal longlining, 
the captains of some swordfish-licensed boats remove their drums and 
carry their longllne in conventional tubs but others put the 
ground line on their drums. A few very large longliners are equipped 
with drums specifically for halibut fishing. 

With drum gear, the ganglons are tied to spring clips (generally known 
as "swordfish snaps") which are clipped onto the groundllne as it 
runs over the stern. A few smaller boats store their ground lines in 
tubs but still use snap-on ganglons. 

EAGLECLAW: See: Circle hook 
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The pelvic fins of cod and some other fish are sometimes known as the 
"ears". 

FALSE DECK: Many open lobster boats are equipped with a removable structure that 
can be dropped into their open cockpits and bolted into place, thus giving 
them some of the attributes of "decked over" boats. These structures, or 
"false decks", incorporate a small fish hold, have rails around their sides, 
the usual gear essential to shooting longllne from tubs and, in some 
cases, even small shelters for the crew built on top. 

Some other boats are equipped with a lesser arrangement, described as 
being "hatched over" or (lesser still) "partly hatched". 

FAR AWAY GEAR: Expression most often heard in Cape Breton and used to describe 
gear rigged with the ganglon8 further apart than they would be in 
close gear. The actual distance is relative but 72" cod trawl would 
certainly be classed as far away gear, while 42" trawl would be 
considered close. 

FEED: 

FISH: 

See Bait. 

Used as a noun with its dictionary meaning of any kind of finfish but also 
with the much more restrictive meaning of an alternative for "codfish", 
which itself is synonymous with the scientists' "cod" (Gadus morhua). 

Also used as a verb, both with the general meaning of attempting to take 
any form of aquatic animal but also (and perhaps more frequently) with a 
much more restrictive meaning equivalent to the official "cod fishing". 
Fishing for other species is distinguished as "Iobstering", "halibuting", 
"haddocking" etc. when necessary. Naturally, such diverse meanings for a 
single word can lead to considerable confusion. 

FISH KID: A Shelburne County term for a fixed, rigid box used to store the catch on 
board. 

FISHERY: Used in general of the fishing industry or some sector of it. When used in 
discussions of the deleterious effects of various actions (as in: "It will 
ruin the fishery"), however, it has a very different meaning which is not 
exactly synonymous with either the industry or the resource. A 
"fishery", in this latter sense, is ruined when the resource is so depleted, 
dispersed or otherwise altered that a particular industry sector can no 
longer catch enough fish to cover its costs. Thus, the ruin of a "fishery" 
implies both a change in resource status (or perhaps resource production 
or availability) .a.n.d. an economic decline in the catching sector. 

FLOATING ROPE: See Rope. 

GANGION: Light line connecting a single hook to the groundllne. Gangions used to 
be known by the (British) term "snood" and a substantial minority of 
the fishermen still prefer that term. 

This term was formerly spelt "ganging" (Goode 1887; Templeman and 
Fleming 1956) or "gang en" (Wallace 1955). It originally applied to a 
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fine line that ran from the hook to the snood in older handline gear. 
With the nineteenth century advent of longllne gear, this two-part 
connection was abandoned. New England fishermen chose to retain the 
term "ganging" (ct. Goode 1887) whereas some of those in Canada held to 
"snood". 

["Gangion" is usually pronounced as though spelt "gain-ji-on" but 
sometimes "gan-ji-on". Wallace (1955) heard it as "gan-jen".] 

Used of any fishing gear, including longllne. Specific kinds of longllne 
or "trawl" are usually referred to by combinations such as "big gear", 
"heavy gear", "small gear", "fine gear", "close gear" and "far away 
gear" or by species-specific combinations such as "halibut gear" or 
"hake gear". 

"Big" or "heavy" gear is usually an individual fisherman's largest-hooked 
gear, which may be intended for cod or halibut fishing. ·Small" or "fine" 
gear is usually for haddocking. These terms denote relative, not absolute, 
hook size however and one fisherman's "heavy gear" may resemble 
another's ·cod gear" if the latter also runs heavy halibut gear. "Small" or 
"fine" gear may, but does not always, involve lighter materials than "big" 
or "heavy" gear, hook size being the essential issue for most fishermen. 

GILLNET: See: Net 

GRAPNEL: A stockless anchor with multiple (often six) flukes, typically made of 
welded reinforcing rod. (qv. Trawl anchor) 

GREY BOX: See Box. 

GROUND: See Bottom. "Ground" is also used (often in the plural) to mean a general 
fishing area, as in "the Inside grounds". 

GROUNDFISH: This term is the cause of considerable confusion. To most fishermen, it 
seems to be synonymous with the scientific "gadoid fish", which includes 
cod, haddock, hake, pollock and similar species; a meaning once current in 
the scientific community too (e.g. McKenzie 1946b). To DFO, however, it 
now covers a much wider collection of species, roughly equivalent to the 
scientific "demersal fish". This dual meaning seems to have confused some 
fishermen and one interviewee was even unsure whether the term 
properly included mackerel. (It does not.) 

GROUNDLlNE: The main line of longllne gear to which the ganglons are attached. 
Also known as "back line", "main line", "trawl line" or "head line". Each 
of these terms is preferred along different parts of the coast and, although 
there is no simple geographic distribution of usage, there has been such 
little spread of these particular terms that many fisnermen seem 
unaware of the alternatives. 

HANDLINE: A method of fishing that uses baited hooks on a monofilament line (along 
with some kind of weight), the line being held in the hand. 

In the Nova Scotian part of the Scotia-Fundy Region, the process of 
"handlining" is distinguished from Jigging by most, though certainly not 
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by all, fishermen. "Handliners" (whether that term is applied to boats or 
fishermen), however, fish by hand Jigging and/or handlining without 
requiring a separate term. (Whether a boat equipped with auto-Jigging 
machines can be said to be a "handliner" is a moot point.) 

In southern New Brunswick, by contrast, both handlining (sensu stricto) 
and (hand) Jigging seem to be known as "handlining" or "line fishing", 
without discrimination on the basis of the presence or absence of bait. 
"Line-fishing boats" in that area are not, therefore, longliners nor all 
hook-and-line boats collectively, but rather the small handlining and 
Jigging boats. 

HEAD LINE: See Groundllne. This variant was only heard during interviews in 
Sambro and in Queens County. 

HEMP ROPE: Sometimes used to refer to three strand synthetic rope similar to that 
sometimes termed "trawl". It is unlikely that any rope made of hemp 
fibre is in current use in the longllne fisheries. 

HIGH FLIER: A small float bearing a radar reflector on a long pole. Most fishermen 
place a single highflier at one end of each string of gear with a large 
balloon between it and the buoy line to prevent the tide from dragging 
the highflier under. The opposite end of the string has a balloon only. 

HOIST: The hydraulic hauler used for hauling the groundllne and buoy line is 
known as a "hoist" to some fishermen in southwest Nova Scotia. In most 
parts of the Region, this is known simply as a "hauler". The sheave on the 
top, around which the groundllne passes, is the "gurdy" (in Shelburne 
County, at least). 

HOLD, HOLE: "Hold" is often used alone as an alternative to the more formal "fish hold" 
and is usually pronounced as though spelt "hole". 

HOUSE: 

INSIDE: 

J HOOK: 

Used without qualification in relation to a boat, this refers to the enclosed 
wheelhouse area on a Cape Islander-style boat. This should not be confused 
with the expression "fish house" (sometimes also abbreviated to "house") 
which is a building on shore, usually near the fisherman's wharf, nor 
with a fisherman's home. 

Used as both an adjective and a noun to describe fishing grounds close to 
the coast. This term is not used, as might be supposed, for grounds 
landward (literally "inside") of the outermost capes and rocks but rather 
for the areas extending seaward of those rocks for about 20 or 30 miles, 
i.e. inside the offshore banks and the deep basins of the Scotian Shelf. In 
this sense, "inside" would have a similar meaning to "inshore" had the 
latter term not been officially adopted as referring to boats of a certain 
size range, many of which venture far beyond the inside grounds. 

In its adjectival form, "inside" can have more specific meanings. The 
"deep water inside Browns", for example, is the relatively deep water 
between the coastal slope (the inside grounds) and Browns Bank. (qv. On 
the shore) 

See Circle hook. 
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JELLY CAT: Northern wolffish, Anarhichas denticulatus (qv. Wolfflsh). 

JIGGING: 

KEG: 

KID: 

Method of fishing that uses an unbaited hook and a lure cum weight on the 
end of a monofilament line, the fish being attracted by repeated 
movements of the lure. The line may be worked entirely by hand or the 
fisherman may have the aid of a power hauler. There are also electric 
jigging machines that can be programmed to carry out the entire jigging 
process automatically. (qv. Handline) 

See Balloon. 

See Fish kid. 

LAMPER EEL: A fish species. Probably, but not certainly, ocean pout, Macrozoarces 
americanus (qv. Conger eel and Laughing Jack). 

LANE: Theoretical band of ocean between two LORAN hyperbolae drawn on the 
navigational chart (a concept drawn from the former Decca Navigator 
system and not really technically applicable to LORAN). Also used of 
either of the lines delimiting such a band and, by extension, of other 
LORAN hyperbolae that can be detected with a receiver but which are not 
plotted on the published chart. "Lanes" in this last sense are synonymous 
with "bearings". 

LAUGHING JACK: Ocean pout, Macrozoarces americanus (qv. Conger eel and 
Lamper eel). 

LIN E: A general term for various kinds of cordage and for their applications 
(e.g. groundllne, handline). Also a unit of length of such cordage, equal 
to 50 fathoms. 

LIVE BOTTOM: Generally used of seabed that is rich in the sorts of attached macro
epibenthos that can get caught on longllne gear (e.g. tunicates or 
·pissers"). Such bottom is hard and therefore is suitable for longlining. 
However, at least one interviewee used the term for the opposite type of 
seabed; one alive with ·slob eels· (Le. hagfish) and ·sand fleas" (i.e. 
amphipods). Such a bottom is soft and is unsuitable for longlining. This 
latter kind of bottom is more often known as "dead bottom". 

LONGLINE: Most Maritime fishermen would probably only use the term "Iongline" to 
refer to pelagic swordfish longline gear and perhaps also to demersal 
longline gear set by very large boats. For their own demersal gear, they 
prefer the local term "trawl". They do recognize "Iongliners" and a 
"Iongline fishery", though many would not consider that open lobster 
boats engaged in trawling qualify as "Iongliners". The characteristics 
that distinguish a "Iongliner" in this sense from lesser craft are not at all 
clear. They are not a matter of hull form (as in the Newfoundland 
"Iongliner" boat type) nor is there any apparent distinction in the gear 
used. (There is, for example, no equivalent to the British distinction 
between "great lines" and "little lines".) It may be that a boat setting 
trawl qualifies as a "Iongliner" if it is decked over and hence dedicated to 
finfish fishing (Iobstering, except in the offshore lobster fishery, 
requiring an open boat). 
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These complications notwithstanding, the fishermen are aware that their 
trawling is officially known as "Ionglining", that being the term used on 
their licences and in government announcements. They are, therefore, 
usually quite capable of communicating with scientists ignorant enough to 
call trawl "Iongline", albeit with occasional mutual confusion. 

MESHES: Pronounced "mashes" and used not only as· the plural of "mesh" (when 
discussing, for example, the mesh size of a net) but also as a collective 
noun denoting the fabric of a net (less the various ropes, floats and other 
gear). This latter meaning is also covered by the terms "twine" and 
"webbing". 

MIDDLE BUOY: Marker float set part way along a string of longllne , usually with a 
simple weight (rather than an anchor) on the bottom, where its buoy 
line is also attached to the groundllne. The principle function of a 
middle buoy is to allow easy recovery of the gear if the groundllne 
parts off. 

MONKTAIL or MONKFISH: American angler or goosefish, Lophius americanus (qv. 
Ballastflsh, Toadflsh). 

MORNING: A time period usually covering the hours immediately after midnight and 
ending shortly before dawn. The urban-dweller's "morning" (from dawn 
to noon) is more likely to be called "after daylight" and "before dinner" 
("dinner" being the noon-time meal; the urban, evening "dinner" is 
"supper" throughout the fishing communities). 

MORNING SET: A longllne set where the gear is set a few hours before daylight. 
The boat then usually drops onto the gear at daylight, allowing it to 
set for only a minimal time. 

NATIONAL BOAT: Fishing boat (usually a large stern dragger) owned by National Sea 
Products Ltd., the major operator of "offshore" (over 100 ft) draggers 
in this Region. By extension, any Canadian "offshore" stern dragger may 
be referred to as a "National boat". 

NET: When used without qualification (particularly in such forms as "net 
fishing" or "to go netting"), "net" usually refers to a groundflsh gillnet. 
This type of gear is also widely referred to as a "gillnet" (the official 
term), though that leads to occasional confusion with gillnetting for small 
pelagics (mostly herring and mackerel). Groundflsh gillnets are still 
often called "cod nets", though in many areas they are rarely set for cod 
now (more often they are used to catch pollock) and some fishermen 
understand "cod net" to mean specifically a gillnet set to catch cod. 

NIGHT SET: A long line set where the gear is set sometime between dusk and 
midnight. Such sets are usually left to "set" for longer than morning 
sets are. 

ON THE SHORE: Geographic descriptor used of fishing areas very close to the shore 
(within a few miles) and thus inshore of the Inside grounds. 
Confusingly, "on the shore" in this sense does not mean "on land", though 
it may be used with that meaning also in appropriate contexts. 
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OPEN BOAT: A boat without a sealed, structural deck. As in official nautical 
terminology (if not in common English), a Cape Island-style boat is 
generally (though apparently not universally) regarded as "open", even 
though it has a true deck extending some distance aft from the bow and a 
more-or-Iess water-tight platform (plus unsealed side and after decks) 
aft. Much smaller boats, such as dories, may of course be entirely open. 
With ever-smaller boats being built in the Cape Island style, there is 
sometimes a need to distinguish these two forms. 

OPEN HOOK: See Circle hook. 

PART OFF: Used in preference to "part" as a verb describing the parting of a 
groundll ne or ganglon. 

PATCH IN: To mix something along the gear, as in "patching in" lengths of floating 
rope along a groundllne otherwise made of (sinking) trawl or to 
"patch in" squid and mackerel bait by baiting alternate groups of (e.g.) 
50 hooks with each of the two kinds. 

PING-PONG HADDOCK: Very small haddock. The actual size meant seems to vary with 
the speaker, the upper limit being perhaps 17" or 19" total length. 

PLASTIC LINE: A common expression for monofilament line, as used for Jigs and 
handllnes. Most fishermen recognize the more formal "monofilament" 
though many cannot easily summon it to mind when they need a suitable 
descriptor for their gear. 

POT BAG: See Bait bag. 

POUNDS: The standard unit by which catches are compared and recorded, neither 
metric units nor Imperial units larger than pounds being used. Catches 
are frequently quoted as numerals without units. Unless these are very 
small and their smallness is being stressed (e.g. when a fisherman's total 
haddock catch for a season was as low as a half-dozen individual fish), 
they are invariably intended as a weight in pounds. Thus, a catch 
described as "10 000 of codfish" contained 5 short tons of cod, made up of 
perhaps as few as a few hundred individual fish. Catches seem most often 
to be quoted as dressed weight, that being the unit by which they are 
usually sold, but this is probably not an invariant rule . 

QUOTA: This term is always used to refer to what is, officially, a "trip limit". In 
1990, few longllne fishermen seemed to have any consciousness of the 
existence of official quotas (Le. limits on the total catch of a stock by a 
fleet sector) nor of Total Allowable Catches ("TACs", which the mass 
media often call "quotas"). 

RED DEVILS: A form of artificial lure similar to bugs. 

RIG: Verb describing the action of constructing long line gear from its 
various components. To take gear apart and re-construct it is to "rig 
over" the gear. As a past participle, this verb is used to describe the 
distance, along the groundllne,between adjacent ganglons. The 
fishermen, however, use an older form of this participle and thus speak 
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of typical halibut gear, for example, being "rug two fathoms". This 
distance is almost invariably measured in units of fathoms by fishermen. 

If used without qualification, this generally refers to three strand 
polypropylene rope, which is also called "floating rope" and "lobster 
rope", the latter from its frequent use with lobster traps. 

As a noun, refers to a group of fish migrating together. Runs of fish are 
usually predictable movements but the term can be used to refer to any 
aggregation of fish provided that they are on the move (over some 
extended time period: they could be static for days and still be a "run": qv 
Bunch) . 

As a verb, can be used of fish ("when the gaspareau are running") but 
also of a fisherman's activity with his gear ("you have to run more tubs 
now than before"). 

SAND DAB: American plaice, Hippoglossoides platessoides. 

SAND FLEAS: Amphipods found on muddy bottom. They eat the bait off the hooks and 
so disrupt longlining. 

SCHOOL: 

SET: 

SHACK: 

A less commonly used term for a group of fish, which are more likely to 
be referred to as a run or a bunch, as appropriate. 

As a verb, can mean the process of deploying longllne gear, while as a 
noun it can refer to a single deployment of part or all of a boat's gear, 
both of which terms are fully understandable to scientists. However, as a 
verb it can also refer to leaving the gear deployed (as in: "I let the gear 
set for a couple of hours before dropping onto the hlghtller"). This 
meaning, in which "set" may be a corruption of ·sit", roughly equates to 
the scientist's "soak". 

As a verb, describes the process of releasing undersized or otherwise 
unwanted fish (e.g. "shack off anything under 17 inches"). 

As a noun, it is used to refer to species with secondary economic value, 
the species in question apparently depending on the fishery usually 
engaged in by the particular fisherman. 

To halibut fishermen, ·shack" usually refers to those bycatch species 
(primarily hake but also others) that are suitable for use as halibut 
bait. By extension, in the Sambro area (and perhaps elsewhere) it is 
used in various adjectival combinations for activities and objects not 
connected with the halibut fishery. "Shack gear" to a Sambro deepwater 
halibut fisherman is what would be known elsewhere as "fine gear", 
"shack fishing" is fishing for various gadoids and so on. 

In southwestern Nova Scotia, however, "shack" can refer to anything 
other than cod, haddock, pollock and halibut. Bycatches of hake and cusk 
from cod- or haddock-directed fishing, which are landed and sold, are 
termed "shack". By extension, when the fishing for preferred species is 
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slack, trips may be directed towards hake and cusk; an activity referred 
to by some participants as "shack fishing"133. 

SH E FISH: Female fish are often called "she fish". Although the equivalent expression 
is also used, males seem less often to be referred to as "he fish" (perhaps 
because, in the context of recruitment overfishing, males are simply less 
often referred to in any way). "She spawned codfish" are ripe female cod 
shortly before spawning. 

SHOT: See Coli. 

SHY: Adjective, primarily heard in southwest Nova Scotia, describing the state 
of a fish resource when it is scarce (as in, "the fish were very shy last 
year" meaning that there were few of them). This should not be confused 
with terms such as "hook shy" that are occasionally seen in the scientific 
literature and which relate to the behaviour of individual fish, though the 
derivations of the two usages may be similar. 

SICK: An adjective describing emaciated fish immediately after they have 
spawned. Biologically, there is no reason to suppose that fish are 
diseased when they are "sick" in this sense. It is not clear whether or not 
the fishermen equate such "sickness" with disease. In some areas, fish 
will not usually take a hook when they are sick. 

SKATE: Most often used of the rajid fishes but also used as a unit of longllne 
gear by a few fishermen. One "skate", in this sense, usually comprises 
five lines or 250 fathoms of groundllne and the associated gang Ions 
and hooks. Some fishermen, however, use it for other lengths of gear, 
such as 200 frn. It is doubtful whether anyone still stores such gear made 
up into skates with canvas covers in the traditional way. Rather, a "skate" 
is probably worked from a tub in the same manner as other longllne 
gear. 

True skates were used aboard some Nova Scotian halibut schooners early 
this century (Wallace 1955). They were introduced into the Lunenburg 
offshore halibut fleet in 1935 since the tubs previously used proved too 
bulky (McKenzie 194Gb). It is not known when they were abandoned. 

SLIME EEL or SLOB EEL: Atlantic hagfish, Myxine glutinosa. 

SLlNG·DlNGING: Attaching extra weights to a groundllne to make it sink faster. 

133: No fishing patterns primarily directed towards cusk were recorded during the present 
survey and the only hake-directed fishing patterns were the specialized ones on The Hake 
Ridge, in the Grand Manan Basin and off Yarmouth. There may indeed have been no secondary 
cusk or hake fishing ("shack fishing" in this southwest Nova Scotian sense) by any of the 
interviewees during 1990 (as a consequence of the local depletion of these species or simply as 
a chance result of sampling). However, the gear-based definition of a ·fishing pattern· used 
here would have resulted in such ·shack· being reported as, at most, a minor directed species. 
Among the 104 licences for under 65 ft boats based in Queens and Shelburne counties that were 
covered by interviews, there were eight reports of cusk as a minor directed species in 
primarily cod and/or haddock-directed fishing patterns and five such of hake. 
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A "sling-ding" was formerly any convenient weight (such as a bag filled 
with rocks) that could be used in place of an anchor on dory trawl gear. 
Sling-dings in this sense were once used in the winter haddock fishery 
(Wallace 1955). 

SNAKE ROPE: Occasional term for the EasyHaul brand of groundllne; derived from its 
black and white checkered appearance. 

SNAP: See Swordfish snap. 

SNOOD: Pronounced ·snud" or even "sud". See Ganglon. 
One interviewee recognized "snood" as being the rope that hooks onto a 
lobster trap. 

SOUND: Swimbladder of a fish. 

SPAWNED: When used of a she fish, "spawned" is most likely to mean 'filled with 
spawn' (Le. full of eggs, or "ripe" in biological terminology). A fish that 
scientists would say has "spawned", meaning 'completed spawning', would 
generally be called ·slck" by longllne fishermen. 

ST AN 0: A projection over the bow of a boat designed for a fisherman to stand on 
when harpooning a swordfish. In its more developed forms, it resembles a 
yacht's ·pulpit" on the end of a sailing boat's bowsprit. 

STOCK: The annual gross earnings of a boat before any deductions or shares are 
taken out (as in: "I stocked $35 000 last year"). The fishermen are also 
fully aware of the official meaning of "stock", denoting a group of fish of 
one particular species. 

STRAIGHT HOOK: See Circle hook. 

SWORDFISH SNAP or SNAP: A large stainless steel clip, somewhat similar in shape 
to a giant safety pin, and incorporating a swivel to which any fine line 
can be attached. Designed to clip (or "snap·) the ganglons to the 
monofilament main line of swordfish pelagic long line gear but also 
used for a host of other purposes in the fisheries, including snapping 
groundfl8h ganglon8 to the groundllne of drum gear, attaching 
floats and weights to the groundllne and so on. "Swordfish snap" is often 
abbreviated to "snap". 

TAKE: Besides its other meanings, a fisherman may speak of "taking" a boat, 
meaning that he was the captain for the trip in question. 

TIDES: Neap tides are known as "dead tides" in the Digby Neck area. Spring tides 
are sometimes called "full tides" or (confusingly) "high tides" throughout 
southwestern Nova Scotia and the neighbouring parts of New Brunswick. 
At other times, these different phases on the spring/neap cycle are 
referred to by a height, e.g. "26 foot tide". These heights seem to be the 
predicted tidal rises for high water at Saint John (the tidal Reference 
Port for the Bay of Fundy), where the rise of the smallest neap tides at 
high water is about 22 feet while that of the largest spring tides is nearly 
30 feet. A "26 foot tide" is therefore one half way between spring and 
neap. rrhese expressions are used for areas between Georges Bank and the 
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head of the Bay of Fundy. Tide has relatively little influence on the 
longllne fisheries east of Shelburne and much less in the Browns 
Bank/Cape IslandlYarmouth area than it does on Georges Bank or in the 
Bay of Fundy.] 

TOADFISH: The monkfish, monktall, American angler or goosefish, Lophius 
americanus. (qv: BaliasUlsh) 

TRAWL: As a noun: the normal Maritime term for the type of fishing gear known 
to scientists as "Iongllne". "Trawl" is never used by fishermen with its 
official meaning of a net towed astern of a fishing boat (see Dragger), 
though the term ·otter trawler", if used by a non-fisherman, would 
usually be recognized as the official term for a fish dragger. Pelagic 
longllnes set for swordfish seem to be consistently termed 
"long lines·, "trawl" being reserved for bottom-set gear. 

Some particular varieties of trawillongllne are recognized in different 
parts of the Region, particularly "cod trawl" in Cape Breton, though 
terms for these particular types are usually based around the stem 
"gear" . 

Also as a noun, the term is used for the traditional type of line used for 
groundllne. This is of hard-laid; three-strand spun construction, about 
5/16" in diameter and often impregnated with tar-like materials. 
"Trawl", in this sense, was once made of natural fibres but is now 
apparently exclusively synthetic. 

As a verb, fishermen talk of "trawling", meaning fishing with their 
hooked gear, in much the same way as scientists use exactly the same 
word to mean fishing with towed nets. All the usual forms of the verb are 
used as required. 

TRAWL ANCHOR: The traditional type of stocked anchor with a single pair of flukes is 
variously known in the fishery as a "trawl anchor" or simply as an 
"anchor", neither of which terms are any more helpful in this context 
than the quasi-official term "fisherman's anchor" for the same device. 
This latter term does not seem to be known by the fishermen. (qv. 
Grapnel) 

TRAWL LINE: See Groundllne. 

TUB: Both a physical container for longllne gear and also the normal 
measure for a quantity of such gear. In the latter sense, it is even used 
for gear set off a drum. Unfortunately, tubs come in various sizes and 
so there is no fixed value for the amount of gear represented by one 
"tub". Different sizes of physical tubs are rated by the number of lines 
that they can, in theory, hold. Eight line (400 fathoms or about 760 
metres) tubs seem to be the most common. Now that groundllne is not 
sold by the line, however, an eight line tub may hold more or less than 
400 fathoms of gear, depending on the diameter of groundllne and 
ganglons and the stiffness of the latter. Each of these affects the physical 
volume occupied by a given length of gear while the fishermen seem to 
cut or splice the groundllne so as to get as much gear into a tub as it 
will hold without overfilling it. 
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TW IN E: Both for certain kinds of small cordage (e.g. "dragger twine") and as an 
alternative for "meshes· or ·webbing". 

VESSEL: This term was incorrectly used in the questionnaire as though it is 
synonymous with ·boat". The official meaning is a watercraft with a 
sealed deck (as distinct from an open boat) but to the fishermen (in 
Lunenburg County, at least) it refers to a watercraft of banks schooner 
form, either the sailing schooner type (such as Bluenose) or the 
motorized derivative such as Beverley Faye; the last "vessel" (in this 
sense) to be licensed for the Scotia-Fundy hook-and-line fisheries. This 
was also the meaning of the term that McKenzie (1946a,b) adopted. 

WEBBING: See Meshes. 

WHALE HALIBUT: A very large halibut. 

In the fish trade, this used to be the designation for a halibut of more than 
125 Ib weight (McKenzie 1946b). 

WHEEL: What is technically known as a "screw" (and to most landsmen as a 
·propellor") is universally known as a ·wheel" in the fishery. This can 
be confusing to those who think of a ship's wheel as being a device held by 
the helmsman. 

WIDTH: Apart from some people involved in the very large boat sector, the term 
"beam" to describe the maximum breadth of a boat seems to be unknown, 
or at least confusing to the fishermen. "Wide" and "width" gave more 
understanding. 

WOLFFISH: In Cape Breton, some fishermen use this name in clear contrast to their 
"catfish" (officially the Atlantic wolffish, Anarhichas lupus) and 
apparently with reference to the Northern wolffish, A. denticulatus, or 
• Jelly cat". 

WORMS: Straight hooks with their shanks enclosed in coloured plastic lures, cut 
from a short length of tubing. The bend of the hook emerges through the 
wall of the tube near its mid-length. Worms are often used when 
Jigging, in the same way as bugs. 
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APPENDIX 5 : FISHERMAN'S NAMES FOR 
SOME BATHYMETRIC FEATURES 

The interviewees described their fishing grounds using a great number of locally
understood names for notable bathymetric features. Some of these coincided with names 
familiar from the hydrographic charts. Others did not. Since some familiarity with the 
latter is essential for communication between fishermen and scientists, this Appendix 
lists a selection of these names for the guidance of future students of the local fisheries. 
No such list can hope to be complete and this one does not pretend to do more than record 
a few names heard during the interviews, beginning off Cape North and working south 
and west to the ICJ Line. 

St.Paul's Finger: 

White Point Bank: 

The Gutter: 

North Shore: 

Wreck Cove Bank: 

Smokey Bank: 

The Edge: 

Big Shoal: 

The Finger: 

The Deep Hole: 

The Foot: 

A narrow projection of shoal water on the west side of 
St.Paul's Island 

The shallow area off White Point (the southern extremity 
of Aspy Bay, Cape Breton) 

A tongue of deeper water extending south from the 
Laurentian Channel off Ingonish 

The Victoria County shore running north from Big Bras 
D'Or towards Cape Smokey 

A 25 fathom-deep shoal off Wreck Cove, Victoria County 

The shoal area in the centre of Sydney Bight, delimited in 
the west by The Gutter and in the north by The Edge of 
the Laurentian Channel. 

To Sydney Bight fishermen: The southern slope of the 
Laurentian Channel 

That part of St Ann's Bank that lies above the 25 fathom 
contour, north and northeast of Scaterie Island, Cape 
Breton 

A narrow eastward projection from Scaterie Bank 

One of the deeper hollows south of Louisbourg 

A projection of the 50 fathom contour some 10 nautical 
miles southeast of Louisbourg 

Sampsons, Curdo and WIlliam's Shoal: Three small shoals east of Louisbourg. 

The Lake: 

Quero: 

Curdo is so-named on the charts. Sampsons lies just to the 
east of it. William's Shoal is officially "Barrons Bank" 

The Bras D'Or Lakes 

Banquereau Bank 



The Eastern Shoal: 

The Edge: 
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The shoalest part of Quero 

To many fishermen. unless otherwise Qualified (explicitly 
or implicitly): The Continental Slope 

Sable Gully or Sable Island Gully: The large canyon feature known on the charts 
simply as "The Gully" 

151 Hole: 

Bickerton Ridge: 

Bickerton Patch: 

The Hake Ridge: 

The Dump: 

The Eastern Edge: 

Break In the Ridge: 

Dummy Ridge: 

Big LaHaye: 

The R's: 

Lockeport Ridge: 

MacCulpln's Spot: 

The Ridge: 

The Bar: 

A deep hole between Canso town and Middle Bank 

The northern edge of French Bank and its westward 
prolongation 

The south-central part of French Bank 

The northern and eastern slopes of Emerald Basin (roughly 
from off Sheet Harbour to the western flank of Middle 
Bank) at the depths fished for hake 

The former ammunition dumping ground in Emerald Basin, 
just west of The Patch 

The projection of the western shore of Halifax Harbour 
(forming the sunken valley of the ancient Sackville 
River), extending south south east from the Sambro Ledges 

A gap in a prominent ridge off the LaHave Islands 

A minor ridge shoreward of the prominent one off the 
LaHave Islands 

LaHave Bank 

An area on the south eastern edge of Big LaHaye, just 
inside the 50 fathom contour, where the chart is marked 
with several "R" symbols (the symbol for a rock bottom) 

A neck of shoal water extending from off Lockeport towards 
Roseway Bank 

A ground near Lockeport Ridge 

The narrow ridge that cuts across Roseway Basin 

A prominent triangular projection of the 50 fathom 
contour just west of Roseway Basin 

The Southeast Ground: The inside grounds eastwards of Cape Sable 

LIttle LaHaye: Baccaro Bank 

400 fathom Cove: A gully on the continental slope south of Little LaHaye 



The Inside Gully: 

The Heart: 
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The deeper water north of Browns Bank 

A shoal area north of Browns that is delimited on the 
fathom charts by a vaguely heart-shaped contour 

The Shoal Water of Browns: The shallow area on Browns Bank, towards its 
northern edge 

Doug's Hump: 

Tall of Browns: 

The Hell Hole: 

A particular shoal on The Shoal Water of Browns 

The southernmost projection of Browns Bank. 

The northernmost of the three canyons at the mouth of the 
Northeast Channel 

Northeast Peak of Georges: The easternmost part of Georges Bank 

The Peanut: 

60 fathom Edge: 

Seal Island Ground: 

The Hake Hole: 

The Rip: 

The Bluff: 

The Mud: 

An area on Georges that is delimited on the fathom charts 
by a vaguely peanut-shaped contour 

The slope along the northern edge of Georges 

The inside grounds westwards of Cape Sable 

A depression off Yarmouth that was formerly good for hake 

The shoal water extending south south west from Brier 
Island, as a prolongation of Digby Neck 

The steep edge southeast of Grand Manan 

The deep area off Grand Manan 

In NAFO Subarea 3, few names were used during the interviews other than those shown 
on the published charts. One that was heard was The Redflsh Tongue, that being a 
small projection of the seabed near the head of DesBarres Canyon. 

Not all of the place names heard during the interviews were unique to the fishing 
communities. Among the major bathymetric features in the Scotia-Fundy Region, 
Western, Emerald, Sambro, Roseway, Browns, Georges, Lurcher, German and Yankee 
banks were all accorded their official names by at least some interviewees, though the 
fishermen generally drop the word "Bank". Other chart names for lesser features that 
were used during the interviews included The Bull Pen, The Stone Fence and Carson 
Canyon. The last was originally coined by oceanographers and its use has moved, via the 
published charts, to the fishermen but the other two were clearly originally fishermen's 
place names. These and other similar names were adopted by hydrographers when fishing 
charts of the Scotian Shelf were first prepared. 

Several features of these fishermen's names are worthy of note. Firstly, they tend to be 
highly local; one fisherman's "eastern ground" would seem far to the westward for 
others. Secondly, these tend to be descriptive in form, rather than being proper nouns in 
the usual sense ("The Hake Ridge" rather than "Emerald Basin", for example). Some of 
those which are more name-like in form include the names of their discoverers (e.g. 
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"MacCulpin's Spot", "Doug's Hump"). Thirdly, many of these names are based on the 
characteristics of a feature as it appears on a chart (in the shape of its contour or the 
chart symbols marked near it: "The Peanut", "The R's"), as distinct from the way that it 
appears in reality. 

Many of the fishermen have now begun to describe loc,ations in terms of their LORAN 
"bearings". The development of local bathymetric nomenclature may be slowed by the 
adoption of such numerical approaches. 
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APPENDIX 6 : THE INTERVIEWEES' COMMENTS ON 
FISHERIES POLICY AND MANAGEMENT 

The material in this Appendix comprises opinions expressed by one or 
more interviewees. some of whom were longline-inactive fishermen 
(often active in the dragger fisheries)' The intention here is to reflect 
the perceptions of the fishermen interviewed. There is no attempt in this 
Appendix to evaluate or comment on the validity of the views expressed. 

Many interviewees saw in the present survey an opportunity to express their concerns 
and complaints directly to the federal bureaucracy and they provided a great number of 
uninvited comments on every facet of the management of the longline fisheries. Those 
comments are collated in this Appendix. Only sufficient editorial material has been added 
to allow readers to comprehend the ideas presented. 

Importance of the Fisheries 

The importance of the groundfish fisheries to coastal communities underlay much of the 
interviewees' concerns about policy matters: 

The fishery is essential to community survival. 
Groundfish are basic. Everyone eventually falls back on them. 
There is nothing on the [Passamaquoddy] islands but fishing. 
The government and [the large corporations] forget that people were in 

the fishery before the money got good. Nobody is paying attention to 
long family traditions. 

By 1990, however, these fisheries were mostly in a very sad condition: 

The fishery was always there for local people who wanted it. Not any 
more. 

There were lots of dollars from fishing in the past. No more. 
The bad times came in cycles before but you could work hard to get out of 

it. You can't do that anymore. 
The Digby Neck area was prosperous 10 years ago. Now it looks like Cape 

Breton. 
Cape Breton only survives on social payments. The government first 

drives men onto welfare, then they cut transfer payments. 
Fishermen are better off on welfare now (Cape Breton). 
Draggermen are just trying to survive to the next election. 
You can expect 70% of the serious fishermen to leave the fishery in the 

next couple of years. The small-scale inshore men will hang in, 
lobstering and jigging. They have no overheads (Cape Breton). 

The dollars don't end up with the fishermen! 
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Political Power In the Fisheries 
and the Role of DFO 

The Department of Fisheries and Oceans was not seen as benevolent to the interests of 
small-boat fixed-gear fishermen: 

DFO lacks credibility. 
DFO is inactive. 
DFO doesn't respond to complaints. 
DFO is pro-big companies and anti-independents. 
All of the problems are with the government, not in the fishery. 
The last 16 years have been OK, overall, but I have had to fight DFO every 

step of the way. 
Used to think that you would always have a job fishing. Now you never 

know when DFO will block you out. 
There will be no chance in the future for men to work for themselves. 

When there are hard times, the companies get re-structured but the 
individuals get squeezed out. 

Individuals get no help from DFO's [Area) office. They are trying to 
squeeze the small boats out of the groundfish fishery. 

The government is doing nothing for the little guy. I have no faith in DFO. 
They are just making things harder. 

Fishermen would have taken care of themselves if the government wasn't 
involved. The government should get out. 

Men have their homes and everything on the line. Then the government 
dictates the boat you can use, where and when you can go etc. etc. 

Lobster fishing is all that is left now. That is because DFO have not messed 
with it. 

The fish will have to be gone before anything is done. It was the same with 
the ducks, the deer etc. 

One of the main objections to the Department was the perceived difficulty of getting it to 
respond to fishermen's needs: 

There is a serious communication problem. 
DFO never listens to the fishermen. They only pretend to. 
Fishermen are not articulate. They are not educated. But they do know the 

habits of fish. 
All of these issues have been put to DFO before but only to the Fishery 

Officers. Word does not get past them to the managers. 
It is hard to get a fair and open response from DFO. You have to protest and 

get some representation in Ottawa before you get any response. 
DFO won't give straight answers. They won't listen to the ideas of the 

fishermen. 
DFO have their ideas set before they talk to the fishermen. They don't 

really listen. 
I have repeatedly offered aid to DFO for development of the resource but 

they never respond. 
Researchers may get the right idea but the decision makers won't. There 

wouldn't be any budget anyway. 
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DFO was not alone in being thus criticized: 

[The then Fisheries Minister] is not a fisherman and doesn't know what to 
do with the fishery. 

The blame lies with the draggers and the government. 
Political patronage influences the size of the fishery. 
The fishery should be a Provincial matter. The Provincial government is 

more responsive. 
The Loan Board created the dragger problem. The fish recovered after 

1977. The issue of new licences after the government changed in 
1984 reversed that recovery. 

The loan board requires predictions of future catches before giving a loan. 
Then DFO cuts the limits. There is no coordination. 

The media are a problem. They push all kinds of sob stories. 
The big companies are the problem. They are not the big employers but 

they make the government think they are. 
The big companies have their own staff so they don't create much work. 

The independents keep lots of local businesses active; mechanics and so 
on. 

licences, subsidies and money were all handed out too freely. Money was 
wasted. The compensation when Browns was first closed, for example, 
was unnecessary. 

These types of criticisms were linked to a particular perception of where the benefits of 
fisheries management were going and where its negative effects were being concentrated: 

DFO is trying to push the small men out of the fishery. 
Government is easing the small men out. 
The government in general is trying to protect the big companies. 
Management acts to benefit the big companies. 
DFO actions don't benefit the inshore. 
The local people and the local plants are shut out of the herring fishery. 
The big companies are protected because the politicians own shares in 

them. 
Canada won't stand up to the foreigners. 
The government should have cut back on the foreigners, not on the local 

draggers. 

The role and structure of the various advisory committees also came in for adverse (and 
occasionally positive) comment: 

Fishermen don't have enough time to get involved with management. They 
are too busy. 

Fishermen who concentrate on politicking get benefits from the 
government. The government never hears from ordinary fishermen 
who just get on with their jobs. 

The [local] lobster advisory committee is unresponsive. The fishermen's 
representatives do not pass on or push the ideas of other fishermen. 

The Gulf of St.Lawrence men run their fishery by committee. It works 
well. Sydney Bight is the reverse: no organization, no fishery. 

They should not give fishermen a say in management. [This comment from 
a part-time fisherman who may have felt that a voice for fishermen 
would not speak in his interest.] 
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On the Regulation of the Fisheries in General 

The pervasiveness of the fisheries regulations drew some comments: 

DFO dictates every move. Regulations are needed but this is ridiculous! 
Whenever somebody gets a good idea, the rules are changed to block him. 

That kills incentive. 
Government obstructions to business growth hurt. 
Most men are content to take the bad with the good. Only the greedy need 

regulations and most of them are not traditional fishermen. They are 
the ones who complain to the government. 

DFO are killing the entrepreneurial spirit by cutting back the quotas. 
There are almost no individually-owned over 65 ft longliners in Nova 
Scotia now. 

The speed with which the regulations change and the difficulty that poses for business 
planning were also noted: 

The rules change so fast now, you cannot plan ahead. 
The government pushes money one year and cuts back the next. No 

warnings are given. No inquiries are made. 
The new salting rules are a big imposition made without enough warning. 

Other sides to the issue of over-regulation were noted too: 

Rules that you can get around are foolish. 
The limits on longliners are only a political move to balance the limits on 

the draggers. 
The National boats are scooping up pollock off Seal Island. DFO wouldn't 

give those fish to the under 45 ft draggers because their association 
had an injunction on DFO at the time. One hundred and five under 45 ft 
·specialists" are being blamed for all of the problems when the 
offshore boats take far more fish. 

DFO makes no complaint against dumping now; in fact they encourage it. 
For example, not allowing the transfer of fish between draggers means 
some fish have to be dumped. 

DFO is putting the cost [of management] onto fishermen. 
The wharf fees are excessive for the facilities provided. 

Licensing Policy 

As discussed in Section 14, freedom of access to fishery resources is a central plank of 
the longline fisherman's ethos: it is viewed by them as a necessary requirement for 
long-term economic stability of small-boat fishing in the face of alternating periods of 
abundance of different resources. The licensing policy which controls such access was, 
therefore, a matter close to the hearts of most of the interviewees: 

switched from longlining to dragging. That cost $25,000 for the gear. 
Now I am not allowed to fish. If I could split the longline licence from 
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the dragger and gillnet licences, it could go onto a smaller boat and 
perhaps there might be some hope. But the government won't allow 
that, so there is no escape that way. 

Access to Licences 
The central access issue was, of course, who gets a licence and who does not. Several 
fishermen opposed the notion of licence limitation: 

We need freer access to fishing. That would make most people happier 
(though some are happy now with their monopolies of licences). 
Control boat sizes and limit the gear but open access. 

There shouldn't be any limits on the number of licences. 
The Hache Task Force proposals to cut back the fishery are wrong. 

The high cost of obtaining licences which were under limitation was a concern, 
particularly for new entrants 134: 

In 1990, a lobster licence would cost you $50,000. A longline licence 
would be $25-30,000. Young men cannot enter the fishery at those 
prices. A complete outfit, for a 39'11" boat, including the licences and 
gear would be $300,000. [These are Shelburne County prices.] 

The present system is very hard on the young men. It gives them big 
overheads and there is always the risk of their boats being taken. Then 
they would have no way to make a living. 

Boat and gear costs are so high now. It is hard on new fishermen. 
Government should limit the selling prices of licences. As the rules are, 

they let the rich get richer while the poor get poorer. 
Licences should only be bought by the government who could then re

issue them. That would control the market price. 
When men retire, their licences should be re-allocated by lottery within 

their community. Nobody should be allowed to make a profit from the 
value of the licence. Giving them out by lottery would save young men 
from having to go so deeply into debt to get into the fishery. 

The consequences of entry limitation for the social and economic structure of the 
industry were of concern to some: 

The licence limits are forcing people into employer/employee 
arrangements. The employee can never hope to move up. 

Should control the number of licences that a man can have. Should be able 
to pass the licence on to someone in your family but should not be able 
to sell it. 

No-one should have more than one or two boats. Owners should have to 
fish themselves. 

Having more than one boat per man is being greedy. 
Should ban men from owning more than one boat. 

Licences are owned by non-fishermen. 

134: Although fishing licences cannot be legally sold, fishermen commonly refer to the costs 
associated with acquiring a licence from another fisherman as though those costs were a 
purchase price. 
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Dragger licences are passing to men with big investments, not to real 
fishermen. 

Under the 10 system, the draggers are being taken up by companies. 
The draggermen have begun selling out to the companies. For the 

individual, it is a relief to escape from the debt problems but the 
community's heritage is being sold away. 

ITOs concentrate the fishery into fewer hands. The new owners have high 
loan payments and payrolls to meet. That drives more intensive 
fishing. 

DFO's dragger policies have concentrated the fish into fewer hands. The 
government boosted these policies without paying attention to their 
effects. 

Licensees who don't fish themselves just drive the fishing harder. 

When new licences are issued, some interviewees saw the processes followed as being too 
inconsistent and arbitrary: 

Licence decisions are too arbitrary. 
DFO is too inconsistent. They handed out swordfish licences for free after 

some men had been paying for years to keep theirs up. 
T en years ago, ten boats paid $4000 each to a lawyer to get licences for 

the Grand Banks. They were only given permits. Then DFO opened the 
fishery to everyone. That was wrong. 

I want a tuna licence for the company, which has a good fishing record. 
DFO still won't give one. 

want a licence to try crab fishing [presumably red crab in this case]. 
The Fishery Officers will not consider my licence application and 
"file" . it in the garbage bin. There is no attempt to let people diversify 
out of groundfish. If I could force DFO to issue a licence, they would 
issue too many. There has to be a way to make a go of your own ideas. 

DFO should be more involved in development. As it is now, by the time an 
initiative is pushed, everyone is in it. 

When licences are handed out, they are not given to men who are already 
in the fishery. 

Capacity Controls 
Along with the licences themselves, which limit the number of boats in the fishery, 
there are various additional regulations than limit the capacity of each boat. The 
fishermen were conscious of some negative side-effects of these constraints: 

understand the need to regulate. I don't want to get rich. I don't like to 
complain. B.l.l1 the boat size controls hurt. I started out small, planning 
to work up. Now you can't do that. I don't want a bigger boat to go 
harder, just to be safer. 

The cubic limit forces you to use a boat that is not seaworthy enough, now 
that fish are so scarce and you have to go so far from shore. 

DFO forces the fish down so you need to go further to get any. But the 
government won't allow you to get a bigger boat, so they make you 
unsafe. 

A 42 ft boat is really too small to fish The Edge. You can get caught out by 
bad weather. Your licence controls how much gear you can set so there 
is no need to control the size of your boat too. 
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I bought a smaller boat, planning to change it for a bigger one. Then the 
rules were changed. Now I am caught on a boat that is too small for the 
only kind of fishing that I know. 

Myoid boat burnt. I bought a very big steel one to replace it, after the 
Fishery Officers OKed the change. Then someone in DFO refused me a 
licence for the big boat. That left no boat on the old licence, so DFO 
took it. Now I am having to work up from nothing all over again. 

I once got a smaller boat, changing down from 39'11" to 34'. Now DFO 
won't permit a change back to 39'11". 

Boats are designed by regulations, not needs, now. That gives 
seaworthiness problems. If there are controls on pots and gear, DFO 
should leave boat size to the judgement of the fishermen. 

DFO's linking of lobster and groundfish licences is annoying. It stops you 
from using two boats so you can't have the ideal boat for either 
fishery. 

The means by which boat size is controlled, were also the subject of some comment: 

DFO should have limited tonnage, not length, 10 years ago. 
Controlling boat size by length ranges was better. 
The cubic numbers set by DFO are so small that you would have to cut 

from a 37 fter to a 36 fter, with the modern, deeper shape of boats. 
If you cannot fit the boat you want into the cubic number that you have, 

you have to buyout another man. You cannot buy part of his cubic 
limit. 

Licence Cancellation 
The greatest licence-related problem of all for the interviewees was undoubtedly their 
perception that the Department makes a habit of arbitrarily cancelling licences. 
Resentment over past perceived cancellations 135 appears to lie at the heart of much of 
the ill-feeling that the fishermen have towards DFO. From Cape Breton (where the loss 
of scallop licences years before this survey still rankled many interviewees) to the Bay 
of Fundy, licence cancellation was one of the "hottest" issues encountered during the 
survey: 

Pulling of licences is very distressing to fishermen. 
Use-it-or-Iose-it rules are wrong. DFO licence-pUlling is wrong. 
Use-it-or-Iose-it rules forced more use of licences. 
Use-it-or-Iose-it rules just cause more fishing effort. (That alone has 

caused the inshore scallops in Big Bras D'Or to be wiped out.) The fear 
that in the future Individual Quotas may be based on past landings does 
the same. 

135: In law, these licences are not the property of the fishermen and the Minister of Fisheries 
and Oceans has wide authority to issue, withdraw and re-allocate them. In the fishing 
communities, however, they are commonly treated as though the licensees do have property 
rights; to such a degree that the fishermen commonly talk of buying and selling licences, even 
though DFO does not recognize the legality of any payments associated with agreements to 
transfer licences between fishermen. Indeed, many interviewees seemed to regard their 
licences as more than property and almost as their civil rights as hereditary fishermen (cf. 
Section 14). It is in this context, rather than the legal one, that the fishermen perceive and 
object to licence cancellations. 
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Use-it-or-Iose-it rules make people crowd into fisheries that would 
otherwise be left for the specialists. You need to keep all of your 
licences for when other resources go down. 

DFO pull licences too freely. For example, when you sell a second boat, 
they take the licence; when a man dies, they take his licence; if a boat 
sinks, they take the licence. 

Licences are withdrawn unreasonably. For example, when a man is 
injured and cannot fish. The way that the gillnet licences were cut 
back was wrong. 

One year, when you couldn't get enough lobster to cover your costs, I 
worked ashore. DFO took the lobster licence. 

Need some way to protect a man who is still gearing-up after buying a 
licence from having that licence cancelled under a use-it-or-Iose-it 
rule. 

People used to move out of the fishery when times got bad. Thousands per 
year went west. Use-it-or-Iose-it rules force them to stay. So now 
there are too many people. The rules have forced the build-up of the 
fleet. 

The manpower in the fishery used to be regulated by people switching 
from fishing to shore work. 

The people on the Eastern Shore with inactive licences would like to fish 
but their boats are too small. 

DFO offered to roll my gillnet licence into my lobster licence if I would 
agree to them cancelling one of my longline licences. I refused. I paid 
$45,000 for my licences. But I would sell my gillnet licence to DFO if 
they offered to buy it. I would support removal of all gillnets, with 
compensation to the fishermen (interviewee who owned two longline 
licences, one with an associated gillnet licence, the other with a 
lobster licence attached). 

There were, inevitably, some interviewees who felt the opposite way: . 

It is good that licences are forfeit when a boat is lost to the loan board. 
Should pull licences from inactive men. 
Fees should be increased to cover enforcement costs. That would squeeze 

out the people who are just holding onto inactive licences. They should 
be taken away. Then only the active fishermen would be left in the 
industry. 

The five net licences brought to Shelburne County from the eastward will 
be pushed out in 1991 to stop hundreds of other licences moving west. 
That will cause arguments. 

General Inshore Licence 
An alternative to the present licensing structure was suggested by a few of the 
interviewees, with the aim of solving many of the current difficulties for the small-boat 
fishermen. This is a "general inshore licence"; i.e., a licence to fish a particular area 
(perhaps off the licensee's home port) rather than to fish a particular gear or resource 
species, as under current licences. Within the area covered by the licence, a gear 
permitted to one fisherman would be permitted to all and one forbidden to any fisherman 
would be forbidden to all: 
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There should be a single, all species "inshore" licence. The "offshore" 
boats should each have one, gear-specific licence. (Trouble is, there 
are lots of both types of boats on the same grounds.) 

Men working inshore must have the flexibility that multiple licences 
give. A general inshore licence, excluding lobster, would be a good 
idea. 

Other interviewees stressed the problems that such a licence might cure: 

You have to be able to switch between different fisheries. 
You should have to fish off your own harbour and not clutter other 

people's ground. 
Each local man has his own places. Outsiders come in and set over the top. 

Licence Conditions 
One of the regulatory changes imposed on the longline fishermen shortly before the 
survey was the need to obtain a "condition" on their licence to cover each specific trip. 
These conditions allowed DFO to specify the species, quantities, areas and time periods 
which could be fished and the type and quantity of fishing gear that could be used. 
However, they were seen to pose problems for some fishermen: 

Conditions are a problem to change. 
Licence conditions are a problem to get. 
The Fishery Officers ~ easy to find when you need to get conditions; 

except at weekends. 
Fishery Officers are not easy to find when you need a condition. 
From Dingwall, you have to drive 25 miles to find a Fishery Officer every 

time you need a condition. 

The 4)(/5 line runs down the centre of one ground. You often have one 
string on each side of the line. 

When you are fishing near the 4)(/5 boundary, the gear can carry over 
the line. One man was caught in 1990 only half a mile over. 

When you head out now, you have to decide whether you are going to 
Browns or Georges. If you get there and there are no fish or all the 
bottom is taken by other boats, you have to come back to port for 
another condition. You can't just go to the other ground. By the time 
you get back, your bait would have gone bad, so you have to strip it off 
the hooks and re-bait. 

Conditions mean that you don't know where you are going. It is hard to take 
the right gear. 

Separate conditions for Browns and Georges are stupid and unnecessary 
for longliners (even if the draggers need them). This is the worst rule 
problem of all. 

Changing weather forecasts mean that you have to change your plans often. 
That is difficult with the conditions. You have to steam back to port, 
get a new condition and steam out again. That wastes 16 hours 
steaming, plus the time to get the condition. Time, money and bait are 
all wasted. 

Separate conditions east and west of Sambro [for NAFO Divisions 4W and 
4X] are a problem. 
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Now you need separate papers for Scaterie Bank and The Finger [either 
side of the 4Vn/4Vs line]. You have to drive to find a Fishery Officer 
[in this case from Main-a-Dieu to Louisbourg] to get one. 

Secrets are important. If you get a good catch, you don't want others to 
know where it came from. But DFO knows where, because of the 
conditions, and the information leaks out. 

Conditions make it harder to keep fishing areas secret. 

The conditions apply even if all the banks are open with no trip limits. 

Halibut boats have to move constantly. They shouldn't be subject to area 
conditions. 

DFO never asked the fishermen about arrangements for condition changes. 

Other Licensing Concerns 
One interviewee noted an example of the sometimes-unexpected intentions that 
fishermen have for their licences: 

Some licences are held as a long-term retirement plan. You move them 
onto a smaller boat as you get too old to go far off. 

The question of part-time fishermen produced a few comments: 

We must make the fishery more commercial now. Cut the "sport" element 
out of the tuna fishery. DFO in southwest Nova Scotia wants this but 
PEl has 600 tuna licences. 

If a man [in Victoria County] works ashore in the winter, he becomes a 
"part-timer". That shouldn't be. 

A few comments took up similar themes to those developed above as they applied in other 
fisheries: 

Crab licences were handed out to people with no experience when 
established fishermen were refused them. 

If the [lobster] pot numbers were held back, DFO could issue a l21 more 
licences. This is a .big issue (Cape Sable Island). 

Tuna licensing is unfair. The buyers now control most of the 21 licences. 
There are lots of tuna offshore but the fishery is closed to the local 

fishermen. 
There are no tuna or snow crab licences for the local men (Halifax 

County). 

The sea egg [Le. sea urchin] fishery is already licence limited. It was 
given to men with no background in the fishery (New Brunswick). 
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Weigh-Outs and Data Records 

Another recent addition to the regulations governing the longline fisheries (indeed so 
recent that few fishermen had actually experienced them at the time of their interviews) 
was a requirement for an official weigh-out of the catches as they were landed. The 
smaller boats were not subject to this new rule at the time of the field phase of the 
survey but it had begun to apply to the larger ones: 

Weigh-outs are a good idea. 
DFO weighouts serve as a check on the buyers. The buyers don't like that. 
The weigh-out rules are good but fishermen shouldn't have to pay for 

them. 
The charge for the weigh-outs is worrying. 
A fisherman coming in after eight or ten days at sea is in no mood to pay 

for weigh-outs. 
The call-in system is good and so are the weigh-outs but fishermen should 

not have to pay for them. Nobody will pay and trouble will follow. 
The rumours that the call-in and weigh-out rules will apply to small 

boats are worrying. 

The weigh-out rules are impractical. There are not enough people to 
cover all of the unloading ports. 

The four hour call-in rule is stupid. It is not practical when you are 
working on deck. Even if you are not, positions are important secrets 
in the halibut fishery and you don't want to tell everyone where you 
have been fishing. 

You have to call in a 13-digit number before landing now. 
The hail requirements [for the over 65 ft fleet] are a problem for a small 

company. It isn't easy to maintain a radio watch in the office to get the 
messages from the boat. 

All boats should have to call in before landing but there is no reason to 
weigh them all out. The call in would be enough to stop unrecorded 
landings. (That is the way the tuna fishery is handled already.) 

You should not have to hail in a species breakdown of your catch. 

don't like the weigh outs because they stop me from cheatingl Other 
people accepted DFO policies when they should have complained before. 
Now they have been boxed into a corner and it is too late to complain so 
they say that they don't like the weigh-outs because they are too 
expensive. 

Some of the alternative methods of gathering catch and other records also came in for 
criticism: 

Logbooks are hard to keep in a small boat. The captain is out on deck 
working with everyone else, so he cannot be filling in a book. 

DFO observers take the exact positions of sets. Those are valuable 
commercial secrets. What guarantee of confidentiality does DFO offer? 
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Quotas, Areas and Other Regulations 

The survey was carried out just after an Individual Quota (IQ) regime had been 
introduced to the under 65 ft dragger fleet. This change drew comments from some of the 
longline-inactive, dragger-fishermen interviewees and from some longline fishermen 
who were outside observers of the new arrangements: 

EAs and IQs would be good if you were given enough fish. Then you could 
get a decent living without getting rich. 

Individual Quotas are not fair. They give more fish to some men than to 
others when everybody has to live. 

After 18 years in the fishery, I don't have enough IQ to feed my family. I 
am not a rule breaker: I was only charged twice in the 18 years and 
one of those was so ridiculous that the charge was dropped while the 
other was thrown out of court. 

The Individual Quotas were based on too short a time. Lucky men were 
rewarded, not the top fishermen. 

Each dragger should have been given only enough quota to make the boat 
pay. 

Individual Quotas are good for the mobile gear boats but they should have 
been given equal quotas. 

The past cheaters got more quota. 
The dragger committee members were bought off with extra quotas for 

themselves. 

Individual Quotas are neither wanted nor needed in the Cape Breton mobile 
gear sector. 

Individual Quotas and weigh-outs would be a good idea if the quotas were 
higher. they would let the small boats lay up in the winter weather 
and still get their share of the fish when the weather improved (Cape 
Breton). 

Individual quotas are leading to concentration of wealth. 
The quota system makes it hard for the little guy to stay in the fishery. 

There shouldn't be any boat quotas for hook & line fishing. 
Longliners should go onto Individual Quotas just to show their willingness 

to the draggermen. 

The comments on quota issues also addressed inter-sector allocation questions: 

"Surplus" longline quota should not be passed to the draggers. 
The quotas should be more divided by size. The 44'11 II boats clean up the 

groundfish quota while the small boats are still lobstering. 
The [Danish and Scottish] seiners should not be on the same quotas as the 

mobile gear [i.e. board draggers]. They are not in Newfoundland 
Region. Seiners are not as weather-capable as draggers. 

However, the trip limit regulations were of more direct concern to most longline 
fishermen: 

If you get a good catch, the trip limits mean that you have to leave some of 
your gear out while you bring in the first load. 
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Trip limits force men to choose between discarding and illegal landings if 
the catch was better than expected. 

The trip limits are too low for haddock and there is nothing else available 
[to a fisherman with a 36 ft boat based in eastern Shelburne County]. 
The Cape Sable Island boats specialize in cod and they fill the cod 
grounds. 

Quotas [Le. trip limits] are too low for big boats. 
The 10% haddock bycatch limit for 45-65 fters is too low. 
Individual Quotas would be better than trip limits. They would help you 

even out your earnings, they would stabilize the fishery and stop the 
boom-and-bust cycles. 

Trip limits hold back the big boats and help the little ones. 
Draggers should have a lower trip limit than longliners because they can 

turn around faster and so make more trips. 
The limit on Western Bank haddock is too low for a two-day trip but 

Western is too far to go for only one day fishing. There should be a 
monthly limit instead. 

Should hold the limit on Western haddock and then they will come back. 
There should be more enforcement of the trip limits. 
No one catches the trip limit for halibut. 

Yet another change in the regulations during the survey involved the introduction of trip 
limits for the handliners. This change was made too late in the survey for many 
interviewees to comment on it. One, however, did so: 

The 3500 Ib limit on handliners will keep those men on next to nothing 
after expenses. The limit is only to stop dragger fish coming ashore on 
handliners. 

Area issues and regulations spurred other comments: 

The South Shore boats work their own grounds in the winter, then move 
east. That isn't right. 

Sydney Bight fish cross DFO Regions. That is bad for management. 
I am blocked out of St.Pierre Bank now. 
Canadian boats are not allowed to fish for cod outside the 200 mile limit 

now, except for a 10% bycatch. 
US and Canadian fishermen handline either side of the border without 

complaint. 
The Banks [Browns and Georges?] are closed from March to June and the 

hurricanes start in September, so you only have three months to fish. 
Browns is closed during spawning. Then it is opened for the draggers to 

destroy the ground. 
The haddock grounds are closed too early. They re-open just as the fish 

are spawning. 
Browns was opened about two weeks later in 1990. That was good. 
Nursery areas should be protected. 
Should close the grounds when the fish are sick, after spawning. The 

draggers clean up then. 
The men off Yarmouth want another line to hold back the Shelburne 
County men. 
No areas should be closed to #16 halibut hooks. 
There is lots of bait in the (Bras D'Or) Lake but there are not many 

licences for there. 
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By 1990, the area closed to dragging on Western Bank had resulted in that area becoming 
particularly important to the longline fishery (a situation that changed in 1993) and 
hence to a series of comments: 

The closed area on Western is successful. 
30 to 35 boats make 90% of their money on Western. They couldn't have 

done that before the closure. 
Western Bank is the only viable resource [off Halifax County]. 
There is so much fishing on Western that catches are dropping. The 

weather was good in 1990 so the boats made more trips. One claims he 
made 60 trips in all. Even the 35 footers made 30 trips. 

The boats are too dense on Western. You have to pick a LORAN number and 
set down the lane, 500 feet apart from gear on either side. 

Some boats fish a lot of gear over two days on Western Bank so they must 
be over quota. Only the big boats can carry enough tubs for the second 
day. 

You can catch small fish on Western if you move away from where the big 
ones are. 

In 1990, the fish spawned near the edge of the closed area. The draggers 
fished there. 

Draggers move onto Western in fog and bad weather. 

The BIO research ships tow in the closed area on Western, making 2 hour 
tows. The crew then sells the fish. 

There were a few comments on issues related to the management of longline gear: 

I don't agree with the ban on small hooks. 
DFO should control the amount of longline gear. 
Fishery Officers have ordered that extra tubs [Le. beyond those permitted 

by a licence] be left behind. 

Finally, on a very different sort of regulation: 

Boats with five men now have to pay into Workers Comp[ensation]. That 
just drives up costs. Now the men injure themselves to get a paid 
break. You used to get the support of neighbours if you were injured. 

Enforcement 

No-one likes to be forced to obey rules that they do not wish to follow and fishermen are 
no exception. Fishery Officers are on the front line of DFO enforcement actions and 
received the brunt of the interviewees' criticisms of the Department's enforcement 
program: 

The quality of the Fishery Officers is poor. Too often they are failed 
fishermen. 

Fishery Officers don't have enough knowledge of the fishery. 
Fishery Officers make the rules to keep themselves employed. 
Fishery Officers invent the rules. They pull licences too freely. For 

example, when you sell a second boat, they take the licence; when a 
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man dies, they take his licence from his widow; if a boat sinks, they 
take the licence. 

Fishery Officers don't know the rules. They disagree with each other. 
Different Fishery Officers have different interpretations of the rules. 
Fishery Officers are armed. They are overbearing to no purpose. They 

hassle fishermen just to justify their overtime. All that angers the 
fishermen, building frustration and leading to violence. 

The Officers are jealous. They think that fishermen are well off. They 
don't understand the economics of running a business like fishing. 

The DFO Area Manager won't let any fisherman make more money than he 
does. 

Fisheries people see the kind of car packed in your yard and not the debt 
load behind it. 

Fishermen don't have the pensions and other benefits that office workers 
do. 

Fishery Officers resent the high incomes of some fishermen. They say so 
and make comments on them. 

Fishery Officers look at the the dollars made by the top men in their top 
week of their top year. The averages are much lower. 

After 1st January, I carry on lobstering at a small loss to keep the crew 
working. The Fishery Officers see the $12,000 on the first day of the 
season but they don't see the payments that come off the top: $10,000 
to set up for the season, $7,000 for steamship inspection, $1,000 
per week for running expenses and there are the crew's wages on top 
of that. 

DFO catches the man who is only one [lobster] trap over the limit but 
they leave the major cheats alone. Why? Are they getting payoffs? 

It is easy to police a two-gillnet limit but much harder to check a limit of 
12 or 15 nets [which do not all have to be set in a single string]. So 
the little guy gets checked and held back when the larger-scale 
fisherman is free to push the rules. 

The Fishery Officers check the honest men and ignore the known trouble 
makers. That way, they avoid a lot of trouble for themselves. 

Are the draggers paying off the Fishery Officers? They seem to be able to 
get away with breaking all of the rules. 

Fishery Officers don't want to catch the draggers. They want to protect the 
big companies. 

When a patrol boat comes, a dragger can haul his gear back and leave. A 
longliner cannot. 

When the DFO patrol boat leaves its berth, they brag about where they are 
going over the radio. The draggers haul their gear and move before she 
gets there. 

The Fishery Officers repeatedly refuse to respond to complaints about 
draggers being in too close and so on, while the longliners are held 
back at every turn. 

DFO won't enforce the [lobster] trap limits nor will they stop nets being 
set beyond the boundary, even though they have been told. 

was once charged unnecessarily. Found not guilty but still left paying 
$500 for the lawyer. It was a closed area problem but no-one had 
given me any news that the area was closed. 
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I took the gear out once in December, mostly just to clean it [Le. get the 
bait off the hooks] at the end of the season. Got lucky and took nearly 
twice the limit. Then I was nearly charged. What are you supposed to 
do? 

Enforcement is ineffective, unresponsive and lacks perception of the 
fishermen's position. 

There is very little enforcement on the grounds. Some people have never 
been boarded and have hardly ever seen a plane. There have been more 
planes about since the patrols were privatized. 

When fish are seized, they are sold cheap to a plant. The plant then pays 
the difference direct to the fisherman and he pays the fine from that. 
Even when he is caught, he is better off cheating! 

Fishery Officers ruin gear in checking it because they don't know how to 
haul and re-set it. 

Chebucto destroyed $500 worth of one man's gear. They tried hauling it to 
check when they didn't know how. No compensation was ever paid. 

A few interviewees did speak highly of individual Fishery Officers and there was some 
recognition that the Officers were labouring under extreme difficulties that were not of 
their own making: 

DFO is understaffed for enforcement. They don't have enough patrols nor 
enough boarding. This is a big problem. 

Everyone knows that they can get away with cheating. 
The penalties are too low. 
DFO is getting a bit stricter now, and that is good. 

It used to be that people wouldn't speak up and hurt their neighbours. Now 
everyone is trying to survive and they will report people. 

The men who set extra [lobster] traps report one another. The legal men 
keep quiet. 

There were even suggestions for improvements: 

DFO should fix one fishery at a time. Concentrate the enforcement effort 
and soak some bad examples. 

DFO leaps at issues, such as the fuss over tuna. That is a tiny fishery. The 
illegal ones wouldn't sell anyway, the quality isn't there. Meanwhile 
the draggers clean up during tuna season because there is no 
enforcement activity on them then. 

People who cheat should have their licences suspended. 

Some Particular Reported Tricks 
Two particular regulation-evading tricks were mentioned by interviewees and might be 
of interest, if they are indeed genuine: 

Some long liners take lobster traps, hidden in the hold, when they go to the 
spawning area on Browns. 

The so-called "auto-jigger" boats from southwest Nova Scotia go east to 
gillnet, not to jig. That is illegal. 
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Financial Aid 

Some interviewees wished to see more government financial support for the fishery but 
others did not: 

The government should pour money into the fishery. 
Government aid to the big plants doesn't help the fishery. 
Government handouts to big companies hurt. DFO's development 

initiatives too often hurt the existing fishery. (For example, money 
was provided for floating herring weirs which just took fish from the 
fixed ones). 

Government dollars should only go into marketing. 

There is no aid money now when you lose [lobster] traps or for anything 
like that. 

DFO wastes a lot of money. Take these training programs for example. 
What are you supposed to train for? There aren't any local jobs 
outside the fishery. 

Buy back the licences of men near retirement. Don't try re-training 
them. 

The role of government loan and grant programs in support of fishermen's acquisition of 
new or upgraded boats was the subject of specific comments: 

Easy loans to fishermen were a mistake. Men just got boats and ran them 
into the ground at a loss to the government. Then they bought them 
outright at a fraction of their real value. 

After 1977, capital was too easy to come by. Lots of extra fishermen 
entered the industry. Lots of incompetence. There is still some of that 
around. 

Non-fishermen got in when true fishermen were too scared to accept a 
loan. Then the former went broke when the latter would have 
survived. 

The loan board won't give loans for licences. 

Government financial support of the small-boat fishermen in the form of Unemployment 
Insurance payments was not universally approved of: 

With UI, there is no encouragement to try fishing (inactive licensee). 
Nobody goes fishing after the lobster season now. The young men prefer UI 

and the old men cannot go out to the fish. 
Men who make more than $60,000 per year in the fishery should not get 
UI. 

Issues In the Trade in Fish Products 

There were a few comments on various policy issues that affect the post-capture facets 
of the fishing industry: 

The grading system has ended up as a way of cutting the money paid to the 
crews of the big boats. . 
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There should only be one price per pound for all sizes of cod. That would 
stop the highgrading. 

One plant won't take fish under 17" although the law says 16" is OK. It 
takes small markets only as "scrod". 

The mark up on bait is crippling. 

The swordfish mercury standards are not applied to U.S. catches. 

Policy Suggestions 

The interviewee's comments were not all criticisms. Indeed, they offered a large number 
of suggestions for curing their present troubles: 

We must act ~ or the fish are done. 

Get the politics out of the fishery. 
Cut government interference. Let the strong survive and the weak fail. 

The inshore doesn't need a lot of rules. Should be free to fish within 
reasonable limits. 

Hook-and-line should not have to pay the penalty of detailed management 
needed only for draggers. 

Regulate by method, not exclusion. 
The fish will come back if DFO holds the quotas [Le. trip limits] and steps 

up enforcement. 
The limits on the draggers must be enforced. That will need more 

manpower and more expenditure on enforcement. Trip limits have not 
worked with the draggers because they work close in and make several 
trips per day. 

Stop the dragging and netting. The fish would be back in five years. 
Knock the draggers off all halibut. 
1: Do away with all draggers. 2: Cut the number of longliners. 3: Cut their 

gear to 50 or 60 tubs each. 4: Increase the hook, bait and fish sizes. 5: 
Cut loans for boats and gear. 6: Do away with all cod nets. 

Should open up the fishery. Get a larger volume and lower prices. That 
would break up the present power structure and open it up to new 
people. Restrict cod and haddock fishing to hook-and-line. That would 
give a broader market. Keep the draggers for flatfish, redfish and 
silver hake. Those don't give much bycatch because they don't live in 
the same places as cod and haddock. Men could still aim for high liner 
without problems. You wouldn't need a lot of regulations. 

Make it all hook-and-line. Then open up the fishery. Only the skilful will 
survive. 

You can have too many longliners. They crowd the bottom. That hurts 
people, but it doesn't hurt the fish. 

We couldn't send all of the boats longlining. There is not enough bottom for 
them. Some boats came back without setting in 1990 because they 
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couldn't find enough space. Those who did set have to spend half a day 
looking for bottom. 

If there were no draggers or big longliners, there would be more boats. 
Less money would go to boat shares. 

Should ban all factory freezers, whether draggers or longliners, except 
for the fish like mackerel that need to be frozen immediately. 

Must have fewer draggers and gillnetters to get the fish back. 
Stop all gillnetting. 
Should shame the foreigners into going over to hook-and-line beyond the 

200 mile zone. The resources in the northwest Atlantic should be open 
to all nations that worked wetfish boats here earlier in the 20th 
century but only if they use conservative methods. 

Go for a weekly or monthly limit on longliners, not a trip limit. That 
would be better if you chance to get a good catch. (That is sometimes a 
problem with small boats in the fall, though not often in Cape Breton 
because the catches are too small). 

Put all the big boats [Le. probably over 35 ft for this interviewee] on 
separate quotas. Keep every man to a reasonable income. 

Set las so that everyone could live without suffering from bad weather. 

Try a shorter groundfish season. It works well with lobster. 

Should close off the spawning areas to all gear. Then take off all 
regulations. There would be no need for enforcement. The spawning 
grounds would supply everyone. 

Fish only those areas where the fish are big enough to sell. 

Push the Canadian zone out to the Tail of the Bank. 

Appoint a fisherman on each wharf to check the trap numbers. Rotate the 
men each year. 

Buyers should weigh on the wharf, not back in their building. It would cut 
cheating. 

DFO should monitor the radio. The dragger captains often speak in clear 
[Le. not in code]. 

Why not use Loran lines as zone boundaries? It would make navigating 
easier. 

Use fishery mangers who have some fishing experience. 

Ban all dumping. The fish must come ashore. 

If a dragger lands over its quota, fine the w.oou. 
Should be free to jig anywhere with hand or hydraulic gear. The catches 

are so small that it cannot hurt. 
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The discarding of dead salmon from herring nets is wasteful. It shouldn't 
be required. 

Should protect the whale halibut. 

Halibut aquaculture is bad. It will take the market. It will get the money 
from the government. 

There should be no fishing for "underexploited" species. The silver hake 
are needed as food for [white] hake. 

DFO is giving the capelin to the foreigners to keep them off the cod but 
capelin is cod food. 

The seiners are taking too much herring. That is affecting the cod. 

Push all boats over 45 ft (including the scallopers) outside the Bay of 
Fundy. Their high costs drive them to fish too hard. 

All the fish in Sydney Bight in winter are small. There should be no 
dragging there then. 

A complete closure of Sydney Bight when the small fish run in, in 
December, would help. 

A complete closure of Sydney Bight for 3 to 5 years (with compensation to 
the fishermen) may be needed to save the fish. 

When the fish pick up in the fall, the quotas get cut back. Once the weather 
is too bad to go out, the limits are raised (Sydney Bight fisherman). 

Four or five years ago, the Gulf was closed. There were lots of fish then. 
Try it again? 

Close Sydney Bight all winter (except perhaps for flounder dragging). 
That would keep the draggers off until the ice is gone. Otherwise there 
are no fish for the longliners in the spring. 
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APPENDIX 7 THE INTERVIEWEES' COMMENTS ON 
SCIENTIFIC TOPICS 

The interviewees offered various comments on topics that fall within the normal spheres 
of interest of fisheries scientists, as distinct from those that are directly linked to 
fisheries management. Those comments are grouped into this Appendix. With minor 
exceptions, no attempt is made here to evaluate or comment on the validity of the views 
expressed. 

Resource Biology 

The interviewees' provided a range of observations on biological phenomena: 

Why doesn't anyone study the lack of fish along the shore? 

The Grand Bank cod have been driven off the bank onto its southwest edge 
in recent years by the seals. 

About eight years ago, the Grand Bank cod were in deep water off Quero. 
Grand Bank cod are a different breed. You can see a white layer between 

the flakes of their flesh which you don't see in other fish [Le. cod]. 
They don't have worms. 

In winter, the Grand Bank cod are in the western gully (on west side of 
the Bank). They are on bad bottom, with lots of slob eels. The draggers 
can take them there but hook-and-line cannot. 

I know of places and stocks unknown to anyone else. I don't have the quota 
to go for them. There is a whole other stock in 3NO not known to the 
government. 

Cod on Grand Bank ripen at the end of Oecember and spawn at the end of 
February. The haddock there spawn in January. 

The cod on southwest edge of Grand Bank spawn in April-May. 

When the Gulf of St.Lawrence fish swim into Sydney Bight, the small fish 
lead them in. 

The cod fishery in Sydney Bight used to be in December and January, now 
it is earlier. 

Used to get big, ripe female cod off Ingonish early in August. Also others in 
the same state in May. 

Fish [near Canso] spawn in the spring. 
Cod spawn in gravel, like trout. [A common misunderstanding.] 

You can jig cod in the Bras O'Or channel in the spring. Are they migrating 
through? 

The fish in Bras O'Or have a lot of worms. The big ones are worst. They 
have a ball of worms in their stomachs. 

Bras O'Or Lake fish are usually wormy. Sometimes you will get a set with 
the fish less wormy than the ones outside. 

There are spring and fall runs of fish in The Lake [Le. Bras O'Or]. The 
summer fish there are wormy. 

The local cod in St.Peter's Bay are small and look like trout. 
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Gillnetting off Jeddore used to take she spawned codfish in the second half 
of September before they were destroyed. 

Cod spawn from Herring Cove to the Sisters Buoy [in the mouth of Halifax 
Harbour] in the winter. 

There are patches off Port LaTour with lots of codworm and others that 
are worm free. 

Fish move with the tide on Georges. 

There are three kinds of codfish [off Shelburne County]. Some have no 
ears. Some have a very bright yellow spot behind their gills. Some are 
called ·old one eyes". They are very big and only have a right-hand 
eye. The last of these is the shyest now. 

The big resident "mother fish" were yellow-coloured and "blistered". 
They are all gone now. 

You can tell "native" fish from "school" fish. The school fish migrate. 
(Lobsters can be divided in the same way too.) 

You used to get big "white belly" cod. Those are all gone now on the inside 
grounds and you only get the "native" fish. They overwinter near the 
shore and don't migrate (Guysborough County). 

Cod eat seal faeces at all times of the year. You can see the muck lining 
their stomachs. 

The cod [off Victoria County] were full of krill [euphausids? mysids?] in 
1990. They won't bite hooks when they are eating that. 

Cod feeding on capelin are poor quality. Their flesh is soft. 
The steak cod on Browns in 1990 were full of little lobsters, about 2 

inches long. 
The cod on Quero used to eat surf clams before they were fished out. 
Cod and cusk eat lobsters. That is why the lobster have come up as the 

groundfish have gone down. 

Take cod in 30 to 40 fathoms. Sometimes in only 20 fathoms. 
There are very few cod below 200 fathoms in the summer and very little 

of anything below 280 fathoms. 

When the gaspereau are running into Saint John, you can catch cod on the 
worst slob bottom. 

Fish don't bite when they are sick. 
On some trips, the fish won't bite because they are feeding on sand launce. 

The gillnetters still take them (Grand Bank fisherman). 
One school on Grand Bank was 10 or 12 miles long by 4 miles wide. Those 

were all big fish, running ripe and they took the hooks. Cod will eat 
anything just before they spawn. 

Big cod need a long soak time. . 
Cod bite better on a slack tide. 

Dead scallop shells make for bad bottom. 
Fish follow the edges. They use coves to move onto the banks. 

1990 was a warm year. The haddock were well to the north. 
Spawning haddock on Brown's don't bite. 
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The haddock leave Western Bank after August. 
Haddock spawn in March and April. They are skinny in May and not fit to 

eat. Cod roes develop in the fall and they spawn earlier than haddock 
(Shelburne County). 

You don't get haddock spawn on hooks on Browns now. They must have 
moved their spawning ground. [Haddock spawn was never taken on 
hooks, of course, since they have planktonic eggs. What kind of biota 
this fisherman identified as "haddock spawn" is not known.] 

There are dogfish on Western Bank in May. They eat the spawn out of the 
ripe haddock. 

Haddock come in bunches. they are not steady. 

Offshore, halibut spawn at certain depths, not on particular grounds. 
Halibut spawn late in November, not in the spring. 
The mussel beds on Western used to attract halibut. 
Halibut bite in the daytime. 
Halibut don't eat after noon. It is no good to set for them after three in the 

afternoon. 
Halibut bury themselves in the clay. Sometimes you catch them covered in 

mud. They can stick the 'straws" out of their nostrils so they can 
breathe while they are buried. 

Male halibut are smaller than the females. Only the females become 
"Whales". 

Grey or pink ooze on the line gives halibut [in deepwater fishing]. 
You get halibut on live bottom with "corn" [whelk egg cases?] and 

·pincushions" [sea anemones?]. 

When the weather is about to turn bad, the flounders swallow a small rock 
each. You can find them in their stomachs. 

There are less dogfish on the hake grounds off Brier Island at low water 
than at high. 

The dogfish arrive on the grounds off the LaHave Islands on the 10th of 
June every year, or within a few days of the 10th. 

There are skates on the northern edge of Georges in the summer, around 
70 fathoms deep. 

Sable Island Bank is sandy and there are lots of skate there, so it isn't a 
good place to go fishing. 

Get blue sharks in September and October (Eastern Shore). 
Blue sharks were very common in 1990. 20 miles off, you would have 

half a dozen 200 pounders circling under the boat (Eastern Shore). 

Herring used to spawn two or three miles off Port Maitland. They 
disappeared in the 1960s and never came back. 

There are no herring spawners on Trinity now. There haven't been for 
two years. 

The mackerel are only off Petpeswick for a week. The herring stay all 
summer. They are good for bait but the hold the dogfish here. 

It is worth netting for bait on the east side of Cape Sable Island but not on 
the west side. 

1990 was good for swordfish; they were big fish. It was a warm year. 
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Get swordfish [in the harpoon fishery] when the water is "black" and not 
too warm. 

There are tilefish about; 30 or 40 Ib fish. 

Used to get a lot of mussels on Quero. Hardly any there now. It is getting 
sandier. There used to be a big bed on the edge, to the south of the Eastern 
Shoal of Quero. 

The sea eggs are coming back off Halifax County. [Other interviewees had 
not seen this change.] 

Urchins began to appear again [off Shelburne] in the 1988-9 winter. The 
traps were full of them in places. 

"Slub" forms on gillnets. A couple of days after the ice goes out of the Gulf 
of St.Lawrence, the "ice slub" forms on nets set off the Eastern Shore. 
It blooms and dies, moving westwards down the coast. The best time to 
sample it off Musquodoboit Harbour would be July. 

Short Term & Small Area Effects 

The interviewees were generally concerned about phenomena on much smaller temporal 
and spatial scales than those which are usually studied by fisheries scientists and they 
offered a number of comments: 

Off Grand Manan, handlining can be good until a bunch of Digby draggers 
go by. Then you get nothing. 

There is no point in setting gear after a big dragger fishes. 
There are no fish when draggers are working. 
30 years ago, when the Russians were in to only 12 miles off, if you set 

after they had fished you would get nothing. 
In 1988, the draggers came close in at night or after the longlines were 

hauled. There were no fish afterwards. That messed up the handline 
fishery. 

There are as many fish as there ever were but they don't stay around 
when they are dragged. 

Cod scatter when they are dragged. Pollock re-form their bunches. 

When the draggers were held back, longlining picked up quickly. The 
market picked up too because the small junk was taken off it. The 
price jumped 30 cents in two weeks. 

Once gillnets have been set, you cannot catch anything on hook-and-line 
in the area. 

When gillnets clean up the bottom, the fish never come back. 

Georges always gave a steady supply of fish. Not so in 1990. 
Now you have to clear out of an area and wait for the fish to return. 
When you get a good catch now, you have to avoid that area for some time. 

It did not used to be like that (Richmond County). 
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It is no use to set within three LORAN points of the last set. There won't be 
any fish there. With LORAN you can keep away from your last position 
so you don't get any bummer sets. 

On any ground, you take the big fish first. Then the sizes drop over a few 
days. 

There are all sizes of haddock on Browns when it opens in the summer. 
January is the same but in February, there are mostly just big fish. 

In 1990, there were 30 to 40 Ib fish in the Crab Hole off Glace Bay. 
There were only small ones there in 1989. 

In 1990, there were a lot of 50 to 60 Ib cod on the north edge of Smokey 
Bank. Only one boat found them. 

On Western, you can catch small fish if you set away from where the big 
ones are. 

As the fish get shyer, the bunches get smaller. 

The fish can be numerous but you can still get nothing. Then, the next 
time, you could get one on every hook. 

Resource Dynamics 

A few interviewees expressed views on resource dynamics at the stock level usually 
considered by fisheries scientists: 

There are lots of small fish in the ocean, so it could recover quickly if the 
fishing was cut back. 

Catching the "mothers· and ·fathers· will hurt the fishery. Spawners 
won't take a hook, though [so they are partly protected]. 

Is the real problem not overfishing but a shift offshore? 

Stock Assessment 

Only one comment was received on stock assessment methods: 

The research vessel surveys don't catch the big cod. An acoustic survey 
would pick them up. 

Fleet DynalTllcs 

There were a few comments pertaining to the dynamics of the fleet: 

A lot of people went into longlining around 1987. In the last couple of 
years, they have been getting out again (Cape Breton). 
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Overall, the longline fleet has increased by three times in the last 20 
years. 

The Science of Longllnlng 

The interviewees offered a number of ideas which, though they do not quite fall into the 
field of fisheries biology, may nevertheless illuminate scientific considerations of how 
fish come to be caught on long line gear. 

The Requirement for an Active Response by the Fish 
Longlining relies on some active response by the fish if they are to be caught. While this 
is partly a technical issue of gear design and use, it does have some important 
implications for fisheries dynamics. One is that the catchability characteristics of 
longline gear are not constant (even if the effects of technological and human factors are 
removed) but vary with fish behaviour. Several interviewees pointed out that longline 
catchability is variable: 

The fish can be numerous but you may still catch nothing. Then you will 
catch lots on the next trip. 

Numerical estimates of long line catchability must, therefore, be treated with caution, 
particularly if they are very low (e.g. Bjordal 1988; L"kkeborg et al. 1989). 

This non-constancy of catchability clearly includes a non-constancy in the relative 
catchabilities of different size-classes or other subunits of the exploited population. 
Partial recruitments to longline gear may, therefore, be expected to be unstable. 

~patlal Precision In Fishing 
From the pioneering work of Baranov (1918) onwards, fisheries population dynamics 
has necessarily relied on simplifying assumptions about the distribution of fishing 
effort across the grounds; assumptions that often involve major stochastic elements. In 
marked contrast, no-one would seriously suggest that successful fly-fishermen, angling 
for salmonids, do anything other than carefully place their flies in exactly the part of 
the river where they expect the most success. In listening to many longline fishermen, it 
became clear (and was subsequently confirmed by some interviewees) that longlining is 
a lot like fly-fishing and not at all a matter of randomly broadcasting gear around the 
grounds: 

Fish only bite on the right bottom, at the right state of the tide, right 
weather conditions etc. You must place the gear exact/yo That is more 
important than it used to be: the bottom is more torn up now. (It is not 
true that you can be less exact with the gear when the fish are good.) 
You have to be just as exact on Grand Bank. If you set in the wrong 
place, you will get nothing. I once got eleven fish on 35 tubs, even 
though fish were plentiful at the time. 

You must set in just the right place. Even a quarter of a mile away will 
give a different catch. 

You must get the hooks within a few feet of the fish. 

This distinction is, of course, a matter of scale. Even the most theoretical treatments 
admit that fishing effort is confined to certain parts of the ocean whereas even the most 
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precise angler has some zone of uncertainty as to exactly where his cast will fall. In 
practice, longlining lies somewhere between these extremes. There are rarely any 
reference points in the ocean that would allow gear to be set with a spatial precision of 
metres. Longlines only permit lateral precision anyway; deviations along the line of a 
string are of no material consequence to the positions of the hooks, except for the small 
areas near the string ends. On the other hand, some interviewees believed that lateral 
imprecisions of only a few tens of metres are critical. (Others who fished grounds where 
bottom quality, and hence fish abundance, are relatively uniform across much larger 
areas seemed ready to accept lower precision.) 

The linear nature of longline gear does impose serious limits on this targeting of fishing 
effort, however. Where a dragger can scoop its net through a bunch of fish, turn and 
come back through them again, where a gillnetter can set all around a bunch seen on the 
sounder and where even a handliner can anchor over a bunch or follow it for as long as 
the fish are biting, longline gear can only be strung out across kilometres of bottom, 
with one hook every couple of feet or couple of fathoms. It is therefore impossible to 
concentrate longlines onto known bunches of fish. The interviewees were well aware of 
this: 

Longlines are spread out. You cannot concentrate them on one bunch of 
fish. 

Draggers can concentrate on the fish. A longliner cannot. 

These fixed realities make longline effort fundamentally different from that exerted with 
other gear. 

Frequency of Setting 
The long duration of a single longline set (see Section 11) also has an important 
implication for fisheries dynamics. Where a dragger that chances to have an 
unsuccessful set can turn around and try again with no more loss than a few hours and 
the corresponding amount of fuel, a longliner can usually only make a single attempt to 
fish in a day and sometimes (if the gear is baited ashore or the boat is too small to stay 
longer on the grounds) only one per trip. Setting the gear also requires the expenditure 
of large amounts of expensive bait which cannot usually be re-used for later sets. Thus, 
a failed longline set involves major non-recoverable costs of time, labour and cash. This 
ever-present reality forces longline fishermen to take greater care in their fishing than 
fishermen working mobile gear need trouble with. Since longline gear can only take one 
fish per hook, there is also a very strong economic imperative on the fishermen to avoid 
fish that they cannot sell (e.g. dogfish or undersized fish of commercial species) 
whereas, unless discarding is effectively prevented by regulations, a dragger can catch 
and discard almost unlimited quantities of non-marketable fish with negligible costs, 
provided that the retained catch from each set remained profitable. This difference in 
economic imperatives may have a great deal to do with the supposed "conservationist" 
nature of longline gear. 

Oceanographic Change 

A few comments on the changing conditions of the physical environment were 
recorded: 

Years are getting colder. The ice season is worse (Cape Breton). 
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The tides are higher and probably stronger now than they were. 

The first half of this latter claim seemed to be based on the interviewee's observation of 
a higher reach of the tide in local creeks (probably a consequence of isostatic rebound 
and the resulting dip of the land into the ocean) while the second was based on his 
observations of a stronger pull on the groundline during hauling (probably a result of a 
larger boat having more wind resistance). His comment is, therefore, a good example of 
the fishermen being able to make excellent observations but often being unable to 
ascribe them to the correct causes. 
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APPENDIX 8 THE INTERVIEWEES' COMMENTS ON 
FISHING TECHNIQUES 

Many interviewees offered information on how they fished their gear. This Appendix 
contains such of their remarks as do not fit elsewhere in the scope of this Report. They 
are presented without further comment. 

On haddock bottom, the depth can vary from 60 to 98 fathoms four or five 
times in the mile to mile-and-a -half of one string. You have to set 
the gear slack so that it sinks into the canyons between the peaks. 

You don't have to set the gear in a straight line. You can make sharp turns. 

The fishing is better when there is bait in the water. 

Halibut can live on the hook for two days. 

If you are dubious of dogfish, try a tub and move if you have to. Sometimes 
try two or three times. 

When you are trying around for fish, only set one or two tubs. 

Take a swordfish harpoon and use it to stick big halibut with. Helps when 
getting them over the side. 

If gear parts off, either set across it and catch it with the hooks or drag 
for it. 

Fishing across the tops of shoals is hard on the gear. 

You can get one fish per hook, or you could once. I have seen 1000 Ib per 
tub. 

You cannot set against the tide on Georges. You have to haul at slack water. 
You have to tend tides on Georges. You can only fish there when the Saint 

John tide is less than 27 feet or you will get problems with the gear. 
When the tides are 25 ft and up, you can't fish unless you are going to the 

eastward (Shelburne County). 
The fish don't bite as well on high [i.e. spring] tides and you get a lot of 

strain on the gear but you can fish (Bay of Fundy). 
Haul against the tide or you will get a muddle and lose fish. 
Get zero gear loss on the Grand Banks. You do lose gear on Georges though. 

The tides are worse, the grounds are congested and the bottom is 
rough. Some people don't have enough skill and some use anchors that 
are too light. Those allow the gear to sweep across the bottom, 
wrapping it around things. 
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TABLES 
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Table 2.1 Interview Survey Sampling Scheme 

Licences Licences Including Required Interviews 
in fleet in sample over sample minimum completed 

Boats Over 65 ft 1 1 1 1 

Boats 45-65 ft 
Active 49 1 3 
Inactive 78 5 

Boats 35-45 ft 
Cape Breton Island, Guysborough & Halifax Counties 

Active 1 5 6 44 
Inactive 148 12 

Lunenburg, Queens & Shelburne Counties 
Active 2 54 72 
inactive 246 17 

1 9 
6 

1 1 

1 5 
5 

33 
8 

54 
13 

Yarmouth, Digby, Annapolis, western Kings*, Saint John & Charlotte Counties 

1 1 

1 7 
5 

36 
9 

58 
1 7 

Active 64 19 14 1 6 
Inactive 399 26 20 23 

Eastern Kings, Hants, Colchester, Cumberland & Albert Counties 
Active 0 0 o 
Inactive 4 1 

Boats Under 35 ft 
Cape Breton Island 

Active 109 47 36 
Inactive 201 1 5 1 1 

Guysborough & Halifax Counties 
Active 90 39 29 
Inactive 374 27 20 

Lunenburg~ Queens & Shelburne Counties 
Active 63 27 20 
Inactive 309 23 1 7 

- * 
Yarmouth, Digby, Annapolis, western Kings, Saint John & Charlotte Counties 

o 
1 

39 
1 3 

38 
25 

25 
21 

Active 13 5 4 5 
Inactive 121 9 7 8 

Eastern Kings, Hants, Colchester, Cumberland & Albert Counties 
Active 0 0 
Inactive 1 4 2 

o o 
2 

*: Kings County, Nova Scotia, was divided between two county groups, the dividing line being 
drawn at Cape Split. 
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Table 2.2 Summary of Non-completed Interviews 

Interview refused 

Interviewee unable to meet repeated interview offers 
Interviewee unable to meet sole interview offer 

Licence moved out of County Group 
Replaced from Alternate Sample 
Shortfall 

Local contact achieved but interviewee not reachable 
Complex trail of licence ownership abandoned 

Interviewee missed appointment: 
Interviewer missed appointment: 
Interview covered wrong boat: 

Contact not achieved 

No repeat possible 
No repeat possible 
No repeat possible 

TOTAL SHORTFALL FROM 421 INTERVIEWS: 

9 
~ 
5 

Number of 
selected licences 

6 

9 
9 

5 

4 
1 

1 
1 
1 

1 5 

52 
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Table 2.3 Sample Numbers in Mail Survey of 
Hook Types and Sizes 

Licence Total Active Estimated Licences 
Sample Licences Licences in Act Ive with Hooks 

in Fleet Database * Licences in Survey 
in Fleet * * Collection 

Over 65 ft 11 1 1 11.00 1 1 

45-65 ft 
Active 49 14 40.32 4 
Inactive 78 0 0 0 

35-45 ft 
Cape Breton and Guysborough & Halifax Cos. 

Active 156 30 129.90 1 6 
Inactive 148 1 16.44 0 

Lunenburg, Queens & Shelburne Cos. 
Active 254 47 205.86 22 
Inactive 246 4 57.88 2 

Yarmouth, Digby, Annapolis, western Kingstt , Saint John & Charlotte Counties 
Active 64 7 28.00 4 
Inactive 399 4 69.40 0 

Percent 
Database 
Activet 

100 

29 

53 
0 

47 
50 

57 
0 

Continued on next page 

*: Column 2 contains, for each sample group, the number of licences covered by successfully
completed interviews during which the interviewee declared that there had been some 
groundfish longlining under this licence in 1990. 

t: Column 5 contains the values in Column 4 as percentages of those in Column 2; in effect the 
ratios of the sample size in the hook mail survey to that in the interview survey, expressed as 
percentages. 

**: Column 3 contains the numbers in Column 2 raised by the appropriate sampling fractions 
(the number of licences in the relevant sample group, divided by the number of such licences 
covered by the interviews completed). 
***: Column 4 contains the number of licences in the relevant sample group for which hook 
data were received in response to the mail survey. 

tt: Kings County, Nova Scotia, was divided between two county groups, the dividing line being 
drawn at Cape Split. 
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Table 2.3 continued 

Licence Total Active Estimated Licences Percent 
Sample Licences Licences In Act Ive with Hooks Database 

in Fleet Database Licences in Survey Act Ive 
in Fleet Collection 

Under 35 ft 
Cape Breton 

Active 109 31 86.49 21 68 
Inactive 201 5 77.30 3 60 

Guysborough & Halifax Cos. 
Active 90 30 71.10 22 63 
Inactive 374 5 74.80 3 60 

Lunenburg, Queens & Shelburne Cos. 
Active 63 15 37.80 8 53 
Inactive 309 5 73.55 4 60 

Yarmouth, Digby, Annapolis, western Kingstt , Saint John & Charlotte Counties 
Active 13 3 7.80 2 67 
Inactive 121 2 30.26 0 0 

tt: Kings County, Nova Scotia, was divided between two county groups, the dividing line being 
drawn at Cape Split. 
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Table 2.4 : Proportions of Interview Reports of each 
Hook Type for which Hooks were Received by Mall 

Hook Type Number of Number of Proportion 
Reported at Reported Fishing Patterns 
Interview * Fishing for which 

Patterns Hooks Recelvedt 

J hook 61 24 0.39 

Modified Circle Hook 57 33 0.58 

True Circle Hook 178 105 0.59 

J & Modified Circle 10 1 0.10 

J & True Circle 6 3 0.50 

Modified & True Circle 4 1 0.25 

.: Hook types classified according to a crude scheme in which Mustad "E-Z-Baiter" and similar 
hooks were termed "modified circle hooks". other types being divided into the true circle hooks 
and the "straight" or "J" hooks. Some reported fishing patterns involved the simultaneous use 
of two types of hooks. 

t: Includes numbers of fishing patterns for which fully-reliable hook reports were received 
during the interview survey. 
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Table 3.1 Activity Statistics in the Under 65 ft Sector 
Counts of Interviewees 

Active Sample Inactive Sample 

Declared Activity: Active Inactive Active Inactive 

Licence Sample: 
45-65 ft 1 4 3 0 5 

35-45 ft 84 27 9 37 

Cape Breton 1 4 6 0 6 
Guysborough & Halifax Cos. 1 6 0 1 1 
Lunenburg Co. 2 0 0 4 
Queens & Shelburne Cos. 45 1 2 4 8 
Yarmouth-Kings Cos. 6 7 3 1 4 
Kings-Albert Co. 0 0 0 1 
Saint John & Charlotte Cos. 1 2 1 3 

Under 35 ft 79 26 1 7 57 

Cape Breton 31 7 5 8 
Guysborough & Halifax Cos. 30 8 5 22 
Lunenburg Co. 3 1 3 1 2 
Queens & Shelburne Cos. 1 2 8 2 5 
Yarmouth-Kings Cos. 2 2 1 7 
Kings-Albert Cos. 0 0 0 2 
Saint John & Charlotte Cos. 1 0 1 1 
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Table 3.2 Activity Statistics In the Under 65 ft Sector 
Weighted for Sampling 

Active Sample Inactive Sample 

Declared Activity: Active Inactive Active Inactive 

LIcence Sample: 
45-65 ft 40.32 8.64 0 78.00 

35-45 ft 363.76 114.54 143.72 587.67 

Cape Breton 60.62 25.98 0 98.64 
Guysborough & Halifax Cos. 69.28 0 16.44 16.44 
Lunenburg Co. 8.76 0 0 57.88 
Queens & Shelburne Cos. 197.10 52.56 57.88 115.76 
Yarmouth-Kings Cos. 24.00 28.00 52.05 242.90 
Kings-Albert Co. 0 0 0 4.00 
Saint John & Charlotte Cos. 4.00 8.00 17.35 52.05 

Under 35 ft 203.19 66.37 255.91 837.91 

Cape Breton 86.49 19.53 77.30 123.68 
Guysborough & Halifax Cos. 71.10 18.96 74.80 329.12 
Lunenburg Co. 7.56 2.52 44.13 176.52 
Queens & Shelburne Cos. 30 .24 20.16 29.42 73.55 
Yarmouth-Kings Cos. 5 .20 5.20 15.13 105.91 
Kings-Albert Cos. 0 0 0 14.00 
Saint John & Charlotte Cos. 2.60 0 15.13 15.13 
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Table 3.3 : Reasons for Inactivity· 
Counts of Interviewees 

Reason Given: 1 2 3 4 5 6 
(see codes below) 

45-65 ft: 8 

35-45 ft: 29 3 1 1 1 6 3 1 

Cape Breton 5 4 3 
Guys. & Hlfx. 1 
Lunenburg 2 2 
Qu. & Shelb. 7 3 4 3 1 
Yar.-Kings 14 7 
Kings-Alb. 1 
SWN.B. 3 2 

Under 35 ft: 8 3 8 46 9 2 

Cape Breton 1 2 1 1 
Guys. & Hlfx. 1 5 1 5 4 2 
Lunenburg 2 10 1 
Qu. & Shelb. 1 1 8 3 
Yar.-Kings 2 1 1 
Kings-Alb. 1 
SWN.B. 

Reason Codes: 
1 Busy in other fisheries (not handlining or jigging) 
2 Busy in handlining and/or jigging fisheries 

7 8 

2 5 

2 

4 
1 

3 Building up for longlining or waiting on any of several licensing. financial or 
business complications 

4 Lack of resources, presence of dogfish or other reasons related to the economic 
non-viability of longlining 

5 Medical problems 
6 Selected licence on smaller of two boats owned 
7 Working as crew on a larger boat 
8 Other 

The interviewees stated reasons have been classified into eight groups. In some cases, 
stated reasons could have suited more than one group and in others it was clear that the stated 
reason was only a part of a more complex decision (e.g. licensee worked as crew on a bigger 
boat because there are insufficient resources available to his own boat). In such cases, 
subjective classification judgements have been made. 
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Table 3.4 : Reasons for Inactivlty* 
Weighted for Sampling 

Reason Given: 1 2 3 4 5 6 
(see codes below) 

45·65 ft: 86.6 

35·45 ft: 335.0 23.2 127.1 164.6 33.3 14.5 

Cape Breton 45.9 41.5 37.2 
Guys. & Hlfx. 16.4 
Lunenburg 28.9 28.9 
Qu. & Shelb. 60.9 23.2 47.8 13.1 4.4 14.5 
Yar.-Kings 189.5 81.4 
Kings-Alb. 4.0 
SWN.B. 38.7 21.4 

Under 35 ft: 107.6 19.9 82.9 494.0 109.4 17.33 

Cape Breton 15.5 2.8 30.9 94.0 
Guys. & Hlfx. 15.0 2.4 49.6 174.0 59.8 17.3 
Lunenburg 29.4 134.9 14.7 
Qu. & Shelb. 2.4 14.7 2.4 68.9 19.8 
Yar.-Kings 30.3 15.1 15.1 
Kings-Alb. 7.0 
SWN.B. 15.1 

Reason Codes: 
1 Busy in other fisheries (not handlining or jigging) 
2 Busy in handlining and/or jigging fisheries 

7 8 

4.4 

4.4 

29.9 62.2 

29.9 

35.5 
7.0 

3 Building up for longlining or waiting on any of several licensing, financial or 
business complications 

4 Lack of resources, presence of dogfish or other reasons related to the economic 
non-viability of longlining 

5 Medical problems 
6 Selected licence on smaller of two boats owned 
7 Working as crew on a larger boat 
8 Other 

*: The interviewees stated reasons have been classified into eight groups. In some cases, 
stated reasons could have suited more than one group and in others it was clear that the stated 
reason was only a part of a more complex decision (e.g. licensee worked as crew on a bigger 
boat because there are insufficient resources available to his own boat). In such cases, 
subjective classification judgements have been made. 
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Table 4.1 a : Directed Species : 
Counts of Interviewees who Reported 

One or Two Fishing Patterns 

Interviewees who reported either one or two fishing patterns are tabulated in this Part 
of the Table. Those who reported a single pattern are included in the count in the 
appropriate row of the ·sole pattern" column. Those who reported two patterns are 
tabulated where the column and row for their two direction practices intersect. 
Interviewees who reported three fishing patterns are incfuded in Table 4.1b. To save 
space, some column headings are reduced to numerical codes which are also shown to the 
right of the appropriate species names in the left-most column. 

SECOND PATTERN (of 2) »» Sole Pattern 1 2 3 5 6 9 10 " 12 Row Totals 

FIRST PATTERN 

Cod (1) 41 41 

Cod & Haddock (2) 15 1 16 

Cod, Haddock & Hake 1 1 1 3 

Cod, Haddock, Hake & Pollock 1 1 

Cod, Haddock Hake & Halibut 1 1 

Cod, Haddock & Pollock 2 2 

Cod Haddock Pollock & Cusk 1 1 

Cod Haddock, Cusk & Hake 1 1 

Cod, Haddock & Halibut 5 1 2 8 

Cod, Haddock & Flounder 1 1 

Cod, Haddock Flounder & Halibut 1 1 

Cod & Hake 1 1 2 

Cod, Hake & Haddock 1 1 

Cod, Hake, Haddock & Halibut (3) 0 

Cod & Pollock 1 1 

Cod & Halibut (4) 5 1 1 1 8 

Cod Halibut Haddock & Pollock 1 1 

Cod Halibut, Haddock & Cusk 1 1 

Cod & Catfish 1 1 

Cod, Catfish, Hake & Pollock 1 1 

Cod & Flounder 1 1 

Cod Flounder & Haddock 1 1 

Haddock (5) 2 2 4 

Haddock & Cod (6) 9 1 10 

Haddock, Cod & Hake 2 2 

Haddock, Cod, Hake & Cusk 1 1 

Haddock, Cod Pollock & Halibut 1 1 

Haddock, Cod & Cusk 1 2 3 
Haddock, Cod, Cusk & Hake 1 1 2 

Haddock & Cusk 1 1 

Hake (7) 4 1 4 9 
Hake & Cod J8) 0 
Hake, Haddock, Cod & Pollock 1 1 

Hake & Cusk 1 1 2 
Halibut (9) 9 18 6 3 7 43 
Halibut & Cod (10) 8 1 5 1 6 21 

Halibut Cod & Hake (1 1 ) 0 

Halibut, Haddock, Cod & Cusk 1 1 

Cod (auto-baiter) (12) 1 1 

Cod & Haddock (auto-baiter) 1 1 

Haddock (auto-baiter) 1 1 

Haddock & Cod (auto-baiter) (13) 2 1 3 

Column Totals: 120 25 13 1 6 1S 16 3 1 1 201 
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Table 4.1 b : Directed Species : 
Counts of Interviewees who Reported 

Three Fishing Patterns 

Interviewees who reported three fishing patterns are tabulated in this Part of the Table, 
which is a three-dimensional analogue of Table 4.1 a. 

INTERVIEWEES REPORTING THREE PATTERNS 

SECOND PATTERN (of 3) >>>> 1 2 4 7 8 13 

FIRST PATTERN 
THIRD PATTERN: Halibut 

Cod 0 
Cod & Haddock 1 1 2 
Cod & Halibut 0 
Haddock 1 2 3 
Haddock & Cod 0 
Haddock, Cod & Hake 1 1 
Hake 1 1 
Halibut 1 1 
Halibut & Cod 0 
Hake (auto-baiter) 1 1 

THIRD PATTERN: Halibut & Cod 

Haddock & Cod 1 1 2 

THIRD PATTERN: Hake 
Haddock 1 1 

THIRD PATTERN: Cod & Haddock (auto-baiter) 
Cod & Haddock 1 1 
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Table 4.2a : Direction Codes Reported : 
Interviewees who Reported One or Two Fishing Patterns 

Weighted for Sampling 

Interviewees who reported either one or two fishing patterns are tabulated in this Part 
of the Table. Those who reported a single pattern are included in the weighted count in 
the appropriate row of the "sole pattern" column. Those who reported two patterns are 
tabulated where the column and row for their two direction practices intersect. 
Interviewees who reported three fishing patterns are included in Table 4.2b. To save 
space, some column headings are reduced to numerical codes which are also shown to the 
right of the appropriate species names in the left-most column. 

SECOND PATTERN lot 2) »» Sole Pattern 1 2 3 5 6 9 10 11 12 

ARST PATTERN 

Cod (1) 191.3 

Cod & Haddock (2l 85.1 14.5 

Cod, Haddock & Hake 4 4.33 2.88 

Cod. Haddock, Hake & Pollock 4.38 

Cod Haddock, Hake & Halibut 2.88 

Cod,haddock & Pollock 5.04 

Cod Haddock Pollock & Cusk 2.88 

Cod, Haddock, Cusic & Hilke 4.38 

Cod, Haddock & Halibut 18.16 4.38 6.7 

Cod, Haddock & Flounder 2.37 

Cod Haddock, Flounder & Halibut 2.79 

Cod & Hilke 15.46 1 

Cod Hake & Hilddock 4.33 

Cod, Hake, Haddock & Halibut (3) 

Cod & Pollock 17.35 

Cod & Halibut ~) 28.61 2.37 4.38 4.38 

Cod Halibut Haddock & Pollock 2.37 

Cod, Halibut, Haddock & Cusk 4.38 

Cod & Catfish 14.96 

Cod, Catfish, Hake & Pollock 2.79 

Cod & Flounder 4.33 

Cod Flounder & Haddock 2.79 

Haddock (5) 17.'18 6.9 

Haddock & Cod (6) 33.85 2.37 
Haddock, Cod & Hake 5.31 

Haddoc_k, Cod, Hake & Cusic 4.38 

Had~k, Cod Pollock & Halibut 14.7 

Haddock, Cod & Cusic 2 .52 8.76 
Haddock, Cod, Cusic & Hake 4.38 2.88 
Haddock & Cusk 4.38 

Hake (7) 9.71 4 6.74 

Hake & Cod ~8) 
Hake, Haddock, Cod & Pollock 2.37 

Hake & Cusk 4 4 
Halibut (9) 89.32 65.4 22.5 19.5 25 

Halibut & Cod (10) 53.2 15 18.9 2.52 34.3 

Halibut Cod & Hake (11 ) 

Halibut, Haddock, Cod & Cusk 4.33 

Cod (auto-baiter) (12) 4.38 

Cod & Haddock (auto-baiter) 2.52 

Haddock (auto-baiter) 4.38 

Haddock & Cod (auto-baiter) (13) 6.9 4.38 

Column Totals: 637.'17 113 48.2 4.33 30.'1 68.1 55.5 12.8 2.88 4.38 
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Table 4.2b : Direction 
Interviewees who Reported 

Weighted for 

Codes Reported : 
Three Fishing Patterns 
Sampling 

Interviewees who reported three fishing patterns are tabulated in this Part of the Table. 
which is a three-dimensional analogue of Table 4.2a. 

INTlRVlEWEES REPORTING THREE PATTERNS 

SECOND PATTERN (of 3) »» 1 2 4 7 8 13 

FIRST PATTERN: 
THIRD PATTERN: Halibut 

Cod 
Cod & Haddock 4.38 4.33 
Cod & Halibut 
Haddock 4.38 4.74 
Haddock & Cod 
Haddock, Cod & Hake 2.37 
Hake 4 
Halibut 1 
Halibut & Cod 
Hake (auto-balter) 1 

THIRD PATTERN: Halibut & Cod 
Haddock & Cod 2.37 4.38 

THIRD PATTERN: Hake 
Haddock 4 

THIRD PATTERN: Cod & Haddock (auto-balter) 
Cod & Haddock 4.38 
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Table 4.3 : Roles of Principal Directed 
Species in the Longline Fisheries 

Counts of Fishing Patterns 

Single 
Fishing 
Pattern 

Sole Species 41 
First Species 39 
Other Species 21 

Halibut: Sole Species 9 
First Species 8 

. Other Species 6 

Haddock: Sole Species 2 
First Species 1 5 
Other Species 30 

Hake: Sole Species 4 
First Species 1 
Other Species 8 

Multiple 
Fishing 

Patterns 

27 
32 
47 

60 
30 
1 2 

1 2 
24 
30 

1 1 
3 

1 0 



Table 4.4 : Bycatch Species Composition* Tabulated by Directed Species· 
Counts of Fishing Patterns 

Direction ** . 
COD COD COD COD COD COD COD HAD. HAD. HAD. HAKE HAKE HAKE HAKE HAL. HAL. HAL. Tot.t-

HAD. HAKE POL. HAL. CAT. FLOU. COD CUSK COD HAD. CUSK COD HAD. 

Bycatch: 
NONE 2 4 2 3 4 8 9 
Cod _t 15 8 2 54 298 
Haddock 55 3 8 9 1 14 12 218 
Hake 34 28 4 7 29 31 14 171 
Pollock 23 26 3 4 19 6 6 5 97 
Cusk " 23 7 8 30 16 11 110 
Silver Hake 1 1 
Halibut 37 31 2 1 6 25 10 223 
Flounder 32 " 4 2 1 2 5 60 
Turbot 1 1 4 6 
Greysole 1 1 
Catfish 29 10 2 2 2 5 2 13 71 
Monktail 2 3 3 1 3 1 12 
Redfish 4 6 2 1 3 3 20 
Tilefish 1 1 
Mackerel 1 
Shark 2 8 
Dogfish 4 5 
Skate 1 

TOTALtt: 74 54 4 11 2 2 15 41 15 2 69 27 321 

*: In this table, Oil directed species other than the first two named by the iltervlewee are treated as bycatch. See text for explanation. 

**: "Direction" is a code made up of the names of the first two directed species named by the interviewee, In the sequence named. Longer names are abbreviated as: CAT.- "catfish", FLOU.
"flounder", HAD.- haddock, HAL.- halibut and POL.- pollock . 
..... : The row totals include the column totals for columns marked "_H. Thus, they are counts of all fishing patterns that land the named species, whether as bycatch or in directed fishing. No fishing 
pattern could land "NONE" only. 
t: Directed species for each column are marked "-" in the body of the table to distinguish them from species not landed by fishing patterns with a given direction (marked". "). 

t t : Column totals are the number of fishing patterns reported with the appropriate direction. Since each pattern could take up to seven bycatch species, these totals are less than a sum of the 
numbers In the column. 



Table 4.5 : Bycatch Species Composition* Tabulated by Directed Species . 
Weighted for Sampling 

All values rounded to nearest integer 

Direction: 
coo coo COD COD COD COD COD HAD. HAD. HAD. HAKE HAKE HAKE HAKE HAL HAL HAL. Total 

HAD. HAKE POL. HAL. CAT. FLOU. COD CUSK COD HAD. CUSK COD HAD. 

Bycatch: 

NONE 5 28 5 4 9 7 43 57 
Cod 72 4 24 2 8 240 4 1359 
Haddock 242 9 17 30 3 27 2 4 74 58 957 
Hake 120 99 14 3 37 117 88 72 626 
Pollock 95 100 " 3 11 82 17 2 2 18 30 4 372 
Cusk 58 96 41 39 127 58 50 4 477 
Silver Hake 4 4 
Halibut 203 119 9 17 3 3 41 105 29 2 1034 
Flounder 128 39 25 18 3 7 14 241 
Turbot 1 3 9 13 
Greysole 4 4 
Catfish 122 33 9 4 3 18 4 2 39 4 4 266 
Monktail 7 21 10 4 3 2 4 48 
Redfish 15 31 5 2 7 6 4 70 
Tilefish 4 4 
Mackerel 3 3 
Shark 15 4 4 4 2 4 5 38 
Dogfish 23 4 27 
Skate 4 4 

TOTAL: 332 237 25 17 49 18 7 72 172 4 39 2 2 8 304 146 4 1428 

.: Table arranged as Table 4.4. See footnotes to that Table. 



Direction: 

Discards: 
NONE 
Small fish 
& Shack 
Hake 
Cusk 
Halibut 
Flounder 
Turbot 
Catfish 
Monktail 
Redfish 
Salmon 
Tuna 
Eel 
Sculpins 
Jellycat 
Ocean pout 
Grenadiers 
Black dogs 
Shark 
Oogfish 
Skate 
Hagfish 
Lobster 
Other 

TOTAL: 

Table 4.6 : Discard Species Composition* Tabulated by Directed Species· 
Counts of Fishing Patterns 

COD COD COD COD COD COD COD HAD. HAD. HAD. HAKE HAKE HAKE 
HAD. HAKE POL HAL CAT. FLOU. COD CUSK COD HAD. 

3 5 3 

15 7 2 3 14 2 
1 1 

2 

1 1 2 
1 1 
3 3 

1 

8 2 2 4 
2 
2 

12 5 2 3 3 3 2 
53 35 4 8 2 12 26 7 
33 22 3 6 8 20 5 

1 1 
1 1 
4 

74 54 4 " 2 2 15 41 15 

*: Table arranged as Table 4.4. See footnotes to that Table. 

HAKE HAL. HAL. HAL. Total 
CUSK COD HAD. 

10 6 

2 4 49 
2 
2 
2 
3 

2 2 
1 2 7 
1 2 6 

1 9 
1 

1 1 
1 1 
2 2 23 
4 7 
1 3 
2 3 
1 1 

1 13 4 49 
1 42 18 213 
2 30 15 147 

2 
2 
7 

2 69 27 321 



Table 4.7 : Discard Species Composition* Tabulated by Directed Species: 
Weighted for Sampling 

All values rounded to nearest integer 

Direction: 
COD COD COD COD COD COD COD HAD. HAD. HAD. HAKE HAKE HAKE HAKE HAL. HAL. HAL. Total 

HAD. HAKE POL. HAL. CAT. FLOU. COD CUSK COD HAD. CUSK COD HAD. 

Discards: 
NONE 6 32 3 29 24 
Small fish 
& Shack 58 37 9 3 14 5 17 16 200 
Hake 17 15 32 
Cusk 17 17 
Halibut 1 4 5 
Flounder 15 2 4 22 
Turbot 4 4 
Catfish 15 15 7 2 19 59 
~onktail 17 4 4 2 19 43 
Redfish 9 11 4 2 2 29 
Salmon 2 2 
Tuna 3 3 
Eel 2 2 
Sculpins 42 6 4 3 7 18 4 19 7 106 
Jellycat 7 3 6 16 
Ocean pout 20 2 23 
Grenadiers 2 2 4 
Black dogs 1 1 
Shark 65 29 9 21 20 11 5 2 4 51 27 242 
Dogfish 244 134 25 17 39 18 3 51 120 4 27 2 2 4 223 112 1025 
Skate 159 87 10 23 35 71 11 2 2 8 107 64 4 582 
Hagfish 4 2 7 
Lobster 17 4 21 
Other 26 4 3 59 

TOTAL: 332 237 25 17 49 18 7 72 172 4 39 2 2 8 304 146 4 1428 

": Table arranged as Table 4.4. See footnotes to that Table. 
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Table 5.1 
Combinations of Bait Types Used 

Counts of Fishing Patterns 

Bait Type 

Mackerel 27 
Mackerel & Herring 1 8 
Mackerel, Herring & Squid 1 4 
Mackerel, Herring & Shack 3 
Mackerel & Squid 8 7 
Mackerel, Squid & Herring 1 8 
Mackerel, Squid, Herring & Shack 1 
Mackerel, Squid & Shack 1 
Mackerel & Shack 1 6 
Mackerel, Shack & Herring 1 

Herring 21 
Herring & Mackerel 2 6 
Herring, Mackerel & Squid 1 4 
Herring, Mackerel, Squid & Shack 1 
Herring, Mackerel, Squid & Scallop rings 1 
Herring, Mackerel & Shack 2 
Herring, Shack & Mackerel 1 
Herring & "whatever" 1 
Herring & Gaspareau 1 

Squid 1 5 
Squid & Mackerel 2 4 
Squid, Mackerel & Herring 4 
Squid, Mackerel, Herring & Shack 1 
Squid, Mackerel, Shack & Herring 1 
Squid & Herring 2 
Squid, Herring & Mackerel 1 

Shack 3 
Shack & Mackerel 5 
Shack, Herring & Mackerel 1 

Gaspareau 2 
Gaspareau & Herring 1 
Gaspareau & Squid 1 
Redfish, Herring & Mackerel 1 
Redfish, Herring, Mackerel & Shack 1 
"whatever" 2 
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Table 5.2 
Combinations of Bait Types Used 

Weighted for Sampling 

Bait Type 

Mackerel 
Mackerel & Herring 
Mackerel, Herring & Squid 
Mackerel, Herring & Shack 
Mackerel & Squid 
Mackerel, Squid & Herring 
Mackerel, Squid, Herring & Shack 
Mackerel, Squid & Shack 
Mackerel & Shack 
Mackerel, Shack & Herring 

Herring 
Herring & Mackerel 
Herring, Mackerel & Squid 
Herring, Mackerel, Squid & Shack 
Herring, Mackerel, Squid & Scallop rings 
Herring, Mackerel & Shack 
Herring, Shack & Mackerel 
Herring & ·whatever" 
Herring & Gaspareau 

Squid 
Squid & Mackerel 
Squid, Mackerel & Herring 
Squid, Mackerel, Herring & Shack 
Squid, Mackerel, Shack & Herring 
Squid & Herring 
Squid, Herring & Mackerel 

Shack 
Shack & Mackerel 
Shack, Herring & Mackerel 

Gaspareau 
Gaspareau & Herring 
Gaspareau & Squid 
Redfish, Herring & Mackerel 
Redfish, Herring, Mackerel & Shack 
"whatever" 

139.94 
82.29 
81.35 
20.21 

312.92 
65.26 
14.47 

4.38 
51.69 

2.79 

43.95 
229.95 

60.27 
14.71 

4.00 
19.09 

2.37 
2.52 
4.00 

62.60 
101.59 

15.46 
4.38 
2.88 
8.76 
2.79 

3.00 
18.71 
14.96 

8.00 
2.60 

17.35 
4.33 
2.88 
8.00 



Table 5.3 . Combinations of Bait Types Used Tabulated by Directed Species 
Counts of Fishing Patterns 

Direction: 
COD COD COO COD COD COD COD HAD. HAD. HAD. HAKE HAKE HAKE HAKE HAL. HAl. HAl. Total 

HAD. HAKE POL. HAl. CAT. FLOU. COD CUSK COD HAD. CUSK COD HAD. 

Bait Species: 
NO DATA 1 2 
Mackerel 6 2 8 7 27 
Mackerel & Herring 6 3 1 6 18 
Mackerel Herring & Squid 8 4 1 14 
Mackerel Herring & Shack 1 2 3 
Mackerel & Squid 21 18 2 2 6 24 2 3 4 87 
Mackerel Squid & Herring 8 2 2 1 1 1 2 18 
Mackerel Squid Herring & Shack 1 
Mackerel Squid & Shack 1 
Mackerel & Shack " 5 16 
Mackerel Shack & Herring 1 1 
Herring 1 3 1 1 10 5 21 
Herring & Mackerel 2 , 2 1 4 9 5 26 
Herring Mackerel & Squid 4 6 2 2 14 
Herring Mackerel Squid & Shack , 
Herring Mackerel Squid & Scallop rings 1 
Herring Mackerel & Shack 2 2 
Herring Shack & Mackerel , 
Herring & "whatever" 
Herring & Gaspareau 1 
Squid 6 5 1 '5 
Squid & Mackerel 5 8 4 6 24 
Squid Mackerel & Herring 1 4 
Squid Mackerel Herring & Shack , 
Squid Mackerel Shack & Herring 1 
Squid & Herring 2 
Squid Herring & Mackerel 1 
Shack 3 3 
Shack & Mackerel 5 5 
Shack Herring & Mackerel , 
Gaspareau 2 
Gaspareau & Herring 1 
Gaspareau & Squid , 
Redflsh Herring & Mackerel 1 
Redflsh Herring Mackerel & Squid 1 
"whatever" 1 1 2 
Totals 74 54 4 " 2 2 15 41 15 2 69 27 321 



Table 5.4 . Combinations of Bait Types Used Tabulated by Directed Species 
Weighted for Sampling 

All values rounded to nearest integer 

Direction: 
COD COD COD COO COD COD COD HAD. HAD. HAD. HAKE HAKE HAKE HAKE HAL HAL HAL. Total 

HAD. HAKE POL HAL. CAT. FLoo. COD ruSK COO HAD. ruSK COD HAD. 

Bait Species: 
NO DATA 4 1 5 
~ckerel 45 7 17 15 2 18 34 140 
~ckerel & Herring 32 11 2 3 20 15 82 
~ckerel Herring & Squid 37 26 4 14 81 
~ckerel Herring & Shack 2 17 20 
~ckerel & Squid 64 77 5 18 16 87 4 5 2 2 4 8 16 4 313 
~ckerel Squid & Herring 27 7 9 3 2 4 4 9 65 
~ckerel Squid Herring & Shack 14 14 
~ckerel Squid & Shack 4 4 
~ckerel & Shack 33 19 52 
~ckerel Shack & Herring 3 3 
Herring 15 7 2 17 2 44 
Herring & Mackerel 18 3 15 7 15 28 4 83 57 230 
Herring Mackerel & Squid 14 31 8 8 60 
Herring Mackerel Squid & Shack 15 15 
Herring Mackerel Squid & Scallop rings 4 4 
Herring Mackerel & Shack 19 19 
Herring Shack & Mackerel 2 2 
Herring & "whatever" 3 3 
Herring & Gaspareau 4 4 
Squid 26 20 4 4 4 3 63 
Squid & Mackerel 17 40 15 24 4 102 
Squid Mackerel & Herring 2 4 4 4 15 
Squid Mackerel Herring & Shack 4 4 
Squid Mackerel Shack & Herring 3 3 
Squid & Herring 4 4 9 
Squid Herring & Mackerel 3 3 
Shack 3 3 
Shack & Mackerel 19 19 
Shack Herring & Mackerel 15 15 
Gaspareau 4 4 8 
Gaspareau & Herring 3 3 
Gaspareau & Squid 17 18 
Redflsh Herring & Mackerel 4 4 
Redflsh Herring Mackerel & Squid 3 3 
"whatever" 4 4 8 
Totall 332 237 25 17 49 18 7 12 112 4 39 2 Z 8 304 146 4 1440 
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Table 5.5 
Primary Bait Types Used 

Tabulated by Directed Species 
(Single-Species Directed Fishing Patterns Only) 

Counts of Fishing Patterns 

Directed Species Primary Bait Type 

O:x:t 

Haddock 

Hake 

Halibut 

Mackerel Herring 

49 

8 

1 2 

31 

8 

3 

2 

24 

Table 5.6 : 

Squid 

1 4 

4 

o 
2 

All Bait Types Used 

Shack 

o 
o 
o 
8 

Tabulated by Directed Species 
(Single-Species Directed Fishing Patterns Only) 

Counts of Fishing Patterns 

Directed Species Bait Type 

Mackerel Herring Squid Shack 

O:x:t 50 33 56 0 

Haddock 1 5 4 1 3 0 

Hake 1 3 3 4 0 

Halibut 52 37 7 27 

Other 

o 
o 

4 

Other 

4 

0 

4 
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Table 5.7 : Proportions of Reported Hook Types 
for which Specimen Hooks were Received 

Hook Type 
Identified from 
Interview Data 

Number of 
Reported 
Fishing 
Patterns 

Number of 
Fishing Patterns 
for which Hooks 

were Received 

Percentage 

J hook 61 24 39 

"Modified Circle" 57 33 58 

Circle 178 105 59 

J & "Modified Circle" 10 10 

J & Circle 6 3 50 

"Modified Circle" & Circle 4 1 25 
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Table 5.8 : Sampling Fractions used In Analysis 
of Mall Survey of Hook Types and Sizes 

Licence 
Sample 

Over 65 ft 

45-65 ft 

35-45 ft 

Estimated 
Act ive 

Licences 
in Fleet 

11.00 

40.32 

Licences 
with Hooks 
in Survey 
Collection 

1 1 

4 

Cape Breton and Guysborough & Halifax Cos. 
Active 129.90 16 
Inactive 16.44 0 

Lunenburg, Queens & Shelburne Cos. 
Active 205.86 22 
Inactive 57.88 2 

Inverse of 
Survey 

Sampling 
Fraction 

1.00 

10.08 

8.12 

9.36 
28.94 

Licences 
with Inter

pretable 
Reports 

1 1 

1 2 

29 
1 

46 
4 

Yarmouth, Digby, Annapolis, Kings, Saint John & Charlotte Counties 
Active 28.00 4 7.00 5 
Inactive 69.40 0 1 

Under 35 ft 
Cape Breton 

Active 
Inactive 

86.49 
77.30 

Guysborough & Halifax Cos. 

21 
3 

Active 71 . 1 0 2 2 
Inactive 74.80 3 

Lunenburg, Queens & Shelburne Cos. 
Active 37.80 8 
Inactive 73.55 4 

4.12 
25.77 

3.23 
24.93 

4.73 
24.52 

Yarmouth, Digby, Annapolis, Kings, Saint John & Charlotte Counties 

29 
3 

24 
4 

1 2 
5 

Inverse 
of Final 
Sampling 
Fraction 

1.00 

3.36 

4.48 
16.44 

4.48 
14.47 

5.60 
69.40 

2.98 
25.77 

2.96 
18.70 

3.15 
14.71 

Active 7.80 2 3.90 3 2.6 
Inactive 30 .26 0 0 
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Table 5.9 : Types of Hooks Received 
In Response to Mail Survey 

Generic Hook Type Proprietary Type Name Quality Number 

Circle 

Longshank circle 

Easybait 

Gravitation 

Oporto 

Limerick 

Halibut 

Mustad "Tuna Circle" straight 
Mustad "Tuna Circle" kirbed 
Milward "Group 1500 Circle" straight 
Milward "Group 1500 Circle" kirbed 
VMC ALong Line Circle" 

Mustad "E-Z-Baiter Circle" 
Milward "Group 1500 Circle Long Shank" 

Mustad "E-Z-Baiter Circle" straight 
Mustad "E-Z-Baiter Circle" kirbed 
Milward "Superbaiter" straight 
Milward "Superbaiter" kirbed 
VMC "Long Line Baiter Circle, X strong" 
VMC "Long Line Baiter Circle" 

Mustad "Gravitation" regular shank 
Mustad "Gravitation" long shank 
Milward "Centreline" 
VMC 

Mustad "Gravitation Ring" 
Milward "Oporto Cod" 

Mustad "Atlantic Limerick" 
VMC 

Mustad "Halibut" 

39960 
39965 

1501 
1502 
9788 

39980A 
1503 

39975 
39977 

1602 
1601 
9768 
9769 

9353 
9365 
1705 
9765 

704B 
1704 

31010 
9767 

94010 

In most cases, the hooks received were only identified to their generic hook types. This 
table lists some products of each of the three major hook manufacturers that were 
available to Scotia-Fundy groundfish longline fishermen, based on catalogue listings, 
sample hooks provided by local gear suppliers and the original manufacturer's labels 
mailed in by some respondents. All known hook quality numbers within each generic type 
are listed but not the various quality-number suffixes that distinguish different kinds of 
plating applied to the hooks. 

Each of the seven listed generic hooks types was used in the longline fisheries, as were 
products of each of the three named manufacturers. By at least one verbal report, 
Eagleclaw-brand hooks, manufactured by Wright & McGill Co. were also used, though 
this could not be confirmed from the mail survey hook specimens. Moreover, it is not 
known which of the listed proprietary types was used and it cannot be certain that no 
additional proprietary types, within the same generic types, were included among the 
hooks received nor that no products of a fifth manufacturer were so included. 



Hook Type 

Circle 

Longshank circle 

Easybait 

Gravitation 

Oporto 

limerick 

Halibut 
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Table 5.10 : Sizes of Hooks Received 
in Response to Mall Survey 

Manufacturer Sizes Received 

Mustad 1 0/0 1 1/0 1 2/0 13/0 14/0 
Milward #5S #5 #4 #3 #2 , 
\Itt£ #10 #8 #7 #6 #5 

Mustad 13/0 
Milward #6 #5 #4 

Mustad 1 1/0 12/0 13/0 
Milward #6 #5 #4 
VMC #6 

Mustad #16 #15 #14 #13* 
Milward #7 #6 #5 
\Itt£ #16 #15 #14 

Mustad #15 
Milward #7 

Mustad 6/0 
VMC 6/0 

Mustad 6284 (also called 10/0) t 

15/0 1 6/0 
#1 1/0 
#4 #3 

Since the hooks received could not be identified by manufacturer, each manufacturer's 
equivalent sizes are tabulated here for every size of hook received. Gaps in the table 
indicate that that size of hook is not listed in the appropriate catalogue nor in the other 
sources available to the authors. 

There is no direct equivalence between different manufacturer's size schemes. The sizes 
of the VMC circle and easybait types are somewhat intermediate between those of the 
equivalent Mustad and Milward products. The two brands of Oporto hook are not identical 
in size. Indeed, the regular and long shanked sub-variants of the Mustad Gravitation hook 
of the same nominal size differ in more than their shank lengths. The size equivalencies 
given here are, therefore, merely indicative. They are also purely internal to each 
generic hook type. (For one attempt to inter-calibrate hook sizes among types, see Table 
5.46.) 

A hook of very similar form to the Mustad Gravitation but of a larger size than the largest in 
their catalogue (#14) was received from each of two interviewees. This hook is here tabulated 
as a Mustad product though its true manufacturer is unknown. 

t : Mustad Halibut hooks are sold in three different sizes, each of which has its own quality 
number, in contrast to the normal practice with hooks of the same design but different sizes. 
Some catalogues list the three sizes only by their quality numbers but others include a size 
designation: ·10/0· in the case of the size of the specimen hooks received. 
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Table 5.11 . Relative Importance of Generic Hook Types . 
A: Mall Survey Data Only 

Hook Fishing Corrected Weighted Weighted Percent 
Type Patterns for Multiple for for 

in which Hook Types Sampling 
. 

Hooks Set 
Type Used per Pattern (in millions) 

Circle 111 105.00 737 3.75 48.7 

Longshank Circle 19 15.25 114 0.84 10.9 

Easybait 30 25.00 193 1.52 19.7 

Gravitation 30 24.50 165 1.13 14.7 

Oporto 3 2.25 40 0.29 3.7 

Limerick 4 3.50 25 0 .12 1.6 

Halibut 2 1.50 28 0.05 0.6 

Total 199 177 1302 7.70 100 

B: Including Re-Interpreted Interview Data 

Hook Fishing Corrected Weighted Weighted Percent 
Type Patterns for Multiple for for 

in which Hook Types Sampling 
. 

Hooks Set 
Type Used per Pattern (in millions) 

Circle 166 159.50 732 3.55 43.7 

Longshank Circle 31 27.25 129 1.45 17.8 

Easybait 42 36.00 157 1.34 16.5 

Gravitation 48 41.00 246 1.30 16.0 

Oporto 4 3.25 37 0.27 3.3 

Limerick 7 6.50 28 0.15 1.8 

Halibut 3 2.50 32 0.07 0.9 

Total 301 276 1 361 8.13 100 

. 
: All values rounded to nearest integer. 
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Table 5.12 : Relative Importance of Generic Hook Types 
by Boat Size Class : 

Numbers of Fishing Patterns, Weighted for Sampling 
All values rounded to nearest integer 

A: Ma" Survey Data Only 

Under 35 ft 35-45 ft 45-65 ft Over 65 
Hook Type: 

Circle 289 400 30 17 

Longshank Circle 73 41 0 0 

Easybait 76 88 25 4 

Gravitation 52 109 5 0 

Oporto 32 8 0 0 

Limerick 6 19 0 0 

Halibut 25 4 0 0 

Total 553 669 60 21 

B: Including Re-Interpreted Interview Data 

Under 35 ft 35-45 ft 45-65 ft Over 65 
Hook Type: 

Circle 302 373 40 17 

Longshank Circle 60 70 0 0 

Easybait 59 76 18 4 

Gravitation 64 177 5 0 

Oporto 32 4 0 0 

Limerick 5 24 0 0 

Halibut 15 17 0 0 

Total 537 741 63 21 

ft 

ft 
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Table 5.13 : Relative Importance of Generic Hook Types 
by Boat Size Class : 

Numbers of Hooks Set (in thousands) 
All values rounded to nearest integer 

A: Mall Survey Data Only 

Under 35 ft 35-45 ft 45-65 ft 
Hook Type: 

Circle 790 2649 183 

Longshank Circle 392 445 0 

Easybait 209 844 417 

Gravitation 226 831 76 

Oporto 146 142 0 

Limerick 11 112 0 

Halibut 29 19 0 

Total 1803 5042 676 

B: Including Re-Interpreted Interview Data 

Under 35 ft 35-45 ft 45-65 ft 
Hook Type: 

Circle 879 2149 399 

Longshank Circle 340 808 0 

Easybait 186 776 324 

Gravitation 231 990 76 

Oporto 195 78 0 

Limerick 8 141 0 

Halibut 18 56 0 

Total 1857 4998 799 

Over 65 

125 

0 

50 

0 

0 

0 

0 

175 

Over 65 

125 

0 

50 

0 

0 

0 

0 

175 

ft 

ft 
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Table 5.14 : Relative Importance of Generic Hook Types 
by County Group (under 45 ft boats only) : 

Numbers of Fishing Patterns, Weighted for Sampling 
All values rounded to nearest integer 

A: Mall Survey Data Only 

Cape Ha I ifax Lunenburg Queens Yarmouth Southwest 
Breton and and to Kings New 
Island Guysborough Shelburne Brunswick 

Hook Type: 

Circle 78 303 0 294 4 1 1 

Longsh. Circle 55 29 29 0 0 0 

Easybait 37 11 0 112 4 0 

Gravitation 26 14 5 95 1 4 7 

Oporto 34 0 0 6 0 0 

Limerick 0 2 0 23 0 0 

Halibut 0 0 25 0 4 0 

Total 230 359 59 530 26 1 8 

B: Including Re-Interpreted Interview Data 

Cape Halifax Lunenburg Queens Yarmouth Southwest 
Breton and and to Kings New 
Island Guysborough Shelburne Brunswick 

Hook Type: 

Circle 83 315 13 252 3 8 

Longsh. Circle 71 22 18 18 0 0 

Easybait 32 8 0 86 8 0 

Gravitation 25 11 18 70 42 75 

Oporto 33 0 0 4 0 0 

Limerick 0 1 0 21 6 0 

Halibut 0 0 15 14 3 0 

Total 244 357 64 465 62 83 
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Table 5.15 : Relative Importance of Generic Hook Types 
by County Group (under 45 ft boats only) 

Numbers of Hooks Set (In thousands) 
All values rounded to nearest integer 

A: Mall Survey Data Only 

Hook Type: 

Cape 
Breton 
Island 

Circle 362 

Longsh. Circle 443 

Easybait 235 

Gravitation 215 

Oporto 277 

Limerick 0 

Halibut 0 

Total 1532 

Halifax Lunenburg Queens 
and and 

Guysborough Shelburne 

1867 o 1177 

261 133 o 

36 o 777 

51 4 716 

o o 11 

3 o 120 

o 29 o 

2218 166 2801 

B: Including Re-Interpreted Interview Data 

Hook Type: 

Cape 
Breton 
Island 

Circle 413 

Longsh. Circle 679 

Easybait 186 

Gravitation 183 

Oporto 267 

Limerick 0 

Halibut 0 

Total 1728 

Halifax Lunenburg Queens 
and and 

Guysborough Shelburne 

1570 33 985 

165 80 223 

26 o 701 

40 40 493 

o o 6 

3 o 131 

o 1 8 41 

1804 1 71 2580 

Yarmouth 
to Kings 

1 9 

o 

5 

36 

o 

o 

1 9 

79 

Yarmouth 
to Kings 

15 

o 

49 

133 

o 

15 

15 

227 

Southwest 
New 

Brunswick 

14 

o 

o 

35 

o 

o 

o 

49 

Southwest 
New 

Brunswick 

11 

o 

o 

333 

o 

o 

o 

344 
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Table 5.16 : Relative Importance of Generic Hook Types 
by Primary Directed Species 

Numbers of Fishing Patterns, Weighted for Sampling 
All values rounded to nearest integer 

A: Mall Survey Data Only 

Cod Haddock Hake Halibut 
Hook Type: 

Circle 283 99 21 333 

Longshank Circle 85 16 5 8 

Easybait 140 46 7 1 

Gravitation 104 52 0 10 

Oporto 34 6 0 0 

limerick 5 20 0 0 

Halibut 0 0 4 25 

Total 651 239 37 377 

B: Including Re-Interpreted Interview Data 

Cod Haddock Hake Halibut 
Hook Type: 

Circle 284 84 22 342 

Longshank Circle 103 9 4 13 

Easybait 82 63 12 

Gravitation 174 42 19 11 

Oporto 33 4 - 0 0 

limerick 8 21 0 0 

Halibut 0 0 3 29 

Total 684 223 60 396 
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Table 5.17 : Relative Importance of Generic Hook Types 
by Primary Directed Species : 

Numbers of Hooks Set (in thousands) 
All values rounded to nearest integer 

A: Mall Survey Data Only 

Cod Haddock Hake 
Hook Type: 

Circle 1715 792 1 16 

Longshank Circle 576 175 25 

Easybait 1335 146 29 

Gravitation 679 442 0 

Oporto 277 11 0 

Limerick 8 115 0 

Halibut 0 0 19 

Total 4590 1681 189 

B: Including Re-Interpreted Interview Data 

Cod Haddock Hake 
Hook Type: 

Circle 1654 656 1 14 

Longshank Circle 974 97 23 

Easybait 708 544 74 

Gravitation 883 328 71 

Oporto 267 6 0 

Limerick 30 118 0 

Halibut 0 0 15 

Total 4516 1749 297 

Halibut 

1126 

61 

10 

11 

0 

0 

29 

1237 

Halibut 

1127 

53 

10 

15 

0 

0 

58 

1263 
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Table 5.18 Relative Importance of Various Sizes of 
Circle Hooks 

Some values rounded to nearest integer 

A: Ma" Survey Data Only 

Hook Fishing Corrected Weighted Hooks Set 
Size Patterns for Multiple for (thousands) 

in which Hook Types or Sampling 
Size Used Sizes per Pattern 

1 6/0 40 36.3 193 609 

1 5/0 12 7.6 57 258 

14/0 23 18.8 183 719 

13/0 2 2.0 6 15 

12/0 15 11.0 78 460 

1 1/0 17 11.5 82 409 

1 0/0 21 17.8 136 1277 

B: Including Re-Interpreted Interview Data 

Hook Fishing Corrected Weighted Hooks Set 
Size Patterns for Multiple for (thousands) 

in which Hook Types or Sampling 
Size Used Sizes per Pattern 

16/0 54 48.3 188 609 

1 5/0 18 13.1 54 209 

14/0 40 34.3 187 669 

1 3/0 4 3.5 13 36 

12/0 23 19.0 109 597 

1 1/0 22 15.5 68 418 

1 0/0 31 26.8 11 8 1024 
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Table 5.19 Relative Importance of Various Sizes of 
Longshank Circle Hooks 

Some values rounded to nearest integer 

A: Mall Survey Data Only 

Hook Fishing Corrected Weighted Hooks Set 
Size Patterns for Multiple for (thousands) 

in which Hook Types or Sampling 
Size Used Sizes per Pattern 

#4 2 1.00 25 123 

# 5 15 10.00 63 490 

# 6 6 4 .25 26 224 

B: Including Re-Interpreted Interview Data 

Hook Fishing Corrected Weighted Hooks Set 
Size Patterns for Multiple for (thousands) 

in which Hook Types or Sampling 
Size Used Sizes per Pattern 

#4 3 2.00 25 107 

# 5 17 12.00 50 410 

#6 14 12.25 50 619 
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Table 5.20 Relative Importance of Various Sizes of 
Easybalt Hooks 

Some values rounded to nearest integer 

A: Mall Survey Data Only 

Hook Fishing Corrected Weighted Hooks Set 
Size Patterns for Multiple for (thousands) 

in which Hook Types or Sampling 
Size Used Sizes per Pattern 

13/0 2 2.00 9 135 

1 2/0 18 14.25 108 808 

1 1/0 11 8.75 76 576 

B: Including Re-Interpreted Interview Data 

Hook Fishing Corrected Weighted Hooks Set 
Size Patterns for Multiple for (thousands) 

In which Hook Types or Sampling 
Size Used Sizes per Pattern 

13/0 3 3.00 1 1 125 

1 2/0 23 18.75 81 599 

1 1/0 18 14.25 65 612 
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Table 5.21 Relative Importance of Various Sizes of 
Gravitation Hooks 

Some values rounded to nearest integer 

A: Mall Survey Data Only 

Hook Fishing Corrected Weighted Hooks Set 
Size Patterns for Multiple for (thousands) 

in which Hook Types or Sampling 
Size Used Sizes per Pattern 

#13 2 2.0 6 14 

#14 4 3.5 15 103 

#15 14 9.5 63 357 

#16 14 9.5 82 658 

B: Including Re-Interpreted Interview Data 

Hook Fishing Corrected Weighted Hooks Set 
Size Patterns for Multiple for (thousands) 

in which Hook Types or Sampling 
Size Used Sizes per Pattern 

#13 3 3 9 17 

#14 5 4 13 81 

#15 17 12 79 379 

#16 28 22 146 820 
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Table 5.22 : Relative Importance of Various Sizes of 
Circle Hooks by Boat Size Class : 

Numbers of Fishing Patterns, Weighted for Sampling 
All values rounded to nearest integer 

A: Mall Survey Data Only 

Hook Size Under 35 tt 35·45 tt 45-65 tt Over 65 tt 

1 6/0 69 89 18 17 

1 5/0 9 46 3 0 

1 4/0 69 106 8 0 

1 3/0 6 0 0 0 

1 2/0 52 26 0 0 

1 1/0 32 50 0 0 

1 0/0 52 84 0 0 

B: Including Re-Interpreted Interview Data 

Hook Size Under 35 tt 35·45 ft 45-65 ft Over 65 tt 

1 6/0 61 102 8 17 

1 5/0 7 49 6 0 

1 4/0 73 . 101 13 0 

13/0 6 7 0 0 

1 2/0 65 40 3 0 

1 1/0 33 30 5 o· 

1 0/0 57 56 5 0 
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Table 5.23 : Relative Importance of Various Sizes of 
Circle Hooks by Boat Size Class : 

A: Mall 

Hook 
Size 

16/0 

15/0 

14/0 

13/0 

12/0 

11/0 

10/0 

Numbers of Hooks Set (in thousands) 
All values rounded to nearest integer 

Survey Data Only 

Under 35 ft 35-45 ft 45-65 ft Over 65 ft 

46 334 104 125 

12 222 23 0 

174 489 56 0 

15 0 0 0 

210 249 0 0 

109 301 0 0 

224 1054 0 0 

B: Including Re-Interpreted Interview Data 

Hook Under 35 ft 35-45 ft 45-65 ft Over 65 ft 
Size 

16/0 67 368 49 125 

15/0 10 162 37 0 

14/0 178 421 70 0 

13/0 14 22 0 0 

12/0 212 320 65 0 

1 1/0 115 210 92 0 

10/0 282 657 86 0 
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Table 5.24 : Relative Importance of Various Sizes of 
Circle Hooks by County Group (under 45 ft boats only) : 

Numbers of Fishing Patterns, Weighted for Sampling 
All values rounded to nearest integer 

A: Mall Survey Data Only 

Hook Cape Halifax Lunenburg Queens Yarmouth Southwest 
Size Breton and and to Kings New 

Island Guysborough Shelburne Brunswick 

16/0 24 8 0 115 0 1 1 

1 5/0 4 3 0 43 4 0 

1 4/0 0 118 0 57 0 0 

13/0 0 6 0 0 0 0 

12/0 43 21 0 14 0 0 

1 1/0 6 36 0 41 0 0 

1 0/0 0 111 0 25 0 0 

B: Including Re-Interpreted Interview Data 

Hook Cape Halifax Lunenburg Queens Yarmouth Southwest 
Size Breton and and to Kings New 

Island Guysborough Shelburne Brunswick 

16/0 18 27 0 110 0 8 

1 5/0 3 3 4 34 3 0 

1 4/0 4 120 0 50 0 0 

13/0 0 6 0 7 0 0 

1 2/0 52 38 9 7 0 0 

1 1/0 5 36 0 21 0 0 

1 0/0 0 89 0 23 0 0 
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Table 5.25 : Relative Importance of Various Sizes of 
Circle Hooks by County Group (under 45 ft boats only) : 

A: Mall 

Hook 
Size 

16/0 

15/0 

1 4/0 

13/0 

1 2/0 

1 1/0 

1 0/0 

Numbers of Hooks Set (in thousands) 
All values rounded to nearest integer 

Survey Data Only 

Cape Halifax Lunenburg Queens Yarmouth 
Breton and and to Kings 
Island Guysborough Shelburne 

128 8 0 230 0 

5 5 0 206 1 9 

0 402 0 261 0 

0 15 0 0 0 

177 185 0 98 0 

52 243 0 114 0 

0 1009 0 268 0 

B: Including Re-Interpreted Interview Data 
, 

Hook Cape Halifax Lunenburg Queens Yarmouth 
Size Breton and and to Kings 

Island Guysborough Shelburne 

16/0 75 49 0 301 0 

15/0 4 8 5 143 1 5 

1 4/0 22 365 0 212 0 

1 3/0 0 14 0 22 0 

1 2/0 264 194 28 47 0 

1 1/0 49 218 0 58 0 

1 0/0 0 734 0 202 0 

Southwest 
New 

Brunswick 

1 4 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Southwest 
New 

Brunswick 

1 1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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Table 5.26 : Relative Importance of Various Sizes of 
Circle Hooks by Primary Directed Species : 

Numbers of Fishing Patterns, Weighted for Sampling 
All values rounded to nearest integer 

A: Mall Survey Data Only 

Hook Size Cod Haddock Hake Halibut 

16/0 13 0 0 180 

15/0 42 1 4 11 

14/0 57 0 0 126 

13/0 0 0 0 6 

12/0 57 13 6 2 

1 1/0 64 11 7 0 

1 0/0 49 75 4 8 

B: Including Re-Interpreted Interview Data 

16/0 24 0 0 163 

15/0 26 1 3 24 

14/0 43 0 0 145 

1 3/0 4 0 0 8 

12/0 92 11 6 1 

1 1/0 48 11 7 0 

1 0/0 47 61 4 4 
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Table 5.27 : Relative Importance of Various Sizes of 
Circle Hooks by Primary Directed Species 

Numbers of Hooks Set (In thousands) 
All values rounded to nearest integer 

A: Mall Survey Data Only 

Hook Cod Haddock Hake Halibut 
Size 

16/0 85 0 0 525 

15/0 199 2 15 38 

14/0 275 0 0 444 

1 3/0 0 0 0 15 

12/0 250 164 41 4 

1 1/0 360 23 26 0 

1 0/0 546 602 29 99 

B: Including Re-Interpreted Interview Data 

Hook Cod Haddock Hake Halibut 
Size 

16/0 110 0 0 499 

15/0 108 1 15 84 

1 4/0 192 0 0 476 

13/0 17 0 0 20 

1 2/0 473 92 27 4 

1 1/0 294 85 39 0 

10/0 459 478 33 55 
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Table 5.28 : Relative Importance of Various Sizes of 
Longshank Circle Hooks by Boat Size Class : 

Numbers of Fishing Patterns, Weighted for Sampling 
All values rounded to nearest integer 

A: Mall Survey Data Only 

Hook Size Under 35 ft 35-45 ft 45-65 ft Over 65 ft 

#4 25 o o o 

# 5 38 25 o o 

# 6 9 16 o o 

B: Including Re-Interpreted Interview Data 

Hook Size Under 35 ft 35-45 ft 45-65 ft Over 65 ft 

#4 20 4 o o 

# 5 30 20 o o 

# 6 10 40 o o 
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Table 5.29 : Relative Importance of Various Sizes of 
Longshank Circle Hooks by Boat Size Class 

Numbers of Hooks Set (In thousands) 
All values rounded to nearest integer 

A: Mall Survey Data Only 

Hook Size Under 35 ft 35-45 ft 45-65 ft Over 65 ft 

#4 123 o o o 

# 5 220 270 o o 

#6 48 175 o o 

B: Including Re-Interpreted Interview Data 

Hook Size Under 35 ft 35-45 ft 45-65 ft Over 65 ft 

#4 99 8 o o 

# 5 184 226 o o 

# 6 57 562 o o 
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Table 5.30 : Relative Importance of Various Sizes of 
Longshank Circle Hooks by County Group 

(under 45 ft boats only) : 
Numbers of Fishing Patterns, Weighted for Sampling 

All values rounded to nearest integer 

A: Mall Survey Data Only 

Hook Cape Halifax Lunenburg Queens Yarmouth Southwest 
Size Breton and and to Kings New 

Island Guysborough Shelburne Brunswick 

#4 13 0 12 0 0 0 

# 5 36 12 15 0 0 0 

#6 6 17 2 0 0 0 

B: Including Re-Interpreted Interview Data 

Hook Cape Halifax Lunenburg Queens Yarmouth Southwest 
Size Breton and and to Kings New 

Island Guysborough Shelburne Brunswick 

#4 13 0 7 4 0 0 

# 5 33 8 9 0 0 0 

# 6 25 10 2 13 0 0 
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Table 5.31 : Relative Importance of Various Sizes of 
Longshank Circle Hooks by County Group 

A: Mall 

Hook 
Size 

#4 

#5 

# 6 

(under 45 ft boats only) : 
Numbers of Hooks Set (in thousands) 

All values rounded to nearest integer 

Survey Data Only 

Cape Halifax Lunenburg Queens Yarmouth 
Breton and and to Kings 
Island Guysborough Shelburne 

62 0 61 0 0 

342 81 66 0 0 

39 180 5 0 0 

B: Including Re-Interpreted Interview Data 

Hook Cape Halifax Lunenburg Queens Yarmouth 
Size Breton and and to Kings 

Island Guysborough Shelburne 

#4 62 0 37 8 0 

#5 318 52 40 0 0 

# 6 299 101 3 215 0 

Southwest 
New 

Brunswick 

0 

0 

0 

Southwest 
New 

Brunswick 

0 

0 

0 
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Table 5.32 : Relative Importance of Various Sizes of 
Longshank Circle Hooks by Primary Directed Species : 
Numbers of Fishing Patterns, Weighted for Sampling 

All values rounded to nearest integer 

A: Mall Survey Data Only 

Hook 
Size 

#4 

#5 

# 6 

B: Including 

Hook 
Size 

#4 

#5 

# 6 

Cod 

25 

51 

9 

Re-Interpreted 

Cod 

20 

42 

40 

Haddock Hake Halibut 

o o o 

o 4 8 

16 1 o 

Interview Data 

Haddock Hake Halibut 

0 0 4 

0 4 4 

9 0 
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Table 5.33 : Relative Importance of Various Sizes of 
Longshank Circle Hooks by Primary Directed Species 

Numbers of Hooks Set (in thousands) 
All values rounded to nearest integer 

A: Mall Survey Data Only 

Hook 
Size 

#4 

#5 

# 6 

B: Including 

Hook 
Size 

#4 

#5 

# 6 

Cod 

123 

409 

44 

Re-Interpreted 

Cod 

99 

358 

518 

Haddock Hake 

o o 

o 20 

175 5 

Interview Data 

Haddock Hake 

0 0 

0 19 

97 4 

Halibut 

o 

61 

o 

Halibut 

8 

34 

0 
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Table 5.34 : Relative Importance of Various Sizes of 
Easybait Hooks by Boat Size Class : 

Numbers of Fishing Patterns, Weighted for Sampling 
All values rounded to nearest integer 

A: Mall Survey Data Only 

Hook Size Under 35 ft 35-45 ft 45-65 ft Over 65 ft 

13/0 o 8 o 

12/0 51 23 25 3 

1 1/0 20 56 o o 

B: Including Re-Interpreted Interview Data 

Hook Size Under 35 ft 35-45 tt 45-65 tt Over 65 ft 

13/0 o 10 o 1 

12/0 44 20 13 3 

1 1/0 15 46 o o 
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Table 5.35 : Relative Importance of Various Sizes of 
Easybait Hooks by Boat Size Class : 

Numbers of Hooks Set (in thousands) 
All values rounded to nearest integer 

A: Mall Survey Data Only 

Hook Size Under 35 ft 35-45 ft 45-65 ft Over 65 ft 

13/0 o 125 o 10 

1 2/0 1 31 221 417 40 

1 1/0 78 498 o o 

B: Including Re-Interpreted Interview Data 

Hook Size Under 35 ft 35-45 ft 45-65 ft Over 65 ft 

13/0 o 115 o 10 

1 2/0 130 220 229 40 

1 1/0 55 461 95 o 
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Table 5.36 : Relative Importance of Various Sizes of 
Easybait Hooks by County Group (under 45 ft boats only) 

Numbers of Fishing Patterns, Weighted for Sampling 
All values rounded to nearest integer 

A: Mall Survey Data Only 

Hook Cape Halifax Lunenburg Queens Yarmouth Southwest 
Size Breton and and to Kings New 

Island Guysborough Shelburne Brunswick 

13/0 8 0 0 0 0 0 

12/0 25 2 0 48 4 0 

1 1/0 4 8 0 64 0 0 

B: Including Re-Interpreted Interview Data 

Hook Cape Ha I ifax Lunenburg Queens Yarmouth Southwest 
Size Breton and and to Kings New 

Island Guysborough Shelburne Brunswick 

13/0 4 0 0 0 6 0 

12/0 25 2 0 35 3 0 

1 1/0 3 6 0 51 0 0 
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Table 5.37 : Relative Importance of Various Sizes of 
Easybait Hooks by County Group (under 45 ft boats only) 

Numbers of Hooks Set (in thousands) 
All values rounded to nearest integer 

A: Mall Survey Data Only 

Hook Cape Halifax Lunenburg Queens Yarmouth Southwest 
Size Breton and and to Kings New 

Island Guysborough Shelburne Brunswick 

13/0 125 0 0 0 0 0 

12/0 100 6 0 241 5 0 

1 1/0 10 30 0 537 0 0 

B: Including Re-Interpreted Interview Data 

Hook Cape Halifax Lunenburg Queens Yarmouth Southwest 
Size Breton and and to Kings New 

Island Guysborough Shelburne Brunswick 

13/0 69 0 0 0 46 0 

12/0 110 6 0 212 3 0 

1 1/0 7 20 0 489 0 0 
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Table 5.38 : Relative Importance of Various Sizes of 
Easybalt Hooks by Primary Directed Species : 

Numbers of Fishing Patterns, Weighted for Sampling 
All values rounded to nearest integer 

A: Mall Survey Data Only 

Hook 
Size 

13/0 

12/0 

1 1/0 

B: Including 

Hook 
Size 

13/0 

12/0 

1 1/0 

Cod 

8 

80 

51 

Re-Interpreted 

Cod 

4 

50 

27 

Haddock Hake Halibut 

a a 1 

25 3 a 

21 4 a 

Interview Data 

Haddock Hake Halibut 

a 6 1 

28 3 0 

34 4 a 
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Table 5.39 : Relative Importance of Various Sizes of 
Easybait Hooks by Primary Directed Species 

Numbers of Hooks Set (in thousands) 
All values rounded to nearest integer 

A: Mall Survey Data Only 

Hook 
Size 

13/0 

12/0 

1 1/0 

Cod 

125 

770 

439 

Haddock 

o 

20 

127 

B: Including Re-Interpreted Interview Data 

Hook 
Size 

13/0 

12/0 

11/0 

Cod 

69 

413 

226 

Haddock 

o 

168 

376 

Hake Halibut 

o 10 

18 o 

10 o 

Hake Halibut 

46 10 

18 o 

9 o 
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Table 5.40 : Relative Importance of Various Sizes of 
Gravitation Hooks by Boat Size Class : 

Numbers of Fishing Patterns, Weighted for Sampling 
All values rounded to nearest integer 

A: Mall Survey Data Only 

Hook Size Under 35 ft 35-45 ft 45-65 ft Over 65 ft 

#13 6 o o o 

#14 15 o o o 

# 1 5 20 37 5 o 

#16 10 71 o o 

B: Including Re-Interpreted Interview Data 

Hook Size Under 35 ft 35-45 ft 45-65 ft Over 65 ft 

#13 9 o o o 

# 1 4 11 2 o o 

# 1 5 18 59 2 o 

#16 27 115 3 o 
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Table 5.41 : Relative Importance of Various Sizes of 
Gravitation Hooks by Boat Size Class : 

Numbers of Hooks Set (in thousands) 
All values rounded to nearest integer 

A: Mall Survey Data Only 

Hook Size Under 35 ft 35-45 ft 45-65 ft Over 65 ft 

#13 14 o o o 

#14 103 o o o 

#15 61 220 76 o 

#16 48 610 o o 

B: Including Re-Interpreted Interview Data 

Hook Size Under 35 ft 35-45 ft 45-65 ft Over 65 ft 

#13 17 o o o 

#14 76 6 o o 

#15 53 301 25 o 

#16 86 684 50 o 
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Table 5.42 : Relative Importance of Various Sizes of 
Gravitation Hooks by County Group 

(under 45 ft boats only) : 
Numbers of Fishing Patterns, Weighted for Sampling 

All values rounded to nearest integer 

A: Mall Survey Data Only 

Hook Cape Halifax Lunenburg Queens Varmouth Southwest 
Size Breton and and to Kings New 

Island Guysborough Shelburne Brunswick 

#13 0 6 0 0 0 0 

#14 8 2 0 5 0 0 

# 1 5 9 2 5 35 0 7 

#16 8 4 0 55 14 0 

B: Including Re-Interpreted Interview Data 

Hook Cape Halifax Lunenburg Queens Varmouth Southwest 
Size Breton and and to Kings New 

Island Guysborough Shelburne Brunswick 

# 1 3 0 6 0 3 0 0 

# 1 4 6 1 0 5 0 0 

#15 11 1 3 21 0 40 

#16 8 2 15 41 42 35 
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Table 5.43 : Relative Importance of Various Sizes of 
Gravitation Hooks by County Group 

A: Mall 

Hook 
Size 

#13 

#14 

#15 

# 1 6 

(under 45 ft boats only) : 
Numbers of Hooks Set (In thousands) 

All values rounded to nearest integer 

Survey Data Only 

Cape Halifax Lunenburg Queens Yarmouth 
Breton and and to Kings 
Island Guysborough Shelburne 

0 14 0 0 0 

80 9 0 14 0 

39 9 4 195 0 

96 19 0 507 36 

B: Including Re-Interpreted Interview Data 

Hook Cape Halifax Lunenburg Queens Yarmouth 
Size Breton and and to Kings 

Island Guysborough Shelburne 

#13 0 13 0 4 0 

#14 58 8 0 15 0 

#15 60 8 2 103 0 

# 1 6 65 11 37 371 133 

Southwest 
New 

Brunswick 

0 

0 

35 

0 

Southwest 
New 

Brunswick 

0 

0 

181 

153 
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Table 5.44 : Relative Importance of Various Sizes of 
Gravitation Hooks by Primary Directed Species : 

Numbers of Fishing Patterns, Weighted for Sampling 
All values rounded to nearest integer 

A: Mall Survey Data Only 

Hook Cod Haddock Hake Halibut 
Size 

#13 3 0 0 3 

#14 13 2 0 0 

#15 54 9 0 0 

# 1 6 33 41 0 7 

B: Including Re-Interpreted Interview Data 

Hook Cod Haddock Hake Halibut 
Size 

#13 6 0 0 3 

#14 9 0 2 

#15 73 6 0 0 

# 1 6 86 35 19 6 
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Table 5.45 : Relative Importance of Various Sizes of 
Gravitation Hooks by Primary Directed Species 

Numbers of Hooks Set (In thousands) 
All values rounded to nearest integer 

A: Mall Survey Data Only 

Hook Cod Haddock Hake Halibut 
Size 

#13 11 0 0 3 

#14 94 9 0 0 

#15 318 39 0 0 

# 1 6 256 394 0 8 

B: Including Re-Interpreted Interview Data 

Hook Cod Haddock Hake Halibut 
Size 

#13 14 0 0 3 

#14 68 8 0 6 

#15 354 24 0 0 

#16 447 296 71 6 
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Table 5.46 : Inter-Calibration of Sizes of Hooks 
of Various Designs used in Groundfish Longlinlng 

See text for reasoning underlying Inter-calibration 

Hook Design Sizes Considered Functionally Equivalent 

Mustad "Tuna Circle" 

Milward "Group 1500 Circle" 

VMC "Long Line Circle" 

Mustad "E-Z-Baiter Circle" 
Qual. No. 39980 

Milward "Group 1500 
Circle Long Shank" 

Mustad "E-Z-Baiter Circle" 
QuaLNos. 39975, 39977 

Milward ·Superbaiter" 

VMC "Long Line Baiter Circle" 

Mustad "Gravitation" 

Milward "Centreline" 

VMC QuaLNo. 9765 

Mustad "Gravitation Ring" 

Milward "Oporto Cod" 

Mustad "Atlantic Limerick" 

VMC QuaLNo. 9767 

Mustad "Halibut" 

10/0 11/0 12/0 13/0 14/0 15/0 16/0 

#5S #5 #4 #3 #2 #1 1/0 

#10 #8 #7 #6 #5 #4 #3 

1 3/0 

#6 #5 #4 

11/012/013/0 

#6 #5 #4 

#6 

#16 #15 #14 #13* 

#7 #6 #5 

#16 #15 #14 

#15 

#7 

6/0 

6/0 

6284 

*: Two examples of a hook of very similar form to the Mustad Gravitation but of a larger size 
than the largest in that company's catalogue (#14) were received in response to the mail 
survey. This hook is here tabulated as a Mustad product though its true manufacturer is 
unknown. 
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Table 5.47 : Combinations of Hook Sizes 
of Different Generic Types Used 

in the Same Fishing Patterns 

Firat Hook 

10/0 Circle 

1 % & 11/0 Circle 

11/0 Circle 
11/0 Circle 
11/0 Circle 

11/0 & 12/0 Circle 
11/0 & 12/0 Circle 

11/0 & 15/0 Circle 

1210 Circle 
1210 Circle 

13/0 Circle 

14/0, 15/0 & 16/0 Circle 

15/0 Circle 

#5 Longshank Circle 
#5 Longshank Circle 
#5 Longshank Circle 

#4 Longshank Circle 

11/0 Easybait 
11/0 Easybait 
11/0 Easybait 
11/0 Easybait 

12/0 Easybait 
12/0 Easybait 

Second (and Third) 
Hook(a) 

6/0 Limerick 

#16 Gravitation 

#5 Longshank Circle 
12/0 Easybait 
# 16 Gravitation 

11/0 & 1210 Easybait 
#5 Longshank Circle & 
#15 Gravitation 

11/0 Easybait 

#6 & #5 Longshank Circle 
#16 & #15 Gravitation 

#14 Gravitation 

1210 Easybait 

6284 Halibut 

#16 Gravitation 
1210 Easybait 
# 15 Gravitation 

12/0 Easybait 

# 16 Gravitation 
#16 Gravitation 
# 16 Gravitation 
#16 Gravitation 

# 15 Gravitation 
# 15 Gravitation 

Agreement with 
Inter-Call bratlon 

Scheme In Table 4.46 

Agree 

Agree 

Agree 
Agree 

Disagree 

Disagree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Disagree 
Disagree 

Disagree 

Disagree 

Agree 

Disagree 
Agree 
Agree 

Disagree 

Agree 
Agree 
Agree 
Agree 

Disagree 
Disagree 
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Table 5.48 
Use of Gangion Materials 

GANGION SOLE USE JOINT USE WITH ANOTHER 
MATERIAL LISTED MATERIAL 

Count Weighted Count Weighted 
of for of for 

Fishing Sampling Fishing Sampling 
Patterns Patte rns 

Brownell braided 129 528.28 1 9 75.33 
Ashaway Tunaline 95 394.06 1 2 95.07 
Green braided 15 26.01 2 6.70 
Unspecified braided 23 122.44 3 19.70 

Mending twine 2 6.37 1 2.37 

Spun nylon 19 107.61 6 41.41 

Monofilament 0 1 2.88 

NO DATA 17 123.60 2 19.04 



Gangion Material 
Used in First 
Fishing Pattern 

Brownell braided 
Tunaline 
Green braided 
Unspecified braided 

Mending twine 

Spun nylon 

Monofilament 

NO DATA 

Table 5.49 : 
Use of Gangion Materials in Multiple Fishing Patterns: 

Counts of Interv'iewees 

Table includes only the principal or first named gangion material 
for each fishing pattern where more than one was used. 

Gangion Material Used in Second Fishing Pattern 
Brownell Ashaway Green Unspecified Mending 
braided Tunaline braided braided twine 

32* 1 1 
5 26** 1 

6*** 
1 4 

1 

1 1 

Spun Monofilament NO DATA 
nylon 

2 1 

5**** 1 

1 

*: Includes six interviewees who each reported a third fishing pattern. For five of these, the third pattern also involved Brownell braided gang ions, 
while the sixth reported two patterns involving Brownell gangions and one involving green braided gangions. 

**: Includes four interviewees who reported three fishing patterns each. Of these four: two also used Ashaway Tunaline gangions in their third 
pattern, one used green braided line and one used unspecified braided nylon. 
***: Includes one interviewee who reported a third fishing pattern involving Brownell braided gang ions. 

****: Includes one interviewee who reported a third fishing pattern involving Brownell braided gangions. 



Brownell Size 

750 
550 

420 & 550 
420 

420 & 280 
325 
280 
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Table 5.50 
Intercalibration of Sizes of 
Various Gangion Materials 

Ashaway Tunallne Traditional 
Stren gth· LInear Weight 

3 Ib 
150 Ib 3.5 Ib 

150 & 200 Ib 4 Ib 
200 Ib 5 Ib 
250 Ib 6 Ib 
300 Ib 

300 & 350 Ib 8 Ib 
350 Ib 

Nominal Size 
for Analysis 

750 
550 
480 
420 
350 
325 
280 
250 

The green braided material and the 400 Ib monofilament line reported by one 
interviewee were each given a nominal size of 280 for the purposes of analysis . 

• : 250 Ib test and 350 Ib test sizes of Ashaway Tunaline were not sold in 1990 by the Fishing 
Gear Division of IMP Group Ltd. but they were reported by some interviewees. 
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Table 5.51 
Sizes of Gangions 

by Gangion Materials 

Table includes only the principal or first named 
gangion material where more than one was used. 

A: Counts of Fishing Patterns 

Ganglon Ganglon Size 
Material 750 550 480 420 350 325 

Brownell braided 2 31 2 24 2 2 
Tunaline 27 2 28 7 20 
Green braided 
Unspecified braided 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Mending twine 
Spun nylon 2 1 1 0 1 
Monofilament 
NO DATA 0 0 2 1 1 0 

Total 4 59 7 53 1 1 22 

280 

27 
1 

15 
0 

5 
1 
2 
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B: Weighted for Sampling (All values rounded to the nearest integer) 

Ganglon Ganglon Size 
Material 750 550 480 420 350 325 280 

Brownell braided 7 117 6 72 5 5 121 
Tunaline 111 7 123 48 73 1 
Green braided 26 
Unspecified braided 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Mending twine 
Spun nylon 9 2 4 0 2 28 
Monofilament 3 
NO DATA 0 0 7 2 3 0 17 

Total 1 5 230 24 197 5 8 78 196 

250 

1 

0 

0 

1 

250 

3 

0 

3 

Periods indicate sizes not recognized for particular gangion materials under the 
intercalibration scheme in Table 5.50. 
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Table 5.52 
Gangion Lengths Reported 

Length Count of Weighted for 
(Inches) Fishing Patterns Sampling 

1 2 4 25.15 
1 4 4 12.70 
1 5 4 10.83 
1 6 1 2 66.78 
1 7 3 22.09 
1 8 50 235.83 
20 26 92.76 

20-24 2 8.00 
2 1 4 14.33 
22 1 0 31.45 
24 40 206.21 

24-30 1 17.35 
25 1 14.71 

25-30 1 2.79 
26 7 19.21 
27 5 18.39 
28 8 23.59 
30 33 170.69 
31 1 16.44 
32 4 12.37 
34 1 4.38 
35 5 15.14 
36 38 158.49 

36-38 1 4.38 
40 1 2.88 
42 3 11.50 
44 1 4.38 
45 1 0 10.00 
46 1 1.00 
48 1 3 82.43 
50 1 2.88 
51 1 2.88 
54 2 8.76 
55 2 2.00 
58 1 4.38 
60 6 21.90 

60-72 1 4.38 
66 1 4.38 
70 2 19.09 
72 8 53.72 



Nominal Length 
(Inches) 

12 
1 8 
24 
30 
36 
42 
48 
54 
60 
66 
72 
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Table 5.53 
Gangion Lengths 

by 6 inch increments 

Length Range 
(Inches) 

12 -15 
16 -21 
22-27 
28-33 
34-39 
40-45 
46-51 
52-57 
58-63 
64-69 
70-72 

Counts of 
Fishing Patterns 

12 
95 
67 
46 
45 
1 4 
1 6 

4 
7 
2 

10 



Direction * 
COD 

Nominal Gangion 
Length (inches) 

12 8 
18 30 
24 12 
30 6 
36 5 
42 5 
48 1 
54 2 
60 1 
66 
72 

Table 5.54 : Gangion Lengths by Directed Species· 
Counts of Fishing Patterns 

COD COD COD COD COD COD HAD. HAD. HAD. HAKE HAKE 
HAD. HAKE POl. HAL. CAT. FLOU. COD CUSK COD 

3 1 
17 3 4 2 8 9 10 
17 4 12 4 
10 2 9 

3 5 
1 

3 

2 
1 ,-

HAKE HAKE HAL. HAL. HAL. 
HAD. CUSK COD HAD. 

7 2 
6 2 

12 3 
15 18 

7 1 
12 

2 
3 
1 
4 4 

.: "Direction" is a code made up of the names of the first two directed species named by the interviewee, in the sequence named. Longer names are abbreviated as: CAT.- "catflsh", FLOU.- "flounder", 
HAD.- haddock, HAL.- halibut and POL.- pollock. . 

-: This fishing pattern was reported to be directed towards cod, haddock and halibut; an almost impossible combination since haddock and halibut cannot both be taken efficiently by the one set of 
gear. The gangion length, at least, seems to be chosen to suit the halibut. 



Distance 
(feet) 

2.00 
2.50 
3.00 
3.16 
3.50 
3.67 
3.75 
4.00 
4.33 
4.42 
4.50 
4.58 
4.70 
4.75 
5.00 
5.08 
5.16 
5.33 
5.42 
5.50 
5.58 
5.67 
5.75 
5.83 
6.00 
6.50 
7.00 
8.00 
8.50 
8.60 
9.00 
10.00 
10.50 
11.00 
12.00 
14.00 
15.00 
18.00 
21.00 
22.00 
24 .00 
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Table 5.55 
Distance between Gangions 

along Groundline 

Counts of 
Fishing Patterns 

1 
1 
6 
1 

1 3 
1 
3 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 

1 4 
1 
9 

1 1 
2 
6 
1 
1 
1 
1 

92 
1 

1 1 
9 
1 
1 

30 
6 
1 
2 

55 
3 
9 

1 3 
1 
1 
1 

Weighted 
for Sampling 

15.13 
15.46 
32.87 

2.79 
55.48 

2.79 
3.00 
8.38 
4.89 
2.79 

18.25 
8.76 
4.33 
4.33 

58.16 
4.38 

42.49 
41.14 

4.89 
27.53 
2.37 
2.79 

14.47 
2.37 

424.23 
4.33 

31.62 
31.18 

2.37 
2.37 

127.80 
30.72 
14.47 
5.40 

287.71 
10.70 
30.75 
53.34 

1.00 
1.00 
1.00 



Direction * . . 
COD COD 

HAD. 

Distance (feet)**: 
1-2 
2-3 4 1 
3-4 " 1 
4-5 " 4 
5-6 26 38 
6-7 1 2 
7-8 3 
8-9 3 3 

9- 10 2 
10-11 1 1 
11-12 1 1 2 
12-13 
13-14 
14-15 3 
15-16 
16-17 
17-18 
18-19 
19-20 
20-21 
21-22 
22-23 
23-24 

Table 5.56 : 
Distance between Gangions along Groundline 

by Directed Species : 
Counts of Fishing Patterns 

COD COD COD COD COD HAD. HAD. HAD. HAKE 
HAKE POl. HAL. CAT. FLOU. COD CUSK 

1 
2 6 

6 
4 2 2 12 29 6 

2 
4 

5 

2 2 

HAKE HAKE HAKE HAL. HAL. HAL. Total 
COD HAD. CUSK COD HAD. 

1 
6 

20 
1 23 
3 2 125 
2 1 12 
1 1 9 

12 7 32 
3 1 6 
1 3 

26 12 55 
0 

3 3 
4 9 

0 
0 

9 3 14 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 

*: "Direction" is a code made up of the names of the first two directed species named by the Interviewee, In the sequence named. Longer names are abbreviated as: CAT.- "catfish", FLOU.- "flounder", 
HAD.- haddock, HAL- halibut and POL- pollock. 

": Distances of an exact number of feet are tabulated with the increment below. Thus. a distance of 3 ft is tabulated in the "2-3" bracket. 



Table 5.57 : 
Distance between Gangions along Groundline 

by Directed Species : 
Weighted for Sampling 

All values rounded to nearest integer. 

Direction * . 
COD COD COD COD COD COD COD HAD. HAD. HAD. HAKE HAKE HAKE HAKE HAL. HAL. HAL. Total 

HAD. HAKE POL HAL. CAT. FLoo. COO CUSK COD HAD. CUSK COD HAD. 

Distance (feet)**: 
1-2 15 15 
2- 3 36 4 4 44 
3-4 48 3 8 14 72 
4-5 59 14 2 23 3 102 
5-6 94 177 25 18 7 62 113 4 16 2 4 24 20 567 
6-7 4 7 2 2 5 2 7 2 4 36 
7-8 9 17 2 2 31 
8-9 10 7 17 27 4 32 36 133 

9-10 18 9 4 31 
10-11 14 3 3 20 
11 - 12 36 9 9 19 147 68 288 
12-13 0 
13-14 " 1 1 
14-15 8 4 4 14 31 
15-16 0 
16-17 0 
17-18 4 4 36 13 58 
18-19 0 
19-20 0 
20-21 1 
21-22 1 
22-23 0 
23-24 

*: "Direction" is a code made up of the names of the first two cirected species named by the interviewee, in the sequence named. Longer names are abbreviated as: CAT.- "catfish", FLOU.- "flounder", 
HAD.- haddock, HAL.- halibut and POL- pollock. 

*"': Distances of an exact number of feet are tabulated with the Increment below. Thus, a distance of 3 ft Is tabulated in the "2-3" bracket. 



Direction * . 
COD COD 

HAD. 

Materials: 
Nylon trawl 19 14 
Nylon & Leaded 1 2 
Poly 7 S 
Poly & Nylon 14 1 
Poly, Nylon & Leaded 3 3 
Poly & EasyHaul 1 1 
Poly, EasyHaul & Nylon 2 1 
Poly, EasyHau~ Nylon & Leaded 2 
Poly, EasyHaul & Leaded 1 
Poly & Leaded 2 1 
EasyHaul 9 1S 
EasyHaul & Nylon 4 
EasyHaul, Nylon & Lambeth 
EasyHaul & Lambeth 2 2 
EasyHaul& Leaded 1 1 
Lambeth rope 1 2 
Leaded rope 4 2 

Various 2 

Total 73 54 

Table 5.58 : 
Groundline Materials by Directed Species· 

Counts of Fishing Patterns 

COD COD COD COD COD HAD. HAD. HAD. HAKE 
HAKE POL. HAL. CAT. FLOU. COD CUSK 

2 3 8 
1 2 
2 2 8 8 

2 

2 

2 2 16 2 

1 
2 

1 
2 

4 1 1 2 2 15 41 14 

HAKE HAKE HAKE HAL. HAL. HAL. Total 
COD HAD. CUSK COD HAD. 

14 2 65 
1 1 8 

13 4 52 
4 1 25 

1 8 
5 
4 
4 
2 

S 8 
13 9 0 72 

1 6 
1 

16 
1 7 
1 7 

12 2 25 

4 

2 69 27 319 

.: "Direction" is a code made up of the names of the fir.;t two cirected species named by the interviewee, in the sequence named. Longer names are abbreviated as: CAT.- "catfish", FLOU.- "flounder", 
HAD.- haddock. HAL.- halibut and POL.- pollock. 



Direction * . . 
COD 

Materials: 

Nylon trawl 44 
Poly 30 
EasyHaul 18 
Lambeth rope 3 
Leaded rope 9 

Table 5.59 : 
Summary of Groundline Materials by Directed Species· 

Counts of Fishing Patterns 

COD 
HAD. 

23 
15 
23 

4 
9 

Counts include all fishing patterns for which material was reported, 
whether or not some other material was also reported 

COD COD COD COD COD HAD. HAD. HAD. HAKE HAKE 
HAKE POL. HAL. CAT. FLOU. COD CUSK COD 

2 4 2 5 12 1 
1 2 1 5 12 9 
2 5 8 19 2 
1 3 1 2 1 

2 6 3 2 

HAKE HAKE HAL. HAL. HAL. Total 
HAD. CUSK COD HAD. 

21 5 121 
24 5 1 107 
18 16 0 115 

4 5 24 
20 4 56 

*: "Direction" is a code made up of the names of the first two directed species named by the interviewee, in the sequence named. Longer names are abbreviated as: CAT.- "catfish", FLOU.- "flounder", 
HAD.- haddock, HAL.- halibut and POL.- pollock. 



Table 5.60 : 
Groundline Materials Used in Halibut Fishing : 

Counts of Fishing Patterns 

GROUNDLINE MATERIAL 
Poly Poly & Poly & EasyHaul EasyHaul EasyHaul & Nylon Nylon & Leaded 

Nylon Leaded Rope & Nylon Leaded Rope Leaded Rope 
BOAT SIZE 
CLASS & AREA: 

Over 65 ft 4 5 
45-65 ft 6 

Under 35 ft & 
35-45 ft: 
Cape Breton Island 1 2 2 
Guysborough Co. 1 2 1 5 
Halifax Co. B 3 2 4 4 
Lunenburg Co. 2 
Queens Co. 2 
Shelburne Co.* 3 
Cape Sable Island 6 6 3 
Yarmouth Co. 1 
Digby Co. 1 
Annapolis & Kings Cos. 1 1 
Charlotte & 
Saint John Cos. 1 2 

*: Excluding Cape Sable Island. 



Table 5.61 : 
Patterns of Weight Use in Halibut Fishing : 

Counts of Fishing Patterns in which Supplementary Weights were Used 
Tabulated by Groundline Materials 

Groundline Material 
Poly Poly & 

Nylon 
BOAT SIZE 
CLASS" AREA: 

Over 65 ft 2t 
45-65 ft 

Under 35 ft" 
35-45 ft: 
Cape Breton Island 0 0 
Guysborough Co. 0 
Halifax Co. 7tt 
Lunenburg Co. 
Queens Co. 
Shelburne Co.* 0 
Cape Sable Island 
Yarmouth Co. 
Digby Co. 
Annapolis & Kings Cos. 
Charlotte & 
Saint John Cos. 

t: Data only available for 3 of 4 fishing patterns. 

t t: Data only available for 3 of 4 fishing patterns. 

*: Excluding Cape Sable Island. 

Poly & EasyHaul EasyHaul EasyHaul & 
Leaded Rope & Nylon Leaded Rope 

4 0 
0 3 1 

2 0 
0 ? 
2 ? 

2 0 
6 5 

Nylon Nylon & Leaded 
Leaded Rope 

0 
0 0 

0 
0 
1 0 0 
0 
0 
? 

0 
0 

1 
1 0 
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Table 5.62 : Numbers of Primarily-Cod Directed Fishing 
Patterns with various Reported Maximum String Lengths 

Boat Size Class: Under 35 ft 35·45 ft 45·65 ft Over 65 ft 

Tubs per String: 

1 2 
2 1 
3 8 2 
4 9 3 
5 1 3 28 2 
6 1 5 1 3 4 
7 2 2 
8 3 4 
9 1 

1 0 5 5 2 7 
1 1 1 
1 2 1 1 1 1 
1 3 
1 4 
1 5 1 
1 6 
1 7 
1 8 
1 9 
20 1 4 

3 0 
32 
40 
50 

None Reported 3 2 

Average 6.11 6.78 7.33 10.25 
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Table 5.63 : Numbers of Primarily-Haddock Directed Fishing 
Patterns with various Reported Maximum String Lengths 

Boat Size Class: Under 35 ft 35·45 ft 45·65 ft Over 65 ft 

Tubs per String: 

1 
2 
3 4 2 
4 3 3 
5 1 1 1 
6 4 1 0 2 
7 
8 4 
9 

1 0 2 
1 1 
1 2 1 
1 3 
1 4 
1 5 1 1 
1 6 
1 7 
1 8 1 
1 9 
20 

30 1 
32 1 
40 2 
50 

None Reported 

Average 6.11 8.38 14 .00 
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Table 5.64 : Numbers of Primarily-Hake Directed Fishing 
Patterns with various Reported Maximum String Lengths 

Boat Size Class: Under 35 ft 35-45 ft 45-65 ft Over 65 ft 

Tubs per String: 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 4 
6 3 3 
7 1 2 
8 1 1 
9 

1 0 
1 1 
1 2 
1 3 
1 4 1 
1 5 
1 6 
1 7 
1 8 
1 9 
20 

30 
32 
40 
5 0 

None Reported 3 

Average 6.70 6.67 
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Table 5.65 : Numbers of Primarily-Halibut Directed Fishing 
Patterns with various Reported Maximum String Lengths 

Boat Size Class: Under 35 ft 35·45 ft 45·65 ft Over 65 ft 

Tubs per String: 

1 1 
2 5 
3 7 2 
4 2 3 
5 7 1 5 2 
6 3 6 4 
7 1 1 
8 3 5 2 
9 

1 0 3 5 2 5 
1 1 
1 2 1 3 2 
1 3 
1 4 
1 5 1 
1 6 1 
1 7 
1 8 
1 9 
20 1 

30 
32 
40 
50 1 

None Reported 1 2 

Average 5.61 6.84 11.55 10.00 



Table 5.66 : 
Weights of Anchors (in pounds) : 

Statistics of Distributions by Directed Species 

All data are based on the heaviest anchors reported for each licence 

Raw Data Weighted for Sampling 
Mean Standard Mean Standard Minimum Maximum Number of 

Weight Deviation Weight Deviation Weight Weight Interviewees 

Direction * 
Cod only 28.40 12.49 25.43 1 1.31 10 65 62 
Cod & Haddock 28.57 10.32 29.01 10.25 12 50 46 
Cod & Hake 31.00 16.82 24.75 6.34 18 50 3 
Cod & Pollock 30 30 30 30 1 
Cod & Halibut 28.89 9.93 30.79 7.69 15 40 9 
Cod & Catfish 14.00 8.49 9.89 4.37 8 20 2 
Cod & Flounder 20 20 20 20 2 
Haddock only 28.71 13.44 25.41 13.80 14 50 7 
Haddock & Cod 29.90 9.66 29.70 9.38 12 50 31 
Haddock & Cusk 0 
Hake only 31.00 7.03 31.65 6.50 20 40 8 
Hake & Cod 0 
Hake & Haddock 20 20 20 20 1 
Hake & Cusk 50 50 50 50 1 
Halibut only 27.50 11.91 28.52 16.18 12 70 26 
Halibut & Cod 34.92 13.91 28.36 13.92 12 60 13 
Halibut & Haddock 0 

Overall: 28.97 11.43 27.63 12.05 8 70 212 

*: "Direction" is a code made up of the names of the first two directed species named by the interviewee, in the sequence named. 



County Group 
Cape Breton 
Guysborough & Halifax Cos. 
Lunenburg Co. 
Queens & Shelburne Cos. 
Yarmouth to Kings Cos. 
Saint John & Charlotte Cos. 

Table 5.67 : 
Weights of Anchors (in pounds) : 

Statistics of Distributions by County Group 

All data are based on the heaviest anchors reported for each licence 
Data on the over 65 ft boat-size class are excluded 

Raw Data Weighted for Sampling 
Mean Standard Mean Standard 

Weight Deviation Weight Deviation 

24.15 8.66 22.59 8.34 
24.11 9.48 24.81 13.90 
19.63 8.50 19.02 7.76 
35.18 10.57 35.42 9.81 
31.83 10.59 27.04 10.00 
25.00 10.00 22.04 6.06 

Minimum Maximum Number of 
Weight Weight Interviewees 

10 60 52 
8 70 57 

12 35 8 
10 65 68 
12 50 12 
20 40 4 



Table 5.68 : 
Weights of Anchors (in pounds) : 

Statistics of Distributions by Boat Size Class 

All data are based on the heaviest anchors reported for each licence 

Raw Data Weighted for Sampling 
Mean Standard Mean Standard Minimum Maximum Number of 

Weight Deviation Weight Deviation Weight Weight Interviewees 

Boat Size Class: 
Over 65 ft 43.64 8.97 43.64 8.97 30 60 11 
45-65 ft 34.93 7.95 34.93 7.95 24 50 14 
35-45 ft 32.32 11.80 32.29 12.98 12 70 92 
Under 35 ft 23.14 8.09 21.59 7.76 8 60 95 
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Table 6.1 : Number of Data Points 
in Following Tables of Amounts of Gear Set 

Direction * 

Cod only 
Cod & Haddock 
Cod & Hake 
Cod & Pollock 
Cod & Halibut 
Cod & Catfish 
Cod & Flounder 
Haddock only 
Haddock & Cod 
Haddock & Cusk 
Hake only 
Hake & Cod 
Hake & Haddock 
Hake & Cusk 
Halibut only 
Halibut & Cod 

Counts of Fishing Patterns by 
Boat Size Class and Directed Species 

Boat Size Class 
Under 35 ft 35-45 ft 45-65 ft 

39 25 3 
1 8 29 6 

1 2 0 
0 1 0 
3 6 0 
2 0 0 
1 1 0 
9 6 0 

1 3 23 3 
0 1 0 
8 4 0 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
0 2 0 

26 25 6 
6 1 7 2 

Halibut & Haddock 0 1 0 

Total 128 143 20 

Over 65 ft 

5 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
8 
1 
0 

1 9 

*: 'Direction' is a code made up of the names of the first two directed species named by the 
interviewee, in the sequence named. 
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Table 6.2 : Nominal Numbers of Hooks Set per Day 
by Boat Size Class and Directed Species : 

Unweighted Means 

Cells for which there are no data are left blank. 

Boat Size Class 
Under 35 ft 35-45 ft 45-65 ft Over 65 ft 

01 rectlon * 

Cod only 5113 7143 17697 9080 
Cod & Haddock 4105 9715 14900 
Cod & Hake 3300 13500 24000 
Cod & Pollock 2000 
Cod & Halibut 4790 3625 10000 
Cod & Catfish 7920 
Cod & Flounder 3120 13200 
Haddock only 5257 9600 
Haddock & Cod 6296 10011 20250 
Haddock & Cusk 8750 
Hake only 4354 4571 14933 
Hake & Cod 2988 
Hake & Haddock 4800 
Hake & Cusk 6825 
Halibut only 1677 3380 5600 6929 
Halibut & Cod 2986 4198 7000 6000 
Halibut & Haddock 12250 

Grand Mean 4244 7139 12542 9770 

*: ·Direction· is a code made up of the names of the first two directed species named by the 
interviewee, in the sequence named. 
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Table 6.3 : Nominal Numbers of Hooks Set per Day 
by Boat Size Class and Directed Species 

Means after Weighting for Sampling 

Cells for which there are no data are left blank. 

Boat Size Class 
Under 35 ft 35-45 ft 45-65 ft Over 65 ft 

Direction 
. 

Cod only 4082 6732 17697 9080 
Cod & Haddock 4004 9252 14900 
Cod & Hake 3300 13500 24000 
Cod & Pollock 2000 
Cod & Halibut 4790 3313 10000 
Cod & Catfish 4300 
Cod & Flounder 3120 13200 
Haddock only 3820 9810 
Haddock & Cod 4777 10001 20250 
Haddock & Cusk 8750 
Hake only 4344 4624 14933 
Hake & Cod 2988 
Hake & Haddock 4800 
Hake & Cusk 6825 
Halibut only 1537 3028 5600 6929 
Halibut & Cod 2674 3621 7000 6000 
Halibut & Haddock 12250 

Grand Mean 3560 5709 10326 9770 

. : "Direction" isa code made up of the names of the first two directed species named by the 
interviewee, in the sequence named. 
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Table 6.4 : Nominal Numbers of Hooks Set per Day 
by Boat Size Class and Directed Species : 

Minimum and Maximum Reported 
Cells for which there are less than two data points are left blank. 

MINIMUM NUMBER OF HOOKS 
Boat Size 

Direction· 
Cod only 
Cod & Haddock 
Cod & Hake 
Cod & Pollock 
Cod & Halibut 
Cod & Catfish 
Cod & Flounder 
Haddock only 
Haddock & Cod 
Haddock & Cusk 
Hake only 
Hake & Cod 
Hake & Haddock 
Hake & Cusk 
Halibut only 
Halibut & Cod 
Halibut & Haddock 

Under 35 ft 
525 
750 

1620 
2640 

1500 
800 

2400 

200 
1260 

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF HOOKS 
Boat Size 

Direction" 
Cod only 
Cod & Haddock 
Cod & Hake 
Cod & Pollock 
Cod & Halibut 
Cod & Catfish 
Cod & Flounder 
Haddock only 
Haddock & Cod 
Haddock & Cusk 
Hake only 
Hake & Cod 
Hake & Haddock 
Hake & Cusk 
Halibut only 
Halibut & Cod 
Halibut & Haddock 

Under 35 ft 
18000 
11000 

7500 
13200 

12000 
20000 

6000 

7500 
4800 

Class 
35-45 ft 

1800 
2700 

12000 

Class 

2000 

2500 
1152 

3325 

5400 
600 

1000 

35-45 ft 
16500 
17500 
15000 

5250 

18000 
16000 

7200 

8250 
9000 
9800 

45-65 ft 
15840 
12000 

16000 

4500 
6000 

45-65 ft 
19250 
18000 

24750 

8500 
8000 

Over 65 ft 
6400 

8000 

3680 

Over 65 ft 
11000 

28800 

11200 

": 'Direction" is a code made up of the names of the first two directed species named by the 
interviewee, in the sequence named. 
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Table 6.5 : Nominal Numbers of Hooks Set per Day 
by Boat Size Class and Directed Species : 

Sum of Reports, Weighted for Sampling 

Cells for which there are no data are left blank. 

Boat Size Class 
Under 35 ft 35-45 ft 45-65 ft Over 65 ft 

01 rectlon 
. 

Cod only 740,962 881,633 152,899 45,400 
Cod & Haddock 277,512 1,354,244 257,472 
Cod & Hake 51,018 116,910 24,000 
Cod & Pollock 34,700 
Cod & Halibut 34,057 120,490 10,000 
Cod & Catfish 76,322 
Cod & Flounder 8,705 57,156 
Haddock only 178,411 250,350 
Haddock & Cod 211,021 1,104,380 174,960 
Haddock & Cusk 38,325 
Hake only 83,368 75,516 44,800 
Hake & Cod 7,082 
Hake & Haddock 11,376 
Hake & Cusk 54,600 
Halibut only 213,115 403,413 96,768 55,430 
Halibut & Cod 105,758 351,395 40,320 60,000 
Halibut & Haddock 53,043 

Total 1,998,707 4,896,155 722,419 239,630 

.: 'Direction' is a code made up of the names of the first two directed species named by the 
interviewee, in the sequence named. 
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Table 6.6 : Nominal Lengths of Groundline Set per Day 
by Boat Size Class and Directed Species 

Unweighted Mean (in feet) 

Cells for which there are no data are left blank. 

Boat Size Class 
Under 35 ft 35-45 ft 45-65 ft Over 65 ft 

Direction 
. 

Cod only 25015 48759 89510 97200 
Cod & Haddock 25987 60548 84890 
Cod & Hake 17028 71955 144000 
Cod & Pollock 18000 
Cod & Halibut 29938 43125 90000 
Cod & Catfish 41976 
Cod & Flounder 16630 70356 
Haddock only 31269 55683 
Haddock & Cod 38131 59423 121500 
Haddock & Cusk 52500 
Hake only 26277 20049 30000 
Hake & Cod 20916 
Hake & Haddock 26400 
Hake & Cusk 49050 
Halibut only 15692 40222 61133 104598 
Halibut & Cod 24271 50295 63000 72000 
Halibut & Haddock 79625 
Grand Mean 25305 51313 81758 90462 

.: "Direction" is a code made up of the names of the first two directed species named by the 
interviewee, in the sequence named. 
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Table 6.7 : Ratios of Nominal Numbers of Hooks Set per Day 
and of Nominal Lengths of Groundllne Set per Day 

between Fishing Patterns Targeted on Gadoids and 
Fishing Patterns Targeted on Halibut 

Table shows the ratios of numbers of hooks and lengths of groundline set per day 
in fishing patterns directed for halibut-only fishing to the equivalent numbers 

in fishing patterns directed for the species named 

Boat Size Class 
Under 35 ft 35-45 ft 45-65 ft Over 65 ft 

Direction * 

Cod only Hooks 0.328 0.473 0.316 0.763 
Groundline 0.627 0.825 0.683 1.076 

Cod & Haddock Hooks 0.408 0.348 0.376 
Groundline 0.604 0.664 0.720 

Haddock only Hooks 0.319 0.352 
Groundline 0.502 0.722 

Haddock & Cod Hooks 0.266 0.338 0.277 
Groundline 0.412 0.677 0.503 

*: "Direction· is a code made up of the names of the first two directed species named by the 
interviewee, in the sequence named. 
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Table 6.8 Factors Limiting the Amount of Gear Set 

Factor: 

Time to Work· 

Count of Fishing 
Patterns 

134 
Time, including Baiting Time 13 

Time, given Weather·· 7 

Time, including Baiting Time, given Weather 2 
Time, given Length of Dayligh(··· 5 
Time, given Tides 4 
Time to Haul on Slack Water 6 
Time, given Dogfish Problems 2 
Time, given in by mid-afternoon to truck fish to market 6 
Time, given cannot leave before 10 am 1 
Time, including Baiting Time & Time to Catch Bait 2 
Time when also fishing lobster gear 
Time to Bait at Sea 8 
Time to Bait Ashore 4 
Time to Bait, Working Alone (in a secondary fishery) 2 
Space on Board 21 
Time & Space on Board 17 
Time & Space, given Weather 2 
Time & Space, given in by mid-afternoon 
Time, including Baiting Time & Space 1 
Time to Haul on Slack & Space on Board 2 
Space in Freezer Ashore 2 
Length of Ground for the only string set 
Space Aboard & Area of Bottom 3 
Amount of Bait Available 2 
Licence Limit on amount of gear se(···· 10 
Match Trip Limit, given Weather & Catch Rate 4 
Time, Space, Trip Limit, Weather & Catch Rate 5 
Space Aboard & Trip Limit 2 
Amount of Gear Owned 11 
Time, including Baiting Time & Amount Owned 1 
Enough to Make a Living 6 
Would Use a Bigger Boat if needed to fish more 2 
Not Enough Fish to be Worth Setting More 13 
Too Many Dogfish to be Worth Setting More 

Weighted for 
Sampling 

499.67 
35.44 

23.79 

17.08 

21.65 
16.38 
34.55 

4.74 
14.67 
14.71 
5.39 

17.35 
31.84 
36.94 

4.74 
78.49 
81.47 
29.42 

4.38 
2.79 

30.26 
8.66 
4.00 
9.91 
4.74 

71.78 
17.32 
21.65 

8.66 
84.85 

4.33 
26.28 

4.74 
89.90 
2.52 

.: Includes two fishing patterns (B.76 when weighted for sampling) reported by one interviewee who said that. if the fishing 
were better. he would hire a helper and work more gear . 

•• : Includes two (B. 76) fishing patterns reported by one interviewee who said that, if the fishing were beller. he would hire a 
helper and work more gear . 

••• : Includes two (B.76) fishing patterns reported by one interviewee who said that. if the fishing were better. he would hire a 
helper and work more gear . 
•••• : Includes two (B.66) fishing patterns reported by one Interviewee who said that the lim~ of his work time was the limit 
that he was happy working, rather than an absolute lim~. One of those fishing patterns (shack fishing) was also limited by trip 
limits. His halibut-dlrected fishing pattern was nol. 

..... : Includes one (4.33) interviewee who stated that the ten tubs permitted on his licence were enough when the fishing was 
reasonable. 

I 
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TABLE 8.1 

Methods and Criteria for Selecting 
Longline Fishing Locations 

This Table shows the numbers of longline-active interviewees whose reports of their 
methods and criteria for selecting locations to fish were classified into each of 11 
numerically-coded groups by the interviewer. Up to four codes were recorded for each 
interviewee, their sequence being partly dependent on the relative importance of the 
method or criterion in the interviewee's fishing. In the Table, the counts are presented 
separately by boat size class and with the first recorded code for each interviewee 
separated from the remainder. 

BOAT SIZE CLASS·: 

Method or Criterion 
Know the Bottom 
Bottom Type 
See Fish on Sounder 
Depth 
Avoid other Gear 
Own Recent Experience 
I nformation from Others 
Avoid Dogfish etc. 
Avoid Marine Traffic 
Choose from Charts 
Tide 
NO REPORT 

Total 

First Reported Code Subsequent Code Total 

<35 <45 <65 >65 <35 <45 <65 >65 

54 33 9 3 8 1 3 4 125 
15t 1 8 2 31 25 2 7 100 

9 20 3 7 12t 1 6 2 69 
8 4 8 9 4 1 34 
6 3 9 8 26 
3 5 1 8 6 23 
2 1 2 6 1 12 

2 7 9 
1 1 

1 1 
1 1 

6 1 7 

96921411 85 85 1 0 1 2 214 

Boat size classes coded as: <35: under 35 ft; <45: 35-45 ft; <65: 45-65 ft; >65: over 65 
ft. 
t: Includes one report relating to an under 35 ft boat operating on a 35-45 ft licence. 
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TABLE 10.1: Trip Durations in the 45-65 ft Boat-Size Class 

Duration 

Always 10 to 14 days 
Maximum 12-14, minimum 2-3 days 
7 to 10 days 
Always 5 to 8 days 
Maximum 6-7, minimum 1-3 days 
Always 3 to 5 days 

Number of Reported 
Fishing Patterns 

5 
2 
1 
7 
3 
3 
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TABLE 10.2 Trip Durations in the 35-45 ft Boat-Size 
Class 

121.1[111 lUI Number of Reported 
Minimum Maximum Fishing Patterns 

1 1 41 

1 2 1 5 
2 1 

2 2 23 

1 3 6 
2 3 7 

3 1 
3 3 7 

1 4 2 
2 4 1 
3 4 3 

4 1 
4 4 1 

2 5 6 
4 5 3 

5 2 
5 5 3 

4 6 1 
5 6 6 

6 3 
6 6 1 

3 · 7 1 
7 1 

7 7 5 

7 8 1 
8 8 1 

1 0 2 

2 1 

None specified 2 



Table 10.3 : Trip Durations in the 35-45 ft Boat-Size Class by Directed Species 

Direction * : 
COD COD COD COD COD COD COD HAD . . HAD. HAD. HAKE HAKE HAKE HAKE HAL. HAL. HAL. 

HAD. HAKE POL. HAL. CAT. FLOU. COD CUSK COD HAD. CUSK COD HAD. 

Duration 
Min Max 

1 1 7 10 3 7 3 6 3 
1 2 1 3 4 1 3 2 

2 1 
2 2 3 4 7 7 
1 3 1 2 1 
2 3 1 2 1 2 

3 1 

3 3 2 2 2 
1 4 
2 4 
3 4 2 

4 
4 4 
2 5 3 3 
4 5 

5 
5 5 2 
4 6 
5 6 2 2 

6 2 1 
6 6 
3 7 

7 
7 7 2 2 
7 8 1 
8 8 

10 
2 
None Spedfied 

*: "Direction" is a code made up of the names of the fi~t two directed species named by the Interviewee, in the sequence named. Longer names are abbreviated as: CAT.- "catfish", FLOU.- "flounder", 
HAD.- haddock. HAL.- halibut and POL.- pollock. 
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Table 11.1 . Proportion of Fishing Patterns for which . 
Hauling Began between 0400 and 0800 

Boat Size Class: Under 35 ft 35-45 ft 45-65 ft Over 65 ft 

Primary Directed 
Species: 

Cod 50 / 63 45.5/ 57 6.5 / 9 4 / 4 

Haddock 16 / 20 20.5/ 27 1 /2 

Hake 9 / 10 3 / 6 2 / 2 

Halibut 15 / 26 12.5/ 36 3/8 2.5/ 8 

The tabulated number in front of the stroke is the number of fishing patterns in the 
appropriate group for which the beginning of hauling was reported as falling between 
0400 and 0800. The number following the stroke is the total number of fishing patterns 
in the group for which an analyzable time of starting hauling was recorded. (Reports 
that included some times inside the 0400 to 0800 bracket and some outside were counted 
as equal to 0.5 fishing patterns. Those that were reported as exactly 0400 or 0800 were 
counted as equal to 1.0 fishing patterns.) 

Table 11.2 : Proportion of Fishing Patterns for which 
Hauling Began between 0800 and 1200 

Boat Size Class: Under 35 ft 35-45 ft 45-65 ft Over 65 ft 

Primary Directed 
Species: 

Cod 8/63 3.5/ 57 0/9 0 / 4 

Haddock 1 / 20 1 /27 0 /2 

Hake o / 10 o / 6 0 / 2 

Halibut 2/26 8.5/ 36 3/8 5.5/ 8 

The tabulated number in front of the stroke is the number of fishing patterns in the 
appropriate group for which the beginning of hauling was reported as falling between 
0800 and 1200. The number following the stroke is the total number of fishing patterns 
in the group for which an analyzable time of starting hauling was recorded. (Reports 
that included some times inside the 0800 to 1200 bracket and some outside were counted 
as equal to 0.5 fishing patterns.) 
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Table 11.3 : Proportion of Fishing Patterns for which 
Hauling Began between 1200 and 1800 

Boat Size Class: Under 35 ft 35·45 ft 45·65 ft Over 65 ft 

Primary Directed 
Species: 

Cod 1 / 63 1 / 57 0 / 9 0 / 4 

Haddock 0/20 o /27 0 /2 

Hake o / 10 o / 6 0 / 2 

Halibut 0.5/ 26 3 /36 0/8 0 / 8 

The tabulated number in front of the stroke is the number of fishing patterns in the 
appropriate group for which the beginning of hauling was reported as falling between 
1200 and 1800. The number following the stroke is the total number of fishing patterns 
in the group for which an analyzable time of starting hauling was recorded. (Reports 
that included some times inside the 1200 to 1800 bracket and some outside were counted 
as equal to 0.5 fishing patterns.) 

Table 11.4 . Proportion of Fishing Patterns for which . 
Hauling Began between 1800 and 2400 

Boat Size Class: Under 35 ft 35·45 ft 45·65 ft Over 65 ft 

Primary Directed 
Species: 

Cod 0/63 1 / 57 0.5/ 9 0 /4 

Haddock 0/20 0.5/ 27 1 /2 

Hake o / 10 o / 6 0 / 2 

Halibut 0/26 o /36 0/8 0 / 8 

The tabulated number in front of the stroke is the number of fishing patterns in the 
appropriate group for which the beginning of hauling was reported as falling between 
1800 and 2400. The number following the stroke is the total number of fishing patterns 
in the group for which an analyzable time of starting hauling was recorded. (Reports 
that included some times inside the 1800 to 2400 bracket and some outside were counted 
as equal to 0.5 fishing patterns.) 
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Table 11.5 : Proportion of Fishing Patterns for which 
Hauling was Synchronized with the Time of Slack Water 

Boat Size Class: Under 35 ft 35·45 ft 45·65 ft Over 65 ft 

Primary Directed 
Species: 

Cod 2/63 5 / 57 0 /9 0 /4 

Haddock 0/20 3 /27 0 /2 

Hake 1 / 10 3 / 6 0 / 2 

Halibut 3/26 4 /36 0/8 0 / 8 

The tabulated number in front of the stroke is the number of fishing patterns in the 
appropriate group for which hauling was reported as occurring at the time of slack 
water. The number following the stroke is the total number of fishing patterns in the 
group for which an analyzable time of starting hauling was recorded. 

Table 11.6 : Proportion of Fishing Patterns for which the 
Time of Hauling was Reported as being Variable 

Boat Size Class: Under 35 ft 35·45 ft 45·65 ft Over 65 ft 

Primary Directed 
Species: 

Cod 2/63 1 1 57 2 19 0 14 

Haddock 3/20 2 / 27 0 /2 

Hake o 1 10 0 1 6 0 12 

Halibut 6/26 8 /36 2/8 0 / 8 

The tabulated number in front of the stroke is the number of fishing patterns in the 
appropriate group for which the time of beginning hauling was reported as being 
variable. The number following the stroke is the total number of fishing patterns in the 
group for which an analyzable time of starting hauling was recorded. 
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Table 11.7 . Estimated Soak Times for the First Hook Set . 
and Hauled In Primarily-Cod Directed Fishing Patterns 

Boat Size Class: Under 35 ft 35-45 ft 45-65 ft Over 65 tt 

Soak Time (hours): 

1 or 2 22 1 0 0 
3 or 4 30 23 1 2 
5 or 6 2 1 1 3 0 
7 or 8 2 7 1 2 
9 or 10 0 1 1 3 
11 or 12 0 4 0 0 
13 or 14 1 0 0 1 
1 8 2 1 0 0 
24 3 1 0 0 

The tabulated numbers are the numbers of fishing patterns in the appropriate groups. 

Table 11.8 : Estimated Soak Times for the First Hook Set 
and Hauled In Primarily-Haddock Directed Fishing Patterns 

Boat Size Class: Under 35 ft 35-45 ft 45-65 ft 

Soak Time (hours): 

1 or 2 9 2 1 
3 or 4 3 1 2 1 
5 or 6 4 6 0 
7 or 8 0 0 0 
9 or 10 0 1 0 
11 or 12 2 1 0 
13 or 14 0 0 0 
1 8 0 0 0 
24 1 2 0 

The tabulated numbers are the numbers of fishing patterns in the appropriate groups. 
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Table 11.9 : Estimated Soak Times for the First Hook Set 
and Hauled in Primarily-Hake Directed Fishing Patterns 

Boat SIze Class: Under 

Soak l"Ime (hours): 

1 or 2 6 
3 or 4 2 
5 or 6 1 
7 or 8 0 

35 ft 35·45 

0 
4 
1 
1 

ft Over 65 ft 

o 
2 
o 
o 

The tabulated numbers are the numbers of fishing patterns in the appropriate groups. 

Table 11.10 : Estimated Soak Times for 'the First Hook Set 
and Hauled In Primarily-Halibut Directed Fishing Patterns 

Boat SIze Class: Under 35 ft 35·45 ft 45·65 ft Over 65 ft 

Soak TIme (hours): 

1 or 2 3 5 0 0 
3 or 4 4 1 1 1 7 
5 or 6 1 7 5 3 
7 or 8 0 2 1 0 
9 or 10 0 0 1 0 
11 or 12 3 3 0 0 
13 or 14 0 0 0 0 
1 8 5 0 0 0 
24 1 0 7 1 0 
48 or more 4 0 0 0 

The tabulated numbers are the numbers of fishing patterns in the appropriate groups. 
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Table 11.11 : Proportion of Fishing Patterns for which 
Setting was Between Midnight and either Daylight or 0600 

Boat Size Class: Under 35 ft 35·45 ft 45·65 ft Over 65 ft 

Primary Directed 
Species: 

Cod 56 I 63 30.5 I 54 4.51 9 1.5 I 8 

Haddock 15.51 20 12.5 I 24 1 I 3 

Hake 10 I 10 1.5 I 6 2 I 2 

Halibut 16.51 26 21 I 34 4.5 110 10 I 11 

The tabulated number in front of the stroke is the number of fishing patterns in the 
appropriate group for which the time of setting was reported as being between 0000 and 
0600 or between 0000 and daylight or at daylight. The number following the stroke is 
the total number of fishing patterns in the group for which an analyzable time of setting 
was recorded. (Reports that included some times inside the 0000 to 0600 bracket and 
some outside were counted as equal to 0.5 fishing patterns.) 

Table 11.12 . Proportion of Fishing Patterns for which . 
Setting was Between 0600 and 1200 

Boat Size Class: Under 35 ft 35·45 ft 45·65 ft Over 65 ft 

Primary Directed 
Species: 

Cod 2.5 I 63 0.51 54 0 19 0 1 8 

Haddock 0.5 I 20 o 124 0 13 

Hake 0 110 o I 6 0 I 2 

Halibut 3 126 0.51 34 o 110 0.5 111 

The tabulated number in front of the stroke is the number of fishing patterns in the 
appropriate group for which the time of setting was reported as being between 0600 and 
1200 or "after daylight". The number following the stroke is the total number of fishing 
patterns in the group for which an analyzable time of setting was recorded. (Reports that 
included some times inside the 0600 to 1200 bracket and some outside were counted as 
equal to 0.5 fishing patterns.) 
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Table 11.13 · Proportion of Fishing Patterns for which · 
Setting was Between 1200 and 1800 

Boat Size Class: Under 35 ft 35-45 ft 45-65 ft Over 65 ft 

Primary Directed 
Species: 

Cod 1.5 / 63 3 / 54 0 / 9 0 / 8 

Haddock 3.5/20 0 / 24 0 / 3 

Hake 0 / 10 o / 6 0 / 2 

Halibut 7 /26 0.5 / 34 o / 10 0 / 11 

The tabulated number in front of the stroke is the number of fishing patterns in the 
appropriate group for which the time of setting was reported as being between 1200 and 
1800. The number following the stroke is the total number of fishing patterns in the 
group for which an analyzable time of setting was recorded. (Reports that included some 
times inside the 1200 to 1800 bracket and some outside were counted as equal to 0.5 
fishing patterns.) 

Table 11.14 · Proportion of Fishing Patterns for which · 
Setting was Between 1800 and 0000 

Boat Size Class: Under 35 ft 35-45 ft 45-65 ft Over 65 ft 

Primary Directed 
Species: 

Cod 2 /63 13.5 / 54 3.5 / 9 6.5 / 8 

Haddock 1.5 / 20 7 / 24 1 / 3 

Hake 0 / 10 1.5 / 6 0 / 2 

Halibut 0.5/26 5 / 34 2.5/ 10 0.5 / 11 

The tabulated number in front of the stroke is the number of fishing patterns in the 
appropriate group for which the time of setting was reported as being between 1800 and 
0000, or before, at or after dark. The number following the stroke is the total number 
of fishing patterns in the group for which an analyzable time of setting was recorded. 
(Reports that included some times inside the 1800 to 0000 bracket and some outside 
were counted as equal to 0.5 fishing patterns.) 
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Table 11.15 : Proportion of Fishing Patterns for which 
Setting was Synchronized with the Time of Slack Water 

Boat Size Class: Under 35 ft 35-45 ft 45-65 ft Over 65 ft 

Primary Directed 
Species: 

Cod 1 / 63 5 /54 0 / 9 0 / 8 

Haddock 0/20 0 /24 0 / 3 

Hake o / 10 3 / 6 0 / 2 

Halibut 1 / 26 3 /34 o / 10 o / 11 

The tabulated number in front of the stroke is the number of fishing patterns in the 
appropriate group for which setting was reported as occurring at or in synchronization 
with the time of slack water. The number following the stroke is the total number of 
fishing patterns in the group for which an analyzable time of stetting was recorded . 

. Table 11.16 : Proportion of Fishing Patterns for which the 
Time of Setting was Reported as being Variable 

Boat Size Class: Under 35 ft 35-45 ft 45-65 ft Over 65 ft 

Primary Directed 
Species: 

Cod 0/63 3 /54 / 9 0 / 8 

Haddock 0/20 3 /24 1 / 3 

Hake o / 10 o / 6 0 / 2 

Halibut 0/26 3 /34 3/ 10 o / 11 

The tabulated number in front of the stroke is the number of fishing patterns in the 
appropriate group for which the time of setting was reported as being variable. The 
number following the stroke is the total number of fishing patterns in the group for 
which an analyzable time of starting hauling was recorded. 
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Table 12.1 : Numbers of Longline-Active Interviewees who 
Reported Manual Groundfish Jigging and/or Handllning 

JIG OR HANDLINE ON: 
Licences in No Jigglngl L~lDgiIDI IriRI Qlbl[ IriRI 

Database Handlining Rarely Often Rarely Often 

Over 65 ft 1 1 1 1 

45·65 ft 14 3 3 3 0 7 

35·45 ft 
Cape Breton 

14 1 6 6 3 6 
Guysborough & Halifax counties 

1 8 7 5 5 4 
Lunenburg, Queens & Shelburne counties 

* 51 22 9 6 6 1 9 

Yarmouth, Digby, Annapolis & western Kingstcounties 
9 2 2 2 2 4 

Saint John & Charlotte counties 
2 1 

Under 35 ft 
Cape Breton 

36 2 1 3 1 5 8 1 8 
Guysborough & Halifax counties 

34 8 2 23 4 1 7 
Lunenburg, Queens & Shelburne counties 

20 5 8 2 1 6 

Yarmouth, Digby, Annapolis & western Kingst counties 
3 1 1 3 

Saint John & Charlotte counties 
2 1 2 

In this Table, a licence enumerated in the "Non Jigging" column does not appear in any of 
the "Trip" columns. A licence not enumerated in the "No Jigging" column is enumerated 
in either or both of the "Longline" and "Other" trip types. Within each trip type, a 
licence only appears in one of the "Rarely" or "Often" columns. 

": Includes two interviewees for whom no data on jigging or handlining are available. 

t : Kings County, Nova Scotia, was divided between two county groups, the dividing line being 
drawn at Cape Split. 



Table 12.2 : Numbers of Interviewees who Reported using 
Various Kinds of Jigs 

Jig Type* 

Sampling Reports of No Nor. Norw. Herr. Herr. Herr. Home Sinker Sinker Sinker Sinker & Bugs 
Group Jigging or Jigs only & Bugs only and and and & Bugs & Bugs & Bugs and Norw. and 

Handlining only Norw. Norw. Norw. and and Feathers 
& Bugs Norw. Norw. 

& Bugs 

45-65 ft 11 2 3 3 
35-45 ft 
Cape Breton 13 5 4 1 
Eastern Shore 11 4 2 2 
Lunenburg Co 2 2 
South Shore 27 2 8 4 4 2 
Yarmouth- 4 2 2 2 
Kings Cos. 
New Brunswick 2 1 
Under 35 ft 
Cape Breton 34 11 7 2 2 
Eastern Shore 26 12 4 1 S 2 
Lunenburg Co 6 3 1 1 
South Shore 14 7 2 2 
Yarmouth- 3 2 1 
Kings Cos. 
New Brunswick 2 1 1 
TOTAL '55 3 54 28 2 9 3 5 17 9 2 

*: Jig types coded as: Norw.: Norwegian jig; Bugs: Hooks with artificial plastic lures; Herr.: Herring jig; Home: Home-made jig; Sinker: Weight without 
integral hooks. Ampersands indicate that two elements were used on the same line (e.g. "Norw. & Bugs": Hooks with artificial lures attached to line bearing a 
Norwegian jig). "And" indicates that two types of gear were used on different lines. The various kinds of artificial lures are not distinguished. 



Table 12.3 : Numbers of Interviewees who Reported using 
Various Kinds of Baited Handlines 

Handline Type* 

Sampling Reports of No Jig & Bait on Jig Bait on Jig Sinker/Hooks Sinker/Bugs Sinker/Hooks Baited 
Group Jigging or Bait Bait on & on Bugs and Handlining 

Handlining Used Bugs Bait on Jig Confirmed 
But Gear Not 
Described 

45-65 ft 11 5 3 1 
35-45 ft 
Cape Breton 13 4 4 1 1 
Eastern Shore 11 4 2 1 1 2 
Lunenburg Co 2 2 
South Shore 27 5 1 6 2 5 
Yarmouth- 4 2 1 2 2 
Kings Cos. 
New Brunswick 2 2 
Under 35 ft 
Cape Breton 34 11 3 5 2 1 2 
Eastern Shore 26 7 3 1 1 2 1 
Lunenburg Co 6 6 8 
South Shore 14 1 6 6 
Yarmouth- 3 1 1 
Kings Cos. 
New Brunswick 2 1 1 
TOTAL 155 40 25 8 7 22 8 1 21 

*: Handline types coded as: Sinker/Hooks.: Hooks attached to a line bearing a sinker weightj Sinker/Bugs: Hooks with artificial plastic lures attached to a line 
bearing a sinker weight. The various kinds of artificial lures are not distinguished. 
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Table 12.4a : Numbers of Auto Jigging Licence Designations 
in the Longline Fleet and Auto Jigging Activity Levels 

Interviewees Reporting Longllne Activity in 1990 

Sampling 
Group 

Number Number. of Interviewee. 
I n with Auto Jigging De.ignation 

Database Inactive Active 

Over 65 ft 
45·65 ft 

1 1 

Active 11 1 2 
35·45 ft 
Cape Breton Island 

Active 14 1 
Guysborough & Halifax counties 

Active 14 3 
Inactive 1 

Lunenburg County 
Active 2 

Queens & Shelburne counties 
Active 38 2 5 
Inactive 3 1 

Yarmouth, Digby, Annapolis & western Kings* counties 
Active 6 
Inactive 3 

Saint John & Charlotte counties 
Active 1 
Inactive 1 

Under 35 ft 
Cape Breton Island 

Active 30 1 
Inactive 5 

Guysborough & Halifax counties 
Active 19 4 
Inactive 4 1 

Lunenburg County 
Active 3 
Inactive 3 

Queens & Shelburne counties 
Active 12 
Inactive 2 

* Yarmouth, Digby, Annapolis & western Kings counties 
Active 2 
Inactive 1 

Saint John & Charlotte counties 
Active 1 
Inactive 1 

Weighted for 
Sampling 

Inactive Active 

2.9 

4.3 

8.8 
14.5 

9.5 
15.0 

5.8 

4.3 

13.0 

21.9 

2.8 

' : Kings County, Nova Scotia, was divided between two county groups, the dividing line being 
drawn at Cape Split. 
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Table 12.4b : Numbers of Auto Jigging Licence Designations 
in the Longline Fleet and Auto Jigging Activity Levels 

Interviewees Reporting Longline Inactivity In 1990 

Sampling 
Group 

45-65 tt 

Number Numbers of Interviewees 
in with Auto Jigging Designation 

Database Inactive Active 

Active 3 
Inactive 5 

35-45 ft 
Cape Breton 

Active 5 
Inactive 6 

Guysborough & Halifax counties 
Inactive 2 

Lunenburg County 
Inactive 3 1 

Queens & Shelburne counties 
Active 1 1 
Inactive 9 1 

Yarmouth, Digby, Annapolis & western Kings* counties 
Active 7 
Inactive 1 3 1 1 

Eastern Kings to Albert counties 
Inactive 1 

Saint John & Charlotte counties 
Active 2 
Inactive 3 

Weighted for 
Sampling 

Inactive Active 

14.5 

14.5 

17.4 17.4 

Continued on next page 

': Kings County, Nova Scotia, was divided between two county groups, the dividing line being 
drawn at Cape Split. 
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Table 12.4b continued 

Sampling 
Group 

Under 35 ft 
Cape Breton 

Number 
in 

Databa.e 

Active 8 
Inactive 8 

Guysborough & Halifax counties 

Number. of Interviewee. 
with Auto Jigging De.ignation 

Inactive Active 

Active 12 3 
Inactive 1 9 1 

Lunenburg County 
Active 1 
Inactive 1 2 

Queens & Shelburne counties 
Active 8 
Inactive 4 

Yarmouth, Digby, Annapolis & western Kings· counties 
Active 2 
Inactive 6 

Eastern Kings to Albert counties 
Inactive 2 

Saint John & Charlotte counties 
Inactive 1 1 

Weighted for 
Sampling 

Inactive Active 

7.1 

15.1 

15.0 

2.6 
14.7 
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Table 12.5 : Numbers of Longllne-Actlve Interviewees who 
Reported using Various Kinds of Jig/Handline Haulers 

Sampling 
Group 

45-65 ft 

35-45 ft 
Cape Breton 

Reports of 
Jigging or 
Handllnlng 

1 1 

1 3 
Guysborough & Halifax counties 

1 1 
Lunenburg County 

2 
Queens & Shelburne counties 

27 

Hand Hauled Powered 
or Unpowered Hauler 

Gurdy 

6 3 

9 2 

8 2 

2 

1 4 4 
Yarmouth, Digby, Annapolis & western Kings * counties 

4 4 2 
Saint John & Charlotte counties 

2 1 1 

Under 35 ft 
Cape Breton 

34 23 1 
Guysborough & Halifax counties 

26 24 
Lunenburg County 

6 6 
Queens & Shelburne counties 

14 1 2 1 
Yarmouth, Digby, Annapolis & western Kings * counties 

3 2 1 
Saint John & Charlotte counties 

2 2 -

TOTAL 155 1 1 5 1 9 

Jigging 
Machine 
as Hauler 

2 

4 

6 

Auto 
Jigging 

2 

1 

3 

1 

7 

*: Kings County, Nova Scotia, was divided between two county groups, the dividing line being 
drawn at Cape Split. 



Table 12.6 
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Numbers of Interviewees who Reported 
Grou ndfish G iIInettl ng 

Table Includes both longllne-actlve and longllne-Inactlve Interviewees. 

Sampling 
Group 

Over 65 ft 

45-65 tt 

35-45 ft 
Cape Breton 

Licences In 
Database 

1 1 

22 

25 
Guysborough & Halifax counties 

1 9 
Lunenburg County 

6 
Queens & Shelburne counties 

Gilinet Gilinet 
Designation Inactive 
or Permit 

2 1 

1 1 4 

6 1 

69 14 2 
Yarmouth, Digby, Annapolis & western Kings§ counties 

31 3 
Saint John & Charlotte counties 

Under 35 « 
Cape Breton 

7 

52 
Guysborough & Halifax counties 

63 36 12 
Lunenburg County 

1 9 1 5 * * 

Queens & Shelburne counties 

27 4 
Yarmouth, Digby, Annapolis & western Kings§ counties 

10 
Saint John & Charlotte counties 

3 

3 

Net on 
Longllne 

Trips 

1 

1 

6 

1 

": The same interviewee netted both on longline trips and on other trips. 

Longllne 
Active but 

Net on 
Other Trips 

1 

4 

1 

1 

§: Kings County, Nova Scotia, was divided between two county groups, the dividing line being 
drawn at Cape Split. 

t: Five interviewees netted both on longline trips and on other trips. 

"": Five of these 15 interviewees reported longline activity in 1990 but only one of them was 
asked the questions about gillnetting details. 

tt: The same interviewee netted both on longline trips and on other trips. 
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Table 12.7 : Dimensions of the Gillnets used by 
Longline-Actlve Interviewees 

Number of Net Net Depth Mllb Sizi (ID~bll) 
Nets Set Length (fm) (Meshes) Min. Max. 

40 60 30 5.5 7 
20 65 25 5 .5 5.5 
25 56 25 5.5 6 
1 5 50 25 -30 5.5 8 

20-25 52 25 6 7 
20 58-61 30 5.5 6 

20-30 55 25 5.5 5.5 
56 64 5 .5 5.5 
36 50 25 5.5 6 
1 8 5.5 6.5 
30 60 30 6 6 
20 53 25 5.5 5.5 
1 5 60 25 5.5 5.5 
20 5 .5 5.5 
20 66 25 6 6 
20 52 25 5.5 5.5 
20 50 20 6 6 

6 25 30 6.5 6.5 
9 50 25 5.5 6.5 

1 2 55 25 5.5 5.5 
5 65 25 5.5 7 

20 5.5 6 
30 57 25 5.5 6.5 

This Table has one entry for each longline-active interviewee who provided data on the 
gillnets that he used in 1990. 
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Table 12.8 : Numbers of Interviewees who held 
Swordfish Harpoon Licences 

Table includes both longline-active and longline-inactive interviewees. 

Sampling Licences In Harpoon No Harpoon No Data 
Group Database Licence Licence 

Holders 

Over 65 ft 1 1 1 1 

45·65 ft 
Active 1 7 8 7 2 
Inactive 5 2 3 

35·45 ft 
Cape Breton 

* Active 1 9 14 5 
Inactive 6 3 2 1 

Guysborough & Halifax counties 
Active 1 7 6 1 0 
Inactive 2 1 1 

Lunenburg County 
Active 2 1 1 
Inactive 4 1 3 

Queens & Shelburne counties 
Active 56 1 9 * 37 
Inactive 1 3 4* 9 

Yarmouth, Digby, Annapolis & western Kings ** counties 
Active 1 3 1 12 
Inactive 1 8 5 12 1 

Eastern Kings to Albert counties 
Inactive 1 1 

Saint John & Charlotte counties 
Active 3 3 
Inactive 4 4 

Table continued on next page 

. : One licence inactive. 
**: Kings County, Nova Scotia, was divided between two county groups, the dividing line being 
drawn at Cape Split. 
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Table 12.8 continued 

Sampling 
Group 

Licences In Harpoon No Harpoon No Data 
Licence Database Licence 

Holders 

Under 35 ft 
Cape Breton 

Active 39 25 1 4 
Inactive 1 3 7" 6 

Guysborough & Halifax counties 
Active 38 8 30 
Inactive 25 4 22 

Lunenburg County 
Active 4 4 
Inactive 1 5 1 5 

Queens & Shelburne counties 
Active 21 3 1 8 
Inactive 6 5 1 

Yarmouth, Digby, Annapolis & western Kings ** counties 
Active 4 4 
Inactive 6 6 

Eastern Kings to Albert counties 
Inactive 2 2 

Saint John & Charlotte counties 
Active 1 1 
Inactive 2 2 

**: Kings County, Nova Scotia, was divided between two county groups, the dividing line being 
drawn at Cape Split. 
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Table 12.9 : Numbers of Longllne-Actlve Interviewees 
with Herring and Mackerel Licences and their 

Activity Levels 

Sampling Interviewees No Herring 
Group Providing or Mackerel 

Data Licence 

35·45 ft 
Cape Breton 

1 3 4 
Guysborough & Halifax counties 

26 2 
Lunenburg County 

2 
Queens & Shelburne counties 

41 21 
Yarmouth, Digby, Annapolis & western Kings~ counties 

9 3 
Saint John & Charlotte counties 

2 2 

Under 35 ft 
Cape Breton 

36 2 
Guysborough & Halifax counties 

34 1 
Lunenburg County 

6 
Queens & Shelburne counties 

1 4 2 
Yarmouth, Digby, Annapolis & western Kings~ counties 

3 
Saint John & Charlotte counties 

2 

*: One interviewee had no mackerel licence. 

t: One interviewee had no herring licence. 

1 

Inactive Active 
Licence Licence 

4 
. 

st 

3 21§ 

2 

6* 14t 

2* * 4** 

2*t 32tt 

33§§ 

6 

2 1 0 

3** 

§: Three interviewees had no herring licences, one had no mackerel licence and one had no 
activity on his herring licence. 

'1: Kings County, Nova Scotia, was divided between two county groups, the dividing line being 
drawn at Cape Split. 

**: These interviewees had no mackerel licences. 

t t: Seven of these interviewees had no herring licences. 

§§: Six of these interviewees had no herring licences. 
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Figure 1.1 : Map of part of the Northwest Atlantic, showing the locations of 
some major bathymetric features named in the text. 
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Figure 1.2 : Map of the Scotia-Fundy Region and adjacent areas, showing the locations of 
some offshore banks, other major l:5athymetric features and principallanCt areas named in 
the text. 
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Figure 1.3 : Map of the northeastern Scotian Shelf and adjacent 
areas, showing the locations of some bathymetric features 
named in the text. 
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Figure 1.4 : Map of the southwestern Scotian Shelf and adjacent 
areas, showing the locations of some bathymetric features 
named in the text. 
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Figure 1.5 : Map of the northeastern Scotian Shelf and adjacent 
areas, showing the locations of some coastal communities, islands 
and bays named in the text. 
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Figure 1.6 : Map of the southwestern Scotian Shelf and adjacent 
areas.J showing the locations of some coastal communities, 
islanas and bays named in the text. 
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Figure 1.7 : Map of the northeastern Scotian Shelf and adjacent 
areas, showing the locations of some counties and NAFO 
Divisions named in the text. (The boundaries shown are indicative only 
and should not be taken as authoritative depictions of the official boundaries.) 
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Figure 1.8 : Map of the southwestern Scotian Shelf and adjacent 
areas, showing the locations of some counties and NAFO 
Divisions named in the text. (The boundaries shown are indicative only 
and should not be taken as authoritative depictions of the official boundaries.) 
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Figure 5.1 : Diagrammatic isometric view of a typical string of Scotia-Fundy groundfish longline 
gear. Not drawn to scale. In a real string, each tub of gear might contain 300 fathoms of groundline and 500 gangions, for a total of 2000 hooks 
in a four-tub string such as that shown here. The gangions might be 24 inches in length. A string such as this might be set in 50 fathoms depth. 
The longline gear used in this Region is highly varied, however, and no feature shown in this diagram is universally correct for all the strings set. 
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Figure 5.2 : Diagrammatic explanation of some terms used 
in descriptions of hooks. 
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Figure 5.3 : Examples of the seven generic hook types recogniz
ed in this Report, all shown actual size. Shading of some hooks 
indicates that they are kirbed. (Hooks illustrated: CIRCLE: Mustad Tuna 
Circle, Qual.No. 39965, Size 14/0; LONGSHANK CIRCLE: Milward Group 1500 
Circle Long Shank, Qual.No. 1503, Size #6; EASYBAIT: Mustad E-Z-Baiter 
Circle, Qual.No. 39977, Size 1210; GRAVITATION: VMC Qual.No. 9765, Size 
#15; OPORTO: Milward Oporto Cod, Qual.No. 1704, Size #7; LIMERICK: VMC 
Qual.No. 9767, Size 6/0; HALIBUT: Mustad Halibut, Qual. No. 94010, Size 6284) 
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Figure 5.4 : Four sizes of circle hooks used in the Scotia-Fundy 
groundfish long line fisheries, shown actual size. Sizes 11/0, 13/0 
and 15/0 are intermediate between those illustrated. (The illustration 
of the 14/0 hook is a measured drawing of a Mustad Tuna Circle Hook, Quality 
No. 39965, Size 14/0. The others are scaled copies of the 14/0 hook. Since the 
hooks of various sizes are not perfect scaled versions of one another, these other 
illustrations are slightly distorted. Hooks produced by other manufacturers differ in 
some degree from these Mustad products.) 
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Figure 5.5 : Three sizes of longshank circle hooks used in the 
Scotia-Fundy groundfish long line fisheries, shown actual size. 
(The illustration of the #6 hook is a measured drawing of a Milward Group 1500 
Circle Long Shank hook, Quality No. 1503, Size #6. The others are scaled 
copies of the #6 hook. Since the hooks of various sizes are not perfect scaled 
versions of one another, these other illustrations are slightly distorted. Hooks 
produced by other manufacturers differ insome degree from those shown.) 
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Figure 5.6 : Three sizes of easybait hooks used in the Scotia
Fundy groundfish longline fisheries, shown actual size. (The 
illustration of the 1210 hook is a measured drawing of a Mustad E-Z-8aiter 
Circle hook, Quality No. 39977, Size 12/0. The others are scaled copies of the 
12/0 hook. Since the hooks of various sizes are not perfect scaled versions of 
one another, these other illustrations are slightly distorted. Hooksproduced by 
other manufacturers differ insome degree from those shown.) 
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Figure 5.7 : Four sizes of gravitation hooks used in the Scotia
Fundy groundfish longline fisheries, shown actual size. (The illustr
atien ef the #15 heek is a measured drawing ef aVMC Quality No.. 9765, Size #15 
ho.ek. The ethers are cepies ef the #15 heek scaled to. the sizes ef the VMC (#16) 
and Mustad (shertshank #14 & #13) gravitatien heeks. Since the heeks ef varieus 
sizes and these preduced by varieus manufacturers are net perfect scaled 
versiens ef ene anether, these ether illustratiens are slightly disterted.) 
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Figure 5.8 : Some knots used in Scotia-Fundy groundfish longline gear 
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Figure 7.1a : Map of the spatial distribution of long line fishing by 
under 35 ft boats in 1990. A: Northeastern Scotian Shelf, St.Pierre 
Bank and Gulf of St. Lawrence. (Note areas fished in Bras D'Or Lakes. The 
area shaded on St.Pierre Bank is nominal, the report received concerning that area 
being insufficient for more precise mapping.) 
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Figure 7.1 b : Map of the sp-atial distribution of longline fishing by 
unCter 35 ft boats in 1990. B: Southwestern Scotian Shelf, 
Georges Bank, Gulf of Maine and Bay of Fundy. 
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Figure 7.2 : Map of the spatial distribution of longline fishing by under 35 ft boats in 1990, show
ing the counties in which the boats fishing each area were based. County codes: ANN: Annapolis Co; CB: Cape 
Breton Co.; GUY: Guysborough Co.; HFX: Halifax Co.; LUN: Lunenburg Co.; NB: Charlotte & St.John Cos., New Brunswick; QUE: Queens Co.; 
RIC: Richmond Co.; SHE: Shelburne Co.; VIC: VictoriaCo. The areas fished are differently shaded for clarity only. In some areas of overlap, the 
perimeter of one area is drawn over the shading of another. 
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Figure 7.3a : Map of the spatial distribution of long line fishing by 
35-45 ft boats in 1990. A: Northeastern Scotian Shelf, St.Pierre 
Bank and Gulf of St. Lawrence. (Note areas fished in Bras D'Or Lakes. The 
area shaded on St.Pierre Bank is nominal, the reports received concerning that area 
being insufficient for more precise mapping. One small reported ground elsewhere on 
this map has been suppressed to maintain confidentiality.) 
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Figure 7.3b : Map of the spatial distribution of longline fishing by 
3S-"-45 ft boats in 1990. B: Southwestern Scotian Slielf, Georges 
Bank, Gulf of Maine and Bay of Fundy. 
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Figure 7.4 : Map of the spatial distribution of longline fishing by 35-45 ft boats in 1990, showing 
the counties in which the boats fishing each area were based. County codes: CB: Cape Breton Co.; DIG: Digby 
Co.; GUY: Guysborough Co.; HFX: Halifax Co.; LUN: Lunenburg Co.; NB: Charlotte & St.John Cos., New Brunswick; QUE: Queens Co.; RIC: 
Richmond Co.; SHE: Shelburne Co.; YAR: Yarmouth Co. The areas fished are differently shaded for clarity only. In some areas of overlap, the 

perimeter of one area is drawn over the shading of another. 
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Figure 7.5 : Map of the spatial distribution of longline fishing by 45-65 ft boats in 1990. 
(In addition to the areas shown, two boats fished the continental slope along the southwest side of Grand Bank.) 
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Figure 7.6 : Map of the spatial distribution of longline fishing by over 65 ft boats in 1990. 
(The area shaded on St.Pierre Bank is partly nominal. some reports received being insufficient for precise mapping.) 
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Figure 7.7 : Map of the locations of groundfish longline sets recorded 
during 1990 by observers aboard Scotia-Fundy-baseH over 65 ft longliners. 
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Figure 7.8 : Recorded groundfish landings from NAFO Divisions 
3NO taken with hook-and-line gear aboard boats based in the 
Scotia-Fundy Region between 1960 and 1988 , showing the near
absence of a Grand Bank cod fishery by this fleet sector between 
the demise of the dory schooners in the early 1960s and the 
advent of the modern long line fishery in the 1980s. 
[ - : total recorded landings; - :cod landings; - - : halibut landings; - :hake 
landings (data only available from 1978). Data source: ICNAF and NAFO 
Statistical Bulletins] 
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Figure 9.1 : Seasonal fishing patterns in 1990 reported for indiv
idual over 65 It boats. In this and some subsequent figures, unshaded parts 
of each pattern represent groundfish longlining. Light shading (I:;::::::::::::~) indicates 
other kinds of fishing. Dark shading .) high lights those seasons when the boat 
in question was not fishing, while very dark shading (II) is used to indicate 
periods when a particular licence had been withdrawn from the fisheries for more 
than normal seasonal reasons. Medium shading (II) indicates uncertainty as to 
the licensee's activity at a particular time. The particular types of fishing and the 
reasons for any inactivity are noted in text form on the diagrams. For a full explan
ation of the conventions used in preparing these diagrams, see Section 9. 
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Figure 9.2 : Diagrammatic summary of the 1990 fishing seasons for the over 65 ft boats. 
White area represents cod, cod & haddock, haddock & cod and haddock longlining. Hatched area represents 
halibut, halibut & cod and cod & halibut fishing. Checkered area represents other groundfish longlining. The 
areas of solid shading have the same significance as defined in the legend to Figure 9.1. All data in this figure 
are drawn from Figure 9.1. 
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Figure 9.3 : Seasonal fishing patterns in 1990 reported for indiv
idual licences on 45-65 ft boats. 
See Figure 9.1 and Section 9 for an explanation of these diagrams. 
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Figure 9.4 : Diagrammatic summary of the 1990 fishing seasons for the 45-65 ft boats. 
Shading conventions as in Figure 9.2. All data in this figure are drawn from Figure 9.3. 
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Figure 9.5a : Seasonal fishing patterns in 1990 reported for indiv
iduallicences on 35-45 ft boats based on Cape Breton Island. 
See Figure 9.1 and Section 9 for an explanation of these diagrams. 
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Figure 9.5b : Seasonal fishing patterns in 1990 reported for indiv
idual licences on 35-45 ft boats based in Guysborough and Halifax 
counties. See Figure 9.1 and Section 9 for an explanation of these diagrams. 
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Figure 9.5c : Seasonal fishing patterns in 1990 reported for indiv
iduallicences on 35-45 ft boats based in Lunenburg and Queens 
counties. See Figure 9.1 and Section 9 for an explanation of these diagrams. 
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Figure 9.5d : Seasonal fishing patterns in 1990 reported for indiv
iduallicences on 35-45 ft boats based in Shelburne County, from 
Port LaTour to Woods Harbour (continued on next two pages). 
See Figure 9.1 and Section 9 for an explanation of these diagrams. 
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Figure 9.Sd continued 
See Figure 9.1 and Section 9 for an explanation of these diagrams. 
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See Figure 9.1 and Section 9 for an explanation of these diagrams. 
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Figure 9.5e : Seasonal fishing patterns in 1990 reported for indiv
iduallicences on 35-45 ft boats based in Yarmouth, Digby, 
Annapolis, Kings, Saint John and Charlotte counties. 
See Figure 9.1 and Section 9 for an explanation of these diagrams. 
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Figure 9.6a : Diagrammatic summary of the 1990 fishing seasons for 35-45 ft boats 
based on Cape Breton Island. 
Shading conventions as in Figure 9.2. All data in this figure are drawn from Figure 9.Sa. 
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Figure 9.6b : Diagrammatic summary of the 1990 fishing seasons for 35-45 ft boats 
based in Guysborough County and Halifax County from Petpeswick eastwards. 
Shading conventions as in Figure 9.2. All data in this figure are drawn from Figure 9.Sb. 
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Figure 9.6c : Diagrammatic summary of the 1990 fishing seasons for 35-45 ft boats 
based in the Halifax area (Eastern Passage to Pennant). 
Shading conventions as in Figure 9.2, except that halibut & haddock fishing is shaded with halibut fishing. 
All data in this figure are drawn from Figure 9.5b. 
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Figure 9.6d : Diagrammatic summary of the 1990 fishing seasons for 35-45 It boats 
based in Lunenburg, Queens, Shelburne, Yarmouth, Digby and Annapolis counties. 
Shading conventions as in Figure 9.2. All data in this figure are drawn from Figures 9.5c, 9.5d and 9.5e. 
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Figure 9.7a : Seasonal fishing patterns in 1990 reported for indiv
iduallicences on under 35 ft boats based in Victoria County. 
See Figure 9.1 and Section 9 for an explanation of these diagrams. 
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Figure 9.7b : Seasonal fishing patterns in 1990 reported for indiv
iduallicences on under 35 ft boats based in Cape Breton County. 
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Figure 9.7c : Seasonal fishing patterns in 1990 reported for indiv
idual licences on under 35 ft boats based in Richmond and 
Guysborough counties. 
See Figure 9.1 and Section 9 for an explanation of these diagrams. 
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Figure 9.7d : Seasonal fishing patterns in 1990 reported for indiv
iduallicences on under 35 It boats based in Halifax County (con
tinued on next page). 
See Figure 9.1 and Section 9 for an explanation of these diagrams. 
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Figure 9.7d concluded 
See Figure 9.1 and Section 9 for an explanation of these diagrams. 
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Figure 9.7e : Seasonal fishing patterns in 1990 reported for indiv
iduallicences on under 35 ft boats based in Lunenburg, Queens 
and Shelburne counties (continued on next page). 
See Figure 9.1 and Section 9 for an explanation of these diagrams. 
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Figure 9.7e concluded 
See Figure 9.1 and Section 9 for an explanation of these diagrams. 
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Figure 9.7f : Seasonal fishing patterns in 1990 reported for indiv
iduallicences on under 35 ft boats based in Yarmouth, Digby, 
Annapolis, Saint John and Charlotte counties. 
See Figure 9.1 and Section 9 for an explanation of these diagrams. 
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Figure 9.8a : Diagrammatic summary of the 1990 fishing seasons for under 35 ft boats 
based on Cape Breton Island. 
Shading conventions as in Figure 9.2. All data in this figure are drawn from Figures 9.7a, 9.7b and 9.7c. 
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Figure 9.8b : Diagrammatic summary of the 1990 fishing seasons for under 35 ft boats 
based in Guysborough County and Halifax Counties from Petpeswick eastwards. 
Shading conventions as in Figure 9.2. All data in this figure are drawn from Figures 9.7c and 9.7d. 
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Figure 9.8c : Diagrammatic summary of the 1990 fishing seasons for under 35 ft boats 
based in Halifax (Eastern Passage westwards), Lunenburg, Queens, Shelburne, 
Yarmouth, Digby and Annapolis counties. 
Shading conventions as in Figure 9.2. All data in this figure are drawn from Figures 9.7d, 9.7e and 9.7f. 
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